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Abstract 

This study profiles Kennedy as a man of many guises. He was often a hostage to the Cold War, to 

constrictive perceptions of the domestic clirnate, and to the hage  of a predatory China. On the other hand, 

he recognized Washington's finite capacity to shape events on the China Mainland. Possibly excepting a 

preventive strike against China's nuclear installations, he was also reluctant to run the risk of miiitary 

confrontation with Beijing. On the eve of his assassination, Kennedy may have even contemplated a China 

policy departure during his second term. Regarding leadership style, a fragmentary and reactive pattern 

pervaded both the conventional and the creative modes of his China performance. 

More a student of China than Kennedy, Rusk alternated between two divergent stntegies. In the 

summers of both 196 1 and 1962, he endorsed discrete probes in the hope of nurturing moderate forces in 

Beijing's ruling circle. 0th times saw him in favour of the "pressure-wedge" logic, which prescribed the 

ostracizing of Beijing as a means of deepening the Sino-Soviet rift. 

A calm appraisal of China's capabilities and intentions comprised the distinguishing feature of 

revisionist thinking during the Kennedy years. Three sub-schoo 1s are discernible. "Visionary revisionists" 

harboured an expansive sense of China's susceptibility to American power. "Modest revisionists" departed 

fiom the standard "zero-sum" conceptualization of the Sino-American conflict. Drawing on both, 

"educative revisionists" still implied a search for American prirnacy. The rev isionist approach d id faci l itate 

the transformation of bilateral relations in the carIy 1970s. From a shorter-range perspective, however, the 

Kennedy era only added fbel to the fire of Sino-Amerîcm confrontation. The Limited Test Ban Treaty 

accentuated the sense of encirclement and wlnerability in Beijing's psyche, and clouds gathered most 

ominously in Vietnam. Kennedy bears some responsibility for the bilateral impasse: he personified a 

decision-maker so obsessed with the objective of deterrence as to overlook the "security dilemma." But 

Mao's preference for a radical course, independent of Kennedy's conduct, contributed as well. Neither side 

was ready for a breakthrough. The opportunity to transform Sino-American relations apparently did not 

exist during the Kennedy years. 
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A Note on Tmnsliteration 

In general, the Pinyin system of transliteration has been used for most mainland Chinese 

names and places, and the Wade-Giles system - for Taiwanese ones, except where they appear in 

different forrn in quotations, or where familiar names might be confused if changed. 
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Introduction 

The United States and China conducted a momentous relationship during the Kennedy yem.  The 

China factor figured significantly in Kennedy's halting progress toward détente with the Soviets (as the 

Sino-Soviet split grew transparent); in his quest for a nuclear test ban (as the Chinese were on the verge of 

attaining nuclear capability); and in his handling of the Vietnam issue, much debated arnong historians. As 

well, the notion of a decisive contest with the Chinese over Third World allegiances both fuelled and 

coloured official interest in the Asian-AFrican arena. For its part, Beijing's perception of an imperious 

Amencan posture seemingly vindicated Mao's hawkish predilections. Beijing apparently also cherished the 

opportunity to divert dornestic attention away from the economic catastrophes that had befallen the 

country. No Ml-length study, however, has made the Kennedy administration's China policy its principal 

focus. This dissertation makes an initial effort at redressing the gap. 

This study invokes a host of significant and intriguing questions. These span ncarly the spectrum 

of levels of analysis-the shapers of policy, the foreign policy apparatus, the bilateral Sino-American 

dynamic, and the international system. The following addresses elich Ievel in tum. 

A web of rashomonesque reminiscences and competing interpretations surrounds the questions at 

hand. The complicated yet fascinating challenge of charting a pathway through the multi-layered maze 

looms large on the research agenda. This is certainly so with regard to Kennedy's performance. 1 As 

historian Nancy B. Tucker notes, early eulogizers of John F. Kennedy's Camelot insisted that had the 

young president lived he wouid have repaired relations with China in his second term.2 This corresponded 

f As Anna Kasten Nelson writes, "more than two dozen of those who participated in the Kennedy administration had 
their pends out. ... It wns. of course. the tragedy of assassination, and the fmmtion of an untînished agenda. as well 
as the persona1 los, that stimulateci such a meam of personal reflection," Anna Kasten Nelson, "Presidcnt 
Kennedy's Nationai Security Policy: A Reconsideration," Reviews in American History 1 9 (March 199 1 ), 1. 

2 Nancy Bernkopf Tucker, *No Common Ground: American-Chinese-Soviet Relations, 1948- 1972," Diplornatic 
Hisros, 162 ( l992), 32 I ; Roger Hilsman, To hiove a Nafion: The Polirics of Foreign Policy in the Administration 



to the picture of an open-minded Kennedy who had proven himself extremely capable of "growing," 

learning from the recurring crises he expenenced and steering toward a more conciliatory stance in the 

handling of the Cold ~ a r . 3  A later school of historians convenely posits a president who was more 

inclined to obsession than growth. According to Thomas G. Paterson, Warren 1. Cohen, James Fetzer, and 

particularly Gordon Chang, Kennedy rigidly "believed the Chinese to bc fanatics and feared the atomic 

bornb that they were in the process of developing." To their mind, he epitomized an action-prone quest for 

victory. imbued with ethnocentricity and insensitive to the limits of American power.4 

The following pages, hence, place a premium on assessing Kennedy's performance. One 

dimension concems his success at galvanizing the sprawling foreign policy bureaucncy.' Another 

appraises the efficacy of his "China mindset" or "prism." Following a trail blazed primarily by political 

scientist Alexander George, this latter Iine of inquiry explores Kennedy's pertinent assumptions and 

premises regarding the fundamental nature of politics and political confiict; his image of the Chinese 

leadership and perception of the threat China posed to both Arnerican security and the international order at 

large; the prism's evolution over time and its degree of elasticity; and Kennedy's capacity for refining it to 

ufJulzn F: Kennedy (Garden City. N.Y.: Doubleday. 1967). 347-8. 580- 1: tliisman lertrr to author. 7 May 1995: 
Theodorr C. Sorrnsen, Kenne- (New York: tIarper & Row, 1965), 665-6. 

3 As historian Thomas G. Paterson explains, this conception of growth and unhlfilled promise. cultivated by rnmy a 
Kennedy associate, has also been central to the interprctative framcwork of a number of historians. Sec Paterson, 
introduction to idem, cd.. Kennedy's @est for I/ictory: American Foreign Policv, 1961-1963 (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1989)' 6. 318-319 notes 15 and 16. The image achitved an cnduring hold ovrr the Amcricm 
popular mind, in good p u t  due to the trauma of Kennedy's assassination. For genenl discussions of Kennedy 
historiography and myth making Cf. Thomas Brown. JFK History of an Image (London: I.B. Tauris, 1989); Burton 
1. Kaufman. "John F. Kennedy as World Leader: A Perspective on the Literature." Diplomatic Histoty 17:3 ( 1993): 
447469. A good starting point for reswching the Kennedy e n  is fames N. Giglio. comp.. John F. Kennedv: .-i 
Bibliography ( Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1995). 

lames Fetzer. "Clinging to Containment: China Policy," in Paterson, çd., Kennedy's Quesr. 178-197; Gordon H. 
Chang, Friendr and Enemies: The UnitedStates. China, and the Soviet Union. 1958-1972 (Stanford Calif.: 
Stanford University Press, 1990), 2 17-252; Warren 1. Cohen, "The United States and China Since 1945." in idem.. 
cd.. .Vew Frontiers in American-EW Asion Relations: Ersays Presented to Dorothy Borg (New York: Columbia 
University Press. 1983). 160. Thc quotrition is from Nancy B. Tucker, "Continuing Conuoversies in the Litrmture 
of U.S.-China Relations Since 1945," in Warren 1. Cohen, ed., Puc;/ic Passage: The Stucfv of Amertcan-East M a n  
Relations on the Eve of the TwenpFirst Centuy (New York: Columbia University Press. 1996). 226. 

5 As histotian John Lewis Gaddis observes, the standards for meamring "success" in politics arc patently elusive. 
Gaddis, "Expanding the Data Base: Historiruis, Political Scientists, and the Enrichment of Security Studies.- 
lnrerrzational Securiry 12: 1 ( S u m e r  1987), 20. Arguably, a retrospective evaluation should encompass rit 1- two 
sets of standards - the goals set by the politicd actors at the tirne, and the scholar's own. This thesis attempts to 
employ both sets. 



incorporate novel information and changing circumstances. Careh1 attention will be given to the related 

issue of whether the president conternplafed a major China policy departure.' 

The attendant probe into the president's China modus operand arguably affords a glimpse of  his 

policymaking style at large. In terms of cognitive style, it explores Kennedy's modes of taking cognizance 

of the environment. In t e m s  of leadership style, it re-assesses Kennedy's wiilingness to assume the 

initiative-and run risks-both at home and abroad. Under particular scrutiny wilI be the purposefulness, 

coherence and utility of Kennedy's patterns of  foreign policymaking. More specifically, this case study 

sheds Iight on Kennedy's relationship with the foreign service and the intelligence community, and 

addresses the controversial point of whether the Kennedy penchant against forrnalized and structured 

decision-maliing procedures proved beneficinl or detrimental to policy outcornes.7 

The imperative of navigating through a torrent of often emotionally charged, personalized, and 

contradictory narratives of members of the administration extends weIl beyond the confines of the White 

House. In fact, it only gains in intensity when it cornes to the role of Foggy ~ o n o m . 8  Over the yean. a 

nurnber of critical subordinates and historians, some of h e m  Kennedy defenders, have levelled against 

Rusk the charge of undue rigidity and zealousness on China policy.9 Rusk responded wiih a hint that the 

6 For one clucidation of Alexander George's cognitive approach to policymaking, see Alexander Gcorge. "Thc Causal 
Ncxus Betwen Cognitive Beliefs and Decision-Making Bchsiviour: ïhe 'Opentiond Code' Belicf System." In 
Lawrence Fdkowski. ed.. Psychologicul ~M~dels in International Politics (Boulder. Co: Westview press. 1979): 95- 
124. See also pp.48-50 below. 

7 This fast Kennedy trait drew favourable appnisals from Alexander L. George. "PresidcntiaI Management Styles and 
Modets." in Charles W. Kegley. Jr. & Eugenc R. Wittkopf, cds., Perspectives on American Foreign Policy (New 
York: St. Martin's Press, 1983). 466468; David Kaiser, "Men and PoIicies: 196 1 - 1969." in Dime B. Kunr cd., The 
Diplomacy of the Crucial Decade: Americun Foreign Relations During the 1960s (New York: Columbia University. 
I994), 19. Others. oficials as well as historias, have faulted ihe trait as breeding disorder, contùsion, and ill-fated 
intrigue. See U. Alexis Johnson (With Jeff Olivarius McAllister), The Righr Hand of Power (Englewood Cliffs, New 
Jersey: Prentice-Hall. 1984), 326-330; John Pmdos, Keepers of the Keys: the Hisrory of the .Vational Srcurig 
Council Fom Truman to Bush (New York: William Morrow and Company, 1991). 102-103: hloya Ann Bnll. 
Vietnam-On- The-Potomac (New York: Praeger, l992), 36-7. 99. 

8 Of course, the phenornenon of conflicting recollections is not unique to the case at hmd, but is nther a stûple fmnire 
of both reuospective historical cvidenct and human mrmory. The ûcccntuated presence of the phenomcnon here 
probûbty owes much ta the sdience of emotion and high drama in recrnt Sino-American hinory (Le. the "who lost 
China" imbroglio, the bitter legacy of the Konan war, and the "Nixon shock"). The Kennedy "China bands," otkn 
pcrsonally engaged in thesr: episodes, obviously could not hclp but reflect on these maners in rt somewhat agititted 
state of mind. 

9 James C. Thomson, John K. Gdbraith, Roger Hilsman, and Foster Rhea Dulles have b e n  mong the most strident 
critics of Rusk on this score. See lames C. Thomson, "On the Making af U.S. China Policy, 196 1- 1969: A Study in 



rigidity was not his, but Kennedy's. Unfailingly reverting to a May 196 1 conversation in the Oval Office, 

Rusk recalled Kennedy's explanation that the imperatives of domestic politics precluded any attempt at 

chiuige at that juncture. Rusk nodded his assent. In his own words, he thereafter "played the village idiot," 

stonewalled any efforts at modifications, and never intimated the private discussion to his subordinates lest 

the story make the next moming's headlines. l0 

Seeking a balanced verdict on Rusk's China conduct, this study also appraises the self-portrayal of 

the China "revisionists" as anthitetic to the prevailing conservative ethos on China. 1 1 It further offen a 

typology of revisionist thinking, and attempts to determine the extent to which the revisionist endeavour 

influenced both the Kennedy administration's record and its legacy. 

Indeed, the aim of placing the Kennedy era on the continuum of Sino-American history figures in 

this undertaking. Under scrutiny wiIl be the degree of departurc from previous American practices, 

particuiarly those exhibited under Eisenhower, and the stamps the Kennedy era left on future Sino- 

American relations. 

Approaching the su bject From this Sino- American perspective requires illumination of the inter- 

dependent, biIatenI facet of the relationship. A purely Washington-centred anaiysis that lacks a grounding 

in Chinese history not only distorts the historical record but, in histoian Christopher Thome's biting 

Bureriucratic Politics," China Quarterly 50 (ApriVJune 1972), 233; James Thomson OH, 22 July 1971, LBJL; 
Hilsman OH, 15 May 1969, LBJL; Foster Rhea Dulles. American Policy Toward Cornmunisr China 1949-1969 
(New York: Thomas Y. Crowell. 1972). 192; John K. Galbraith. A Li/r in Our Times (Boston: Houghton Miffiin. 
198 1 ). 402406,428 fn. 3. 

10 Dean and Richard Rusk, As I Saw II (New York: Penguin Books, I990), 282-3; Thomas J. Schoenbaum, lYuging 
Peace and WC Dean Rusk and the Truman, Kennedy, and Johnson léors (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1988). 
387-8: Warren 1. Cohen, Dean Rusk (Totaws NJ: Cooper Square, 1980). 165. The meeting probably toak place on 
May 5. FRUS 1961-1963. Vol. 22 (1  996), 55. The quate is from Rusk OH, "Rusk II" transcript WilIiam B. Russell. 
Jr. Mernorial Libnry, Atlanta, Georgia, 7. 

11 For an example of this poruayal, sec Thomson, "On the Making," passim. In the context of this thesis. 
"revisionists" denotts a dispante group of Democratic oficials who sought, in significantly v q i n g  degnes. to 
revise the Eisenhower Administration's China policy - a policy an m l y  revisionist quite aptly defined as one of 
'no intercourse" with the PRC. "US policy toward China," Edward Rice, (StP 61 159). 26 October 1961. t': "S/P- 
61 159: US policy towards China, 10126161," box 14, JCT Papers. Ch. 1 below mounts the Eisenhower en's 
consequential legacy in detail. 



words. mns the risk of "national. cultural. and disciplinary parochialism."l There is no denying that the 

study of Sino-American relations during the 1960s-as that of any other biIateral relationshipideally 

entails careful attention to both countries' policies and attitudes as well as to the nature of the bilateral 

dynamic. The di  ficulties inherent in this mission are considerable, espec ially because of the current lim its 

on research opportunities in Chinese archives. The thesis makes some cautious and preliminary steps in this 

direction, however, primarily by building on several pioneering works by Chinese and American scholars 

who have mined the growing trickle of evidence emanating from Beijing. These studies allow one to 

tentatively suggest some patterns of bilateral interaction. Most importantly, they permit the weighing of a 

clustcr of key questions: on balance, was the Chinese leadership receptive to the notion of transforming 

Sino-American relations? How united was the Chinese leadership on the question of basic policy toward 

the United States and how did the related infra-leadership power dynamic evolve over time? In short, did 

Washington miss an opportunity for rapprochement as early as the Kennedy years by not following a more 

conciliatory line?13. 

Finally, the problem-laden Kennedy administration's China policy furnishes an instructive 

historical instance of the management of deep-seated conflicts. The deterrence paradigrn, long 

encapsulating much of the relevant conventional wisdom in the field of international security studies, has 

corne under scrutiny during the last 15 years. Its challengers criticize the paradigm on two levels. As a 

prescriptive guideiine for policy, decision-malcers obsessed with the objective of deterrence run the risk of 

overiooking the "security dilemma." Namely, they might fail to appreciate the degree to which their 

deterrence policies acquire the nature of a self-fulfilting mechanism, stoking apprehension and hostility on 

12 Thorne. "After the Europeans: Arnerican Designs for the Remaking of Sautheast Asia," Diplornatic History 122 
( 1 988), 208. For similar, if somewhat milder, statements, see John K. Fairbank China Perceived: lmuges and 
Policies in American-Chinese Relations (New York: Random House, 1 974), xiv; M ichael H. H u n ~  
"Internationalizing U.S. Diplomatic History: A Pncticd Agenda" Diplomatie History 15 (W inter 199 1 ): 1 - 1 1 ; 
Micharl H. Hunt and Steven Levine, "The Revolutionary Challenge to EarLy U.S. Cold War Policy in Ash" in 
W m n  1. Cohen and Akira Iriye, eds., The Great Powers in East Asin: 1953-1960 (New York: Columbia University 
Press. 1990), 13-14; Thomas G. Paterson, "Defining and Doing the History of Amencan Foreign Relations: A 
Primer," in Michael G. Hogan and idem, eds., Expluining the History of .4merican Foreign Relations (Cam bridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 199 1), 52-3. 

13 t hope to expmd my efforts dong these lines in the future. The book version of the thesis would hopefully take a 
closer look at the Chinese side of the story. 



the other side and thus contributing to an escalatory spiral. As a theoretical construct, when applied 

arbitrarily, the paradigm might become too abstract, static, and apolitical. Deterrence theory, its critics 

assert, often suffers ffom a tcndency to neglect domestic political factors. It also fails to adequately explain 

change in the intensity of conflict, particularly its arne~ioration.'~ This case study engages somc cf the 

themes and questions most germane to this debate. lust how cornmitted was Kennedy to the objective of 

deterrence and to a confrontational, zero-sum conceptuakation of the Sino-American garne? How closely 

did his public statements actually reflect his private thinking on this matter? How did the spectrum of 

relevant opinion within the administration at large evolve over time? And ultimately, were the 

administration's conflict management strategies central to the perpetuation of Sino-American hostility, or 

did the root factors reside elsewhere? AH these questions figure in the pages that follow." 

II. 
At the time of writing, accessible records are voluminous and rich enough to render the project 

feasible. To be sure, irnpedirnents to a comprehensive account still exist. Fitst, a particularly protracted 

16 declassification process is far from cornplete, shedding but oblique light on the rote of the Defense 

l4 .4 useful overview of some of the litemture critical of detrrrence theory is Roben Jervis, "Detrmnce Theory 
Rrvisited." World Politics 3 1 :2 ( 1979): 289-324. For more recent critique of both the pnctice and theory of 
detemnce, cf. Joseph S. Nye, Ir., and Sean M. Lynn-Jones. "International Security Studies: A Report of o 
Conference on the Sîate of the Field," International Secvity 12 (Spring 1988): 5-27; Richard N. Lebow. Robert 
Jervis. and Janice G. Stein, eds.. Psychology and Deterrence (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press. 
1985): Richard N. Lebow and Janice G. Stein, "Beyond Deterrence." Journal of Social Issues 43:4 ( 1987): 5-7 1. 

15 The methodological orientation employed here endorses historian John Lrwis Gaddis and political scientist Roben 
Jervis's assertion that an inter-disciplinary focus that integrates perspectives from Political Psychology and History 
would benefit both disciplines. Specificaily, it embnces Jervis's advocacy of the need to ueat the theory of 
detcrrence and conflict management inductively by looking at historical cases in some detail and by applying 
perspectives of cognitive psychology. Political scientists Alexander George and Fred 1. Greenstein. lor rxmple. 
also second this fatter argument. See: Gaddis, "Expanding the Data Base." esp. 5: Richard N. Lebow, Pretàce to 
Jervis. Lcbow, and Stein, eds., Pqxhology and Deterrence. viii; lervis, "Deterrence Theory Revisited," 302: Jervis. 
"Political Psychology - some Challenges and Opportunities," Political Psychology 10:3 (1989). 487: Fred 1. 
Greenstein. "Taking Account of Individuals in International Political Psychology: Eisenhower. Kennedy and 
Indochina," Political Psychology 15: 1 ( 1994): 6 1-74. 

16 For instance, only in mtly 1998 did the Kennedy libnry open for rescatch the 1963 portion of  the National Security 
Files (NSF): Countries series (boxes 24-26). This materiai wiIl be incorporated into the published version of the 
thesis. 



establishment, for example. As well, the privileged editors of the Foreign Relations of the United Stares 

[FRUS] series themselves secured but partial access to intelligence-related files maintained at the State 

Department's Bureau of Intelligence and Research [INR]. 17 

Second, some key features of "New Frontier" decision-making work to handicap research. 

Kennedy (and Rusk) were evidently prone to make some major decisions off the record. As Kennedy 

confidants testify and scholarly studies confinn, both sbtesrnen revealed neither their innemost self nor 

the full range of their intentions to their subordinates. Further, the secretary of state often kept his counsel 

for the president's ear alone. For his part, Kennedy was inclined to reach decisions through informa1 (and 

hence, less detectable) channels, only prctending to keep issues open for the deliberation of such fomal 

bodies as the National Security Council. He liked to communicate his decisions by voice and in the 

presence of the chosen few. Finally, the obsession of both movers and shakers with leaks apparently served 

also to create gaps in the written record. 
18 

A number of recent developments combine to largely onset these drawbacks, however. On the 

Chinese side, domestic reforms and the collapse of the Soviet Union converged to create an atmosphere 

more conducive to serious historical inquiry. As historian Robert J. McMahon observes, the "trickle of 

documentary and first-hand evidence emerging from China, the Soviet Union, even from Vietnam, [whi le 

of mixed reliability], has made the writing a tmly international history of the Cold Wat a not-so- 

impossible prospect."'y On the Amencan side. archivists at the Kennedy library have made important 

strides in opening files." An esprcially relevant FRUS volume appeared in 1996. The liberalization of 

mandatory declassification rules facilitated the process. The Central Intelligence Agency's decision to 

17 Preface to FRUS 1961-1963. vol. 22. p. iv. Thus, this thsis cm hwdly meet the pressing nccd, idrntified by 
historian Michael A. Biunhart, for more studies on the rolc of the militrvy in Ameriw's relritions with East Asia 
Michael A. Bmhart, "Whose Asia," Diplornarie Hisrory l6:3 ( 1 992), 470. 

18 Sorenstn, Kennedy, 4-5. 284; Cohen, Dean Rwk, 99: U. Alexis Johnson, The Right Hand of Power, 320-321: 
Preface to FRUS 1961 -1963, vol. 22, vii. 

19 Robert I. McMahon, "The Cold War in Asia," in Michael I. Hogm cd., America in the CVorld (Cambridge: 
Cam bridge University Press, 1995). 532. S e  dso Tucker, "Continuing Controversies" 2 15. 

20 Researching the Kennedy era at the libnry has become a Irss frustrating rivperirnce in recent years. Srr Jiunrs N. 
Giglio, " P s t  Fnistrations and New Opportunities: Resmching the Kennedy Presidency at the Kennedy Libnry," 
Presidential Studies Quarierly 2 2 2  ( 1992): 37 1-379. 



increase access to some intelligence files bears directly on China policy, as records concerning the CIA's 

involvement in Tibet are s h e d  to emerge from under lock and key in the near future." Finally, the 

Johnson Library (Austin, TX); the Council of Foreign Relations (New York); the Libmy of Congress 

(Washington, D.C.); and the British Public Records Office ail house records which usefully cornplement 

the main body of evidence extracted from both the Kennedy Library and the National Archives at College 

Park, MD. In aggregate, the avaifable corpus of documentation opens new vistas on the troubled Sino- 

American relationship during the Kennedy years. 

111. 
As well, the project is poised to benefit from a markedly auspicious historiognphical moment. 

True, present historiographical horizons, orienting one as they do toward post-Cold-War reflection, are not 

without their perils. As Jervis and historian Diane B. Kunz comment, the contempomry historian rnay find 

the concerns and aspirations of 1960s statesmen quite foreign. Consider, for instance, the New Frontier 

preoccupation with the notion that the United States was on the verge of losing the Cold ~ a r . * '  In the 

Chinese context, hindsight knowledge of the "Nixon shock" only renders this discrepancy of conceptual 

horizons more acute. One may commit the error of slighting the obstacles to a significant Chinese- 

American accommodation, in terms of both the Arnerican domestic climate and the degree to which the 

idea of rapprochement appealed to the Chinese leadership. 

These perils notwitiistanding, the project stands at the intersection of hvo potentially promising 

historiographical trends. To be sure, the cycle of mythotogizing and de-rnythologizing lias retained a 

certain hold over the Kennedy h i ~ t o r i o ~ r a ~ h ~ . ~ ~  Scholars have recently started, however, to look at the 

Kennedy administration's foreign policy with more detachment and a better sense of balance.2J They draw 

21 The CIA officiai Kenneth Knaus is cornplethg a history of the Agency's involvement in Tibet. 

22 Diane B. Kun& introduction to idem. ed., The Diplomacy of the Crucial Decade, 3; Robert Jervis. backcover to 
ibid. 

23 A recent and quite scnsationalist example is Seymour Hersh, The Dark Side of C a m e h  (Boston: Little. Brown 
1997). 

24 Kautman. -John F. Kennedy as World Leader," 448. 



a cornplex picture of the President and his administration that is better substantiatcd, more specified, and 

more nuanced than had previously been the case. The terms of debate have largely shifled toward a more 

refined mould. 

As for the literature on Sino-American relations afler 1949, between 1950 and the late 1970s. such 

traumatic events as the "who lost China" imbroglio and the Korean and Vietnam wars had haunted not only 

American-Chinese relations, but American political life in general. Accordingly, the contemporary 

historiographical discourse had been imbued to an unusual degree with presentism, preconceptions, 

political convictions, and a general polemic tone. The "Cold War prism" determined the terms of debate, 

lending a "blamegame" cast to the scholarly undertaking. The Kennedy era mainly conformed to this 

rnould. 
25 

The first 20 y e m  after the "Nixon shock" saw a shift away from this cast - evincing, as the same 

tirne, the vitality of the emotional undercurrent, as the bilateral relationship was marked by what Charles R. 

Lilley has termed "oscillation between euphoria and disillusionment."'" As historian H m y  Harding 

obsewed, a certain immaturity chancterized the Sino-American re-encounter. Unrealistic expectations on 

both sides of the Pacific helped produce cycles of elation and disenchantment. Despite the leap to extensive 

relationship, the Sho-American psychological climate thus remained fragile." 

The departure from the Cold War prism culminated during the 1990s. Sevenl developments 

combined to enliven scholarship in this area. The winds of Vietnam largely subsided. Somewhat 

pandoxically, the Tiananmen massacre of June 1989 has seemingly injected some equanimity into the 

25 A case in point is Felix Greene's crusading A Curtain of Ignorance: How the dmerisan Public Hus B e n  
.Clisinformed about China (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1964). Witness also the teIling - and dismai - story of 
Ross Y. Korn's pioneering The China Lobby in American Politics. This indictmrnt of the pro - KMT China Lobby, 
schrduled for publication in M m h  1960, was suppressed until 1974, ostensibly because of its accusation of Chinrsr 
Nationdist involvement in drug mfîlcking, but actudly as a result of China Lobby (and Chinese Nationalist) 
pressure. Ser Stanley D. Bachrack, The Cornmittee of One Million: The "China Lobby" and U.S. P o l i r  /953-/97/  
(New York: Columbia University Press, t 976), 4, 167- 172. 

76 Charles R. Lilley. "Amcrian-East Asian Relations in the Heroic and Whig Modes.' Diplornatic Hisi- 18:I 
(Winter 1994)- 141. 

27 Hany Harding, A Fragile Relationrhip: The United States and China Sinm 1972 (Washington. D.C.: The 
Brookings Institution, 1 992)' 5-22. 



bi latenl re lationship, as officiais and interested obsetvers on both sides lowered their rnutual expectaiions. 

Relevant American (and British) records underwcnt massive declassification. Historians have further 

refined the pmctice of seIectively borrowing tools frorn the social sciences to illuminate the cognitive and 

bureaucratic underpinnings of the policy-rnaking process. Most unprecedented has been the arrivai of 

Chinese scholars on the stage of serious and relatively non-polemical historical analysis, bringing in its 

wake a new (yet limited) access to Chinese archives as  well as channels of communication and 

28 collaboration between Chinese and non-Chinese scholars. 

These developments allow a subtie examination of the history of Sino-American relations. Thus 

far. however. the Truman and Eisenhower periods have received rnost of the new attenti~n.'~ It is time to 

rittempt a comprehensive application of the new wave of scholarship to the Kennedy e n  as well. 30 

The framework of analysis employed here builds on some recent, seminal volumes on Sino- 

American relations. Historians Nancy B. Tucker and Rosemary Foot have demonstrated the advantages of 

reconsuvcting the policymaking environment as the statesmen saw it, avening a mono-focal emphasis on 

the *'strategic triangle," and embedding the analysis within a broad contextual frarne~ork.~' Following 

28 This pmgnph dnws hcavily on Tuckcr. "Continuing Controvsrsies." 2 14: McMrihon. "The Cold War in Asik" in 
f-logm. sd.. .-Irnerica in the World, 528-9: Rosernary Foot, "Leadership. Perceptions and Interest: Chinesr-Amcrican 
Relations in the Eariy Cold War." Diplornatic Nistoy 20:3 (Summer 1996). 474. 

79 This "new wave" of scholarship has vinually transformed the understanding of the crucial Chinese [and Soviet1 rok 
in the initiation and continuation of hostilities in Korea, Cf. McMahon, "The Cold War in Asia" 529. tt hrts also 
sparked anew the long-standing debatc around the question of whcther the Truman administration misscd a chanci: 
to rcach a modus vivendi with Beijing pnor IO the Konan Wx.  Cf. John W. Garver, "Polemics. Pmdigrns. 
Responsibility, and the Origins of the US-PRC confrontation in the 1950s." The Journal of.4rnerican-East .hiun 
Relufions 3 (Spring 1994): 1-34: and the symposium dcvoted to "Rethinking the Lost Chancc in China." Dtplomari~. 
Histoty 21: 1 (Winter 1997), 71-1 15. For a volume which illustrates the opportunitirs - and dif't?cultizs - invoivrd in 
utilizing first-hand Chinesr: documentation, see "The Cold War in Asia" Cold Wur lnternotional History Bulletin 6- 
7 (Winter 1995). 

30 Rosrmary Foot's n e  Practice o/Power: US. Relations ivilh China Since 1949 (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1995) 
"go[rs] a long way toward helping the historical eye view the turbulent history of US.-PRC relations with 
disprission and insight." See Gordon Chang, "Who Benefited? Fofty-five yeius of US-China relations.- Diplornatic 
Hirtory 21:.2 (Spring 1997), 323. Taking a topical approach and spanning sorne 45 years, it natunlly incorporates 
only a partial treatment of the Kennedy e n  

3 1 cf. Nancy B. Tucker, Patterns in the i k t :  Chinese-rlmericon Relations and the Recognition Controversy, 1949- 
1950 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1983); Foot, 7he Practice of Power. Set: also: Tucker. "No Cornmon 
Ground"; Chang, "Who Benefited?," 323-327. The term "stntcgic triangle" refm to manipulativr:. tripolar Sino- 
Soviet-American "coalition politics" in which averting isolation is the namc of the gamc. Until recently. this 
explanatory paradigm dominated much of the historiognphy on post-war Sino-Americm relations. Examples 
abound. cf. Chang, FriendF and &mies; Jonathan D. Poillick, "China and the Global Stntegic Balance.- in Hany 



these examples, this thesis interweaves a roughly chronological narrative with an inclusive approach which 

factors in bureaucntic as wel1 as "linkage" politics. The role of pressure groups such as the "China Lobby" 

will be investigated. The spotlight will also tum to other domestic aspects of Amencan China policy, to 

include the views of  the mass public, the attentive or inforrned public (at most some 15 percent of the 

population), and especially the views of the policy elites with access to top decisionmakers-as well as the 

32 
interplay of public opinion with executive performance. 

Yet, as can be deduced from the above, it is the cognitive approach to decisionmaking which most 

informs the research and analysis of this thesis.)l Underlying this choice is the not indisputable premise that 

"filtcrs" in the minds of policymakers, formed by their belief systems and p s t  experiences, explain policy 

decisions as  much as auxiliary interests of movers and shakers, be they political, bureaucntic, or 

penona~?4 An effort will be made to integrate into empirieal research Alexander George's construct of the 

"Operationa1 Code" belief system. While one should avoid the pitfall of exaggerating the causal weight of 

the operational code bcliefs, discussion of perceptional baggages hetps one to come to terms with some of 

the ftlters that affect the way policy makers interpret the decisionmaking environment and process new 

information. 
3 5 

Harding, d.. China's Foreign Relutions in the 1980s (New Haven: Yak University Press. 1984): 146- 176; John L. 
Gaddis, "The Americrui 'Wedge' Strategy." in Harry Harding and Yuan Ming, cds.. Sino-Arnerican Relarionr. 
lW5-l9SS: .4 Joint Reassessment of a Critical Deçclde (Wilmington. Del.; Scholarly Rcsources Inc., 1989). csp. 
168-9. 

32 The Iast sentence dnws heavily on Rosernary Foot D M  Priper, "Redctinitions: The Domestic Context and 
America's China Policy in the 1960s" (Paper prepared for the Con ference on US-China Relations. 1955- 1975. 
Beijing, 28-30 October 1996), 3. 

33 For cognitive psychology and its applications to the study of Ainericm foiuign policy, cf. Vertzborger. The World 
in Thrir Minh:  Information Processing. Cognition, and Perception in Foreign Policy Poliqrnaking (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1990); Richard H. Irnmerman, "Psychology." in Hogan and Paterson. sds.. Erplaining 
the History. esp. 159- 162, 

34 For affirmations of this approach, see May and Zclikow, The Kennedy Tapes: lnside the White House h r i n g  the 
Cubun Missile Crisis (Cambridge, Mass.: The Belknap Press, 1997), 699: Jcrvis, "War and Misperception." Journal 
oflnrerdiscipiinary Hisioty 18:4 (1988). 699-700. As Jemis and political scirntist Allen Whiting point out applying 
cognitive psychology to international politics entails a number of major challenges. For instance, the problem of 
empiricd proof is endemic to the task of ferreting out the cognitive map of drcisionm&ers. Further, some scholars 
doubt the very assertion that belief systems rire an important part of the explmation of behaviour. Sce Jervis, 
"Political Psychology." 489. and chapter 2 below. 48-50. 

35 On this constnict, cf. Alexander George, '"The Causai Nexus,"passim 



The emphasis on cognitive processes meshes also with the inter-related impemtive of highlighting 

the intelligence facet of China policy-making during the Kennedy years. The undertaking is important for 

its own sakc, as intelligence perf'ormance on China has previously received only scattered attention in the 

literature. It also coincides with the welcome trend of integnting the hitherto "rnissing dimension" of 

36 
intelligence into the mainstream disciplines of diplornatic history and policy studies. 

Setting the stage, the first two chapten of the thesis explore the policy environment on the eve of 

Kennedy's ascent to power, placing under scrutiny Eisenhower's legacy and the perceptional baggage the 

Kennedy team brought to bear on the issue. The third chapter identifies the emerging patterns of 196 1.  The 

next assesses American performance with regard to charting events on the Chinese scene. The fiflh and 

sixth chapters turn the spotlight to the elusive Arnerican effort at integrating China policy with broader 

Asian policy goals. The last part türther broadens the geognphical dimension to estimate the 

administration's success in playing the triangular strategic garne. Highlighting several key themes, the 

concluding summary attempts to link an individual-level focus on Kennedy with a systrmic-level appnisal 

of the conflict management strategies he employed. 
3 7 

36 On this trend cf. Wesley K. Wark, "Bryond the Missing Dimension: The New Study of Intclligenctt," Canadian 
Journal of History 24 (April I989), esp. 88; John Ferris, "Coming in From the Cold War: The Historiognphy of 
American Inteiligcnce, 1945-1990," Diplontatic History 19 (Winter 1995), esp. 1 13; D. Cameron Watt. "Intelligence 
and the Historian: A Comment on John Gaddis's 'Intelligence, Espionage. and tfie Cold War." Dipiornatic Histoy 
IJ (Spring 1990): 199-205. 

37 This proposal of a mrvgw between systemic and largely cognitive concerns taka its cue. for instance. from 
Greenstein. "Taking Account of Individuais," q. 6 1-2. 



1. The Eisenhower Legacy : Consequential Brinkmanship 

The Kennedy administration inherited a China policy environment materially shaped by its 

predecessor. According to the once conventional judgment, in the words of Fred 1. Greenstein, 

Eisenhower's presidency "reflected the .... lack of skill and purpose of an aging [if amiable] hero who 

reigned more than he ruled."' In the foreign policy field. the traditionai view held that Eisenhower mer- 

delegated his policymaking authority to a hawkish and piously dogrnatic John Foster ~ulles.' Together, the 

President and his Secretary of State were seen as presiding over "the time of great postponement."' This sec 

of images has been effectively challenged over the last fifieen y e m .  Enjoying the double bcnefit of fresh 

perspective and copious declassification, a torrent of studies has painted a much different and richly 

nuanced canvass.' From this literanire, Eisenhower emerges as an engaged figure who fashioned an 

intimate partnership with his secretary of state. Frequently not nearly as simplistic in private as their public 

rhetoric rnight allow, the pair oflen applied a hidden-band or consciously deceptive approach to both 

domestic politics and diplomacy.' 

Fred 1. Grernstein, "Dwight D. Eisenhower: Leadership Theorist in the White House." in idem. cd.. Leadership in 
the Modern Presidency (Cambridge, Mas.: Harvard University Press, 1988), 76. 

For representative interpretzitions dong such lines see Marquis Childs. Eisenhower: Cuptive fier0 (New York: 
Harcourt, Bnce and Co.. 1958) and Townsend Hoopçs, The Devil andJohn Fosier Dulles (Boston: Little. Brown & 
Company, 1973). 

Richard H. Immerrnm. introduction to idem. ed., John Fosrer Dulles and the Diplomacy of rhr Cold !Var (Princeton. 
N.I.: Princeton University Press. 1990), 6. 

This historiognphic transformation is reviewed in the pages of Vincent P. DeSantis. "Eisenhower Revisionism," 
Revierv of Politics 38 (April 1976), 190-208: Anthony Jones, "Eisenhower Revisionism: The Tide Cornes In," 
Presidentiaf Studies Quarterly 25 (Summer 19851, 561-571; hlary S. McAullifr, "Commentruy: Eisenhower. the 
Presidrnt," Journal of Amerzcan Histol 68 (December 198 1): 625-632; Richard A. htelanson and David Maysrs, 
"introduction" to idem. eds., Reevaluating Eisenhower (Utabana: University of Illinois Press, 1987). 1-5: John R. 
Greene, "Bibliographic Essay : Eisenhower Revisionism, 1 952- 1992. a Reappnisal." in Shirley Anne Warshaw.. 
Reemmining rhe Eisenhower Presidenq (Westport Conn.: Greenwood Press. 1993): 209-220; [mrnerman. John 
Fosfer Dulles and the Diplumacy of the CuId Wur; Stephcn G. Rabe. "Eisenhower Rcvisionism: a Decride of 
Scholarship," Diplornutic Hbtory 17: 1 ( 1993): 97- 1 15. 

Cf. Frcd 1. Greenstein, The Hidden-Hand Presidency Eisenhower us Leader (New York: Basic Books. 1982); 
Immerman, concIusion to idem., ed., John Foster Dulles. 277. At least one "hidden-hand" technique employed by 



The recent crop of studies dealing with the China policy sphere h a  contormed to this now- 

established mould: Otherwise. until most recently the administration's performance in this field dicited 

widely divergent assessments.' Arguably, the last few years have witnesscd the crystal lization of some 

tentative consensus points. Heeding Robert J. McMahon's advise to focus more on t h e  objectives and 

8 consequences of Eisenhower's course and less on his policymaking style, a number o f  Chinese and 

western scholars have managed solid dividends from the albeit selective access gained into Chinese 

archives. Aptly avoiding the pitfall of "tunnel vision", these studies highlight the interdependent nature of 

the Sino-American dynamics in the 1950s. Collectively, they vividly demonstrate how rigid preconceptions 

and poor communication lines contributed to rnutual misperceptions and miscalculations, thus feeding 

mutual adversity and bringing the confrontational relationship much closer to the boiting point than the 

actors had realized at the time.9 

This critical perspective on the Eisenhower record inforrns the ensuing discussion. To be sure. this 

chapter will not presume a comprehensive assessrnent of Eisenhower's China policy. Such rui undertaking 

falls outside the dissertation's focus. Furthet, allotted limited space, it would almost inevitably involve 

tendentious judgnient calls which make easy use of hindsight and rely excessively on subjective policy 

preferences, ~ t h e r  tban on realistic reconstructions of what rnight have been or what might not have bern 

Eisenhower - furnblcd press conferences - may not have ulwoys originated in calculated oblùscation. Sec Louis 
Galarnbos. foreword to Reesumining Eisenhower. ed. Wihaw,  xi. 

6 interpretations slightly diverge on the precisc nature of the Eisenhower-Dulles mis. ln his upcoming book. Runnld 
H. Pruessen accentuates Dulles' role in articulating ideris and formulating recommendations. To the .Vuclrar Brink 

for Asiu. Ch. 3. This modifies the view of early Eisenhower "revisionists" who plnccd Dulles in a more subordhate 
ro le. 

7 See: lmmerrnan, conclusion to idem. ed.. John Foster Dulles. 270; Robcn Accinelli. Crisis und Cornmitment: tirited 
States Policy Toward Taiwan, 1950- 1955 (Chape1 Hill; University of North Carolina Press. 19%). 23 1. 

8 Roben J. McMahon. "Eisenhower and niird World Nationalism: A Critique of the Rcvisionists," Political Science 
Quurierly 10 1 :3 ( 1986): 453-73; Richard H. Irnrnerrnan, "Confessions of an Eisenhower Rcvisionist: An Agonizing 
Reappraisd." Diplornatic History I4:3 ( l99O), 320. 

9 This growing body of litenture includw Zhang Shu Guang, Deterrence and Strarrgc Cuituure: Chinese-..lmericrin 
Confontutiom, 1949-1958 (Ithaca: Corne11 University Pms,  1992); Qiang f iai .  The Dragon, the Lion, di the 
Euglu: Chinese-Britkh-rlmerican Relations, f9.l9-1958 (Kent. Ohio: The Kent State University Press, 1994); 
Gordon H. Chang and He Di, "The Absence of War in the US.-China Confrantation over Quemoy and Matsu in 
1954-5: Contingency. Luck, Dcterrence?" American Hislorical Review 985 ( 1993): 1500- 1 524; Accinelli. Crisis 
and Cornmitment; Pruessen, To the Nucleur Brink for Asia (Forthcoming). 



possible, given the historical context.IO Rather, this chapter builds on some state-of-the-art primary and 

secondary sources to suggest some ways in which Eisenhower's legacy served to largely adversely 

configure the China policy milieu the Kennedy t e m  inherited. 

I 1. 
The considerable body of evidence at hand clearly dernonstrates that the Eisenhower 

administration's thinking about China was a good deal more complex and mdtifaceted than conventional 

clichds allow." Illusûations are legion. 

First, the Eisenhower team, notably Dulles, eamed a hardy reputation for espousing a manolithic 

view of the "international Cornmunist eonspiracy."" it is now apparent that Dulles, for example, flourished 

this rhetorical banner of the early 1950s chiefly in order to score some easy domestic political points: 

actually, he consistently regarded China as a distinct entity which pursued its own agenda and was driven 

by nationalistic as well as Cornmunist impulses." In fact expectations of a riR bettveen China and the 

Soviet Union at some point in the future permeated the administration's top echclon, extending to some 

degree çven to such staunch supporters of Chiang Kai shek as Karl W. Rankin. arnbassador to Taipei. and 

Walter P. McConaughy, Director of the Office of Chinese Affairs. Skeptics of an eventual split, such as 

Joint Chief of Staff Arthur Radford. were largely ovemiled. " 

Upholdhg this prernise, key officiais were prone to ponder the best means to promote Sino-Soviet 

divisions. Foster Dulles championed and best articulated the uitimately prevrilent, "pressure-wedge" 

- - - -- -- 

10 Ser Grcenstein, "Leadership Thtorist." 106. 

I I  Rondd W. Pruessec, "Pondering the 'evil fact' in Asia: John Foster Dulles and China. 1953-1954." (A Pripet 
prepmed for the Annuai Meeting of  the Society of Historians of Amcrican Foreign Relations. Annapolis, Maryland, 
June 1987). 1-2. 

12 Cf. Hooprs. The Devil and John Farter Duifes, 262-263,368. 

13 Pruessen, "Pondering," 5-7. 

14 Rosemiuy Foot. The Practice cfPowec US. fifations with China Since 1949 (Oxford: Clmndon Press. 1995). 
12 1: Karl Lott Rankin, China Assignment (Seattle: University of Washington Press. 1964). 173: David A. ~Mayers. 
Cracking the Monoiith: [/.S. Policy Againsf the Sino-Soviet Alliance (Baton Rouge: Louisiana Sute Universit), 
Press. 1986)- 103. 105: "USD Memo of Rwtncted Session of Fourth Tripartite Heads of Governmcnts Meeting, 
Bernuda'' 7 December 1953, FRLS 1952-54 Vol. 3. United Nations rlffairs (1 979). 71 1: 2 1 1 th Meeting, NSC, 18 
Augui 1954. FRUS 1952-54 Vol 14 pt. 1, China and Japon ( 1985), 533. 



strategy. During sensitive high-profile delibentions, he consistently explained that exerting miuimum 

pressure on the People's Republic (short of major war) would force Beijing to make demands of the Soviet 

Union that were imprudent or othenvise impossible for Moscow to meet. Mutual frustrations would surely 

gradually evolve. This scheme was also tailored as not to offend conservative opinion in the United States, 

a fringe benefit Dulles (and Eisenhower) evidently appreciated." While some doubts remain as to the 

16 tenacity of Eisenhower's endorsement of the "pressure-wedge" argument, the thesis obviously won the 

day, leaving its mark across the board of the Administration's China policy. Certainly a display of 

dialectical cunning, to several historians the "wedge" garneplan assumes almost prophetic qualities in 

hindsigh t -as China's disiIlusionment with Soviet support indeed eventually contributed to the demise of 

the Sino-Soviet alliance." 

The available historical record reveals that the administration's expectations of cracks in the Sino- 

Soviet edifice had in fact been fulfilled well before the Republican e n  ran its course. Many of the 

indicative signs were detected by the administration's antennas, notably the CIA. One possibly salutary 

factor was the establishment in the mid 1950s ofa  designated group to monitor the Sino-Soviet relationship 

w ithin the CIA's Ofice of Current ~ntel l i~ence. '~ Eisenhower and his leading advisen seem to have shared 

doubts about the seriousness and irreversibility of the rifi, however. Such caution seemingly reflected 

Eisenhower's weariness toward the end of his lem, the conflicting nature of pertinent signals emanating 

h m  Moscow, and the clash of opinions within the CIA itself on the matter." At any rate, having retained 

15 FOOL The Practice. 12 1: John Lewis Gaddis, "The American 'Wedge' Strategy.' in H q  Harding and Yom Ming. 
eds.. Sino-rlmrriccin Relations, 1945- 1955: A Joinr Reassessment of a Critical Decade ( Wilmington. Del.; Scholarly 
Resources Inc., 1989). esp. 168-9; Gaddis, "The Unexpected John Foster Dulles: Nucleu Weapons. Cornmunism. 
and the Russians," in Irnrnerman, ed.. John Fosfer Dulles, 173. 

16 Historians John L. Gaddis and Nancy B. Tucker diverge on this point. Griddis maintins the President came round 
to tjvouring the "wedge" strategy. Tucker convenely stresses Eisenhower's preference for a "soft wedge- - luring 
China riway h m  the Soviet Union through t d e ,  Gaddis, "The Americrin 'Wedge' strategy." 170- 1: Tuckcr. "Cold 
War Contacts: America and China, 1952- 1956," in Harding and Ming, eds.. Sino-American Relations, 245. 

17 For qualified and bold versions of this pnise of the "wedge" stmtegy, see respectively Grtddis, "The Amaican," 
1 74-5; Mayers. Cracking the Monolith. 1 28. 

18 David A. Mayers, "Eisenhower and Communism - Later Findings." in Melanson and Mrtysrs. eds., Reevaluafing 
Eisenhower. 90-91; On1 History Interview of Ray S. C h e  by Ted Gittenger, 3 1 May 1983. LBJL. 

19 Harold P. Ford fifimative Intelligence: The Purposes and Problems of National lntelligence fitirnaring (Lanhrun. 
Maryland: University Press of America, 1993), 92; Foot, Practice ofPower, 130-13 1 .  



the bulk of the China intelligence personnel and apparatus, the Kennedy administration inherited a 

professional corps which kept quite abreast of Sino-Soviet fissures and yet, at the same tirne, was quite 

reluctmt to anticipate a final break.?' 

Second, Eisenhower and Dulles for the most part did not believe in the feasibility, in the Chinese 

context as elsewhere, of another rhetorical shibboleth - the "rollback" concept." The administration's 

public facade suggested otherwise. Dulles made "liberrition" a central theme of the 1952 Republican 

presidential campaign. The keynote speech he delivered in June 1957 in San Francisco likewise described 

the PRC as a transient feature of international life. With some notable exceptions discussed below, 

huwever, the Dulles-Eisenhower axis-regularly occupying centrist ground within the administration on 

China questions-did not regard China's disintegration a likely possibility. During 1953-54, Dulles 

especialIy was "never really drawn to efforts designed to overthrow the Beijing regirne ... on the few 

occasions when he spoke in such terms ... he was almost surely choosing his words with an eye on his 

audience."" By Decernber, 1954, Dulles helped his more dovish associates to prevail over the opposition 

and inteject this approach into a major policy document. ln a notable departure froni sevent earlier 

staternents of U.S. Far East and China policies, NSC 542915 did not inscribe the replacement of the 

Chinese Communist regime as a formal stated goal, thus acknowledging American inability to reverse the 

results of the Chinese civil war? 

Third, while relentlessly stiving to deny the PRC any syrnbols of formal recognition, Eisenhower 

and Dulles did occasionally follow the logic implicit in their acknowledgernent of China's stability and 

exhibited a de-facto "two-Chinas" stance. Deriving From their hstrations over Chiang Kai Shek's 

20 As will demonmted below in Chapter 2. the Kennedy figure mos closrly associated with Republican circlcs. 
D m  Rusk, was similarly inclined. To the best o f  rny knowledge Rusk's position was not fashiontd howrver. via 
direct discussions with government offkials, but nther was a product of his predispositions coupled with his 
participation in serni-officia1 study groups. See pp.74-79 below. 

21 Nancy B. Tucker. 'Dulles and the Taiwan Roots of the 'Two Chinas' Policy," in Imrnenui. rd.. John Fwer 
Dulles. 257-8. Most of the administration's intelligence advisers. as well, deemrd the rrgime stable. Ssr: "Anti- 
Communist Raistance Potential in the Sino-Soviet Bloc," NIE 10-58, 12 April 1958, box 2 ("Records of the CIA 
National Intelligence Estimates Covering the Soviei Union 1950-1961"), RG 263, NA. 

22 Pruessen, "Evil Fact," 8-9. 

33 Accinelli, Criris and Cornmitment, 180- 1.  As Accinelli explains, Eisenhower stmddlrd ihc fence on this occasion. 



perceived intransigence, this posture also shrewdly extended an olive bmnch to the questioning British in 

order to secure London's co-opention in American designs." Moreover, Dulles, at least, apparently toyed 

in earnest with a "two-Chinas" alternative, contemplating its merits beyond the tactical plain. In the rnid- 

fif'ties he requested Dean Rusk to explore, with Senator Walter F. George (Democratic Chairman of the 

Foreign Relations Cornmittee), the possibility of bipartisan support for a new poIicy toward China, for 

recognition of the existence of two Chinas. George chose not to run for re-election, however, and the 

project was d r ~ ~ ~ e d . ~  Eisenhower, for his part, at one point widely deviated from his typical position and 

intimated to Churchill that he would consider using British services to "obtain recognition" "if [the 

Chinesej would w ithdraw to their own borders, release our prisoners, and say they would observe propriety 

in internat ional relation~hi~s."'~ These instances represen ted the exception nther than the rule, however. In 

the lut analysis, Accinelli's conclusion applies to both architects of American policy: "Whaiever Dulles 

[and Eisenhowerl's attraction to a formalized hvo-China solution as a longrange goal, [they] did not 

intend to try to make it a rcality in the near tem nor to seek reconciliation with a hostile Chinese 

Communist govemment."27 

Fourth, appearances deceived with regard to the adrn in istrrttion's approach to non-al ignment. 

Most observen have until recently tended to take Dulles, especialiy, at his word for his sermonizing against 

neutralisrn as an "immoral and short-sighted conception."" In truth, Dulles' pulpit-thumping was 

24 Tuckrr, "Dulles and the Taiwan Roots," 238-9; Accinelli, Crisis und Commirmenr, 169: Pruessen. To flre Nrtcliar 
Brink for ..lsia, Ch. 3 p.20. 

25 To the brst of my knowlcdge, Rusk's somewhat obscure recollection nmains the only source for a i s  intriguing 
episode. for which he providsd two dates: 1955 and 1956. W a m n  1. Cohen, Dean RUSA (Totawa NI: Cooper 
Square. 1980). 8s; D m  & Richard Rusk As 1 Saw Ir, Penguin ed. (London. 1991), 285. Ail subsrquent citations 
are to this edition. 

26 FRLS cditoriai note, Eisrnhower-Churchill meeting, FRUS 1953-1953. Vol. 3. 733 fn. 1. It is difficult to irconciir 
this remark wiih other Eisenhower statements on the issue. For examplc as will bc shown below. during the 
tmsition to the Kennedy administration Eisenhower seemingly assumed a diametrically opposite view. signalling 
that a forrnalizcd two-China stance was a cardinal sin he would be forced to publicly npudiate. Indeed. the pattern 
of Eisenhower's position in fhis regard stands out as a vexing riddle. 

27 Accinelli, Crisis and Cornmitment, 1 70. 

28 H. W. Brands, The Specrer of rVeumrIism: The United States and the Emergence of the Third CYorid. 194 7-1 960 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1989), 5. Only a few days before Dulles delivered this egregious statement, 
Eisenhower publicly articulated a rnuch more modcrate view of the phenornena, thus displaying thrir habitua1 
"good-cop, bad cop" routine. Ibid., 305-307. 



apparently Iargely posturing, ch iefly designed to please conservat ives who threatened to bloc 

administration initiatives toward the Third World. Actually, Eisenhower and Dulies gndually tnnscended 

a dichotornous "Yalta" outlook and tolerated, to employ Brands' terrninology, "political-rnilitary" 

neutml ism (even if they did not endorse ideological-ethical neutralism). Frequent ly utilizing a geopolitical 

rather than an ideological yardstick, they came to accept that the national interest of a country might dictate 

a middle course between the superpower blocs. 

The test case most directly bearing on China policy was india." As early as February 1954. a 

seminal policy paper (NSC 5409) reasoned that the influence the Indians wielded among the uncommitted 

nations made future CO-operation with India a matter of "grcat importance" to the US. The document 

vaiued Nehru's prepondennce in Indian politics as serving US geopolitical interests by guaranteeing 

stability and keeping Indian Communists in check. It also gave the first governmenral voice to the notion 

that a momentous development battle between New Delhi and Beijing ww in the making. Should india 

prove less able to deiiver economic progress than China, than the West would be liable to losing the 

developing world without a shot. 

Only a year into his term, Eisenhower could hardly so ewly negate his "trade not aid" Presidential 

campaign slogans and follow up on these rationales for aid to Delhi. By the second term, the early signs of 

a search for some "modus vivendi" with India did bear fruits. The concept of a decisive Indian-Chinese 

economic cornpetition surfaced repeatedly in NSC and State papes; Eisenhower established good personal 

rappon with Nehru, despite his anti-oriental bias and the Brahmin's occasional touchiness: the Eisenhower- 

Dulles axis overrode the l i n g e ~ g  minority contention that "non-alignment" was Hindi for "fellow- 

travelling"; and toward the end of the decade, the executive joined han& with a liberalized Congress to 

launch an enlarged and sustained cornmitment to Indian development. Through 1957, aid had been a "year- 

29 The most concrete aspect of India's bearing waç Delhi's occaçiond serving, through the mid-1950s. as an unofficiai 
conduit benveen Beijing and Washington. In August 1955, the U.S. tumed down a Chinese proposition to designate 
Delhi as officia1 go-between, on the ground that it would severely undermine the Republic of China's status as tht: 
soie representative of China. Se: U. Alexis Johnson (With Jeff Olivarius McAIlister), The Right Hand of Power 
(.Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, f 984)- 243. 



to-year, touch-and-go affair." The next three years witnessed a steady rise of a package consisting of 

various grants. loans, and commodity agreementsJ0 

Just how potentially promising and effectuai was this partial reorientation of Eisenhower's fndia 

policy has remained a matter of considerable debate. Brands argues that the acceptance of neutralism 

reassured Nehru and re-established balance in US. South Asian regional policy. Dennis Memil, 

conversely, asserts that Eisenhower's continued military commitrnent to Pakistan ultimately undercut and 

eclipsed his efforts to woo India. To Robert J. McMahon, the administration's alliance with Pakistan 

(1954) was a blunder of even greater proportions, exacerbating regional tensions, constraining 

Washington's freedom of action, and ultimately inviting Washington's advenaries into the subcontinent. 

McMahon regards the alliance as illustrative of hvo commanding flaws in the Eisenhower administration's 

conduct - inflated threat perceptions of China (and Communisrn at large), and over-confidence in 

Americo's capacity to mould South Asian realities to suit the American self-interest as perceived by 

~ a s h i n ~ t o n . "  These insightful rexrvations do not detract fiom the sense chat to depict the administration's 

Indian policy as dom inated by uni-dimensional and moralistic objections to neutmlism is virtually inval id. 

Fifth, the documentation belies the conventional assurnption that the administration was 

unwaveringly wedded to a strict rnde embargo against China. A brief overview of the trade control 

mechanism is pertinent. China's entry into the Korean war greatly consolidated earlier American intentions 

to render Beijing a trade pariah. Controls advanced rapidly and with striking intensity. The U.S. placed a 

total embargo on its trade with the PRC. By 1952, Washington and its allies had provided for 3 control 

mechanism harsher than that imposed on the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, encompassing 200 items on 

top of those appearing on the COCOM list (and termed the "China differential"). TU regulate the expanded 

30 Brands. The Speczer of Neutralism, rsp. 127-138; Dennis Merrill, Bread and the Ballot (Chnpel Hill: University of 
North Carolina Press, 1990). 146. 

3 1 Brands, The Sperrer of Neutralism; MerriIl. Bread and the Ballot; idem. "Thc Rise of the Third World." in Gordon 
Martel, ed.. clmericari Foreign Relations Reconsidered. 1890- 1993 (New York: Rautledge, 1994). 176; Robert J. 
McMahon. The Cold War on the Periphery: The United States. India, and Pukistun (New York: Columbia 
University Press. 1990). 338-343. 



control system, the China Cornmittee (CHMCOM) was established as a subcommittee of COCOM." Even 

further restricted were Japan's trade links with China, govemed by the bilateral American-Japanese 

agreement of September 1 952.33 

That the President himself "did not believe in enforcing a strict trade embargo with the 

Communist bloc, nor in the China differential, was made plain on a number of private and public 

 occasion^."'^ Eisenhower had employed a number of argriments to support a compromise over the 

embargo. First, early on, that the lure of trade nther than the pressure-wedgc strategy constituted the best 

rneans of "weakening the [Sino-Soviet] tie," and even that trade might eventually induce the Chinese 

populace to "upset the Communist clique." (Indeed, at this stage Eisenhower quite oddly insisted tliat 

promoting non-govenmentril trade channels with China was not only a desirable but a possible prospect. 

This seemingly testifles to both Eisenhower's insensitivity to Chinese realities and his desire to deflect any 

charge of "appeasement" in the Chinese context). Second, that the items denied China on the differential 

list would still be supplied by the Soviet Union. Third, thac efforts to dam tnde were always doomed to 

failure. Fourth, where Japan was concerned, that the Chinese market had always been a pif1ar of fapan's 

economy and might serve in the short term to ease Japan's export problems (Othenvise, Eisenhower 

warned, the 'American taxpayer' would be dnwn into 'endless subsidy of the Japanese economy'). Finally, 

he argued that a trade embargo would not defeat the Comrnunist regime but instead would force it to rely 

totally on the Socialist bloc to the deaiment of Western internt~.~ '  

32 Foot. The Practice, 52-3. Much of the rnsuing section draws upon hrr excellent analysis of the subject. lbid.. 52- 
64. As Foot explains on p.52. in the winter of 1949-1950 the U.S., Canada, and countnrs in the orgmizrition for 
European Economic Cwperation rstablished m international organization for monitoring Wesitem tmdr with the 
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. with a Coordinating cornmittee (COCOM) and a decision-making group that mec 
qumerly in Paris. 

33 Qing Shimei. "The Eisenhower Adminisiration and Changes in Western Embargo Policy Against China 1954- 
1958." in Warren I. Cohen and &ira Iriye, eds.. The Great Powers in Ensr rlsia, 1953-1960 (New York: Columbia 
University Pms. 1990). 12 1. 

34 Foot The Proctice. 62. 

35 Foot. The Practice. 62-3; Qing "The Eisenhower Administration," passim; Burton I. Kaufman. "Eisenhower's 
Foreign Economic Policy with Respect to Asia" in Cohen and Iriye. eds.. Great Powers, 1 1  0-1 12; 193d Meeting 
NSC. 13 April 1954, FRUS 1952-54 Vol. 14 pt, 1.  China and &an ( 1985). 4094 1 1; 228th Meeting. NSC. 9 
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Eisenhower's views were seconded by George Humphrey, the Treasury Secretas., and Clarence 

B. Randall, Chair of the Council on Foreign Economic Policy. Their doubts were manifested both in 

periodic governmental investigations of the business community 's attitudes towards the resumpt ion of 

China trade, and in a relative American acquiescence in a wholesale allied decontrol of the trade 

restrictions to the level of those operating on the Eastern bloc. Ultimately, however, Eisenhower tellingly 

failed to throw his weight behind a relaxation of the trade embargo. Apparently, he perceived the reversai 

of policy as entailing some loss of face, intemationally as well as domestically. Nor was he immune. 

especially during his second terrn, to those oficials who cherished the embargo as an integral element of 

the "pressure-wedge" scheme. Probably most salient was his explicitly lamented sense that a departure on 

the tnde front would gravely undercut the administration's popularity at home." 

Quite impressivc though they are, these more refined ingredients of the administration's private 

posture only rnarginally served to define the panmeters of the Eisenhower legacy. For sevenl reasons, the 

public facet figured a great deal more. 

First, public policy contributed significantly to the confrontationai mould of Sino-American 

relations. The Eisenhower team both delibemtely pursued a line of tough rhetoric and placed a number of 

vociferous Guomindang partisans in visible China policy positions. These people-Rankin, McConaughy, 

and Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs Walter P. Robertson-"seemed to symbolise the 

thrust of US Relations with chinayJ7 Multiple purposes propelled this policy. Part and parce1 of the 

"pressure-wedge" strategy, it was designed to assuage both the Republican right wing and the potent China 

-- - - - - -- -- - - - - - 

36 Foat The Pructice, 63-4: Qing, "The Eisenhower Administration." 137; 269th Meeting, NSC. 8 Drcrmbcr 1955. 
FRLS 1953-57, Vol. 3, China (1986), 2 1 1 ;  27 t st Meeting, NSC, 22 December 1955, Ibid.. 228. 

37 Nancy B. Tucker. Taiwan, Hong Kong, and the Unired States: Uncertain Frkndrhips (New York: Tway nr . 1 994). 
36. Tucker asserts eisewhere that these hard-liners were actually cvcluded from Dulles' inner circte of trusteci 
advisers, which did inchde some more rnodente voices such as Robert Bowie. Tucker. "A Houe Divided: The 
United States. the Department of State, and China," in Cohen and Iriye, cds., The Grear Powers. 36.38. 



Lobby, and was further a tool of choice to undermine what administration offkials perceived to be China's 

growing international stat~re.'~ 

This projection of American inflexibility was received only too weli at face value on the Chinese 

end. Rather oblivious of the pluralist, rnulti-audience character of poticymaking in the United States, the 

Chinese leadership in general and Mao in particular quite regularly regarded statements by pro-Chiang 

partisans as reflections of official US policy and less combative announcements from the White Housc as 

smoke screens." A case in point is Eisenhower's 1953 announcement that he was "unleashing" Chiang 

Kai-shek-modifying the mission of the Seventh Fleet so as to cease protecting Communist China from 

Chiang's assaults. The deneutralization statement essentially carried symbolic significance and originated 

chiefly in domestic political considerations. According to most accounts, the Chinese paid little heed to 

Washington's domestic motives, mistook the announcement for more than a gesture and throughout late 

1952 and 1953 were preoccupied with the prevention of an amphibious landing" The display of firmness 

on the American side worked to generate "wotst case" interpretations in Beijing, thus perpetuating 

tensions, if not breeding escalation. 

Second, the more sophisticated elernents of Republican China policy were lost not only on 

Chinese but also on Democntic observen. With the partial exception of Dean Rusk, leading Democrats 

were not privy to the deliberations on China policy behind closed executive-branch doors. What was in the 

pubIic eye Democratic foreign policy figures denounced as shallow, wrongheaded and positively 

dangerous. This assessrnent fuelled their desire to embark upon what they regarded as new and more 

38 Leonard B. Kusnitz Public Opinion and Foreign Policy: Amrrica's China Palicy, 19.C9-1979 (Westpon, Conn.: 
Greenwood Press, 1984). 78-9: Foot, Practice, 204-207. Foot explains that Dulles' 1957 San Francisco speech wris 

intended. in part, to counter Beijing's projection of itself as a peaceful mernber of the international comrnunity who 
had intcrests that were legitimate ruid worthy of recognition. ibid.. 206. It should be recalled thnt the principal front- 
linr organization of the China Lobby, the Cornmittee of One Million. was founded in 1953. For details see: Stanley 
D 8achrack The Commitrer of One Miffion: The "China LobbyHand U.S. Policy, 1953-1971 (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 19761, esp. 3-26. 
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promising directions." Notably. Republican principals evidently made no effort to Ntor their rivals-turned- 

successors in either the intricacies of their China design or the lessons they might have learned from their 

dealings with Beijing. Whether this was done by default or design remains an open and intriguing question. 

Douglas C. Dillon's impression about Laos seems plausible in the China context as well: "Eisenhower and 

[Secretary of State] Herter both got a certain satisfaction fiom laying a potentially intractable problem in 

Kennedy's lep."* Nor could the Kennedy administration be enlightened by the China watchers at the 

operative level: the briefings these Eisenhower holdovers prepared for the new team at the helrn betoken 

little awnreness of the more sophisticated China policy components discussed above.13 Given Eisenhower's 

and Dulles' penchant for hidden-hand techniques, possibly these components had not from the start been 

allowed to trickle down the bureaucracy. 

Whatever the specific proportion of sophistication in Eisenhower's legacy, a close scrutiny of the 

administration's approach to China continues to suggest ways in which Eisenhower and Dulles punued 

rnisconceived and potentially ill-fated policies.u One such flaw w u  their arguably excessive bowing to 

perceived domestic constraints. That both men were constantly anxious to mend their home fences is 

indisputable. The rnodified picture of Eisenhower portnys him as acutely sensitive to winning and 

JI CE Stevenson letter to Ben Cohen, 10 Juiuary 1955. in Walter Johnson et al. The Pupers of Adlai E Stevcnso~ 
Vol. J (Boston: Little. Brown, 1972), 450; John B. Martin, Adlai Stevenson und the CYorld: The Lfe of .ldiui E- 
Stevenson (Garden City. N.Y.: Doubleday. 1977), 169-172: Stevenson letter to Agnes Meyer. 7 October 1958. in 
Johnson et ul. The Papers, Vol. 7. 297: Howard B. Schaffer. Chesrer Borvles: New Dealer in the Cold tVur 
(Cambridge. Mass.: Harvard University Press. 1993), 129. Sre also chapter Z bclow. p.92. 

41 Cited in Robert S. McNaman in Retrospect: The Tragedy and Lessonr of Vieinam (New York: Times Books. 
1995). 36, Undersecretiq to Herter and later Kennedy's S e c r e q  of the Treasury, Dillon was well positioncd to 
make this observation. One Political Scientist proposed that Arnerican actors had shown a capacity to l e m  from 
p s t  confrontations ruid improve their crisis management techniques vis-&vis China Jan H. Kdicki, The Pattern of 
Sino-American Crises (London: Cambridge University Press), esp. 21 7-18. Zhang ha. since advanced the contrary 
assesment. Deterrence and Srraiegic Culture. 269. 1 have found no evidence to suggm that these Iessons. if indeed 
leamed, wcre transmitted to the Democratic camp. 

43 Cf. "A New Approach to Our China Policy Objectives." Parsons to Rusk, 28 December 1960,611.93/12-2860. box 
1308. RG 59, NA. 



maintaining public support. to the point of being a prisoner of his own popularity-as one of his most 

sympathetic biographers concedes." As Richard lmrnennan observes. Dulles sirnilady "paid inordinate. 

indeed obsessive. atiention to coalition building and protecting his bases of power."46 In the China policy 

sphere, this drive was poignantly prevalent. When coming to power, Eisenhower and his aides obviously 

realized they had profited electorally from brandishing the "loss of China1' club." Moreover, Dulles at that 

stage felt particularly vulnerable to right wing charges precisely on that score: his onetime close association 

with Alger Hiss and his service in the Truman administration offered cause for more extreme consetvatives 

to distrust him. He was detennined to avoid the fate of Acheson, whom the Republican Right had 

pilloried.4' Such sensitivity remained a fixture of the Administration's China approach, with key officiais 

alternately Iamenting the "domestic imperative" and invoking it to explain the "firmness" of Arnerican 

policy to questioning foreign e a r ~ . ' ~  

Domestic pressures, actual or anticipated. almost surely forced Eisenhower and Dulles to be more 

attached to rigid policies than they would have been on their own." Whether they should be faulted for 

succumbing too easily to these domestic currents is a little less certain. The evidence is quite inconclusive 

on the degree to which public opinion on China was malleable to executive guidance. McCarthy's 

capitalization on the "Who Lost China" charge sharply illustrated both the excitability of the public and the 

considerable political stakes the issue enveloped. A graphic reminder of the potency of conservative 

opinion came in early 1954, when the cal1 of Arthur Dean for a review of China policy genented a barrage 

of uninhibited attacks." Conhary indifators surfâced during the next three years. as large pluralities came 

45 Stephen E. Ambrose. Eisenhower: The President (New York: Simon and Schuster. 1984). 62 1 .  

46 Immeman, in idem, ed., John Fosrer Dulles. 267. 
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to view China's request for meetings behveen Dulles and Zhou Enlai as not unacceptable. and several 

prominent business leaders were responsive to allied arguments that recomrnended the reduction of trade 

controls with 

Whatever the genuine magnitude of the "domestic imperative," Eisenhower's and Dulles' 

compliance with it found a üagic culmination in the notorious purge of China specialists from the State 

Department. Their persecution, and the political momentum for it, peaked during Dean Acheson's tenure as  

secretary of state. Most of the Asiiin specialists who survived through the end of the Truman administration 

had been transferred to positions unrelated to the Far East. Foster Dulles seemed willing to tolerate many of 

the suwivors. At the sarne time, he revealed but a nomina1 interest in rehabilitating ruined careers and 

tamished reputations. Moreover, he completed the removal from the State Department of two of the best- 

known China Hands, John Carter Vincent and John Paton Davies, despite the lack of evidence that the two 

were disloyal or security risks. '' Dean Xusk's penonal appeals to Dulles on the their behalf fell on deaf 

54 ears. Nor can Eisenhower be absolved. As one student of the President recognizcs, "surely Eisenhower's 

comportment during his first year in otxce, when he was not even attecking McCarthy obliquely, penitted 

grave damage to the morale ... of the Foreign ser~ice."'~ 

The purge undoubtedly marred Arnerican performance in the China field t'or well over a decade. 

Its broad detrimental effects are readily appreciable. Dulles' daim to Asian expertise notwithstanding, in 

retrospect the administration's upper echelon appeiin to have been less than profoundly schooled in Asian 

affairs. The complex socio-political realities of Asian Communism particularly escaped the g m p  of policy 

irnproving reiations with the former. For details see: Zhai Qiang, The Dragon 149: Gordon H. Chmg Friendî. and 
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for~nula ton .~~ In sanctioning the purge, Eisenhower and Dulles largely deprived the policymaking 

apparatus of the precious comrnodity of some in-depth insight into the intricacies of Asian politics and 

culture. As will be shown in chapter 3, the Kennedy administration rectified this situation only gndually. 

The purge also established the aura of forced confomity within the halls of government, nurturing inertia 

rather than tiesh thinking in its wake, and silenced the voice of academics, notably the eminent China 

rcholar John K. Fairbank who studiously avoided giving advice thmughout the decade." Several insiders 

fascinated by China have underlined what they deem to have been another unhappy outcome, the under- 

representation of China expertise in comparison to Soviet expertise in the bureaucmcy. To their mind, this 

imbalance wm conducive to a sony neglect of China issues in terms of both the material and mental 

resources a~located.'~ 

To gauge the precise impact of the purge as far as specific cases are concerned is more difflcult. 

intelligence products of the period occasionally reveal a reliance on inadequate and certainly outdated 

sources. especially with regard to the Chinese dornestic  cen ne.'^ There is no guarantee that more 

experienced, China-mindful eyes at the intermediate consumer level could or would have redressed these 

dnwbricks. Conversely, the "China hands" might conceivably have tempered the consumers' mishandling 

of intelligence information at the peak of the first offshore crisis. At that juncture. the intelligence picture at 

Washington's disposa1 was perplexing. Intelligence reports grossly overestimated (as Chinese sources now 

show) the ability of the People's Liberation A m y  (PLA) to attack both Quemoy-and Taiwan. 

Nevertheless, none of the reports predicted an assault on Taiwan in the near future. In treating this material, 
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high-Ievel policymakers exhibited a mind-bogghg inconsistency. Eisenhower, Dulles and even Radford 

acknow ledged the paucity of solid data on Chinese capabilities and intentions. The President exp l icitly 

cornplained about the "conflicting intelligence information" coming his way. Yet, they ail proceeded from 

this shaky intelligence base to conclude that the PRC was aggressively aiming at Taiwan itself-an unduly 

a l m i s t  view. according to Chinese r e ~ o r d s . ~  Well-placed "China Hmds" within the executive branch 

might have essayed to alert their superiors to some of these discrepancies. In fairness, to carry the 

speculation firther, success in this mission was not assured, as the administration's tendency to assume the 

worst of Beying originated more in deep-seated suspicions of the Communist China, and less in cool- 

headed interpretations of pertinent data." 

The first phase of the 1954-5 strait crisis also provides the locu.~ clussicus of a favourite 

Eisenhower principle and instrument, "to keep the Chinese guessing." As the President told his press 

secretriry, James Hagerty, "We are deliberately not going to draw a specific line because we do not believe 

in giving blueprints to the Communists on just what we will or will not do."" Eisenhower and Dulles 

worked assiduously to achieve this end. The President. for example, resorted to one of his tools of choice- 

calculated obfuscation. When at the height of the crisis, he was asked in a press conference about using 

atomic weapons in the straits, a cunning Eisenhower retorted with a rambling and incornprehensible 

~tnternent.~' 

60 Mcmo for the Record Cutler, 1 1 Mach 1955, FRUS 1955-57. Vol. 2. China ( 1  986), 359: Accinelli, Crisis und 
Cornmitment, 232-3; Pruesen, To the i\;uclear Brinkfor Asia: Chang & He Di. "The Absence of War." 15 17- 15 19. 
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This tactic won Eisenhower glowing praise from early revisionists, such as historians Ambrose 

and Robert Divine. They applauded this studied use of ambiguity as a cornerstone of what Robert Greene 

has since termed "negative success," serving the double purpose of deterring the Chinese and keeping 

American options open at every stage." On the other hand. as far as cornmitment to the defence of 

Quemoy and Matsu was concemed, this very ambiguity elicited nothing but rebuke from contemporary 

leading Democntic spokesrnen such as Stevenson, who deemed it a hotbed for spiralling miscalculation 

and eventual e~ca la t ion .~~ The scales of evidence tend in the latter direction. For instance, the vague 

mixture of signals emanating fkom Washington contributed to the Chinese decision to take the Dachen 

island group in February 1955." Beijing's rnove. in its turn. served to nurture the Arnerican belief that the 

Chinese were aggressively inclined. The pattern of obscure and misconstrued signals reproduced itself in 

1958. Operating upon the "worst case" assumption, the CCP authorities felt it imperative to take pre- 

emptive action -- and, concurrently, overestimated their opportunity for success (Mao expected the United 

States to force Chiang Kai-shek out of the i~lands).~' 

Zooming out for a moment From the Eisenhower focus, it is noteworthy that there is nothing 

unique about the process described above. In a confrontational relationship, it is common to find the 

dynamic of worst-case assurnptions which become self-fulfilling prophecies."8 ~oreover ,  Zhang in 

particular has perceptively argued thsit both partners to the American-Chinese game practised ambiguity 

and were plagued by inflated thrat  perceptions? Nonetheless, one is still inclined to concur in the 

64~mbrose, Eisenhower: The President. 245; Robert A. Divine, Eisenhower and rire Cold IYar (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 198 1). 65-6; Greene, "Bibliographie Essay," 2 15. 

6 5  For details, set: p.63 below. 
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judgernent of several historians that ambiguity had been a dangerous tactic to employ, driving the 

antagonists to the threshofd of war. As Chang and He conclude, that war was averted may have been more 

a fùnction of luck than craflily conceived deterrence.'' Corroborating this criticism of ambiguity is the 

sense that more salutary alternatives did exist: as will be shown below, the unmistakable message relayed 

to the Chinese via direct channels would prove highly instrumental in defusing the third strait crisis in 

1962. 

The administration's recouse to obscuring its intentions was not confined to the realm of 

conventional weapons. Throughout the decade, it turned to an admixture of veiled and bold threats to 

denote its willingness to cross the nuclear threshold vis-A-vis China. me consistency here is striking: 

1. The Eisenhower team waved the nuclear cudgel as a means of teminating the Korean war. 

Whether the administration was prepared to make good on its threat is uncfear; according to one 

student of the issue, the President, at least, was not only infatuated with tactical nuclear weapons, 

but believed as late as the Korean war that the use of nuclear weapons could be limited to the 

tactical level." Apparently, his approach met serious opposition. Yet. in the words of Qiang. "if 

Eisenhower and his lieutenants could not agree upon the advantages of the actual ernployment of 

nuclear weapons, they were not at al1 unwilling to give the impression that such weapons might be 

used to break the deadlock in ~orea."" Eventually, Eisenhower presumed this device was 

decisive in persuading Beijing to end the war, a conviction which only reinforced his tendency to 

employ nuclear b~ackmail.~ 

70 Immermm. conclusion CO idem, cd., John Foster Dulles. 270; Accinel!i. Crisis and Cornmitment. 233; Chang & He. 
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2. The 1954-5 smit crisis witnessed the apogee of nuclear brinkmanship. During the frenzied 

months of March-ApriI 1955, the President and his Secretary of State concluded that nuclear 

weapons might prove crucial to the defence of the offshore islands, and were willing to sanction 

their use-as a "lut resort" device, pnncipally on account of  anticipated backlash Corn world 

opinion, To both ward off the Chinese and prepare public opinion for the eventuality. they 

orchestrated a vocal campaign. Dulles, this time in stark and unequivocal tenns. contemplated the 

use of tactical atomic weapons in the stnits, and Eisenhower caused a turor by comparing such 

weapons to bullets." 

3. In an artempt to defuse the crisis, the United States urged Chiang to tmde an evacuation of the 

offshore islands for a blockade of China's coastline -- and the stationing of nuclear weapons on 

~aiwan." The Nationalist leader did not endone the offer, yet the ensuing yean saw Washington 

showing few qualms about the latter part of the bargain. Matador missiles were deployed on 

Taiwan in 1957, for the first time introducing into the area weapons having the capacity to carry 

nuclear warheads. When the second strait crisis erupted, these were supplemented by right-inch 

Howiuen, installed on Quemoy and capable of hining China with atornic shells." 

4. By 1958, true, Washington's public nuclear threats grew subtler and more indirect. Eisenhower's 

concerns about world reaction and the Soviet nuclear potential rendered him somewhat more 

apprehensive about the nuclear instrument in the s t r a i t ~ . ~  Whether Dulles. at this stage, was of 

two minds or deflnitely less restrained is a still debated point.7hignificantly. however, 

Washington's deiiberations once more revealed a readiness to retaliaie with nuclear weapons, 

Eisenhower's shift of opinion noouithstanding." 
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"Massive retaliationW-of course, a key elernent in the administration's "New Look" national 

security doctrine-seems then, in the China policy contexf to have been more a genuinely pondered option 

than a solely deterrence-seeking slogan. The ease and Frequency w ith which leading Eisenhower figures 

considered such a course is arresting. Underlying it was skepticism within the administration as to 

Moscow's readiness to extend its nuclear umbrella to Beijing. Lurking beneath it, too, was a vibrant racial 

bias. as Chang has penuasively shown." At any rate, Chinese sources manifest that Washington's heavy- 

handed brandishing of the nuclear club during the first straits crisis provoked an inadvertent development 

that would haunt later administrations, and Kennedy personalIy: it spurred Beijing's decision to develop an 

independent nuclear capability." 

Chiang's winning of Arnerican nuclear paraphernalia symbolizes the guarded but real deepening 

of Amcrican cornmitment to his regime during the Eisenhower years. The tightening of this knot left 

Kennedy to contend with a partner whose high expectations and clout within the U.S. were difficult to 

manage. 

To be sure, Chang overstates his case in portraying the President as "obdurately attached" to the 

Nationalist ~eneralissimo.'~ Eisenhower and Dulles were evidently genuinely wary of Chiang's penchant 

for wild adventurism - even if they were not averse to dramatizing bis potential for igniting "World War 

Three" so as to elicit British syrnpathy for Washington's standpoint.@ Apprehensive about what they 

regarded as Taipei's scheme to entangle the United States in war. and resenthl about Chiang's atternpt to 

go Chang, Friendr and Enemies. 1 70- t . 
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bring the influence of the "China Lobby" to bear on the administration, they were frir From dewy-eyed 

about the KMT regime. A further needle in Washington's side was Chiang's refusal to evacuate the 

Chinese Nationalist contingent in Buna,  a cause for s a i n  in American-Burmese relations." 

Equipped with a fiery temper he sought to c o n t m ~ , ~ ~  Eisenhower penonally could not help but 

giving vent, behind closed doors, to his exasperation with Chiang. On one occasion, he asked why the 

Generalissimo could not grasp Our "political situation at home and abroad," stressing that Chiang's 

intransigence showed "the difficulty of trying to cany out US. policy when we were in the hands of 'a 

fellow who has not anything to lose." With obvious racial ovenones, he continued to cite the "mule who 

walked into the brick wall" to illustrate Chiang's intransigence and allegedly oriental irrationa~ism.~ 

These qualms about the Natianalist regime were intermittently translated into attempts to keep 

Taipei in check. For example, several NSC documents contained quite sweeping injunctions against 

Nationalist offensive activities," and during the 1958 crisis. Eisenhower and Dulles exhorted Chiang 

directly that initiating action which might escalate into unmanageable conflagration was utterly 

unacceptable." 

Significantly in terms of Eisenhower's legacy to Kennedy, however, the rnost far-reaching 

endeavours in this direction also highlight Chiang's lingering maneuvrability. The tint Quemoy-Matsu 

imbroglio genemted the US-ROC (Republic of China) Mutual Defense Treaiy, which stipulated that the 

ROC must not launch offensive operations without American approval. This "releashing" of Chiang would 

become an indispensable point of reference in later American attempts to restrain the KMT. On the other 

84 Tuckçr. "Dulles and the Taiwan Roots," 241-253; Accinelli, Crisis and Commitment, 113: Lronard H. Gordon, 
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hand, the treaty so enmged China's leaders as to lead them to sombrely equate it to "Munich" ta haIf- 

apologetic British e a r ~ . ' ~  [ts corollary sent a reverberating reminder of the pro-Nationalist sentiment of 

Congress: passed nearly unanimously, the Formosa Resolution of 1 955 relinqu ished the Congressional role 

in foreign affairs and accorded the President open-ended powers to assist the Chinese Nationalists in 

defending Taiwan, the Penghu islands, and "relateci" positions.9' The 1958 crisis occasioned Dulles' 

success in exûacting Rom Chiang a public renunciation of the use of force in the straits. In this instance, as 

well, the administration's achievernent was in fact qualified, as the Nationalist interpretation of the joint 

communiqut! was contrary to the American version. Leading Nationalist officiais emphasized that the right 

to use force was not abandoned but merely renouncrd as a principul meuns of recovering the mainland."' 

In luge rneasure, Eisenhower's and Dulles's own conduct accounts for their failure to cut 

Chimg's expectotions to size. First, by design or default, as a function of either a desire to straddle the 

issue or a weak administrative style, they fell short on forcing some key subordinates to comply to the line 

of trimming Chimg's "retum" sails. Within the Foreign Service, prominent arnong these was Ambassador 

Rankin. As Tucker explains, "it does not appear surprising that Washington had little success in convincing 

Chiang ... that United States aid would never support an attack on the mainland when the ambassador was 

vhispering in his ear that he should not give up h ~ ~ e . ' " ~  

Arnong the most consistent exponents of an invasion were ranking members of the rnilitary 

establishment. Admiral Radford, for instance, in July 1953 discussed with Chiang a hypothetica1 attack on 

the mainland, and go1 the Genenlissimo's agreement that an American would be placed in charge of such 

an enterprise.' The 1954-5 crisis wimessed Radford's nudging of the policy process, at sensitive junctures, 

towards a more rnilitarized and provocative stance. Whether Eisenhower was cognizant of this is 
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impossible to ascenain from the evidence." For its pan, the Military Assistance Advisory Group (MAAG) 

throughout the decade provided comprehensive and enthusiastic support for the mu1 t itude of nuisance 

nids launched on the mainland by the K M T . ~  The MAAG and its superion at CINCPAC also declincd to 

emphatically curtail Chiang's over-reaction during the Fint Straits Crisis, to the chagrin of Secretary of 

Defense Charles E, Wilson. The concerned Wilson urged Eisenhower to tell Chiang that supplies and 

replacements for raids would be withheld. Eisenhower instead ambivalently instructed a suspensian of the 

raids "for the tirne beir~~."~ '  

As Tucker notes, "covert operations in conjunction with and unrestrained by MAAG also 

proceeded under the direction of the CIA." Beginning almost immediately aAer the outbreak of the Korean 

wu, the agency developed an extensive air a m ,  ernbarked on large-scale Human Intelligence (HUMINT) 

act ivities, and set up an electronic surveillance  stem."^ 1 t funher allocated considenble resources to 

fomenting Tibetan insurrection. The details of this enterprise, which culminated in 1959. are still shrouded 

99 in secrecy. Being the covert opentions champion that he was, Eisenhower almost certainly sanctioned 

this policy-although his extensive reliance on "plausible deniabil ity" m ight hstrate  an effort to 

specifically establish his role, if and when the pertinent documentation cornes to light.lW The clandestine 

measures Eisenhower's lieutenants introduced into the Chinese arena al1 indicated at les t  a tolerance of, 
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and occasionally an outright support for, Chiang's drearn of retum. Notably, these measures tended to 

assume a "life of their own" rather than being readily revenible, as important rnilitary and intelligence 

elements developed a personal and bureaucratie stake in their perpetuation. 

Moreover, at crucial moments Eisenhower's and Dulles's very messages may have encouraged 

Chiang to reinvigorate his mainland-recovery policy. Eisenhower, for one, apparently did not completely 

dismiss the scenario of intemal disintegntion in the PRC which would present Chiang his opponunity to 

take over with US support. In the wake of the Hungarian uprising, he did not relent fiom relaying thoughts 

dong such lines to Chiang, writing that eventually "we can confidently expect to see in the Far Eastern 

a r a  also a growing rebelliousness among the captive peoples which their Communist rulers wiil, in the 

end, be unable to ~ontain."'~' Similarly. in the aftermath of the 1958 crisis Dulles made sevenl speculative 

comments which probably unwittingly fuelled Chiang's counterattack policy. In the wake of temperate 

Chiang presentations of the KMT's retum policy, Dulles said that "if you had on the mainland a sort of 

unrest and revolt, Iike, for example, what broke out in Hungay, then the presence of a tiee China a few 

miles away could be a very imponant element in the situation."lO' Still another Dulles-Eisenhower 

miscarriage possibly rekindled Chiang's hopes as well. As a "tactical approach" to de-escalrite the 1958 

crisis, Eisenhower in early October instructed Dulles to inform Chiang that the US might assist the KMT 

troops to cany out its retum policy in the event of intemal riots on the mainland ifthe KMT would reduce 

its forces on the offshore islands now. Dulles thereupon secured a partial evacuation from Chiang, which in 

effect paved the way toward a gradua1 relaxation of the crisis. I/ indeed Chiang complied to reducing his 

forces on the understanding that the U.S. thereby committed itself further to his return schemes. than the 

crisis lefi a legacy of American indebtedness to Chiang, at least to Chiang's mind. This Pandora's box was 

left at the Kennedy administration's doorstep. 

1°1 Quoted in Gordon, "United States Opposition," 643. Sei: dso Eisenhower's discussion with Gordon Gray. 
Prtsident's Specid Assistrint for National Security Alfairs. citcd in Arnbmse, The Predenr. 484. 
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VII. 
The recent research harvest tends to reaffirm the sense that from Bandung through the first half of 

1956, the Chinese appear to have held hopes for npprochement with their American archrival. Authorised 

by Mao in key party meeting, 'O3 this trend matured into quite determined ovemires, only to produce no 

responsive chord in Washington. 

ActuaIly, the traces of this pattern predate Bandung. During the first Quemoy-Matsu crisis, word 

was transmitted to Washington by the UN Secretary General, Dag Harnmerskjold, that Beijing was reridy to 

enter into direct negotiations to alleviate the simmering tension. The State Department apparently gave na 

serious thought to following up on this mesting developrnent, thus bypassing what may have been an 

auspicious opportunity to ease the confrontation.'" 

After Bandung, this script replayed itself several times. Publicly as well as through the newly 

established ambassadorial chmnel, the PRC urged both the launching of more comprehensive talks, the 

Taiwan question inclusive, and the elevation of negotiations to the foreign minister ~evel . '~ '~ 

Notwithstanding Dulles' announcement that the United States could not forever "take a purely negative 

position" toward china,'" Washington essentially demurred. As Accinelli concludes. higher level 

discussions appear to have been hr fiom Eisenhower's and Dulles' min&, and their hint of such an 

eventuality merely refiected adherence to the *'never say never" pinciple.'" Beijing extended still another 

- - - - - 
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feeler during the Geneva negotiations, offering to allow US news correspondents to visit China. This 

evoked tremendous interest within the US media, much to the chagrin of the Administration. The tirst 

Administration response had been to threaten to revoke the passports of those Americans who attempted to 

make such a trip. A torrent of media and Democratic criticism ensued, Under public pressure, Washington 

was ultimately forced somewhat CO relent, stressing, however, that it would aiiow a limited number of 

conespondents to visit China strictly on a non-reciprocal basis. In the media's view, this qualification 

invited Beijing's subsequent refusal to receive Americans under such tenn~. '~ '  

True, a few American operatives did dispute the wisdom of such a "closed door" policy. Robert 

McClintock of the Policy Planning Staff, for instance, contending that present policies had reached the 

point of diminishing returns, urged the active pursuit of a compnhensive and negotiated settlement brised 

on the two-China concept.'" His cal1 evidently went unheeded-and, ironically, was voiced at the very 

stage that the PRC was veenng away towards the radical Great Leap Forward. 

Principally, then, China's overtures at this phase fell on deaf e m .  Several factors are in evidence: 

1 .  Doubts about the sincerity of China's Peace Offensive pemeated the administration's top 

echelon.' I o  

2. The movers and shakers perceived the domestic climate to be too prohibitive. As noted above, 

their apprehension may have been exaggerated, as  a foreign minister's meeting was not an 

anathema to most of the public during the relatively tranquil post-Bandung phase. 

3. Dulles' reading of Soviet realities in 1955 may have figured as well. The Kremlin's tangled 

succession, and specifically the ground Moscow yielded over the Austrian settlement, irnbued 

Dulles with exhilaration and optimism concerning the predicarnents of the Soviet Union. "Put 

baldly, [Dulles's] expectations [of an imminent Soviet collapse] led him to spurn the prospects of 

-- - 
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a Cold War thaw in favour of a Cold War victory.""' Conceivably. this frame of mind was 

conducive to an uncompromising stance toward China in two ways. First, eveii to a greater degree 

than was the usual, dramatic events in Eastern Europe served to divert the Administration's 

attention and energies fkom East Asia. The slim prospects for a major policy departure were thus 

further reduced. Second, one may assume that Dulles's mood of exhilaration spilled over ta the 

Asian scene, hence reinforcing his disposition to view China's "Bandung spirit" more as a sign of 

weakness to be exploited and less as o "window of opportunity" for seeking a thaw with Beijing. 

America's failure to explore China's feelers, whatever its reasons, have since been found wanting 

by a number of well-inforrned contemponries as forfeiting a window of opportunity to amel iorate C hinese- 

American relations.'" This conviction appean open to question, however. First, some doubts still rernain 

about the extent to which China's overtures reflected a concerted attempt to break the ice with the United 

States. According to Chang and He Di, for example, Zhou's conciliatory remarks at Bandung were more 

impromptu than tokens of a well-designed strategy.'" The paucit). of Chinese archival materials 

unfortunately prevents a settling of this issue. Second, the formidable stumbiing bloc of Taiwan atone 

almost certainly constituted an insupenble barrier between the two states in the 1950s. To illustrate, the 

American "renunciation of force" as compared to China's renouncing it "as far as possible" was the nearest 

the two antagonists, in their mon magnanimous moods. could get to bridging the gap."4 

This is not to argue that the Eisenhower administration's unresponsiveness was of no long-terrn 

consequence. Quite the contrary. One case in point is Washington's decision to suspend the ambassadorial 

talks in Geneva (late 1957). For Beijing, this move provided further proof of Washington's refusa1 to 
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elevate the talks to a higher level for the resolution of more substantial Sirio-Arnerican conflicts. This 

appraisal contributed to Mao's ssuming a more radical. aggressive stance."' Anoiher is Dulles' handling 

of the correspondents offer. His tmsforming it into a rnatter of national prestige and status quite possibly 

hindered the friture viability of this mesure. More generally and ominously, the "closed door" policy the 

Eisenhower administration pursued almost surely served to signal to many a Chinese leader the futility of 

making conciliatory gestures in the future. 

Nuclear blackmail, tolerance of Chiang's "retum" dreams, rejection of China's overtures -- a 

common thread underlay al1 of these strands: deving the Peopte's Republic quest for ri place under the Sun. 

Albeit to a Iimited degree, Eisenhower and Dulles could empathize with Soviet concerns over German 

unification, for example. and attempt to assuage Moscow's anxieties in this regard.'" They never evinced a 

comparable respect for China's concerns and interests. As Pmessen argues, over and again the formulators 

of policy sought to "create a regional system in which American advantages would be maxirnized and 

China's role and opportunities would be drastically cunailed.""' Paired with this zero-sum approach were 

unrelenting endeavours to undercut Beijing's legitimacy on the international scene. 

The ultimate illustration, Dulles' refusal to shake Zhou's extended hand in Geneva, may not have 

actually taken place."bmong other conspicuous manifestations, however, are the American cold- 

shouldenng of the Chinese delegation in Cieneva"kulles' woefully patronizing vocabulaiy vis-à-vis 

Beijing, and Washington's spurning of China's willingness to allow family visits to the imptisoned 

1 15 Zhang, Dererrence and Sfralegic Culture. 228: Ho Di, T h e  Most Respectrd Enrmy." 157. 

3 Evrn 1 16 Prurssen. "Bcyond the Cold War - Again: 1955 and the 19YO." Poliricd Science Quarte* 108: 1 ( 1993). 7,. 
in this case. in Pruessen's terms, ultimritely the administration's rxcessivc appetite overpowered judiciousness. Ser 
Pniessen. "from good breakfast." 26 [Repage in Saki volumej. 

1 17 Pruessen "Pondering the Evil Fact," 16. 

1 18 See Wang, Nine Years. 12. 
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impartial Wang surmises this ndisobedience" cost Smith his place in the American delegation. :Vine Years, 1 i - 12. 



Americm fliers in the midst of the first offshore crisis.I2' An ostensible exception to this trend was 

Washington's endorsement of Zhou's Bandung proposal to establish a channel for direct talks. Yet in this 

case, too, Eisenhower and Dulles underlined that their consent did not imply recognition of the Comrnunist 

regime, and took pains, as demonstrated above, to keep the discussion within strictly delineated limits. 

The roots of this approach were manifold and varied. Vivid impressions of the Korean carnage 

easily blended with racial prejudice to create a vitriolic image of the Chinese government. For instance, 

China's capture of the Dachen islet evoked this remark from the President: "the Red Chinese appear to be 

completely reckless, arrogant. possibly overcon fident, and completely indi fferent as to human losses."'" 

His Secretary of State frequently disclosed his notion of China's rulers as positively indecent and 

uncivilized, and Allen Dulles-head of the CIA as well as Foster's brother and confidante-surmised the 

Chinese government would "regard the loss of 50 million people as a gain." Eisenhower concurred.l^ 

AAer Stalin's death, the spectre of an apparently mellowing Soviet Union worked to further sustain. in 

Washington's mind, this image of an irntional and more intransigent People's Republic. American 

offScials were not averse to intimating this perception to their Soviet counterparts, partly in the hope that 

Moscow would restrain its allegedly reckless ally.'" Those inclined io perceiving Beijinç as not more 

antagonistic to the U.S. than the Soviet Union, like Wilson and Humphrey, were sidelined.'" 

But there was more to the administration's casting of China as a pariah nation than impulses and 

gut reactions. Cool calculations figured as well. It was Foster Dulles. champion of the aforementioned 

"pressure-wedge" stntegy, who articulated an attendant principle. ''The strongest single motivation of the 

[Communist] Chinese in their international conduct," Dulles explained, "was a desire to be treated like 

120 Prurssen. "Evil Fact" 17; Pruessen. To tlre .Nucleor Brinkfor .4sia, [Cornplrie new pogingl.. 
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anyone else ... therefore, the US unwiilingness to concede to them in this hrid been the greatest sanction 

upon thcm which we h e ~ d . " ' ~  

It appears that Dulles was perceptive in this diagnosis of his Chinese rivals, but ill-advised in his 

derivative policy prescriptions. The administration's dismissive approsich toward Beijing indeed touched a 

raw nerve on the Chinese side. The CCP leaders were al1 acutely sensitive to whether foreign powers - 
especially the United States - would grant China me equality. This shibboleth, stemming frorn a 

perception of a century of humiliation by foreign powers, was accented further in Mao's case by 

fundamental personal inse~uri t~. '~ '  Washington's slighting of the Middle Kingdom evidently figured in 

Mao's decision to launch the 1958 Straits Crisis. As Mao declared in 1960: "We are a big country of 600 

million people, but Dulles [didj not take us seriously. The U.S. has always bullied us so Quemoy should 

[have been] bombarded and China should [have challenged] U.S. arrogance."'" 

Washington's snubbing of China epitomizes what many deem to have been a hndamental flaw in 

its Asian strategy - over-extension and over-commitment, in no srnall rneasure an outgrowth of oversized 

ambitions and excessive confidence in American ~a~abilities."~ vietnarn has long provided the locus 

clussicus for this thesis. but corroborating evidence has recently emerged from other Asian quarten as 

weH. '") 

NaturalIy enough, the administration's Vietnam record has attracted considerabte scholarly 

attention. Stimulating this effort were the objectives of ferreting out the reasons for the administration's 

125 Mrmcon State Department, 12 February 1957. FRUS 1955-57, Vo1.3.477. 
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engagement, and approximating the Eisenhower tem's  relative responsibility for the overarching tngedy 

which befell Washington there. In the context of this thesis, a snapshot of the curent historiographical 

trend should do. 

Students of the issue identiQ two stages in the administration's Vietnam policy. Caution was the 

haIImark of the first approach, which lasted through 1954 and into 1955. The defining moment was the 

decision to stay out of war in the face of France's humiliating defeat in Dienbienphu. For early 

"revisionists," this episode was something of a centrepiece in the rehabilitation of Eisenhower's image. 

More recent accounts assert that praise can be overdrawn, however. First, while the Eisenhower 

Administration clearly was at no point committed to an air strike at Dienbienphu, Eisenhower and Dulles 

had apparently been much more willing to intervene than the President later indicated in his memoirs. 

Second, the architects of policy seem to deserve credit mainly for making a virtue out of necessity. 

Eisenhower's restnint resulted chiefiy from his reading of present circumstances. namely the immediate 

predicament of  the French, the perception that Paris had lost the will to fight, and the imperative of United 

Action. It did not originate in self-limits on, or even a carefûl reassessrnent of, American objectives in 

~ietnarn.'~' 

The second stage was marked by a "nation-building" endeavour around the reclusive figure of 

Ngo Dinh Diem. Critics of this course have found Eisenhower and Dulles lacking on several cumulative 

scores. First, preoccupied with other concerns, those at the helm provided little direction and weak 

leadership on Vietnam during their second tenure. Faced with mounting resistance to Diem towards the 

closing of the decade, American operatives were alIowed to fiercely duel over whether military aid or 

pressure on Diem to launch extensive economic reforms should take priority. Confusion hence reigned. 

Second. lwgely casting aside their eariier hesitations about Diern's political viability, Eisenhower and 

Dulles becarne quite entrapped in their illusion that he was proving a durable success story. At the same 

time, however, the rampant corruption in Diem's environs did not escape even the eyes of such a Chinese 

130 Anderson. "Dwight D. Eisenhower and Wholehearted Support," esp. 47: George C. Hemng and Richard H. 
Immerman. "Eisenhower. Dulles and Dienbienphu: îhe 'Day We Didn't Go to War' Revisitcd" Journal of 
/fmerican History 71 :2 (September 1984). 363. 



Nationalist stalwart as Congressrnan Walter Judd. Third, Eisenhower and Dulles essentiatly repressed the 

doubts they did harbour about the certainty of ultimate American victory in South East Asia, in favout of 

the conviction hat  Vietnam was worth "a good stout effort." 

Multiple considentions fuelled this conviction. Eisenhower and Dulles were unwavering in their 

belief that Vietnam's loss would not only tarnish their image at home but also trigger a chain reaction of 

grave setbacks most injurious to America's prestige and position. Witness Eisenhower's consistent 

articulation of this theme, most famously in his 1954 coinage of the "falling domino" imagery. Weighing 

on their mind was also the sense that the crumbling of Saigon woutd cripple the objective of reviving 

Japan's economy along regionally integrated lines, thereupon driving lapan into the Communist orbit - 
certainly economically, and perhaps politically. Most genenlly, as historian Lloyd Gardner has shown, the 

endorsement of the nation-building concept revealed Eisenhower's and Dulles's ultimate inability to 

disengage from the Wilsonim credo that by virtue of its alleged special heritage, the United States could 

out-perform Europeans and appeal to colonized peoples as an agent of freedorn nther than of 

imperia~isrn."' 

The China factor figured significantly as the administration vennired into the Vietnam morass. .An 

interesting if unsurprising pattern presents itself: the delibente application of pressure in the overall China 

sphere and the intensification of America's commitment to South Vietnam becorne strongly and mutually 

reinforcing. To cite only the most outstanding iIiustrations: 

1.  As alluded to above, the ghost of the Democratic debacie over "Who Lost China" served to fasten 

Eisenhower's and Dulles's determination to "hold the fine" in ~ndochina.'~' 

131 David L. Anderson, Trapped By Success (New York: Columbia University Press, 1991). 199-209; Lloytd C. 
Gardner. Approaching Vietnam: From World War II Through Dienbienphu (New York: W .  W. Norton, 1988). esp. 
15, 342; George C. Hemng, 'A Goad Stout Effort': John Foster Dulles and the Indochinsi Crisis. 1954-55," in 
Immerman, ed., John Foster Drrlles, esp. 227,330. 

132 Cf. Accinelli, Crisis a d  Commitmenr, 1 14; Gardner, ..Ipproaching Vietnam; Herring, "A Good Stout EfTort," esp. 
212.227.230. 



2. The administration's atomic threats to terminate the Korean war were apparently also aimed at 

deflecting Beijing from Vietnam. This very objective bolstered Eisenhower's and Dulles's 

advocacy of "harassing tactics" from Taiwan. "' 

3. The policy shapers' perception of China as an irntional actor bent on expansion in lndochina 

served to cernent their cornmitment to Vietnam. By the time of the Geneva conference on 

Indochina (Apd 1954) Dulles, for one, thought the Soviets had assumed a stand more rnoderate 

than China's on Vietnam. New Chinese sources actually bear out his assessment. At this stage, 

Beijing in fact was more deeply and intimately involved in Vietnam's military and political 

campaigns than the Soviet Union. The evidence suggests its military experts advocated a more 

combative strategy than Moscow and, more specifically, conduaed the Dienbienphu operation.'" 

4. Certainly not Dulles' happiest hour, the Geneva conference was also neither his nor the 

Administration's finest. This occasion bore out, in bold relief, both the zero-sum and slighting 

strands in Washington's approach to the PRC - and their counter-productive effect. As lmrnerman 

argues, "Dulles's narrow-m indedness and short-sightedness may well have contributrd to 

precisely the senlement he abh~rred.""~ The administration's alarm over the outcome of Geneva 

hastened the birth of the South East Asian Treaty Organimtion (SEATO). Comprising Austnlia, 

New Zealand, Thailand, Pakistan, the Philippines, France, Great Britain, and the US. this pact was 

aimed chiefly at deterring China, which indced regarded it as a vehicle of encirclement by the 

West. Notabiy, however, the organization's specific provisions for shielding Indochina remained 

vague. Its stipulations violated the spirit of the Geneva Accords (which Washington refused to 

- - 
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sign) by specifiing protection over the southem half of Vietnam; yet from the outset, the United 

States declined to support the organimtion with specific commihnents or t r ~ o ~ s . " ~  

5 .  Finally, Washington's ultimate determination to keep the lid on Japan's trade with China 

provided hrther impetus for America's stride down the dead-end alley in Vietnam. Eisenhower 

and Dulles deemed Tokyo's loyalty a linchpin of Arnerican security. Both reaIized that Japan's 

livelihood required an alternative outlet to the b m d  China mde, Their prizing of South East Asia 

as alkgedly a natural alternative capped their cornmitment to denying the area to the Communists. 

In retrospect, this vision of South East Asian markets as an instrument o f  Japan's economic well- 

being was misplaced. In pure economic terms, the concept of a regional commerce dominated by 

Japan and excluding the PRC was flawed. Not Southeast Asian markets, but Washington's huge 

military procurements emerged as the engine of Tokyo's recovery. Further, the design failed to 

acknowledge both the marked preference. within Japan's business circles, for fostering tnde links 

with the wesr - and the resentment to doing business with the former Japanese captors still 

prevalent in key Southeast Asian s e ~ t o n . ~ ~ '  

China policy considerations were thus salient in the administration's embrace of Vietnam's cause 

and hence, of the "nation building" attempt. Flawed in conceptuatlization and foundering in 

implementation, that strategy helped produce a ticking time bomb in Vietnam-another crisis-prone 

situation in Asia bequeathed to Kennedy's "action intellectuals." 
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As Immerman notes, to empathize witli the world of former policymakers is one crucial 

cornponent of the dipiornatic historian's tnde. Any appraisal of the Eisenhower administration's China 

policy performance should acknowledge the magnitude of the challenge the movers and shakers 

con fronted. Domestical ly, an extmordinarily charged atmosphere paired with mernories of recent pol itical 

tempests to dispose the po1icym;tkers against locking homs with the Republican Right and Chiang's other 

cohorts. The external obstacles may have been still more formidable. Captains of a nation untutored in the 

enormous responsibilities of hegemonic leadership of the West in a polarized, nuclear and increasingly 

multi-layered world, Eisenhower and Dulles gnpp led with momentous changes on the internat ional scene. 

A great number of paramount and pressing issues crowded their desks. Many of these presented novel 

dilemmas. Hence, the formulators of policy often could turn to neither solid precedents nor sound 

inteiIigence to guide them through the rnaze. The vexing China problem - enveloping such puzzles as, for 

instance, the management of a testy client regime and the close scrutiny of the complex Sino-Soviet 

relationship-comprised but one such challenge. Finally, China policy entailed what may be regarded as a 

"no-win" situation - Arnerica's need to assume a primary role in what later would be termed "North-South" 

relations, at the very period that the anti-colonialist tide was fast gathering momentum. To earn the 

allegiance of the world "underclass" without jeopardising the ailegiance of its "first-world" allies amounted 

to a thorny predicament."8 

Beyond these extenuating circurnstances, it is worth repeating that Eisenhower and Dulles 

operated as cenmsts on the China policy spectrurn within the administration, not activeiy endorsing 

hawkish grand designs for toppling the Communist regime. Their good sense not to forgo the opportunity 

for direct talks presented at Bandung also stands to their credit. That the Korean war was terminated and 

another war with China did not erupt in the 1950s should also be born in mind.'" 

138 See Immerman, lntroduction to idem. John Foster Dulies, 14-16; Pruessen. "John Fostrr Dulles and the 
Predicammts of Powcr." 22,3 1; H.W. Brands. The Spectre of Neutrulism. 24. 
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Lastly, this chapter does nor argue that had it not been for the practice of "brinkmanship" by 

Eisenhower and Dulles, a full-fledged Sino-American rapprochement could have been possible. The shreds 

of Chinese evidence document Beijing's contribution to Arnerican-Chinese hostility-while obviously, 

only a massive declassification on the Chinese side would allow a well-informed stock-taking of this point. 

According to some recent studies, new Chinese materials estabIish that a forward Chinese position, not 

only mutual misperceptions and American intransigence, was at the root of the onset of American-Chinese 

hostility.'" Moreover, during the straits crises in particular, CCP leaders occasionally resorted to their own 

versions of brinkmanship and delibente arnbiguity, carefully avoiding, to be sure, direct contact with 

American forces. lllustntivc of this frame of mind was their sense, after Taiwan's evacuation of the 

Dachen islands, that the PRC could safely agitate against Washington and Taipei without provoking war.'" 

On balance, however, Eisenhower and Dulles should be assigned some responsibility for the 

portentous state of Sino-American relations under their stewardship. They harboured an expansive notion 

of Washington's mission in that policy sphere. in so doing, they overlooked a number of accumulating 

indicators that the underlying premise of American near-omnipotence in Asia was a dangerous fallacy 

(such as the gathering clouds in Vietnam and Laos, allied decontrol of restrictions on trade with China, and 

the faItering of the scheme to make Southeast Asian markets the locomotive of Japan's recovery). The 

intertwined policy s m d s  the administration pursued-a premium on pressure and brinkrnanship, the 

slighting of Beijing, the rebuff of overtures, under-use of lines of communication - al1 were detrimental to 

mitigating the extremely acerbic tenor of relations and fashioning a more manageable mode of dealing with 

Beijing. They may have even closed the door on some auspicious opportunities to somewhat break from 

the confrontationai mould, especially during Beijing's Bandung phase. 

-- - - -  - - - 
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Finally, the Eisenhower team impaired their successors' potential in significant ways. As noted 

above, Republican principals evidently made no effort to introduce their rivals-turned-successors to eiiher 

the intricacies of their China design or the lessons they rnight have learned Rom their dealings with 

Beijing. Bequeathing a policymaking infrastructure in dire need of profound knowledge on China as well 

as fresh thinking on China policy, they further handicapped the Kennedy team's capacity to rise to the 

challenge of a simmering relationship with China which was, in part. of the Eisenhower administration's 

own making. 



2. China Perceived: The Kennedy Team's China Prism 
through 1960 

"The general tendency " among the press and public. reported State's Monthiy Survey in Janu;uy 

196 1, "is to anticipate a 'more flexible' United States posture [on China] during the Kennedy 

~hinistrafion."' Speculations dong such lines ran high on both sides of the issue. The eminent China 

scholar, John K. Fairbank, hopefully presumed Kennedy's ascendancy would mark the "burial of the 

unreal and divisive issue of 'who lost china";' and within the ranks of the discredited China Hands. 

expectation for rehabilitation rno~nted.~ Their bitter antagonists. the China lobbyists. hedged against 

change by such actions as reprinting incoming Secretary of State Rusk's famed "Slavic Manchukuo" 

speech. a decadesld diatribe of the CCP as an despicable, non-Chinese Soviet proxy.4 

On the face of it, these expectations were sound. The signs of a Democratic propensity for a new 

beginning on China poiicy were varied and conspicuous. To cite a few: in May 1958, the A.D.A. formally 

called for an immediate start on negotiations with the Peoples' Republic of China (PRC) looking toward 

recognition; in 1959, the China policy recommendations of Adlai E. Stevenson, the two-time Democmtic 

Presidentiai candidate, were tagged absurd tokens of appeasernent and prejudice by an infuriated 

spokesman of the Republican Right; and in 1960, the Democratic platform hinted at the possibility of 

recognizing China should the PRC genuineiy dernonstrate a more amiable disposition.' 

1 ,Uonthly Survey 236 (3 lanuary 1961), Foster Papen, Box 13, italicized in original. Cited in Leonard A. Kusnitz 
Public Opinion and Foreign Policy: America 's China Policy, 1 949- 1 979 ( Westpoc Conn. : Greenwood Pxss, 
1984). 95-6. 
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These assessments were nevertheless flawed. They both overlooked the considerable convergence 

in the China perspectives of the outgoing and incorning administrations, and undemted the degree to 

which the domestic climate was deerned constrictive by leading Kennedy figures, notably Kennedy 

himself, Rusk and Stevenson. This chapter will probe into the "prism" through which the new Kennedy 

team viewed China when assurning power. In the process particular attention will be given to the Kennedy 

actors most concerned with China-related issues. As Historian David L. Dileo argues, on the threshold of 

power, Kennedy's foreign policy team was composed of NO competing schools of thought. One group 

(Dean Acheson, John McCloy and George Ball) shared in varying degrecs a Europeanist conception of 

American foreign policy. The other school (Chester Bowles, Adlai E. Stevenson and Walt W. Rostow) 

emphasized the imponance of the ernerging post-colonial Analysed at length will be some of the 

assumptions and prernises held by Kennedy, Rusk and the "Asianist" group regarding the fundamental 

nature of politics and political conflict, as well as their individual and "collective" pictures of China. The 

path-breaking studies of Alexander George have found this cluster of "philosophical beliefs" to be the 

dominant, "mater" ingredient in the politician's belief system. While it constitutes but one determinant in 

the decisional outcome, it does serve as a heuristica1 aide to decision. In other words, the cluster figures 

significantly in "provid[ing] the basic frarnework within which the actor approaches the task of attempting 

to process available information and to engage in rational calculation in pursuit of his values and 

More briefly addressed will be a host of associated queries. How are we to assess the content. 

depth and breadth of the Kennedy crew's China prism? How did the pnsm evolve? How cohesive or 

diverse was the collective outlook? To what extent was the China platform of the "Kennedyites" well- 

defined, explicit and strangly held as the Eisenhower era drew to a close? How large did China loom then 

in relation to the administration's other policy concerns and objectives? 

- - - - - - - - - 
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Methodological complications cal1 for a gingerly ripproach to the subject at hand: 

1. Most importantly, cognitive constructs, tools and processes are generally regarded in the literature 

as pertaining to the level of analysis of the individual."ere, however. cognitive constructs will be 

examined across the self to tentatively portray the China disposition of Kennedy's team at large. 

This runs the risk of dimming idiosyncrasies and overentphasizing common denominators. 

2. As has been widely recognized, the problem of ernpirical proof is endemic to the task of ferreting 

out the cognitive map of decisionmaken. Inferring attitudes from behaviour poses problems of 

vslidity.' Moreover, the very statements of politicians may prove more misleading than 

instructive. Deception is a standard ingredient of politics. In the words of political scientist (and 

Kennedy China watcher) Allen S. Whiting, "All political figures ... address various audiences. 

domestic and foreign. with communication that is instrumental and possibly rn~ l t i~u r~ose . " ' ~  

Further, an outsider is O Aen hard-pressed to differentirite the images and perceptions of decision- 

makers fiom the information they are given by the sprawling foreign policy bureaucncy. Finally, 

occasionally the very statements of officeholders reflect bureaucratie bargaining as much as the 

speaker's intentions." Turning to the private musings of politicians. rather than their public 

statements, offers but partial remedy; as illustrated in the previous chapter. the atmosphere of 

American-Chinese relations was often detenined by the overt rather than the covert disposition 

of po licyrnakers. 

3. This study had initially intended to employ Whiting's valuable distinction between image and 

perception. In his words, Image "refers to the preconceived stereotype of a nation, state or people 

that is derived from a selective interpretation of history, experience, and self-image ...[ whereas] 

Perception refers to the selective cognition of statements, actions, or events attributed to the 

8 For rt comprehensive andysis of  information procrssing in foreign policy decisionmaking srr Yarrcov Y. 1. 
Vertzberger. The CVorld In Their :Mi&: Information Processing, Cognition. and Perception in Foreign Policy 
Decisionmaking (Stmford: Stmford University Press, 1990). 

9 For elabontions on this point see Ibid., 169. 

10 Allen S. Whiting, China Eyes Japan {Berkeley, Calif.: University of Cdifomia Press. 1989). 18. 

1 1 Ibid.. 19. 



opposite Party as f m e d  and defined by the pre-existing image."'* The exercise proved 

practicable only in the cases of Kennedy and Rusk, as the record offers some glimpses into their 

images. Conversely and surprisingly, solid building blocs were hardly found for reconstructing the 

China image of other individuals. 

Indeed, the uneven nature of accessible records on the pre- 196 1 China prism of prominent actors 

reinforces the need for caution still more. The narrow documentation on Kennedy, in itself suggestive of 

Kennedy's relative misinterest in China, allows for but a rough rendition of his China perspective. The 

more diverse yet inextensive sources for Dean Rusk make for a more nuanced picture of his China 

orientation. Quite ample is the body of evidence on Adlai E. Stevenson, Walt W. Rostow and Chester B. 

Bowles. The recent biognphy of the latter stands out as a particularly illuminating and exhaustive account, 

on which the following exposition heavily draws." Decidedly less informative and insightful is the body 

of evidence for Averell Harrirnan. Both the China portion of his papers and Rudy Abramson's attempt at a 

biopphy lenve much to be desired." In light of Hacriman's daim to Krernlinologist credentials. the 

paucity of information on his relative threat assessrnent of China and the Soviet Union during late 1950s is 

most unfortunate. Finally, for McGeorge Bundy, Roger Hilsman, and the whole çallery of Kennedy 

defense establishment figures, the readiIy accessibIe information base is dismally spotty. Hence, the choice 

of actors for scrutiny below is unfortunately guided not only by the relative clout of these figures in the 

China policy area, but also dictated by the rtvailability of documentation. 

The discussion commences with a spotlight on the Munich analogy. It ventures into a comparative 

and collective examination of several "Asianists," and progresses to focus more shrirply on Rusk and 

Kennedy. 

12 Ibid.. 18. 

13 Howard B. Schriffer, Chester Bowles: New Dealer in the Cold War (Cambridge. M a s . :  Harvard University Press. 
1993). 

14 S e c  Rudy Abramson, Spunning The Centwy: The Lijë of Averell Harriman, 1891-1986 (New York: W. Morrow. 
1992); Michael J. Hogan. The Vice Men of Foreign Policy." Rmiews in American History 21 ( 1993). 320-328; 
Warren Kimball, review of Spunning the Centwy, American Hisiorical Review 982 ( 1993)' 590. 



1. 
On balance, Kennedy and his team subscribed to the Munich analogy to a degree hardly 

dist inguishable from their predecessors. Preoccupation with "reputation," preserving "credi bi lity" and 

rnaintain ing rn ilitary preparedness was a central and ncarly ax iomatic ingredient in the Kennedy circle's 

foreign policy outlook. '"unich, as May and Zelikow amply demonstrate. captured a world of meaning. 

especialIy for Kennedy. His father, Franklin D. Roosevelt's ambassador to Britain at the time of the 

conference, backed Britain's appeasement policy. He continued to do so well into World War II. 

Appearing in 1940, younger Kennedy's best-selling book, Why England Slept, "struck a different stance. 

Declriring 'appeasement' a weak policy forced upon British govemrnents by British public opinion. it 

called on America to a n  so as not to have to follow a similar policy if challenged by totalitarianism. AI1 

his life, Kennedy would carry the burden of being [the controversial millionaire's son] ... for Kennedy, 

"Munich" and "appeasernent" connoted not only past events and their supposed lessons but also his own 

need continually to prove that his views were not his father'~."'~ 

Very few Kennedy aides clearly dissented from this mindset, which found one of its purest and 

most consistent champions in Dean ~usk ."  This was the case panicularly with Southeast Asia. More than 

two months before President Eisenhower coined the "falling domino" metaphor, Senator Kennedy spoke of 

the likelihood of a "chah reaction" in the region in neariy identical tems. The çreat bulk of the 

Dernocratic leadership followed suit.'8 

I 5 ~ l t h o u ~ h  President Eisenhower is credited with inventing the metaphor of fdling dominoes, the phenornena and 
beliefs are ancient. The experiences of the 1930s made this set of beliefs more salient to the point of becoming a 
kcy underlying principle for most actors on the American policymaking scenc: after World War two. Sce: Emest R. 
May. "Lessom" of the Parr: The Use and Mime of History in American Foretgn Poli- (New York: Oxford 
University Press. 1973), 19-51; Jervis, "Domino Beliefs and Stratcgic Behitviour." in Robert lervis and Jack Snyder. 
ed. Dominoes and Bandwagorls: Strategic Beliefs and Great Power Competirion in the Eurusiun Rimland (New 
York: Oxford University Press. 1991), 20-50; Douglas J. MacDonald. "The Truman Administration and Global 
Responsibilities: The Birth of the FdIing Domino Principle," in Ibid.. 1 12- 144. 

16 Earnest R May. Philip D. Zelikow. eds., The Kennedy Tapes: luide the White House During the Cuban iCfissile 
Crisis (Cambridge, Mms: The Belknap Press, 1997). 2-3. 

1 7 Cohen. Dean Rusk 1 1 0, 33 2.325; idem. "New Light on Dan Ruskl? A Rev icw Essay ," Political Science Quarterly 
106: 1 ( 199 1 ), 74; ROH, T transcript, April 1985. 

18 Kennedy Speech. 21 May 1954. cited in Herbert Pmet ,  Jack: The Struggies of-John F. Krnneh, (New York: Dia1 
Press. 1983). 282-83. 



In the China context, the outgoing and incorning administrations did diverge over the applicability 

of the domino principle to the offshore islands, At least during the Second Straits crisis, Eisenhower and 

his aides conceived of the loss of these islands without exacting a fearful toll korn the PRC in terms of 

dealing such a devastating blow to Arnerican prestige as to jeopardizing the loyalty of Japan and other 

Asian states." As dernonstrated below. leading Dernocrats in the 1950s conversely sought a way to effect 

an American disengagement from Quemoy and Matsu. Indeed, this was the only China-related controversy 

to surface in the 1960 e~ections.'~ 

In a sense, on other China-related fronts Kennedy and his lieutenants proved themselves even 

more imbued with the Munich analogy than their Republican rivals. A case in point is their greater and 

rarlier emphasis on the notion of a decisive Sino-Indian developmental contest. This concept, which 

extends the domino imagery to the economic sphere, actually grew into an upperrnost article of faith with 

Kennedy and his entourage. 

Adlai E. Stevenson, Chester B. Bowles and Walt W. Rostow embodied this development. 

Stevenson, two-time presidential nominec in 1952 and 1956, served as ambassador to the United Nations 

under Kennedy. Bowles, ambassador to India ( 1950- 1953) and Representative from Connecticut ( 1958- 

1 960). was appointed Undersecretary of State by Kennedy. Effectively dernoted (November 196 1 ) to act as 

the president's special adviser on Asian, African, and Latin American affairs, he retumed to the Delhi post 

in luly 1963. A professor of Economic History at MIT in the 1950s. Rostow served in Kennedy's White 

House as deputy National Security Adviser. In November 1961 he moved to the State Department as 

Counsellor and chairman of the Poiicy Planning Council. 

The 1950s saw China grow more salient in the foreign policy outlook of al1 three personages. 

They developed a keen and quite sustahed interest in Chinese affairs and obtained a relatively intimate, if 

spasmodic and sporadic, knowledge of contempocary events on the mainland. To illustrate: in 1953, 

Stevenson took issue with Chiang Kai-shek in atttibuting the CCP's victory largely to the party's success in 

19 Cf. Eisenhower's staterncnts, cited in Jervis. -Domino Beiiefs," 20.35. 

20 Sce pp ... below. 



posing as a champion of land reform and a vehicle of both anti-colonialism and anti-oppression. He furthrr 

availed himself of such non-strategic details as the marriage laws Beijing had constituted in 1950.'' Rostow 

Y i  

assumed responsibility for hvo major and welt-received tracts on China and Chinese-American relations.- 

Bowles lectured Acheson's State Department on the importance of the China factor, and finaily, Stevenson, 

Bowles and Rostow were al1 alert in the early 1950s to the potential for discord in the Sino-Soviet 

a l ~ i a n c e . ~  

Prior to the 1950s. China had comprised a major and integral element in the foreign policy 

orientation of Bowles atone. Merely intermittent on Stevenson's horizons, the issue virtually escaped 

Rostow's attention." The surge in their China interest is panly attributable to episodic causes. Lengthy 

exchanges w ith Nehru rekindled Bowles' interest, whereas Stevenson's desire to visit China suggest a 

curiosity for the foreign and "exotic."' But in the main, their China focus was rooted in the Cold War 

matrix and reflected a larger Asianist propensity. Against the backdrop of the Korean war and accelerating 

decolonization, the three had corne to deem Asia a paramount theatre in the Cold War, possibly even the 

area of decision." This tenet expressed itself starkly in their shared belief that persistent pressure on the 

Eumpeans to forfeit their colonial vestiges in Asia should comprise a major element in U.S. policy. " 

2 1 f. "Ch.9-pp.307 1-3277." box 7. JBMP. 3 165-3 167.3 170. 

22 Walt W. Rostow et al, The Prospects for Cornmunisr China (Cambridge. Mas.: h4.I.T. Press. 1954): ideni and 
Richard W. tiatch, An .4merrcan Policy in Asia (London: Chapman and Hall. 1955). The relevant import of both 
thrsc books is considcred bclow, on p. 54-57 apeciaily. 

23 Cf. Stevenson. "There are no Gibnltars," Address rit Northwestern University's Founders Day Convocation. 28 
January 1951. in Walter Johnson el ut, eds.. The Pupers of Adlar E. Stevenson, Vol. 3 ((Boston: Little. Brown. 
1972). 366: Schaffer, Chester Bowles, 53-4, 81-2; Rostow, Prospects. 291. Notably. this riwareness was not unique 
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25 Schafir, Chester Bowles, 80: Letter Stevenson to Pm1 S. Buck 12 Decembcr 1958, Johnson et al. eds.. AES 
Papers, Vol. 7,3 13-3 14; Stevenson-Buck Conespondence, Januan, 14 and 16, 1959, f. "Comspondsnce: Selected 
Name Files (Br-Corn),- box 762. Ai3 Papers. 

26 Cf. Stevenson a d h  to Japan-American Society, 11 March 1953, f; Th.9-pp.3021-3277," JBMP. box 7. 3 154: 
SchaîTer, Chester Bowles, 4-80; Rostow, An American Policy, 6. 
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They cast China in the roIe of Arnerica's principal contender for Asian allegiance, projecting itself 

as Asia's "wave of the future" through an arnalgam of guerrilla means and the marketing of its 

development model, In the latter context, the three assigned special significance to India. defined by 

Stevenson in 195 1 as the "ultimatc objective ... of both the East and West in the Orient."'~romoting a 

notion widely in vogue, virtually an article of faith with contemporary liberals, they perceived Delhi as the 

Asian nation currentIy at the cutting edge of a fateful development contest with China. The conviction that 

"the whole political future of free Asia may depend on the success of India's great experiment" [in 

economic de~elo~rnent]"" Iargely propelled their crusade for aid to India. Significantly, this notion 

comprised the China prism component most universally shared in Kennedy circles, including the President 

hirnself.jO Among the few disbelieven were Edwin W. Reichsauer. George F. Kennon, and. to a lesser 

extent. ~ u s k . ~ '  

In Bowles' case, the China-India developmental contest evolved natunlly from a deep-seated pro- 

indian tilt and a fascination with both countries of long-standing. But the strand found ifs most systematic 

spokesman in ~ostow." Economic development theories. nther than China punuits. concerned Rostow 

most and earned him a considerabie reputation in the 1950s. As Rostow's developrnental convictions 

informed his China outlook, they merit close consideration. Rostow himself later acknowledged that 

development analysis had grown into sornething of a fad in the decade's 

discourse was fomented by the spectre of decolonization and imbued with 

acadernic life. This 

the anti-Communist 

prolific 

drive.33 

28 Stevenson. "There are no Gibmltitrs," supra note 23. 

39 Adlai E. Stevenson. "Putting First Things First." Forrgn .4fiirs 38:2 ( 1960), 196. 
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Rostow's contribution demonstrated these attributes in full. With characteristic immodesty, he subtitled his 

most celebrated study, The Stages of Economic Growth, a "non-Communist manifesto" and described it as 

'my alternative to the historical analysis of Karl ~ a n r . " ~ ~ n d e e d ,  his theory carried an unmistakable 

resernblance to Marxist dogma, in both substance and form. ln a nutshel1, the developmental theory he 

formulated (with Max F. Millikan) posited a multiple-stage process, professing universal applicability and 

cuiminating in "Capitalisrn." 

During the latter part of the 1950s, this construct gained currency in popular, professional and 

political discussion, bearing directly on American aid policy. The model's simplicity and the felicitous 

choice of terminology obviously contributed to its wide a c ~ e ~ t m c e . ' ~  So did its soothing psychological 

implications.'6 The social scientist credentials and the self-confident tone of the authon-as well as the 

promise of eventual Capitalist victory-rnust have been reassuring to an audience beset by an unsettling 

and unstable international environment. In fact, the model, aptly termed "liberal-diffusionist" by historian 

Dennis MeriIl, spnng from a most established tradition of American thought and self-image. Suggesting 

the intrinsic exportability of a supposed "American developmental model,'' it catered to the collective 

national ego." 

These ingredients of Rostow's philosophical code-his development paradigm, faith in the innate 

superiority of capitalkt practices, the exportability of the "liberal tradition," subscription to the "Domino 

theory" in both the capitalist and Communist reaims, and the inevitability of Capitalist victory-Rostow 

brought to bear on his analysis of China and American China policy. His lack of previous experience in the 

China field, and his categorical style, probably worked to render these premises more stark. 

-- - - - - - 
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in his 1954-55 tracts, Rostow portrayed China as entertaining unlirnited expansionist ambitions in 

Asia and presenting a formidable, double-edged challenge to the free world in general and the United 

States in particulrir. This challenge would not likely take the form of conventional or nuclear war, despite 

China's sizeable miliiary establishment and considerable military outlays. Rather, the Chinese would resort 

to more sophisticated and relatively novel methods. In the first place, anticipating his counter-insurgency 

concerns during the 1960s. Rostow presumed a Chinese emphasis on a mixture of "political aggression" 

and sub-conventional military operations. The focus for such efforts would be Southeast ~ s i a . "  

As intimately involved with development theory as he was, Rostow nriturally regarded another 

component of China's challenge as complementary and at least as potentially hazardous to Arnerican 

interests: Beijing's "pretensions as an ideological mode1 for underdeveloped areas." '" Especially to Asians. 

the Chinese Communists seek "to prove by progress in China that Communist methods are better and faster 

than democratic m e t h o d ~ . ' ~ ~  

How well-equipped was Communist China to achieve these stntegic objectives? On the merits of 

the regime's balance sheet, Rostow in 1955 judged the prospects to be about cven. To the party's credit 

stood a cohesive leadership core and a large, loyal and well-equipped army. Should present circumstances 

prevail, the regirne was likely to retain its hold over the country. On the other hand, a glaring disparity 

between rneans and ends rnight undermine the party's designs. Rostow detected an Achilles heel in a 

precarious and unbalanced economic power base, resting critically on the level of agricultunl output. The 

regime's determination to move npidly ahead on ail fronts - industrialization, miIitary modernization, 

collectivization, and at least the rudiments of attention to "consumer" needs-set incompatible goals and 

bred popular discontent." Beijing might even coun famine and disaster should an attempt be made to 

38 Rostow, Prospects, 310. Bowles disphyed a concern with Southest Asia as well. Cf. "Notes on the Foreign Policy 
Approach for the Coming Cmpaign," memo Bowles to Thomas Finletter, 26 Septembrr 1955, f: "Bowlm." box 
410, AES Papers. 

39 Rostow, An dmerican Policy, 3 1. 
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impose Stalin's developrnental mode1 on China's Ievel-of-subsistence econorny. Launching such an 

experiment under unfavourable agricultural circumstances might deal a blow not oniy to the well-being of 

the Chinese people, but also to "the regirne's ideological pretensions.*"2 

Importantly, Rostow preached that Communist China's prospects hinged less on indigenous 

developments and more on Free World canduct, Cornmunist China, he asserted, was vulnenble to its Asian 

environment. A demonstration by Free Asia that there was an alternative to the Chinese developmental 

modcl "could undermine the foundations of Communist China; at the very least, it would seriously weaken 

its power.'d' Rostow minced no words in contending this feat might even tip the scales in the Cold War: 

"if we meet the challenge of that [developmental mode11 threat ... our victo ry... might end decisively the 

wave of Communist expansion begun in 19 17 and set the stage for measures of peace on a world-wide 

basis." 

Rostow believed this fateful conflict could be won via a two-layered strategy: Asian societies 

(concurrently India) would opente at the forefront, the test of the "Free World" at the rertr. The rear 

nations. in Rostow's scheme, were to perforrn pivotal functions. Led by the United States, they were to 

fumish well-crafled material assistance and a supportive psychological environment. thus infusing the 

Asian vanguard with purposefulness and confidence. 

Notably, Rostow's tvritings betnyed little doubt the United States was equal to the task. Some 

problems in American-"Free Asian" communication he did discern: American leaders, he lamented, had 

no< done enough to disassociate the United States from colonialism and war in literate Asians* eyes." In 

the last analysis, however, Rostow's policy prescriptions were pervaded by a belief in America's ultimate 

capacity to considembly shape Asian events, once a determined allocation of material and mental resources 

42 idem. Prospects. 301. This prediction helps explain why Rostow wris predisposed to percrivr the Chinese fa ine  of 
1960-62 as a momentous vindication of his developmcnt pandigm. 

43 Idem. An American Poficy, 36. Rostow acknowiedged this assessrnent sprang more from a "hith" on his part than 
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opposition to be the principal agents of such demise. 
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is made? lllustrative of this conviction was his implicit suggestion that a CCP victory in the Chinese civil 

war miçht have been avened by the application of Arnerican power. " 

Rostow's policy-oriented idem penetrated official Washington during the latter part of the decade. 

True to his policymaking proclivities, he emerged as one of the principal enginecrs behind the Kennedy- 

Cooper lndian aid resolutions of 1958 and 1959. As will be shown later in this chapter, the China factor 

figured significmtly in these legislative move~.~' 

An overview appraisal of the Kennedy team's adherence to the "China vs. India" concept yields 

several conclusions: 

the preoccupation with the concept was flawed in its neglect of dissonant international realities. 

For instance, the record suggests neither Rostow nor Bowles incorporated the brief but intense 

Chinese-indian comity of the mid- 1950s into their contemporary policy outlook." 

To be sure, when Kennedy ascended to power, the idea had already become the established line. 

Endorsed by most Eisenhower figures, it was inscribed into official policy in NSC 5701. "The 

outcorne of the competition between Communist China and India," the National Security Staff 

wrote, -will have a profound effect throughout Asia and ~ f r i c a ' . " ~ ~  Arguably. hoaever, the 

commiîment to the notion was deeper in Kennedy ranks. as several prominent Kennedy figures 

had long been actively engaged in its promotion. Moreover, no Eisenhower aide embraced the 

vision of India (and Japan) maturing into a rnititary counterbalance to China as devoutly as 

46 Stevenson was not as assured of Amenca's leadership compctence. Early in the decade hr fxued the United Shtes 
had reached the pinnacle of power too soon, before the "national mind" regarding hreign dairs had outgrown the 
contines of ignorance and parochiaiity. By 1958-9 he admonished Amcricans to redizr Amenca wris losing its 
international predominance and privately promoted this assessrnent as one cause for disengagement tiom Quemoi- 
Matsu. John B. Martin, Adlai Stevenson und the World: The Lfe of tldlai E. Stevenson (Garden City. N.Y.: 
Doubleday, 1977), 1 15-16,408-9,439,466. 
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~owles." This combination of infatuation with lndia and the henlding of Sino-lndian race in both 

the economic and military spheres made the Kennedy team bound to consider any expression of 

Indo-Chinese tension momentous, let alone a war. Telescoping ahead, that pre-conception 

provided an impetus for underwriting Tibetan insurgency and for regarding the 1962 hdo- 

Chinese border war a fateful event despite its coincidence with the Cuban missile crisis." 

Much like their Republican rivals, most Dernocratic figures came in the 1950s to consider China 

as the main enemy. Rostow represented an exception to this nile. The foregoing suggests Rostow was 

predisposed to view the Chinese challenge quite optimistically. True, what he perceived to be China's 

econornic success in 1953-1958 did arouse his concem. But at base, for him the Chinese threat was largely 

governed by universal economic laws, predictable and containable by a United States destined to ultimately 

prevail. Reinforcing this judgement was his 1955 observation that given a sufficient demonstration of "Free 

World" resilience, China's leaders would opt for postponing the achievement of external ambitions rather 

than face a major war (provided the extemal threat would fall short of jeopaidizing the regime, in the 

leaders' eyes).53 

Emptoying less pre-determined constructs to gauge the Chinese challenge. the essentially 

overlapping threat perceptions of Bowles suid Stevenson evolved dong distinctly dissimilar lines. Friends 

and political partners during the lF)SOs, their course c m  be considered jointly. 

Significantly, Stevenson and Bowles exhibited an escalating threat perception of China. 

Interestingly, they displayed a relatively undogmatic China posture in the very wake of the Korean war. 

5 1 Ro but J .  McMahon, The Cold W u  on the Periphrry: The Uniteà Stores, India. and Pcakistnn (New York: Co lum b in 
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Russia apparently loomed larger on their threat horizon in 195 1 .Y Two yean hence. dualism rnarked the 

stance of both, as they expressed doubts about Chinese intentions and feared China might prove more 

uncontrollable than Russia in the long run, but hoped China would resort to peaceful meims of settling 

disputes and urged the administration to probe irnaginatively and tlexibly into Beijing's designs." The 

pair's anxiety over China appreciabty grew in the following years. Bowles propounded that China craved a 

lebensraum in Southeast Asia, likening Beijing to Nazi Gennany and Imperia1 lapan. The United States, 

asserted Bowles, must make "crystal-clear" its detemination to intervene in the eventuality of a Chinese 

drive into Southeast ~ s i a . ' ~  Stevenson not only feared an awesome Chinese steel production by 1970, but 

went as far as branding China America's ptimary problem. '$1 have come to the conclusion that China is 

and will be a larger problem for us than the Soviet Union," he wrote to his supporter Agnes Meyer in 

October 1958." In the summer of 1960 he Further explained that compared to the Soviet Union, China 

possessed an even "greater thrust of power and purpose, under a system even more disciplined and under 

leaders even more dedicated to the triumph of their fanatical dream."'%is quote suggests that Bowles and 

Stevenson drew an unfrivourable comparison between a seemingly mellowing Soviet Union and a host of 

radical policies Beijing undertook. Le. the Great Leap Forward and the subduing of Tibetan insurrection. 

The comparison apparently sustained the image of Soviet rationality, and the counter-image of Communist 

Chinese imtionality and disregard for cost and risk factors. One may further surmise that Khrushchev's 

historic visit to the United States of September 1959 was instrumental to fanning such a comparison; such 

- - 
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widely publicized events as the "kitchen debate" rendered the Soviet leader a more "known" and 

approachable quantity to American officiais (and the foreign policy public), in stark contrast to the remote 

and deeply foreign Chinese ~omrnunisu.'~ 

Stevenson, Bowles (and Rusk, as established below) shared, then, the Republican trend towards 

perceiving China as the main enemy and were influenced by much the same factors - with one notable 

exception. As Chang has conclusively established, Eisenhower and his aides were prompted in this 

direction, in no small measure, by a deep-seated racial bias. Stevenson, and to a lesser degree Bowles. 

appear to have been less steeped in prejudice against Asians. Stevenson did occasionally reson to facile 

overgeneratizations, terming the Chinese "the most pmctical people in the world" and "easygoing," but 

racial slun were apparently quite absent from both his oven md mental vocabuhry." 

Stevenson and Bowles, and to a lesser degree Rostow, deemed Communism in China intnnsient. 

That Chinese Communism was rooted in indigenous circumstances was well and early appreciated by 

Bowles especially, but by Stevenson as well. Al1 three further judged the regime to be well-entrenched and 

possessing formidable instruments of control. Thût Communist China was a menacing fixture in 

international relations dictated a double-edged strategy for Bowles and Stevenson. Their scheme preserved 

the containment objective, and yet envisioned shifting away from the method of isolating China to an 

attempt to estabtish communication channels and to rneet genuinc Chinese contributions to the peace in 

Asia halfway. Such a disposition would, Stevenson and Bowles reasoned, serve at best to ferret out Chinese 

59 Stevenson, "Putting First Things Firsf" Foreign clmirs 382  (January 1960). 202-3; Chang. Friends and Enemtes, 
208-2 13. Arguably. such a perception of China dso cchoed the "inscnitable orientai" notion, n notion quite curent 
in the foreign policy community as the decade drew to a close. For an explicit andysis of the concept and its impact 
sec "Communist China and US Policy in Asia" (Second Meeting), 2% October 1958, ROG Vol. LXXVIII. CFR. 

60 Chang, FrienrLF and Enemies, 157-174; Stevenson remarks, 2 1 March 1953, cited on p.3 154. f. "Ch. 9 - pp. 302 1- 
3277.- Box 7. JBMP; Stevenson drift for an article in Look magazine, 22 March 1953. cited on p. 3 170. Ibid. 



intentions and promote embryonic US-Chinese understanding; at the very least it would shiR the blame for 

a continuing freeze in bilatenl relations to the Chinese ~ommunists." 

Rostow defmitely parted Company fiom Stevenson and Bowles on the issue of Taiwan. Rostow 

drew a relatively positive portrait of the KMT. For him, the regime-while still entertaining the probably 

unattainable goal of reoccupying the mainland-had already made great economic strides, proven a potent 

symbol for aspiring Chinese, eliminated corruption and started along the evolutionary path to ~ernocrac~."  

Conversely, a thread of resentment ran through the KMT perceptions of Bowles, Stevenson (and Averell 

Harrirnûn) - with strong images of a compt, inefficient and discredited establishment." 

Bowles and Stevenson's view of the Chinese rivals lent itself readily to a two-China position. In 

i~ incipient stage, this had arnounted to expressing the need to secure an independrnt status for ~ormosa." 

As they contemplated this idea further, the pair later tackled the more vexing elernents of this posture, 

American recognition of China and Chinese representation at the U.N. This mission they accomplished but 

partly and obliquely, as wili be shown below. 

Holding a two-China stance, alarmed by a heightened sense of the Chinese threat. and privy 

merely to the public facet of Republican China policy, the pair unsurprisingly found the Administration's 

course positively wrongheaded, sterile, and dangerous. This overly uni-dimensional picture of Republican 

practice. in itself. stimulated many an "Asianist" to review China policy.65 

61 Stevenson remuks. 21 Mach 1953. citrd on p.3163. Ibid.; Schaffèr. Chester Bowles. 1 16. 128-9: Stevenson p o r t  
on world tour. supra note 55; Rostow. American Policy in .-Ma, 32-3. Rostow's contemparary tracts b r u  no trace of 
this double-mck design. 

62 Rostow, An American Policy, 25.27-29. 

63 Cf. Attwood Notes on Stevenson-Chiang conversation, 21 March 1953. f': "Ch.9-pp.3021-3277." box 7. JBMP: 
Abnmson. Spanning the Centuy, 45 1-458; SchafTer, Chester Bowles. 86. 

* Cf. Iener Stevenson to Ben Cohen. 10 January 1955. in Johnson et ai., The Papers, Vol. 4.350. 

65 Cf. memo lames C. Thomson to Benjamin Reed. "U.S. China Policy Towards Comrnunist China and Taiwan.* 
supra note 16. Thomson, a China-bom China scholar who had studied under John K. Fairbi.uk was then an aide to 
Bowles. Special Assistant on Far Eastern Affairs under Bowles during most of the Kennedy Presidency. hc moved 
in July 1963 to FE under Hilsman. Joining the NSC staff aller Kennedy's assassination. he teninated his 
govemment tour as an outspoken and early critic of the Administration's Vietnam policy. 



Unlike many like-minded Democrats, Bowles was quite willing to speak out on the issue, 

repudiating especially the objective of isolating Peking. Privately, Stevenson was as adamant. The 

administration proved "singularly inflexible" on China and handled the issue with "appalling ineptitude," 

Stevenson concluded. He ridiculed Eisenhower's declaration about the "unleashing" of Chiang, feared lest 

the "Formosa Resolution" would inhibit American latitude on the Taiwan question in the fiiture, and 

squarely disapproved of the rattling of sabres over 9uemoy-~atsu." 

Yet in public, Stevenson was far more reserved. Illustrations of this gap abound. First, anly in late 

1954 did Stevenson forthrightly dispute the charge of Democntic complicity in the "loss" of china."' 

Second, while he publicly called for disengagement from the offshore islands, even then he had concealed 

his more controvenial objections to the administration's policies fiom the public eye, and proved reluctant 

to forcefully restate his stance until 1959." 

Bowles' wiIlingness to speak his mind more than Stevenson rnay have been partly a derivative of 

differing ternperameots, partly a function of political nnk. Bowles, to be sure, faced (and defied) a strong 

Pro-KMT sentiment at his home State,   on nec tic ut.'^ But in the 1950s. neither his ambitions nor his 

responsibilities assumed national proportions. Stevenson not onIy aspired CO nationri1 leadership but led the 

Democntic paity. Thus, bis public posture on China policy wris naturally affected by his interpretation of 

such variables as the concurrent national psyche in the China pol icy sphere, nat ion-w ide pro-KMT lobbies, 

and the objective of party unity." Urged by a rankinç supporter to "speak out1' on Quemoy-Matsu and the 

66 Lctter Stevenson, supra note 64: Letter Stevenson. mpra note 57: Martin. Stevenson and the Gt'orld. 169- 172: 
SchafTer. Chester Bowles. 1 29. 

67 Cf. Stevenson address. "Korea" 27 Ssptember 1952. Johnson et al. eds.. The Papers. Vol. 4, i 15-1 17: Stevenson 
speech in San Fnncisco. 16 October 1954. in Ibid.. 410. Even at that late date. this stance required a mesure of 
courage, as it preccded McCarthy's censure by the Senate. 

68 See and compare: Martin, Stevenson and ihe World. 169-1 75. 453: Stevenson, "The Formosa Crisis,' I 1 April 
1955. Johnson et al.. The Papers. Vol. 4, 468-476: Stevenson longhand remarks for a press conference in New 
York. 9 September 1958, in Ibid., Vol. 7, 289; Stevenson speech at Democntic d l y .  18 October 1958. f. 
"Milwaukee Rally." box 109, AES Papers. 

69 Schaffer, Chester Bowles. 128. 
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Politics, xiv. As Immerman notes (with regard to J.F. Dulies), to overlook the circumst;uiccs in which a tonner 



recognition of China, Stevenson retorted that such rneasures might both provokc extremist China Lobby 

reaction and split the Party. Stevenson's assessrnent might indeed have been Sound: his public hesitation on 

Quemoy-Matsu eamed him AverelI Haniman's contempt. Ardent champion of the islands' defence and a 

rival for presidential nomination, Harriman concluded Stevenson was not made of presidential tibre." 

Stevenson's telling susceptibility to perceived domestic constraints in fonnulating his public 

China policy essentially foreshadowed his conduct in the 1960s. In the context of the I95Os. his wariness 

strikes one as quite understandable, and yet ironic - since he openly and strongly faulted the Republicans 

for this very pttern." 

In conclusion, this overview of second-echelon Kennedy "Asianists" reveals two alignments of 

significance to China policymaking under Kennedy. Bowles and Stevenson virtually saw the China sphere 

eye to ryeen Shared core beliefs and persona1 affinity cemented this bond. Rostow's outlook overlapped 

their viewpoint only in part. Notably, however, a consideration of the China issue's centrality to each of the 

actors yields a different alignment. China was focal to the cognitive map of both Bowles and Rostow. 

reflecting a deep-seated Asianist and Pro-Indian proclivity in the former case, evolving organically from a 

cherished development paradigm in the latter. By comparison, China convictions were more peripheral to 

Stevenson's cognitive map. and hence l e s  staunchly held as well as less systematically developed." In 

terms of one's desire to advance a wel1-integrated cognitive outlook, winning peers and superiors over to 

poIicymriicer hrid to opente amounts to misgoided presentism. Irnmerman, introduction to John Foster Dulles and 
the Diplomacy of rhr Cold /Var (Princeton. N.J.: Princeton Univeni- Press, L990), 14- 16. 

71 Letter James Warburg to Stevenson. 3 ApriI 1955. f: "Ch.. pp. 3501-3747T.3573-3577, box 8. JBMP: Abriunson. 
Spanning the Crntwy, 535. 

72 Cf. Stevenson report on world tour. supra note 55: Stevenson. "The Formosa Crisis." supru note 68. 

73 One exception does s m d  out: compared to Stevenson. Bowles was appmntly more possessed by the script o h  
Chinese thmst rit Southerist Asia and more inclincd to sanction the use of force in such an evrntudity. 

74 This assessrnent is congruent with the portnyal of Stevenson as lucid and articulate, yet l e s  than an original 
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his China convictions was less crucial an objective for Stevenson than for either Bowles or Rostow. This 

partly explains his greater cnpacity for complying with dominant China policy positions under ~ e n n e d ~ . "  

In terrns of both field and policy-making experience in the China context, none of these Asianists 

could claim to match the incoming Secretary of State, Dean Rusk. To telescope ahead, Rusk apparently 

realized this only too well. He was seemingly so confident of his relative expertise in this policy sphere ris 

to seek linle advise from his "Asianistl* aides at critical junct~res.'~ 

A double effort to conceaf his innemost self md to project an image of impenetrability was a 

central feature of Rusk's personality. Rather distant by nature, "not much on stream of consciousness" (in 

his own words) and conternptuous of "Psychohistorians" and the press, Rusk also deemed confidentiality a 

pillar of diplornatic affairsn Regarding his views at the outset of his Secretaryship. Rusk appean to have 

achieved this objective. Both his general orientation and his China policy sentiments de@ a ready-made 

categorization. Witness the wide variance of contemporary and Iater interpretations. As far as his genenl 

makeup is concemed, Rusk in 1960 was classed with Bowtes and Stevenson and found to possess 

impeccable liberal credentials by the New Republic - and was highty recommended to be appointed 

Secretary of State by his former superior, Dean Acheson, who was contemptuous of Bowles and Stevenson 

for their presumed huriness and soflness." Nor is there any scholarly consensus on Rusk's China position 

75 Sec pp. 140-143 below. For the decisionmakers' sewch for consistency in their cognitive systern. see Vertzbergrr. 
The Wodd In Thcir Min&, 70. 

76 ln May 1961, for instance. Rusk made discretr inquiries whether Chen Yi. the Communist Chinese foreign 
minister, wished to meet him privately. He later clriimed to have clrared this pmbe with no one. not rven Kennedy. 
Dean & Richard Rusk, .4s 1 Saw II (Penguin ed., 199 I ) ,  287; ROH. "UUUn transcript, May 1985. 10. For an 
elabontion on this episodc see pp. 146. 156 below. 

77 Rusk. As I Saw II, 1 1. 16-17: Cohen, "New Light on Dean Rusk? A Review Essay," Political Science Qtrurfttdv 
106: 1 ( 1991 ), 125; William P. Snydcr, "Dean Rusk to John Foster Dulles, May-June 1953: The OtXcr. the First 100 
Days. and Red China," Diplornotic Histoty 7:l (Winter 1983). 83. Although far too sardonic. Rudy Abmson 's  
phrase still rings true: Rusk, he argues, "made discretion and intcgrity a fetish." Abmson,  Spanning the Centwy. 
614. Even U. Alexis Johnson, widely regarded as Rusk's closest subordinate, portrayrd Rusk in such t r m .  Cohen, 
Dean Rwk 99; Johnson. Righr Hand ofPower (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1 984). 320-3 2 1. 
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specifically. According to his biognpher, Warren Cohen, Rusk's China platfon in 1960 was so daring as 

to dirninish his chances for public office. had his views been widely known. Another leading authority, 

Gordon Chang, conversely depicts Rusk's stance at this juncture as basically "tough," white noting that 

Rusk had come to favour the two-China solution and was well aware of the Sino-Soviet  lit.^ A partial 

re-examination of Rusk's China record produces a multi-faceted picture which combines clements from 

both these renditions. 

Some ingredients of Rusk's belief system, not in scholarly dispute, permit an initial glimpse into 

Rusk's China prism. Rusk was a confirmed universalist, as concemed with Asia as with Europe. 

Contndicting Acheson's Atlanticism and grouping Rusk with Stevenson and Bowles, this tenet seemingly 

derived from two mutually reinforcing sources: the Wilsonian credo, as Rusk understood it, and his own 

experiences in both the rural South and in Asia, He concluded that people everywhere aspired to the same 

basic needs - freedom from want and freedom from fear. Not only Europeans, but Asians (and Africans) 

were entitled to the gratification of these aspirations, The United States - preferably rnultiIaterally, if need 

be unilaterally - should become a major instrument in this process. Examples from his tour at State under 

Truman are legion. Rusk's resentment of Acheson's scom for Asians, his opposition to Kennan's advice to 

write off the Chinese mainland, his suspicions of French imperialist pretensions in Indochina, and his 

willingness to press the Dutch on behalf of Indonesian independence al1 betray Rusk's universalist- 

humanist drive as applied to the Asian scene." 

Funher, Rusk's verbal record shows him relatively fiee From condescension towards the Chinese. 

As Cohen notes, this may be attributable to Rusk's sensibilities as a staunch Southem liberal." A possible 

exception to this rule is his retrospective depiction of the Chinese as possessing a "fanatical sense of 

property" during WorId War II. On the whole, however, Rusk employed positive images of the Chinese 

people, praising hem for their pragmatism, savvy, energy, know-how and capacity to endure hardship. 

79 Ibid.. 187; Chang, Friendr and Enetnies. 2 19. 

81 Ibid.: Warren 1. Cohrn. "Acheson, His Advisers. md China, 1949-1950," in Domthy Borg and Waldo Heinrichs. 
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Similarly, Rusk not only declared himself sceptical of the "inscrutable oriental" notion, but approvingly 

cited Genenl Joseph Stilwell's witticism about the Chinese and Americans being rnuch alike in their 

distinctive traits. 

A chronological review of Rusk's Asian career serves to hightight components of his China 

outlook. Rusk mny have entertained "a life-long interest in China at varying levels of knowledge and 

sophistication." as he professed.83 in fact, sophistication evolved over time. By his own account. Rusk 

came equipped with very little prior knowledge to his first formal Asian mission: head of the new miIitary 

intelligence section on "British Asia," as of October 1941 .U By the end of his second assignment, 

however-as deputy to Stilwell in the China-Burma-India (CBI) theatre in charge of operational 

planning-he had developed convictions about China which would prove durable. 

First, having witnessed the magnitude of China at tirsthand. he grew quite firmly opposed to 

large-scale American involvement on the mainland. The United States, he reasoned, would in such instance 

bleed itself white and could hope to no more than briefly capture several coastal cities." Second. the 

Nationalist troops' lethargy during Rusk's China stint contributed to his holding the Nationalist m y  in 

very low esteem in later years." Third, like Stilwell, Rusk developed a relared and srrong aversion for 

Chiang Kai-shek and his American proponents, Patrick J. HurIey and Claire Chennsiult. Chiang he 

perceived as compt, largely responsible for the plight of the populace, partly culpable for ~he KMT's 

defeat. and a liability to a more fruitful Arnerican-Chinese re~ationshi~." As Rusk demonstrated in word 

~~~~~ - - -  - 
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and deed, this attitude lingered with him well aAer leaving the Cf31 scene. Rusk wholeheartedly endorsed 

the 1949 State Department White Paper, which unequivocally faulted Chiang for the CCP's victory.' 

When John Paton Dsvies and John Service, two "China Hands" intensely critical of Chiang, were 

notoriously victimized by McCarthy for alleged sympathy to the Communist cause, Rusk did not balk from 

vouching for tl~ern.'~ Finally, Rusk disclosed his distaste for Chiang both during the Korean war and 

towards the end of the decade, branding him as onen given to 'hholly irntional" modes of thought " 

Several historians have asserted that in the early months of 1950, Rusk even went to the length of 

scheming to rid Taiwan of Chiang, dropping hints to that effect with the Chinese Ambassador, Wellington 

Koo, and possibly with the indefatigable GMD dissident, General Sun Li-jen. Rusk himself later 

categoricatly denied having either directly or obliquely encouraged a coup attempt. insisting that no one in 

the American government had helped prompt the word he received, in lune 1950, that a coup was 

imminent. At any rate, Rusk's recollection of the episode still bears out the measure of his distrust of 

Chiang. He surmised that the United States govemment would have sirnply sat on its hands to see who 

emerged victorious in Taiwan had a coup been anempted in June 1950 and the Korean war not 

inter~ened.~' 

The record on Rusk's posture towards the CCP in the 1940s suggests not consistency, but both 

dualism and shifh. At CBI, at least for a whiIe Rusk sought to hster links with the CCP at Yenan. Aiming 

to close ranks against the Japanese, at the least, he personally authorized the delivery of a limited arnount 

of supplies to the CCP in Yenan as a show of good faith.= By the rime of the CCP's victory, Rusk had 

cvidently grown exasperated regarding the CCP and shified to a purely confrontational stance. Well before 

88 His denial notwithstanding, Rusk most probably pwtook in dnftinp the Lctter o f  Transmittal attached to the White 
Priprr. Compare: Rusk As 1 Suw Ii, 158; Cohen, Dean Rwk JO. 
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the outbreak of the Korean war, he came to perceive the CCP leaders as bent on expansion-particularly 

into Burma and Indochina-by virtue of both Communist doctrine and traditional Chinese national 

aspirations. '" 

Cognizant of the salience of nationalisrn in the CCP's identity, Rusk vacillated on the probability 

that this impulse would drive the Chinese away from the Soviets. Possibly under the impact of the Sino- 

Soviet alliance, in May 1950 he portrayed the Chinese as Russia's "Junior Partner," at least partly 

backtracking from his November 1949 assertion that the CCP would not in the long run remain in the 

Russian orbit." At any rate, Rusk appean to have discounted the precise nature of Sino-Soviet relations as 

a factor in the making of American China policy, since he regarded the PRC as certainly as antagonistic. 

and possibly as menacing, to the US as the USSR. 

Rusk's early policy recornmendations for handling the PRC reveal both this proclivity and his 

unmitiçated anti-CCP stance. He disputed the notion, quite current at Stace in October 1949, of luring 

China into a "Titoist" position through the promise of welfare assistance. and advocated the arming of anti- 

Cornmunist guemllas instead." This provocative recornmendation most probably both reflected Rusk's 

distress over the CCP's ascendancy, and indicated his hope that a strategy of ma..imum outside pressure 

might still ultimately achieve a fragmentation of the PRC. 10 In early 1950, Rusk championed a line certain 

to solidi@ Arnerican-PRC antagonism. He sought a shifl away from the position epitomized by President 

93 In November 1949. he contended that the PRC's expmsionism into Indochina would exist independcntly of the 
Cold War and the Soviet Union. Cohen. Dean Rusk. JO. 
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Rusk's endorsement of the White Paper's denignrion of the CCP as ri foreign yoke is explicable both as a rebutta1 to 
Mao's "lem on One Sidew proclamation. and as a vehiclc for disarming the ~ m i n i s t n t i o n ' s  critics. For the tirst 
explanation, see Robcn Blum Drawing the Line (New York; Morton. 1982). 192-95. 
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Truman's declaration (January 5, 1950) that the United States would not intercede to prevent the 

anticipated Communist take-over of ~aiwan." 

This latter thnist evidences, in early form, sevenl of Rusk's key constructs about China. The 

venture. rnarking the inception of a collaboration with John Foster Dulles on china.' illustrates Rusk's 

cornmitment to a "one-Formosa" policy. Rusk asserted the strategic importance of the island, less in pure 

military terms and more as  an index of American prestige and symbol of American interest and resoive in 

areas beyond NATO. Irrespective of Chiang, Rusk found the island ri plausible place to dnw the line to 

Communist expansion in Asia. To this end, he proposed the neutralization of Taiwan under United Nations 

aegis. That solution held several distinct advantages for him. The plan would ensure that the island would 

neither be taken by the Communists, nor be used as a base for opentions against the mainland. Further. no 

ground troops were required for carrying out the move. The scheme outlined an incipient "two-China" 

stand. But this was the case much more in fonn than in substance, since breaking the ice with Beijing was 

evidrntly far from the authors' mind. As Chang explains, the proposal linked the denial of Taiwan to the 

Comrnunists to a "package deal" involving the development of relations with the mainland and the 

resolution of the U.N. impasse. Yet Rusk's May 1950 reference to overtures towards Beijing was not 

primarily intended for Chinese Communist ears. Rather, it was intended as a tactical instrument on the 

domestic Front, designed to forge a new consensus at home on the China question - or, failing that, winning 

Acheson over to detaching Taiwan frorn the mainland. IU 

97 Hinorians have long debated the isnie of ivhether the Korem war conaituted h e  r r m n .  or  nther provided the 
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Rusk's conduct in this matter is but one illustration of the sense of Asian cornpetence he 

exhibited during his tour at State under Truman. In lûte March 1950, in fact, he stepped down from his post 

as Deputy-Undersecretary to assume the rnost sensitive position in the department, Assistant Secretary for 

Far Eastern Affairs. Replacing Walton Butterworth, who had nised the ire of the Republican right wing, he 

voluntarily stepped into the breech. In that ciipacity, he not only openly advocated controversial policies, as 

shown above, but felt he was his own clearance officer in matters involving Asia, a few superiors 

e ~ c e ~ t e d . ' ~  

His post placed Rusk in the rye of two engulfing storms: the charge of Democratic complicity in 

the faII of China, and America's plunge into war in Korea. Displaying considerable political acumen, Rusk 

proved valuable for the administration in stemrning the "who lost China" tide. Alone among Acheson's 

confidantes, he maintained some standing with the Rcpublican leadership in Congress. Unyielding in his 

defense of both the Administration's China record and several "China hands" victimized by McCarthy, as 

noted above, he still managed to establish rapport with such a quintessential Chiang disciple as 

Congrcssman Walter Judd, as well as with KMT supporters Senators M. Alexander Smith (R-New Jersey) 

and Burke Hickenlooper (R-~owa).'~' Rusk's persona1 involvement in the *'who lost China" imbroglio. 

one may safcly assume, instilled caution in him as far as the domestic exigencies of China policy were 

concemed. The precise degree to which he came to view the domestic climate as restrictive remains 

unclear, however.'" 

The Korean war consolidated the reservoir of PRC-American hostility. with each side portraying 

the other in demonizing terms.'" Hisrorians agree that the Amencan policymaking community was 

100 Cohen Deun Rusk 44,324; Rusk. As I Saw Ir. 174. 

101 Cohen, Dean Rmk, 35.44-8: RusCr, As / Saw Ir, 160. Smith. as well, was a prominrnt member of the Committee 
of One Million. Smley D. Bachnck, The Committee of One iUillion: The "China Lobby" and L:S. P o l i q  1953- 
1971 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1976)- 147. Hickcnlooper led the critical inquiry into Stevenson's 
China positions during the latter's nomination hearings. 

i02 By the nirn of the 1950s, Rusk publicly drplored the stifling effect of the imbroglio on American hian thinking. 
See: The Rockefeller Brother Reports, Prospect for Amertca (Garden City, New York: Doubleday. 196 1 ). 45. 

103 Moomeen and Abnmowitz have convincingly illuminated the self-fultilling and interdependent aspect of Sino- 
Amcrican enrnity - "apprehension and hostility on each side have aocked apprehension and hosfility on the other " 
Richard Moorsteen and Morton A bnmowitz Remuking China Policy: tis -China Relutionr and Government 



generally surprised by China's intervention, bewildered by Beijing's initial military successes, and alarmed 

at both the battlefield carnage and the relentless anti-American campaign within China, Consequently, the 

portrayal of the PRC as an inherently pariah and renegade power was substantially reinforced in policy 

circles, This perceptional framework cast the CCP and its leaders as not only violent and fundarnentalist 

but fatally irresponsible, utterly unpredictable and a reproachabte counter-force to basic international 

Arguably, Rusk was second to none as an embodiment of these processes. First, evidence 

procured from Chinese POW's firrniy sealed his conviction of China's complicity in the war's emption. 

The vision of concurrent purges of pro-American Chinese in the mainland further stimuiated the "pariah" 

image of China in his mind, lending it a potent emotional edge.lO' Second, Rusk not only judged China's 

intervention as improbable, but he thoroughly failed to anticipate its scope and dismissed as bluffs the 

signals he did spot to the contrary.'" In the war's initial phase, Rusk h d  actually been an influential voice 

for both crossing the 38' panllel and pressing fonh to the Yalu. True. only much later did Rusk explicitly 

relate to these policies as at least partially provoking China's enrry. Still, the pre-intervention role he had 

played conceivabIy lent a certain note of guilt and tartness to Rusk's subsequent China outlook during the 

war.'07 Finally. a feeling of betrayal obviously reinforced this trend. Like sevenl other "China hands," 

emotionally embroiled in China's monumental plight in the 1940s as they were, Rusk took Beijing's entry 

Decisionmuking (Cambridge. M m . :  Harvard University Press. 197 1 ), xxii. For an assessrnent of this rnechünisrn's 
crnu;iJity to the perpetuation of Sino-Americim contlict. see pp. 373-374 bclow. 

104 For analyses of these devrloprnents see: Roben Jrrvis, "The Impact of the Korean War on the Cold Wiu." Journal 
O/ Conjlict Resolution 24:4 ( 1990). csp. 583-4; Rosemary Foot, The Wrong CYar: ..lmerican Poli? und the 
Dimensions of the Korean Conflict (Ithaca: Corndl University Press The Wrong War. esp. 27-8. 

1°6 BanccoR mrmcon on Korea. 23 Septernber 1950, FRUS 1950, Vol. 7: Korea ( 1976).760; Mrmo Rusk. undatcd. 
Ibid.. 962. 

IO7 Memo AIIison to Rusk, 1 July 1950, Ibid.. 272; Memo Barco, 25 August 1950, Ibid.. 646; Cohen, Dean Rusk 55. 
57. 163; ROH, "SSSSS" transcript. 10. As for China's role. Chen Jian has recsntly c m  Joubt on the çstablishrd 
view which had explained Ihe intervention as a decision purely reactive to the UN'S march to the Yalu. Cf. Whiting, 
China Crosses the Yalu: The Decirion io Enter the Korean CVnr (New York: MamiIlan, 1960); Chen Jian, China's 
Roud IO rhe Korean Wur: The Making ofthe Sino-Amerisan Confon~a~ion (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1994); idem. "China's Rorid to the Korean Wu," Cold War International Htriory Projeci Bulletin 6-7 (Winter 
1995196): 4 1-54. 



into the war as a persona1 affr~nt. '~'  As Historian Warren Cohen explains, "Rusk [was] anguished by the 

sense that [the PRC leaders] had betrayed men with whom he had worked so ctosely - lessup, Davies and 

others who had withheld support fiom Chiang only to by consumed by McCmhyisrn when Chinese 

intervention seemed to belie their assumptions."'" 

Two compelling episodes pinpoint Rusk's "pariah" China mindset during the Korean war. First, 

an urge to avenge the Chincse ran through Rusk's initial reactions to China's intervention. For ri short 

while in late 1950, hc somewhat vaguely yet unmistakably contemplated the possibility of a limited 

110 expansion of the war as a means of stabilizing the ftont. Espousing the minority view within State, he 

reversed himself by spring 195 1 to advocate a localized war exccpt for the scenario of retaliatory action 

against Manchurian air bases in the event of large - scale enemy air snacks.'" 

Second, Rusk delivered the most biting anti-PRC American statement of the era, the famed 

"Slavic Manchukuo" speech (18 May 1951). Severn1 qualifications are in order. The speech in essence 

represented no depamire from the established American policy line. Further, the idea behind the speech, 

shaming the Chinese away from the Soviet Union through harping on Chinese nationalist sentiments, 

originated not with Rusk but with John Paton Davies. That the statement was designed to pacifL the 

administration's consenative critics no less than to irk the CCP should also be born in rnind.'" 

Nonetheless, the speech rightfully symbolizes the depth of Sino-Arnerican anirnosity during the 

Korean war, The "Slavic Manchukuo" metaphor rnay be constnied as evidencing the brief prevalence of a 

108 For similar reactions by Edmund Cluob and John Paton Davies, cf. Memo Clubb to Rusk. t Decernber 1950. 
FRUS 1950, Vol. 7, 1291-1296; Dr& memo Davies. 7 November 1950, Ibid.. 1078-1085. 

1 09 Cohen. Dean Rusk 1 63. 

1 10 Foot. Wrong War. 122. Whethrr geographic or atomic tscalation wiis on Rusk's mind is unascertainable ïrom the 
record. George F. Kennan rnay have also thought dong similar lina. Korra a p p e m  to have profoundly shaken the 
diplomat-historian. China's intervention he termed an affront to the United States of the "gmtest 
magnitude ... somethîng that we cannot forget for years." In his view. the United Suies owed China "nothing but n 
lesson." Citcd in Ibid. 

1 1 1 Mrrncon Rusk-Oliver Franks, 5 April 1% 1, FRUS 1951, Vol. 7 pt. 1, , 297; Memcon Weil. 7 Apnl 195 1. Lbid.. 
3 16: Memcon Rusk, 18 April 195 1, Ibid., 365; Memcon Nitze, 29 May 195 1. FRL'S 1951. Vol. 7 pt. 2. 1990. In 
retrospect he sanctioned "hot pursuits." Rusk, As I Saw It, 17 1. 

1 12 Cohen, Deun Rurk, 160, 163, 165; ROH, "WWWWW' transcript, January 1986.2-3. 



monolithic view of Communism in American policy circles in the immediate wake of China's intervention, 

or interpreted as chiefly a taunt. a device in the rhetorkal warfare then raging between the Chinese and 

Amencan elites.'" Both these interpretations highlight the address as a distillation of an intensely charged 

anti-CCP state of mind. Beyond its content, the extremely acrimonious tone in itself designates the speech 

a landmark event. 

That Rusk was thereafler to be associated with the speech, in the minds of friends and foes alike, 

also seems justified.'" Whether he cleared the speech with Acheson is doubtful.'" In any case. the *'Slavic 

Manchukuo" metaphor, deliberately or absently chosen, could not but tarnish Rusk personally in the eyes 

of China's leaders: this rhetorical flourish likened the CCP to an entity most profoundly hatehl to China's 

Comrnunists, tank and file, 

There stitl remains an issue of cardinal import, the Korean wu's  longer terrn impact on Rusk's 

China prism. According to Rosemary Foot, the experience left a major imprint on the American official 

mind. Quite divergent conceptualizations of the Cornmunist adversaries gradually developed after the 

military situation had stabilized somewhat. The Soviet Union came to be seen as an opportunistic and 

agressive power, to be sure, but otherwise a ntional and cautious actor sharing with the United States a 

wririness against inadvertently provoking ri cataclysmic World War. Filtered through the "pariah" mindset. 

the PRC was conversely perceived as incapable of a strategic commonality of interests with the United 

States. Foot further maintains these notions proved remarkably resilient and underlay much of American 

policy towards China and Russia in the 1950s and 1960s.' I b  

As is shown below, the sparse evidence on Rusk's varied portrayal of Beijing and Moscow in the 

1950s only partially bears out the head of Foot's argument. A detailed assessrnent of the tail - the resilience 

113 Compare: Foot W m g  Ww, 140: Cohen. Dean Rusk 66; Rusk, As I S m  b 173. T h r x  explmations may be 
regarded as compIemrntiuy rather than mutually exclusive. 

1 1.1 Chiang's supporters reprinted the speech on the eve of Kennedy's tenure. aiming at pre-smpting a policy 
reappnisal they feared was in the ofing. Cohen. Dean Rusk 162. 

1 16 Ibid.. 27-8. 



of the "pariah rnindset" in his case - will be undertaken in the following chapters. Here it suffkes to assert 

that the Korean imbroglio fixed the "pariah mould" as an integral feature of Rusk's China prism, often 

dormant and yet constantly close the surface. 

Rusk retained a vivid interest in China policy during the Eisenhower years. Out of çovernment 

and president of the Rockefeller Foundation, he stiil remained partially privy to Washington's delibentions 

on the maiter, through both his close association with John Foster Dulles and his participation in semi- 

officiai 

The Sino-Soviet dimension figured importantly, if not principally, in Rusk's China concems. 

Much is still obscure about Rusk's conceptualization of the issue during this period. In 1955, he concurred 

in an analysis which concluded that the convergence of Chinese and Soviet interests greatly exceeded any 

immediate fiictions. He was also not confident the alliance would weaken even in the long run, and 

identified no means at the U.S. disposal for creating major hictions between Beijing and ~oscow."'  By 

1957-early 1958, Rusk spotted more evidence of Sino-Soviet divergence. Two years later, the Rockefeller 

subpanel he headed sounded a somewhat ambiguous note on the issue, possibly reflecting a measure of 

puzzlement and indecision both among the panellists and within Rusk's own mind. On the one hand. it 

acknowledged the strains in the alliance and cautioned against Arnerican actions that would drive China 

closer to the Soviets. On the other, it paid homage to the monolithic view of Cornmunism. The strains, not 

likely to be revealed soon, were minor in an alliance "stnicturally and ideologically strong." The Cold War 

was being waged by the Communists as a CO-ordinated conflict.' " 

Irnportantly, one element in Rusk's approach to the Sino-Soviet link remained quite constant 

throughout the late 1940s and 1950s. Regardless of his assessrnent of the salience of stmins, he was 

117 Foster Dulles was in large mrasure responsible for Rusk's appointment as President of the Rocketkllzr 
Foundation. Witnws also the cordial tone of the Rusk-Dulles correspondence illuminated by Snyder. "Dean Rusk to 
John F. Dulles." That Rusk was more informed about Dulles' approach than most Democmts is born out also by his 
retrospectivt impression that Dulles pnvately favoured a "nvo-Chinas-' position throughout his tcnure. Most 
intriguing is Rusk's musing that the a window of opportunity for improving Arnerican-Chinrse relations was lost in 
the 1950s. As I Saw lt. 285; ROH. "UUUw transcript. May 1985, 17. 

1 18 Chang FrienrLF and Enernies. 177-8. 

1 19 Rockefrtlrr Brothers Report. Prospect for America, 47. 



doubtful of Washington's capacity to manipulate the relationship and skepticai specifically about the "soR 

wedge" notion of weaning Beijing away from Moscow through such lures as trade and recognition. 

Except for the Sino-Soviet dimension, the range of Rusk's China views during the period is quite 

clew. First, he was definitely less captivated than most Kennedyites by ihe vision of India as a model of 

Democntic development engaged in a fatal contest with China over Third World a~le~iance . '~ '  Second. his 

China agenda by then combined an "pariah" image with a variation on the hvo-China therne. Third. his 

wiliingness to champion overtures towards China turned largely on China's posture, reaching a low ebb at 

the end of the decade. 

In several fundamental respects Rusk diverged little from the Eisenhower Administration's stated 

China policy. The published reports of two major panels he attended show him firmly wedded to the 

image of Beijing as both irrational and bent on expansion, driven by an amalgam of Chinese aspirations, 

Communist doctrine and the '*lebensnum" impulse.'2' Rusk's endorsement of this view while China 

presented a non-combative, "Bandung" face to the world highlights the enduring nature of that image. Any 

accommodation with the PRC he evidently perceived as a long-terrn prospect indeed. He was also fully and 

persistently at one with the Administration on building up non-Cornrnunist Asian nations as a buffer zone 

against china. 12* 

At the same tirne, benveen 1953 and 1958, Rusk took the Administration to task on China's 

representation at the U.N., a question he then deemed most pressing. Significantly, the objective 

paramount for him was not breaking the ice with the PRC. but rather enhancing Western unity. The 

Eisenhower Administration's stance, he Imented, bred disunity, disappointed the uncommitted nations, 

and placed the United States in a losing position. It was only a rnatter o f  time before the PRC would be 

120 Cohen, Dean Rusk, 206. 

121 The first. a CFR m d y .  was published under the ominous title "The Moscow-Beijing Axis." The second was 
published undrr the aforementioned title Prospect for ..lmrricu. True, none of the vizws expressrd in thesr studies 
are attributable solely to Rusk. Yst borh, the second in prirticular, bmr his stmp. Set: Chang, Frienris and rnemies. 
175- 1 82; Cohen, Dean Rusk, 88-92. 

122 Cohen, Deun Rusk, 86. Rusk dispûired of any hopc he might have carlier entertriinrd of China's fragmentation in 
the foreseeable future, arguing the imperative of postuiating China policy on the prernise of regime stability. Cf. 
"Communist China and United States Policy in Asia" digest of 1st meeting, October 1958. ROG LXXVIII, CFR. 



seated in the international body. His scheme was tailored to address these difficulties. The United States 

should demonstrate tactical flexibility, cultivate broad international consultations on the issue and take into 

account the positions of NATO and Asian countries in reforrnulating its own. Specifically, Rusk's solution 

for the UN impasse envisaged a sepmte membership for Formosa and a "reconstituted Security Council," 

possibly expanded to include India and Brazil. Any replacement of Formosa by Beijing he rejected 
9 

outright. lmplicitly acknowledging these tenns would most likely be acceptable to neither Chinese Party. 

he still found merit in the scheme as a means of irnpaling the Conimunists upon a dilemma and shifiing the 

onus of the blame for the impasse from the United States to the PRC.'~' 

With the more distant future in mind, Rusk also maintained the Administration lacked a long-term 

strategy, and doubted the eficsicy of measures designed to quarantine Beijing. He thought it would be 

useful for the United States to [rade with the PRC, perhaps through Hong Kong or lapan-and to refrain 

from seeking to block Chinese trade in non-strategic goods with such uncommitted nations as Indonesia. In 

a vain sornewhat sirnilar to Eisenhower's 1954 position, he xgued as late as December 1958 that 

"generally [the United States has] played down the thought that both sides can benefit from trade; the 

Chinese are better at observing this principle."'24 As Cohen explains, Rusk reasoned such an alternate 

policy might create a situation in which China might have a stake in normal relations with countries outside 

the Communist bloc, thus enmeshing Beijing in those "little threadç" that contribute to peacefu1 

international relations. Additionafly, deeply concemed about the dangers of unconventional wdare,  he 

cherished communication avenues with Beijing as a means of incorporating China in arms control efforts 

(Biologieal warfxe haunted hirn at this stage). lu 

123 Chang Friendr and Enemirs. 180: Letter. R u k  to John F. Dulles. lune 16. 1953. reprintrd in Snyder. "Dean Rusk 
to John Fostcr Dulles." 84-6; "Outline Notes on China Policy," 15 November 1957, f: -NATO ( 1  of 2)," box 733. 
AES Papers. See also Rusk's comments in "Communist China and US. Policy in Asia- supra note 90. Rusk 
vacillated on the urgency of Amencan initiative dong such lines. distinctly las enthmiastic about the prospect in 
1959 as cornpored to 1957. See: Cohen. Dean Rusk 86. 

124 "Communist China and United States Policy in Asia" 12 Decernbcr 1958, ROG LXXVIII. CFR. 7. For a 
discussion of Eisenhower's China tnde policies. see above. pp. 20-2 1. 

125 Cohen, Dean Rusk 86. The British action in abandonhg its restrictions rit the end of May 1957 on mde with 
Communist China in nonmategic goods prompted sevenl Democntic Senators, notably including Lyndon B. 
Johnson and J. William Fulbright, CO reconsider the vade issue. Srr: Poticy Forum, "Should US. Tnde with Red 



Other modifications of cxisting policy were also favoured by Rusk. Perceptively highlightinç the 

paucity of reliable information on the PRC, Rusk castigated the ban on the exchange of reporters as self- 

defeating.'2b On Taiwan. obviously srnarting from the straits crises. he went as far as stressing the 

desirability of finding a way to "get Chiang off' the islands, Performed under pacific circumstiinces so as 

to neutralize the Arnerican prestige factor, such a feat would deprive Chiang of his best chance of 

ernbroiling the United States in war."' 

Except for the latter two items, Rusk's willingness to vigorously champion policy initiatives 

apparently turned Iargely on Chinese behaviour. Prior to the second Straits crisis and the radical Great Leap 

Forward, a certain quiescence marked China's postures. A sense of urgency penneated Rusk's concurrent 

endeavours. He accepted John Foster Dulles' request to explore, with Senator Walter F. George 

(Democratic Chairman of the Foreign Relations Cornmittee), the possibility of bipartisan support for ri new 

policy towwd China for recognition of the existence of two Chinas. George chose not to run for re- 

election. however, and the project was dropped.'" Rusk underlined the need for an immediate Arnerican 

initiative in both a letter to Stevenson and in his capacity as Chairman of the Rockefeller subpanel. 

Moreover, the early outlines of his Rockefeller çroup's report favoured a modification of U.S. China policy 

(even perhaps ending nonrecognition). Again, the lirnitrd evidence ot hand suggests Rusk prized American 

inventiveness in the face of a less combative China chiefly as an instrument of preserving non-Communist 

coordination on China policy. "Free worid unity," he stressed to Stevenson in November 1957, "should be 

the primary objective ... an American effort in the direction of an essentidly reasonable position wou1d 

greatly assuage existing tension [betwren Washington and its Western allies] on the subject."'" 

China'?" Foreign Policy Bulletin, July 15, 1957, 164-1 66. Sirniiar concenis may have tigured in Rusk's tndr 
posture. 

1 26 The Rockrfeiler Brother Reports, Prospect for America, 46. 

127 "Communist China and United States Policy in World Affairs." Sixth meeting. 17 Fcbmary 1959. ROC; LXXIX. 
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128 Rusk gave two different daks for this rgisodc. 1955 and 1956. Cohen. Dean Rusk, 85: Rusk As I Suw Ir. 385. 

129 "Outline Notes." supra note 123'3-4. See also Chang. Frirnds and EnPrnies. 178-1 82. 



Rusk's enthusiasm for policy departures waned considerably frorn late 1958 through his 

appointment to Secretary of State. The Great Leap Fonvard, the 1958 straits crisis, and China's suppression 

of Tibetan insurrection obviously al1 sewed to reaffinn the "pariah" mould in his mind. Most probably, 

these developrnents also spelled for him a climate more forbidding at home for poiicy experirnentations, 

still dimmer prospects for securing any receptivity from China's leaders, and a diminished risk of non- 

Communist disunity over China policy. Rusk may have been further inhibited by the difficulty of  the China 

problem and the divisiveness of informed opinion (he experienced both at the Rockefeller subpanel). 

Under such circumstances, innovations on the China front he seemingly rejected as uncalled for. futile and 

a trigger for needless dornestic controver~ies.l~~ 

The final version of Rusk's Rockefeller reporc illuminates his preference tOr staying the course 

and keeping a low profile on China, the exchange of newsrnen excepted. The report is devoid of the fresh 

ideas and tone present in its very early, pre-1958 drafts. Rather, laced with Cold War generalities, it 

represented a culmination of increasingly pedemian, later outline~.'~' China it posits in familiar '6pariah" 

terms, as expansionist, fanatical and regarding the US as its supreme enemy. As noted above, the report 

was sceptical about Amenka's capacity to drive a wedge between China and Russia. While not ruling out 

both the possibilities of recognition and admission to the UN, it dismissed them as somewhat technical and 

marginal devices unlikely to sway China's leaders away frorn their posture of unremitting hostility towards 

the US. IJ2 

On the threshold of govemrnent, then, Rusk - evidently quite confident of his China expertise - 
espoused a firm "pariah" image of the PRC, played down the signs of Sino-Soviet schism, was apparently 

130 Sec: Chring, Frienrls und Enemies, 178-182; Rusk to Bowb, 4 December 1959. Chester Bowles Collection. Box 
2 15. YaIe University. Cited in Cohen. Dean Ru& 86. 

131 Hence. the diffmnce in tone and substance between the find and very ewly versions should be constmed as 
genuinety retlecting Rusk's mort to a more "pariah" image of China and far less as denoting Rusk's desire to 
apperir Iess conciliatory in public than in private. 

132 Rockefeller Brothers Report, Prospect /or Amerrca. 46-7. Throughout the 1950s. Rusk dermrd recognition a 
marginal question on the grounds it did not entail an intricate coordination mechanism with Amerka's allies. Cf. 
"Outline Notes." supra note 123. Without identifiing his source, Cohen asserts Rusk had concluded. by 1960. that 
recognition was impossible because of the domestic political situation. Cohrn. Rusk, 86. 



in favour of effecting both an exchange of correspondents and a quiet Nationalist evacuation of the 

offshore islands, and was reluctant to champion other policy innovations. His interest in Chinese 

developments notwithstanding, Rusk apparently came to power with no set and urgent agenda for China 

po~icy.'3J 

VI. 

Kennedy was much Iess of a China student than his Secretary of State. Dualism marked the 

President's pre-tenure China record. Gradually, he did corne to intellectually gmp the need for better 

informed and more nuanced analysis of mainland cvents. An mute sense of domestic constnints combined 

with confrontational instincts to inhibit implementation of these insights, h~wever.'~" 

Kennedy's debut on the China policy scene revealed Kennedy's ignorance of Chinese realities and 

placed him at Ioggerheads with both Rusk and Stevenson. As a young Congressman, he bluntly blamed not 

only the "Lanimores and the Fairbanks" but Roosevelt, Truman and the august Marshall for China's 

downfa~l.'~' Among Kennedy's motives for defying his party leaders were the desire to capture the 

limelight and his characteristic sensitivity to opinion currents in his home state.'lb But genuine conviction 

133 Rusk playrd no part in shaping the Dernocniic foreign policy posture during the campaign. rts he was neither a 
member of Kennedy's campaign team nor moving in the candidate's social circle. Specitkally, to the best of my 
knowledge, Rusk kept silent on China throughout 1960. Given the propensity he had demonstmted through Iate 
1958 for speaking his mind on the issue in favour of some changes. it is possible to read backwards from this gap 
and infer that he saw no urgent need for a policy depmre .  

134 Kennedy exhibited here a pattern of "intellectual brinkmanship" not unlike John Foster Dulles's. Sce Ronald W. 
Prurssen, "John Foster Dulles and the Predicarncns of Powcr." in Immeman. cd.. John Foster Dulles, JO: Nancy B. 
Tucker. "Dulles and the Taiwan Rorlts of the 'TWO Chinas' Policy." in Ibid.. 237. 

135 Foster Rhea Dulles. cimer~con Policy Towcrrd Comrntrnist Chinu, 1949-1969 (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell. 
1972). 89: Kennedy statement Housc of Represeniatives. 8 1st Cong., I st Sess., Congressional Record (75 Jmuiuy 
1949). 550: idem. Speech at Salem. 30 January 1949, f: "Boston Speech Files." Box 95. PreP. Kennedy's distrust of 
Lattimore was still in place in 1953. Theodare C. Sorensen, Kennedy (New York: Harper & Row. 1965). 12. 

136 The Bay State had provided some of McCarthy's most loyal supporters; due in part to his strident m i -  
Communism, Kennedy was one of the few to buck the Republican tide in 1952. Lawrence 1. Bassett. Stephcn E. 
Pe l t  "The Failed Search for Victory: Vietnam and the Politics of War," in Thomas E. Paterson. Kenne.5 Quesrfor 
Vietory American Foreign Policy, 1961-1963 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989), 226-227. JFK i d d l e d  
the fence on McCarthy and to a lesser degree on McCuthyism. The reasons for this Iine and the Iight it throws on 
JFK's persona have becn widely and heatrdly debated. For rui m i y  but well-balanced and persuasive account, sec 
James MacGregor Burns. John Kennedy. A Polifical Profle (New York: Hmrt Publicntions. 1960). 132-1 52. 



constituted Kennedy's primary drive, as his extrernely acrimonious comspondence with Fairbank 

indicates.13' In similar vein, Kennedy harboured no ideological objections to Robert Kennedy's joining the 

McCarthy staff in 1953, well afier McCarthy had begun his Jihad. To be sure, as Assistant Counsel of the 

Penanent Senatorial Subcommittee on investigations, Robert was not involved in McCarthy 's crusade to 

unearth subversives in the State Department. Yet he did target China policy. His investigation of tnde 

between Communist China and NATO countries, a relatively well-documented and dispassionatc chapter 

in McCrirthy's career, was empioyed by McCarthy to castigate Britain and Greece and cuiminated in a 

letter. drafted by Robert, which challenged the administration to take a fimer stand on China trade."" 

The early 1950s saw Kennedy develop a somewhat keener and more multidimensional grasp of 

Asian Communism. He formed his basic views on the issue during a brief trip he took to the Middle East 

and Southest Asia and never changed them. JFK and Robert, who accompanied him, concluded that 

Communism thrived on both discontent and its appeal to vibrant national ist and anti-colon ial ist 

~ent iment . '~~  This glimpse of Asia, bolstered by the French debacle in Vietnam. set Kennedy finnly against 

the underwriting of European colonialism in Asia and sparked in him an abiding preoccupation with 

guerrilla warfare and the means to counter it. The key to keeping the lid on an insurgency of the 

disaffected, he now believed, lay in a combination of pmmilitary methods, interna1 reform and the 

fostering of the litente, nationalist e~ite.'' '~ During this trip to the Far East, Kennedy also pronounced his 

abiding concem over China's objectives in the area. In no uncertain ternis, he stated that: 

137 Paul M. Evans, John Fairbank and fhe rlmerican Crnderstanding of .blodrrn China (New York: Blackwell. 1988). 
123. 125. Another indication was Kennedy's admiration for Senator Paul H. Douglas (D-III.). a suunch supporter of 
Chiang. Cf. Sorensen, Kennec&. 12; Bachnck, China Lobby. 146. 

138 Schlesinger. Robert Kennedy and hi3 Times, 99-104. John Kennedy was not cnthusiastic about Robert's 
appoinunent, karing tfiis would tamish him in the eyes of liberal constituents. Ibid., 100: Sorensen. The Kenne* 
Legary, 4 1 ; Burns, John Kenneùy. A Polilicnl Profile, 1 49. 

139 Bassett and Peltz, 'The Failcd Search," 225; Schlrsinger, Robert Kenne& 93. As t'ar as Vietnam was concernrd. 
Kennedy apparently phyed down Communism's social revolutionary rippml. Bassett and Pelt "The Failed 
Smrch." US. Whether he incorponted this notion into his China prism is unclmr. 
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Failure of American Counterinsurgency Policy (Princeton: Princeton University Press. 1988), 18.20. 



the most difficult decision that has faced us in the years since the Cold War [had] began 
[hadl to do with action we would take if the Chinese should intervene in force in the 
guerrilla wars now being fought in the jungles of South East Asia."' 

Otherwise, Kennedy made relatively few memorable references to China in the early 1950s. The 

Korean war, me, evidentiy served to evoke a yetlow peril imagery and a counterinsurgency focus in him. 

Expressing the popular sentiment, the noted 1954 address he gave on Vietnam borrowed from the 

experience: "hordes of Chinese Communist troops," he said, [werej poised just across the [Vietnamesej 

border in anticipation of unilateral enûy into their kind of batt~e~round.""' Yet his responses to the war 

itself were confined to a curious warning against shifting troops from other areas he deemed more 

strategically crucial.'43 This aloofhess may have been expressive of a relative misinterest in China affairs 

per se as well as a reluctance to commit himself on an explosive and highly divisive issue. Always careful 

to canvass public opinion, he probably sought (during 1% 1-1953) to distance himself from the 

increasingly unpopular war. 

As the decade progressed, Kennedy did extend his more nuanced perspective on Asian 

Communism to China. By 1957, he asserted China had been Iost because of "underlying revolutionary 

forces" rather than because of "the actions of few diplomats" - conveniently maskincg his own about-turn 

on this score. Attempting a broad tour d'horizon in a Foreign rl flairs article, the ascending Senator further 

acknowledged Sino-Soviet differences and pointed to Chinese nationalism as a source of fragmentation 

within the Soviet w o r ~ d , ' ~  

Neither did Kennedy, by this point, shy away fiorn confionting the Republican administration on 

China policy, tagging the present course as "probably too rigid" and premised on a "brittle conception of a 

shiftless totalitarian China." The article's general tone suggested the advisability of a policy reassessment, 

although it ultimately judged the reasons for not recognizing China still compelhg. Still, it was very short 
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on specifics. Kennedy, who privately conceded in 1957 that China's entry into the United Nations might be 

permissible should circumstances change, omitted any reference to the issue in the article. Reflecting an 

ambivalence on China trade he expressed in private, Kennedy alluded to the essentiality of the China tmde 

for Japan's economy. But otherwise, Kennedy limited his criticism to the ban on the exchange of 

correspondents, a relatively safe terrain in tems of public opinion. Astutely pointing out the paucity of 

reliable information on China, Kennedy was also probably not above seeking to score points with the press. 

which was generally incensed over the ban."' That Kennedy allocated a mere paragraph to China policy 

may also be telling, again suggesting a combination of caution and possible misinterest on his pan."b 

One China-related issue which did thoroughly engage Kennedy during the later 1950s was the 

previously cited vision of a decisive Sino-lndian development contest. This concept, historians and 

contempomies alike agree, he consistently embraced. During his Senate days, Kennedy discussed lndia 

more forcefully and more frequently than any other nation. "If India collapses," he said in one speech, "so 

msiy a11 of Asia." Tening  India a "broker middle state in the larger bipolar strugglc" and "a centrepiece in 

the 'middle zone' of uncommined nations, Kennedy grew alarmed at what he perceived to be China's 

ominous economic strides. The Chinese "rnodel," he feared, was becoming more attractive to the 

underdeveloped Asian world. This concern largely triçgered the Kennedy-Cooper aid resoIutions to India 

of 1958-1959, a venture directly inspired by the MIT Center for international Studies (CENIS) group 

headed by ~os tow. '~ '  This preoccupation persisted into the cmpaign period. Vying for recognition as 

India's best friend, Nixon and Kennedy spoke of a momentous developmental duel in nearly identical 

terms. Nixon declared developrnents in India to be possibly even more important, in the long mn, than 

negotiations over ~erlin."" Kennedy oumiatched his opponent. On one occasion he said: 
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Whatever battles may be in the headlines, no stniggle in the world deserves more time and 
attention From this Administration-and the next-than ... the [economic] battle between 
lndia and China ... it should be obvious that the outcome of this cornpetition wil1 vitally 
affect the future of al1 Asia-the comparative strength of Red and Free nations-and 
inevitably the secunty and standing of our own country.'" 

Other facets of China poiicy Kennedy broached less frequently and in less categorical terms, 

quafiQing both his observations and prescriptions. He was apparently disposed to deem China more 

innately inimical than the Soviet Union: likening American-Soviet relations to "two people ... who are both 

of good will but neither of whom crin communicate because of n language difference," he made no 

comparable comment with regard to ~e i j in~ ." '  Rather. the Democratic norninee was in July 1960 "not 

optimistic that the Chinese Communists [were] at al1 desirous of paying the price they would have to pay- 

at least in relaxing their aggressive intentions-by entering into hannonious relations or by meeting 

conditions for admission to the u.N."'~' At the same time. Kennedy explained that for him. recognition did 

not reside primarily in the moral realm, taking pains not to foreclose the option. The United States, he 

stressed, should underline its willingness to negotiate with the PRC and "set forth conditions of recognition 

which serm responsible to a watching world." The bargain he envisaged Kennedy vaguely sketched in a 

letter to one constituent, weaving together fmiliar themes. The initial step involved trade contacts and the 

exchange of newspapermen. These "confidence-building measures""' would pave the way in good time to 

mutual recognition. in return for the release of American prisoners and Chinese recognition of the 

territorial integrity of ~ormosa."' 

Why this infrequent, circumspect and quite generalized reference to the bulk of China policy 

issues? Several exptanations seem possible: 

- - -  - - 
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1 . Kennedy's sparing of observations regûrding China may have reflected a certain unintercst on his 

part, In contrast to al! the other China policy figures examined thus far, Kennedy had never been a 

student of China pnor to 1960. True, as rnentioned, Mao's guerrilla doctrine did preoccupy hirn in 

the 1950s. But such questions as the political and economic conditions on the mainland, so 

fascinating for Rostow, Stevenson, Bowles and even Rusk, engaged Kennedy only rnarginally. 

Indicative of this certain aloofness is the total ignorance of China's economic woes in 1959- 1960 

Kennedy exhibited in his insistent dwelling on the Sino-lndian economic race.'" 

2. Kennedy's caution probably sternmed frorn a studied domestic political calculus. He almost 

certainly judged China policy a perilous electoral terrain. Both his own role in the "who lost 

China" affair and contemporary events apparently connibuted to this  onc cl us ion.'^^ 

By 1960, however, Kennedy at least have corne to appreciate both the complexity of the China 

policy area and his own limited knowledge and fallibility in that context. A case in point is the remorse he 

explicitly expressed to sevenl confidants over his earlier joining the Republican pack on the "who lost 

China" charge.'%loreover, mie to his sense of statecnft as the art of the possible, Kennedy seems to have 

been wary, to a degree, of foreclosing his policy options before assuming office. 

One episode in the electoral carnpaign of 1960 illuminated rnany of these elements of Kennedy's 

China posture. The question of Quemoy-Matsu featured briefly in the televised Nixon-Kennedy debates. 

That China appeared in the electonl campaign only in this "flash-in-the-pan" context points to Kennedy's 

- 
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certain misinterest-and fundamental caution. More specifically, the debate encapsulates Kennedy's 

intellectual willingness to reconsider certain Republican positions, which was inhibited, however, by fear 

of political backlash. 

Kennedy advocated the evacuation of Quemoy-Matsu quite regularly. The offshore islands, he 

contended, were indefensible, a vehicle for Chiang to drag the United States into war with the PRC, and a 

needless irritant in America's relations with its allies and the uncornmitted world. The first two arguments 

Kennedy quite pointedly aired in the second televised debate with Nixon. His position was that while the 

United States should neither retreat nor appelise under pressure, it should not ignore the provocation from 

the Chinese point of view of the presence of hostile troops so close to the mainland. For this country to 

commit itseif to the defense of the offshore islands, he maintained, was dangerously to limit its options, 

play into the hands of the Communists, and bring the whole world closer to war. Nixon's emphatic 

rejoinder was that protection of the islands was a matter of principle; the United States was not interested in 

them iis real estate, but as tokens of American resolve, He was against "handing over to the Communists an 

inch of free temtory." To retreat from the stand the United States had taken in relation to Quemoy and 

Matsu would be appeasement and would be so interpreted by friends and foes a~ikr . '~ '  Kennedy's 

subsequent handling of the topic betrays a sense of wariness over the domestic climate with regard to 

China. He consented to diffuse the subject aflet Secretary of State Christian Herter had confidentially 

expressed acute concern over the domestic controversy and pledged to bring Republican attacks on 

Kennedy's position to a halt. The offshore islands were thus relegated to the background."" 
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Several China policy statements made by future Kennedy aides in 1960 allow further insight into 

Kennedy's orientation and more generally serve to recapture the China perspective prevalent in Kennedy's 

camp in 1960. Chester Bowles, chief foreign policy adviser to Kennedy during the campaign and his 

liaison with Republican foreign policy offkials, gathered together many of his China policy themes in a 

major article for the April 1960 issue of Foreign Affatrs. The article stirred much controversy and was 

denounced by both the China Lobby in the United States and Zhou Enlai in China. Contemporary 

protngonists and later scholars alike focused chiefly on BowIes' unvarnished cal1 for an "independent" state 

on Taiwan. Contending the time had corne to end the myth that Chiang remained the ruter of al1 China, 

Bowles argued a sepante Sino-Taiwanese nation would considerably enhance Washington's political and 

defense standing in Asia and woufd offer expandeci liberty and economic prospects for the Taiwanese 

themselves. As Schaffer has noted, Bowles offered no specifics about how such a fundamental change 

could be brought about, a major failing in his approach. Both a plebiscite and a coup to topple Chiang he 

emphatically ruled out. l" 

Insuffkient attention has been given, it seems, to the assumptions the article conveys about 

Communist China. Several scholars have recently depicted Bowles as being of "two minds" or inconsistent 

regarding china.lM Arguably, the anicle at hand casts some doubt an this appnisal. A definite dread of 

China animates Bowles' approach as a whole, thus providing coherence to his outlook. He forcefully 

expounded a "lebensraum" theory. For him, an inadequate resource base, a spinlling population, and a 

ruthless and intensely nationalist Communist leadership cornbined to render a Chinese thrust into Southeast 

Asia rnost likely. The United States, he çtressed, m u t  make her determination to defend the region crystal- 

clear to the Chinese, and further underwrite an Indian-Pakistani decision to counterbaliince China. (China's 

suppression of Tibetan insurrection increased the probability of this scenario, Bowles believed). This sense 

of a more ominous Chinese threat was also at the base of Bowles' pleas for China policy revisions. China's 
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longer shadow rendered al1 the more imperative the establishment of people-to-people contacts (to improve 

Western knowledge of mainiand conditions) and China's incorporation in a m s  control mechanisms, 

Simiiarly, Bowles favoured a partial relaxation of trade restrictions on the grounds that a greatly expanded 

trade programme might in the long nin induce the Chinese to forfeit its dream of conquering Southeast 

~ s i a . ' ~ '  

Bowles stnick a comparable chord in his sketch of Washington's strategy vis-à-vis the Communist 

powers. Portraying Soviet Russia as less antagonistic than China, he significantly implied the possibility of 

"at l es t  tacit" American-Soviet CO-operation in restraining China's penchant for trouble-making in 

Southeast ~s ia . ' "  Half a year Inter, Bowles made this point explicitly. "As a pnctical matter." he told 

Kennedy in October 1960, "the only force that can effectively contain and restnin China in the next decade 

is the Soviet  nio on."'^ 

In August 1960, George Kennan furnished Kennedy with an incisive articulation of much the 

same theme. Not a Kennedy intimate and at variance with him on the centrality of the underdeveloped 

world to the outcome of the Cold War, Kennan still commanded Kennedy's respect. The letter sought 

chiefly to irnpress upon Kennedy the precarious state of American-Soviet relations in the afiermath of the 

U-2 incident.'" Wearing his Kremlinologist hat, Kennan confidently assened that the incident 

"undermined Khmschev's persona1 position, increased Chinese influence within the bloc, and tipped the 

scales of Soviet policymaking for the moment in the direction of acquiescence in standing Chinese 

demands." Unless the new administration takes immediate action, the United States might face a 

disturbing, if not calamitous, situation by January 1961. The main target is to heighten the divisive 

tendencies within the Communist bloc. 
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As may be inferred frorn the above, Kennan unreservedly preferred Khrushchev as a partner in 

this fateful triangular power game. His perception of the CCP bore traces of his bittemess during the 

Korean war,"' although China's hard-line posture since 1958 probably contributed to his preference as 

well. China's leaders, for him, were "still di W... under the influence of their recent ... success" and 

displayed an "impeccably hostile" attitude toward the United States. Khrushchev, while opportunistic, was 

unquestionably better from the American standpoint, The United States should thus offer such 

opportunities as to help Khnishchev hold his own against contrary opinion in the Comrnunist world and 

within his own entourage. Despite his unswerving abhorrence of the CCP, Kennan also seconded the cal1 

for American disengagement From the offshore islands, "deliberately and voluntarily" if indeed it proves 

unprofitable to hold them in military terms. 

The last China recommendation to corne Kennedy's way before assuming the full reins of power 

redirected his attention to the two-China facet of China policy. A week afier election day, Kennedy 

received the Foreign Policy Task Force report, conceived in July 1960 and wriuen jointly by George Bal1 

and Stevenson. The document revolved principalIy around Europe. NATO and foreign economic policy. 

Its China appendix, an urgent appeal in tone, demanded immedirite consideration by the incoming 

President. 

The document spot1 ighted the Chinese representation issue. Stevenson and Ball presented a 

familiai. argument. The American position had been illogical, injurious to Washington's credibiiity with 

both the ncutrals and its closest alIies, increasingly untenable in terms of the power equation at the Genenl 

Assembly, and an obstacle to American exploitation of Sino-Soviet fissures. A reassessment is inescapable, 

they argued, as the tide might tum as soon as 1961. Stevenson and Ball charted two alternative courses. 

The first elaborated on Bowles' propositions: willingness to seat the PRC, provided the Chinese would 

agree to legally terminate ("definitely teminate") the Korean war and accede to an independent Taiwanese 

statu. This at best would prove conducive to China's participation in an arms control "systern," and at the 
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least would shifi the blame for the impasse to the PRC. Significantly, the authors were highly sceptical 

about the possibility that these American overtures would induce the PRC toward a less militant, more 

accomrnodating posture. Moreover, resentful yet apprehensive about Chiang's political clout, they 

expected Chiang to present formidable irnpediments to the objective of an "independent" Taiwan. "We 

must not exaggerate Our capacity to influence Chiang," they wrote pessirnistically, "in fact we will 

probably fail unless the effort is given top priority." 

The authors' fallback scenario partly foreshadowed the poiicy ultimately pursued by the 

administration. The United States should not lobby for votes to secure further delay of the issue. Should the 

new administration decide to continue opposing Communist China's admission, it would better rest its case 

on the grounds that China's belligerence conmdicts the Chruter's stipulations. The next step would be to 

inspire friendly nations to press for a U.N. commission to study the subject, thus allowing the 

Administration some breathing space to reconsider its stance. 

Tellingly, Kennedy was not spurred to probe the matter by this document. According to 

eyewitnesses. China was missing From the series of searching queries hc made immediately after scanning 

the task force report. As far as can be deterrnined frorn the incomplete record, Kennedy also declined to 

endorse one particular Stevenson recomrnendation: China was absent frorn the list of specific task forces 

the President set up during the interregnum, a device he instigated principally for informing himself. The 

list did include Africa, Latin America, the USIA and foreign economic policy. McGeorge Bundy's 

observation about Kennedy's boredom with the Chinese representation issue suggests one explanation for 

this lapse." 

A recapinilation of the "Kennedyite" China platform on the verge of assuminç power yields 

several conclusions: 
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1 .  As noted above, there is some rnerit in delineating Kennedy's foreign policy team, in 1960. as 

encornpassing two schools of thought vying for prominence. One group (Dean Acheson, John I. 

McCloy, George Ball) shared in varying degrees an Atlanticist conception of US foreign policy; 

they were al1 destined to figure in the administration's dealings with Western Europe. The other 

(Bowles, Stevenson, Rostow) was more Asianist in outlook and emphasized the importance of 

ernerging postcolonial states.I6' This contest of views was most acrimonious and persona1 between 

Acheson and Stevenson: the first deemed the latter's interest in the Third World  SOU^^."" An 

Atlanticist orientation may affect one's China policies in complex ways; for example, the desire to 

rernove the Chinese obstacle from the Arnerican-British agenda may provide one impetus for a 

modented China policy. A celcbrated case in point is Acheson's conduct as Secretary of State 

between 1948 and 1950.'" At any rate. any discussion of the Administration's China policy 

should reckon the weight of this Europeanist pole. 

2. A heightened threat perception of China permeated the levels of the incoming administration. 

Among the subscribers to this view were some of the most biting critics the Kennedy camp of the 

Republican record on China. "O To a considerable extent, this conviction was a product of the 

Korean experience in the cases of Rusk and Kennan and of more m e n t  vintage with Stevenson. 

- - - - - - - - - - 
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The voices of dissent' at this stage at least, were few and in~onse~uential."' Moreover. the 

Kennedy crew deemed China more alicn and belligerent than the Soviet LJnion.In Combined. 

these twin perceptions effectively precluded the advocacy of a "sofi wedge" approach to draw 

China away from the Soviet Union. Opinions diverged on the prospects of an American-Soviet 

alignment vis-&vis China. To Bowles, Stevenson, Kennan, and probably Kennedy himself, in 

varying degrees, this strategy began to appear not only desirable but pncticable. Rusk was 

seemingly less irnpressed with the signs of a Sino-Soviet breach, and at any rate discounted the 

Arnerican capacity to manipulate the relationship. 

3. Besides this "strategic triangle" focus, the other conceptud building blocks linking China policy 

with broader foreign policy objectives in the "Kennedyite" mind were the Sino-Indian race and 

the preoccupation with Mao's doctrine of insurgency. Rostow, and to a lesser degree Bowles. 

employed these constnicts to relate China systematically to an Asian policy scheme. Apparently. 

other actors were far less minutely clear on China's place in the Asian policy tapestry. 

4. The clamour within the Democratic ranks for breaking from the Repubtican rnould reached its 

peak in mid-1957 - ironically, just as a tougher policy line was taking shape in China. As shown 

above, Kennedy, Rusk, Bowles, and Stevenson al1 called for more substantial negotiations with 

the PRC at this juncture. Senators Theodore F. Green (D-R.I.), and William J. Fulbright (D-Ark.), 

respectively the Chairman and second-ranking majority member of the Foreign Relations 

Cornmittee, underlined the inevitability of recognizing China in the near future. Senator Hubert H. 

Humphrey (D-Minn.) added his voice as well. Concern lest these statements would tilt public 

opinion in favour of a policy change figured in John Foster Dulles' decision to deliver his major 

June 1957 speech, in which he argued the transient nature of Communism in china.ln 
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Ultimately, however, the Kennedy team harboured little enthusiasm for innovation. Exchange of 

correspondents with the mainland and "peaceful" disengagement from the offshore islands were 

the only two items to win nearly genenl consensus. Kennedy and Rusk were apparently reluctant 

to champion other overtures. More possessed by an urgent impulse for change, Stevenson's 

cornmitment was undermined by his sense of Nationafist China's prohibitive clout in the United 

States. Actually, the "Who Lost China" episode evidently cast a long shadow over the China 

prism of al1 three figures. Formative for them all, this experience instilled in Kennedy, Rusk and 

Stevenson a certain awe of the potential for a domestic backlash against China policy shifb. Thus, 

of the gallery of personages under scrutiny here, only Rostow and Bowles came to power 

equipped, in the China policy sphere, with the pure "can-do" spirit so many observers have found 

characteristic of the Kennedy years. 

The preceding paragraphs dernonstrate that by the changing of the guard in Washington, the two 

administrations virtually converged in their perceptions of both the China threat and the nature of the 

%-ategic triangle."'" China's ndicaiism as of 1958 was apparently significant in bringing the Democnu 

and Republicans closer together, generating a "pariah" China mould in Stevenson's case and rekindling 

one in the minds of Kennm, Bowles and Rusk. Other similarities between the departing and incoming 

guards stand out. Policymakers on both sides of the aisle were wary of the domestic exigencies of China 

policy. Partly as a consequence of this sensitivity, in many cases they sought to conceal much of their 

private China reflections from the public eye. Eisenhower, Foster Dulles, Rusk and Stevenson al1 stand out 

as practitioners of such false appearance. 

Moreover, as shown in chapter 1, recent archival revelations document the considerable degree to 

which prominent Republicans pondered a "two-China" stance. His professions to the contrary, Dulles for 

174 As noted in the previous chapter, in the m l y  1950s Eisenhower and some of his lieutenants did entertain for a 
while the stntegy of weming China away h m  the Soviet Union through the Iun of tradc. Sre p.20-2 1. 



one came to acknowledge the stability of the Communist regime in China and perceived Chiang as 

irritatingly intransigent and rnedd~in~."~  Thus, even on this score the gap between the two parties was not 

as wide as the public Republican professions suggested to conternporary observers. That the conception of 

Republican policy as singularly and fatally immobile evidently constituted, for Stevenson, Bowles and 

James C. Thomson especiaily, an impulse in itself for breaking demonstrable new ground on China thus 

assumes a tinge ofirony." 

The argument about converging China perspectives should not be carried to excess, however. One 

fundmental divergence meets the eye. In both training and focus, Kennedy's team was on balance less 

Europeanist than Eisenhower's. To recapitulate some of the arguments advanced in the previous chapter, 

broadly speaking, the European arena comrnanded the Eisenhower Administration's interest and attention. 

For both Eisenhower and Dulles, it was there that the key international problems lay. True, during the iater 

1950s the administration did manifest both a greater awareness of the non-European scene and a real- 

politik acceptance of the phenornenon of non-alignment. Still, Republican decisionmakers - while not as 

divorced from Chinese realities as their professions suggest - in the last analysis Iacked experience in and 

intimate knowledge of China. These defects made for a fragile psychological ba is  for policymaking. Most 

intriguing and consequential is the case of John Foster Dulles. Ill-informed about East Asian affairs. the 

Secretary was nevertheless regarded an expert by both himself and within the American foreign policy 

community. Indeed, under non-cnsis circumstances he often came close to an intellectusil grasp of the basic 

dynamic of Asian affairs. As the offshore crises so amply illustrate, "such acumen did not survive the 

'pressure cooker' of crisis situations"'. Under such circurnstances in the non-European WorId, Dulles' 

intellectually-born precautions were more often than not shunned in favour of a perilous compound of a 

shoot-from-the-hip and intoxication with American power. ln 

175 Scr pages 22 above. I ron id ly  in light of his later presiding ovcr the metamorphosis in Amrrim-Chinese 
relations, Nixon was the one to introducc the views of the -China Lobby" into govcmment councils. Tuckrr. T o l d  
War Contacts." 24 1. 

176 See abovc, pp.22-23.l3omson memo to Benjamin Reed supra note 16. 

177 Tucker, "Dulles and the Taiwan Roots." 235-6; Prurssen. "Dulles and the Predicarnents of Power," 35-41. The 
quotation is from Ibid., 40. 



True, Chinese affairs did not Ioorn large on Kennedy's horizons. Nor was Rusk an India 

enthusiast. Yet China and South Asia were quite salient in the collective mind of the Kennedy tearn. 

Further, field and academic experience in Asian affairs was somewhat more abundant in the Kennedy 

camp. Whether this potential asset was (and could have been, under the domestic and international 

circumstances) harnessed to affect a keener handling of the China factor will be assessed in the ensuing 

chapters. The pre-tenure record does imply some patterns. In Kennedy's case, an evolving intelIectua1 

sophistication combined with combative and more simplistic instincts to make an incoherent China 

outlook. The sense of competence in the China realm evidently served to both alen Rusk to the paucity of 

reliable pertinent information and to dispose him towards a gingerly approach. Conversely, Bowles and 

especially Rostow, somewhat self-styled China experts in their own eyes, deemed the Chinese question 

rnuch more malleable to American power. As concluded above, they were the only Kennedy aides under 

scrutiny here ro personiw, in this policy sphere, a pure "can-do" sprit. 



3.1961's Emerging Patterns: Stillborn Initiatives, Linkage 
Politics, and Alliance Politics 

Deferment and avoidance rnarked the new administration's China policy in 196 1. The few and 

tentative initiatives, undertaken chiefly for reasons other than seeking to bnng about a rapprochement with 

the PRC, were Iargely shelved. Moreover, in October Chiang Kai-shek secured ftom Kennedy an objective 

he had been unable to attain from the previous administration-a secret g u w t e e  to exercise the Amencan 

veto in the Security Council should this prove essential to bar Communist China's admission to the United 

Nations. ' 

This chapter seeks to reconstruct the developments leading to the procrastination. Kennedy and 

Rusk not only deemed the PRC irrevocably bellicose but felt overtaken by a succession of unrelated yet 

grave international crises. These tests sapped executive energy and diverted it from the China scene. They 

also precluded, from the top echelon's standpoint, any possibility of conspicuous ovenures towards the 

PRC. Central to this judgment was the assessrnent of the "China 1obby'"s potency and of a public solidty 

adverse to changing the status quo on the China front.' International and domestic factors. as perceived by 

movers and shakers, thus cornbined to persuade Kennedy, Rusk and other aides that the risks of 

postponement were srnaller than the risks of rocking the boat, 

At this stage, most second-echelon oficials - Rostow and possibly MR director Hilsrnan excepted 

- shared their superiors' view of China as an irreversibly predatory and inritional power. Several aides did, 

however, urge a more innovative course, larnenting what they judged to be a reactive, sterile and 

1 Nancy B. Tucker, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and the United States: Uncertain Friendrhips (New York: Twaynr. 1994). 
49; Message Bundy to Cline, 1 1 October 196 1, FRUS 1961 -63, Vol. 22, Norrheast Asia ( 1996). 154-1 55; Cstble 
Bundy to C h e ,  18 October 196 1 (not sent), f: "China Generai C M  Cables 7/6 1 - 101 I6/6 1 ." NSF Countries. box 22, 
JFKL. 

2 1 take issue here with Gordon Chang, who. referring primarily to the later Eisenhower y m  but to the Kennedy e n  
as well, asserts that "By the latc 1950s. the main force of the China lobby was spent." Gordon H. Chang, Friendr 
and Enemies: The Unired States, China. and the Soviet Union. 1948-1 972 (Stanford, California: Stmîord University 
Press. 1990), 163. 



bgmentary policymaking pattern. Possessing marginal decisionmaking clout and failing to join hands. 

their mission was thwarted. 

Finally, the bilateral deadlock may also be assigned to the Communist Chinese leadership, 

Throughout the year, Beijing and its media organs ran a vitriolic campaign against the new administration. 

This worked to reaffïrm the Kennedy circle's preconceptions about the CCP's expansionist nature-and, at 

the sarne time, to equip Washington with a ready justification for its adherence to the status quo. As to 

covert contacts, early in the year Beijing failed to respond in kind to Washington's cautious feelers. After a 

mellowing phase illustrated by several conciliatory gestures, which did generate clandestine exploratory 

probes otchestritted by Rusk, China appeared to revert by September to a firrn closed-door line. Through 

the remainder of the year, the higher echelons on both sides apparently operated on the premise of 

insurnountable antagonism. 

1. 
John F. Kennedy squeaked into office with the smallest electoral margin on record. The extremely 

narrow plurality haunted hirn constantly, leading to gingerly approaches to issues he considered charged in 

terms of public support.' By al1 accounts. China policy was one of these areas.' 

The incoming administration's move toward cautious approaches was reinforced by the 

established foreign policy apparatus. The advocates of policy review have subsequently roundly and 

bitingly depicted the State Depanment's Far Eastern Bureau (FE) as the bastion of the status quo and the 

epitome of sterility5 The record suggests t hae  critics of FE have only slightly overstated their case. 

During the early 1950s. the bureau had been one of McCarthy's central targets. From 1953 onwards. 

3 Cf. Diane B. Kun& introduction to idem.. cd.. The Diplomaq of the Crucial Decade: tlrnerican Foreign Reiations in 
the IB6Os (New York: Columbia University Press. 1994), 2; Michml R. Beschloss. The Crkis Years: Kennedy and 
Khnuhchm 1960- 1963 (New York: Edward Burlingame Books. 199 1 ), 48. 

4 Cf:  Sorensen interview with John Bartlow Martin. 1 1  October 1966, f: "Notes on Interviews: Sorensen, Theodore." 
box 2. JBMF. 

5 Cf. James C. Thomson, Jr., "On the Making of U.S. China Policy, 1961-1969: A Study in Bureaucntic Politics." 
China Quarterly 50 (ApriVJune 1972). 222-223; "Personal and Private" letter Bowles to Stevenson. 23 M y  196 1 ,  f: 
-Bowles," box 909 b., AES Papers; Memo Komer to Bundy, 3 November 1961, f "Staff Merno. Komer 1 116 1- 
136  1 ." NSF M&M, box 327 JFKL. 



Administntor of Security and Consular Afairs Scot? McLoed had methodically purged its ranks. Assistant 

Secretary Walter Robertson, as even close associates like Alexis Johnson concede, corn pl ied and 

meticu lously pursued the beaten path of o n h ~ d o x ~ . ~  His successor, J. Graham Parsons. followed suit. 

During 1960 he both (erroneously) faulted Bowles for having previously underestimated the Chinese threat 

md eamed the praise of the Committee of One Million for an attack on the Conlon report.' 

At year's end, Parsons compiled a survey of China policy alternatives which documented the 

bureau's resistance to innovation. Given timited circulation due to the subject's "sensitivity" and intended 

for Rusk, the compilation was almost certainly rend by Kennedy. Disbelief in the prospects of Chinese 

Communist responsiveness was fundamental to Parsons' approach. "Rapprochement," he exhorted, "would 

seem to be possible only at the price of virtually complete Western capitulation." Expressly disavowing 

any Amrrican responsibility for the feud with the PRC, he held that Communist China's leaders were bent 

on world domination and needed American enmity to diven the attention of the populace from domestic 

dissatisfactions. Meaningiül association with Communist China could be pondered only when Japm and 

India were ready to provide an effective counterweight to the PRC-a decade hence. Consequently. 

Parsons argued the futil ity of relaxing the rnde embargo in non-strategic goods. He even went to the length 

of advising rigainst the invitation of China, at present, to a disarmament conkrence. for such n move would 

only invite considerable pressure on the United States to ccde Chinese Communist objectives at the very 

same time that the Soviet Union was making propaganda profit of the dismament issue. The prescription 

Parsons did offer piiralleled Rostow's mid- 1950s proposal: the U.S. should reverse the Chinese Cornmunist 

pretcnsion and project itself as the "wave of the future" in Asia, the apostle of evolutionary (nther than 

8 revolutionary) change. 

6 Thomson, "On the Making," 222-223; U. Alexis Johnson (With Jeff Olivarious McAllister), The Rtghr ffand of 
P o w r  (Englewood CIiffs. N.J.: Prentice-Hall, l984), 157. 

7 Stanley D. Bachrack, The Committee of One .Million: The "Chinu Lobby" and Cf.S. Policy. 1953- 19 71 (New York: 
Columbia University Press. 1976), 173; Letter Bowles to Parsons, n.d.. f: "letters. Speeches, Commentiir). 1960." 
box 14, JCT Papers. The Cornmitter comprised the principal front organization of the China Lobby. Its rolt: is 
assrssed below. For the Conlon repart's gist and irnport, see p....bclow. 

8 "A New Approach to Our China Policy Objectives," Parsons to Rusk 28 December 1960. f: "6 11,93/12-2860." bos 
1308. RG 59. NA; William H. Sullivan OH, 16 Junc 1970, IFKL. Parsons was "exiled" as Ambassadm to Swdcn 
in the spnng of 196 1. His succasor, Walter P. McConaughy, iikewise a cwcr oficer, gsnerally trod in Parsons' 



Eisenhower's stance, as interpreted in Kennedy circles, probably weighed most heavily in the 

shaping of the Administration's China posture at that stage. Until recently, reconstructions of this aspect 

derived solely From the primary and secondary accounts of Clark Clifford, Kennedy's liaison with the 

Eisenhower White House for the transition. According to his recollection, Kennedy sought to broach the 

China issue during the first transition meeting. When the subject came up, during their second encounter 

(January 19, I96l), Eisenhower warned Kennedy he would resolutely oppose any effort to recognize the 

People's republic or allow it to sit in the United Nations. This would be the only eventuality in which he 

would iitrive to rally public opinion against the administration. Clifford was clear that Eisenhower's 

démarche had its desired effect on ~ e n n e d ~ . ~  

Over time, Clifford's credibility as a source for information on the transition meetings h a  bten 

challenged, with the Laos issue being a major case in point. Several historians suggest that he distorted the 

historical record. Most Kennedy aides, these historians demonstrate, were so keen to avert Truman's grief 

on the Asian score and to secure bipartisan support for the contingency of intervention in Laos as to 

mistake Eisenhower's quite arnbiguous reflections for a non-equivocal recommendation to inteivene." 

What did transpire in the meeting is still unascertainable. Interestingly, neither Clifford's nor 

Secretary of Defense-designate Robert S. McNamara's summaries of the meeting, both dated January 24. 

1961, records any discussion of China at all." There is little doubt. however, that the Kennedy camp 

emerged from the transition thoroughly impressed w ith Republican firmncss on the China front. 

Conobonting pieces of evidence are legion. Kennedy, it now seerns clear, was so concerned about his slim 

victory ris to place a premium on projecting the image of a hannonious transition. During that stage. he was 

w&e - with one notable exception: in mid-summer, he concurred in the highly secretive decision to rtciprocate 
Communist China's informai approaches. Set p... below. 

9 Clark M. Clifford Counsel io the Presidenr: a Memoir (New York: Random Housc, 199 1 ), 34 1.345. 

10 Richard Immerman and Fred 1. Greenstein, "What Did Eisenhower Tell Kennedy About Indochina'? The Politics o f  
Misperception." The Journal of Rmericaa Hisrory 7 9 2  (1992): 568-588: Warren 1. Cohen, "New Light on Dean 
Rusk? A Review Essay." Political Science Qumerly 106: 1 (199 l), 125-6; Robert S. McNarnm In Retrospecr: The 
Tragedy and Lessons of C'ietmm (New York: Times Books, 1995). 35-7; Greenstein. "Triking Account of 
Individuais in International Political Psychoiogy : Eisenhower. Kennedy and Indochina "Political Plchologsl l 5: 1 
( 1994): 6 1-74. 

1 1 S e  FRUS 1961-63. Vol. 22,43 fn. 2. 



infonned of his former rival's unswerving rejection of a "NO-China" position. Finaliy, Rusk, Stevenson 

and Avereil Harriman have al1 substantiated Clifford's Iast and rnost crucial point: for the president and his 

aides, Eisenhower's warning was a landmark evcnt, prope1Iing Kennedy towards extreme caution. Tlie 

incoming president, to be sure, was not above dmatizing Eisenhower's transition warning as a means of 

winning British sympathy for Iiis China position. Still, Kennedy's extreme sensitivity to Eisenhower's 

criticisrn on China policy was evidently genuine. as it extended well into the presidency. '' 

Viewed from Washington, other componcnts of the domestic environment did not seem ripe for 

major experimentations either. The China lobby, in its various manifestations, carried weight with those at 

the helm. Tme, by 1960 the ranks of the Committee of One Million, the lobby's front organization, had 

depleted somewhat. Yet the president vahed several of its ranking members. Senator Mike Mansfield had 

long been a personal friend of Kennedy's. Senator Paul Douglas, who occasionally mn into controversy 

with the Committee leadership but remained both an active member of its steering cornmittee and a 

personification of the Cornmittee's claim to bipartisanship, had been something of an idol to Kennedy in 

his early days as a congressrnan. Another prominent figure was George Meany, president of the AFL-CIO 

and of some importance within the Dernocratic 

Moreover, the committee oflen tangibly dernonsated a rneasure of political prowess in the first 

quarter of 196 1. Kennedy's initial Quemoy-Matsu stand during the campaign had caused the committee to 

abandon its ostensible neutrality and çpur an operation to promote Dr. Judd as the Secretary of State in the 

eventuality of Nixon's victory. More tellingly, in al1 o f  the few locales were the Committee electioneered 

12 lmrnerrnan & Grecnstein, "The Politics." 375; Bachrack. The Cornmirtee. 18 1; Eisenhower address at Testimonial 
Dinner for Senator Dirksen in Chicago, 16 September 1961, T: "China Genrral 9/61 ." NSF:CO. box 32, JFKL: 
PREM 1 1/4673, 4 April 196 1. PRO; PREM 1 1/4590, 18 February 196 1. PRO: "The President's Meetings with 
Prime Minister Macmillan" 5 April 1961, FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 22, 42-43: Stevenson interview with Robert Blum. 
28 April 1964. f: "Public Attitudes Towards China," ROG ClII, CFR. 

13 See Bachnck. The Cornmirtee. 150-2, 1824, 280- 1. The China lobby's endeavours have long been vvell known. 
Bachrrick hrrs quite extensively mined the wealth of pertinent press and committee sources. The intention here is not 
to recount his findings in detaiI but to appraise them in the light of nrw declassified materials. Two caveats are in 
order. First, ris B a c h c k  perceptively points o u t  a focus on "issue oricnted groups ntn[s] a risk of intlating the 
group's merisure o f  influence on the issue in question." Bachnck, The Cornmittee. 276. Second. one should take the 
committec members' appraisal of the situation with a gnin of salt. Their immersion in the subject occasiondly 
wwed to impair their judgment, e.g. Dr. Judd's overly pwsimistic appraisal of the prospects for Chinesc 
repmentation in 1963. Ibid., 199. 



in 1960, the Democratic Congressional candidates lost. Whether this signal was picked up by the always 

electo~lly alert Kennedy is unknown. Lastly, the Cornmittee maintained access to leading, opinion-setting 

media venues, as  illustrated by a parallel story in AP and the New York Times which pointed to the 

Cornmittee's congressional influence as far as China's admission to the United Nations was concemed." 

The committee's flexing of its muscles w u  not lost on the new administration. In response to an 

inquiry by the Cornmittee chairman, Marvin Liebman, the Department of State disrngaged itself from 

Eleanor Roosevelt's March 196 1 remarks about the "frictious" state of China's representation ot the United 

Nations. Signing the response was Harlan Cleveland, a long-time member of the same Stevenson c m p  as 

Mrs. Roosevelt herself." 

General public opinion trends also indicated the profitability of prudence to the incoming team. 

To be sure, a March 196 1 poll found a rnajority of people favouring "taking steps to improve out relations 

with Cornrnunist China." A 47 to 40 percent rnargin in that direction was found even among the 

Republicans polled. A paralle1 poll further suggested that most Americans regarded Russia a greater threat 

to the U S .  than China. These indicators may not have eluded the eyes of a president regularly attentive to 

opinion polls. ï h e  media, however, had a different tenor. Kennedy was an avid consumer of leading 

newspapers to a degree deemed excessive even by Bundy, his most trusted foreign policy adviser. Valuing 

press opinion, the President faced little media pressure to alter China policy. If anything, the opposite was 

true. In March 196 1, for instance, the President could read the reputable Wall Sireet Journal anticipate a 

Far East Munich during his tenure.I6 

Indeed, China policy affords a ringing case in point for Levering and Kern's contention that 

contrary to the conventional judgment, the president was more influenced by press opinion than a 

14 Ibid.. 180, 183. 

15 Ibid.. 187. 

16 Leonard A. Kusnitr, Public Opinion and Foreign Policy: Amerka's China Policy, 1949-1979 (Wcsiport. Conn.: 
Greenwood Press), 1984, 196-7; Gallup Polls, 19 and 22 bIarch 196 1 ,  in George H. Gailup, The Gallup Pol1 1935- 
1971. Vol. 3 (New York: Random Housc, 1972). 1710; Theodore C. Sorensen. Kenne& (New York: Harper Br 
Row, 1965)- 106; 'White House Organization," memo Bundy to Kennedy, 16 May 1961. t': "Bundy 
Correspondence Si 16/6 1 -5/3 l/6 1 ." box 398, NSF, JFKL. 



manipulative charmer of it. As these pioneering students of Kennedy's news strategy write: "the problem 

of being outflanked by Republicans on foreign policy issues ... was Kennedy's greatest recurring weakness 

vis-&vis the press ... administration policy generally followed the main contours of the domestic critique as 

magnitied in the press, rather than dominating coverage and thus setting the foreign policy agenda."" 

The sense of a precarious domestic climate evidentIy penneated the "Kennedyite" ranks. 

Stevenson's apprehension of a domestic backlash was apparent. He proposed to "perhaps include in the 

inaugural address a conditioned hint of a re-examination of China policy to advance controIled 

disarmament and reduce the danger of China's role in ~sia."" Evasiveiy side-stepping the China tangle in 

his confirmation hearings, Stevenson denied having advocated any shifi of policy on China's UN seating. 

As even Stevenson's sympathizing biognpher acknowledged, Senator Hickenlooper quoted fiom the 

nominee's "Putting First Things Fint" article to prove him less than candid.'' As Bowles had anracted the 

ire of the Republican right wing yet more consistently, the Kennedy entourage expected his confirmation 

hearings before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee to become a graver ordeal. Kennedy himself, 

Bowles recalled later, defied his private endorsement of Bowles' Foreign Afluirs article and asked his 

future under-secretary to play down differences between his China ideas and the conventional position. 

Bowles followed this advice. Glossing over controversial elements in his views (such as his cal1 for 

Taiwanese independence), he cut the ground fiom under some of his critics by going beyond the American 

pledge to defend Taiwan to advocating American intervention to prevent a Communist coup from 

unseating Chiang's regime." 

l 7  Ralph B. Lrvcring and Montague Krm 'The News Management Issue and John F. Kennedy's Foreign Policy." in 
John F. Kenne& The Promise Revisited rds. Paul Harper and Joann P. Krieg (.New York: Grcenwood Press, 
1988), 144. For Kennedy's "oversensitivity" to press criticism, see aiso Sorensen, Kennedy, 304. 

18 ltalicized in the original. Letter Stevenson to Sorensen, 30 Decrmba 1960. Walter Johnson et al, ds., The Papers 
of rldiui E Stevenson, Vol. 7 ((Boston: Little, Brown, 1972), 605. This proposal reflected Stevenson's hopt for a 
drd with Khnishchrv, trading an Atom-fret= zone in the Far East with several concessions, including the admission 
of China to the United Nations. Stevenson, "Putting First Things First," Foreign rlfitrs 38:2 ( 1960). 203. 

19 "Proposed Nomination of Adlai E. Stevenson" [Cornplde referace. NKI, 17: John B. Mmin, .4d[ai Stevensm and 
the World: The Lifie of Adlai E. Stevenson (Garden City, N.Y.: Doublcday. 1977), 573. 

30 Chester Bow les, Promises to Keep: ,My years in Public Li/e. l9-f 1- 1969 (New York: tIarper & Row. 197 1 ). 396-8: 
Howard B.  Schaff'er, Chester Bawles: New Dealer in the Cold WUP. (Cambridge. Mm.: Cimard University Press. 
1993). 2 12; Senate Committee on Foreign Affairs, Hearing on Nomination of Lrnder Secretac of State-Designate 
Chester Bowles, 87th Cong., 1st ses., 19 January 196 1 ; "Bowles' Views Attackedm ,VYT. 18 January 196 1 .  16. 



II. 
The tame nature of Bowles' January hearing probabIy served to partially and ternporarily atlay 

Kennedy's anxiety over the domestic ramifications of China policy. The next few months seemingly saw a 

brief relaxation of his sensitivity on this score. According to John Kenneth Galbraith, for example, 

Kennedy neither instmcted the Ambasador-designate to lndia in advance nor was perturbed when the 

latter made headlines by straying from the fold and disclosing his personal view that the Chinese should be 

recognized and admitted to the UN when they conceded the principle of two Chinas and accepted the 

charter. To be sure, policy fonulators interpreted Beijing's public blasts at the incoming administration as 

ominous signs, as will be shown below. Nonetheless, at that point they seemingly felt their home fences 

were secure enough to allow some probing. Deeming a Chinese rebuff quite Iikely, the administration 

considered some modest and tentative exploratory gestures.2' 

Both the "Correspondents" and "Mongolian" overtures, the principal measures elected, carried a 

low domestic risk in the eyes of key offlcials. First, the Democrats could claim both endeavours had 

originated in the Eisenhower days. lndeed, Christian Herter's tenure as Secretary of State saw Washington 

challenge Beijing, in public and private, to agree to the exchançe of reporters. Depaning from the previous 

American position, State indicated it would recommend granting, on an individual bais, an entry waiver to 

bona fde Chinese Cornmunist reporters. Beijing spumed the offer, tirst demanding a removal of any 

conditions, and then, reversing its "Bandung phase" position, asserting that no minor or subsidiary issues 

could hence be discussed or settled at Warsaw until the primary issue of Taiwan was disposed of. Second, 

the "Correspondents" overture was the only specific gesture toward the PRC to win FE'S approval, while 

21 Merncon IFK-Hollyoake, 3 March 1961, FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 22, 21-2; Roger Hilsmari, To .tfow o A'urion: The 
Politics of Foreign Policy in the Administration of John F. Kenneày (Garden City, N. Y .: Doublrday. 1967). 304. 
For Galbraith's illumination of the issue. see Senate Cornmittee on Foreign Relations, John K. Gaibruith 
Conftrmation Hearings, 87th Cong., 1st sess., 24 Mach 1961, 42-3, John K. Galbraith. Ambarsador's Journal: rl 
Personal Accounr of the Kennedy Years (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1969), 4041. A qualification is duc: Professor 
Galbraith. a self-confident pcrson who regardcd himself an intimate member o f  Kennedy's entourage. also cmerged 
- as demonsmted below - as the only principal personage to advocate American acquiscence in China's admission 
to the U.N. Hrncr, Galbraith may have been biaed in his impression chat Kennedy wiis not troubled by his 
unchancteristically guarded disclosure. For Galbraith's seif-image as a non-mal1able chmcter who is not above 
self+dculating manipulation to score points in the bumucratic squabblc scr idem. I I  LiJe in Our Times (Boston: 
Houghton Mimin, 198 1). 400. 



Rusk informed Kennedy he anticipated little Congressional difficulties on the Mongolian score. Third, the 

"Correspondents" initiative not only enjoyed a uniforrn support in "Kennedyite" ranks but had been 

popular in the late fiflies with the media in general and even with that towering Chiang apologist, Henry 

7 1  

Luce." 

Washington launched its trial balloon on March 7, 1961 at the 103" ambassadorial talk in 

Warsaw. After a postponement in the talks designed to both review the expediency of the Warsaw channel 

and appraise new measures, the Kennedy administration revived the proposal to exchange correspondents. 

Following Rusk's instructions, Beam tried a new approach to circumvent the Chinese Communist refusal to 

discuss "minor questions." Assuming a rather conciliatory tone, he stated that if each side selected an equal 

number of the other's conespondents from a list of names submitted by the other, the Chinese 

Communists' demands for reciprocity would be met. To no avail. however. Beijing still refused to discuss 

the ot'fer until Washington withdrew its forces fiom Taiwan. Washington's revised offer, in April, met 

Concurrently, another initiative gathered pace. During Febniary and Mrirch, Under-secretiuy 

Bowles energetically canvassed State's opinion regarding the establishment of diplornatic relations with 

Outer Mongolia. receiving an affirmative response from the Department's European section and a negative 

one tiom FE. Rusk himself was not lukewarm about the motion, as Hilsman rnaintains, but rather 

enthusiastic. By April, in fact, he instructed the American ambassador in Moscow, Lewellyn Thomson, to 

extend a feeler to his Mongotian counterpart so as to determine whether Ulm Bator would be receptive to 

the exchange of missions and willing to provide facilities and g u m t i e s  for an effective U.S. embassy. 

22 Krnnrth T. Young, Yegotiattng with the Chinese Communists: The United States Erperiem. 1353-1 767 (New 
York: McGraw Hill. 1968)- 22 1-232; Parsons, "A New Approach," supra Note 8: "Diplornatic Recognition of Outrr 
Mongolis" mcmo Rusk to Kennedy, 23 May 1961. FRUS i96i-63. Vol. 22.4 17-19: Taiking Points For Use in 
Discussing United States Decision to Propose Exchiuiging Diplornatic Relations with Outer Mongolis- memo 
Brooks Hays to Lyndon Johnson, f. "793 C.028- 106 1 ." box 2 162, RG 59. NA; Patricia Nrils. China images in the 
Lqe und Times oiHenry Luce (Savage, Md: Bowman & Linlefield 1990), 275. 

23 Hilsman. To iMove, 304: Young, Negotiating, 24 1-2: Parsons to Rusk, 19 February 196 1. FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 32. 
9- 1 1 : Deptel Rusk to Beam, 4 March 196 1, Ibid.. 22-25; Embtel Beam to DOS, 7 Mach 196 1. Ibid.. 25-6: Deptel 
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Tangue." Newsweek 57 (Match 20, 196 1). 50. 



M e r  a delay probably caused by the pressure of successive international crises, Kennedy approved the 

measure, with Rusk again advocating it strongly. The probes with Mongolian authorities, held in June, 

prompted a cautiously satisfied State Department announcement. Diplomatic relations seemed in the 

offing" 

The purpose of these experiments wits threefold. Propaganda calculations certainly figured. Partly, 

the "correspondents" overture was designed to "expose" Chinese inflexibility. The opening towards 

Mongolia was similarly intended to demonstnte to European allies and Asian neutnls alike that the U.S. 

was reasonable and discerning in its attitude towards Communism in Asia. Kusnitz is quite apt in 

presenting the gestures as a device to win suppon from world opinion for a tough determination to contain 

Beijing's presumed expansionism. A case in point is Kennedy's playing up of China's rejection of the 

correspondents initiative in a subsequent news conference, announcing in ringing tems that the United 

States was "not prepared to surrender in order to get a relaxation o f  ten~ions."~ 

Substantive concerns also underlay the overtures, however. The relevant literature has 

underestimated the degree to which improving intelligence covenge was a panmount concern of several 

key Kennedy figures in this regard. As to exchanging correspondents, both Kennedy and Rusk had 

underlined this factor in the late fifiies, as we have seen. Senator Mike Mansfield and State's Soviet expert 

Foy Kohler both cherished a mission in Ulan Bator primarily as a vehicle to augment Arnerican monitoring 

capabilities in an area forrnerly virtually inaccessible. There was special interest in gathering information 

on Sino-Soviet differences and developments in the Russian and Chinese western peripheries (recently 

74 Hilsman, To Move. 306-7; "Diplomatic Recognition of Outer Mongolia* Rusk to Kennedy. and "Talking Points." 
Brooks Hays to L. Johnson, supra note 20; "Proposal for US Recognition of the Mongolian People's Ropublic." 
memo Foy D. Kohler to Bowles. 1 March 1961; "Proposal for US Recognition of the Mongolian People's 
Republic", memo J. Graham Parsons to Bowles, 27 March 1961; Mrmo Bmle to Rusk, 29 May 1961; Memo 
Brooks Hays to Senator Dodd 6 JuIy 196 1,  dl in f. "793 C.OZ8- 106 1 ."' box 2 162. RG 59, NA. 

25 Parsons, "A New Approach," supra Note 8; Hilman. 7'0 Move. 306; Kusnitz Public Opinion, 97: Kennedy Ptrss 
Conference, 8 M m h  196 1, PPP, 196 1, 159. 



fraught with ethnic and cultural tensions on the Chinese side). Rusk made it perfectly ciear to Kennedy that 

he was amcted to the information-gathering possibilities as well.'" 

Both probes also owed much to the new administration's impufse to check China's progress in the 

nuclear field. Draw ing partly on Soviet sources, by mid- 1 96 1 Washington anticipated a Chinese nuclear 

detonation possibly as early as 1962, and most probably not later than 1964." Against rhis backdrop. as 

Political Scientist Arthur Waldron implies, the ûoubled administration opted initially for the "carrot" 

approach in the form of the "correspondents" overture, Temporarily swept aside were the objections to 

inducing China to partake in the disannament mechanism, voiced by the likes of Panons. Leading 

Democntic Senators (Stuart Symington and Mike Mansfield) and key officiais sounded the alarm bells. 

They henlded the imperative of tinding ways to incorponte China into any future arms control 

mechanism. Especially persistent were Stevenson, Special Coordinator for Disarmament John J. McCloy. 

and Rusk, who underscored this point to general, congressional, and British audiences. I f  the talks on 

nuclear testing and disarmament succeeded, Rusk told British ambasador Harold Caccia, "it would be 

rssential to have the [PRC] inc~uded.'*~' indeed, Kennedy himself publicly concurred in a portrayal of the 

correspondents initiative as an initial step in a graduated probe. '" 

26 Sec: Kohler to Bowles. "Proposa1 for U.S. Recognition". supra note 22; Rusk to Kennedy. "Diplornatic 
Recognition." supru note 20; Brooks Hays to L. Johnson, "Tdking Points," supra note 10: Lrwellyn Thomson's 
Staternmt. 13 Febni;ts. 196 1. E~ecutive Sessions 13: 1 ( 196 1 ). 1 70. 

27 Cf. Chang, Friendr and Enemies. 229; Vladislav M. Zubok. .*Unwnpping the Enigma: What war Behind the Sortel  
Challenge in the 1960s?." in K u n z  cd.. The Diplomacy of rhe Crucial Decude, 179 fn. 62; *VIE 13-2-60. "The 
Chinrse Communist Atomic Energy Program," 13 December 1960. The U.S. Intelligence Communiry: Organkurion. 
Operurioru, und ,Management (Alexandria Virginia: Chadwyck-HeaIey. 1990), microfilm; "Sino-Soviet Afhirs." 
INR Rzpon 8 100.20. January 196 1. t': "INR Rcpon 8 100.20." box 14. JCT Popers; "US policy toward China." 
Edwud Rice, ( S f P  6 1 159). 26 October 1961. f: W P - 6  1 159: US policy towards Chinri. 10/26/6 1 ," ibid "Laos.'* 
rnerncon 29 Apd  196 1. FRUS 196 1-63, Vol. 24, Laos Crisis ( 1 9941, 154; "A Stntegic Analysis of the lmpiict of the 
Acquisition by Communist China of a Nucim Cripabiiity," JCSM-125-6 1. JCS to McNaman 26 June 196 1. FRt'S 
1961-63, Vol. 22, 84-5; "Chinese UN Representation," DCI briefing, 18 December 1961. f: "China Grnenl 
12 1616 1 - i 3 3  116 1 ", NSF:CO. box 22, JFKL (The paper's conclusions a p p w  in I bid.. 162- 167). 

28 Cf. Hilsman. To ,I.love. 304; Arthur Waldron, "Frorn Nonexistent to Almost Normal: US.-China Relations in the 
1960s." in Kunz, ed., The Diplomacy of the Crucial Decade, 226; Lewellyn Thomson Siritement. 13 February 196 1. 
mpra note 24, 169; Mrmcon Rusk - Caccia, 14 Mach 1961, FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 2 3  29: "Briefing on 
Forthcoming Geneva Test Ban Conference, " John J. McCloy Tmimony, 14 March 1961, Ereczrlive Sessions 13: 1 
(1961), 267. 

29 Kennedy Press Confennce, 8 March, PPP 1961, 159. Interestingly, the gnduatrd probe outlinrd by the Conlan 
report also chose the otrer to exchange journaiisls as the opening garnbit. Written for the Senate Foreign Relations 
Cornmittee in 1959 and s a e d  by such Academic upstarts as the Japan scholar Robert Scaiapino. this controversial 



The record thus shows, however obliquely, that the American attempt to revitalize the 

correspondents issue constituted a preliminary test of China's diplornatic intentions. Had Beijing proved 

receptive, the administration might have indulged in some funher experiments, cnving some convol over 

China's nuclear development. in spite of China's rejection, the administration periodicalfy tabled versions 

on the correspondents initiative at the Wanaw t ~ l b . ~ '  As well, the president did keep the door ajar for 

some modification of the embargo on mde with china." He also continued throughout to voice his support 

for unilatenlly removing the passport restrictions on tnvel to China. on the grounds of both the principle 

involved and the need to obtain better information on the main~and.~' On balance, however, Kusnitz strikes 

a sound note in concluding that the Chinese rebuff "seerns CO have definitely proved to the president the 

need to maintain America's unyielding posture toward the mainland: signs of Chinese rnodention did not 

yet exist."" 

As noted above, the administration stepped up the Mongolian feeler afier the Correspondents 

proposal had corne to naught. Rather than coincidental, this appears to represent a switch from the "carrot" 

to the "stick" strategy-to achieve the aim of blocking China's joining the nuclear club. As American 

report envisagrd a staged process. During the fim stage. the US would cxchange journalists. çonclude informal 
discussions with PRC representatives. and hold informal md privatc discussions with Americo's allies to solicit 
ideas. Progessing to the relaxation of mde restrictions and the implementation of a two-Chinas solution. the 
proccss would culminate in a maty of commerce. Kennedy was alerted to the report as a matter of course in his 
çapacity as a member of the Foreign Relations Committec. See The Conlon Assoctares Report. [Ssarch for 
bibliogmphical details. N.KJ, 549-550: "Conlon Associates Study on the Far East" memo Car1 Müroy ta Al1 
members of the Cornmittee on Foreign Relations, 14 Dccember 1959. fi "Foreign Policy - Far East." box 789, PrcP. 

30 See # 1930 Bcam to DOS, 29 lune 196 1, FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 22, 86; #279 Beam to DOS, 15 August 196 1. Ibid.. 
120- 12 1 ; #924 S e m  to DOS, 28 November 1961, [bid.. 169; #83 Cabot to DOS, 12 luIy 1962. Ibid.. 293; iC968 
Cabot IO DOS, 13 December 1962. Ibid.. 332-333; #926 Cabot to DOS, 13 Novembcr 1963. Ibid.. 407. By the end 
of the Kennedy period the initiative hiis become an ossificd item in the ritualized exchange at W m w .  

31  Kennedy Press Conference, March 8 196 1, PPP. 158. Sce also fn. 177 below. Through lare 1963. otficial 
deliberations on trade, cxcluding food relief. were few and tàr between. For an extensive covcragc of the food aspect 
see Ch. 4. 

32 Abba P. Schw;irtz. The Open Society (New York: W. Morrow. 1968). 28. Appointrd h d  of the bureau uf Security 
and Consuls @airs at state in 1962, Schwarz by his own account urged that the US remove the passport 
mic t ions .  Faced with Kennedy's refusa1 to press the issue in pnctice, Schwartz followed the pattern of most 
iidvoçates of policy review at State and faulted Rusk for presumed spoken or silent intransigrnçc. Ibid. 85-87, In 
light of Rusk's unfailing advocacy of journalists exchangr: during the period in question, Schwarz appmrs to have 
been miss. 

33 K u s n i ~  Public Opinion, 97. See also Ibid., 122 fn. 30. For a discussion on whether this and other incidents in 196 1 
arnounted to a "fost opportunity" to improve bilateral relations, see p.., 



I l l  

observers well knew, Mongolia's orientation had become a major point o f  contention in the evolving Sino- 

Soviet dispute. T h e  probe into American recognition of Soviet-oriented Mongolia was undertaken in 

Moscow and with Soviet blessing. lts proponents hoped the venture would signal to the Kremlin 

Washington's leaning toward Moscow in the Sino-Soviet c o n t r ~ v e n ~ . ~  

Construed as a "confidence-building measure," the Mongolian probe certainly conformed with the 

objective of exploring the prospects for an American-Soviet comrnon ground vis-à-vis the Chinese nuclear 

problem. True, the authors of the Mongolian initiative do not seem to have explicitly specified this motive. 

Yet the circumstantial evidence is telling and quite conclusive. During May 1961, the Russians sought to 

impress upon American oficiaIs their concern over China's nuclear progress and made a concened effort 

to project an accommodating posture during the confidentiat and recently launched disarmament talks in 

Moscow. Toward the end of the month, during the preparations for the Vienna surnmit, Kennedy's advisers 

recommended that the president cautiously sound out Khrushchev on a common understanding about 

China. including the need to prevent Beijing frorn becoming a nuclear power. Kennedy finolly approved 

the Mongolian approach the next day." 

Essentially, the administration introduced no other initiatives on the China front in 196 1 .  

Moreover, even the "pro-Soviet," anti - PRC Mongolian overture was suspended, as is shown below. 

Coming to grips with this phenornenon requires a brief survey of the foreign policy experience the 

Kennedy team had accumulated by mid- 196 1. 

Whenever called upon subsequently to analyze China policy during the Kennedy years, Dean 

Rusk unfailingly recalled a May 196 1 tête-à-tête he had had with Kennedy in the Oval Office. According 

34 Hilsman, To ,C(ove, 306; Kohlcr, "Proposal for US Recognition," supra fn. 22; #2088 DOS to embiissy bloscow. 29 
May 196 1.  FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 22.4 19420. 

35 Arthur Dean, "Briefing on U.S. Policy at the Geneva Test Ban Conference." 4 May 1961. Eicecuriue Sessions 13: 1 
( 196 1 ), 496-7; Zubok, "Unwrapping the Enigma," 153; "Communist China" President's Meeting with Khrushchcv 
Meeting Paper, May 25. f: "USSR-Vienna Meeting - Background Documents. 1953-196 1 (G-2)." POF. box 126. 
JFKL: Mrmo BattIe to Rusk, mpra note 24. For detriilrd analyses o f  the Sino-Soviet and nuclcar dimensions. see 
chapters 7 and 8 below. 



to Rusk's recapitulation, he came to the meeting personally inclined to expand the diaIogue with the PRC 

and broached the subject of change in China policy to solicit Kennedy's response. Kennedy asked hirn to 

outline the alternatives and assess their ramifications. Then he explained that the politics of the matter 

precluded any attempt at change at the present. With his razor-thin victory, Kennedy was very cautious 

about choosing his battles. From his standpoint, the benetit of a more realistic stance on China was not 

worth the risk of double defeat-severe political controversy and outspoken Congressional outrage at home 

as well as a Chinese rejection in the end (a Likely outcome in Kennedy's eyes in light of China's 

vituperation of the adrnini~tration).'~ 

Kennedy capped the meeting with a word of caution. Rusk recollected. "What's more, Mr. 

Secretary. I don't want to read in the Washington Post and the New York T h s  that the State Department is 

thinking about a change in China policy."37 Rusk nodded his assent. In his own words. thereafter he 

"played the village idiot," stonewalled any efforts at modifications, and never intimated the private 

discussion to his subordinates lest the story make the next morning's headlines.'" 

Quite naturally, Rusk has remained an exclusive source on this private, seminal and confidential 

conversation. As well, his version is evidentfy self-serving. Over the years, a debate h a s  evolved as to 

whether Rusk or Kennedy should be assigned prirnary responsibility for the perpetuation of existing policy. 

Rusk's account rehtes the charge of undue rigidity and zealousness on China policy IeveIled against him 

by a number of critical subordinates and historians. The rigidity was not his, but Kennedy's. Rusk was 

merely living up to his standards of integrity and public service by keeping the discussion to himself. 

36 Drim ruid Richard Rusk, tls I Saw It (New York: Penguin Books. 1990). 282-3; Thomas J. Schocnbnum. Wuging 
Peace and Wur: Dean Rusk and the Tmrnan. Kennedy. and Johnson Yeurs (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1988). 
387-8; Warren 1. Cohen. Deun Rusk (Totawa, N I :  Cooper Squm. 1980). 165. The meeting prabnbiy took place an 
May 5. FRUS Editorial Note, FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 22,55. 

37 Schoenbaum, Waging Peace. 388. 

38 ROH, "Rusk II" transcnpt, 7-8. 

39 James Thomson. Gaibraith, Hilsman, and Foster Rhea Dulles have bcen among the most strident critics of Rusk on 
this score. See James Thomson, "On the Making," 233; James ïhomson OH, 22 July 1971. LBIL; Hilsman OE4. 15 
May 1969, LBIL; Foster Rhea Dulles, American Policy Towurd Communist Chinu, 1949-1969 (New York: Thomas 
Y. Crowell. 1972), 192; John K. Galbraith, A L i / r  in Our Times (Boston: Houghton Mimin. 1981). 402406.328 fn. 
3. Cohen and Fetzer have convencly pinned the lion's share of responsibility on Kennedy. fames Fetzer. "Clinging 
to Containment: China Policy," in Thomas G. Paterson, ed. Kennedy's Quesr for C'icrow American Foreign Policy. 



Hence, the validity of Rusk's version merits close consideration. With no direct corroborating 

sources available, one is lefl with no recourse but to appraise the plriusibility of this version on the basis of 

present genenl knowledge of Kennedy's and Rusk's state of mind and outlook during May 196 1. One may 

deduce that borh Kennedy and Rusk, while open to cautious tactical manoeuvres, were disinclined in May 

196 1 to explore the prospects of a rapprochement with the PRC. 

Rusk seems less than fully candid about his own attitude corning into the meeting. At this 

juncture, he appears to have been only slightly more willing than his president to allow the CCP the benefit 

of the doubt. His implicit suggestion that he did favour some change teceives some support from China 

hands' recollection that early in Kennedy tenure he had promised to rehabilitate them.40 In February 1961, 

Rusk also did not reject outright Senator William J. Fulbright's proposal to initiate a public debate on the 

Conlon report (Rusk professed to hzve been unaware of the report-probably less than sincerely, as he was 

well abreast of trends in American China policy in the 1950s)." At the same rime. on these occasions Rusk 

may also have been paying lip service to the "never say never" principle, Another remark to the Senate 

Foreign Relations Cornmittee undencores his pessim ism about the prospects of CCP receptivity to any 

American approaches. Echoing the basic coordinates of his late 1950s China outlook. Rusk stated that [the 

Chinese] ''have had no truck with this period of civility that 1 mentioned as far as Moscow and Washington 

are c ~ n c e r n e d . ' ~ ~  

Rusk's account of Kennedy's instructions, nevertheless, confoms perfectly to what is now known 

about Kennedy's mood and disposition in May 1961. Apparencly, a multitude of factors combined to set 

Kennedy against a shifi in China policy. Several of them emanated directly fiom his China perspective. 

1961-63 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989). esp. 18 1: Wmen 1. Cohen, "The United States and China 
Since 1945." in New Frontiers in American-East clsiun Relations: h a y s  Presenied to Dorot& Borg, ed. Warren 1. 
Cohen (New York: Columbia University Press. 1983). 160. 

40 Ely J. Kahn. The China Han&: Amerka's Foreign Service Oflcrrs and What Bejell Them (New York: Viking. 
1975). 22-23. 

41 "U.S. Foreign Policy," Rusk testimony. 28 Febntaiy 1961, fiecutive Sessiom 13: 1 ( 1961), 206. 

42 Ibid.. 205. 



As demonstrated in the previous chapter, Kennedy came to power inclined towards a heightened 

threat perception of China. During his first weeks in office, he ofien propagated this theme. "1 think that 

anyone who looks ... at the incre~ing  power of the Communist bloc, the belligerency which marks the bloc, 

particularly the Chinese Communists," he said in his second press conference. "...would corne to the 

conclusion that we are going to be severely tested in the next 4 years.'43 As noted above. the abortive 

March probe only clinched his conviction of China's unrelenting hostility. 

This grim assessment was nurtured by twin concems, China's nuclear potential and her standing 

as both a source of inspiration and support for wan of national liberation. The previous chapter 

documented Kennedy's Counter-lnsurgency (C.I.) preoccupation during his Senate days: Rostow, for one. 

believes that a reputation for expertise in this field helped him join Camelot as Deputy National Security 

~ d v i s e r . ~  From his early experiences as president, Kennedy apparently deduced that Beijing was even 

more wedded to sub-conventional campaigns in the Third World than Moscow, herself on the offensive in 

that front. Historians and conternporaries have agreed that Kfinishchev's "National Liberation" speech of 6 

January 1961 tumed Kennedy's anxiety over what he liked to cal! "subtermnean war" into something 

approach ing an obsession ." As a leading authority on the Kennedy-Khrushchev encoun ter p u 6  it, -'Since 

election day, Kennedy had been trying to read the conflicting signals from Moscow. Did Khrushchev 

intend to caoperate or drive for world domination? With this speech, Kennedy thought he had the answer." 

Taking the speech to be the "clue to the Soviet Unionfie insmicted his top aides to 3nwardly digest" it." 

Still, before the Vienna summit Kennedy deemed Khrushchev "not ri real revolutionist ... he's never going 

to cany a revolution to the point where he thinks it is going to produce a war with us.'J7 

43 8 Frbmriry 1961, PPP. 69. Sec: also Kennedy's Stace of the Union address IO Congres. 30 January 1961. DSB 
-44: 1 129 (February 13, 1961 ), 2 1 O. 

34 W. W. Rostow OH. LBJL. 

$5 Michriel R Beschloss. The Crisis Yrars, 86; Arthur M. Sçhleinger. Jr.. A Thousand Days: John F. Kenneth, in the 
White House (Boston: Houhgton Miinin. 1965), 340. 

46 Brschlass, The Crisis Yrars, JO, 4 1. Sce also: Anfiur M. Schlesingrr, Jr.. Robert Kennedy and His Times (Boston: 
Houghtan Mifflin, 1978). 422423. 

37 Beschloss. The Crisis Yews. 168. Kennedy disclosed this view to Walter Lipprnan. the minent columnist whom he 
tnrsted. Ser Leverine et al. 'The News Management Issue." 145. 



No such soothing outlook mitigated his evaluatian of the puerrilla tttreat China posed. Kcnned? 

himself read Mao on gumilla warfarc and went about urging others in the administration to do the ~ a m e . ~  

The adminimation judged the dcvtlopmcnts on the ground as affUrding cause for alarm. As t'ar as the 

Asian arena was concemeci. the administration's eyes were fixed on the unfolding crisis in Laos. Tme. 

early on leading oficials assiped p h q  responsibilib for the mrbulencc there to Moscow rather chan 

Beijing. This pat tm the? intcrpretcd. howcver. lcss as a tokcn of Chincsc ratraint and more as rellecting 

either a uaditional South East Asian misaust of the Chinese (Kmnedy's assumption) or Moscow's drive to 

keep China out of the region as pan of the dccpening Sino-Soviet feud (Ambassador to Moscow Llcwellyn 

Thomson's reminder to the Presidrn~ which Kennedy obviously only pamally mdoncd)." In an> case. by 

the late surnmer of 196 1 the trend in Washington shifted to holding the Chinesc more accountablc than thc 

50 Russians for Cornmunist activities in Laos. while Kennedy's advisers remaincd k p l y  divided. 

rhmughout the year. over the lilielihood of a Chinese thmn into Southeast ~sia ."  From Washington's 

vantage point the fingerprints of China's evil hand were even more visible closer to home. Kennedy's top 

advisers, Rusk included, detected a Chinese t h m t  into a tenain he w s  acutely sensitive about. Latin 

America in genenl and Cuba in particular. By June 1961. for example, China was branded as more activist 

than Moscow in these areas by Paul Nitze. that vetem oficial who h3d authorcd NSC-68 and wris fast 

gaining clout in the halls of power as Assistant Secret- of Defense for International Seciirity Athirs 

([SA 1." 

483ames Femr. "Clinging [O Containment" 196: Sorrnsen. Kennedy. 63 1-63?. 

49 "U.S. Foreign Policy." Rusk tenimony. supra note 4 1. 19 1 : Beschloss. The Crisis )i.urs. 23 1 ; Mcmçon NK-Dr: 
Gaulle. 3 1 May 196 1. FRGS 1961-63, Vol. 24.2 19-220. 

50 Cohen, Dean Rurk, 13 1: Rice, "US policy towiud China" 26 October 196 1. supru noir 27. 

5' For dctailed anaiyses of the Southest Asim factor in Sino-American relations. sec Chaptct 6 below. 

57 Debonh Shapley, Promire and Power: The Li/e and Times of Robert ,ttc:Vomnro (Boston: Little. Brown. 1993 ). 
126: "U.S. Foreign Policy," Rusk testimony, supra note 39. 223; "The Cuban Situation," Paul Nitzc tcstirnony 
beforr: the Subcomittee on American Republics Affairs of the Sennte Furcign Rçhtions Cornmittcc. 8 Junr: 1961. 
Exesutive Sessions 13 :2 ( 196 1 ). 75. 



That Kennedy was also enormously worried about China's emergence as a nuclear power has 

been widely recognized in the literanire." The spectre of an eivly detonstion "chilled the president who. 

according to the [oflen cited] recoliection of Walt Rostow, believed that 'the biggest event of the 1960s 

may well be the Chinese explosion of a nuclear ~ e a ~ o n . " ' ~  This problem concemed the President from the 

very outset. In early May, for instance, he told New York Times columnist Arthur Krock that he was moved 

to "perhaps uselessly prolonged efforts at (the Geneva disarmament talks] by the intense desire to do 

everything possible to assure that Communist China won? have a bomb."" 

By early May, the Russian card loomed large on Washington's horizons in this regard. As will be 

shown in detail in chapter 8, Kennedy's aides grew positive that Beijing's nuclear progress weighed 

heavily on the Soviets. They hoped the Vienna summit would signal the initiation of some common ground 

with the Soviets on this front? ~ e n n e d ~ ' s  aforementioned endonement of the Mongolisn initiative 

suggests he fully shared this expcctancy. His reticence on China in May may have then sprang also from 

his desire to prove Washington a trustworthy partner in a tacit "alignment" with Moscow vis-à-vis Beijing. 

But Kennedy's hopes were bitterly dashed at Vienna. Khrushchev may have corne to the summit 

intending to "frighten" his younger counterpart, or was exaspented at the lack of American initiative over 

~erlin." Whatever the case, the two leaders sparred over almost every issue. save Laos. China policy was 

no exception. ObviousIy in a combative mood and determined to set the terrns of discussion, Ktirushchev 

relentlessly kept the focus on the Taiwan aspect. Thrown on the defensive and off-balance, Kennedy 

53 See Young, Negotiating with the Chinese Communists. 253; Nancy S. Simon. "From the Chinese Civil War to the 
Shanghai Communiquti: Chnnging U.S. Perceptions of China as a Security Threat" (Ph.D. Jiss.. Johns Hopkins 
University, 1982), 225; Chang, Friendr und Enemies. Ch. 8; Fetzer. "Clinging to Contiiinment." 179; R o s e m q  
Foot.. The Practice of Power: U.S. Relarions with China Since 1 949 (Oxtkrd: Clarendon Press. 1995). 1 78. 

s4 Chang, Friends and Enernies, 229. 

55 Krock interview with IFK 5 May 196 1 ,  Book III. p.342. AK Papen. 

56 Cf. Foot. The Proctice offower, 128-9; Chang, Friends and Enemies. 230-1; NIE 4-24  1, "Attitudes of Key World 
Powers on Dismarnent Issues," 6 April 196 1. FRUS 1961-63 Vol. 7, Arms Control and DisPrmament ( 1995). 37: 
President's Meeting with Khnishchcv Meeting Paper, May 25. "Communist China," supra note 34. 

For rxplanations of Khrushchev's behaviour set: Zubok. nUnwrapping the Enigma" 153-4. The China portion was 
the 1 s t  to be declassified James N. Giglio. "Pm frustrations and New Opponunities: Resezvching the Kennedy 
Presidency at the Kennedy Library," Presidential Shtdies Quarteriy 222 ( l992), 377. 



seerningly reasoned the time was not opportune for broaching the issue of China's nuclear deveiopment 

directly. On June 3, he still sought Khrushchev sympathy by comparing Moscow's "cordiality" toward the 

United States favounbly with Beijing's hostility-which was, he argued, at the root of Arnerican-Chinese 

impasse. Khrushchev proved unresponsive. Nor was Kennedy more successful the next day. As Chang 

concludes, the Soviet leader "did not lunge for the 'China bait' when Kennedy indirectly tied the China 

issue into his advocacy of a nuclear test-ban by citing a Chinese proverb, 'a thousand-miles joumey begins 

with one step."' The President's spoil was nothing but a testy and pointless verbal duel.'" 

With the "Soviet card" unplayable at this point, Kennedy's concerns about Beijing mounted. By 

October, in fact, sepante threads of troubled analysis has been blended into one sweeping perception of 

anxiety. He gloomily told Arthur Krock that the domino theory had lost its validity: China was bound to 

develop an atomic bomb. and "from that moment on they will dominate South East AS~B."~"  

IV. 
On top of Kennedy's China predilections, the impact of unrelated crises goes a long way to 

explaining his reticence on China during the latter part of 196 1. 

In May 196 1. Kennedy was operating under the fresh and traumatic shadow of the abortive Bay of 

Pigs invasion. As historian Diane Kunz observes, the Cuban calamity genented tremendous domestic and 

psychological pressure on the "young" president, untested as a leader, to take a hard line against 

~ o m m u n i s m . ~  In the China context, the heat carne. for example, from vice-president Lyndon B. Johnson. 

just then emerging as a leading ROC champion in govemment circles. Returning from his Asian trip, he 

faulted the Amencan press as too critical of chiang6' Considering Be fiasco the worst defeat of his career. 

58 The China portions of the Vienna meeting are conveyed in FRUS 1961-63. Vol. 22. 70-2. S e  aiso Chang. Frirndi 
and Enrmies. 23 l . 

59 Krock interview with JFK, 1 1 October 196 1, book III, 343. AK Papen. 

60 Kunz introduction to tdem.. cd., The Crucid Decade, 6. 

61 "The Vice president on his ment World Trip," 75 May 196 1. Erecutive Sessiom 13: 1 ( 196 1). 635. 647: "Mission 
to Southeast Asia India and Priki-" Mrrno Johnson to Kennedy. n.d.. reprinted in Walt W. Rostow. The C'rrited 
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anticipating it would stand to discredit him for genentions to corne, and gripped by self-depreciating 

gloom, the president was apprehensive lest the Communists capitalize on the undermining of both his and 

American prestige to make inroads by creating crises al1 over the world. With State detecting a widespread 

"mood of concem" about the course of US foreign policy in the wake of the fiasco, the president felt he 

could not lightly afford to expend his resources aggravating this overall impression by toying with 

explosive China policy departures. '' 

This pattern held throughout the year. In the words of Robert Kennedy-brother, confidante, md 

an ascending foreign policy actor following the fiasco -- 1961, from Washington's standpoint, was 

evolving into "a very mean year."" Alami bells resonated constantly. "Seeming U.S. retreats on Cuba and 

Laos, and 'ernbarnssments' in Berlin, the Congo, and Vienna and on nuclear arms testing, made it 

impentive for the President to show resolve on other i s s~es . "~  

More generally, this perception of American setbacks in foreign affriirs and in space served to 

place China policy on the back burner. As illustnted palpably by the number of his interactions with 

advisers and legislative leaders, gathering clouds on the international scene paired with a demanding 

legislative package to stretch Kennedy's agenda (and stamina) to the limit between March and ~ a ~ . ' '  

Constantly preoccupied and em battled by the march of disappointments, Kennedy felt, in Beschloss's apt 

phrase. .'ovenaken by e v e n t ~ . " ~  This aura of drifi, in fact. was suong rnough to provoke uneasiners among 

the White House foreign policy staff: Asia watcher Robert Komer pointed to the habit of reverting, under 

stress, to short-range and haphazard policymaking, in the absence of a long-range, consistent and 

62 Bcschloss. Crisis Years, 143; Irving L. Janis. Groupthink Psychological Studies of Poiicy Decisiom und Firrscos 
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inherently coherent fnrnework for policy. On far closer tems with the president, Komer's chief permitted 

himself a note of admonition. On May 16, McGeorge Bundy urged Kennedy to ponder the pros and cons 

of' issues in a more orderly fashion, and informed him that his National Security Staff "lack[ed] a CO- 

ordinated sense of what the president ~ant[ed]."~' It seems clear that during the latter half of 1961, 

executivc energy was too consumed by other matters to allow for a ciireful and well-CO-ordinated review of 

China policy positions and procedures. 

As well, Kennedy's concluding words to Rusk during their seminal May China policy meeting 

testify to a his shattered confidence in the foreign policy appantus in the Cuban debacle's afiemiith. This 

development was spotted by most administration offkials, who "subsequently agreed that the president 

hencefonh treated al1 the proposais that reached him with far greater skepticism.'" More specifically, these 

words rilso betray Kennedy's mistrust of State, a disposition well established from other contexts. 

Typically. he regarded Foggy Bottom a "ball of jelly," an overstaffed bureaucracy crippled by habit and 

tradition." Several other documents also contirm that around May, Kennedy's obsession with leaks. which 

underlay the Kennedy-Rusk consultation, becarne pronounced. This concem with leiiks (which Rusk 

shared) may well have been in itself both a factor for shelving initiatives, and a reinforcement for Rusk's 

own predilection not to disclose any sense of the meeting to his subordinates." Finally. George Ball and U. 

Alexis Johnson both maintain that the president was prone to postponing unpleasant decisions on major 

67 'Timing of a Basic Policy Review," mrmo Komer to Bundy. 1 1 April 1961. f: "Komer 4/1/614/16/61." NSF 
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issues where results wouId not be immediately apparent. Historian Moya Ann Ball has recently asserted 

that Kennedy's accent on brevity and speed of expression served to defer the tackling of complex and long- 

t e n  problems. Kennedy's decision to assen the status quo on China policy jibes with these observations." 

Apparently, then, the president was deterrnined in May 196 1 to stay the conservative course on 

China policy. Whether he settled on a particular time frame for adhering to this position is far more 

obscure. George Ball and historian and Kennedy Special Assistant Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., both recalied 

that Kennedy had intended to uphold the status quo for a year more. By most accounts on closer terms with 

the president and yet a newcorner to the foreign pof icy inner circle in Spring 196 1, Theodore Sorensen 

conversely doubted that Kennedy Iiad in 196 1 anticipated a re-evaluation of policy in mid- 1962. Direct and 

conclusive proof is unavailable either way. Under such circurnstances. possibly most instructive is the 

retrospective comment of the other novice on the foreign policy arena, the ultimate insider Robert 

Kennedy: "1 don't know that [JFK had ever] had any great long-mge concepts of what we'd do as far as 

Red China is concerned."" 

IV. 
During most of 196 1, the top echelon's aversion to experimentation in China policy encountered 

few effective challengers from below. The Fragmentary nature of second-echelon urge for China policy 

review sanctioned the policymaking dehy. 

In their subsequent reconstructions of the 196 1 arena, "revisionists" among China policy advisers 

have habitually presented themselves as antithetic to the prevailing conservative ehos on chinan A close 
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scrutiny of the record refutes this self-portrait in one crucial respect. In fact, most of these "revisionists" - 
James C. Thomson, Robert Komer and Chester Bowles-embraced the predominant axiom that China was 

inherently bent on expansion by virtue of both traditional posture and Comrnunistic doctrine (Bowles also 

accentuated a Lebensraum drive, as will be shown in Chapter 4). Containment of this presumed drive was a 

topmost objective for them ail. Similady premised was even the most comprehensive and fa-reaching 

"revisionist" statement o f  the period, Edward Rice's 26 October "US Policy Toward China." Walt W. 

Rostow was apparently scouting quite a lonely tnck in Washington when he sought, in August, to win 

Kennedy over to his argument that "Communist China [was] a deeply sick country ... in no mood for great 

adventures. whatever Chet [Bowles] saYs."" The alternative image, of a Chinese leadership quite moderate 

in action if not in words, began to dominate the revisionist thnisr only with the bureaucratie reshuffle 

around the mm of the year and the advent of Allen S. Whiting to governrnent. 

What distinguished the "revisionist" opentives in 1961 was their sense that China policy was 

sterile and got short shrift. They shared a resentment to what they regarded as a reactive, lethargic and 

piecemeal policymaking pattern. To their mincis, thorough re-examination of policy procedures as well as 

enhanced CO-ordination and ovenll planning were al1 urgent orders of the driy. Predictably, this 

consternation çrew gradually more manifest ris the top echelon retrenched and passivity settled in. ln 

March, Komer urged the estabIishment of a China task force: by mid-year, both Rostow and Roving 

Arnbassador Averell Hmirnan veered closer to questioning basic assumptions when they openly doubted 

the merits of whût Rice termed in October the policy of "no intercoune" with   hi na.'^ 
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These efforts may have contributed to the decision, discussed later in this chapter, to probe into 

Beijing's intentions in July-a rnove Rusk apparently kept hidden from the revisionists' view. Othenvise, 

they achieved little. Why was his the case? Movers and shakers obviously shouldered sorne responsibility. 

As noted, Rusk's opponents point to his stonewalling (which he justified as "playing the village idiot" to 

comply to Kennedy's instructions). To telescope ahead, Rostow's revisionist pleas were deflected by 

Kennedy himself. Still other reasons, residing in realms bcyond the top echelon's China predilections, 

require a closer look at the "revisionists" and their 196 1 policymaking milieu. 

With the possible exception of Watt Rostow, Robert W. Komer was the best positioned revisionist 

figure. Magna Cum Laude graduate from Harvard, in Combat intelligence during World War Two, Komer 

joined the nnks of the CIA's Office of National Estimates (ONE). After Kennedy's inauguration, he 

became ihe only NSC staffer to arrive from the agency. Once installed, he quickly established himself with 

both Bundy and the president. Almost always seeing issues eye to cye with Bundy, he also benefited from a 

legendary appetite for work and a penchant for writing crisp and often biting rnemos well attuned to his 

chiefs' stylistic preferences. 

Historians have recently acknowledged Komer's influence on Washington's South Asian strategy 

76 in the eariy 1960s. His abbreviated monitoring of China, lasting through 1961, has conversely received 

less notice than is due. Actually, the record shows him an involved observer who took pains to allot China 

a reasonable share of his overburdened attention. Quite regularly, he sought a creative approach on 

China-to be sure, more in ternis of modalities than of policy aims. PersonifLing the prevalent attitude at 

the White House, he singled out Foggy Bottom as a target "in need o f  prodding." Not bereft of persona1 

ambition, he was ready to himself "act as gadfly to the seed of ~ t a t e . " ~  

FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 1. fietnam ( 1988). 216; #2222 Dcptel Rusk to Harriman. 13 June 196 1, FRUS 1361-63. Vol. 
24.253. 
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Substantively, Komer showed himself to be quite incensed with the Chinese Nationalists and their 

American partisans. Endorsing the idea of double-seating for China at the United Nations, he argued that 

the former should be forced to "face the music" (meaning, accept the "successor-state" formula discussed 

below) and the latter "educated on the facts of life." Early in the year, he stood for "operation candour" 

with the Nationalists-prodding hem to rethink their positions on the UN and offshore islands issues while 

demonstrating a willingness to underwrite a long-tenn development plan as proof of unflinching general 

support. tater, his indignation grew. Particularly irritating for him was Chiang's request that the United 

States issue a public pledge to exercise its veto power to bloc Communist China's admission to the world 

body as this would "make patently clear" that [the American-inspired important question/study committee 

approach] "was a dodge." Over time, he contended, lndia and lapan represented the only countervailing 

force to "expansionist" China; over-cornmitment to Chiang's regime undermined these countries' bonds 

with Washington. Considenng Alexis Johnson and FE too lenient on Chiang, he urged Kennedy to bnng 

American misgivings home to Chiang. Kennedy would send a strong message to Chimg on August 15 

which suggested that Komer's views had at least temporarily prevailed.78 

Yet in the last anaiysis, Korner fell rather short of his China objectives. His mission to goad State 

amounted to Iittle. While Komer deemed Bowles an ally (behre the latter's demise), the detiberations of 

such State revisionists as BowIes and James Thomson contain no mention of the need to join hands with 

Komer. Thomson, who eventualty became a close associate of Komer at the NSC in the mid- 1960s. was 

actually surprised to hear in 1994 of Komer's 196 1 China focus; and Rice's lengthy thinkpiece. originatinç 

in Bundy's shop according to Komer, took a ful l  half year to complete. Neither were Komer's policy 
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proclivities crowned with success. Witness the veto pledge Kennedy ultirnately extended to Chiang. 

probably without Komer's knowledge and cenainly against his explicit advice." 

One source of Komer's diffÏculties was a flimsy bureaucntic infmtnrcture for CO-ordinating 

China-related deliberations. Compounding it were Kennedy's decisionmaking style and the distinctively 

weak guidance he provided in the China sphere. One pervasive message of Kennedy's Presidential 

campaign was the contrast between his own activist stance and that of an aging genenl who appeared to 

depend so heavily on the individuals and committees advising him? Following the recommendations of 

both Senator Henry Jackson's Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery and the transition materials 

prepared by Richard Neustadt, Kennedy hastily dismantled the highly stnictured NSC machinary that 

characterized the Eisenhower process. The interdepartmental groups that wrote papers through the 

Planning Board and the Operations Coordinating Board that helped to implement policy were both 

abolished and replaced by a Special Assistant for National Security Affairs and a small policy-oriented 

staff. The NSC staff system Kennedy and Bundy constructed presctibed a complete flow of raw 

information to the White House, a trirnmed NSC personnel, and a regional or functional specializsition as a 

staff method. As a result, the NSC staff suffered from a role and information overload. Its planning and 

operational capacities were thus stretched. Komer's case illustrates the predicament. At the CIA, Komer 

developed a regional expertise in the Middle East, not China. Under Bundy, he was initiaiIy so ebullient as 

to stake out a wide swath of territory, what he jokingly called his "empire of Darius." This included, except 

for China, hi&-level conferences, the NATO and CENT0 ailiances, military aid, overseas bases, the New 

East, North Africa, the Hom of Africa, the Sudan, China, and South Asian affain. " 
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As Komer welf realized, no China policy coordinating body was in existence to facilitate his 

situation. Rather, expected in his own words to act as the Kennedy's "eyes and ears" in interagency 

negotiations, Komer depended on strong presidential guidance and support. But Kennedy failed to deliver 

precisely on this score: as late as July 196 1, Komer admitted to be "at sea" regarding the coordinates of the 

president's China penpective.s2 Purposehl promotion of a multiple-counsel system. an urge to check 

revisionist ideas, the pressure of other issues-al1 may have figured in this avoidance on Kennedy's part. 

The record affords no conclusive due. At any rate, Komer's miscrut-iages owe rnuch to a lack of 

presidential leadership in 196 1,  a phenomenon registered by a number of historians in different and more 

generalized contexts.'" 

An admixture of these and additional factors undercut Thomson and Bowles at State. As shown in 

Ch. 2 above, Bowles assumed the Undersecretaryship rather alarmed at the extent of the Chinese mennce- 

and optimistically and eagerly searching for an opportunity to extricate American thinking frorn what he 

perceived to be a stagnant mould. Similarly inclined was Thomson, his aide and China student obviously 

inspired by John K. Fairbank's aforementioned hopes for the burial of the "who lost China" issue under 

Kennedy's s t e w a r d ~ h i ~ . ~  Instead, the two found thernselves fighting an uphill and bruising battle rooted 

only obliquely in China policy and yet with crippling consequences on their China policy clout. 

As demonstrated earlier in this chapter, no sooner had the two entered their office that they 

discovered that FE was roundiy opposed to China policy reconsiderations and that other pressing marten 

forced a diversion of their attention front china." Only signposts in the larger and fmiliar story of 

Rise of the National Security Assistant, 1961-1981." in Charles W. Krgley, Jr.. Eugene R. Wittkopf. cds.. 
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Bowles* fall from grace require mention here. Bowles started off his tenure spearheading the major trend to 

appoint outside talent. Some of the arnbassadors he had endorsed, Edwin O. Reischauer for exarnple, were 

subsequently acclairned by nearly al1 concerned-and emerged as revisionists on China policy. 

Nevertheless, Bowles* stance quite natumlly earned him the suspicion of many Foreign Service Officers 

[FSO's] who resented this move by the "outsider" Bowles as an encroachrnent on their turf and an 

expression of dismst in their professional competence. According to an associate sympathetic to Bowles, 

this breach was not healed by even Bowles' singular achievement of arranging for a circular letter from 

President Kennedy that authorized the ambassadors to "oversee and coordinate al1 the activities of the U.S. 

government" [namely, including the clandestine ones] in the countries to which they were accredited: some 

of the older FSOs apparently "wished to confine the responsibilities of the Foreign Service to traditional 

diplornatic relations."' 

Among the Foreign Service champions were Dean Rusk himself and his trusted deputy frorn the 

Truman days, Alexis Johnson. Actuafly, a persona1 tinge exacerbated Johnson's rows with Bowles over 

appointments. Through May 1 ,  196 1, Rusk and Bowles jousted cautiously over the strategic position of 

Deputy Under-secretary for Political Affairs, with Rusk opting for Johnson and Bowles wishing an 

outsider. Rusk prevailed. This estrangernent intertwined with subsuntive policy debates, China inctuded. 

China policy, it should be recalled, had engaged Johnson as both a participant in the Panmunjum peace 

tiilks and particularly as the ambassadoriai negotiator with Beijing through the fint 73 meetings (until 

December 1957). Retaining an avid interest in the subject, Johnson soon placed himself at loggerheads 

with the "revisionists" over such issues as the degree to which the ROC should be pressured to evacuate the 

offshore islands. By July, he stood in opposition to the measure most idenrifîed with Bowles, the 

Mongolian initiative.'' 
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Johnson arrived in Washington from Bangkok at the very height of the Bay of Pigs invasion. This 

fiasco occasioned probably the most severe blow to Bowles' standing with the president. The under- 

secretary's verbose public announcement of his early opposition to the operation was viewed in Kennedy's 

circle as a break of the "loyalty code" to the president, an unpardonable offence. Hence, Bowles fell into 

disfavour." By rnid-year. the increasingly assailable Bowles was accused of not having put his mind to 

"managing the store" of the State Department, a function quite tnditiondly under the under-secretary's 

domain. By that point, the department was undeniably in disarray. Confusion reigned to a degrec 

exacerbating any attempt at novel initiatives, on China policy for instance. This bleak situation was 

graphically depicfed by no other personage than Dean Acheson, no opponent of Rusk. ln a caustic "off the 

record" speech to the Foreign Service Association, he "likened the Department to a medieval court, in 

which the King reigned but did not rule and where powerful feudal barons exercised almost unlimited 

power for oAen contradictory ends in the various regions under their sway."" 

This mismanagement has subsequently been vanously ascribed to Kennedy, Rusk and the vacancy 

at the dot of Deputy Under-secretary for Political affairs through Johnson's appointment. Yet even such a 

Bowles proponent as James Thomson conceded there was a grain of tmth in charging ~ o w l e s . ~  

Finaiiy, Bowles' style and tempement failed him. He proved way out of step with the New 

Frontier's accent on pncticality. Inclined towards broad genenlintions and somewhat enamoured of 

sweeping statements, Bowles was given to presenting his ideas in lengthy and wide-ranging essays. This 

was anathema for a cautious Rusk who, by virtue of both his temperament and the constant pressure for 

results from the White House, placed a premium on succinct and specific proposals. Kennedy, very 

insrnimental penonally in instituthg the nom of crisp and "tough" brevity, grew exasperated by Bowles' 

Bowles to Stevenson, 23 JuIy 1961, supra note 5. In his memoirs. Alexis Johnson contended he found Bowles 
pcrsonaliy IikeabIe. inttllectuaIly nimulating, but administmtively inept. Johnson, The Right Hand of Power. 32 1. 
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meditative ways." 'Thet." he told Arthur Schlesinger in early May. "is not precise or decisive enough to 

get things done."" 

Thus ebbed the fortunes of Bowles. It was not until Thanksgiving that his actual ouster from State 

look place. Yet the vulnerable and bitter Bowles sensed the gathering stom as early as J U I ~ . " ~  At this very 

time, his Mongoiim initiative came under a vitriolic attack in Congress, 

v. 
To resume a chronological account. it was noted above that diplornatic relations between 

Washington and Ulm Bator seemed a distinct possibility in June. The ensuing months witnessed a steady 

retreat on the administration's part. By mid-July, with American officiais releasing non-committal 

staternents. the issue was "physically suspended in Alexis Johnson's in-box," as phrased by a State 

observer? Procmination ended on August 1 I .  State's spokesman. Lincoln White. announccd that 

exploration of this maner had been suspended." 

The domestic reasons for the administration's about-face have been arnply charted by Hi lsman. 

The Mongolian probe prompted a vigorous counterattack by the China Lobby and the "China Bloc" on 

Capitol Hill. They denounced the move as wrongheaded and as a Machiavellian preliminnry to the 

recognition of Communist China itself, designed to soflen Arnerican public opinion. The pungent tenor of 

the assault cornes through in Hilsman's recollections: 

Even the merits of Mongolia as a listening post were challenged. Senator Styles 
Bridges said that the only thing the mission would hear was 'the bleating of sheep. 

91 Cohen, Dean Rusk, 103; Moya Bail, Vietnam-On-The-Potomac, 56-7: George Ball. The Pasi ifus Anotiirr Pattern. 
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the whinnying of vast herds of wild Mongolian ponies, the lowing of cattle and 
whatever musical notes yaks may emit." 

Following press reports, the opponents of recognition singled out the already embattled Bowles. 

Soon thcir cause was assisted by an ironic trick of fate. Professor Owen Lattimore, McCarthy's principal 

target and a one-time adviser to the department on Mongolian affairs, was concurrentIy paying a private 

visit to Mongolia. Invoking the McCarthyte ghosts, Senator Thomas 3. Dodd (Democnt, Conn.) seized the 

opportunity and led the way in suggesting Lattimore was in Ulan Bator in sin official capacity. The 

Democrats could thus visualize some replay of the dreaded "who iost China" scenario. The stalwarts of the 

China lobby in Congress, including members of both parties, addcd sui edge to this hovering threat in the 

form of crippling amendments to a pending program Kennedy prized, his foreign aid bilt. The spectre of 

such injurious domestic defeats certainly contributed to the decision io put the Mongolian initiative aside.'" 

The broad internationat dimension in the decision has yet to be fully acknowledged, however. The 

Kennedy administration expected its planned recognition of Ulan Bator to yield solid dividends with the 

British. London's relative indifference towards the matter, in American eyes. must have taken some winds 

out of the sales of the recognition gambit. Neither should the effect of the unfoiding Bertin crisis be 

underestimated. As the administration grew increasingly preoccupied with the issue, its capacity for 

handling other matters was curtailed, Moreover, movers and shakers proved susceptible to the 

Congressional and press argument that extending recognition to Mongolia would undermine the image of 

fimness Washington was detemined to project on ~eriin." 
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As well, the Mongolian initiative fell hostage to the politics of the Chinese representation issue at 

the United Nations ("Chirep" in official Washington's parlance). As the fa11 session of the United Nations 

approached and the moment of tmth on "Chirep" drew nearer, Kennedy reasoned that rrvoidance on 

Mongolian recognition might win him the coveted Chinese Nationalist acceptance of Washington's tactics 

at the world body." 

VI. 
As Acheson's Assistant Secretary for the Far East, Dean Rusk had helped invcnt what became 

known as the "moratorium" procedure -"a device whereby the General AssernbIy agreed annually not to 

make any changes in China's representation and not to debate Le i s~ue . " '~  The Eisenhower yean saw 

vigorous soliciting of international support for the parliamentary instrument, going in October 1957 to the 

extreme o f  proposing to the somewhat astonished Harold Macmillan that, "in exchange for the sharing of 

information on devclopments in nuclear weapons' technology, London would not press for PRC 

representation."'O' 

Upon Rusk's return to Foggy Bottom, this time to the seventh floor, he and other administration 

officiais quickly realized that time was running out on the moratorium strategy. Even such a conservative 

as FE'S Graham Parsons agreed that deiaying tactics were doomed. In the voting round of 1960, the rnargin 

at the General Assembly in favour of the moratorium resolution had thinned dnngerously (42 to 34, with 22 

abstaining). Of the 15 new African States, twelve abstained on the resolution and three voted against it. "If 

only five of the abstainers changed their vote in 196 1, then a debate wouId ensue on the substantive 

question." Moreover, support for the moratorium was eroding in the Western camp. "The Americans were 

made awxe that those nominaIly supporting them had proved very reluctant to speak in 1960, a trend that 

99 Cf. "United States-China Relations," Memcon China4.S.. 1 August 196 1. FROS 1961-63. Vol. 22. 105: Message 
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was unlikely to be r e ~ r n e d . " ' ~ ~  Such linchpins of Washington's global standing as Brazil, Pakistan. 

Liberia, and fapan had al1 informed the United States they could not uphold the Moratorium any longer. 

Without British backing, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and the Benelux countries, would probab ly 

withhold their afirmative votes.lo3 

A fresh approach to the China representation issue was called for. That the issue was scheduled to 

appear on the world body's faIl agenda injected a dimension of urgency into the preparatory work. As 

Rosemary Foot concludes, "[hlow seriously the Kennedy administration considered 'two Chinas' as a 

solution is a debatable point."'w Arthur Waldron's contention that by the beginning of 196 1, quite a bmad 

consensus was taking shape in favour of some form of "two Chinas'' policy is overdnwn. Notably, sevenl 

Kennedy figures did take up the theme. The most forthright of these was Ambassador-at-Large Averell 

Harriman, who intimated to Prime Minister Macmillan in late February that the United States was 

reconciled to the seating of both Chinas and would probably abstain should such a proposal be broached in 

the United Nations by another delegation. "The new administration," he explained, "felt that the 

Republican China policy had been sterile and that they wished to extricatr themselves from it if they 

could." 'O5 Coming at the very eve of the "correspondents" probe, Harriman may have pnuinely hoped for 

a new deparnire with Beijing. But the desire to convince London of Washington's sincerity obviously 

figured as well. AAer the March probe had come to naught, this motive grew more transparent. American 

officiais were explicitly keen on appearing reasonabte to their British counterparts during hi@-level 

consultations on the issue in the spring of 1961. Rusk stressed that Washington found the notion of the 

ROC'S eviction fiom the UN repulsive, but was not adverse to dual representation, and would even 

1°2 Foot. The Practice of Power. 36; Memcon Rusk-Yeh. 3 Febniary 1961. FRUS 1961-63. Vol. 22, 5; "A New 
Approach to Our China Policy Objectives," Parsons to Rusk, supra note 8. 
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contemplate the idea of seizing the opportunity to entirely renegotiate Security Council membership. If this 

was unacceptable to China's leaders. he told British Ambassador Caccia. then they were at f au~ t . ' ' ~  

As to the ultimate arbiter, the president conceded to the British that ''Formosa should be a separate 

country." and professed himself bored with the "legalisms" of the question.'0' There is linle doubt, 

however, that on political grounds Kennedy had a strong aversion to the seating of Beijing, throughout the 

year and apparently from its very inception. Realizing early that London would exert but nominal pressure 

to admit Beijing. he set his eyes on the domestic hnnt and found the climate prohibitive.t08 

Whether Kennedy was correct in his reading of opinion as solidly opposed to Communist China's 

IJN admission is questionable. Judging Kennedy correct, Kusnitz highlighted a negative preference shifl 

traceable in Gallup's question whether America should go dong with a majority vote on the "Chirep" 

issue. The reverse argument is probably more compelling: the fact that 46 percent of those polled in 

October still accepted "majority rule" in the UN suggests the public was more malleable to presidential 

leadership than either Kennedy (or Kusnitz) assessed it to be. This does not detract from Kusnitz's general 

observation about the relationship between opinion and policy: "while it is dificult to conclusively say that 

opinion led policy ... a close examination of events seems to strongiy suggest this."'* 

Precluding the PRC's inclusion, the top echelon launched a search for a stntagem at once 

acceptable to allied opinion and conducive to "get[ting] away from the present deadlock which involves a 

106 Memcon Rusk-Caccia [British AmbassadorJ, 14 Mach 196 1 ,  FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 12, 32; bierncon JFK- 
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considenble risk and produc[ingJ another dendlock but on a more advantageous position.""o (In a 

somewhat Janus-faced fashion, Washington accentuated this stark formulation of the ultimate objective to 

the National Chinese, while the appeal to harmony in the allied camp was made to the British; to be sure, 

London ,vas unambiguously informed of the American desire to find "a formula for keeping [the PRC] 

fiom wanting to get [into the UN].")'" 

Two principal options were canvassed. The fia a "successor-State" proposal, prescribed that the 

General Assembly would affirm the continuing rnembcrship of the ROC while also supporting membership 

for Beijing." Narnely, it required at lem American acquiescence in the two-Chinas notion in the United 

Nations. In Hilsman's succinct elucidation, "unacceptable to us [and] believed to be unacceptable to the 

adversary, [the approach was] offered in confidence that the adversasr would save us from its 

conseguences by rejecting Among its chief promoters were Komer, James Thomson. Stevenson and 

the whole UN delegation, and George C. McGhee, Counsellor of the Statc Department and Chairman of 

the Policy Planning ~ o u n c i l . " ~  The second option prescribed making a two-thirds majority necessary. by 

persuading the majority at the General Assembly to consider the matter of representation an important 

question subject to Article 18 (2) of the charter. This laner might or might not be appended with the 

establishment of a study cornmittee that would look into the whole rnatter of UN representation. That tactic 

was advanced by FE and the Bureau of International Organization Affairs at State (IO), primarily on the 

1 10 Memcon Rusk-Yeh, 17 March 196 1, FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 22, 34. 
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grounds that contrary to the "successor state" device, it stood some chance of uItimatety winning ROC tacit 

II4 agreement. 

Executing the "successor state" formula required a delicate balancing act from the administration. 

Disclosing, for domestic consumption, that the purpose of the exercise was to keep the PRC out of the UN 

made the American proposa1 seem hypocritical and risked the support of the developing countries. Not 

doing so exposed the administration to charges of appemement. This problem notwithstanding, Kennedy 

and Rusk initialfy endorsed the device, providing the United States could stay in the background. Another 

country, they insisted, should field the proposal and shoulder the task of building the parliamentary 

coalition in the world body.' " 

It soon became apparent, however, that no such surrogate was in sight. Moreover. the Nationalist 

Chinese remained unbendingly opposed to a proposition "smacking" of a two-Chinas solution, even for the 

sacred purpose of securing PRC exclusion. Finally, as Foot points out, when "news of the contemplated 

successor-state resolution leaked, the expected outcry in the United States quickly materialized. A Senate 

resolution constrained Kennedy still further when it stated, not that the administration should support the 

position of the Nationalist government in the üN, but that it should support it as the 'representative of 

China' in that body." With 76 Senators voting in favour of this resolution and none against. together with 

Minority leader Senator Dirksen's threat to attach a China resolution to Kennedy's cherished foreign aid 

bill. the 'important question' option began to take firm precedence."h White House conference 

fonnalized the switch to this course, with Kennedy underlining the need to add a "study committee" 

ingredient to the package lest the device appear "too ansparent a blocking meas~re.""~ 
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In Foot's words, "to generate allied support for the important question resolution required mor t  to 

the familiar range of threats and blandishments": ' l u  

I .  The inducement on the administration's part came in the fonn of a conditional promise to hark 

back to a "successor-state" position in future voting rounds. Again it was Harriman who revealed 

to the British that if Beijing mended its ways by then, the administration might accomplish its 

mission to "educate public opinion.""' Such a scenario may have indeed both appealed and 

seemed realistic in late 1961 to Harriman and Bowles (the latter had earlier predicted that a 

gradua1 dernise of the Kuomintang's grip over the native population would improve the prospects 

of a two-Chinas solution).'" It is possible that Kennedy did not foreclose such an eventuality in 

the spring of 196 1 ."' By late summer. however, he was almost certainly playing a cynical hand. 

In September, he authorized Stevenson to privately infom other UN delegations that "the United 

States does not exclude the possibility that the study committee would recornmend to the 1962 

session a successor state solution if that becomes n e c e s ~ ~ . " ' "  No more than four weeks elapsed 

before a secret piedge to veto Communist China's admission was hatched. 

2. Kennedy himself never tired of bringing the domestic predicament home to foreign dignitaries (as 

weIl as to some of his liberal aides). To Japan's Prime Minister Ikeda, for instance, he described 

Chinese representation as "perhaps the most sensitive foreign ppolicy issue in the United  tat tes."'" 

Taking a more personal tack. he cautioned Stevenson that "if Red China comes into the UN 

during Our fint year in town, your first year and mine. they'll run us both out.""' 
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3. Most administration officiais sincerely believed that an adverse vote might result in a wave of 

public revulsion against both the UN and the administration.'" They were not above magnifying 

the consequences to the British, however. "As Rusk told the British foreign Secretary, Lord 

Home, in August 1961, if America's fnends voted against the important question resolution then 

Washington would feel that the United Nations had 'gone insane' and would watk out of the 

organization.""6 

As Foot again concludes, "although the British seriously objected to this new policy as si 

'transparent device for delay,' [Prime Minister Macmillan] was nevertheless loathe to cross the Arnericans 

over a subject tfiat they apparently felt deeply about and especially on the 'eve of the great perils in 

Europe' connected with ~erlin.""' 

Bringing the nationalist Chinese to conform proved a much more formidable undertaking. There 

had been portends of dificulties with Taipei from the very beginning of the Kennedy presidency. Notes of 

mutual suspicion accompanied the Dernomtic victory, with Kennedy's aides detecting Chiang's tendency 

to use "friendship as a halter" and the NationaIists troubled over Kennedy's comments about the 

indefensibility of the offshore islands during the cûmpaign debates."%is crisis of confidence never 

vanished from the scene. Chiang went on to employ various methods to make his mistrust and anxiety 

about American intentions palpabiy clear to Washington. To Rusk's chagrin, Chiang turned to Lyndon 

Johnson as an alternative channel to the White House in the assumption that the Vice President would be 

1 3  Cf. Memo Hilsman to Rusk 28 July 196 1. supra note 1 1 1 : tiilsman. To .\love. 309. 
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syrnpathetic to his conce rn~ . ' ~~  He even resorted to openly doubting American motives. "Despite 

protestations of support," he told Ambassador Drumright in June, Washington had "actually embwked on a 

calculated change of China policy."'30 

Kennedy was also distressed to leam, shortly afler coming to ofTice, tbat the Kuomintang was 

senously contemplating a reoccupation attempt. As early as April, Chiang sought to convince the president 

that in the light of worsening conditions on the mainland, a solid lodgement would rally local support, and 

have the effect of a spark in the Cornmunist hayrack.'3'~y mid-surnrner. evidence that the Nationalists had 

since January been actually accelerating their military preparations for an offensive was accumulating on 

Kennedy's desk. Nationalist efforts to conceal these preparations from Arnerican eyes suggested to 

advisers at both the CIA and the White House that Chiang might indeed opt for a landing, regardless of the 

American stance. He was, they believed, chiefly propetled by the genuine explosive combination of an "act 

or perish" mentality and a distrust of the Kennedy administration, and only secondarily out to exact 

concessions from Washington through the *'threatW of wild adventures."' 

The dramatic scenario of Nationalist landing actuaiIy helped ignite a policy dcbate that had many 

familiar overtones frorn the Eisenhower era. On one side were those who disrnissed Chiang's "spark" 

theory as pure wishfui thinking. The mainland Chinese, they argued, were both too leery of Chiang and too 

effectively controlled by the CCP's organs to rally to the Kuomintang's call. Espoused by Komer at the 
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White House and the CIA's Office of National Estimates. this disposition was most prevalent with the 

rnajority at State, as Chiang knew only too well."' But the task of weaving thex strands systematically 

into "radical" policy recommendations fell largely to Gearge McGhee. Feeling that "a new administration 

can most easily alter policies while it was new," the Department counsellor proposed a package designed to 

dampen down the Chinese civil war and "leave [a] minimum chance" that the US would become embroiled 

in it through different GRC and US interpretations of their respective obligations under the Mutual Defence 

Treaty. Parting fiom the precept of "ambiguity," he recommended instead a clear redefinition of American 

commitrnent so as to squareiy disengage from the GRC's mainland ambitions and unequivocally aim at a 

separate Taiwan. As a stepping Stone to these ends, he stressed the objective of Nationalist evacuation from 

the offshore islands. Such a course would carry the added benefit of proving an "inducement which might 

be offered our allies for sharing Our cornmitment to defend ~aiwan.""' 

As Kennedy knew, however, other Washington off?ciaIs did find Chiang's "window of 

opportunity" argument convincing. Proponents of this view came chiefly from the Defense establishment, 

with representatives in the military, Department of Defense and the CIA. Probably the most 

unsophisticated of the lot was the combative Air Force General, Curtis E. LeMay. In the context of Laos 

policy. he advocated ''go[ingl to work on China itself and let[ting] Chiang take Hainan ~sland."'~' Air 

Force Genenl Edward G. Lansdale-that action-prone "special opentions" expert in tluential in the 

shaping of Vietnam policy'36 -- advanced a broader but no less bold a vision at the Department of Defense. 
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To his mind, reports of troubles inside China should "give pause to al1 our policy makers." China "does not 

seem to be on the point of general rebellion,.. unless helped from the outside." Lansdale concluded on a 

ringing and unambiguous note: 

Holding back from pennitting probing actions inside China, feeling that our Seventh 
Fleet c m  be looked upon merely as a diplornatic pawn, or giving undue weight to Chou 
En-lai's political gambits, might well be exactly the wrong thing to do today. The threat 
of China has hung heavy over our heads in Asia. It may well be that we can start 
changing this in 196 1 .13' 

Finaily, within the CIA, Cline stood for greater American cornmitment to the cause of "retum". A 

Iittie less hopeful of the prospects of a "spark" reoccupation thm the former two, he in 1961 placed a 

premium on reducing strains in American-Taiwanese relations. His advise to join Chiang in certain 

reconnaissance probes on the mainland (without involving troops) owed much to this factor."' 

Given these circumstances, Chiang's demarche was not taken lightly in Kennedy's circle. 

Evidently, Kennedy concurred in the opinion of Schlesinger, Bundy, Cline and OJNE officers that in the 

absence of urgent rneasures to reassure Chiang, a suicidai move might be in the cards. Such an eventuality 

would pose a grave dilemma to Washington and spell disaster to its global standing, especially with 

Britain. the Asian neutmls, and ~ a ~ a n . ' ~ '  

AI1 the while, in a string of bilateral skirrnishes, Chiang demonstrated to Kennedy his capacity to 

dig his heels in. His opposition figured in the demise of the "successor-state" formula and in Kennedy's 

detennination to suspend the probes into the recognition of Outer Mongolia. His protests further prompted 

Kennedy to reverse Rusk's former decision and "temporarily" deny an entry visa to the Taiwanese 

dissident Thomas ~iao."' Only in one instance did American will prevail. The Nationalists had been 

137 "China" memo Lansdale to McNaman. 3 April 1961. FRLS 1961-63. Vol. 12. 39. Itrilics mine. N.K. 
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running a semicovert operation in Northem Burma since 1950 with at least initial CO-operation from the 

CIA, By 196 1 ,  the affair became a hitzard and a major embarrassment for Washington as it both induced 

the Bumese to join hands with the Cornrnunists in military countenneasures, and provoked a massive 

demonstration at the American embassy in Rangoon. Employing "the severest language towards Chiang in 

recent years," in FE'S assessment, the new administration insisted that the Guomindang mount an 

evacuation of the Chinese inegulars. Chiang complied - only to resume supply activity in 1 965.14' 

Almost certainly, then, Kennedy felt himself caught between the Scylla of a grander-scale Bay of 

Pigs debacle and the Charybdis of having a much disenchanted and possibly an unstable Taiwan on his 

hands-not to mention the Democrats standing accused of "losing China twice." Both alternatives he also 

perceived ris canying grievous risks for American credibility with allied and neutnl States. As a means of 

temporizing, he opted for a middle course essentially devised by Korner. As a "safety valve," the president 

approved in July six 20-man teams to be airdropped into South china."' 

But, as Kennedy was painfully aware, this gesture did not suffice to stem the manifestations of 

political influence Chiang could still muster in Washington. As noted, the summer of 196 1 saw the ringing 

votes in Congress to retain the ROC as the sole representative of China in the CM as well as a 

Congressional threat to Kennedy's foreign aid bill. Kennedy's personal endeavours to win the support of 

such opinion-setters as Henry Luce to whatever solution the Administration felt compelled to execute in 

the UN produced meagre results. As Tucker remarks, "as early as June, opponents of a 'hvo China' 

solution, including Richard Nixon, Senator B q  Goldwater, the Young Republicans, Scripps-Howard 

press. and the Los Angeles Times began to mobilize.""' Against this backdrop and alen to the 

14 1 Tucker, Uncerrain Friendships, 65-7; M O  1 Drptel Rusk to Drumright 22 Febniary 196 1. FRCS 1961-63. Vol. 22. 
13- 13; Ibid., 18 fn. 6; "Chinese Nationalist Irregulars in Buma-Laos." mrmo Parsons to Bundy. 23 Fsbmary 196 1. 
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accumulating strains in the relationship with Taipei, Bundy raised the frightful spectre of a "who lost 

China" replay with Kennedy in July: 

in fact we have no intention of deserting Chiang ...[ Y]et we seem headed for the same 
impasse Marshall and Acheson got into-and with equally bad political results at home and 
abroad. '44 

Kennedy, presumably, read the political map in similar fashion-not without rescntment: he 

somewhat later wryly observed to columnist Arthur Krock that "(Adenauer, De Gaulle) and Chiang Kai- 

shek seemed to want to operate as makers of US. policy and not as allies."'" 

These elernents of tension in American-ROC relations came to a head around the issue of pairing 

Mongolia and Mauritania for LM membership. Regarding Mongolia as Chinese temtory, Chiang was not 

reconciled to her seating and threatened to veto UIan Bator's application, Provoking the Soviets to veto 

Mauritania's entry, this could well tum, Washington argued, the French African nations against Taiwan. 

Frorn Washington's perspective, such a developrnent could set in motion a snowball of adverse 

consequences. Nationalist China could lose its seat in the UN, as the African nations were considered 

crucial swing votes. Worse yet, the infûriated African nations could decide to line up against the  United 

States on othet issues. Washington's status in the UN, the black continent, and the non-aligned world 

would thus be at risk-a most unwelcome prospect to an administration concurrently engaged in the Congo 

crisis and generally alarmed, at that stage, by what it perceived to be a major Soviet and Cornmunist 

Chinese effort to make inroads into ~ft ica. ' ' '~  

The administration intensified its efforts to exact Chiang's compliance. During rnid-surnmer, 

Washington prodded Taipei to send a hi@-level dignitary over for discussion of outstanding diferences. 

The appeal to r e h i n  from vetoing Mongolia's admission figured prominently in the subsequent 

discussions Kennedy and his aides held with ROC Vice President and Premier Ch'en Ch'eng. The word 
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was delivered also in a letter to Madame Chiang Kai-shek, commissioned by the administration, from Roy 

W. Howard, KMT syrnpathizer and former president of Scripps-Howard newspapers. '" Pressures mounted 

during August and Septernber, with Kennedy infoming Chiang pointedly that the Amen'can position on 

Mongolian admission reflected not the convictions of a supposedly "wicked" State Department but his 

own. Rusk, for his part, chastised Drurnright for failing to bring the degree of American consternation 

home to Chiang: "if GRC dissatisfaction with US is mounting, [the] reverse is equally true." At month's 

end, he tumed to sternly warning ROC officials that the United States would completely and publicly 

disassociate itself from the ROC position should Taipei follow through on vetoing Mongolia's admission. 

The United States would not share responsibility for the ~onse~uences. '~'  

At least ostensibly undeterred, Taipei engaged in a test of wills. Ch'en Ch'eng's visit only served 

to personalize the controversy: "Mysterious or gone mentally" were the words Kennedy used to describe 

the Chinese Prime Minister, who returned from Washington to emerge as the leading opponent to 

Mongolia's admission. Chiang no less than cautioned he would nther leave the United Nations than give 

in. Moreover, turning to one of his favourite devices, Chiang comrnitted his prestige to the issue by 

highlighting his government's disposition in public. Faced with Washington's unambiguous admonitions, 

the Generalissirno then explained he could not risk Iosing face by reversing his course, as the feeling within 

the KMT on the topic ran hi@. Only a public pledge by Kennedy to exercise the veto to biock Chinese 

Communist seating could sutfice to help him weather the expected political storm at h~rne. '~" 

The administration strenuously opposed Any public discussion of the veto, for it would make the 

"important question" tactic appear an "empty ...g immick" and seriously erode support for it in the General 
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~ s s e r n b l ~ . ' ~ ~  Fearing a desperation landing on the mainland, and encountering such manifestations of 

prowess by the Committee of One Million as a rally in Carnagie Hall on 21 September, Kennedy settled 

instead on the secret veto pledge. Bundy reported later that Kennedy felt he would be forced by domestic 

considerations to veto the Mainland's membership. According to Bundy, the president resoned he might 

well agree to this step before his hand was forced. and bank some capital with  hia an^.'^' 

Co-operating closely, Kennedy and Bundy determined the State Department was not qualified to 

carry out the negotiations on the veto gumntee. Mindful of Chiang's deep-serited mismist of the State 

Department in general and Rusk in panicular, the president and his right-hand confidante themselves held 

the foreign service in low regard, as noted above. They did not repose complete confidence in either 

Ambassador Drumright or Rusk's closest adviser, Alexis ~ohnson.'~' They opted instead for a means of 

communication Bundy had earlier found instrumental in securing the evacuation of Nationalist irregulars 

from northern Burma-utilizing covert CIA channels to instruct "our most effective persuader," Ray 

~line."' Living up to this pnise by Bundy, Cline indstd swiftly clinched Chiang's concurrence for the 

details of the assurance. These stipulated that the United States did not pledge an unconditional guarantee 

but rather kept the prerogative of deiennining when the circumstances rendered a veto both applicable and 

the most effective means of excluding the PRC frorn the United Nations. Only in the closing stages of the 

negotiations was Ambassador Dmmright informed and invited to participate.'" 

Also kept in the dark was Stevenson. The president and his UN representative had been somewhat 

at loggerheads ever since the administration's inception. Generationai and factional clashes between 
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descending and ascending leaders; style incompatibility; and Stevenson's quixotic "half-campaign" during 

the Democratic convention of 1960 al1 contributed to the testy relationship. Regarded as something of a 

"prima donna" by Kennedy's entourage, Stevenson resented having been passed over for Secretary of State 

by the "intensely arrogant young man.'"'' The guarantee affair added fuel to the fire. bringing the veteran 

statesman to the point of contemplating resignation. His not being consulted touched a sensitive nerve. 

Privately bnnding the guarantee "grossly dishonest," Stevenson also feit deceived and humiliated by 

Kennedy-and quite rightly su. In August, the president had admitted to Stevenson that he realized "the 

study cornmittee or any other means of postponement might only lead in time-next year, perhaps-to a 

Two-China proposal or even to Chicom admission in some form." Moreovcr, it was the White House, as 

mentioned above, which instnicted the Arnerican delegation to quietly spread the word in the UN that 

Washington rnight comply with a "successor-state" resolution in 1 !162."~ 

To what extent was Stevenson's aggravation reflective of a commitment to a Two-China track? 

Most conternporaries and historians have portrayed Stevenson as basically wedded to this poticy. As late as 

October-November 196 1, both Bundy and Comrnittee of One Million Chairman Marvin L iebrnan 

suspected Stevenson of "working, [at variance with administration policy], to smooth the way for 

[Cornmunist China] to become a member [of the  UN]."'^' Testimonies to this affect were subsequently 

given also by members of the American UN de~e~ation. '~'  Stevenson aide and biognpher John Bartlow 

Martin has similarly depicted a UN ambassador averse to the strategy of delay on the representation issue 

but reluctant to speak out and risk presidential reb~ke ."~  The documentary record affords a more nuanced 
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reconstruction of Stevenson's stance. It appears that Stevenson, certainly unwilling to contndict Kennedy 

on the matter 3t hand, was tùndamentally in accord with the policy of retaining Communist China's 

exclusion as far as the 196 1 voting round was concerned.'" Underlying this posture were two long- 

standing convictions which Stevenson voiced again during the year: that the PRC was at a "fanatical phase 

of development," and that the ROC wielded much influence on the domestic climate in the United 

d ta tes.'^' Stevenson apparently did endone a Two-China vision, but regarded this as  a gameplan for the 

future, possibly the 1962 voting round. For this purpose he held fast to the "successor state" formula, long 

afier other government organs had abandoned it in favour of the "important question" tactic. In his words. 

the veto guarantee dismayed Stevenson for it "diminishes chances of a compromise pol(icyl next year - 2 

China policy."'" 

Eventually, Stevenson accepted the "important question" strategy, partly as a result of persistent 

appeals by the Committee of One c il lion.'" Unambiguous opposition to the strategy there was. but it 

came from New Delhi rather than the iJN mission. And how marginal his voice was, Arnbassador 

Galbraith soon painfully discovered.'" As noted above, the famed economist-turned-diplomat had long 

publicly stood for allowing Communist China's admission when it conceded the principle of two Chinas 

and endorsed the charter. Combative as well as supremely confident of both his cornpetence and access to 

the president, Galbraith was not one to duck a controversy on the issue. Thot the "important question" 

device was charnpioned by such foreign service representatives as Alexis Johnson only served to whet 

Galbraith's appetite: by late 1961 he had already been cultivating a mutual and animated rivalry with what 

he would later term the Foreign Service "priesthood."'" When State instructed the ambassador to seek 

lndian support for the "important question" scheme, the debate flared up. Delibentely using blunt verse, 

f 60 Cf. Mcmcon JFK-Stevenson. 24 May 196 1.  supra note 1 15. 
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Galbraith ridiculed the plan as patently transparent. Washington should not, he argued, stake its prestige on 

a losing cause. but nther concentrate on keeping Taiwan in the General Assembly. To bolster his case, he 

cited a recent meeting of the region's American ambassadon which had seconded this view.'& A 

manifestly enraged Rusk fired back: "to the extent that your position has any merit it has been fully 

considered and reje~ted.~"~' 

The clash resonated in the mincis of Rusk and his antagonist long after."' Attempting to reverse 

the verdict, Galbraith took the case to the president. His mission failed. As Galbraith had suspected, on this 

score Kennedy fell squarely on the side of his Secretary of  tat te."" 

With the few heretics such as Galbraith ovemled, the road was clear for playing out the 

"important question" scenario at the General Assembly. On December 1, Australia, Colombia, Italy, lapan 

and the US introduced a draft resolution declsiring that any proposa1 to change the representation of China 

was an important question. In his accompanying rhetoric, Stevenson laced hvo themes: the dictatorial and 

unregenrrate nature of the rulers of Beijing, and the fact that the Chinese Nationalkt govemment 

effectively controlled a sizeable population. As Foot demonstrates, the second argument, based on the 

concept of self-determination, hit a more responsive chord with UN deiegations than the first. The 

resolution was adopted on December 15 as Resolution 1668 (XVI) by a vote of 6 1 to 34 with 7 abstentions. 

'Ihe Generai assembfy also voted 45 to 30 with 29 abstentions against admitting mainland without 

expelling the  ROC.'^' 

Communist China's tainted international image following the border war with India served to 

render the representation pmblern less acute for Washington in 1962."' The United States successfully 

denied the PRC admission into the United Nations during the two rernaining yem of the Kennedy 
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administration. On 21 October 1963, however, Taipei was denied a plunlity: orninous indications of 

eroding support for Taipei did not disappear.lR 

Over the years, several junior "new frontier" operatives have corne to lament as a "Iost 

opportunity" the Kennedy administration's basic adherence to the status quo on China during 196 t . Daring 

overtures, they imply, would have been recipmcated by ~ e i j i n g ' ~  Testing this hypothesis requires 

illumination of the heretofore neglected, interdependent dimension of the American-Chinese dynamics. 

Such an analysis places the hypothesis in doubt and suggests both parties bore responsibility for the 

bilateral impasse. It thus extends to the Kennedy years the above mentioned conclusion regarding the 

Eisenhower period, that pregnant miscalculations on both sides served to cernent the confrontational nature 

of the relationship. 

As far as the public officiai line was concerned, Cornmunist China's leaders granted Kennedy no 

çrace period. lmrnediately upon coming into office, Kennedy was greeted with a virulent propaganda tirade 

peppered with personalized attacks. It was not long before the Chinese media determined that the new 

president was even more rnalign than his predeces~or."~ 

This vociferous stream of invective failed to reach neither Kennedy nor Rusk. As James Fetzer 

points out, it almost cenainly genuinely contributed to their sense of the ultimate fûtility of a domestically 

hazardous ovenure towards ~ei j in~." '  Kennedy's reference to the subject during his fint press conference 

as President conveys this impression: "There has been a rather belligetent attitude expressed towards us in 

recent days by the Chinese Comrnunists, and there is no indication, direct or indirect, private or public. that 
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they would respond favourably to any acts by the United   ta tes."'" Beijing's publicized intransigence. 

however, also afforded the newly installed officiais the convenient expedience of pinning the deadlack on 

Beijing. Probably genuinely speaking his mind, in singIing out this factor Kennedy was obviously also 

seeking to score some points with Prime Minister Diefenbaker of Canada. His revealing explanation merits 

quotation at length: 

Any feeling that it might be possible to rnove in a new direction with respect to Communist 
China had been checked by the virulence of Chinese Communist propaganda on the new 
Administration. [Kennedy] mentioned his earlier expressed belief that it was desirable to 
associate Peking with the nuclear test negotiations, as well as the possibility ervlier 
considered of the opening of some tnde and the reciprocal admission of journatists as 
possible moves which might have reduced tension. Any such hopes, however. had been 
dashed b the hardening line developed by Peking against the United States in the past 
month. Id 

In the aftenath of its "correspondents" probe, Washington saw not the toning down of extreme 

rhetoric emanating from Beijing, but rather the reverse. In the wake of the Bay of Pigs fiasco, especially, 

the attacks on Kennedy reached unprecedented heights. Labetling the President '100 percent imperialist 

çangster,'"' the CCP's mouthpieces dismissed the administration's talk of peace as mere tokens of cunning 

and duplicity. '" These blasts were fully recorded by American antenna~."~ 

One may surmise that this resounding castigation saved Kennedy from being impaied on the horns 

of the thorny dilemma of whether to extend the correspondents feeler further. The bellicose Chinese 
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new stcpsj from such groups as the Committee of One Million." Memcon Kennedy-Holyoake, 3 Februq 1961. 
FRCS 1961-63, Vol. 32. 21. 

178 Ci trd in Young, Negotiating with the Chinese Communists, 243. 

179 Ser: Colombo.. "Chinese Communist Perceptions," 66-7: Fetzer. "Clinging to Containmeni' 183. 

80 Cf. "Rectnt Chinese Comrnunist Statements about the US." blind merno. t': "China Gcncnl 121 1616 1 - 123 116 1 ." 
NSF:CO. box 22. JFKL. 



reaction, as viewed from Washington, probably resonated in Kennedy's mind when he instructed Rusk, in 

the private White House discussion, to check policy initiatives. 

The harsh Chinese Communist comments about the administration during the spnng almost 

certainly reflected a concurrent CCP decision to keep the relationship with the United States frozen."' As 

some have suggested, they might have more genenlly been part of an anempt to whip up popular emotions 

against the "foreign devil" and thus defiect attention hom the rnounting domestic hardship.'" Apparently, 

however, endorsement of this policy was not unanimous at this stage. Some rit the apex of power seem to 

have contemplated a sofler policy line designed to fend off foreign imbroglios while sorting out a recently 

acknowledged and ghastly famine.'" By mid-summer, a cross-curent to the rigid rhetoric emerged. In a 

variety of venues, both directly and through third parties. Chinese offlcials discreteiy made accomrnodating 

approaches toward their American counterparts. During the Laos negotiations in Geneva, Chinese Foreign 

Minister Chen Yi invited al1 delegations, the American one included, to attend his reception. His aide and 

chief Chinese negotiator at Wwsaw, Wang Bingnan, stressed to Averell Harriman his hope that 

Washington would take the initiative to improve bilateral relations. Chen had earlier transmitted that siime 

message through the Swedish ambassador in Beijing. The most elaborate overture took place at Warsaw. 

ARer the regular 105" ambassadorial meeting, Wang took the exceptional initiative of inviting Jacob Beam 

to discuss outstanding probfems in an informal setting. Impressed by an effort to project an "aimost 

cajoling" mood on Wang's part, Beam took particular note of the conciliatory position Wang presented 

with regard to Laos. The Communist Chinese, he reported to the State Department, were willing to see the 

representatives of the Rightist Royal Laotian faction included in the cabinet headed by the neutmlist 

Souvanna phouma. 

181 See: J. Chester Cheng , cd.. The Politics of the Chinese Red ..lrmy (Smford: Hoover Ins3itution. 1966). 487. This 
volume consists of compilations of the People's Libenrion Army's (PLA) secret Bulletin of Activities which fcll into 
western hmds. For further details, see [Ch. 4, p...] 

182 Frtzrr. "Clinging to Contaiinment" 183; Young. IVegofIating ivith the Chinese Communisrs. 245. 

183 Letter to the author by Roderick M. MacFquhar, 14 August 1996: MacFarquhar, The Coming of the Cotoctysm 
1961-1 966. 269-270. 

184 Confe 279. Hamiman to Rusk, 26 June 1961, FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 24.254 fn. 2; # 1934 Embtel B e m  to DOS. 30 
June 196 1 ,  Ibid., 87-89; "Wang Ping-nan's approach to Ambasador Beam," memo Hilsman to McConaughy. 7 July 



The American intelligence community spotted-and was puzzled by-the disparity between the 

overt and covert postures Beijing displayed at that point. The Office of Current Intelligence, CIA, (OCI) 

concluded Beijing's overtures did not signal a shift in China's American policy. A controversy hud 

probably taken place in the leadership echelon, but those in favour of improved relations with the West, in 

the wake of domestic diffrculties and the deterioration of the alliance with Moscow, had already lost the 

policy battle. Rather, the conciliatory demeanaur was grounded in the estimate that the Kennedy 

administration was not aiming at a rapprochement, and was contrived to achieve such tactical objectives as 

deflecting from the PRC the onus of responsibiky for the bilateral impasse; working to erode Chinese 

Nationaiist morale through calculated leakage of undercover contacts between Beijing and Washington; 

and exacting concessions on Laos. 

At State's INR, Hilsrnan took a somewhat different trick. Like the CIA, he was inclined to regard 

the overtures a tactical "fishing expedition." Yet he assigned greater weight than the former to the 

possibility that the PRC was after al1 seeking to irnprove relations but was not wiliing to commit itself more 

openly to this course. "We do not exclude this explanation," he concluded, "but more evidence is necessary 

beforc .At cm be justified."lu More firmly disposed toward the latter interpretation was Walt Rostow. He 

contended that the economic breakdown had distressed China's leaders enough to arrive at a strategic 

decision to experiment with feelers towards the west.lab 

Unable to reach a verdict, Washington apparently set out to plumb Beijing's intentions. At lest  

two ventures were undertaken, with Secretary Rusk playing a key role in both. 

196 1 .  t'; "China Grneral7/15/61-7/24/6 1." NSF:CO. box 22. IFKL. Chapter 6 below covers the Laos negotiatians in 
detriil. Chang mks among the Grst scholars to realize this cross-current. See Friench and Enemrrs, 35 1 .  According 
to Claudious Colombo, the Chinese wcre also wary of actually intervening in the dcepcning Congo Crisis. "Chinrse 
Communist Perceptions," 131. There is no cvidence to suggat that Arnerican observrrs acknowledged this signal of 
caution. 

185 "Wang P'ing-nan's approach," rnerno Hilsrnan to McConaughy. 7 July 1961, supra note 184. 

f 86 &A Memo for the thanksgiving weekend," Rostow to Kennedy, 22 Novembrr 196 1. T: "China Genenl 1 11116 1 - 
1 li26/61." NSF:CO, box 32, JFKL; Memo Rostow to Kennedy, 12 November 196 1. FRUS /96/-63. Vol. 1. 
Vietnam. 216. Rostow drew this a i m a t e  almost certainly without knowledge of Wang's 2 September rejection of 
the American euplontive feelers at Wiusaw. For these, see p...below. Rostow's role is clabomted upon in Ch. 4. 

[PP-. .~ 



The Laos negotiations at Geneva provided the stage for the first and Rashomanesque probe. 

Heading the delegation was Ambassador-at-Large AverelI Harriman. While the primary interest of the 

vetem tycoon-statesman lay in Soviet affairs, his involvement in Far East diplomacy dated back to the Far 

East clauses of the 1945 Yalta accord. Harriman believed in the CCP's expansionkt proclivities and in the 

centrality of an imminent Sino-lndian economic contest. He was averse to Chiang and his schernes to 

retum to the Mainland, but upheld the offshore islands' strategic importance. He dso exhibited a curiosity 

about China (rnanifested by his drive to tour the Country hindered first by his own government and then by 

the Chinese). These were some of the tenets of the multifaceted China perspective Harrirnan brought to 

Geneva. A preoccupation with the means to drive China and the Soviet Union apan eclipsed them ail.'" 

Harriman saw in the affable demeanour of the Chinese at Geneva an exciting opportunity to look 

into the difference he traced in the Chinese and Russian positions on Laos. But when Harriman notified the 

State Department that he intended to arrange a meeting with Chen Yi through the British. he was sternly 

waved off by Rusk. Word of the meeting would leak, the Secretary said, enhancing China's prestige and 

making the United States appear "weak and anxious." The Ambassador was told to maintain a "correct 

attitude" toward the Chinese both inside and outside the conference room. Not easily dissuaded, Harriman 

soon prodded Rusk further to endorse the "big five" concept (namely, to accord the PRC a status at par 

with the non-Chinese, permanent members of the Security Council), as the only way to engage in serious 

"horse trading and compromise" on Laos. He planned to interpret his instnictians in a mariner that would 

enable him to talk with the Chinese directly "and, if necessary bilaterally." Rusk rernriined unconvinced. 

The "big five" concept both accords China a "big powef' status and infers an American wiilingness to 

1g7 Rudy Abmson, Spnning the Centufy: The Lfi of if'. ~.Averell Horriman. 1891- 1986 (New York: W. M o m w .  
1992). 453460, 535,572; Edgar Snow, The Other Sidr ofthe River: Red China T o d q  (New York: Random Housn 
1962). 9; Chang, Friends and Enemies, 105. 



negotiate substantially with China's leaders, he retorted; the United States is opposed to both Chinese 

objectives until Beijing dernonstrates by major actions its desire for peace.'8' 

Given to self-esteem and assured of his presidential mandate, Harrirnm resented being on a short 

State Department leash. He tint spoke of resignation and thm took his cornplaint to Kennedy via two 

trusted fnends, Galbraith and Schlesinger. According to their recollections, the mission bore fruit, with 

Kennedy passing the word that Harriman could speak with whomever he saw fit. By then, though, Chen Yi 

had leR Geneva for Beijing. '" 

While Rusk's own memoirs evade ihis testy exchange, they do broach the possibility that Rusk's 

firm opposition owed a little less to his suspicion of Chinese motives and a little more to his mistrust of 

Harriman's capacity to keep the Chinese link completely undercover. Rusk recounted that he himself, 

while in Geneva prior to Harrirnan's appeal, had made discrete inquiries whether the Chinese Foreign 

Minister wished to rneet him priviitely. If Rusk's rnemory is to be trusted. in this matter Rusk behaved 

entireiy out of chmcter: the Secretary did not, so he insisted, clear this feeler with his President. At any 

rate, the ovenure proved stillbom, as Chen Yi declined the offedW 

Recently declassified documents corroborate Rusk's inference that under circurnstances of 

unbreakable secrecy, he was willing to engage in "hidden-hand" diplomacy to test China's motives and 

aims. In mid-August, Rusk established a highIy guarded "eyes only" communication channel with Beam; 

only his trusted subordinates Alexis Johnson and Walter McConaughy were consulted. The Ambassador 

was instructed to reciprocate Wang's informa1 apptoach of June 29, ernploy an accommodating tone, and 

impress upon his opposite number the need to reduce tension via practical and "reciprocal small steps" in 

areas of mutual interest. To be sure, one incentive for Rusk's follow-up on Wang's overture was the desire 

la8 Abramson. Spanning the Crnniry. 584-5: Rusk to Himiman. 23 Junr 196 1 .  supra note 75: Confe 339 Steeves to 
Rusk. 6 July 1961. FRES 1961-63. Vol. 24,289; Conîk 408 Haniman to Rusk. 18 July 196 1 .  1 bid.. 303: Ftcon 28 1 
Rusk to Hmiman. 21 July 196 1, Ibid., 306. 

1 a9 Abramson. Spanning the Centuty, 585; Schlesinger. .4 Thousand Duys. 5 14: Galbraith. dmbarsador's Journaf, 
154. 

190 Rusk As ! Saw if.  287; ROH. WUU" tnnscript, May 1985. For the prrvalcnt view of Ruk as the quintessential 
Presidentid "Good Soldicr," set: Cohen, "New Light on D m  Rusk? A Review Essm." Political Science Quarter[v 
106:l (1991)' 125. 



to "somewhat offset the fireworks that will be taking place at the UN" aroiind the representation issue. The 

urge to reach s workable modus vivendi in Laos probably figured as well. Yet Rusk's double trial balloons 

at Geneva and Wanaw undeniably also betoken n more general effort at uncovering Beijing's h a ~ ~ d . ' ~ '  

Frorn Washington's standpoint, Beam's subsequent probe prompted a zigzag countenction. In his 

initial reaction Wang, while not responsive to any of Beam's specific suggestions, was "fâr from hostile" 

and "felt himself obliged to pay aibute to the idea of efforts towwd improvement." AAer consulting his 

superiors, however, the Chinese representative "completely revetsed [the] more conciliatory attitude he had 

displayed at [the previous] private [Beam-Wang] meeting." In conclusion, Beam implied that Wang had 

been reprimanded in Beijing; the previously slightly open window of opponunity was closing shut.'" 

The last chapter in the abortive story of American-Chinese contacts in 1961 illustrates thnt 

whatever expectation of improvement of relations ranking acton on both sides had entenained. it 

evaponted completely by the autumn. What unfolded constituted a mere ritual dance of mutual refusai. 

On October 1 1, Chen Yi revived in a press interview the suggestion the Chinese had aired in the late 1950s 

to elevate the contacts to the Foreign Minister level-if the United States proposed it. Making the bid 

publicly and in the midst of hectic manoeuvres around the representation question, Chen almost cenainly 

knew his move would pass for an exercise in political warfare designed solely to embarrass the Kennedy 

administration. That same day, Kennedy dismissed the offer. The United States, he retorted. was already 

taIking directly with the PRC at Warsaw and Geneva, and besides, "we have not seen any evidence ris yet 

that the Chinese Communists wish to live in comity with us."'" 

191 #221 Drptel Rusk to Bem, 13 August 1961. FRGS 1961-63. Vol. 22. 1 18-120: mcmo U. Alexis Johnson to Rusk 
13 August 1961, Ibid.. t 18 fn. As a concrete token of good will, for instance. Rusk indicated Washington might 
issue a passport to a cdebnted surgeon the Chinese had invited to visit. ibid. 1 19. Whcther Kennedy wris privy to 
thcse moves is unascertainable from the documentary record; possibly, the doctrine of Presidentiid "plausible 
dcniability" was applied to this case. 

192 #282 Embtrl Beam to Rusk. 16 August 1961, FRLS 1961-63. Vol. 22. 125-6: #402 Embtel B m  10 Rusk. 2 
Srptember 196 1,  Ibid., 130-133. 

193 FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 22. 169 fn, 2; Hilsmm. To .tiove a Nation, 309; Kennedy P ~ s s  Conferencr 1 I October 
1961. PPP 1961. 658. Coincidentally or not, it was on that very same day that Kennedy insvucted Clinr to initiate 
the negotiations on the veto pledge to Chiang. 



1961 did wimess, then, some subtle attempts to move out of deadlock. Launching its main 

overture in March, Washington kept modifjhg its suggestion for the cxchange of newsmen and did not 

close the door on the expiontory feelers Beijing extended in mid-summer. A measure non-synchronized, a 

measure too faint, these overtures proved too contrary to the genenl, antagonistic orientation of both 

parties to strike a responsive chord at the other end. A degree of mutuat insensitivity and prickliness helped 

to perpetuate a pattern already much in evidence from 1949 to 1960, namely, the United States and China 

were always at incompatible points regarding accomrnodati~n.'~ The catastrophic famine China had 

plunged into was one subject area where this failure to reach common ground assumed tragic proportions. 

194 For this crucial characterization of Sino-American dynamics, see Nancy B. Tucker. "Thrats, Opportunities. and 
Frustrations in East Asis" in Lyndon Johnson Confiants the World eds. W m n  1. Cohen and Nancy B. Tucker 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1994), 104. 



Mist Across the Bamboo Curtain: Washington's View 
China's Interna1 Crisis, 1961 -1 962' 

Between 1959 and 1962, a grave dornestic crisis beset China. The scope of the predicment long 

escaped Washington, due to both impediments distinctive to the Chinese arena and flaws in the American 

intelligence apparatus. Yet, a vision of crisis dominated the China outiook of many a Kennedy aide 

between the turn of 196 1 and the outbreak of the Sino-Indian border war in October. In a marked departure 

from the earlier stage, quite a few off?cials held that Beijing's internat malaise undercut both its capacity 

and penchant for externa1 adventures, Assuming the advent of fissures within China's leadership, Rostow 

and Bowles in particular prescribed a grandiose "carrot and s t ick approach to Communist China, designed 

to win the presurnably more pragmatic faction over to a P a  Americana in the Far East. Another school 

toyed seriously with Chiang's contention that, coupled with the deepening Sino-Soviet rift. China's 

dislocation afforded a goiden opportunity for returning to the Mainland, Neither argument convinced the 

president. Sensitive to perceived China Lobby prowess on the one hand and srnarting from the Bay of Pies 

debacle on the other; cognizant of the de& of reliable intelligence on the mainland; and retaining his 

view of China as a potent threat, Kennedy shunned grand designs. Temporizing, he adopted a double track 

posture. in public, the administration focused on shifiing the blame for the impasse to the Chinese. 

Privately, Kennedy accepted Rusk's plan to keep the door genuinely ajar to a food deal. With the Laos 

agreement signed and the third straits crisis clouding U.S.-Taiwanese relations, the prospects for some 

Sino-American modus vivendi flickered in the sumrner. This hiatus in bilaterai confrontation was short- 

lived. Kennedy's suspicions about China's expansionist nature lingered. The Himalaya war, as perceived 

in Washington, vindicated these suspicions, and dealt a heavy blow to the notion of China's ameliorated 

behaviour. 

1 1 wish to lhank professors Ellis Joffe, Yitzhak Shichor (Hebrew University of Jerusalem) and Thomas P. Bernstein 
(Columbia University) for the invaIuable advice they offered in writing this chapter. 



1. 
Benveen 1959-62, a homendous and momentous famine struck China. According to one 

authoritative estirnate, 14 to 26 million people perished.2 Although h l l y  realind in the West only recently. 

the catastrophe's staggering scope has corne to fonn a point of consensus across an otherwise widely 

divergent spectrum of China scholars.' 

A great human tragedy, the famine left an enduring starnp on China's subsequent political and 

social history. It stands out as a major catalyst of both a sense of disillusion with the regime, permcating 

the Society at large, and fissures within the leadership core. to hlly surface during the Culturai ~evolution.~ 

Two major piIlars of the regime, a measure of popular support and leadership consensus, were thus  

seriously weakened. 

This chapter charts the administration's response to China's predicament. Its first half represents 

an initial atternpt to redress one major gap in the Iiterature: the Arnerican intelligence process with regard 

to domestic developments in China, particularly the Chinese famine and intra-leadership trends, The extent 

of recent declassification allows for such an undenaking. Tnie, a comprehensive reconstruction of this 

dimension of China policy cannot be attempted at present. Nanow on clandestine gathering methods, the 

source base available sheds but oblique light on such aspects ris the role of the Detènse establishment, the 

extent of intelligence colIaboration with other governments, the posture of individual CIA China watchers, 

and the standard dissemination structure of pertinent information.' A more limited threefold resemch 

2 Penny Kane. Fumine in China, 1359-1961 (London: h.lacmillün, 1988). 89-90. An rarlirr article estimatrd the death 
toll rit 30 million. Basil Ashton et al.. "Famine in China, 1958-1961." Population and Developmrnt Rmirw 10 
(Dzcernber 1984), 6 14. 

3 For the consensus compare Steven W. Mosher, China .GIisperceived: rlrnerican Illusions und Ciiinrrr Reality (New 
York: Basic Book. 1990). 1 16- 17. and Mark L. Selden. Thr Polirical Economy of Chinese Socialism (Amonk. 
N.Y: ME.  Sharpe, 198%). 17. .For background on Mosher's standpoint, ser Richard Madsrn. C h i m  und the 
.4merrcan Dreum (Berkeley. Calif.: University of California Press, 1995). 153-156. 

4 Cf. Rodrrick MacFiuquhar, The ûriginr of the Cultural Revolution, Vol. 3: The Coming ofthe C~tuclysm 1961- 1966 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1 997); El lis JO fie, Between Two Plenum: China S Intraleudership Confict. 
1959-1962 (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press. 1975); Frederick C. Teiwrs, Politics and Purges in China. 
2nd edition (Armonk, N.Y.: M.E. Sharpe, 1993), 349-82. Much is still illusive about the intn-leadership dynamics 
during the period at hand. Two important such aspects are the salience of the famine in the budding tissures and the 
degres to which the cracks had dready been irrepamble by that stage. 

5 Available is a good portion of the materials of the White House. State Department and the CIA's analytical wing. 
Far l e s  accessible are the papers of the Department of Defense and the CIA's operational wing. That Washington 



objective is feasible, however: probing the state of American knowledge of China's crisis, tentatively 

accounting for gaps in this knowledge, and assessing American performance.' That the United States was 

concurrently the nation uniquely positioned, if not inclined. to ease the famine.' and, convenely, to 

undenvrite Chiang Kai-shek's "reoccupation" schemes, validates such an exercix still more.' 

The American effort at charting the landmark developments within China stumbied. To be sure, 

the very fact of the "serious agricultural situation in Communist China," as Director of Centrai Intelligence 

Allen W. Dulles put it, was discussed at the National Security Council as early as February 196 1.') 

Moreover, several non-govemmental China watchers did sense the calamity. T h e  RAND economist Oleg 

Hoeffding and the humanitarian group "Friends on National Lcgislation" saught to alert policymakers in 

1 96 1, while the columnist Joseph Alsop and the Washington Posr editorialist employed a grim assessrnent 

to duel over the implications for U.S. policy in mid-1962." A few isolated official estimates of the death 

and London had no established rnechanism for compaiing China-related information is also quitc clear. By mid- 
t 962. if not sooncr. a joint Ainerian-ROC committcr for handling covert intclligencc opentions did exist. Cl: FO 
37 l/lX68O. 12 February and 17 April 1963. PRO: Mcmcon Kirk-Chimg Kni-shck. 6 Scptcmbrr 1962. FRUS 
1961- 1963, Vol. 32, iVortheast Asia ( l996), 3 12. 

Previous treatments of this topic have been few. partial, and oblique. Sce especirilly James Fctzer. "Clinging io 
Contai nment: China Policy ." in Thomas G. Paterson, cd. Kennedy's Quesi for Vicloty: ..lmericun Forcign Policy 
1861-/963 (New York: Oxford University Press. 1 W.)), 188-93: Ray S. Clinc. Secreis. Spies and Scholurs: 
Blueprirrr for the Ehentiul C h  (Washington, D.C.: Acropolis Books, 1 976), 172-82. ?his chaptcr cmploy s two 
notions of intelligence in tandem. One brood definition essentially encompasscs thrit part ot' information procrssing 
which rnarkedly intluences policymaking. See Wesley K. Wxk. "ln Never-Never Land? The British Archives on 
Intelligence." The thfar ical  Journal 35:  1 ( 1992). 20 1-202. Robert Jervis utilizes a somewhat narrowcr sense: thc 
fùnction of discerning other states' intentions and capabilitits. "Stntegic Intelligence and Etkctivc Policy" 
(unpublished manuscript prepared for a conference on "Security and Intelligence Needs tàr the 1990s: A Canadian 
Perspective," Sponsored by the Cruiadim Association for Security and Intelligence Studies. September 28-30. 
1989). 1. 

Largest in the world, the Amencan grain surplus praked in 1961-1962. See Robert G .  Stanley, Food For Peacr: 
H o p  and Rmlify of US. Foodrlid(Nerv York N.Y: Gordon md Brraçb, 1973),240. 

Durinp the tint half of 1962, Chimg Kai-shek quite conspicuously stepped up his "reoccuprition" schemes. Cf. 
Roger Hilsman, To lLlove a Nation (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1967). 310-1 1: Elvis Stahr, Ir. OH, JFKL: 
"Prospects of Early Nationdist Military Action Against the Mainland" Merno Sherman Kent - Otficc of National 
Estimates (O\NE) to Allen Dulles, July 27, 1961, f: "China Gçneral 7/29/61-713 1/61." NSF:CO. box 22. JFKL. For 
details, see pp ... bdow. 

9 475th meeting NSC, 1 February 1962, FRDS 1961-63, Vol. 22.2. 

10 Mrmo Oleg Hoeffding to Walt W. Rostow, 2 June 1961. f: 'China Genenl 5/ l/6 l-6/1?/6 1." NSF:CO. box 22, 
JFKL: "Food to Mainland Chinese?" memo, 20 December 196 1. f: "Food for China 196 1," box 15, J C ï  Papers: 
"Catacfysm in China," WP editorial. June 24, 1962; Joseph Alsop, "The Mora1 Bdance Shcet' IVP, July 13, 1762. 
For more on Alsop's role see below, (p..] In genenl, other Ieading columnists did point to food shortages. while 
undernting the phenomenon. For selective citations sec Mosher, Chinu Misperceived, 115. 



toll and the nutritional situation came close to the mark as well." Understated and m e ,  however. these 

keen observations apparently hardly infonned the pertinent policy deliberations. 

The great bulk of the documentation at hand betrays a comprehensive failure to corne to grips 

with the magnima'e of the disaster.12 Virtually al1 the criteria of famine were discounted in the 

policymaking community. The average daily calorie intake for 1960-6 1 was computed at between 1600- 

1800 KKL-over the verified figure ( 1500); and the yearly crop output for the same period was gauged at 

between 170 and 185 Million Metric Tons (MMT), well in excess of the verified amount (143.5 MMT and 

1 47 MMT for each respective year).'J Moreover, while President Kennedy refemd to the Chinex plight in 

tragic tenns on a few occasions, "severe shortages" enjoyed far more currency chan "famine" in 

govemrnent circles. lllustrative of the blunder is Chester Bowles' assertion that American observers 

tended to "overestirnote the acuteness of the China food crisis."" Indeed. Chiang Kai-shek appears to have 

1 1  On the dcrith toll sec RSB-125, "The lrnpact of the Food Crisis on Pciping's Policies," MR Reserirch Merno. 
tfilsrnan to Rusk, 9 July 1962. f: "Food for China 6/62-7/62 and undated," box 15. JCT Papers. For rrlotiveiy 
accurate estimates of mainland China's crop output by the Hong Kong Consulate's Agricultural Aitachi sec Ashton, 
"Famine in  China." 626; for a sober appnisal of the dietriry situation in China sec Rusk's Press Cont'erencc. DSB. 
Vo1.46. 974; Memcon Rusk-Home- Macmillan, 24 lune 1962. FRLS 1961-63. Vol. 22. 276; "Little Chance of 
Communist China Regaining Economic Momentum," Economic hdligence Report (CINBR ER 64- 13 ), 1 Apri 1 
1964. in Paul k a r i s .  cd. ClA Research Reports: China, 1946- 1976 (Frederick, Md., 1982). Microtllm. 

12 For a more positive vicw of the Arnerican performance, see Rosernwy Foot, The Prurticr 4 P o w r  (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press. 1995). 208. By and large. the extent of famine eluded acadcmic scholars as well. Cf. "Report on 
China's Food Troubles," rnemo Richard Moorsteen to Rostaw, 8 August 196 1. f: "China Geneni 8/ 1 /6 1-81 lO/6 1 ." 
NSF:CO, box 22, JFKL; and the rnajority of the rejoinders to Alsop's "On China's Descending Spiral" rissembled in 
China Quurrerly 12 (0ct.-Dec. 1962). 21-53. One should beac in mind that the balance sheet on the Amencan 
estimating organs may be nd~ssed when, and if, the records of the Department of Defense and the CIA's 
operational wing fully sudace. 

13 For the verified figures sec .2shton. "Famine in China" 626; Kane, Famine in China. 57. Rcpmcnmtivc 
contemponry estimates include: "1961 Crop Prospects in Cornmunist China," Curent Support Brief. 22 September 
196 1. in Paul Kwaris, ed. CI.4 Research Reports; U. Alexis Johnson, "The Fret Aspirations of Asia.' Novcrnber 16. 
1961. DSB 45, IO 1 1; "A Memo for the thanksgiving weekend," Rostow to Kennedy, 22 Novernber 196 1, E "China 
Genrnl 1 1/ 1 /6 1 - 1 l/26/6 1 ," NSF:CO. box 22, JFKL; -Reports on Chinese Communist Food and Agriculture." 
Memo Robert Amory (CIA Deputy Director of Intelligence) to Rostow, 27 November 1961. f: "China Grnenl 
lI/2?/6 1-1 l/3O/6 1," NSF:CO, box 22. JFKL; "Notes on the China Food Situation," Merno Chester Bowles to 
Kennedy, January 15. 1962. f: "Bowlrs, Chester 8/28/6 1 - l/3 1/62," White Housc Files, Arthur Schlesinger Jr. 
Paprrs. box WH 3A, JFKL; SIVIE 13-61. "The Economic Situation in Communist China," 1 April 196 1, FRUS 
1961-63, Vol. 22, 40-1. Concluding chat "widesprd famine does not a p p w  to be at hand." this document did 
cogentiy predict rimpant starvation if 196 1 turned out to be anothrr poor crop year. 

14 JFK. "Remarks at the La Moritta Resettlernent near Cancas," PPP 1961. 509; idem, "Address Before the Canadian 
Parliament" Ibid, 192. 

l5 ltdicized in the original. Memo Bowles to Kennedy, 13 July 1962, f: "Bowles, Chester (2); box 438. WAH 
Papers. Bowies prided himeIf as being well-informed on the food issue. His role is recounted below [pp. 1. 



struck a sound note in his lament to visiting Secretary of the A m y  Elvis J. Stahr, Ir.: "l don't think that in 

America you realize, this is a very bad famine, it's not just a fantasy of mine."" 

The Arnerican foreign policy apparatus registered a more ambivalent record when it came to 

tracing the political repercussions of the famine. The question of power relations within China's top 

echelon during the crisis years has remained an elusive and slippery terrain, fraught with information 

gaps.'7 Prudence is thus impentive in any evaiuntion of American performance. Some impressions 

emerge, however. Washington groped in the dark as to developments in Beijing. Acknowledging this 

dnwback. Rusk. Harriman and Hilsman in particular were adequately resewed in their appraisals.'R 

Furthemore, that the crisis prompted a group of ranking Chinese to advocate, in vain. a more 

accommodating line towards the United States wiis perceptively and timely detected by both these and CIA 

a n a ~ ~ s t s . ' ~  Assigned lesser pnority than it may have deserved, this discovery still nurtured the budding 

notion. held by several policymaken, that a more diversified Americm China posture might encourage 

sorne dissent within the Chinese ruling c i r~ le . '~  

But major misrepresentations of inn-leadership dynamics offset these achievements. Tme, WaIt 

W. Rostow, then-Chairman of the State Department's Policy Planning Council, noted the precarious nature 

of the evidence. Nonetheless, he did not refnin from drawing categorical-and contradictory- 

16 Elvis Stahr. Ir.. OH, JFKL. 

17 Teiwes, Politics and Purges. 349,359. 

18 Cf. "Proposed U.S. Food Offer to Communist China." mcmo Hilsmim to Rusk. 26 May 1962, 1: "Food For China 
6/62-3162 and undated* box 15, ICT Papen; "United States Policy on Shipments of Medicines and Food Grains to 
Communist China" Memo Hatriman to Rusk 13 April 1962, FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 22. 216: "Food Grains for 
Mainland China," D n f t  Paper Prepwed in the Department of State, 28 May 1962. Ibid. 232. Harriman 
;icknowledged Amencan unwareness of leadership fissures in retrospect. Sec Leonard A, Kusnitz Public Opinion 
and Foreign Policy ( Wrstpon. Conn.: Gtrenwood Press. 1984.), 10 1. 

19 ' rc i~s .  Politics and Purges. 372; "The Signs of Chinese Communist Friendliness," memo CIA OtTrcc: of Current 
Intelligence, 17 luly 1961, f: "China Genenl 7/l5/6 1-7/24/61." NSF:CO, box 22. JFKL; f lamiman and Hilsman 
memoranda and State paper. al1 supra, note 18. For a fullcr description of this debate see [p ... belaw.) 

20 As shown in the previous chaptrr, on Iuly 196 1 Roger Hilsman deemed possible but yet unproven the notion that 
second-echelon, younger Chinese might contemplate a rapprochement with the United States. By Decrmbet 1963. 
this very conception underlay the important China policy speech he CO-authored with other China policy figures. 
-Wang P'ing-nan's Approach to Ambassador B m , "  memo Hilsman to WaIter McConiiughy, 7 luly 196 I .  t': China 
Gened 7115/6 1-7/24/61, NSF, box 22, JFKL; "Proposed U.S. Food Offer to Communist China," memo Hilsman to 
Rusk supra note 18; Roger Hilsman. 70 Move a Nation (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1967), 351-52. S e  
Chapter 8 for an elaboration on the speech. 



conclusions. On November 1962, Rostow surrnised that "past failures and current troubles have produced 

significant policy differences beneath the surface solidarity of  the regime." As late as January 1963 Rostow 

reversed himself to assert the leadership's "great unity." " Overall. in faet. American observers were slow 

to fully discern the lines of cleavage at the Chinese helm. Only a month later did one analyst accurately 

delineate the contours of the pic<ure.2' Further. the 1959 dismissal of China's Defense Minister-a 

watershed event in the People's Republic political history-reverberated little in subsequent American 

discussions of the leadership scene. Finally, the two orchestrators of China's retreat from the radical Great 

Leap Forward, Liu Shaoqi and Deng Xiaoping, were designated as spearheading the radical wing (both 

political and econornic) in a rare 1964 CIA study of leadership trendd3 

Significant developments below the leadership level eluded the American eye as well. The period 

saw the eruption of five major rebellions. In a 1961 party session, Mao himself estimated that 20% of the 

country had experienced turmoil." Several American observers did cogently suspect the profound concem 

about intemal unrest that gripped Beijing during the 1962 stnits crisis, but the rebellions went unheeded." 

Rather. most discussions of public mood in China judged the likelihood of uprisings as remote. The eroded 

21 The quocation is from "A U.S. Policy Toward Communist China," SIP Jn f t  papcr. 15 November 1962, f: "A U.S. 
Policy Toward Communist China" box 15. JC7' Papers. See rilso: "Secretary's Policy Planning Meeting. January 2. 
1962: Discussion of the Sino-Soviet Conflict and US Policy." Mcmo Thomson to Haniman. 12 lanurvy 1962. 
FRUS 1961-63. Vol. 22. 176: "Dinner Meeting Held at the Alibi Club," rncmo Robert Blum to the Record. 22 
January 1963. ROG Vol. 49 196265 - U.S. and China # 1, CFR 

22 "Trends and Prospects in Communist China: Implications fur U.S. Policy." #753 Green to DOS. I February 1963. 
t': "Chicorn-US POL 2/1/63.'' Genenl Foreign Policy Files 1963, box 3862. RG 59, NA. 

23 Teiwes, Politics and Purges. 372; "The Chinese Communist Leadership and the Succcssion Problem." memo LIA 
Directonte of Centrai Intelligence. 19 March 1964, in Paul Kesaris. ed. CIA Research Reports. The rr trat  tumed 
wholesde by mid- 196 1. a development American analysts did recognize. Teiwes. Politics und Purges. 368; -A US. 
Policy Toward Communist China,'" 15 November 1962. supra note 2 1 .  

24 Triwa, Politics and Purges. 347, 544; Thomas P. Bernstein. "Sdinism. Famine. and Chinese Pesants: Grain 
Procurement during the G m t  Lmp Fonvard," Theory and Soctery i 3 (May 1984), 366. 

25 Memo Bromley Smith to Kennedy, 24 lune 1962, f: "China Security 62-3." POF, box 1 13a JFKL; Green, Trends 
and Prospects in Communist China," mpra Note 22. Admird Kirk Ambrissaclor to Taiwan. mentioned the 1960 
Hunan rebellion in retrosprct, recalling that neither the Amencans nor the Taiwrtnese had spottrd the event while in 
progress. Tkcisions facing the United States vis-&-vis Chiang Kai-shek* memo Kirk to Kennedy. 29 Mmch 1963. 
FRUS 1961-63. Vol. 22 355. Sec dso "Chinese Communist Counter-GuerrilIa Opentions," mrmo Rostow. n.d., f: 
"Rostow Guemlla and Unconventional Wdare 7/14/6 1-7/3 116 1." NSF: M&M. box 326. JFKL. 



élan of the fower cadre force and the resigned apathy of the populace at large, analysts explained, did not 

lend themselves to active re~istance.'~ 

Many of these errors are understandable, even if they were not completely unrivoidable. Much of 

the information pertinent to the issues discussed above resided in realms habitually most impenetmble to 

intelligence-the adversary's innennost govemment circles or even the min& of a few ranking 

individua~s." Both the intentions of Chinese moven and shakers and relations at the zenith of power fall 

into this category. Obstructions more particular to the Chinese scene aIso complicated the tasks of 

intelligence, as will be shown below. Moreover, the enormity of famine apparently evaded the grasp of 

most other govemments as welL2' 

Although the historian should avoid the pitfall of "patronizing" contemporaries to China's crisis 

for overlookinç insights only hindsight can purvey, the American failure to chut the interna1 crisis in 

China is too sweeping to be dismissed as rnerely reflecting the tnde's intrinsic limitations. Irnpediments 

particular to the Chinese arena and flaws in the Arnerican intelligence apparatus apparently combined to 

undemine American performance. For the sake of clarity, the following exposition of boih impediments 

and fiaws will examine each stage of the intelligence process in turn-collection, analytical processing, 

dissemination, and absorption by consumers. Two caveats are in order, however. First, such a division 

posits a false linear mode1 of intelligence work, and neglects the intertwined and interdependent 

relationship between the in~elligence and executive vings of the policymaking apparatus." Second. largely 

26 Cf. "Unrest and Uprisings in Mainland China" SIP (Edward Rice) papcr. 16 July 196 1 .  f: "China Grnrnl 7/8/6 1- 
7/l3/6 1," NSF:CO, box 22, JFKL; "Chinese Communist Counter-Guerrilla Opcrations," Merno Rostow. supra note 
27; "The Situation in Mainland China." memo Sherman Kent - Offlce of National Estimates (ONE) to Allen Dulles. 
27 July 1961. f: "China Genenl 7129/61-7/3 1/61." NSF:CO. box 22, JFKL. One andysis did refer to 
"unascertainable" reports of a quasi-mutinous posture within the PLA [Chinese Amy] lower mks. "Monle of 
Party Cadres and Armcd Forces in Communist China" memo Huntington Sheldon (Assistant Director Currrnt 
Intelligence CIA) to Rostow. t 8 May 196 1. f: "China General5/1/6 1 -6/l2/6 1.- NSF:CO. box Y. JFKL. 

27 Jervis. "Smtegic Intelligence," 1 1. 

38 Ashton. "Famine in China," 630; FO 3711170680, 12 February 1963, PRO. it secms that Canadian otricials had 
corne a linle earlier and closer to appreciating the scope of disaster than thcir Amcrican and British counterpruts. 
Sec: Patrick Kyba Alvin: A biography of the Fionourable Alvin Hamilron P.C. (Regina Saskatchewan: Canadian 
Plains Raearch Centre, 1989), 1 64, 167. 

29 For an articulation of this argument sec: Hans Hayman, 'Intelligence/Policy Relationships," in Alfred C. Maurer er 
al. eds, in~elligence: Policy and Process (Boulder, Co: Westview Press, 1985). 3 18. 



reflecting the imbalance of available evidence, the analysis wili overemphasize the consumer end of the 

intelligence process. 

II. 
The China scene presented several serious obstacles as an intelligence target. First, only by the 

end of 1960 had the scope of famine dawned on China's top echelon itself. The submission of falsified 

reports by regional cadres, and the willingness of key leaders to subscribe to these "winds of 

exaggeration," largely account for this phenomenon.30 Additionally. a nurnber of Chinese leaders related 

inflated production figures to visiting reporters and dignitaries. It is unclear whether this was done in good 

faith or with manipulative intent." One such visitor w u  Malcolm MacDonald. head of the British 

delegation at the International Conference on Laos, whose July 1962 reports were given careful 

consideration by Rusk and others. Another was the ceiebrated writer Edgar Snow, who refuted the 

existence of famine in his ensuing book and sought to draw Washington's attention to the n ~ d ~ . ~ '  Second, 

the Chinese published no relevant statistical data throughout the period at hand.l3 Third. while China's 

official, cryptic media did occasionally hint at famine conditions, it was mute to an unusual degree as far ris 

leadership dynamics were concemed, to the h s a t i o n  of some contemporary American a n a ~ ~ s t s . ~ ~  Fourth, 

built-in limitations diluted the value of refugee interrogation, a major information source. Equipped merely 

with their personal experience, non-representative in statistical terms, and oAen having an axe to grind, 

30 Bernstein. "Stdinism, Famine, and Chinese Peosants." 350-1. 367. 369: MacFarquhar. The C'oming of the 
Cataclysm 1 96 1 - 1 966.24 

3 1 For divergent viewpoints on this aspect set: Bernstein, "Stalinism." 35 1: Moshcr. China .bIisperceived, 1 1 1 - 1  13: 
Dw igh t H. Perkins. Markel Conrrol and Planning in Comrnunist China (Cam bridge, Mass.: Harvard University 
Press. 1966), 2 16.222.224. 

32 #85 DOS to Taipei, 28 Jufy 1962, FRLIS 1961-63, Vol. 22, 296-298; Edgar Snow. The Other Side of the River: 
Red China Todcy (New York, N.Y.: Random House, 1962); Letter Harrirnan to Snow, 5 October 1962, fi 'Snow. 
Edgar." box 504, WAH Papers. Interestingly cnough, Snow's own estimates for specitk grain production were 
"very near the truth." Kane, Famine in China, 67. Kane speculates that Snow's grossiy optimistic ovrnll estimate 
pmly reflected an ovemeaction to Joseph Alsop's highly pmimistic andysis. Ibid. 66. 

33 Perkins. .Market Control and Planning in Comrnunhr China, 2 18. 

34 Reed J. Irvine. "Phantom Food in Communist China," clsiun S m  1 (March 1961). 25: Teiwes. Poliiics and 
Purges. 35 1 ; Richard Moomeen. "on China's Food Troubles." supra Note I S. 



refugees provided no ground for sound genenlization - as several contemporary officiais and academics 

ackno~led~ed." 

Tuming ta Washington's collection methods. how well were these suited to the intricate gathering 

task? The Hong Kong Consulate, America's outpost, carried a major share of the responsibility for 

monitoring rnainland affairs. Drawing rnainly upon rnainland and Hong Kong press, refugee interrogation 

and reports by friendly diplomats and journalists stationed in Beijing, the Consulate sought to inform 

Washington through regular semi-annual reviews and occasional dispatches. It appears that the 

aforementioned limitations of refugee interrogation and PRC media served to undercut the Consulate's 

performance. Moreover, Beijing (through the channels to friendly diplornats) and Guangdong (because of 

proximity) dominated the Consulate's intelligence picture, at the expense of regions more remote and 

inaccessible. This conjuncture may have hindered the assessrnent of famine in particular, as disaster hit the 

country very unevenly, and was particularly severe in these very ~ocat ions.~~ 

Durinp the latter part of Kennedy's tenure the Consulate coped with these challenges quite well, 

outperforming any other American organ. The very existence of hunger had escaped its staff as late as 

December 1960. but the arriva1 of a new Consul General, Manhall Green, was apparently conducive to Far 

greater attentiveness to the Mainland arena." Leadership smins, Beijing's anxiety over Chiang's schemes 

in the spring of 1962, and the low prospects that Beijing would accede to a quid-pro-quo food deal-al1 

were discemed relativeiy early by the Consulate. From the data at hand it is dificult to ascertain the degree 

to which these observations registered with policymakers. One may, however, safely conclude that as 

35 Moomren. '*On China's Food Troubles+" rupm Note 12: Alexander Eclwein md Richard L. Wdker. Commenu 
on Alsop's "On China's Descending Spiral," China Quarrerlv 12 (0ct.-Dec. 1962). 21. 46. Tapping his tield 
rxperience, Richard L. Wdker further maintained that scientitïc methods had not governed refugee data collection 
and collation. Ibid. 50. 

36 Ashton. "Famine in China," 625: Bernstein, "Stalinism, Famine, and Chinesr Peasisrint~.~ 344. 

37 "United Smtes Policy Towards China: A Rrappnisal." it428 Holmes (Hong Kong) io Statc. 22 Decrrnber 1960. f: 
"6 1 l.93/12-2060." box 1 308. RG 59. NA. 

38 Cf. Green, "Trends and Prospects in Communist China" supra Note 12; #668 Green to Rusk. 21 Decrrnber 1961, f: 
"Food For China 1961," ICT Papers. box 15, JFKL; #1525 Green to Rusk,  22 June 1962. FRUS 1961-63. Vol. 23 
272-273. For the quid-pro-quo d d .  ser Ip.91 below. In 1961, a report prepared by the consulate, "Famine: Grim 
Spectre Over China* was cancelled by the USIG acting on advise fmm the C M  and the State Department, Thetr 
was. the author was instnicted by Washington. "no famine in China." Scr: Wes Fcderson, "The Misinformation 
Age." Lctter to the New York Times Review of B o o k  9 March 1997. 



far as the food issue was concerned, the consulate had refined its lenses too gradually to contribute 

materially to poticy deliberations. 

The drawback of collection means in the public domain was hardly compensated for by 

clandestine rneasures, Human Intelligence (HUMMT) efforts were drastically downgraded; between 1959 

and mid- 196 1 an American ban on airdrops was in effect. Apparently, the limiteci survivability of previous 

drop-in teams, the advcnt of more sophisticated reconnaissance equipment, and resistance voiced by some 

at State figured in the decision. By mid-1961, Kennedy agreed to resume the practice, provided that the 

imperative of American deniability be meticuIously kept. Through late 1962, however, the ROC declincd 

to cany out the probes on the ground that they would be too srnall to be useful. Actually, it appears that 

weather conditions prevented the execution of any drops through the rest of Kennedy's tenure. Seabourne 

raids proved no panacea. The Nationalist teams suffered, as even Chiang conceded, a vety high casualty 

39 rate. Ray S. C h e ,  then-CIA station chief in Taiwan, personally and successfully secured Kennedy's 

approval for the launching of U-2 overflights over China. Arguing that solid knowledge about China had 

been sorely lacking, C h e  prevailed over senior State officiais who deemed the risks as outmatching the 

likely returns." n i e  interception of a Nationalist-piloted U-2 aircnR over the mainland in September 1962 

embarrassed Washington, however. By April 1963, furthemore, both Secretary of Defense Robert S. 

McNrimara and Director of Central Intelligence John A. McCone expressed disappointment at the quality 

of the information the U-2 had procured.4' At any rate, one should bear in mind that the device was 

39 Thomas Powers. The .h Who Kept ihc S r m e :  Richard Helms and the CIA (New York: Washington Square 
Press. 198 1). 43-4: Che ,  Secrets. Spies and Scholars. 176-7; Edward Rice, '"US poliq toward China" (S/P 61 159). 
26 October 196 1,  f: "S\P-6 1 159: US policy towards China 1 OQ6/6 1 ." box 14, JCT Fapers; Dnft Mrmo Kennedy to 
Harrimm, 9 Mach 1962. FRUS 1961-63. Vol. 22. 192-193 and  193, fn. 1; Memcon Kirk-Chiang Kai-shek. 6 
September 1962, supra Note 5, 307; Memcon Kennedy-Chiang Kd-shek. I 1 Scptember 1963, FRLS 1961-63. Vol. 
22.388. 

JO The only source 1 found for this episode is the OH Interview of Ray S. Ctinc by Tcd Gittcnger, 3 1 May 1983, 
LBJL. According to C h e ,  Charles E. Bohlrn charnpioned the opposite virw. evidently srniuthg from the Gary 
Powers fiasco. Taiwan was granted U-2 Licences under Eisenhower (July 1960). Kennedy P m  Conference. 9 
Septembrr 1962, PPP, 675. 

41 #562 Embtel Cabot to DOS, 20 Srptember 1962. FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 22.3 18-320: "Summary Record of the 5 13th 
National Security Council Meeting". 22 April 1963, FRUS 196 t - 1963. Vol. 24. Laos Crisis ( 1994), 993. 



designed to chart Chinese developments far more tangible than those discussed in this section, such as  

troop movements. 

A "Cry Wolf' syndrome seemingly hampered the American capacity to effectively tap Taipei's 

intelligence resources. The vaiue of this avenue is unascertainable without actually dwelling on Taiwanese 

materials. What seems clear, however, is that while some American observers endorsed sombre Taiwanese 

depictions of rnaintmd conditions, most-including Ambassador Kirk, Hilsman, Harriman, Rusk, 

McGeorge Bundy and the President himself-considercd these appraisals politicalIy driven and took them 

with a grain of salt. Even such a Nationalist sympathizer as Ambassador Drumright shared these qualms. In 

fact, the Nationalists themselves nurtured the doubts by faiIing to meet the persistent Arnencan challenge 

to produce cancrete and conclusive evidence to bear out their appraisals of mainland conditions. 

Endorsement seemed more prevalent within the Defense establishment, and doubts within Stace, but both 

dispositions cut acmss bureaucratic and jurisdictional boundaries to some degreenJ2 

The most vatuable spoil in the context at hand came into American possession not by design but 

haphazardly. At the tum of 1961, Tibetan guerrilla forces seized that year's issues of the PLA's secret 

Bulletin ofilcrntities. Exploitation of this rich source could have afforded much insight into China's plight. 

But this opportunity was largely lost. To be sure, a recently released, heavily sanitized memo reveals that 

McCone judged the acquisition of paramount import and unique enough to warrant Kennedy's specific 

attention. The captured documents, the attached appraisal reads, illuminate not only the Chinese Order of 

Battle but the American need to significantly scale down the assessrnent of China's military might: they 

constitute the first firm evidence that China's economic woes had Forced deep retrenchment on the Amy, 

42 For a representative illustration of  Chimg's rvuions regarding the matter see Memcon Kennedy-Chimg. I I  
Septembcr 1963. supra note 39, 388-389. For the tint disposition sec: C h e ,  Secrets, Spies and Scholurs. 18 1 ; Elvis 
Stahr OH, JFKL. 51. For the second sce: 'Prospects for Early Chinese Nationalist Military Action Against the 
Mainland," O/NE to Allen Dulles, supra Note 8: Memcon Harriman-T.V. Soong, 15 Jmuiiry 1963, f: "China (3)," 
box 442, WAH Paprrs. Kirk "Decisions Facing the United States." supra Note 25: "Memo for the Record on 
 meeting with Chiang Ching-kuo," rnemo Hilsmm. 22 Mrircb 1962, f: "China-Planning on Mainland Opentions." 
box 1 .  RH Papers; memo for the Record Bundy. 12 March 1962, FRUS 1961-63. Vol. 22, 194; "United States- 
China Relations," memcon China4J.S.. 1 August 1961. Ibid 110: #596 Embtsl Drumright to Himiman, Ibid. 187. 
For divergent views within ihe Defensc establishment see: "Meeting: The White House," Mrmo for the record 
Hilsman. 20 lune 1962 Ibid. 25 1-255. 



including a depletion of the Amy's food  ration^.'^ Hilsman. for one. interpreted the documents as pointing 

towards China's genenlly defensive posture in the near future? Close scrutiny of the documents and 

American renditions of them, however, suggests that rather explicit references to both massive starvation 

and m e d  rebellions somehow did not hlly register with the American foreign policy ~ornmunity.'~ 

To conclude, the collection effort fell far short of the task, thwarted by circumstance and 

Amencan rnishandling alike." intelligence products. the next stage in the information process. varied in 

their observation of one crucial principte: the producer should stnve to alert consumers by clearly 

acknowledging uncertainties and information gaps.J' Some. notably Hilrman and Ambassador Kirk. 

followed this imperative judiciously." Others hedged in the body of the their analysis but rushed into 

categorical statements in the more conspicuous. summarizing preamble.49~s ambassador Kirk underlined. 

still other authors of intelligence products manifested no awareness of the information deficiency at dl: 

"despite conhary claims, it is my opinion that intelligence sources [on the People's Republic] are very 

inadequate."'' 

43 "Appraisril of the Chinese A m y  Documents," memo McCone to Kennedy, 9 January 1962. f: "China Security 62-3 
( 19)." box I 13% POF; M c N m a n  reached similar conclusions. "World Military Situation and thc Rclation to Unitsd 
Siatcs Forcign Policy," EXecurive Sessiom Vol. 14 ( 1962). 163. The spccilk circumstances of the scizure. still partly 
shrouded in sccrecy. may bc unvriled when CIA materials on the ils involvcment with the Tibrtan insurgcncy corne 
to Iight. 

44 "Evidcncc of Peiping's Concern over Possible GRC-US Intcntions." msmo Hilsman to Harrirnan. 72 Junc 1962, f: 
The Offshore Islands 1162-8/62, box 15. JCT Papen. 

4S Compare ihe renditions cited in the nvo footnotes above with Tciwes. Poiitics and Purges. 357 a d  espccially with 
the explicit references to massive famine and m e d  rebellions t'ound in the published translation of the capturcd 
documents. J. Chester Cheng, cd., The Politics ofthe Chinese Red tlrmy (Stanford: Hoover Institution. 1966). 13-14. 
1 19, 1 37-8, 190- 1,2 10.284.287.296-8. 

46 Rusk himself acknowlrdged the difficulties the collection effon encountered. Sce: # 16 Deptei Rusk to Taipei. 7 
July 1962. FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 22,292. 

47 Michael 1. Handtl, "Leaders and Intelligence," in idem.. cd., Leaders and Intelligence (London: F m k  Cas, 1989). 
15. For an elaboration of how the extent of awareness of the paucity of information influencrd policy delibentions 
s e  [p. 1 below. 

58 Cf. S N E  13-2-6 1. Tommunist China in 197 1," CM. 26 September 196 1, f: "Communist China in 197 1 ." box 14. 
JCT Priprrs; "Proposed US Food Ot'fer to Communist China" memo Hilsman to Rusk 26 May 1962. f: "food for 
China 6/62-7162 and undated," box 15. lbid 

49 Cf. "The Situation in Mainland China" O\NE memo. supra note 78. 

' 0  uDecisions Facing the United States," memo Kirk to Kennedy. supra note 25. 



111. 
At the interface between the producer and consumer ends of the intelligence process, four actors 

exhibited a consequential cognitive flaw. All had been long fascinated by the China scenc and were strong- 

minded, but they pursued policy alternatives grounded more in their preconceptions about Chinese reality 

than in solid evidencc. 

Ray S. C h e  qualifies as the enigmatic figure in the China intelligence play, as but sparse 

evidence is available besides his own quite candid but necessarily partial memoir. Cline's case illustrates 

how one's position stands to colour one's prism, The late 1950s saw Cline, a s  chief of the Sino-Soviet area 

of the Office of Curent Intelligence, argue the severity of Sino-Soviet friction and hold his ground against 

considerable opposition.51 Convenely. during his stint as CIA chief in Taipei. he established good rapport 

with both CIA operatives and ranking Kuomintang offïcials. Especially close were his ties with Chiang 

Ching-kuo, Chiang Kai-shek's son and head of the regime's secret service apparatus. Cline's unreserved 

praise for the performance of Taiwanese intelligence and his lobbying for a "coven" but large-scale 

landing on the mainland both stem logically from these circum~tances.~' More baffiing is how Cline 

reconciled. in his own mind, the championing of such a policy with his aforementioned sense of acute 

information gaps on mainland conditions. Fuller insights will require the release of additional 

documentation. 

As will be shown below, the Secretary of the Amy, Adrninl Hany D. Felt, Commander in Chief. 

Pacific, and a nurnber of operational figures within the CIA apparently seconded Cline's reoccupation 

designs. On the whole, however, Washington took account of Cline's over-identification with the 

Kuomintang. McCone, Cline's rnutually-respected superior, seemingly stnddled the fence on the 

5 C h e  OH, 2 1 March 1 983, LBJL; Harold P. Ford. Esrimative fn~eliigence: The Purposes and Problems of ivational 
Intelligence Esrimaiing (Lanha MD: University Press of Amerka, 1993), 92. 

57 C h e .  Secrers, Spies and Scholars, 3. 172, 181; Hilsman To 'Clove a Narion, 3 14: "White House Meeting on GRC 
Plans." Hilsrnan Memo for the Record FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 22 204. For more on Clinr's views, see p...below. 



reoccupation issue. Moreover. McGeorge Bundy-by al1 accounts Cline's rnost intimate associate in 

govemment-disapproved of the designs a ~ t o ~ e t h e r . ~ ~  

As in Cline's case, a perception of biased analysis probably militated against the credibility of 

Joseph Alsop with key Washington policymakers. Even avowed critics applauded the noted journalist for 

his exceptional and long-standing attentiveness to the China arena." Throughout the period in question and 

culminating in a mid-1962 scries of articles, Alsop propagated a "collrlpse theory" regarding China's 

imrnediate fuîure. Its gist ran as follows: China, in the gRp of a descending spiral, may be approaching the 

breaking point. The regime's fate probably hinges on the next harvest and the m y ' s  unfathomable 

disposition. Mao's determination to subject China to a Stalin ist developmental model. despite an economic 

starting point approximating the level of subsistence, triggered the calamity. All the remedies attempted by 

the regime had failed to reverse the trend. An American offer of famine relief amounts to the folly of 

extricating the regime "off its self-created hook." While stopping short of advocating an American 

intervention to exp[oit the Comrnunists' morass, an implied support of Chiang's "Year of the Tiger" 

argument flowed from Alsop's 

On friendly terms with Secretary of Defense Robert McNarnm, Ray S. Cline and the President 

himself, Alsop was well positioned to influence key policymakers.'4 As far as the "collapse" thesis was 

53 Elvis Stahr OH interview. IFKL. 5 1: Clin<: OH interview, 3 1 May 1983. LBJL: Cline. Ser*rels. Spirs und Scholczrs.. 
192. 195: J m e s  Thomson interview with author. Boston. 7 December 1994; Memo Bundy to JFK. 7 July 1961. 
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Sept, 1962). 21-37; idem "Will Communist China Explode?" Sutzirdq Evening Post. 7 August 1962; idem, "And 
Now, Taiwan," WP. 28 January 1963. As noted above, in reuospect these articles prove insightful as to the scope of 
the famine and Beijing's concern over domestic unrest. The quotrition is from Alsop, "History Reverses the Roles." 
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concerned, he went out of his way to secure their While making his mark on congressional 

debates, AIsop*~ mission met partial success at best." One may assume that limits resulted from both his 

record as a Kuomintang apologist as well as the employment of a polemical tone and a patently unscientific 

method of sub~tantiation.'~ 

As noted in chapter 3 above, the China orientation of Chester Bowles has been nther amply 

illuminated by recent scholarship. But the impact of his views on China's crisis requires fuller 

explication.M Of NO minds regarding China, Bowles "saw no inconsisiency between advocating a 

containment of what he considered a dangerously expansionist People's Republic and supporting closer 

contacts with it.'"' Complementing his set of basic tenets were a pro-lndian tilt, and a conviction that the 

Chinese and Indians were waging a baffle for economic supremacy which might ultimately determine the 

future path of the "underdeveloped ~orld."~'  

The spectre of China's straits served to accentuate each of these tenets in turn. Throughout, 

Bowles argued that China could bail herself out only through external solutions. Initially given to an 

alarmist view of the Chinese threat, the Undersecretary of State likened China to Nazi Germany and 

Imperia1 Japan and revived the notion he had conceived eariier of a Chinese Lebensrmm drive to capture 

Southeast Asia's rice fields. M i l e  proposing from the outset the utilization of the ambassadorial channel 

at Warsaw to sound out the Chinese on a food deal, he asserted the inevitability of a war with China within 

57 Set his letters to Kennedy, John McConc, Arthur Schlcsingcr, Ir., Roger Hilsmm and Allen S. Whiting, al1 datrd 
27 July 1962, in f: "Generd Correspondence July-October 1962" box 18. JA Papers. 

58 Cf. The Congressiund Record 1962. Vol. I O8 Pt. 10. pp. 1, 3933 ,,. 13521. 

59 Pointing to this possibility arc the rejoindcn by Borvlcs. Hifsrnan md acadcmia figures to Alsop's thesis. Ssr: 
Memo Bowles to Kennedy, 13 July 1962, f: "Bowtes. Chester [3)." box 438. WAH Papcrs: Lcner Hilsmm to Alsop. 
3 August 1962. f: "General Correspondence Juiy-October 1962," box 18, JA Papers; the rejoinders to Alsop's "On 
China's Descending Spirai." qecially 23.55.48. 

60 The following takes particular issue with Feîzer. "Clinging to Containment" 190- 1.  
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1993 j. 213. 



a decade at most, and went as far as not precluding the nuclear option in the eventuality of a Iebrnsruum 

Bowles shiAed ground in the first quarter of 1962. Detecting a rnellowing of China's belligerence, 

the now-President's Speciai Representative judged more worthy of a probe the prospects of a quid 

(Arnerican food aid) pro-quo (Chinese "restraint" in Southeast Asia) deal. He envisioned Burmese Prime 

Minister U Nu acting as medidiar and believed he had won Kennedy's approval for this. The effort was 

rendered stillborn with the ovenhrow of U Nu's govemment. however." 

The important role Walt Rostow played in the matter at hand has thus Far bcen virtually 

overlooked in the literature. First, while Rostow had sharply questioned both the Lebensrmm 

preoccupation and the heightened threat perception marking Bowles' 1961 stance, he largely shared 

Bowles' policy premises and latter-phase prescriptions outlined above . ' he  two did not join hands. 

however. Rather, they followed parallef tracks in the effort to secure Kennedy's ear, as exemplified by 

Bowles' absence from the China interdepartmental group led by ~ o s t o w . ~  Yet another instance of 

information disarray, this lack of CO-opention apparently stemrned from a blend of Bowles' fall from 

grace during that stage, Kennedy's management style and personal animosities benveen Rostow, Bowles 

and their respective aides.67 

63 Cf. lbid 215; Gordon H. Chang, FrirncLF and Enemies (Stmford. California: Stanford University Press, 1990). 218- 
19; Bowles, "Areas of PossibIe Crises and Contingency Plans," 17 May 196 1. Executive Scrssiom 13: 1 ( 196 1 ), 545. 
551; idem. "U.S. Policy Towards Asia" 6 April 1960. ROM. Vol. 34 (July 1959-lune 1960). CFR; idem, -Notes on 
the China Food Situation." supra Note 13; "U.S. o t k  of emergency food relief to Cmmunist China" Bowles 
Memo to Rusk 6 March 196 1, fi "food For China 196 1 ." box 1 S. JCT Papers: Memcon on Laos. 29 April 1 96 1. 
FAUS 1961 -63, Vol. 24. 154. 
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Chicom-US." General Foreign Policy Files 1963, box 3862, NA; Bowles OH interview, 2 Frb ruq  1965, JFKL, 33- 
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65 Mrmo Rostow to Kennedy. 17 August 1961, FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 24, 1961. 374: "USSR-CHICOM Dispute." 
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Second, Rostow pondered China issues with a constant eye to Southeast Asia. He had concluded 

early that China's economic woes would sway her against foreign "adventurism," Southeast Asia included, 

and that this factor should weigh in American plans. The forward posture Rostow recornrnended in 

68 Vietnam derived in part from that logic. Witness the explicit argument he urged in July 1962 upon 

another key figure in the forging of Vietnam policy, the President's Military Representativc Maxwell 

Taylor: "The Chinese [domestic] situation should strengthen our will to pursue a policy which would deny 

South Vietnam, Thailand -and Laos, too - to the Communists over the indefinite future; and we should 

punue this policy with inner c ~ n f i d e n c e . ~ ~  

Third, Rostow's method of evidence substantiation rnerits close examination. As of November 

1961, if not sooner, Rostow had impressed upon Kennedy the feasibility of a Chinese search for limited 

accommodation with the West, and the prospects of a quid-pro-quo deal along the lines of Bowles' 

projection. Characteristically self-assured and somewhat of a China expert in his own eyes, he argued this 

thesis in fategorieal terms. while conceding the speculative nature of the e v i d e n ~ e . ~  To corroborate his 

case, Rostow explicitly pointed to Chinese overtures he deemed indicative of a strategic decision to 

experiment with rapprochement ferlen." More implicitly but no less clearly, the former M.I.T. 

economist's ardent belief in the development theory he had authored coloured his appraisal of Chinese 

policy trends." Illustrations abound. At a slightly later date, Rostow unequivocally interpreted the Chinese 

famine as a case in point for discrediting Communism's daim to fiishion an effective development model 

68 "A Plan for CINCPAC to Prepare in the Next Two Weeks." m m o  Rostow to Genenl Ma~well Taylor. 16 October 
196 1. FRUS /96/-1963. Vol. 1. Vietnam, 38 1-2; Mcrno Rostow to Kennedy, 17 August 196 1, supra note 65: Memo 
Rostow to Kennedy. 8 November 196 1. E "China Gcnenl 1 1/1/6 1- 1 1/26/61." NSF:CO. box 22, JFKL. 

69 Letter Rostow to Taylor, 3 1 July 1962, FRL'S 1961-63, Vol. 22.299. 
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1961-63, Vol. 1.216. [Se also chapter ...] 
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and as proof that Capitalizm was destined to ultimately pnvail.n Still more to the point, Rostow interpreted 

U Nu's secret approach to act as mediator as signalling that the Chinese were by then alerted to the 

ineptitude of their agricultural practices and despente enough to admit their defeat in the development 

contest." Indeed, the pitfall of self-vindication appean to have carried Rostow to the brink of wishful 

thinking. 

IV. 
The policymaking elements of the China intelligence process manifested grave malfunctions as 

well. As Undersecretary of State Ball lamented in December 1961, the government's atternpt at ri co- 

ordinated response to China's predicament was reactive and tardy. Exemplifjhg the general character of 

China policymaking during 196 1,  not until that month were orderly inter-departmental deliberations 

Official deliberation on offering food relief to China antedated the Kennedy presidency. In August 

1954, the Eisenhower administration ruled against this step, partly on the grounds that Beijing was stiIl 

exporting grains. Challenged in the face of China's unfolding crisis to address the issue in public at an 

early date, Kennedy cited both this reason and the continued detention of Americans by the PRC to explain 

a lack of ovenures, The president did introduce a note of ambiguity into the American posture, however. 

Seeking not to foreclose his options and obviously happy to occupy the moral high ground, he invited 

Beijing to signal its interest in an American proposai, The administration would thereupon be glad, he 

stated, to "consider that need [for food]."" 

Otherwise, much of Washington's sparse attention to the food issue resulted from the nse of other 

73 Walt W. Rostow. Wiewfiom rhe Sevenrh Floor (New York: tiarper & Row. 1964), 125-6. 
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wheat exporters to meet China's grain shortfall. Late in 1960, China embarked on an urgent search to make 

up for the deficiency. Canada was to benefit directly. Seeking new outlets for its surplus wheat which could 

supply foreign exchange, the Canadian government also endeavoured to restore its failing standing with 

the important prairie electorate. Championed vigorously by Prime Minister Diefenbaker and Agriculture 

Minister Alvin Hamilton, a major deal was stnick in April 196 1 for US $362 miilion worth of grains to be 

purchased over the next two and a half years. Australia followed an essentially parallel t r a ~ k . ~  

The Canadian deal, especially, involved Washington heavily. Severat participating Canadian firms 

were subsidiaries of U.S. cornpanies. Hence, at least a tacit consent by the Kennedy administration not to 

apply the law stipulating the embargo on trade with the People's Republic was essential for the bargain's 

execution. The new administration found itself caught between contndictory impulses. On one hand, the 

enonnous popularity of the grain sales in Canada and Australia was gnsped by local American 

representatives." As Rosemary Foot asserts, Washington * ' a h  had sympathy for the argument that, [for 

Canada and Australia], h d e  was a vital part of remaining a healthy economy."'~ Blocking the transactions 

seemingly appeared also to many as too flagrantly Machiavellian a violation of such publicly enshrined - if 
not so often adamantly pursued-Wilsonian principles as global bettement, rnuttilatemlism, and free 

tnde." As well. some offcials, notably Hilsman, favoured the sales as instrumental to delaying policy 

decisions on the perplexing food issue." Finally, symbolic Canadian gestures may have contributed to 

moderating American response. Ottawa was concerned lest Washington would be so displeased ris to 

retaliate, for instance in the fom of reducing American investments in Canada. Consequently, Canadian 

influentials took meticulous pains to keep Washington abreast of negotiation details, and pledged not to 

77 Foot. The Procrice. 69-70: Ky ba, :Ilvin. 160. 163. 167; Stanley, Food For Peacr, 236. 

78 Cf. d590 Embtrl Armstrong (Ottawa) to DOS, 1 7 February 196 1. f: -6 1 1.9312-36 1 ." box 1309. NA.; Green to 
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79 Foot. The Procrice, 7 1 .  
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undercut the United States should it ultimately decide to enter the Chinese wheat market.'' 

On the other hand, the case for approving of the transactions, advanced by State in general and 

George Ball in particular, found an able opponent in Secretaq of the Treasury Douglas C. Dillon. The 

former Undersecrem of State under Eisenhower cautioned against domestic backlash. The economic 

contact seemed objectionable to othen also. as presaging the ultimate isolation of ~ a i w a n . ~  

The matter was largely lefl to presidential adjudication. Kennedy developed a specific distaste for 

Diefenbaker and impatience with what he perceived as the Canadian leader's indecisiveness and 

nationalistic anti-Americanism. Moreover, he was apparently never fully reconciled to allied grain sales. In 

April 1962, for instance, he complained to the Canadian ambassador that the deal was helping the People's 

Republ ic out of its di fficulties." Evidently. however, these predilections were counterbalanced in 

Kennedy's mind by State's arguments. Consequently, under his stewardship, the administration ncither 

greatly facilitated nor, more irnportantly, materially obstructed the Canadian (and Austnlian) grain 

shipments. Shying away from formally modifying the Foreign Assets Control Regulations so as to exempt 

non-U.S. China bound non-stntegic cargo, Kennedy and his State Department settled instead for informa1 

devices around the taw, emphasizing to the Canadians that these should not be regarded as precedent. The 

decision to acquiesce in the deals manifested itself most clearly in late 1961. Strongly urging Ottawa and 

Canberra to both link their bargains specifically with reduced Chinese activity in Vietnam and tighten the 

credit arrangement agreed with Beijing, Washington stiIl refnined from raising the issue to the level of a 

forma1 protest.'J 

As far as action by Washington itself on the food Front was concerned, as noted above, during 

83 FRL'S 1961-63, Vol. 22.24; Foot. The Practice. 7 1 .  
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196 1 the cause of urging the extension of aid fell largely to Chester ~owles. '~ As early as February, he 

sought to win Rusk to the idea that such shipments might actualiy moderate Chinese Communist behaviour 

or put the United States in a bener position to try to influence Chinese behaviour." A few months later he 

çonveyed the essence of his position to James Reston, the celebrated New York Times columnist. 

Propagating the Lebemraum thesis, he at the same tirne "[could] conceive some day five or ten yem fkom 

now when the American fumer may offer China an alternative to aggression."8a His efforts went 

unheeded, When Bowles, at the very eve of the adminisûation's March trial balloon in Warsaw conceming 

the exchange of correspondents, proposed to employ the same channel to sound out the Chinese on a food 

deal, his motion was denied. Rusk lefl unchanged his instructions to Bearn to gingerly address the issue 

only if fim approached by the Chinese side." 

What lay behind Bowles' inability to cary the day in 1961? One problem was the incoherence of 

his attitude, predicting concurrently a w u  with China and a remedial "food for peace" with her within the 

next few years. Another difficulty was his gmdually fading policy clout - and the bruises and fatigue 

Bowles coliected along his downward slope. As well, Bowles was himself affected by the kind of 

preoccupation with other policy maners that affected other policymaken as 196 1 progressed.'m 

Bowles' quandary notwithstanding, new evidence reveals that the administration clid table a relief 

proposal in Wanaw - but in June, not March. At the 1 0 5 ~  meeting, Beam informed Wang that the 

American governrnent would permit, on humanitarian grounds, an arrangement for the private purchasing 

and sending of food parcels into China. Designed as a low-key and non-polemicai rneasure, this probe was 

86 Propagating the themc as well was George C. McGovern. Special Assistant to the Presidrnt and Director of Food 
For Pmcc. He pleaded his case mainly through Rostow, who had - as noted below - himself sxpsricnccd trouble 
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Ietters" urging governmental relief operation. See: Memo McGovern to Rostow. 24 May 1961, P "Cliina Grnerai 
5/ 116 1-61 1 2 6  1 ." box 22, NSF:CO, JFKL; George S. McGovern. Wur rlgaind CVant: .-imericu S Food For Peace 
Program (New York: Walker and Company, 1964). 124. 
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Rusk to Bearn. 4 March 196 1, FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 22.24; # 12% Embtel Beam to Rusk 7 March 196 1. Ibid. 35-6. 
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almost certainly less of Bowles* making and more part and parcel of the mid-summer attempt, described in 

the previous chapter, to ferret out Beijing's intentions. In a fashion typical of the abortive Sino-American 

dialogue of that period, Beam's overture elicited nothing but a firm Chinese refusa1 to accept American 

"relief." even if private.'' The food project was essentially laid to rest for the remainder of the summer. 

The causes behind the American failure to ernbark, in 196 1, on a concerted policy course on the 

food issue were varied and many. One source of difficulty was the flimsy bureaucratie inhtructure for 

CO-ordinating China-related intelligence indicated in chapter 3. At least two officiais did sound the alarm. 

Robert Komer had urged the need to establish a China Task Force as eetirly as March 196 1. A few months 

Iûter, Rice maintained that the absence of a separate China desk at FE handicapped policy development. 

Only around the yearts end, with the advent of Haniman to FE, was the second proposal implemented." At 

this very juncture, the poor state of the CIA's own coordination mechanism was recognized by incoming 

CIA chief McCone. The refornts McCone introduced included the creation of a China-Coordinator 

position, as part of the establishment of the National Intelligence Prognm Evaluarion (NIPE). Appointed 

deputy director for intelligence in 1962. Ray Cline embraced this measure wholeheartedly. He hoped it 

would recti& what he perceived as the neglect the China inteHigence sphere had always suffered in 

cornparison to the Soviet   ni on."^ 

Moreover, illustrations of rigid and highly cornpartmentalized dissemination procedures meet the 

eye. This was the case especially with American designs regarding, and military assistance to, Nationalist 

China. Allen S. Whiting, then China specialist at State's MR, and John M. Cabot, then Ambassador to 

Poland and chief negotiator with the Comrnunist Chinese at Warsaw. both recall being kept in the dark 

91 # 1930 Embtel Barn to DOS. 29 June 1961, FRUS 1961-63. Vol. 22.86. See dso my chapter ... above. 

92 "Notes for the Tuesday Planning Session," memo Kornçr to Bundy and Rostow. 6 March 196 1. i': "Korner 1/ 1 /6 1 - 
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about such matten." What is more stnnling. there is a possibility that the CIA's analyical wing was not 

fully appraised of  the operational wing's Taiwan ~che rnes .~~  Reflecting the vinually univenal paradigm 

that the policy of one's country resides outside the intelligence analyst's purview.?6 and designed to prevent 

leaks, this mode of conduct is arguably indispensable. Taken to such lengths, however, it serves to fiacture 

or dim the information picture, and hence to impede any analytic endeavour. 

Possibly most significant, bottlenecks obstructed not only the horizontal but the upward flow of 

information. The evidence at hand obliquely bears out one genenl assessment of Rusk's conduct in the 

intelligence sphere: while according MR considerable autonomy, the secretary proved less then m avid 

consumer of intelligence estimates." A telling case in point permits a fimer conclusion as far as President 

Kennedy's role is concerned. A close adviser to Kennedy, Rostow repeatedly and anxiously sought to brief 

the President on China's domestic situation for at least ten months. The urgent and explicit nature of 

Rostow's requcsts anest to his failure, however. '' 

Indeed, the impression cornes through that Kennedy should be assigned partial responsibility for 

the China information mismanagement. As Lowenthal notes, movers and shakers have consistently played 

a much greater role throughout the intelligence process than is generally recognized; their oft-unspoken 
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personal preferences help set the agenda for both collection and analysis.'" This may have been panicularly 

tme under Kennedy. The president promoted a multiple-counsel system. He depended on conveying a 

sense of purpose to synthesize the system inio a collegial and functioning w h o ~ e . ' ~  On the China 

information front, arguably, Kennedy offered Iittle guidance, Hence, diversity within the policymaking 

community bred disintegration rather than constructive collaboration. 

This key assertion merits elucidation and Further validation. Unlike a few others in government, 

during his 1960 campaign Kennedy had apparently had no knowledge whatsoever of China's economic 

crisis."" Yet, during his tenure Kennedy pmved mindful of how failures to gnsp the advenary's 

capabilities and intentions had figured in the outbreak of wars and international crises throughout this 

~ e n t u r ~ . ' ~ '  More specifically, even prior to 1960 he had been aware of the paucity of solid information on 

rnainland conditions, and grew acutely cognizant of it while in power. "" However. through early 1962 at 

lest, the president did not translate these insights into a major initiative to irnprove mainland coverage. 

The reasons behind this lapse rernain enigmatic, partly due to Kennedy's aforementioned 

propensity to keep some of his closest aides at sea regarding the coordinates of his China perspective.'" 

Several preliminary and complementary explanations suggest thernselves. First, the failure to g m p  the 

scope of famine probably was self-perpetuating in itself, since it conveyed the sense that no urgent 

consideration of the issue was imperative. Second, as illustrated in the previous chapter, when the crisis in 

9 9 ~ a r k  M. Lowenthal, "Tribai Tongus: lntelligcnce Producers. Intelligence Consumcrs." Washington Qurirterly 15 
[complete issue number and check title], ( 1992). 159. 167. 
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China peaked, other items crowded Kennedy's desk, won his attention, and sapped executive energies. 

Third, the evidence corroborates McGeorge Bundy's rernark that with the exception of such stmtegic 

considerations as China's nuclear potential or the state of Sino-Soviet relations. Chinese matters per se did 

not entice Kennedy's enthusiasm.'" To some associates. the domestic complications Kennedy perceived as 

involved reinforced this disposition.IM 

in sum, during the early part of his tenure Kennedy did not share the conviction of some of his 

aides, described above, that China's troubles were of strategic consequence to the United States and should 

be assigned higher priority on the intelligence and policy agendas.'" 

v. 
This survey of the Iayers of intelligence prepares the ground for cornmenthg on the links between 

intelligence and policy and for assessing Amcrican performance. 

Contrary to the activist propensity of C h e ,  Alsop, Bowles and Rostow, the American government 

ultimately pursued a rather cautious course vis-A-vis China's predicament. This deve lopment will be traced 

more fully in the following sections. Severn1 causes require a brief mention here, as they pertain directly to 

the information process. First, rnost American observers deemed slim the chances of an American 

intervention on Chiang's behalf.'" by mid-1962 the dominant camp dispured Rostow's and Bowles' 
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irnplicit contention that the Chinese Communists had been so demoralized as to shed their pride and 

acquiesce. as part of a food deal. in what amounted virtually to a Pax Amencana in the Far ~ast.'" 

Third and most significant for this chapter's focus, several ranking officials not only 

acknowledged the paucity of reliabIe data but cited it as one of the reasons for adopting a more circumspect 

appmach toward China's interna1 predicament."o Palpably alen as he was to this very factor's salience in 

the Bay of Pigs debacle, President Kennedy himself responded to this logic. The sporty intelligence puzzle 

precluded a grand venture across the straits, lie informed his Taiwanese discussants."' Wavering more on 

the food issue, he ultirnately settled on a relatively passive approach on that score as well. 

This recognition of intelligence gaps, not only by oficials at the producer-consumer interface but 

by consumen, is an unusual feat in itself and stands notably to the administration's credit. Funher on the 

positive side of the balance sheet is the venture to improve China covenge undenaken by concerned 

off?cials in 1962. This included not only the establishment of a China Desk at State's FE and the 

appointment of a China Coordinator at the CIA, mentioned above, but the institution of a station charged 

with discerning public mood in the PRC through the interception of PRC-Overseas Chinese mail. 

According to a ranking participant, this last measure helped the United States anticipate and trace the 

Cu ltunl ~evolution. IL' Indeed, the happy corn bination of better in formed personnel and re tined 

mechanisms improved the intelligence yield in some quarters, as Green's Hong Kong dispatches 

ii~tlstrate."~ 

These notable achievements do not outweigh the common yet cardinal flaws the intelligence 

apparatus exhibited during the early part of Kennedy's tenure. This chapter shows that few of the pitfalls 

109 See pp ... below. 1 find some merit in Mosher's contention that the perception of the Chinese Communists as 
essentialty "Cornmunistic Modernizers" workrd to blind some Amerïcm China watchers to the possibility of z 
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inherent in policymaking were avoided. Such chronic maladies as policy-driven intelligence, constrictive 

preconceptions, ill-fated bureaucratie politics, and personal animosities combined to exacerbate the 

intrinsic challenge China presented as an intelligence target. The American g m p  of China's internal crisis 

was thus impeded. 

A qualibing note, in conclusion of this section. This is not to argue that keener appreciation of 

China's internal convulsion would and could have produced different policy decisions. As Jervis explains, 

the connections between good intelligence and good policy are highly mediated. More offen than not, 

preconceptions and domestic factors dominate the decisionmakers' outlook far more than the intelligence 

picture."' More concretely, whether bolder policy alternatives shoufd have been pursued falls into the 

realm of suspect counterfactual judgement. Unknowable is whether China's internal crisis was acute 

enough, and the American leverage substantial enough, as to render viable either the course of 

orchestrating a subtle relief opention, in the hope of luring some Chinese leaders into accommodation, or 

the course of underwriting Chiang's reoccupation schemes. 

VI. 
To shifi the spotlight to policy developments, the first quarrter of 1962 did witness a departure 

from the reactive mould of the previous year. A significant relief endeavour emerged. as a major 

manifestation of an invigoritted revisionist drive led by a loose coalition of second-echelon officiais. 

Foreshadowing this trend was Edward Rice's aforementioned seminal thinkpiece, "US Policy Toward 

China." 

A veteran Foreign Service Officer, Rice had served ri lengthy tenure in China through the troubled 

war years and until the outbreak of all-out civil wu (19351946). Retaining a Far Eastern focus, he 

managed to elude McCarthy's purge and was appointed to the Policy Planning Staff in 1959. It was in that 

i 14 Jemis, "Smtegic Intelligence," 5. Allen S. Whiting argues categ~ricdly that Kennedy would have made the same 
policy decisions even had he b e n  fully cognizant of China's pli@ Whiting interview with author, 1 I Jmuary 
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capacity that he set out, probably urged by Komer. to review China policy."5 The paper he produced 

explains why a number of his associates in government of diverse persuasions judged Rice "our best China 

I l 6  While not avoiding the pitfall of depreciating the famine, the China specialist demonstrated a 

command of recent American-Chinese history, an eye for nuance, and an uncommon penchant for 

American self-criticism. Possibly above ail, the lengthy paper evinced a keen appreciation of Washington's 

finite capacity to mould Asian affairs to its Iiking. 

The document represents a transitional phase in the evolution of revisionist thinking. As noted 

above, its premise of innate Chinese Communist expansionism illustrated the conventional wisdom 

prevalcnt even in revisionist circles. At the same tirne, Rice broke new ground in his articulate statement of 

dismay over present American policies, as he perceived thern, and even more so in the cornprehensive list 

of corrections he recommended. 

Almost certainly unaware of the discrete probes his superion ventured only two months before,'" 

Rice admonished the administration's China posture as  harnstrung by both Pavlovian impulses and 

tendency to turn to China issues chiefly under crisis circumstances, when latitude is particularty limited. In 

his view, such conduct was not only injurious to the relations with allies but yielded ever more diminishing 

retums in obtaining the primary objective of retarding the growth of Chinese Communist power. 

Importantly, the altered course Rice outlined - the "New Look," in his terminology - paired to 

this objective the aim of "hold[ing] ajar the door for a more satisfactory [PRC] relationship with the 

us**,IlU As vehicles to achieve both ends, he proposed the muting of shared hostiIity through the avoidance 

of unnecessarily shrill Ianguage and the scaling down of covert operations against the mainland except as 

rneans of collecting vital intelligence. More concretely, he urged a raft of initiatives to include the lifting of 
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the passport ban, placement of trade in non-strategic goods on a comparable bais as that with the Soviet 

Union, inviting China to participate in amis control and disarmament discussions, stiaring information 

about rnedical advances, and Nationalist evacuation of the offshore island~."~ 

Rice's plan in the food aid sphere epitomized the "New Look." Shoutd privation in the mainland 

become "more acute," the United States could quietly make ri one-tirne, substantial and bonuftde offer of 

food grains and medicines. Rice perceived distinct advantages in the gesture (which he expected Beijing to 

reject). Most obviously, it would serve to manifest Washington's humanitarian concern and peaceful 

intentions, whereas Beijing would lose points with world opinion. More innovatively, Rice hoped that the 

gesture, if done without request for quid pro quo, might puzzle some Chinese leaders whom lie ptesumed 

were following a radical line vis-&vis Washington out of bbworst-case" assumptions regarding American 

behaviour. Taking this logic a step further, he surmised that the overture might even contribute to a slow 

erosion of Beijing's hostility. 

Widely circulated, "US Policy Towrtrd China" won the attention of George Ball, Undersecreiary 

of State following the personnel reshume at year's end, It also heiped inspire many a dispirited revisionist. 

James Thomson and Bowles congntulated the author; Robert Komer suggested to Bundy in November that 

the respite after the upcoming UN vote on representation would afford an opportunity for an orderly 

rethinking of long-range China strategy; and Robert Barnett, of the Foreign Economic Advisory Staff in 

Bali's office. seconded its recommendations almost in full.'" 

It took the convergence of perceived developments in China and a bureaucratie shake-up. 

however, to give Rice's design substantive attention as an acnial policy alternative. Toward the end of 

196 1, Beijing conceded the disappointing size of that year's harvest to foreign dignitaries, thus prompting 

Washington to re-ûppraise the issue. Probably recalling the recent and abortive exchange at Wmaw, 

119 Ibid., 162-166; Thomson, "On the Making," 223. Rice showed himself in this report to hold an intense grudge 
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McConaughy at FE advised against an initiative, and at the sarne time recommended avoiding any steps 

which would prejudice US reaction "in the unlikely event that a Chinese Cornmunist request is 

received."12' Undersecretary Bali, inclined in the same direction. grew sufficiently alanned by signs he 

regarded indicative of an increased Chinese activity in Vietniun to instigate a systematic departmental 

examination of the food aspect. He appointed Barnen to coordinate the enteqxi~e.'~' ParaIlel effom were 

launched at the White House. Fetzer summarizes the proceedings aptly. "Car1 Kaysen, a prominent 

rnember of the National Secunty Staff, led discussions on the question. [Most] White House participants 

rejected [both] the idea of a govemment food program for China [and outright gifts) as too politically 

risky. Such direct aid w a  seen as likely to touch off a major political battle in the United States. The 

discussants did support the idea of approving export licenses for private American groups which desired to 

sel1 or give food supplies to China. Thomson, who took part in the ... trilks, was hopefuI that Kennedy would 

approve this shift in policy.""3 This option soon seemed to assume a concrete form. when a Seattle firm 

applied for an export licence for some $400 million worth of grains to the People's Republic and North 

Korea. FE and the Department's Economic bureau doubted whether a bona fide Chinese order actualfy 

existed, however, and the CIA was commissioned by the Standing Group [identify further N.K] to look 

into the matter."" 

As Feaer and Foot have assened, personnel changes from November 1961 gave further impetus 

to food aid delibentions. Repiacing Walter McConaughy, Hafiman became Assistant Secretary for the Far 

East. He, in turn, appointed Rice his deputy. At the same time. Rostow moved from the White House to 

State as Counsellor and head of the Policy Planning Council. Michael Forrestal joined the White House 

staff in his lieu, to assume the South East Asian PotZfolio, liaise with Harrirnan and eventually monitor 
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Northeast Asian affairs as well. Lacking Far Eastern expertise, his China views were seemingly initially 

shaped in large part by Komer and Haniman. Finally, Allen S. Whiting w u  added later to [NR's Far 

Eastern section. Combined with Bowles and Thomson, now in the office of  the President's Special 

Representative, this represented a critical mass who al1 were open to a re-examination of China policy.12" 

Moreover, Hamman "was instrumental in creating [the aforementioned] 'mainland China Affairs' desk in 

the Far Eastem Bureau, a change which gave specialists greater access to upper levels of the bureau and 

State Department, and provided greater visibility to the excellent reports" frorn the Hong Kong Consulate, 

where Green had just becorne in charge. '" 

Concurrently, the notion that the Chinese leadership's moderate action belied its bluster gained in 

currency in revisionist circles. M e n  recruited to govemment service, Allen S. Whiting was already quite 

convinced of Beijing's cautious attitude to the use of force; his eioquent ruid recently published China 

Crosses the Ydu had emphasized China's defensive objectives in entering the Korean war.'" Such 

evidence as the "Tibetan seinire" apparently contributed to converting Bowles to the idea that Beijing's 

intemal malaise undercut both its capability and propensity for external adventures. Komer was similarly 

disposed. Rostow's lonely voice, airing this theme in 1961, had by February 1962 grown into a srnall 

choir. '" 

Bowles and Rostow came to power, as previously shown, with a rather expansive sense of China's 

susceptibiiity to American power and solution. That their judgement of a reduced Chinese threat worked to 

confirrn their belief in the feasibility of a "quid pro quo" is thus not surprising. A certain hubris pemeated 
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their approach. Intellectually, Bowles did periodically realize the need to meet the Chinese halfway. 

Witness his concurrent suggestion to aim at a neuû-alized ~ietnarn."~ But his Par Arnrricono policy design 

sorely underrated both the nationalisrn and sensitivity to equal status that were so central to the outlook of 

most Chinese Communist leaders. Rosemary Foot cites probably the classic case in point. One version of 

the strategy Bowles advocated involved the "private sale of grain to China in US dollars or pounds sterling. 

Such a policy would reduce criticism of the United States on mon1 grounds, but would also use up China's 

stocks of hard cunencies. [Bowles] additionally suggested ... that [the sale] would only be forthcoming if 

Beijing offered a 'private or public agreement: (a) to cooperate in ending the wars in Laos and Vietnam, 

and (b) to cease pressures aimed at South-east Asia, Taiwan, South Korea and ~ndia.""~* 

Recognition of aggravated Sino-Soviet relations further fortified the interest of Bowles and 

Rostow in this bold and probably visionary scheme. In Foot's words, "at a PoIicy Planning meeting in 

lanuary 1962, attended by ... Rusk, serious attempts were made to categorize the nature of the rift, and, in a 

way that was more explicit than in the past, to assess what the breach meant For ... US policies.""' Rostow 

was certain that the chances that a fundamental "split can be avoided in 1962 [were] no better than 

even.""' He reasoned that the exigency of strained domestic and international environment was bound to 

foment discord within the Chinese leadership. Seeking to take advantage, the United States should thus 

extend the promise of grain sales and generally better relations with the West in the hope of inducing the 

less radical leaders into *'modiQing" Chinsse beha~iour."~ 

One may, then, discern two strands in the pro-relief camp: a "modest" school, typified by Rice 

and Green, and a "grand-visionary" one in the persons of Bowles and Rostow. In earIy 1962, both smnds 

encountered a multifaceted opposition. Such a prominent revisionist a s  Komer took exception to the cause 
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of relief. To his mind, an Arnerican overture would jeopsvdize the passage of the pending trade bill, and 

would greatly antagonize Chiang Kai-shek at precisely the same tirne that the US was saddled with the 

most dificult job of "keeping him on a tight leash." Finally, he found merit in seeking to prolong 

Communist China's dificulties so as to buy tirne for strengthening lapan and India before the People's 

Republic recuperates from its predicament, this time equipped with nuclear weapons."" 

Adversity to a departure also rn high in other quarters at State. Bal1 himself had no sympathy 

whatsoever for the development theory which underlay the quid pro quo thesis. The attempt to guide poor 

countries through a mode1 of development distilled From the presumed American experience he rejected as 

arrogant Theology. As well, his later testimony to the contrary, Ball apparently was not then persuaded that 

China's economic distress diminished its threat potential to South East Asia. Along with his basic 

atlanticism, these factors seemingly lay behind his consistent advise to avoid a food initiati~e.'~' Hnrriman 

at FE, Hilsman at INR, and the European division al1 doubted that the extension of food assistance would 

stand to amelionte basic Chinese hostility to the West. Harriman added that "The pro and con 

arguments ... boil down to the question of whether we should run the risk of bolstering the Chinese 

Communist Regirne by actions which might contribute to a further drifling apart of the two Communist 

powers." In conclusion, he opted for staying the passive course. The European section also argued. as 

paraphrased by Fezter, that recent Sino-Soviet tension was in part produced by China's contention that the 

Soviet Union was insensitive to China's dire economic needs. Shipping foodstuffs to China would diminish 

this 

Echoing his affinity with John Foster Dulles' frame of mind, Dean Rusk, 

"pressure-wedge" logic. The sorry experience with Beijing at Warsaw during the 

too, embraced this 

summer seemingly 
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fastened his view of Beijing as both more radical than the Soviet Union and stepping up its aggression in 

South East Asia. Consequently, he disapproved of encouraging U Nu to sound out the Chinese on a food 

deal. 13' 

Such divided counsel must have exacerbated an already cornplex policy decision for Kennedy. 

Importantly, there is no evidence to suggest that Kennedy was ever won over to the Win ideas that China's 

straits had either bred a Iess radical leadership faction or rendered Beijing more peaceful. "' According to 

Bowles, however, the scheme to contain Chinese expansionisrn through a food bargain did appeal to the 

president, who reversed Rusk's decision and gave Bowles the go-ahead for exploring the rnatter discretely 

with U Nu. Unfortunately, Bowles' version is unverifiable in other sources. In kceping with Kennedy's 

habit to keep sensitive meetings off the record, no other record was found of the February 6 meeting, where 

the two presumably discussed the ~ee1er.I~~ Circumstantial evidence does lend credence to Bowles' 

recollections. Almost certainly, Kennedy was concerned about what he regarded as Chinese pressure on 

Southeast Asia. For reasons discussed in chapter 6 below, he ruled out the neutralization of  Vietnam, but he 

also vetoed the PentagonTs plan to send regular combat troops to that Facing a lu11 in public 

attention to China. Kennedy may have felt his home fences secure enough to favour the feeler Bowles 

proposed, provided the experirnent remained totally confidential and risked no nttle-sabring with Chiang. 

At any rate, as noted above, U Nu's ouster nipped the feeler in its bud. 

Bowles and his associates did not relent on the food question and on the general determination to 

promote a more active thrust in China policy. The President's Special Representative came away from his 

Asian trip as certain as ever of the "imperative need for planning and decision now in an area where 

fngmentation and ad hoc responses have too long characterired United States policies.'"'" 
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The Baguio conference may have strengthened the revisionist hand. Largely overlooked in the 

Iiterature, little illurninated by documentation, the Philippines conference (10-14 March) lefl an impact on 

key participants. ln attendance were U.S. ambassadors from 17 Far Eastern posts, as well as USIS, MAAG 

and AID personages. Bowles chaired the second half. Hamman, who presided over the first two days, set 

the tone. Reports that he gave sympathetic review to the Seattle appeal for a licence, on the grounds that 

food purchases would divert Chinese resources from industrial build-up, suggest he was edging then 

toward a more positive appronch toward food aid.''<' A contemporary account by the usually well-infoned 

Econornist IntelIigence Unit somewhat vaguely disclosed that the consummate Washington insider 

encouraged stimulating discussions on "issues [the ambassadors have] hitherto recoiled from touching at 

all" - w hile being wary of China issues because of his unceminty regarding Kennedy's position. '13 

The ambassador to Japan, Professor Edwin O. Reischauer, epitomized the clamour for change at 

the gathering. In the mid-1950s, while still at Harvard, the eminent Japan scholar had castigated Arnerica's 

recent Asian conduct as ineptly piecemeal and ignorant of Asian realities. More strongly than most 

observers, he had argued that Washington possessed a lirnited leverage on Mainland events. Its best hope 

lay in deep-seated divisions between the Russians and the Chinese. The strategy of pressure on Beijing had 

only served to patch up those differences. Reischauer concluded that Washington should use pressures "as 

sparingly as possibk," and begin, through "judicious silence," to "fade out of the Chinese consciousness as 

the foreign bogeyman and leave the field open to the  uss si ans."'^ Championed by Bowles and James 

Thomson, his appointment understandably enough provoked rescntment within Foreign Service ranks, 

Rusk included. Deeply interested in "cultural diptornacy," Reischauer strongly believed that ambassadon 

should both think "long-range" and figure in the policy planning process. In achieving these aims, he was 

initially impeded by the lack of previous acquaintance with Kennedy and his inner circle. A highly 

142 "Rrtum to the Mainland," Komer to Bundy, supra note 134. 
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successful visit to Japan by Robert Kennedy in February 1962, Reischauer recalled, e m e d  him a modest 

intimacy with the Kennedy brothers and won a bit more attention to the embassy."' 

Extremely well-versed in lapanese culture and Asian history in general, Reischauer was aiert to 

the pervasive image among Asim elites of the United States as domineering. He saw it his mission to 

overcome the residues of "racial prejudice ... and cultural unfamiliarity" which undetlay what he termed the 

"broken dialogue" between Tokyo and Washington. The phrase "equal partnership" became the hallrnark 

of his tenure in ~ a ~ a n . ' ~ '  Much of the same awareness of Asian sensibilities informed Reischauer's quite 

frequent China policy proposais. His articulate voice counted in revisionist circles, especially with his 

former Harvard colleague James Thomson, while the latter may overstate the case in asserting that the 

Ambassador was not "wholly marginal" in shaping China policy.147 The advise he gave on the food issue 

merits close consideration, as it most deftly propounded the view of the "modest" school, Excluding trade 

in non-stratesic goods, he cautioned Thomson late in 1962, might force "what we most want to avoid," a 

renewal of the Sino-Soviet partnersti ip. He added: 

"I think the open back door to [Chinese Comniunist) respectable retreat should be cash 

trade in non-strategic goods (food, fertilizers, etc.). This is probably the most IikeIy route 

by which China will return as a tolenble member of the society of nations .At would run 

the minimum risk of staving off collapse [of the regime] or 'conversion* [to Titoism], if 

either of these are in the card~."'~~ 
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It was not long hefore the Baguio participants suffered a setback however, as the China lobby 

demonstrated its lingering influence on the executive yet again. The President took the Seattle firm's 

appeat under advisement. The State Department concluded there were no prohibitive legal bars to a 

commercial sale and that Congress stood little chance of chailenging an affirmative decision. Nevertheless, 

the President chose to rehse the appeal in late March, offïcially on the basis of the absence of documentary 

evidence that the request came fiom the PRC and North Korea and that these governments had foreign 

exchange to finance the deal. But the decision was probably made as well in deference to vehement 

protests by Representative Thomas M. Pelly (R- Wash.) againsr the sale. '49 

The relief drive nonetheless gathered s tem. In earIy April, Harriman completed his conversion to 

the cause, possibly influenced by the "Baguio spirit" and by Taipei's admission that it could not overtly 

oppose grain raies lest it lose popular support on the mainland.'JO He suggested to Rusk that the Warsaw 

channel be used to inform the Chinese that the United States "could reconsider [its] present policy against 

selling food grains ... if and when it becarne evident that [Chinese Communist] needs could not be met by 

purchases elsewhere." As Fetzer observes, Harriman was careiùl not to predict that mil lsnnial changes 

would follow such an overture. Instead, he ernbraced the idea that China's domestic and international 

predicaments must have bred policy debates in the regime. The United States needed to encourage those 

otXciûls who rnight be seeking to modente Chinese policy. Hamman advanced two supplementaty 

arguments. First, the record of turning a blind eye to catastrophe may one day haunt the United States. 

Second, if Washington is ever to make approaches it should do it now and not when the PRC will have 
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acquired nuctear capability, because then overtures would be interpreted as motivated by apprehension. 

Harrirnan was ernphatic thnt Kennedy shared his point of view.lJ1 

Moreover, Rusk proved essentially receptive to Hamiman's principal argument and 

recommendations, thereby reversing himself on the food issue and breaking with the position of his most 

misted subordinate. Alexis ~ohnson.'" The record is quite mute on the reasons for Rusk's tumabout. The 

cumulative efforts by Harriman, Rostow and another Rusk confidante, Undersecretary of State for Political 

Affairs George C. McGhee, may have served to bnng Rusk xound."' At any rate, the episode affords 

further illustration for a pattern Rusk has exhibited Iong before assuming the secretaryship, his alternating 

between two China policy strategies. One, govemed by "Pressure-wedge" Iogic, prescribed the ostracizing 

of Beijing. The other favoured discrete probes in the hope of nurturing more moderate forces in the regime. 

At just this point, as Hilsman was to write later, a new and puvling factor entered the policy 

equation. Beginning in April and Iasting seven weeks, a virtual exodus of refugees threatened to engulf 

Hong Kong. Alanned, American and British analysts sumised that Beijing had lifted emigration 

restrictions in order to both curry favour with wealthy oversees Chinese communities, and manifest the 

vulnerability of Britain's hold over the crown colony to Chinese goodwiI1. The influx itself, they 

concluded, resulted chiefly h m  the fear of Guangdong famers lest the move of urbanites to the 

countryside, decned by Beijing, would stretch resources to the famine point.'" 
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Most administration officiais dismissed the notion that the refugee tide indicated a widespread 

fmine or imminent rebellion, Nonetheless, the spectre drarnatized the issue and increased the pressure for 

decision and rnanifested action. British leaders sought successfully to keep Washington's direct 

involvement in the Hong Kong situation at a minimum. Closing the gates of Hong Kong to the flood, they 

feared for the tacit understanding developed with Beijing. London did urge Washington, however, to 

seriously ponder the advisability of food assistance. "' 

At home, a heated public controversy soon erupted. The Washington Post pleaded urgently with 

Kennedy to extend food assistance to China in the narne of humanitarianisni and American reputation- 

while canceding that a Chinese request was a prerequisite for the execution of such a move. Supreme Court 

Justice William O. Douglas expressed similar views. Senator Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn.) led a group of 

like-rn inded legislators, evidently combining ardent support of "Food for Peace" in general. the l ibenl 

credo and farm belt interest in exporting (or otherwise beneficially disposing of) surplus grain production. 

As illustrated above, these assertions aroused the vocal wrath of Joseph Alsop. "Sentimental folly," he 

e ~ h o r t e d . ' ~  This clash between the most vociferous protagonists on the issue reflected the ambiguous 

overali pubic opinion picture. With few exceptions, such as The Christian Century, much of the press 

diverged from the clarion cal1 of the Washington Post and opposed assisting the Chinese as "feeding the 

mouth that's biting you." The matter also split the public into a close 48 to 43 percent plurdity favouring 

~ n d i n g  food."' 
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tnside govemment, the battle was quickly joined. spurred also by spirited assessments that Beijing 

would soon exhaust al1 non-US sources of "fiee world" grain. Rice resumed his food aid advocacy, 

stressing the need for such confidence building measures as an American pledge not to make propaganda 

capital out of a deai, and a Chinese pledge to cease its vilification of Kennedy. Galbraith followed suit. For 

the first time, HiIsman clearly joined the relief camp. As noted above, he disrnissed Rostow's and Bowles's 

notion that China would accept any "strings" to the deal made on "third" issues such as Vietnam. He also 

continued to believe that "grain transaction.,.is not likely in itself to work changes in the internal political 

structure of China." The Hong Kong episode, however, evidently reinforced his sense of significant 

factionalism within China's leadership cote around both the tempo of internal development and the 

militancy of foreign policy. In sum, it contributed to his idea that a food deal "rnight well make i t  possible 

for other forces to bring about changes in the regirne."'58 

A spokesman for the alternative position emerged in the person of Elvis Stahr. Jr. When in 

Taiwan, Chiang had pressed upon him the necessity to seize the unique and momentary opporhmity created 

by the convergence of several factors: famine and turmoil on the mainland, acute Sino-Soviet discord, 

Chinese Nationalist military prowess, Chiang's still-considerable personal stature and Communist China's 

lack of nuclear capability. Al1 these present but potentially waning assets converged into a brief window 

for hlfilling the dream of return. Back in Washington, Stahr reported to Kennedy that this added up to "a 

preny good ~ase.""~ 

The administration ultirnately opted for moves on a double-track. The overt response has since 

becn widely acknowledged in the literature; the covert and more intriguing plan has only recently corne to 

light. Public relations considerations evidently governed Kennedy's statements on aid. In a 23 May press 

conference, Kennedy hinted that wheat shipments to China might be allowed-afier the Chinese had 

indicated a desire to "receive" such aid.lM To Whiting, this represented a "subtle ... effort to improve 
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relations [with the PRC] in the wake of the Hong Kong exodus.""' The weight of the evidence. however. 

suggests a different interpretation. Government documents warned that the Chinese would take offence to 

both conspicuous allusions to food aid and to hints of gift offers. To Beijing, these would be acutely 

objectionable as patronizing durs to the national h~nour. '~ '  Yet Kennedy was careful to frarne his 

references in precisely such terms. Kennedy's calculated remarks, made after an off-the-record 

consultation with Harriman. were designed to aven the taint of tuming a blind eye to suffering."' By 

placing blame for the famine on Beijing, Kennedy almost certainly was also seeking to score points with 

allied opinion. Finally, he was most probably looking, with an eye to the approaching mid-term elections, 

to keep his credentials essentialfy in order with both liberal opinion and the China lobby. Both groups, it 

should be recalled, had doubted his fidelity in the 

ln what appem to denote more indecision than sophistication, a paraIIel initiative-ostensibly 

sirnitar, but essentially more genuinely conciliatory-gathered pace at the State Department. Almost 

certainly with Kennedy's approval, this plan proposed that Cabot infonn Wang at Warsaw that "should the 

Chinese Communists decide to ridvise us that they wished to procure U.S. grains, we would be prepared to 

reconsider present US policies and discuss the rnatîer." The formulators of this proposal. Rusk included. 

aimed chiefiy at encouraging [these Chinese leaders1 who are "at the less hostile end of the spectrurn- 

however narrow the spectmm."'6' Contrary to Kennedy's remarks, the plan w u  not m e u t  to exact Chinese 
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refusal. Couched as a low-key overrure and probably concealed even from the British, it conesponded to 

Chinese sensitivities and came as close as ever to a bonafde probe into Chinese intentions." 

The feeler, scheduled to be tabled at Warsaw on July 12, never came to pas, as the 1962 stnit 

crisis interfered. At any rate, if indeed so intended, it stood M e  chance of eliciting flexibility from Beijing. 

Its authors evidently failed to appreciate the degree to which Kennedy's public remarks, haughty to 

Chinese ears, would preclude a positive response. On May 29, Chen Yi closed the door on American food 

assistance. "We do not," he said tinnly, "need to be a beggar."lN 

To Beijing, Kennedy's vague signal most probably not only seemed humiliating but was a sinister 

ploy planned to at least exact concessions on the Taiwan question and at most to presage a Nationalist 

invasion. Chen's rebuff, indeed, markcd the culmination of "siege mentality" in Beijing, casting 

Washington as quite committed to Chimg's return to the mainland. This h m e  of mind, some perceptive 

American anaIysts have admitted both concurrently and since, was quite understandable in the light of 

prevailing circumstances. Paradoxically, it was partly rooted in an etroneously alarmist interpretation by 

Beijing of a string of high-profile American pilgrirnages to Taipei calculated to discourage invasion 

 sentiment^.'^' As in the 1950s. a lingering ambiguity in Washington's projected stance reçarding Chiang's 

designs helped spark a strait crisis. 

VIII. 
During Ch'en Ch'eng's August 1961 visit to the United States, Kennedy sought to bring the 

futility of reoccupation drearns home to Taipei. The KMT must, he stressed, not mistake hopes for facts, 
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produce more convincing intelligence to substantiate its case, and "closely consult" the United States on 

"any actions that rnay bring on a military r e ~ ~ o n s e . " ' ~  

But Ch'en Che'ng's abortive mission apparently served only to prompt Chiang to raise his stakes 

and chalIenge Washington to action by publicising his "year of the tiger7' bid. With much fanfare, he 

announced on Jruiuary 2 that the Nationalist forces "made adequate preparations" and that "we can no 

longer vacillate or hesitate to deliver Our people ... h m  catastrophe."lm More ebullient statements followed. 

Aware that Chiang did not consider himself bound to secure American agreement to an attack,17' 

Washington tended to take Chiang at his word. An excited policy controversy flared up. Komer probably 

spoke for the majority when he injected a compeifing and a relatively novel argument against "unieashing" 

the Generalissimo. He asserted that Nationalist mifitary probes would necessarily lead, through an 

escalatory process and irrespectively of its success to trigger local revolution, to an at least temponry Sino- 

Soviet reconciliation. A colossal military and stntegic debacle for the United States would ensue. The 

Soviet Union would step in, fearing a domino effect, cherishing the opportunity to reassert its influence 

over the PRC, and acknowledging there was virtually no risk of American nuclear anack sis long, as 

Moscow confined itself to defending the PRC.'" 

Kennedy and Rusk, tending toward the camp a l m e d  by the "tiger" alternative' cancelled the 

delivery of a carrier (C- 130) to ~ a i ~ e i "  and set about to communicate a clear word of restraint to Chiang. 

Numerous channels were employed: the reluctant Drumnght, the Nationalist embassy in Washington, 

Cline, and finaliy, a march of high-profile messengers. The Iong list for the first quarter of 1962 culrninated 

in a strenuous persuasion effort by Hmiman. The envoys were assuaged by neither Chiang's pledges to do 

without American forces nor his portrayai of an unbridgeable Sino-Soviet rifi. Ernphasizing their 
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presidential authority, they countered with the arguments presented to Ch'en, coupled with Komer's 

aforementioned analysis. More pointedly than ever before during Kennedy's tenure, they capped their case 

by underlining Nationalist statutory obligation not only to consult but to obtain American assent to any 

military initiative.'" 

American China watchen were quick to realize that these demarches achieved nothing more than 

a decision by Chiang to postpone the D-Day from June to ~ctober.'" Signs of Chiang's obstinacy were 

plentiful. He dismissed the ROC'S maty commitrnent to win Washington's approval as mere legality. 

Chiang Ching-kuo even hinted that a re-exmination of the Mutual Defense Treaty might be in the ~ards.''~ 

Consequently, a Special National Intelligence Estimate concluded in late March that the ROC leaders sti Il 

considered "undertak[ingJ some kind of special force opentions against the mainland in 1962 even without 

US approval."'n Moreover, mutual recriminations mushroomed on adjacent topics as well. For instance. 

State, Defense and AID representatives al1 complained about the Kuomintang's failure to "adequately 

inform" the American authorities of the recent sharp increase in expenditures, well above "military 

necessity" in the American view."' 

In the wake of the influx of refugees into Hong Kong, Chiang shifted into yet higher gears. He 

issued a conscription rnobilization decree, levied an "invasion prepantion tax" on industries, and stepped 

up his demands for airlift and landing equiprnent."9 This t h e ,  he overplayed his hand. More than 

acknowledged in the ~itcrature, '~~ the White House embarked on a rathor unarnbiguous policy to tame the 
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fire-breathing KMT. Evidently, Kennedy concurred in Hilsman's assessrnent that the exodus did not 

validate the "year of the tiger" thesis.'" lllustrative of this mood is Bundy's censorship of Admira1 Harry 

D. Felt, (Commander-in-Chief of the Pacifie), communicated to the president: "A ... striking illustration of 

[the problem of policy attitude entering into intelligence estirnates] is the difference between the 

Washington intelligence Community and the CINCPAC on Chiang's effort to go back to the Mainland. 

This illustrates also the high1y aggressive atrnosphere at Felt's command and reinforces the grave doubt 

which Averell and othen have of Felt's political j~d~ernent.""~ Probably, Kennedy was also influenced by 

Hilsman's judgernent that continued ternporizing in itself would get the United States "more and more 

committed in the familiar pattern of the covert operations of Indonesin and cuba."'" Finaily. Kennedy rnay 

have taken into account London's jaundiced view of both Chiang and Nationalist activity against the 

Mainland fmm within Hong  on^.'" The president thus authorized a whole thicket of policies tending 

toward a limer "leashing" of the Kuomintang. 

The "carrot" ingredients were quite rnodest. Nodding faintly in the direction of Cline and Felt. 

Kennedy consented to train Chinese crews in the United States in the opention of two carrier planes. More 

importantly, he agreed to prepare the capability for one larger-scale (200 men), single-airdrop opention- 

but insisted, against considenble GRC pressure, that the responsibility for preparing and executing such 

operations rested with the GOC and that al1 preparations were purely contingent in character and did not 

irnply an actual Amelican decision CO consent to the execution of such an ~~era t ion . ' *~  

The "stick" measures were valied: 
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1. Chiang, at least, was apparently sincerely convinced that the State Department was conternplating 

economic reprisals against his regime. 

2. The American Defense Command in Taiwan sought successfully"' to obtain participation in GRC 

planning "beyond clandestine operations." Such participation, the embassy in Taipei pointed out, 

should be conducted in such a way as not to imply American concurrence in these plans, but rather the 

reverse, "to inject greater realism" into GRC thinking on the s u b j e ~ t . ' ~ ~  

3. Deemed too lenient with Chiang, Ambassador Drumright was instnicted to retire from his Taipei post 

in March. Admiral Alan G. Kirk was chosen to succeed him preciseiy because he objected flatly to 

Chiang's return schemes and because his personality traits and expertise in amphibious warfarc 

equipped him to argue this case forcefully with the ~enenl iss imo. '~  

4. Kennedy instnicted the CIA to prepare a list of specifk actions intended to secure more intelligence on 

the mainland. This, he explained, would have "the purpose of stimulating the GRC either to collect the 

necessiuy intelligence, or, if they refused, of buiIding a record of non-coopemtion." Very explicitly, 

Kennedy stated his desire "to be in the position of saying that hard intelligence indicated that a landing 

on the mainland was doomed to failure or that the GRC had refused to cooperate in getting the essential 

intelligence on interna1 conditions on the main~and."'~ 

In early June, Director of Central Intelligence John A. McCone flew to Taiwan to accentuate the 

need for intensified intelligence efforts. Chiang had a rnuch more favourable view of McCone and the CIA 

than he had of State. Moreover, the measures detailed above seerningly did work to erode the 

Generalissimo's intransigence. These factors helped McCone score a major feat From the American 
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perspective. No covert operations apostle himself,'" the DCI clinched Chiang's agreement that "the (200 

men), sizeable airdrop operation would require consultation and conc~rrence."")~ An imminent thrust by 

the GRC was squelched. Ironically, just the opposite evaluation was then shaping up in Beijing. 

Lucidly analyzed e~sewhere,'~' the w u  scare which gripped Beijing in June requires but a brief 

mention here. Prevalent domestic instabil ity damaged the leadership's sense of security from attack. Its 

trepidation rnounted as a nehvork of informers confimed that the Kuomintang's covert preparations 

matched its militant rhetoric.'" Anxiety reached lever pitch as indicators seemed to appear that the United 

States was giving Chiang the green ligfit. Chiang's frequent conferring with ranking American military and 

political figures; Kirk's appointment; the sharp increase of nids from the offshore islands during April and 

May coinciding with visits to Quemoy by Americans touring the West Pacific: persistent intrusions into 

Chinese ainpace and territorial waters; bellicose Indim statements; and Kennedy's 15 May dispatch of 

troops to Thailand, in response to a recent flare-up there-all, quite understandably, were perceived in 

Beijing as omens of a possible attack. Reflections of US-ROC discord in the Kuomintang press were 

overlooked. In frict, Beijing's principals, haunted by the spectre of encirclement, believed a multi-front war 

might be afoot. 19' 

Thus, poor communicrition between Beijing and Washington helped foment yet another round of 

tension in the Taiwan Strait. Beijing decided to deter the threat by major military and political moves. 

191 Cf. Peter S. Usowski, "John McConr and the Cuban Misilç Crisis." lnternorional Journal of lnfelligencr and 
Counterinteliigmce 24 ( 1987)' 55 1. 
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During the fint three weeks of June, a massive PLA redeployment rnoved troops to Zhejiang and Fujian 

provinces along the Stnit. This was delibentely conducted in such a way as to be easily detected by US. 

intelligence, thereby enhancing the credibility of deterrence, As Whiting observes, "having marshal led its 

forces and rnobilized its populace, the PRC moved to fonnalize its deterrent waming by summoning a 

Sino-American ambassadorial meeting in Warsaw on twenty-four houn' notice. On June 23 Ambassador 

Wang Bingnan pointedIy alluded to the Koresin war in wming that the United States would bear the 

responsibility and suffer the consequences should Chiang invade the mainland."'% 

Declassified documents substantiate Hilsman's rendition of the administration's response. Official 

Washington was quite puzzied at how to explain the troop redeployment. When full-range discussion was 

launched at the White House, the relevant SNIE was undecided between three alternatives. The 

movements, it concluded, were either ( 1 )  defensive, (2) signalling a campaign of pressure on the Offshore 

Islands "sirnilar to that which occurred in 1958 and designed to fracture the American-GRC alliance, or 

(3) intended for a deliberate attack on the islands in the immediate hture.19' 

The CIA tended toward the latter interpretation. John McCone held that "the urgency and scale of 

the military preparations strongly supported the 1st  possibility."l''8 ~ c c o r d i n ~  to Hilsrnan. Desmond 

Fitzgerald, Head of the Far Eastern Division at the CIA's Directorate of Plans, went as fw as presuming 

that the PRC was scheming a "Pearl ~arbour".'" Bruised by its over-confidence in the feasibility of the 

Bay of Pigs, the Agency seemingly tilted in this case towards the no less habitua1 g~worst-case" b i a ~ . ? ~  

Whether McCone himself contributed to the estimate by a "somewhat apocalyptic view that sooner or later 
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a showdown with the Chinese Communists was inevitab~e."'~' as Hilsman maintains. is unascertainable 

from the record. 

For his part, genemt Taylor judged an attack entirely feasible tactically, but quite unattractive to a 

"sensible leadership." His concluding remarks, however, involved the pitfall of "double mirror imaging" 

- the fallacious assumption that the adversary's ways of thinking and intentions always necesscrriiy differ 

from our own and always in worse-case ways: "However, we probably do not think like Chinese and their 

eventual decision may mn counter to what scems sensible to us."'" 

At the INR, Hilsman was disposed to deem the redeployment principally defensive. He pointed to 

the lack of amphibious equipment and the absence of pmpaganda prepmtions as indicative ~ i ~ n s . " ~  In 

formuliiting this estirnate, he displayed an uncornmon capricity to transcend "tunnel vision" and corne to 

grips with Beijing's vantage point. "By a selective process of alarmist reasoning," he wrote Harriman on 

June 23, "Peipinp obviously could add several factors together to make up a disturbing picture of US 

intentions."'* 

Hilsman's vigorous campaign to discard the third option received support from many quarters, 

Ultimately, Rusk, McNamara, Ball, Harriman, and Green at Hong Kong al1 agreed that Beijing's anxiety 

about invasion and concern about local unrest accounted for the troop movement. McCone tumed out to 

express a minority view.")' 
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Shreds of evidence suggest that Kennedy still found some merit in McCone's assesment. The 

inquiry he instigated regarding the defence of the islands, and his anticipation of a probable meeting with 

the Congressional leadership on the subject, conf in  at least that he felt cornpelled to prepare his home 

base for a grave islands c n s i ~ . ~ ~  The episode illuminates yet again the president's propensity to both 

attribute aggressive intentions to Beijing and wafk gingerly on the home front. It also seemingly attests to 

Kennedy's growing appnciation of ~ c ~ o n e . ' "  

To his credit, Kennedy did not let these alannist instincts govern his decision. Possibly, the 

signinp of the Laos coalition government agreement (June 12) helped sway him toward more temperate 

action. Moving to shore up his domestic position. Kennedy instructed McConc to brief ~isenhower.~~' The 

president then authorized a host of de-escalatory measures prepared at State. Both directly at Warsaw and 

through Soviet and British channels, the PRC was unambiguously assured that the United States 

government had no intention of supporting "any GRC attack on Mainland under existing circumstances," 

and that the ROC was committed not to attack without American ~ o n w n t . ' ~  [Pniessen: add some dates 

here]. In public, the President made a concerted effort to balance an emphasis on the defensive chamcter of 

the US-ROC treaty with the promotion of a reliable American deterrent, should Chinese intentions prove 

offensive after d l .  Obviously targeting his domestic audience, he further argued a continuity between his 

and Eisenhower's posture on the islands, thereby glossing over his remarks during the 1960 campaign that 

the islands were indefensible. "The United States," he wamed on lune 27, "will not remain inactive in the 

face of aggressive action againn the offshore islands which might threaten ~ormosa.""~ 
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Kennedy's balancing act was accorded virtually unanimous press approval. Hearst's conservative 

papers, for instance, welcomed it as proof !hzt r 4 o  president "discarded the feeling that the offshores are 

useless." The Christian Science Moniror, often "revisionist" on China policy, conversely praised it for the 

implication that "if Peking does not by to force the Chinese Nationalists out of the offshores, withdrawal 

might be possible."2" By contrast, no applause was heard fiom Taipei. All thmugh the crisis, Ambmsador 

Kirk had stressed to the Nationalist leadership the imperative of averting even the semblance of a 

provocative attitude. When news reports accurately reflected the American assurances to the PRC at 

Warsaw, Kirk attempted a disclaimer. Cabot, he told Chiang, merely restated to Wang the proposal of a 

mutual nnunciation of force in the strain. Chiang remained dubio~s.~" 

Most important, the clear signal transmitted to Beijing ach ieved its primary purpose-speedy 

defusing of the crisis. The Wanaw talks, as Cabot observed, offered a **useful safety valve.'"" The value 

of direct and quiet communication was palpably manifested. Much assuaged by Washington's assurances, 

214 the Chinese Communist leaders stepped back from the brink. lt took the American intelligence 

community less than a fortnight to conclude that whatever Beijing's original intentions had been, the 

American disclaimer of support for a Nationalist offensive in Warsaw combined with the credibility of 

American deterrence to place the odds against a PRC amck on the islands in the near future.'" In no small 

measure owing to deft American handling, the moment of peril had passed. 

X. 
At lest ostensibly, the relaxation of tension in the s n i t  introduced elements of a potential thaw in 

Sino-Amencan confrontation. First, Chinese NationaIist responsibility for the close bmsh with war tmed 

the patience of senior American officiais. For exarnple, Harriman contemplated denying the GRC even 

- - - - --- - - - 
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such a minor article as rubber boats. National Security Council Staff member Michael Forrestai believed 

that American willingness to prepare, if not necessarily irnplement, a 200-man drop afforded Chiang too 

much encroachment on Washington's decisionmaking power. Geneml Taylor perceptively likewise noted 

that American tolerance of Taipei's inflated force structure and taxation gave Chiang considerable 

justification to retain his hopes for eventual American undenvriting of a re-occupation campaign. Evading 

frank discussion with Chiang would only store up trouble for the future, Such thoughts corresponded with 

Kennedy's own sentiments. In firmly presenting unpalatable conditions to Chiang, Ambassador Kirk was 

evidently reflecting the prevalent mood in Washington, Quite flatly, he deflected the Genenlissimo's 

requests for both more landing aircnfi and a Kennedy announcernent that ROC action against the mainland 

was "entirely a [Chinese] domestic matter.""' 

Second, the June events apparently added currency to the notion thrit the domestic malaise 

injected aii abiding caution into Beijing's international conduct. This school of thought now included not 

only such veterans as Rostow but convens like Roger ~ilsman."' More clearly than ever, that concept 

filtered through to Rusk7s mind: he was under the impression that the Communist leadership "was less 

confident and arrogant than before ... and less assertive in its attitude toward ~oscow.""' 

Third, signals ernanating from Beijing seemingly sustriined that trend. At Warsaw, Wang adopted 

a non-acrimonious approach."' Especial ly revealing was a conversation between Malcolm MacDonald and 

Chen Yi at Geneva. According to the paraphme of the British report, Chen Yi went out of his way to 

project a peacefui posture, The Chinese, he advised MacDonald: 

Do not want to get involved in any wars, big or small, since they must mobilize al1 their 
resources for interna1 development; 
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W il 1 advise other countries to ach ieve independence through peaceful means; 

Realire that Kennedy cannot ignore the China lobby; 

Agree that the U S  was sincere in its acceptance of neutnlity in Laos and elsewhere in 
Asia; 

Tacitly acknowledge their partial responsibility for the impasse in Sino-American 
relations; 

Will not use force in an attempt to settle the Taiwanese 

The Chinese message captured the administration's eye. Rice branded it more important than "al1 

the intelligence accurnulated hom less direct sources,"22' while Rusk relayed it to Kennedy. noting it was 

of "some considerable interest.""' Bundy sought to alen Kennedy as well, commenting that '*the point of 

this conversation is that it is the first indication of Chinese Communist awareness that American policy 

may have some flexibility and some problems of its ~ w n . " ~ ~  

These elements did produce one hesitant gesture. William H. Sullivan. third-ranking member of 

the American delegation to the Laos talks, was authorized by Rusk to accept the Chinese invitation for ri 

meeting, as a means of demonstrating appreciation for Beijing's siying of the Laos agreement. Probably 

stunned by Sullivan's appeannce at the Chinese villa, Chen Yi rose to the occasion. toasting US-Chinese 

friendship over and again. Neither side. however, employed the relatively cordial atmosphere to raise 

maners of s u b ~ t a n c e . ~ ~  

Beyond this episode, no serious attempts ro explore Beijing's intentions were made. Bowles' 

proposal that Kennedy launch a drive for the neutnlization of Southeast Asia constituted a voice crying in 
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the wilderness. Never endorsed by the administration, his proposal was summarily dismissed as an 

impnctical "trial balloon" by Harrirnan, Rice and ~ o s t o w . ' ~  

Several perceptions apparently merged to preclude a more inquisitive approach on the 

administration's part. First, several mid-ranking State officiais interpreted China's conciliatory gestures as 

a tactical ploy intended to drive a wedge between Washington and ~ a i ~ e i . ? ' ~  Actually. recent disclosures 

from the Chinese archives suggest the validity of that assessment, On February 37 1962, Wang Jiaxiang, 

Director of the CCP Foreign Liaison Department, sent a letter to Zhou Enlai, Deng Xiaoping, and Chen Yi, 

in which he proposed that in order to weather its domestic difficulties, China should adopt a policy of 

peace and conciliation in foreign affairs, including vis-bvis the United States. Against the backdrop of 

Mao's absence from the helm, these ideas seemed initialIy to receive some support fiom such leaders as 

Liu Shaoqi and Deng Xiaoping. Mao, however, rejected these rnoderate proposds from the start, as they 

both neçated his ideologicat convictions and interfered w ith his plans to reassert his personal dom inance 

within the CCP. Domestic and international events, essentially unrelated to Washington's conduct, 

conspired to dernonstrate that Mao was ultirnately stilt f i n l y  in cornrnand. Launching a counter-attack 

culminating in August, Mao condemned Wang as promoting a "revisionist" foreign policy of "three 

appeasements and one reduction," (appeasement to imperialism, revis ionisrn, international reactionaries. 

and reduction of assistance to national iibemtion movements). The attack on Wang's ideas lasted 

throughout the rest of 1962, with the whole gallery of China's leadership deferring to the militant Maoist 

line." As in the previous year, the continued impasse in the aftenath of the strait crisis indeed appem to 

be attributabte to both Washington and Beijing. 
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Second, to some in Washington, China's defensive demeanour during the crisis spetled not an 

opportunity for reconciliation but an invitation to pressure. As mentioned above, in April Harriman stood 

for a relatively flexible posture on the food aid issue. By July, he performed a volta-face. "Let the CCP 

stew in their own juice ..." he wrote Bowles, "Until their administration is completely teorganized 1 see no 

basis for bailing them out."U8 

Third, with Rusk at least, deep-seated antagonism toward the CCP seerningly hindered the 

contemplation of compromise. Positive that Beijing was not up to provocative action in the strait, Rusk did 

not preclude American participation in an international consortium to provide food to china."" He 

confessed, however, to his British hosts that the administration felt "much closer to the East Gerrnans than 

to the Chinese ~ o r n m u n i s t s . ~ * ~ ~ ~  

Fourth and foremost, evidence is compelling that Kennedy remained wedded to his perception of 

an aggressive Communist China even in the light of the Strait episode. During his meeting with the Laotian 

Prime Minister Souvanna Phouma, a bewildered Kennedy wondered why Beijing accepted the settlement 

in Laos "since Communism traditionally pushed ouward whenever it cou~d."~'  

The Cuban Missile Crisis and the Sino-indian border war cornbined in October to put the lid on 

whatever slim chances there were in the summer of 1962 for conciliatory Sino-American feelers. In the 

wake of the former, Beijing vilified Kennedy, vociferously identified with Castro, and accused Khrushchev 

of both b'adventurism" for installing the missiles and "capitulation" for withdrawing them. In Kennedy's 

eyes, this vindicated the image of China as an irrational and bellicose power."' 
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Adding insult to injury, the concurrent Himalayan war amplified that tesson. Maxwell Taylor 

noted, as some scholars would later. that Indian provocations had connibuted to the atta~k."~ Galbraith. 

Hilsman and Rusk al1 acknowledged the limited nature of Beijing's t h r ~ s t . ~  But to no avril. The war dealt 

a critical blow to the notion of a prudent Beijing. As Cohen concludes, New Delhi-long a focus of 

Dernocratic and Liberal afinity-captured the syrnpathy of liberal public opinion and press, the very 

segment of American society most receptive to the image of a cautious China. Rdlecting that trend, the 

voices of Galbraith, Bowles and Rostow were sti~led.~' in fact, the latter two abandoned their formerly 

ardent advocacy of a "quid-pro-quo" deal. No longer did they believe that Beijing's "unregenerate" rulers 

could be amenable to a "peace for food" solution. They prescribed exerting unrelenting pressure instead. 

This included firm opposition to food assistance and efforts to curb allied drives at liberalized tmde with 

Beijing. Holding the line against China's atternpts to bail itself out, Rostow and Bowles now envisaged, 

might trigger a gradua1 erosion of the regirne's grip over the m ~ i n l a n d . ~ ~  

With the revisionist camp so effectively dePleted."'~ennedy's deeply redimented. grim view of 

the threot China posed was hardly contested within the foreign policy apparatus. The president regarded the 

Sino-Indian war as a watershed event comparable to the Missile Crisis and the Sino-Soviet split. For him. 

al1 these events marked the "present period" c~i rnact ic .~~ ~ e i j i n g  he niterated in vintage fashion, was a 
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rising Stalinist power. "My successor in office," he stressed on December 14. "may have to deal with the 

problem of a China which is carrying out an expansionary policy with nuclear weapons and missi~es.""~ 

As Zhou Enlai observed in another discussion with Malcolm MacDonald, Sino-American 

antagonism reached yet another boiling point at 1962's end.'" As in the summer of 1961. the 

confrontational dynamic was sustained by both parties. While such secondary actors on both sides as Wang 

Jiaxiang and Reischauer steered towud a less conflictual mode of managing the relationship, both Mao and 

Kennedy remained basically wedded to a zero-sum conceptualization of the adversary. This key factor 

crippled the administration when it came to achieving broader policy objectives on the Asian scene. 
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5. The Elusive Quest: The Anti-PRC Crusade and Asia-Pacific Order - 1. 

The next two chapters deal with the broader regional context within which the administration's 

China deliberations regulariy unfolded. Such a focus seems imperative at this point in the account. As 

shown in chapter 2, from the very outset, the Kennedy team's view of China wiis shaped considerably by 

such regional concerns as Beijing's perceived developrnental race with New Delhi, or the unfolding crisis 

in Southeast Asia. This regional preoccupation only grew with time, as the march of dramatic events in 

South and Southeast Asia forced the administration to fashion a response. 

Ultimately, the administration failed in the mission of integrating either the style or substance of 

policy toward China as opposed to the overali Asian region, The Anti-Chinese crusade slowed the 

improvement of relations with Tokyo, contributed to Washington's misplaced optimism regarding the 

prospects of moulding South Asian realities, and drew Camelot deeper into the Vietnam morass. In short, 

the China factor undermined the New Frontier's G m d  Design for Asia. 

Grand visions of an anti-Chinese Communist (and refonned) Asian-Pacific order captured 

Camelot's imagination from the very outset. In his path-breaking study, historian Timothy P. Maga shows 

that as early as January 196 i ,  Kennedy instnicted the State Department to conduct a thorough review of the 

American approach to overall Asia-Pacific policy. Complying, Foggy Bottom soon submitted a 

1 
preiiminary blueprint for a New Pacific Community (NPC). Before year's end, Lyndon B. Johnson. 

Chester Bowles, and Walt Rostow al1 advanced cornpeting designs. The administration's evolving 

thinking on the subject was not lacking in sophistication. The president himself prized the need to refute 
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the "ugly American" image then current in Asia. During a tour of Hawaii as Senator, he rninced no words 

in expressing this concern: 

The people of the Pacific are not interested in being sold to the highest bidder. On the 

contrary, if our aid is given on the assumption that this will buy us Fnends, if they feel 

they are being made pawns in the CoId War, if they regard the United States only as a 

military guardian, a giver of goods and a lender of cash, then no amount of economic aid 

will strengthen Our cause in this area. 
2 

Moreover, American observes occasionally discemed the shaIlowness of cultural bonds across 

the Pacific, and realized that Asians rnight resent a preponderant U.S. military presence as an infnngement 

on sovereignty. "We cannot assume," concluded a May 1962 State paper, "that Our forces. however 

friendly. will be permanently welcome on the soi1 of our Asian allies." This insight informed the 

administration's rejection of the scheme to institute a NATO - type alliance in Asia, conceived by the 

Chinese Nationalists and promoted by vice-president Johnson. In May 196 1, Johnson had plunged deeply 

into the Asian scene. Against the backdrop of Communist advances in Laos and rrt Kennedy's request, he 

undertook a reassurance tour of South Vietnam, Thailand, the Philippines, Taiwan, India, and Pakistan. By 

al1 accounts, the earthy Texan scored a resounding success in Taipei especially. Chiang was evidently 

herirtened by Johnson's endorsement of his concept of a defense alliance, with Johnson explicitly referring 

4 
to NATO as a desirable model. Back in Washington, the now confined GRC advocate took this program 

to the president. He envisaged "an alliance of al1 fiec nations of the Pacific and Asia who are willing to join 

forces in defense of their freedom. Such an organization shoufd have a ctear-cut command authority, also 

2 Cited in Ibid.. 2. See also Ibid.. 1 15. 

3 "The Far Ea'it: Department of State Guidelines for Policy and Opentions," May 1962, E "Guidelines Paper. The Far 
East  5/62." box 13, ICT Psipers. 

4 Walt W. Rostow, The United States and the Regional Orgonitarion of Asia and the P a c f c  1965-1 955 (Austin. 
Tex.: University of Texas Press. 1986). 32; Memcon Johnson-Chiang 14 May 1961. #7. "VP Johnson's Trip to the 
Far Est," NSF: International Meetings and Tnvel File. box 1. LBJL. (The author wishes to thank Darren J. Pierson 
for his assistance in researching LBJL mnterials); "The Vice President's Visit to Taiwan," memc CIA OtXce of the 
Director to Colonei Howard L. Burris, 24 May 196 1, in Paul Kaaris, ed., CL4 Research Reports: China. 1916-19-6 
(Frederick, Md.: 1982, Microfilm). 



devote attention to mesures and programs of social justice," and includc a definite pattern of specific 

contributions to be expected by each partner according to his ability and resource~.~ Encouraged. the GRC 

officially submitted a proposa1 for a "Collective Security Organization of the Anti-Communist Countries in 

the Western Pacific Area." Codenamed "Taiping," the proposal urged a permanent staff set-up. 

State department's representatives led the way in blocking this plan. Asserting that the countries 

involved did not share a unified sh-ategic outlook, they also wgued that the scheme would both serve to 

tmish Washington's image in Asia and encumber American military flexibility in the Paci fic-w ithout 

6 
significantly enhancing intrinsic defensive capabilities in the region. Most adamant was Rusk. Reiterating 

his long-standing doubts about Chinese Nationalist military cornpetence, he had quûlms about the 

introduction of GRC units to Southeast Asia even in the contingency of Chinese Communist probes to test 

Amencan reaction. The inclusion of such units, he explained, would be construed in Beijing as signal Iing 

an ultimate Arnerican intenr to invade the mainland i t~e l f .~  The vision of a New Pacific Cornrnunity 

never materialized, despite these displays of acumen on Washington's part. To be sure, the administration 

never officially eschewed that goal. But by 1963, enthusiasm for it gave way to confusion and 

apprehension. What lay behind this waning? Maga offers some dues. The formulators of the NPC set 

formidable, and rnost probably unobtainable, targets. Frustration was bound to corne their way. To a 

degree, too, the NPC's high rhetoric simply typified the flamboyant and euphoric "cm-do" spirit of early 

Camelot (not so evident in the China poIicy sphere, it is tme, as chapter 3 demonstrates.) The abstract- 

grandscale constnict was then side-tracked, as the march of urgent crises absorbed oFficial mention: the 

5 "Mission to Southeast Asia, India and Prikistan," Memo Johnson to Kennedy, 23 May 1961. nproduced in Rostov. 
The Clnited States and the Regional Organkation, 195-203. 

6 "Department of Stiite Position on GRC Proposai," Memo Bade to Bundy, 4 December 1961, fi "China Genrral 
1 U l/6 1 - 121 1 Y6 1 ," NSF:CO, box 23, JFKL; Memcon Kennedy-Ch'en Ch'cng, 1 August 196 1 ,  FRUS 1961-63. 
Vol. 22, Northearr Asia ( 1996), IO8 fn. 3. 

7 Letter Rusk to McNarnan, I August 1963. F R M  1961-63. Vol. 22.375-6. For rhe roots of Rusk's approach. sel 
[Ch. 7 p...] 



Kennedy tearn never discussed the precise "mechanics as to how the [NPCJ organiztition would be 

established. adrninistered, and financed."' 

The issue at hand indeed illustrates a gap between planning and execution. Several 

contemporaries, historians and political scientists have identified this hait as distinctive of Kennedy's 

decisionmaking systern as a whole, particuiilrly through 1962. Some scribe it to Kennedy's hurried 

abolition of Eisenhower's stnictured decision-making mechanism. This may have blurred the chains of 

9 command and undercut the former president's distinction between the planning and opentions functions. 

Others fault weak presidential guidance and the informal atmosphere of exchange Kennedy encounged: 

these could produce " f u q  judgements, evaluations, and decisions" because "participants in the discussion 

have dissimilar perceptions of what was agreed on and what form the consensus took.""  ut Maga's 

account furnishes only giimpses of other conceptual flaws in the drive to mould an Asia-PacifÏc 

Comrnunity. The Asian policy designs of Bowles and Rostow again illuminate these to best effect. The 

evolution of Bowles' broad Asian strategy mirrored the two-staged pattern identifiable in his China policy 

' ' During the second half of 196 1, his office produced an Asian policy think-piece prernised on 

an alarniist appraisai of the Chinese threat. Expecting China to rank, by 197 1, "with or above" the United 

Kingdorn, France and Japan as an industrial power, the paper anticipated "actions on [China's] borders to 

divert attention ffom intemal problems" and concluded grimly that "we can expect as many or more 

diffïculties with Communist China during the coming decade as we had with Nazi Germany in the 1930s." 

The paper considered a vigorously expanded economic aid program to be the best pre-emptive or 

8 Maga John F. Kenne& and the .Vew Pacijc Community, 13. S e  also Ibid 1 1 1. 1 1 5. For m cxmple of unguardd 
exubcmce with regard to the NPC during 1961, cf. "Defensibility of Southeast Asia and United States 
Comrnitrncnts," Mrmo Ambassador to Thailand Kennetfi T. Young to Genenl Mi~xwell Taylor. 27 October 196 1, 
FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 23, Sourheast Asia ( 1995), 28-30. 

9 Cf. John Pndos, Keepers ofthe Keys: rhe Hktory ofrhe ,Varional Securlty Councilfrom Truman to Bush (New York: 
William Morrow, 199 1). 103. For this observation. 1 am dso indrbted to the participants of a conference heId in 
Bochum, Germany (27 May - 1 Junc 1997) on "The United States, the Fcderal Republic of Gerrnany. and "Third 
Areas - American-German Relations, 1955- 1968." 

10 Ywcov Y. 1. Vcrtzberger, The Worfd In Their Mindr: Information Processing, Cognition. and Perceplion in 
Foreign Policy Decisionmaking (Stanford: Stanford University Press. 1990j, 225. Venbtrger refers to inîônai 
decision-making groups in gened. For Kennedy specificdly, see dso Warren 1. Cohen, Dean Rusk (Totawli, NJ: 
Cooper Square Publishers, 1 %O), 10 1 .  

1 1 For a discussion of this pattern, sec [Ch. 4. p...above. j 



preventive antidote to a Chinese take-over, pointing up Japan and "Indial Pakistan" as "the Anchors and 

the Springboards." Most importantly, the paper outlined no less than an Asian "Marshall plan" designed to 

strengthen the staying power of "Asian rim" countries against PRC infiltration. Concretely, it hoped the 

Colombo Plan would provide the organizational fnmework and forum for launching that "development 

offensive," setting November 1962 as the target date, The think-piece also perceptively acknowledged that 

the new aid dimension rnust "evolve as an aff?mative response to the [feltj needs of the Asian countries for 

progress - and not as a progmm whose primrvy purpose is directed against Cornmunist China." On the 

other hand, representing a misperception then common in Washington, it grossly underestimated such 

obstacles to regional cohesion in Asia as the Indo-Pakistani feud and the fact that Southeast Asian societies, 

still fresh from the experience with lapan's "CO-prosperity sphere" of World War 2, viewed any form of 

Japanese assistance with suspicion. '* By spt-ing 1962, Bowles shifted to a formula more temperate 

in terms of both the diagnosis of the "China problem" and the exetution of desired solutions. Scaling down 

his China threat assessment, he also emphasized the requirement to "keep the [Asian policy] operation in 

low key. Al1 talk of a 'new Asia policy' should be discounged." Further, by this stage he admitted that "a 

search for elements of unity in East and Southeast Asia yields depressingly small results." As well, this 

time around he praised specific impact projects, in the Mekong basin for instance, as possible inducements 

Yet, Bowles himself conceded that as far as the uItimate objectives were concerned, his 

blueprint-entailing a "sweeping reorientation of US [Asian] po1icy"-remained highly ambitious. and 

betokened a mood of "nervous optimism." Concerning China, the grand design encompassed the 

previously analysed "quid pro quo" deai and an explicit twoShinas stance.". The comsponding Asian 

components were equally bold. Bowles advised the neutralization of Southeast Asia, to be exarnined in the 

- - 

12 "Multi-yeu South Asian and Far Eastern Aid Stntrgy Within the Fnmrwork of a Long-term China Policy," Dtaft 
proposal prepared in Bowles' office. n.d., f: "Communist China-Grneral, 7/61-1216 1 and undated," box 14, ICT 
Papcrs. See dso: "A resarch project on Economic Independence in the rimland." Thomson to Bowles, nad., 
f.."1962," box 13, Ibid lust how overly ambitious was this design is evidenced by the fact that ultimotrlyt the 
United States was represented only rnodestly at the Colombo conference by Hcnld Jacobsen, China specialist at the 
New Delhi embassy. The British reported that he "h[u]ng about in the wings" and wielded no influence on the 
proceedings. FO 37 1 /170669,2 1 December 1962, PRO. 

13 For the "quid pro quo" deai, see Ch. 4, [pp ... above.] 



ensuing chapter, and the grriduril dissolution of SEATO. According to Bowles, that organization had been 

criticized by non-members as a symbol of militarism and neo-colonialism and thus drove members and 

non-members apart, Moreover, its members deemed it ineffective in light of the simrnering Laos crisis. The 

United States, he lamented, bore the brunt of both attacks. Finally, despite his newly-found recognition of 

some of the obstacles invoived, Bowles did not relinquish his aspiration that regional CO-operation could 

help forge a "political and rnilitary counter-weight to Comrnunist  hin na."'^ In Bowles' case, then, a 

grandiose vision overpowered spurts of awareness of America's finite capacity to shape the Asian scene. 

He seems to have essentially overlooked two impedirnents to regional integration in Asia: ftrst, East Asian 

nations were loath to place any restrictions on their newly-found and cherished independence. Second. 

their national economies, Japan excepted, proved for more cornpetitive than c ~ r n ~ l e m e n t a r ~ . ' ~  Rostow's 

prescriptions yet more starkly manifested a certain illusion regarding the influence the United States could 

16 bring to bear on the region. In 1954-5, the policy-oriented economist had both confidently asserted that 

China was vulnerablt to its Asian environment, and proposed an expanded regional effort at economic 

development as one instrument of undermining the "foundations of Cornmunist china."" The pressure of 

urgent crises forced Rostow to shelve these designs during 1961. Once placed in charge of the Policy 

Planning Council and given licence to ponder longer-range strategies, however, he eagerly assigned top 

priority to the issue. True, his approach was far from simplistic. His team may have been "sceptical about 

Asian economic CO-operation but obliging,"I8 as Rostow recollected later: the docurnentary base is too 

14 "US Policies in the Far East: Rrview and Recommendatians." Bowles paper. 4 A p d  1962. f: "Bowles. Chester 
4/62," box WH-3a. WH Files, Subject File 1961 -6 1, Schlesinger Ptipers. JFKL. (For select escerpts. sre FRUS 
1961-63. Vol. 2, Vietnam 1962 (1990), 299-301); BowIss. "A Balance Shrct on Asia" DSB, 23 ApriI 1962, Vol.46. 
674. 

15 Professor Gustav Schmidt. of Bochum University, made these observations during the conference held in that city 
(27 May - 1 h n e  1997) on "The United States, thc Federal Republic of Gcrmmy. and "Third A m  - her ican  
Geman Relations, 1955-1968." See also: Heide-lrene Schmidt, "Der Regionale Aspect in der Amerikanischen 
Ausenwirtschriftsstntegie, 1955-1960: Die Rolle Deutschlands und Japans." in Gusmv Schmidt Charles F. Dom. 
eds., ..lrnerikas Option in Regionalen und Internalionalen Strukruren. Die I950er und 1 9 9 0 ~  Jahre im vergleich 
(Bochum: Universitatmerlag Brockrneyer, 1996), 290,298; Gustav Schmidt "Ost-West-Konflikt und Inn-West- 
Spmnungen: Die Position und Ruolle (West) Deutschlands und Japans in der Sicht der USA." in Ibid. 

16 This tenninoiogy draws an Nick Cullather. IIlusionr ofInfience: The P o l i t i d  Economy of United Statrs- 
Philippines Relations. 1942- 1960 (Smford, Cdif.: Stiüiford University Press, 1994). 

'7 [Sec Ch. 2, p...ahove.J 
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spotty to allow a judgernent, The record nevertheless makes it quite clear that Rostow, like Bowles, fell 

victirn to "intellectual brinkmanship"19: while occnsionally attentive to conflicting evidence, he nrnained 

wedded to his basic belief in Asia's malleability to Arnerican power. His promotion of the quid-pro-quo 

20 
deal, and his optirnism regarding the prospects in Vietnam, discussed in the next chapter. both provide 

powerful testimonials. So does the telling critique levelled by Rostow's State colleague, Robert C, Good. 

Rostow persanified for Good a Rationalist/ldealist at once more optirnistic and pessimistic than the fiicts 

wananted. Rostow's error rested, he argued, in assuming that Third World countries were primarily 

concemed with advancing material wealth and individual liberties, and particularly in overestimating the 

American capacity for creating a "community of values" with these States on this basis. A vibrant anti- 

colonial sentiment coupled with relative disinterest in "individual libenies and govemrnent by consent" 

afforded the United States few opportunities, Good convenely surmised. Shrewdly gnsping the 

predominance of nationalism in many "Third World" ruling circles, he concluded that "the in-between 

world ... is susceptible of organization by neither side.' " Significantly, Rostow'r approach also 

denoted an urge to retain a free American hand in Asia. It thus undercut any notion that the New Pacific 

Community would be predicated on equal parmenhip. Arguably, that tension between the "communal" 

and "unilateral" impulses extended beyond Rostow's planning board and manifested itself rnost clearly in 

South East Asia, The administration's lukewm response to Tokyo's persistent otrérs of greater assistance 

to the region may be construed in this Iight. Admittedly, the episode may be given a more favoumbie cast, 

as illustrating Washington's recognition of the opposition such an offer might trigger in the recipient 

countries. 
22 

At any rate, neither Rostow nor Bowles was in a bureaucntic position that wouid have 

19 For both the concept and term of "intellectual brinkmanship," ser Ronald W. Pruessen. -John Foster Dulles md the 
Pndicments o f  Power," in Richard H. Irnrnerman, ed., John Foster Drrlfes and fhe Diplomacy ofthe Cold IVar 
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1990). esp. 40-45. 

20 Ser p...above. 

21 "A Point of View on Rostow's National Secunty Paper," Robert C. Good to Hiisman. 2 March 1962, E "Cornrnents 
on BNSP paper. 3/62," Box 5, RH Papers. Of course, Good's sweeping rissurnptions about "Third World" 
indifferencc CO individual liberties is questionable in itsrlf. won  - Good's state bureau is initiailed RAF. 1 could not 
make head or tail of this initial.]. 

22 This issue is recountrd in p...bdow in greater detail. 



put them at the forefiont of NPC implementation. Hence, the NPC's waning cannot be assigned pnmarily 

and directly to any conceptual flaws on their part. Greater responsibility can probably be placed on a 

heretofore neglected deficiency: the administration's failure to integrate either the style or substance of 

policy toward China as opposed to the overall Asian region. That ill-fated fragmentation took two forms: 

1. Conmdictory impulses underlay the development of the NPC and the "anchors and springboards" 

constructs. On the one hand, as shown above, Washington infiuentials cherished the regional drive 

as a military and economic instrument to contain China. (There were multiple dimensions to the 

containment objective. First, through 1961, Komer and Arthur Schlesinger echoed the Eisenhower 

administration's view of "Bandung" as a menacing challenge rather than an opportunity for 

conciliatory probes. They feared Beijing might resurne this course in order to "divert Asian 

regionalism into an anti-western neutralist direction by cxploiting" anti-colonialist sentiment. 

Tfiey reasoned that pre-emptive and preventive regionai efforts by the West might help forestall 

that ~ o n t i n ~ e n c ~ . ~ ~  Second, in the wake of the deepening Sino-Soviet schisrn. such efforts were 

also intended to stem the emergence of a sepante Asian Communist bloc led by a supposedly 

unregenemte ~ei j in~.")  On the other hmd however. the regional drive reflected the notion, 

espoused particularly by Rusk, that the Eisenhower administration had been roo preoccupied with 

the China problern. to the neglect of other Asian policy a r e a ~ . ~ ~  Administration officiais. rank and 

file, apparently never fuily grasped the discrepancy between these two impulses. much less 

reconciled it. 

2. The subtlety that did mark the New Frontier's posture toward some "fiee Asian" countries 

vanished when it came to the China problem. Offïcials heavy-handedly oversold the spectre of a 

deadIy Chinese periI to sceptical Asian leaders, thus serving to cloud Arnerican- "Free Asian" 

23 Quotation: "Guidelines" paper, Supra note 3. Ser also: Schlesinger to Komer. 21 October 196 1, f: "National 
Sccurity Council5/5/6 1 - 1013016 1 ," box 16, WH files, Schlesingcr papers, 3 FEU; Komrr to Bundy. 19 ruid 23 
October, 196 1, f. "staff mernomda- Komer, 1 O/6 1 ," NSF:M&M, box 322. IFKL. 

24 Ray Clinc mrmo, nSino-Soviet Relations." 14 I m u q  1963, FRUS 1961-1963. Vol. 22. 340; Dcptel Rusk to 
Lyndon Johnson, 16 December 1963, Ibid., 409-4 1 0; FO 37 1/ 170680. 12 Febmary t 963. PRO. 

25 Ser Maga John F- Kennedy. 9. 



relations. Even when an Asian nation's anxieties exceeded those of Washington, as was the case 

with India in the aftemath of the Himalayan war, American hopes for a strategic windfall were 

thwarted by the vexingly oven-iding Indo-Pakistani feud. That phenomenon did not go entirely 

unheeded by Washington. By the beginning of 1963, Deputy INR director, Thomas L. Hughes, 

Iamented whiit he called the "American predicament" in Asia: "So long as Peiping employs its 

force so as to appear the threatened or injured party defending its borders against attack. U S  

appeals for greater Asian CO-operation rnay bring seant r e s u ~ t s . " ~ ~  

The remainder of this chapter charts the second hgmentation in Washington's relations with the 

"anchor" and "springboard - Tokyo and Delhi. 

II. 
The Kennedy administration's Japan policy provided the locus classicus for the pattern in 

question. The climate of Japanese-American relations improved measunbly during the Kennedy years. 

Lingering controversy about the acuteness of the Chinese threat clouded the atmosphere, however. This 

factor contributed to the reversal during the Johnson en. 

As historian Michael Schaller writes, the "decade of the 1960s begm on an especially sour 

diplornatic note. During the spring of 1960, tens of thousands of Japanese ... dernonstnted in Tokyo against 

ratification of a treaty of 'Mutual Co-operation and Security' with the United States. [Fostering the Anti- 

American sentiment was the fear] that Japan would be drawn into conflict with China and the Soviet Union 

through an alliance with America. By June the protests grew so vociferous that President Eisenhower had 

to cancel a visit to Tokyo ... State Department officiais speculated that teftist mobs might soon contro1 

Tokyo and force cowering politicians to abandon the alliance with the United States. J 7  

26 T h e  Milimy Factor in Chinese Communist Expansionism," Hughes to Rusk 19 Jmuary 1963, FO 3711 17066 1. 
PRO. 

27 Michriel Schdler, "Altcred States: The United States and Japan During the 1960~~" in Diane B. Kunz rd.. The 
Diplomacy of the Crucial Decade (New York: Columbia University Press. 1990), 255-256. Freshly rrlrascd 
materiais essentially vdidate the thmt of SchaiIer's arguments. The fotlowing hrncc dmws quite hmvily upon the 
article. 



Yet, by 1964, these dramatic events "had been almost completely forgottcn .... Public opinion 

survcys that year revealed that half of al1 Japanese, a post- 1945 high. considered the U.S. the country they 

most admired, while only 4 percent indicated a dislike. 928 

The enhancement of relations owed something to the endeavours of Edwin O. Reischauer, the 

American arnbassador. Reischauer strongly believed that iunblissadors should both think "long-ten" and 

29 
figure in the policy planning process. Deeply interested in "cultural dipiornacy," extremely well-versed 

in Japanese culture and Asian history in genenl, Reischauer was alert to the pervasive image among Asian 

elites of the United States as domineering. He saw it his mission to overcome the residues of "racial 

prejudice ... and cultural unfamiliarity" which underlay what he termed the "broken dialogue" between 

Tokyo and Washington. The phrase "equal partnership" became the hallmark of his tenure in Japan. Both 

his advocacy of "polite" trade practices, and his accessibility ro Japanese of various walks of life, gave 

substance to the phrase. His cause was assisted also by genemtional shifts within lapan's rulinç Libenl 

Dernocntic ~ a r t y . ~ '  The rcholar-diplomat's record won hirn the appreciation of no l e s  than Rusk. who 

3 1 
had earlier frowned on the appointment as undercutting the Foreign Service. 

To be sure, Reischauer was fmstrated over what he considered to be the indifference of Kennedy 

and his circle to lapanese affairs. He recalled that oniy a visit by Robert Kennedy to Tokyo in February 

1962 had earned hirn a modest intirnacy with the Kennedy brothers and secured a bit more attention to the 

32 
em bassy. 

28 Schriller. "Altered States." 255. 

29 Rcisçhauer testirnony before the Senate subcommittee on National Sccurity StatEng and Opcntions. 12 August 
1963. fi "C ( 1 of 2)," Rrischaucr Papers, box 1 ,  Harvard University. 

30 Schallcr, "Altered Strites," 261-262; #842 Embtel Rrischauer to DOS. 12 Ssptember 196 1 .  FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 32. 
708: Roger Buckley, U.S.-Japan Alliance Diplomacy, 1945-1990 (Cambridge. England: Cambridge University 
Press. 1 992). 100- IO 1. 

3 1 George W. Ball, The Parr Has clnothet- Pattern (New York: Norton. l982), 196-7: Tel Rusk to DOS. 4 Novcmber 
1961. FRUS 1961-63. Vol. 22, 713. 

32 Edwin O. Reischauer, .My Li/e Berneen Japan and ..lmerica (New York: Harper and Row. 1986). 164-5. For Robert 
Kennedy's ascending foreign policyrnaking clout durinp that period, Cf. i'viicharl Fomstal OH. 14 August 1964. 
p.53, IFKL. 



As seen from Washington, however, the president and his secretary of state themselves cnfted a 

rather accommodating line conducive to bridging the gaps across the Pacific. Most generatly, Rusk and 

Kennedy went out of their way to project a cordial and uncondescending tone in their dealings with 

Japanese s ta tes~nen .~~ Calling early on for greater attention to Japan since its "exploding industriai society 

is vital to us,'J4 Rusk urged dispelling Japanese doubts about the importance Washington attached to Japan 

as cornpared to Europem  allie^.)^ Concumng, Kennedy approved the establishment of a joint US-Japan 

Cornm ittee on Trade and Economic affairs along the lines of an American-Canadian consultation 

arrangement. He also accepted, in principle, Prime Minister Ikeda's request to place mutual consultation 

rnechanisms on equal footing as those with London. l'rue, Kennedy did not walk the full extra mile. That 

pledge was appstrently never fully fulfilled. As well, in a manner not devoid of racial undertones, he 

deferred the concomitant request to vigorously support Japan's entry into the OECD, on the ground that 

this would prompt pressures to join from Asian Commonwealth rnembers. It was not until April 1964 that 

Japan aceeded to hill OECD rnernbership.J6 

More concretely, the President: 

1. Resisted calls to rnake December 7 a holiday in which to annually condemn ~ a ~ a n . "  

2. Gave a more sympathetic hearing to lapan's Okinawa daims than Eisenhower had given. Rusk 

explained the logic in 1961: "as long as rights of IocaIs were protected and US basing righu 

assured, the retum of Japanese sovereignty appeared to be the wisest policy. It could dernonstrate 

to al1 Pacific residents that the US ... had no 'irnperial designs' in the region.'*3a 1962 saw Kennedy 

- -  - 

33 Cf. Merncon Kennedy-Ohira, 2 August 1963, FRUS 1961-63. Vol. 22, 784; Memcon Johnson-lkeda, 25 Novembsr 
1963. Ibid.. 807. 

34 Cited in ibf aga, John F. Kennedy, 9. 

35 Memo Rusk to Kennedy, 9 June 1961. FRliS 1961-63. Vol. 22.678. 

36 Memcon Kennedy-lkrda, 2 1 June 196 1 .  Ibid., 693-4; FO 37 1/ 16493 1. 13 and 18 December 1962. PRO; Buckley. 
US-Japan Aifiance Diplomacy, 1 1 3 .  

37 Schaller, "Altered States." 258. 

38 Cited in Maga John F. Kennedy, 1 1. 



overruling the Department of Defense and reaffirming Japan's legal clairn for eventual recovery. 

He also established a commission to recommend refons in the way the US ~ l e d  ~kinawa.'" 

3. Stood for expanding Japan's access to the American market, despite Congressional drives, backed 

by the industrial sector, to impose quotas on Japanese textile. Whether his stance originated from 

any die-hard loyalty to free trade pnctices remains a debatable point.40 While problems in the 

vade sphere did not disappear.'" Kennedy's position contributed significantly to a major increase 

in Japan's exports to the United States. This, in turn, helped growth in Tokyo's Gross National 

Product to leap to an annual rate of I O  percent between 1960- 1965. double the U.S. rate." In fact, 

some historians would Iater fault Kennedy, rit least implicitly, for America's eventual economic 

decline vis-&vis the Land of the Rising  un." 

44 
This "Kennedy-Reischauer offensive," as labelled by the Japanese media, forged warm ries 

between the two leaderships. The American side deemed Ikeda's June 196 1 visit uniquely successful. Ikeda 

exhibited his accommodating rnood in privritely accepting the American need for resumption of nuclear 

testing, even though domestic popular sensitivity to the matter necessitated his assuming a contrary attitude 

4 5 
in pubIic. 

Thoms in the side of the alliance did exist, however. Historian Roger Buckley shows that one area 

of discord revolved around Tokyo's reluctance to comply with Washington's requests over substantial 

39 Schaller. "Altered States," 263-165; National Srcurity Action Mernorandum No. 133. 5 March 1962. FRL'S 1961- 
63, Vol. 22. 724 fn. 4; "Negotiations with Japan Regarding the Ryukyus," memo Harriman to Alexis Johnson. 6 
April 1962. Ibid., 740-74 1.  

40 Memcon Kennedy-lkeda. 2 1 June 196 1 ,  FRLS 1961-63, Vol. 27, 695; Schaller. "Altered States." 258-9. While 
Schaller and Kunz assert Kennedy's commitment to Free Tndc. Maga tinds it qurstionablç. Compare: Ibid: Dimr 
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41 A particularly troublesorne issue was the rqualintion fee with regard to conon. Cf. Lstter Rcischauer to George 
Bdl. 12 February 1962, FRUS 1961-63. Vol. 22,721. 

42 Schaller, "Altered Shtes," 259. 
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45 Rusk to DOS. 4 Novcmbcr 1961, FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 22, 713. 



46 
improvement to the size and capabilities of Japan's Special Defence Forces. As well, perpetuating the 

pattern of the 1950s. the administration rebuffed Ikeda's persistent suggestion that the two nations co- 

47 
operate in a major expansion of economic assistance to Southeast Asia. Irnportantly, this belied the 

administration's own high rhetoric about the NPC, about the desirability of intensified Japanese 

involvement in the Asian ~ e n a , ~ ~  as well as its very demands that Japan shoulder more of the financial 

burden involved in Asian aid and development projects. That rebuff may be variously construed as 

signalling an urge on the administration's pan to retain a free hand in East Asia-or a gnsp that Japanese 

49 
assistance would likely trigger Southeast Asian resentment. 

But no issue undermined the building of rnutual trust more than China policy.50 Reischauer 

notably excepted, when it came to that dimension American officiais substituted a coercive appmach for 

finesse and consideration of lapanese sensibilit ies. 

Officiai Washington was not blind to pressures within the Japanese polity in favour of 

normalizing relations with Beijing, particularly in the trade sphere. Analysts were cspecially aiert to the 

lure presented by Beijing's shifi to a more flexible position on that score in latç 1960. The two Asian 

powers, indeed, achieved in November 1962 a symbolic breakthrough in the fom of a serni-off?cial five- 

year trade agreement, which instituted mutual trade liaisons. 5 1 

46 Buckley. US-Japan Alliance Dipiomacy, 1 03. 

47 Schdler, "Altered States." 257; Memcon Robert Kennedy - Ikeda. 5 Frbruq 1962. FRUS 196143, Vol. 2 2  717: 
Memcon L. Johnson - Ikeda, 25 Novembcr 1963, Ibid, 808. 

38 Cf. Rusk to DOS, 4 November 196 1, Ibid., 713. 

$9 In m ironic twist of events, by the latter 1960s Washington grew îürious at precisely the reverse, what Prmidcnt 
Johnson and his aides perceived as Japan's meagre support of both the Vietnam war and concomitant economic nid 
efforts. See Michael Schdler, "The 'Nixon Shocks,' DCtente, and the Transtormation of US-East Asian Relations" 
(unpublistied papcr deiivered at the conference on US-China Relations in the 1960s. Beijing. 28-30 October 1996). 
p. 3. 

50 For a contradictory assertion that the differences over China between Japan and the United States were "never very 
serious" brtween 1957 and 197 1, See Warren 1. Cohen. 'China in lapanese-American Relations." in Cohen and 
Akin Iriye. eds., The Lrnited States andjaparz in the P o s m  tVorld (Lexington, KY: University Press of Kentucky, 
1989), 5 1. 

5 1 Rosernary Foot, The P m i c e  o/'Power: US. Relations with China Since 1949 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, i 995). 
67-9; :VIE 4 1-6 1, "Prospects for Japan,- 7 Febmary 196 1, FRUS 1961 -63, Vol. 22. 675; George C. Denney. Jr. 



To James Thomson, Japan's pmicular disposition represented a window of opportunity. Early in 

1961, he valued Japan's "large potential role ... in easing [the] China situation or at least in testing and 

clarifjing Chinese Communist intentions. This is a subject which has been very little explored."s2 This 

"revisionist" notion, however, was foreign to the president: at about the sarne time, he rejected the Prime 

Minister of New Zealand's idea of "using Japan to explore some approach for better relations with the 

P R C . " ~ ~  Kennedy and his lieutenants carried a "big stick" instead. When Kennedy Arst met Ikeda, he 

discussed China in tems designed to alarrn the Japanese leader, Neither did he fail to dramatize the theme 

by branding China policy "perhaps the most sensitive foreign policy issue in the  US."^' Arnerican 

representatives were especially keen on waming Tokyo that trade with the PRC would never amount to 

much. Probably the most daunting word came from a blunt Averell Harrirnan, who in December 1962 told 

a Japanese newspaper that the American government would hesitate to open its market further to Japan 

unless Tokyo eeased its efforts to improve ties with china? There was more than tactical trickery to these 

admonitions. Rather, they reflected genuine-if probably misplaced-fears lest commercial ties would 

bind Japan to the Cornmunist orbit, in the eventuality of auch a eatiiclysrnie event as Korea's "fa11."~~ 

Washington and Tokyo were most at odds over the acuteness of the China threat. The long- 

simmering disparity broke squarely into the open in the imrnediate afierrnath of the Sino-Indian w u .  

Incensed by Tokyo's rehctance to condemn Beijing, and convinced that Japan underestimated the hazards 

posed to her by China's victory, American oficials resolved, in tandem with the British, to upgrade the 

57 
flow of information on Communist China to the fapanese govemment. It was not long before that point 

of fiction burst into several high-Ievel, heated exchanges. Durhg a luncheon discussion with Rusk on 

(Analyst with the Scnote Foreign Relations Cornmittee), "Japan's China Policy in October 1962: Steering Benvcen 
Blocs." FO 37Ul6493 1,  n.d.. PRO. 

52 Memo Thomson to Bowles. 6 April 196 1 ,  t': "Communist China Genrnl 116 1416 1." box 14, JCT Papen. 

53 Memcon Kennedy-Holyoake, 3 March 1961. FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 22 22. 

54 Memcon Kennedy-Ikeda, 20 June 196 1. Ibid.. 68 1. 

55 Cited in Schdfer, "dtered smta." 27 1. S e  also Ibid., 259. 

56 Cf'. Rusk testirnony, 6 July 196 1, fiecutive Sessioru 13 :2 ( 196 1 ). 3 7 1. 

57 FO 37 1 /  164930, 13 November 1962, PRO: FO 37 11 l70680,4 January 1963 and 10 Janusiry 1963. PRO. 



December 4, 1962, Japan's foreign rninister Massayoshi Ohira stated "that it was his personal opinion that 

the United States should Ieave Communist China alone. Making too much fuss about it only served to mise 

its prestige." Rusk "responded that the United States will leave the Chinese Communists alone when the 

Chinese Communists leave others donc. When they put pressures on India or Southeast Asia, the United 

States must be con~e rned . "~~  The president himself graphically pronounced that viewpoint in publie. 

Beijing, he argued, was in a "belligerent phase" of "national development." Insensitively revening to 

"yeilow peril" imagery, he exhorted his Japanese guests against Beijing's "rising power," and the spectre 

of "the Chinese moving out into a dominant position in al1 of Asia, with its hundreds and hundreds of 

millions." Japan and the United States, he concluded, must forge a partnership aimed at preventing "the 

domination of Asin by [the] Cornrnunist movement.JY 

60 The president soon realized that these remarks "created quite a stir" in Japan. But officiais kept 

pursuing the double-barre1 mission of winning Japan over to a more a l m e d  view of China. and hamessing 

6 1 
this lever toward the desired target of expanding Japan's defence outlays. To no avail. Even in the face of 

presumed indications of increased PRC militancy in late 1963, Ohin offered a rather soothing prediction to 

a questioning Kennedy. China, he said, "will become more active in promoting its ideological position, 

particularly in Southeast Asia, but will probably remain cautious about undertaking any actions in 

Southeast ~ s i a . ' " ~  As the Kennedy en drew to a close. Washington's suspicions regarding Japan's attitude 

clearly lingered. Even that quintessential champion of sobriety about the Ch inese threat, Reischauer, 

- - - - - - - - - - - 
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considered the Japanese govemment too susceptible CO the mood of détente and its attendant Communist 

63 
blandishments. 

During Kennedy's tenure, Japan's leaders for their part strove to hold the stick at both ends. 

Enhancing trade contacts with Beijing in practice, they also sought to mute the controversy over China 

policy with the U.S., partly "in a calculated effort to assure economic assistance and access to Arnerican 

markets. the key to sustained recovery in their minds."* Witness. for instance, Ikeda's downplaying of the 

lure of China trade to Japanese companies, or his slighting the "China problem" during a Decernber 1962 

65 
visit to London. Under Johnson's stewardship, however, the dispute gathered stem. Reischauer's lack 

of rapport with the Johnson team-and his resultant relegation to a more marginal role - certainly figured 

66 
in this development. By 1966, a disgmntled Reischuer, on the eve of resignation, detected the "Japanese 

unease rit being linkcd to a China policy which they consider ... basicalty unrealistic and not in Japan's long- 

range interests." in his judgement, it was "the most serious problem that [existed] in US-Japanese 

68 
re~ations."~' Obviously, the arnbassador was positive thût Washington. and not Tokyo. was in the wmng. 

This perceived failure, on both sides of the Pacific, to amend the "broken dialogue" with regard to China 

probably worked to rnagnify hpan's sense of betrayal at Nixon's iüture China policy " shock~ . "~~  

63 # 1357 Ernbtel Reischaucr to DOS, I November 1963, FRUS 196/-63, Vol. 22, 795; 21 Novcmber 1963. FO 
3711 170680. PRO. 

64 Schaller. "Altered States," 253. 

65 "Sino-lapanese Relations." Mrrncon Kennedy-Ikeda, 2 1 June 196 1. FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 22. 697: FO 3711 163% 1, 
18 Decembrr 1963 PRO. The latter &O documents American unerisines over the degrce to which London md 
Tokyo might co-ordinate their poiicies toward "bringing China into the cornity of nations." Ikeda's approach might 
have stemmed in part from a recognition of Washington's sensitivity. 

66 For Reischauerr's waning clout, see Schdter. "Altered States." 263. 
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III. 

Students of the issue agree that "Kennedy's record in South Asia reveals a gaping chasm between 

70 
promise and performance, between objectives and results." Looking first to secure Indian friendship 

while loosening but not dissolving the alliance with Pakistan, the administration sought "nothing less than a 

major reversal in the priorities that had shaped Amerîcan policy toward [the subcontinent] for nearly a 

decademv7' This bold agenda for the region had proven a chimera. By the end of the presidency, American- 

Pakistani relations had deterionted drastically, while fndo-American relations had barely improved. The 

general topic has recently been amply charted elsewhere. But the China dimension of these problematic 

72 
developrnents deserves attention here. 

At the New Frontier's inception, no Asian nation figured more prominently in the Kennedy 

administration's global strategy than India. New Delhi was assigned a most ambitious and multi-faceted 

role. The Kennedy team generally held a confident view of India's economic prospects. The culmination 

point, to be sure, was anticipated to arrive no sooner than 1970.'~ Optimism reigned, as well. with regard 

to the future of Indo-American relations. The president epitomized the belief that tactful tolerance of 

India's neutralism, coupled with a generous commifment to India's development plans, will help win that 

70 Robert J. McMahon, "Choosing Sida  in South Asia," in Paterson, ed., Kenne4 S Quest For Victow :lmrricun 
Foreign Poli?, 1961-1963 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989). 200. 

7 1 Ro bcrt J. McMahon, The Cold CYar on the Periphery: The United States, India and Pczkistan (New York: Columbia 
University Press, I994), 282. The following draws hravily upon this seminal study. Acrually. as iMcbIahan 
observes, the serds for a new Endian policy had been planted during the Eisenhower era. McMahon, "Choosing 
Sides in South Asia," 20 1. Kennedy did add a shiirper and quicker edge to the spin. 

'2 As Robert J. McMahon notes. the administration's South Asian policy hits b e n  an ares of much lucrative research 
in recent years. Cf. Robert J. McMahon, "The Cold War in Asis" in Michael J. Hogan, ed., ..lmerica in the CVorld 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 532 fn. 80; Dennis MerriIl. Bread and the Baflot: The United 
States and lndia 's Economic Development. 1947-1963 (Chape1 HiII: University of Caiifomia Ptws, 1990); H. W. 
Brands, India and the United States: The Cold Peace (Boston: Twaync publishers, 1990): Dennis KU.. lndia and 
the United States: Estranged Democractes (Washington: Search, 1993); McMahon, The Cold IVar on tlar Periphery. 
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nation for the West. At a minimum, comrnunist influence in subcontinent could be anested, and increased 

74 
support for US policies gained. 

As McMahon points out, India's importance to Kennedy administration strategists derived also 

from the criticai role many of them believed fndia could play in containing Beijing's power and influence. 

"Containment" camed a double meaning in this context. The rnilitary dimension was certainly not 

discounted. As noted ribove, Bowles, for instance, insisted in July 196 1 that India, dong with Japan, "rnust 

be encouraged to recognize its own stake in the containment of China, the limitations of American power 

in dealing with this danger, and the consequent necessity" for those two Asian powers "to take the initiative 

in *guaranteeingV the se~unty of Asia against China's aggressions."75 At least in epual measure, the 

Kennedy team nurtured the aspiration that economic smdes by democmtic India would undercut Beijing's 

76 
capacity to attract the underdeveloped world via the example of its model of developrnent. To the New 

Frontiersmen, such a victory in the perceived "development race" was pregnant with resonânt, global 

implications. Certain that symbols and images had a decisive impact on world opinion, they deemed it 

instrumental in convincing "the doubting world ... now precariously on the wall of indecision between the 

77 
East and the West" that the United States represented the wave of the future, and not the Soviet Union. 

78 
That notion found no more ardent champion than the president. 

The next 22 rnonths saw the gradua1 erosion of this exuberant outlook. One source of 

Washington's certain disenchantment was India's failure to meet the Chinese challenge as prescribed in the 

American script. With regard to New Delhi's role as a showcase of a capitalist development model, 

opinions diverged. Truc, the albeit partial unnvelling of China's economic Straits permitted such disciples 

74 McMahon. On the Periphery 273. 

75 Cited in Ibid., 274. 

76 For deuiled illustrations, see [Ch. 2, pp ...j 
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of the innate superiority of capitalism as Rostow to happily observe, in May 1962, that "The most striking 

fact about the mood in Asia, when 1 went out there with Geneml Taylor fast fall, was the loss by the 

Communists of their power to attract by exmple .... Meanwhife India and certain other underdeveloped 

countries have begun to dernonstrate that reaI momenturn ... can be achieved in an underdeveloped area by 

mobilising.. .normal human in cent ive^."'^ That assessrnent was disputed. however. by an Asian observer of 

comparable repute and clout, Alexis Johnson. Content to compare the Indian record favourably with the 

"punctured" Chinese "myth," he nevertheless exhorted that "the [economic] distance lndia h a s  to go is a 

guanntee against srnugness.w80 

A still more persistent irritant was Washington's sense that India not only harboured a too 

sanguine view of the Chinese threat, but reksed to share the burden of confronting it. Most American 

offïcials branded this an act of both folly and ingratitude, in Iight of the disproportionately large economic 

aid packages New Delhi received.8' Ambassador Galbraith was distinctly in the rninority in his 

endorsement of the Indian standpoint on this score. Illustrations abound: 

I .  Even as Sino-lndian relations remained tense afler the ill-fated Tibetan uprising of 1959, this did 

not dent lndian support for China's admission to the United Nations, one argument being that 

entry might serve to moderate Beijing's behaviour. Acceptable to Galbraith, this argument 

triggered a vixenl rebuff by ~ u s k . ~ '  

79 Rostow, "American Stratrgy on the World Scene," 16 April 1962. DSB Vol. 46.630. See dso Rostow testimony. 
26 lune 1962, fierrutive Sessions 14 ( 1962), 576. 

80 U. Alexis Johnson. T h e  Emerging Nations of Asiri" DSB. January 8. 1962, Vol. 46. p.56. Ser also idem. T h e  
Aspintions of Asia," 18 December 196 1 ,  DSB 196 1 vol. 45, pp. 10 1 1. 

8 1  In fiscal ycar 1961 the US committed $570 million in development and commodity aid for Lndia, compiued with 
E 168 million for Pakistan. In 1962, the sums hrid risen to $7 16 for India and $4 16 for Pakism. McMahon. 
"Choosing Sides," 202-3.2 IO. 
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3. In November 196 1, an agitated Galbraith pleaded with Kennedy to abolish U-2 monitoring of the 

Sino-Indian border are& because of the consequences to Indian public opinion if discovered. The 

connary advise of Galbraith opponent and U-2 proponent Alexis Johnson prevailed.'3 

3. A few rnonths earlier, Rusk complained that Indian leaders recognized they could rely on 

American assistance in case of a confrontation with China, but fell short on giving the 

"independence movement" in Southeast Asia support. On his mind, probably, was the lndian 

waming that a qualitative augmentation of the Military Assistance Advisory Group (MAAG) in 

Vietnam would prompt an escalatory Chinese response. He may also have recalled that that issue 

had stnick a discordant note during Vice President Johnson's visit to Delhi in May, an othenvise 

amiable evenr" Indeed, Nehru's refusal to accept the mantle of leadership in Southeast Asia 

contributed sign ificantly to the m iscarriage of his visit to Washington in Novem ber 196 1,  which 

Kennedy later dubbed as *'the wont head-of-state visit 1 have hi~d."'~ 

Kennedy's first round of summit meetings with lndian and Pakistani leaders in 1961 also 

illuminated the intrsictability of the Kashmir imbroglio. Nonetheless, at the tum of the year most State and 

NSC officials still rippraised American-indian relations as basically sound. As McMahon concludes, in 

spite of the frustrations engendered by the Nehru visit, the abortive Kennedy probe regarding Kashmir, and 

Nehru's controversia! decision to invade Portuguese Goa, the rnrijority opinion still judged that New 

Delhi's border dispute with China and its continued reliance on Amencan economic aid were inexorably 

pushing India closer to the West. 

In fact, at this stage most administration offlcials still believed that the alliance with Pakistan 

could be simultanously preserved. They evaluated Ayub Khan's July 1961 visit to Washington a success. 

This judgement held that Kennedy had managed to reassure the Pakistani president about Washington's 

83 U. Alexis Johnson. The Righr Hand of Power (Englewood CIiffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall. 1984). 3 16. 

84 Memcon Chate j e e  (Chargé d'ÿffairs, Indim rmbassy)-McConaughy, 30 Junr 196 1 ,  FRL5 1961-1963. Vol. 1 .  
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intentions regarding both Kashmir and military aid to India; Karachi would hence check its flirtations with 

Beijing and Moscow. This assessment echoed Edward Rice's October 1961 surmise, that the ominous 

shadow of China, and in particular her pending acquisition of a nuclear capacity, mi& stimulate Pakistan 

and India to join hands against a common enerny.16 More generally. the appraisal revealed the staying 

power of the cluster of premises which underlay the administration's orientation: that the United States 

could secure the friendship of both Pakistan and India; that Pakistan would reh in  from cultivating a China 

Iink; that the Chinese threat would induce India off the non-alignment course, and that the United States 

87 
possessed enough levenge to water down the Indo-Pakistani feud. 

By October 1962, the mm of events forced the majority of officids to conclude that. in 

McMahon's words, "Kennedy's attempt to redefine America's relationships in South Asia had hit a brick 

wall." First, Nehru nipped in the bud another American attempt at mediating the Kashmir dispute. Second. 

Washington's manifest tilt toward New Delhi drove Kmchi to backtrack on fumishing listening posts near 

the Chinese border, support Beijing's representation at the United Nations, and redouble its efforts to 

normalize relations with China. Kennedy's direct protestations to Ayub went unheeded. Nor was 

Washington gaining much cornpensating ground with [ndia. Frictions accumulated around the Kashmir 

question, the Congressional drive to curtail the econornic commitment to New Delhi, and the indian 

insistence on purchasing two MIG-21 squadrons fiom the Soviet Union-even though Nehru knew this 

would impair Kennedy's hand with regard to the Indian aid bill. Komer "remained one of the few 

administration specialists who could view [these developrnentsj with relative equanimity." The ambitious 

White House staffer had been a consistent advocate of a pro-Indian poiicy. Realizing early that a choice 

between Karachi and New Delhi might prove inescapable, he abo presumed that the key to securing Indian 

. - . - - - . 
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allegiance lay in establishing a military supply link between New Delhi and Washington, and visualized the 

88 
scenario of increased tension between India and China as affording such an opportunity. 

As McMahon explains, "On October 20, 1962, a critalytic event occurred that would soon put 

Komer's visionary projection to the test. On that day long-sirnmering border tensions between India and 

China erupted in full-scale hostilities. Chinese forces launched major attacks against Indian positions in the 

rugged terrain of both Ladakh, in Indian-occupied Kashmir, and the Northeast Frontier Agency [NEFA], 

quickly driving lndian defenders intu retreat. Over the next several days India suffered stunning 

reverses."'" 

The origins of the war are complex. Sino-Indian relations had deteriorated drastically following 

Beijing's brutal suppression in 1959 of a revolt in Tibet. Nehru's decision to grant political asylum to the 

Dafai Lama, Tibet's spiritual leader, and thousands of his foHowers angered the Chinese, who suspected 

the Indians of cornplicity in the revolt. By the summer of 1959, lndian and Chinese armed patrols clashed 

in Ladnkh and the NEFA, where the two countries maintained overlapping border c ~ a i r n s . ~  

The record suggests that the resumption of hostilities was, at l e s t  in part, China's reaction to what 

carne to be known in New Delhi as India's .fonvard policy.'''' Prior to the Chinese attack. the lndian 

leadership profoundly misunderstood Beijing's conceptual frame of reference. Nehru and his colleagues 

predicted that the Chinese were too preoccupied domestically to react violentfy to India's forward policy 

measures. This optimistic evaluation was maintained even following Chinese wamings to the contrary that 

became progressively sharper in tone and content. At the same time, one cano t  absolve the Chinese side 

completely. The Hirnalayan crisis provided Mao especially wiih a welcome opportunity to resolutely 

88 McMahon, On the Periphery, 275. 283-287; Memll. Bread and the Bullot. 188. The quotations are from 
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prevail over those in Beijing who were inclined to a more rnodente line both at home and in foreign 

affairs."' 

When it came to monitoring the war itself, American observers faced numerous hurdles. Despite 

the fact that the Chinese had made no attempt to conceal their prepmtions, the war not only New Delhi but 

Washington by surprise.93 The Cuban Missile Crisis sapped both exewtive attention and intelligence 

95 
r e source~ .~~  Beijing's strategiç intentions were to n singular degree obscure to the Western eye. 

Intelligence on battlefield developments was also poor, as Washington apparently lacked an independent 

96 and dependable means of securing timely information. Another contributing factor was the bureaucratie 

separation between South and East Asia at State, which hmpered the coordination of both assessrnent and 

97 98 policy. Combined, these factors forced American observers to essentially improvise. 

The policymaking community rnanaged a fine record nonethelcss. First, Washington confined its 

expression of formal support for India's claims to the NEFA, while rnaintaining silence with regard to 

Aksai Chin. Galbraith, Nitze and others reckoned that "for the Chinese the Aksai Chin was a passage [the 

most direct route to the major road they were building to link Tibet with Xinjiang], for the Indians a 
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desert."w Second. thmugh Novernber 15 the bulk of observen, including Hilsman and Deputy Assistant 

Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs William P. Bundy, dismissed the alarrnist Indian 

view that a cataclysmic Chinese invasion of the plains of Assam was afoot. Neither did offkials expect 

Beijing to presenily aim at a detachment of the Sub-Himalayan states - an objective they believed Beijing 

1 00 
didcherish in the long run. Unanticipated by most except Gahaith, the second Chinese thmst prornpted 

both a reconsideration of the "least case" premise and a concern lest battlefield successes would whtt 

Beijing's appetite. Understandabty, some American observers by this tirne fell under the influence of the 

hntic  atmosphere in Delhi and expected Beijing to pursue Indian forces to the fullest extent of Chinese 

Communist military capabilities.lO' To his credit. Galbraith-not without rnisgivings-essentially adhered 

to a modest view of China's ultimate objectives. The conventional wont-case analysis. he realized, 

involved the great peril of a self-fùffilling prophecy through the dynamic of mutual escalation. In his 

words, *'To have assumed the wont would have gone far to ensure the worst case."'02 Accordingly. the 

assertive ambassador successfulfy urged the lndians not to initiate any air action, lest this would trigger 

immediate escalation and swirl the war out of control. He thus rendered a service in keeping a lid on the 

t 03 
conflict. 

99 Nitze, From Hiroshima, 240: Lindsey Grant (FE) memo. 3 November 1962, fi "Sino-lndian border clash 1962." 
box 1. RH Papers. The quote is from Galbnith. R Lfe in Our Times, 433. Galbraith's public endorsement of Indian 
claims regarding the McMahon linr "drew blood" in Taipei. Kirk to Hmiman memo. 30 Octobrr 1962. t': "Kirk. 
Alan." box 480, WAH Pnpers. 

100 William H. Sullivan, Obbiigaru, 1939-1979: .Voies on u Foreign Service Curerr (New York: W.W. Nonon. 1984). 
172-3: Galbraith, .4mbmsador's Journal, 378; Galbraith letter to Kennedy. 13 November 1962. reprinted in Ibid., 
4 1 1-4 14. and McGeorge Bundy's approving comments, 17 Novcmber 1962. k "Index of Werkend Papers Gcnerd 
7/62- 12/62." NSF: Bundy Correspondence. box 3 18. JFKt: "The Five-fold Dilcmma: The Implications of a Sino- 
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Implications Analysis," box 1. RH Papers; FO 37 I/l64929,6 November 1962 and 12 November 1962. PRO. 

101 Galbnith, rlmbussador 'sJorirnal. 404.406.409; Nitze, From Hiroshima. 240; FO 37 1/165929.20 November 
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It was in the realm of conceptualizing the conflict's broader repercussions that Washington 

fioundered. As McMahon notes, "Kennedy administration strategists almost immediatety interpreted the 

war a s  a watershed event, one that, if hardled properly, would enable them to secure india's alignment 

with the  est."'^ nie president s h e d  this view, ranking the war as at least as fatefid, in the long mn. as 

LOS 
the concurrent Cuban Missile Crisis. Several assurnptions inforrned this assessment, the first sound, the 

second misconceived, and the third hasty, 

First, U.S. policymakers reasoned that the conflict would impate Moscow on the homs of a 

baffling dilemma, since it would force a choice "behveen (1)  its obligations to Communist China as a 

rnilituy ally and fellow Comrnunist state and (2) its ssiduously cultivated ties with ~ n d i a . " ' ~ ~  That 

prediction proved astute: Moscow's impossible balancing act ended in shambles. Soviet indecision sei-ved 

to intensiv Sino-Soviet tensions to the point of open schi~rn.'~' To be sure, Hilsman's attendant 

supposition that a desire to "expose" Russian duplicity had fuelled the Chinese attack in the fint place 

testifies to Washington's inclination to amibe  Machiavellian intentions to ~ e i j i n g  'O8 At any rate, Soviet 

vacillation on suppIying India caused an anxious Nehru to break sharply with tradition and appeal for 

1 O9 American milit;uy assistance. 

105 Throdore C. Sorensrn, Kenne& (New York: H;irper ÇIt Row. 1965). 662: Kennedy Press Conference. 90 
Novernber 1962, PPP 1962,838. 

106 McMahon, On the Periphrry 228, cites here "the five-fold dilemma" supra note 100. Four days later. Komer 
pnised this papcr as "the best job. bar none. that I have seen to date." Merno Komer to Hilsman. f: "India, Sino- 
lndian Border Clmh 1962, Implications Analysis," box 1. RH Papcts: Ga1 bnith, Ambnssudor 's Jourrtul, 375. 
Harrimm. for one, surmised also that Russian adventurism in instaîling the missiles in Cuba would brin€ the 
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Papers. 
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Second, the war was perceived by most in Washington as providing a unique chance fer effecting 

a Pax Americana between Pakistan and India. In spite of Karachi's storrny reaction to initial pIedges of 

military support to India by Kennedy in late October, Hamman and Komer resolved that Washington 

possessed enough leverage to both induce a settlement over Kashmir and avert rt Sino-Pakistani 

rapprochement. Dissenting appraisals by Niue, Hilsman and ambusador to Pakistan McConaughy that 

Karachi had genuinely begun to consider alternatives to uni-dimensional alignment with the West were cast 

110 aside. The president exuded cautious optimism when he dispatched, at the end of November, the 

Harriman mission to assess Indian military needs and undo the Indo-Pakistani knot. [t took Kennedy a 

series of Indo-Pakistani talks (unsuccess hl despite the best American efforts) and the consof idation of 

Pakistan's Chinese gambit (including the signing of a border convention in March 1963) to become 

convinced that the Indo-Pakistani anirnosity largely defied American management. Witness his resigned 

comment that the best the United States could expect fiom the Bail mission of September 1963 to the 

region was a "standoff.' 1 I I  

Third, at the early stage of hostilities, India watchers inside and outside government sornewhat 

gleefully reasoned that the sheer magnitude of India's reversals would awaken Delhi to the weakness of her 

position and startle Nehru into seeking a military association with the West. The hallowed principle of non- 

alignrnent would consequenily stand on the brink of e o ~ l a ~ s e . " ~  That expectation was fully boni out by 

events. The eruption of skinishes spurred a shaken Nehru to both publicly concedc that India had been out 

of touch with reality and to sound out Washington about the possibiliîy of emergency military aid. The 

second and stunningly routing Chinese offensive, seen by New Delhi as irnperilIing the vital Assam plain, 

1 10 McMahon. On the Periphery, 189-29 1 ; Sullivan. Obbligam. 1 7 3 4 ;  Hilsman, "The Five-fold Dilemma," supra 
note 100; Nitze, From Hiroshima. 24 1 .  Under the impression of the second and routinp Chinese otTensivr: of 15-1 9 
November in the NEFA Hilsman relented somewhat and hoped that the startling display of Chinese prowess would 
demonstrate the indispcnsability of the Amerkm alliance to Karachi. "Intensified US. Support of India: Soviet. 
Chinese and Pakistani Responses," memo Hilsman ro Rusk, 20 November 1962. fi "Sino-Indian Border Clash 
1962." box 1. RH Papers. 

1 1 1 McMahon, On the Periphery. 294-302. For background on the evolution of Sino-Pakistuii relations during this 
period, cf. Yazicov Y.1. Vertzberger, China S Southwestern Srraregv (New York: Pneger. 1985). 2 1-36. 

1 12 Cf. Komcr to Phillips Talbot. 28 October 1967. f: "NSC History-South Asia" NSF. Box 24, LBJL; blichwl 
Brecher, "Non-Alignment Undcr Stress: The West and the India-China Border War" Pacijic .4flairs 52 ( 1979-80). 
628. 



caused the panicky and devastated leader to plead for massive and direct intervention of US. fighter 

aircrafi squadrons. The following months saw lndian military representatives lobbying for the then- 

Il3 
astronomical sum of $1.6 billion in US. defense support over the next three years. The craved goal of 

indian realignment with the West seemed within Washington's grasp. 

Yet, a host of previously underappreciated hindrances prevented the administration from taking 

full advantage of the opportunity. The top echelon soon concluded that the war was fought in a locality 

where Amencan air and naval power could not be effectively exerted.Il4 Moreover, the impasse over 

Kashrnir nurtured Congressional reluctance to eannark considerable sums for India's defense. Finally, as 

the reolity of deadlock between New Delhi and Karachi dawned on Washington, the voices urging a more 

circumspect cornmitment to India grew louder. Defence, intelligence and State officiais, including Rusk, 

reminded Kennedy of the continuing value of the Pakistan connection, especially the important 

communications facilities at Peshawar, and played up the grim possibility of intensified Pakistani-Chinese 

I l 5  
co-operation. 

Kennedy strove to work around these obstacles by firshioning a rnultilateral modaiity of aid to 

India. Cultivating close co-operation with London in particular, Kennedy made clear that he preferred 

Great Britain and the Commonwealth to take the lead. The upshot was the Kennedy-Macmillan Nassau 

Agreement of 2 1 December 1962 for a military assistance program, totaIling S 120 million dollars and 

evenIy contributed by the partners. Six rnonths later, at their Birch Grove meeting in Sussex, the American 

and British heads of government pledged continuing military aid, the amount unspecified, to enable India 

to rneet any possible renewal of a Chinese a t t a ~ k . ' ' ~  Yet. Kennedy knew these measures to bbe far too 

1 13 McMahon, On the Periphety, 287-8.292.299. 

l4 Claudious M. Colombo, "Chinese Communia Perceptions of  the Foreign Policy of John F. Kennedy" (Ph.D. diss., 
Columbia University, l982), 206. 

1 15 McMahon, On the Periphery 295,299. For relatively d y  advocacy against "overcommitment" to India, cf. "US 
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crippiing cffect on Amencan-Chinese relations ris one motive against overcommitrnent In this respect especially, his 
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modest by New Delhi's standards. Actually. he was alarmed "at the huge gap between India's perceived 

needs and the American assessrnent of [themj ... and worried that it created the potential for Indian 

disillusionment with the United ~tatcs."~ " The president did deem lndian requests infiated. Still, more 

than most of his advisers except Bowles, he was inclined as late as ApriI 1963 to give the Indians a 

favounble hearing-in spite of anticipated Congressional resentmen t and Pakistani ire. H is main argument 

sounded a familiar therne: "It is hard to see how we can stop the Chinese Cornrnunists without hdia."' I 8  

India's military humiliation and China's decision to keep the dispute limited nevertheless evidently did 

nothing to alter Kennedy's perception of lndia as indispensable to the containment of a China perceived as 

voracious. 

Ultimately, Kennedy retreated fiom this blatant prohdian position, only to hang uncomfortably 

on the walls of indecision between the administration's unreconcilable South Asian goals. In large part 

designed to contoin the Chinese foc, Kennedy's experiment in South Asia backfired. The steps toward a 

military aid package to India progressed slowly, did not lead to a significant extension of American 

influence in India, fuelled Indian-Pakistani hostility, and drove the Pakistani ally to find common cause 

il9 
with China. By the end of the presidency, even such a strong partisan of the Indians as Komer conceded 

120 
the impentive of setting the sights lower. Unfortunately, the larger lesson-that the United States was 

not omnipotent when it crime to shaping Asian realities-escaped Washington as it plunged into the 

Vietnam morass. 

f 17 McMahon. On the Periphery 298. 
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IV. 
The Sino-Indian war genented important China policy developments beyond the Indian 

dimension. 

First, it forced a reassessment of the Central Intelligence Agency's involvement in fomenting 

Tibetan insurrection. The details of that affair will soon corne to light by virtue of a slatcd CIA 

declassification review and a major study by vetenn Agency official Kenneth Knaus. The scmt 

information available permits but the most rudimentary overview here. Apparently, the operation had been 

launched as the Korean war had winded down. Consisting mainly of training and provision of a group of 

refugees fiom the Chinese take-over of Tibet, its stated purpose had been to "prevent the consolidation of 

the hold of the Chinese on Tibet, dnw off Chinese resources into the insurrection there, and keep in the 

public eye the image of the Chinese aggreaion in the iuea."'2' "About 1958," according to John McCone. 

the Eisenhower administration had af'fÏrmed the policy of seeking to free the region. As revolt ffashed the 

following year, Tibetan insurgents received large-scale training in Taiwan, and the Agency took 

considerable pains to equip the rebels with transmitters to enable communication with the West. In 1959. a 

CfA-trained radio operator facilitated the flight of the Dalai Lama from Lhasa to haven in India. The U-2 

flop seemingly caused Eisenhower to enectively haIt the effort in the summer of 1960. But for reasons yet 

shrouded in secrecy, the Kennedy administration decided to resume supply of dissident groups, principally 

via overfiights from the neighbourhood of Bangkok. At the turn of 1961, Galbraith filed a sharp protest. 

Enlisting the opinion of Deputy Director for Plans Richard M. Bissell. that covert operations opponent 

argued that the grave political risks far outweighed the marginal intelligence yield. He contended that the 

operation failed miserably to achieve any of its stated purposes and was sustained merely because of the 

financial and human commitment already invested and the force of bureaucntic inertia. To no avail. 

121 Memo Galbraith to Bail. 30 November 1961, FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 22. 170. S e  also I-Iany Rositzke, The CI'f's 
Secret Operations and Covert Action (New York: Reader's Digest Pr-. 19771, 173. 



Kennedy sided with Alexis Johnson, a biner Galbraith rival who also served as State representative in the 

122 
Covert Action Special Group. 

Naturally, the Hirnalayan clash sparked the controversy anew. Desmond Fitzgerald, Head of the 

Far Eastern Division at the CIA Directorate of Plans, appeared in New Delhi. Galbraith feared lest his 

amval signalled an outburst of covert operations. Meanwhile, McCone made a forceful complaint to Rusk, 

arguing that the weight given to the viewpoints of Galbraith and Harriman "restrained and frustrated long- 

range plans" regarding Tibet. He demanded a "policy detenination on this matter." Chaning a 

compromise, Bundy and the Special Group authorized the CIA to initiate "a program of active contingency 

planning," the consummûtion of which was to precede the continuation of any active operation. 
1 23 

Second, British-American col laboration in rnanaging the border con flict produced an abortive 

attempt at a joint stocktaking of China policy. Through October 1962. the record of collaboration on China 

between these veteran associates had been uneven. On the positive side of the ledger, the Atlantic partners 

had generally rehined from blatantly acting at cross-purposes. For instance, in 196 1 London was loathe to 

cross Washington on the Chinese representation issue, even though Whitehall found the American 

approach disagreeable. In any case, by 1963 the Himalayan war and the Cuban experience combined to 

drive London sornewhat closer to the American viewpoint on that score. This jibes with historian Diane B. 

Kunz's observation that the 1960s as a whole witnessed London clinging ever more tightly to its ties with 

Washington. as the empire disintegnted and access to the European Economic Community was blocked by 

~rJnce.'% For its part, in deference to the British, The Kennedy administration kept its overt involvernent 

12.2 Galbraith to Ball, 30 Novcmber 196 1. supra note 12 1. 1 70- 1 72; McCone to Rwk 10 Novcrnber 1962. FRCS 
1961-63. Voi. 22. 32 1; Rositzke, 7% CIA S Secret W m ,  173- 174; U. Alexis Johnson. The Right Huncl of Power. 
347-8: Tucker. Taiwrrn. Hong Kong, 43. 67. Bissell, of course, had by that stage fdlen from presidential p c r  on 
account of the Bay of Pigs fiasco. Cf. Rhodri Jeffreys-Jones. The CIA and American Democracy (Ncw Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1989). 1 22. 

123 FRUS Editorid Note, FRUS 196I-63, Vol. 2 2  32 1;  Galbraith, A Li/e in Our Times. 436. Gdbraith, ibid p.397. 
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to a minimum when the influx into Hong Kong came to a head in the spring of 1962. As well, the 

adrnin istration stood ready to employ the British channel for both transmitting sensitive messages to 

Beijing, during the 1962 straits crisis for example, and to obtain insight into the prevalent mood at the 

Chinese helm. China experts such as Rice were especialiy thankful for the British disclosure of 

McDonald's meetings in Beijing, 
125 

On the negative side, the Taiwanese question generated some acrimony. In August 196 1, for 

exmple, as the British proposed to bring pressure to bear on Chiang to realize "the facts of life," United 

Nations adviser at FE William W. Sullivan retorted that Washington would keep this effort up to the extent 

126 of the pressure that London could bring to bear on Mao Zedong. Later, as Washington's own 

frustrations with Chiang mounted, the discord over this point abated somewhat. A case in point was 

Hamiman's reluctance to step into the breach between Taipei and London during the Hong Kong crisis - an 

attitude the British much appreciated.'27 Another source of disharmony was the British endenvour to sel1 

Viscounts. Early in 1960, PRC authorities sounded out London on negotiating a transaction of these 

civilian aircraft carrien. A year and a half elapsed before negotiations entered high gear. The British were 

impaled on the homs of a dilemma. The pending deal, the Foreign Office concluded, would be adversely 

received in Washington, even though the Viscounts were not subject to the strategic embarso. On the other 

hand, London craved the chance of establishing a potentially lucrative mde link with China, and 

concluded that Beijing - whiIe welcoming the prospect of provoking Anglo-American di fferences - was 

primarily motivated by commerciaI reasons. Principally in the interest of warding off competition fiom 

other NATO countries, London determined to stall on breaking the news to Washington. Severn1 months 

elapsed before the British fully revealed their hand. Mutual misunderstanding marked the ensuing 

If5 See pp [ieferences to appropriate pages in Ch. 4.1 China policy seems to represent a sometime exception IO the 
mlt discemed by Frank Constigliola Costigliola argues the Kennedy team's difficulty in actuaily treating Britain as 
squal p a e r s .  The administration, he concludes, failed to consult with the British and was not so cavalier about 
vital Arnerican interests. Frank Costigliola, "Kennedy, the European Allies. and the Failurc IO Consult" Political 
Science Qrrarterfy 1 10: 1 (Spring 1995). 1 05- 123. 

126 FO 371/158450,6 August 1961, PRO. 

127 FO 371/164884,24 May 1962, PRO. 



American-British discussions. The 1962 COCOM list review provided that Britain no longer had to submit 

an exception request to COCOM for the sale of the Viscounts. On this basis, London brought the 

negotiations to the verge of completion. As late as mid- 1963, however, American authorities insisted that 

certain embargoed navigation components rendered the deal illegal under American law. lt seems that the 

matter lay unresolved through the end of the Kennedy presidency -- and there is no evidence concerning 

further deliberations in currently accessible records. 
128 

The Anglo-American management of the Himalayan crisis revealed the same paaern-occasional 

dissonance within a Framework of concert. The mutual desire to correlate policy found expression during 

the mid-level London conferrince held in early November 1962. The concurrent missions of Harriman and 

British Head of the Commonwealth Relations Office Duncan Sandys, illustntive of the high degree of co- 

operation in British eyes, prompted Galbraith, at least, to charge London with indifference to lndian claims 

to Ladakh. A cornplaint of a more general nature was aired by no Iess a quintessential "China revisionist" 

than Rice: allied countries, he assened, did not fully grasp that the American military was bound to play a 

major role in preventing PRC hegemony in Asia. 

As early as March 196 1, Rusk and the British Ambassador Caccia had agreed to conduct a series 

of joint assessments on "the political and economic strength of China: Sino-Soviet differences and ways of 

130 
exploiting thern; and probable fbture trends in Chinese forçign relations, particularly with Japan." 

Through October 1962, however, no mechanism was established for executing such regularized and 

iniimate CO-ordination. The Sino-lndian experience rekindled interest in the endeavour, particularly within 

the State Department. Harriman, Rice and especially Joseph A. Yager, Director of the Office of East Asian 

- - -  
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Affairs at FE, promoted the initiative. During the December 1962 Nassau summit, State oficials informed 

the British embassy in Washington that Kennedy was being briefed to propose a meeting on China kdicy. 

The president never made the proposal. Persisting nevertheless, State set an informal agenda. The political 

consuItant ar the British embassy in Washington embraced the idea. Most other British ofticials were none 

too enthusiastic, however, and their distaste grew once the American side submitted an extensive draft 

agenda and refused to pinpoint any specific purpose of the project beyond general stocktaking. Developing 

cold feet, London feared lest this broad agenda was bound to highlight the issues in dispute behveen the 

hvo countries and therefore do more harm than good. British ambassador Sir David Ormsby Gore stressed 

possibly the most profound divergence in policy orientation: while London eventually aimed at "bringing 

China into the comity of nations," the United States was not similarly disposed, 

Given such fears, the project withered. First, Hilsman denied to the British having ever heard of 

the taIks and stated that the initiative had been sanctioned by neither Foggy Bottom's Seventh Floor nor the 

White House. This might be construed as either an American camouflage for retrricting the idea, or an 

indication of genuine lack of coordination between Hilsman and Yager. Second, the deatti of the 

aforementioned British political consultant served as a convenient pretext for both sides to bury the issue. 

Scant archival materials make it dificult to assess precise American objectives, the posture of rnovers and 

shakers. and the reasons for Washington's eventual annulment of the initiati~e. '~'  What should be boni in 

mind, however, is that perceptions of deviant orientations-London's willingness to introduce China into 

the community of nations, Washington's opposition-seem to have nipped in the bud an effort to bring 

about a meeting of the American and British minds on China policy. 

The most enduring consequence of the war lay, however, in its perceived vindication of the view 

of China as a combative and predatory power. As shown in the previous chapter, the president interpreted 

the affair as warranting his grïm view of the Chinese threat. In the spring of 1963, Rusk as wel1 used the 

13 1 FO 371116493 1,23 November 1962, PRO; FO 3711170680, 17 A p d  1961, 12 Febmary 1963.4 Match 1963, 
PRO. The quotation is from the 15 lanuary 1963 document. To be sure. the British cmbassy in Beijing spaned a 
gmter comlation between the American-British China viewpoints than did Ormsby-Gore. See 26 Match 1963. FO 
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Sino-Indian war as his text in sharp attacks on the PRC. That he sought to alert both the audiences of 

SEATO and the Senate Foreign Relations Committee suggests his alarm rnay have been genuine. 132 

Kennedy, and certainly Rusk, may have been affected by the virtual dissolution of the "revisionist" camp 

in the wake of the war, many of its chief members State Department officiais. 

That dissolution merits a close consideration. Effectively depleted were the nnks of those 

espousing the image of a militarily weakened China whose leaders charted a prudent and rational foreign 

policy. As shown in the previous chapter, Maxwell TayIor noted, as some scholars would later, tfiat lndian 

provocations had contributed to the attack. As well, the bulk of American observers acknowledged the 

limited nature of Beijing's thrust.'" Oddly enough. several key "revisionists" took neither these insights 

nor Beijing's unilateral withdrawal as tokens of Chinese circumspection. They drew converse lessons from 

the episode instead. The fact that india captured the syrnpathy of liberal public opinion and press, the very 

segment of Arnerican society most receptive to the image of a cautious China, obviously helped to produce 

that response. Rostow articulated the net conclusion in stark tems: American observers "have reached the 

134 
conclusion that the real inflexibilities are on the Chinese side." This fundamental shiit in policy 

premises spurred Rostow (and Bowles) to desert the "food For peace" line and advocate the application of 

fin pressure in its lieu. Harriman (and Gitpatrick) were impressed by the unexpected muscle the Chinese 

had displayed in the battlefield. m i s  judgement evidently led Harriman to convert to the "Lebensraum" 

theory: as cited by his British discussants, the "crocodile" surrnised that China had attacked India with the 

aim of weakening her before "[Beijingl's aggressivc designs in South Easî Asia found expression."135 The 

deeply pro-Indian Galbraith was aIso shaken into casting American-Chinese relations in traditionai "zero- 

sum" tems. On 25 November, a$er the Chinese withdrawal pledge and the arriva1 of cease-fire, Galbraith 

commented to Haniman that "We regard this as far more than a mere border squabble .... By the Chinese 

132 Cohen. Ruk 171; Rusk testimony, 5 lune 1963, fiecutive Sessions 15 ( 1963). 337.447. Ser also the 
complementary discussion of this issue, p. [In Ch. 41. 

133 Ser p. [Ch. 41 

134 As cited in FO 37 1/ 170680, 15 January 1963, PRO. 

135 Cited in FO 371/16493 1, t7 Decembcr 1962 PRO. Sec dso memo Harriman to Afan Ki& 27 Decembrr 1962, C: 
"Kirk." box 480. WAH Papers; Memcon Rusk-Ohira, 3 December 1962, FRC'S 1961-63, Vol. 9 3  752. 



action, the subcontinent has become a new area of major confrontation between the fiee world and the 

Cornrnunists. We must take this into account in our global policy."'36 Galbraith's suspiciou rnindset 

regarding Chinese intentions led him to forecast yet anotber Chinese thntst. This never materialized, and 

was made, as he later conceded. on the basis of highly dubious information.'37 Finally, Whiting and 

especially Hilsman propagated the idea that the whole affair stood to prove the efficacy of deterrence. 

Whiting assened in retrospect that the Chinese retreat had been eventuated by American (and British) 

resolve. Chinese materials indeed suggest that fear of escalation figured significantly in Beijing's 

withdrawal proposal. By early 1963, at any rate, Whiting mled out any Chinese opening toward the United 

States through 1968. '3%till more telling is Hilsrnm's advise in the thick of the rnaner. The MR analyst 

ranked m o n g  the few crstwhile "revisionists" who adhered to the precept that despite its belligerent 

rhetoric, Beijing actually harboured a siege mentality and "exaggeratingly" feared American attacks h m  

its perimeter, China, he maintained, assaulted India on the assumption of minimal American retaliation. A 

vigorous American response would hence serve as a powerfiil deterrent, with consequences well beyond 

the lndian subcontinent: "How we react in this situation may well affect future courses of Chinese action, 

no< only in lndia but in Burma, Laos, and elsewhere in ~ s i a . " " ~  This clear "domina" paradigrn rnanifested 

itself most fmously and tragically in South East Asia. 

136 Galbraith to Hamiman, 25 November 1962. P0F:CO. Box t l8a. , JFKL. See also Galbraith, Ambassador's 
Journal, 43 1. 

137 Galbnith, A Lge in Our Times, 43 1 ,  fn. 9. 

138 Whiting Address, 4 March 1963. ROM Vol. 46, July 1962-lune 1963 (PZ), CFR; 10 Decembcr 1962, FO 
371/170669, PRO. 

139 "Intensified U.S. Suppon of india: Soviet, Chinese ruid Pakistani Responses." rnemo Hiimm, 20 November 1962. 
supra note 1 10. Cabot evinced much the sarne logic in his supposition that the Amencan "assurance" given at 
W m a v  during the 1962 stnits crisis encouraged Beijing to confront New Delhi. John M. Cabot First Line of 
Defense: Forty Yeors ' fiperiences of a Career Diplomat (Washington: Georgetown University's School af Fowign 
Service, 19791, 128. 



6. Chinese Shadows, Korean Ghosts, and Entanglement 
in Southeast Asia: The Anti-PRC Crusade and Asia- 
Pacific Order - II 

A few days before he took office as President, John F. Kennedy sent George Kennan a note. "1 

wonder," he wrote, 'khether we could expect to check the sweep south of the Chinese with their endless 

amies with conventional forces?'' Disregardhg the recognition of several aides, during 196 1 - 1962, that 

Beijing was too preoccupied with its domestic predicament to engage appreciabiy in the region, Kennedy 

adhered to his vision of a China poised to dominate Southest Asia throughout most of his thousand days. 

In considerable measure, this ide& f i e  defined the parameters of a policy designed to keep the region out of 

Communist control. At the sarne time, it contributed, most notably in Kennedy's case, to the reluctance to 

introduce combat forces, lest Beijing be provoked to retaliate in kind, the way it had done in the Korean 

war. Lastly, despite his image of China's preponderant influence, Kennedy and most of his advisers did not 

consider the Middle Kingdom a legitimate partner for a negotiated regionaI settlement. On this Iast score, it 

is not impossible that Kennedy entertained second thoughts towards the very end of his tenure. By that 

stage, however, China's leaders themselves werc set on a confrontational course, not teast because of 

Washington's heightened presence in the area and Kennedy's previous rhetoricat blasts. 

From the outset, the Kennedy team lavished much attention on Southeast Asia. In large part, this 

reflected the importance of counterinsurgency (CI) in the team's national security poIicy outlook. As 

previously explained, Kennedy himself made CI a priority, giving it the prominence only sustained 

presidential interest can bestow. He was persuaded that the explosive admixture of peasant discontent, anti- 

1 George F. Kennan, Mernoirs 1950-1943 (New York: Panthcon Books, 1972), 268. 



colonial sentiment and vibrant nationalist aspirations presented the Communists with fertile ground for 

exploitation. 
2 

The president and his CI strategists regarded the Chinese revolution as the locus clussicr~~ of such 

an ominous script. Most of them were predisposed to believe that Beijing not only inspired insurrection in 

the region but w u  bent on taking advantage of it. The President read - and ordered his advisen to read - 
Mao, Giap, and other architects of revolutionary theory. Kennedy was particularly taken by Mao's famous 

aphorism that "Guerrillas are like fish, and the people are the water they swim in. If the tempenture of the 

water is right, the fish will thrive and multiply." This made managing the water temperature critical and 

required a new social "oceanography. ,J 

Moreover, the New Frontiersmen were nearly unanimous that Communist victory in the region 

would trigger a domino effect, infiicting grave damage to both Washington's strategic position and 

reputation. Comrnunism would appear ascendant, attncting the nonaiigned to its star; America's enemies 

would be emboldened, and her allies disheartened. in the words of historian Fnnk Ninkovich, advances in 

Southeast Asia, "frir from being interpreted as remote and inconsequential episodes, seemed a way for 

çornmunism to sneek rhrough to historia1 ascendancy by way of the strategic backdoor.'" 

Two early events were seen by Kennedy, probably wrongly, as vaIidating his pronounced 

counterinsurgency focus. Internationally, when Premier Nikita Khrushchev placated the Chinese by 

declaring Soviet suppon for wars of liberation in January 1961, Kennedy's a l m  grew into something of 

an obsession. Domestically, Kennedy, Rusk and Ciifford, at least, emergcd from the Ianuary 19 transition 

meeting with Eisenhower convinced that the popular incumbent favoured unilateral military intervention in 

2 Michael D. Shaîkr, Dead& Parudignts: The Fadure o/.-imrrican Counterinsurgency Poli- (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press. 1988), 20. Ser also abovr, [pp ...] 

3 Shafer. Deudly Paradigms, 2 1. For an iflustration of ihr Kennedy tem*s certriinty that the the Chinese "modeIo' 
inspircd rcvolutionary movemrnts. see: 'US ovmees interna1 Jetense policy," State Paper prepared in collnborrition 
with othcr rnrmbers of the Counter-Insurgency Special Group, 13 August 1962. t': "NSAM 182." M&M. box 338. 
J FKL. 

4 Frank Ninkovich, .Cfodernity and Power: A Hisiory ofthe Domino Theory in the Twentieth Century (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1994), 242, See also above, [Chapters 2 ruid 31. For a more detriilrd discussion of the 
China ingredient in the Domino outlook see [p ... below.1 



Southeast Asia, if al1 else failed. The probable ambivalence of Eisenhower's position registered only with 

McNarnaro and DiIlon, The legacies of McCarthyism and contention over the "loss" of China apparently 

contributed significsintfy to this resuit. 5 

Thus spurred to action, a detemined President built up m organizational structure and cadre of CI 

experts, spearheaded by the Special Group (C-1). The burgeoning apparatus aimed at providing a diagnosis 

as well as "therapy and prophilauis" for the CI probfem, educating policymakers about the threat and 

6 remedy. and spreading the word around both the government and the genenl public, In large pan. the 

shaping as well as the promotion of the CI gospel fell to Rostow, Hilsman, and chairman of the CI Group 

(until late 1962) U. Alexis Johnson, al1 harbouring a strong China interest and having some contldence as 

China experts. The gathering storm in Southeast Asia did not permit a gndual maturation of their 

amalgamated CI doctrine. Uather, the area almost immediately became a taxing testing ground for the 

experts' O ften rushed prescriptions, 7 

II. 

Prior to the Bay of Pigs fiasco, the unfolding deterioration ir. Laos constituted the primary foreign 

fl policy tecus of the new administration. The Geneva Agreement of 1954 did not check a three-way 

struggle for power between Comrnunist (Pathet Lao - PL), neutralist and anti-Communist factions. 

Geography and political history may have destined this buffer kingdom to become a Cold War battlefield. 

Pathet Lao recalciûance certainly undermined the agreement. Still, both the elevation of a local fntemal 

stntggle to global significance and the tenuous situation Kennedy inherited owed much to American 

mishandling. The Eisenhower administration had refused to accept the neuiralization of Laos required by 

5 For a cun but keen andysis of this gisode, cf. Fred 1. Gmnstein, Taking Account of Individuals in International 
Political Psychology: Eisenhower. Kennedy and Indochina," Political Psychology 15: 1 ( 1994). 6 t -7.1- 

7 For further details on the Iinkages between Ronow's China and Vietnam postures. sec p...below [and rekr to Ch. 51. 
A persistent hawk on Vietnam, he pondered China policy with a constant eye on the objective of prevailing in South 
East Asia, tlm advocating "quid pro quo" and then reverting to a strritegy of applying pressure on China. 

8 John M. Newman, JFK und Vietnam: Deception. Intrigue. und the Stmggle for Power (New York: Wmer Bookr, 
1992); Schlesinger, A Thousand Days (Boston: Hougfiton Miffiin, 1965). 277; Sorensen, Kenne- ((New York: 
Harper & Row, 1965). 722. 



the Agreements, turning a cold shoulder to neutnlist leader Souvanna Phouma. American aid to protégé 

Geneml Phoumi Nosavan, cornbined with a variety of clandestine CIA operations, backfired. In the closing 

months of 1960, Phoumi's machinations had driven key neutrafist forces over to the side of the PL, 

triggering increased aid from Hanoi and increased intervention from the Soviet Union. The capture of the 

capital Vientiane by Phoumi was more than offset by the seizure of the strategic Plain of Jars by neutralist 

9 
and PL troops. Enter Kennedy, Rusk and Company. 

A sense of acute crisis govemed the Kennedy team's contemplation of the Laotian situation. As 

previously explained, valid or not, from their standpoint the impression that Eisenhower counselled 

intervention during the lanuary 19 transition meeting not only spelled urgency but injected a weighty 

domestic constmint into the policy equûtion.I0 Moreover. developrnents on the gound convinced many 

i I 
ranking officiais by the end of ApriI 196 1 that military collapse and political cnimbling were imminent. 

Further, an extensive Soviet airlift lent the issue a sharp Cold War cast. Indeed. at that stage 

leading officials assigned primary responsibility for the turbulence in Laos to Moscow nther than Beijing. 

In early March, for instance, Kennedy observed that the Russians "leapfrogged the Chinese in this area."' " 
This pattern they interpreted, however, Iess as a token of Chinese restraint and more as reflecting either a 

traditional Southeast Asian misnust of the Chinese (Kennedy's assumption) or the radicalizing effect of the 

deepening Sino-Soviet rift. That l u t  trend underlay a Soviet drive to keep China out of the region 

(Lewellyn Thomson's rerninder to the President, which Kennedy obviously only partially endorsed), or 

prompted the Soviets to show "a tendency to follow a bolder and more assertive course, probably ... in an 

9 Cohen. Dean Rusk. 125-6; Robert J ,  McMahon, "Eisenhower and ïhird World Nationalism: A Critique of the 
Revisionists." Polifical Science Quarrerly 10 1 :3 ( 1986): 460- 1 : David K. Hdi. "The Laos Neutml ization 
Agreement, 1962" In Alexander L. George, Alexander Dallin. and Philip J. Frirley, eds., Lr.S.-Soviet Securiy Co- 
operation (New York: Oxford University Press. l988),435-43 8. 

IO See p...[above + Ch.31. 

1 1 Cf. Roger Hilsman, To Move o Nufion (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1967). 129: "Capabilities o f  the Royd 
Laotian Anned Forces," Memo Bundy to Kennedy, 2 1 Febniary 1962. FRUS 1961-63. Vol. 24, Luos Cmu ( 1994)- 
624. 

[Z Mrmcon Kennedy and others, 9 March 1961, FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 24.77. See also "US. Foreign Poliq," Rusk 
testimony. 28 February 1961, Erecutive Sessions 13: 1 (196 1). 191, 



effort to avoid being 'outflanked on the "left" (the conclusion of the CIA task force on the Sino-Soviet 

13 split). 

lust how salient was China's projected response to Laos policy decisions at this early stage? The 

record reveals the wideiy divergent-and con fusing-collage of advice Kennedy received on this problem. 

A few assistants discounted the China factor altogether. For instance, Soviet affairs expert Charles E. 

Bohlen argued against a "fixation on the possibiiity of a reaction by the Chinese Communists [sincej there 

14 
was no evidence they want[edl to face the brink of nuclew war." 

Most other advisers, however, were engrossed in the Chinese question. One cluster of opinion 

held the Chinese were unlikely to counteract. The notion that economic distress and logistical barriers tied 

Beijing's hands pushed Rostow toward SEATO Plan 5, which stipulated the introduction of a srnall number 

of US combat forces into the Mekong Valtey-chiefly as a means of deterring the Pathet Lao and 

15 
providing a bargaining chip for an international conference. Alexis Johnson was sirnilarly inclined. The 

bmh USAF Genenl, Curtis E. LeMay, drew more ominous conclusions. Not elaborating on why he 

considered a Chinese "escalation" in response to a SEATO plan 5 improbable, he mther obscurely 

proposed .'to go to work on China itKlf and let Chiang take Hainan is~and."'~ 

Another cluster judged the prospects of Chinese retaliative intervention considerabte, especially if 

Amencan troops were deployed to the Laotian panhandle. Again, that premise yielded not unanimous but 

divided counsel. For Bowles, this eventuality virtually foreclosed the rnilitary option. Laos, he argued. was 

not the place to engage China in war; coupled with the daunting logisticaf obstacles, the unfavourable 

13 Beschloss. The Crisis Years. 23 1 ; Kennedy Press Conkrence, 23 March 196 1, PPP 196 1.2 17: Mrmcon JFK-De 
Gaulle. 3 1 May 1961. FRUS 1961-63, Vol, 24, 319-220; Memo Bowles to Kennedy. 26 April 196 1 ,  Ibid.. I JI; 
Ninkovich. .Modernity and Power. 269. The quote is from "The Sino-Soviet dispute and its significance." CIA. 
Sino-Soviet Task Force, 1 April 196 1 .  NSF:CO, box 22. JFKL. 

14 Memcon on Laos, 29 ApriI 1961, FRL5 1961-63, Vol. 24, 153. 

15 Newman, JFK and Fietnam (New York: Warner Books. 1992). 13; Memo Rostow to Kennedy, 2 1 July 196 1. 
FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 24. 308; Johnson The Right Hand of Power, 3234. See also chaptrrs ...[ refer to Rostow on 
Vietnam in previous chaptersj 

16 Memcon on Laos, 79 Aprij 196 1. FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 24. 153. 



outlook for securing the support of the Neutrais was too forebodingi7 Convenely, the reverses on the 

ground stirred McNarnara and Gilpatrick enough to support intervention if an ultimatum failed to obtain a 

cease-fire, despite the likelihood o f  Chinese retaliation. The Defense Department chiefs apparently went as 

f a  as not precluding the passing of the nuclear threshold to prevail against Chinese "volunteers." 

Obviousty, they regarded the concession of Laos to Communist control as involving a loss of both strategic 

18 
advantage and face of such magnitude as to wamnt such extreme measures. 

The military establishment mostly belonged even more explicitly to what became known in 

Washington as the "Never Again Club." Appatled at the possibility of a Korean war replay, tigures like 

JCS Chairman General Lyman L. Lemnitzer and Chief of Staff of the A m y  Generril George H. Decker 

opposed limited (non-nuclear) intervention in Laos. Raising the spectre of North Vietnamesc or Chinese 

counteraction, they sou& instead to secure a carte blanche from Kennedy for escalatory measures, 

19 including the dropping of nuclear bombs on Hanoi and China, if force was to be used. The most adamant 

and ouispoken advocate of military action arnong the "Never Again" group was Admirai Arleigh A. Burke. 

Chief of Naval Opentions until August 1961. Positive that plunging into w u  in Laos might well 

necessitate the employment of nuclear weapons against Beijing, he nevertheless insisted that failing to 

17 Tosec Bowles to Rusk, 25 March 1961. FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 24. 104 fn. I: M c N m a n  Notes on the 181st NSC 
Meeting, 1 May 1961. Lbid 163. At this stage, Bowles did predict a "full-scale war with the Chinese in J to 5 
years." Ibid. See nlso [previous chapters on Bowles at that "atarmist" stagej. 

18 Memcon on Laos. 29 April 196 1, FRUS 1961 -63, Vol. 24. 150; "Alternative Courses of Action in Laos," Merno 
M c N m m  and Gilpatric to Kennedy, 2 May 196 1. Ibid. 166- 169. Gilpritric also chairal the Laos Task Farce 
Kennedy established to expedite the flow of intefligence and the coordination of policy recomrnendations. Petcrr S. 
Usowski, "IntelIigence Estimates and US Policy Toward Laos, 1960-1963." Intelligence and ,Vational Seeurio 62 
(1991). 371. 

19 This approach was probably best evinced in a top-level, "ofithe record" meeting üt the White House on hlarch 20 
196 1. N o  prirnary evidence on the meeting has been found, but according to Schlesinger, the JCS rccommended 
either a large-scale intervention of 60,000 troops with air cover, and even the use of nuclear weapons. or else no 
intervention at dl. See Schlesinger, A Thousand Days, 332-3; Hilsman, To Move a Nation. 127-132. Other 
documents confmn that Lemniuer and Decker advanced this approiich. Cf. Schlesinger. A Thousand Des .  338; 
Memcon on Laos, 29 April 196 1, FRUS 1961 -63, Vol. 24, 152. Hilsman's unabûshed denigntion of the "never 
again' approach drnost certainly strained his relationship with the rni1ita-y. CC Micharl Fatrestai OH, 14 August 
1964. 108. J F U ;  Memo Bundy to IFK, "Weekcnd reading JL20162," 20 April 1962. f: "Geneml 1/62-6/62," 
NSF:M&M, box 3 18, IFKL. 



apply military force in Laos rneant the loss of al1 Southeast Asia. "It would be easier," he argued, "to hoId 

[the line] now than later."" 

Rusk, for one, certainly recognized that the United States was groping in the dark with regard to 

China's intentions and capabilities in Laos. He also valued the objective of convicting the Cornmunist 

"bloc" if the endeavour to neutraIize Laos fails. He still fell on the side of Rostow and Alexis Johnson, 

believing that iimited and collective ground action along SEATO plan 5 would rescue the Arnerican 

reptation "without serious risk of drawing [China] into [a] major effort.Z' When reviewing Laos policy 

in retrospect, however, the Secretary changed his tune: he branded the danger of Chinese escalation a 

major ingredient in the administration's decision to a h  at neutralization via a political r n ~ k . ~ ~  Rusk 

probably reflected here both his propensity to close nnks with the hesident-and the salience of that 

factor in Kennedy's overall decisionmaking environment. 

Indeed, Kennedy seems to have called the shots on Laos. Monitoring events closely through daily 

(if irnperfect) intelligence and navipating his way through such a m u e  of disparate 

recommendations, Kennedy apparently concluded he could settle for a draw. Numerous factors influenced 

his decision. As Bassett and Pelz succinctly observe, ''In early 1961 Kennedy believed the United States 

lacked the strength to intervene with conventional forces in both Southeast Asia and Europe 

simultaneousiy, and, with the Berlin crisis loorning, he cenainly wanted enough troops availabte for service 

in Europe. Landlocked Laos presented difficult logistical problems, and the anti-Communist Laotians 

showed little [cornpetence or] desin for c~rnbat."~ Moîcow's willingness to negotiate on the basis of a 

20 Newman. JFK and Vietnam. 15-1 8; Tostc Bowles to RUSIC, 27 April 196 1.  FRUS 1961-63. Val. 24, 147; hkmcon 
on Laos, 29 Aprïi 196 1 ,  Ibid 15 1. The quotation is from the latter. 

21  Secte 9 Rusk to DOS, 27 March 1961, Ibid., 104; Secto I I  Rusk to DOS. 28 April 1961, Ibid. 148: Memçon on 
Laos. 29 Apnl 196 1,  Ibid, 150- 154. The quotation is from the 27 Mach document. 

22 "Laos Settlzmenfw Merno Rusk to Kennedy, 6 lanuary 1962, Ibid.. 568. 

23 Usowski, "Intelligence Estirnates," 37 1 .  

34 Lawrence J. Basset& Stephen E. Pelq "The Failed Search for Victory: Vietnam and the Politics of Wu." in 
Paterson, Kennedy S Quest For Victory (New York: Oxford University Press. 1989). 228: Set: also Hall, "The Laos 
Neutmlization Agreement," 440-443; Roger Wamer, Back Fire: The CIA 's Secret War in Laos and fts Link to the 
War in Vietnam (New York: Simon & Schuster. 1995). 93-94. 



British proposai implied the possibility of a diplornatic solution. The Bay of Pigs debacle also strongly 

suggested the desirability of caution to the president. Besides, there was little Congressional support for 

intervention even though Kennedy knew the Republican leadership would accuse him of appeasement if 

Laos fe11.~~ Finally. public apathy toward the Laos question and the success in winning Eisenhower's 

26 
silence both facilitateci Kennedy's endorsement of this course. 

Almost certainly, the notion of a forceful Chinese counteraction to a Plan 5 intervention also 

strongly entered Kennedy's calculations. As early as the transition period, he was disposed toward this 

grim assesment. His pointed question "Mat  action can be taken to keep the Chinese Communists out of 

Laos?" elicited no answer h m  ~isenhower.~' With solid intelligence lacking, he naturally proved 

receptive to signals which corroborated his preconception. Such were the unrelenthg exdamations 

ernanating from Beijing. Such were also the estimates of most military leaders, Senate Majority Leader 

Mike Mansfield, and even that eminent "Asia firster," Genenl Douglas MacArthur, who told the President 

in April that "it would be a mistake to fight in Laos," where China woufd have every advantage. 28 

Kennedy hence ordered a rneasured response, striving at once to demonstrate resolve and aven 

escalation. To be sure, Kennedy went ahead with the CIA covert action prognm for Laos. which included 

support for rernnant KMT irregulars near the Chinese border, despite the misgivings of Sorensen and 

25 Ser James N. Giglio. The Preside~cy of John E Kennedy (Lawrence. Kans.: University Press of Kansas. 199 1 ). 66- 
7. Unsurprisingly, several leaders of the China bloc. such as Scniltor Dodd. did champion intervention strongly. Sec 
Newman, JFK and Ciirtnum. 92-3. The Cuban debacle not only spetled the merit of patience for Kennedy but 
fnctured his confidence in the foreign policy bureaucracy in generaI and the Joint Chich in particuiar. This was 
matched by the Joint Chiefs' growing irritation with him. For illustrations, see Newman. JFK and Vietnam, 55-6: 
Peter Wyden, Bay ofPigs (New York: Simon and Schwier, 1979)- 307. 

'6 Montague Ktrn. Patricia W. Lcvering, and Ralph B. Levering. The Kennedy Crises: The Press, lhe Presidenq, und 
Foreign Policy. (Chape1 Hill & London: The University of North Carolina Press, 1983), 30-33: Brissett and Pelz, 
"The Failed Search for Victory", 230. 

z7 Mrmo McNamva to Kennedy. 24 January 196 1, FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 24.42. 

28 Memo Clifion, 7 blarch 1961. FRUS 1961-63. Vol. 24. 77; Memo McGeorge Bundy, 26 April 1961, Ibid, 143; U. 
Alexis Johnson. The Right Hand of Power, 324; Rostow OH, LBJL: Sorensen, Kenne&, 645; Giglio, The 
Presidency, 66. The quotation is from Gilgio, 66. The CIA played a minor role during the intervention debrite, 
offerhg divided counsel. Robert Amory, Deputy Director for Intelligence. advised agru'nst intervention. primarily on 
logisticd grounds- Conversely, the leadership of the Directonte of Plans, including Desmond Fitzgrrald, t'avoured 
SEA'TO plan 5. Cf. Usowski. 'Intelligence Estimates," 377. 



Bundy. Obviously, the Bay of Pigs debacle did not cornpletely abate his fascination with c l a n d e ~ t i n i t ~ . ~ ~  

But otherwise, the symbolic ricts which accompanied the administration's persistent jockey ing for a 

diplornatic departure point were perceived in Washington as carefully calibnted to retain the appearance of 

mititary preparedness-withour provoking Chinese retaliation. Such was the concentration of most of the 

Seventh Fleet in the South China Sea and the placing of combat troops in Okinawa on alen. This posture 

was probably indeed conducive to the attainment of a shaky cease-fire. The Geneva conference on Laos 

convened May 12, 1 96 1. 
30 

A protracted and tedious negotiating process ensued. Durinç that phase, concerns about China 

continued to weigh heavily with key policyrnakers in favour of neutralization. The predominant view in 

Washington held that China would not initiate an dl-out military effort, would nther rely on clandestine 

mcasures-but would not relent from vigorously confionting a major Western ground effort in Beijing's 

"backyard," Northem Laos. However more inclined than the president to regard Souvanna Phouma as 

amenable to Communist manipulation, even the intelligence community adhered to this assessrnent of 

Chinese intentions more uniformly than ever. Hamiman, Kennedy's point man for Laos in both his 

capacities as Arnbassador at Large and FE head, cited this rendering of the China factor to explain his 

ardent endorsement of a compromise solution. To be sure, he was probably also not above dramatizing this 

point in order to fufly divert American backing from the undisciplined and ineffective Phoumi to neutnlist 

Souvanna Phouma. 
3 1 

In the spring of 1962, this estimate of Chinese intentions contributed to a sober American 

response to Communist advances near the Chinese border, to a localkation of that flare-up, and eventually 

29 Usowski, "intelligence Estimates," 378-9: Kenneth Conboy, Shadow IYur: The CU 's Secret Wur in Luos (Boulder. 
Co: Paladin Press, 1995), 69. 

30 Newman, JFK and Vietnam, 1 3. 

3 1 Usawski. "Intelligcnce Estirnates." 382; Confe 823 tImiman to JFK and Rusk, FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 24. 500-50 1 ; 
SNIE 13-3-61, "Chinese Communist Capabilities in the Far East," Ibid. 53 1; SAVE 10-62, "Communist Objectives. 
Capabilities, and Intentions in Southeast Asia," 21 Febniuy 1962, box 8. Records of the CM. RG 363. NA; Memo 
Bagley to Taylor, 112 February 1962, FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 24. 620-621. Rostow and Taylor still clung to the 
minority opinion that logisticai shortcomings and domestic turmoil would impose a passive bmce on the Chinesr. 
CL Taylor to JFK. 26 September 1961. Ibid. 432; Memo Rostow to JK 17 August 1961. lbid 374. 



to the conclusion of negotiations. The first months of the year witnessed a steady deterioration of the 

situation in Laos from the American standpoint. The deadlocked Geneva talks were suspended in January. 

Meanwhile, the Communists consolidated their militas) position in the northern parts of the country. 

Despite the suggestion of the American embassy, the advise of the US Military Assistance and Advisory 

Group, and the actual cutting of American economic aid, and without regard ta the Communists' wamings, 

Phoumi reinforced his garrison at the provincial capital of Nam Th% a site near Pathet Lao bases and only 

20 miles from the Chinese border. On 6 May, Pathet Lao and North Vietnamese forces met the challenge 

and quickly seized the Nam Tha base. About 4,500 of Phoumi's best troops were forced to retreat. This 

large-scale anack wsis not only a breach of the May 196 1 cease-fire, but also a change in the Communist 

pattern of limited military opetations. The rout removed any vestiges of government control in northern 

~aoz."  

Naturally enough, Phoumi blamed not only the Vietnamese but the Chinese Communists for his 

defeat, wguing thiit the incident demonstnted the futility of what he regarded as an American attempt to 

impose a coalition government on the country. Bold Chinese exclamations seemed to vindicate his charge, 

as Beijing described Kennedy's appeals for a cease-fire at Nam Tha as an attempt to provide Phoumi with a 

free hand while restricting a Pathet Lao retaliation. Furthermore, Washington's antennas detected 

construction to improve Chinese aifields near Northwest ~ a o s . ' ~  When a New York Times article 

characterized the Nam Tha fomy as a possible Dien Bien Phu and reported the involvement of 200 

Chinese, Kennedy's alann bells rang. Not the least of his worries was the possibility of domestic backlash, 

dmatically illustrated by Eisenhower's May 10 staternent that trying to establish a coalition government 

in Laos paralleled "the way we lost 

32 Usowski. "intelligence estimates," 384. See also Hilsman. To , h v e  a ,Varion. IN- 1 ; Conboy. Shadow ~ Y W ,  16% 
173. 

33 "When Do I Have Time to Think?" John F. Kennedy, Roger Hilsman, and the Laotian Crisis of 1962." Diplornatic 
History 3 (Spring 1979), 217: Cotombo. "Chinese Communist Perceptions of the Foreign Policy of John F. 
Kennedy," (PhD. Dissertation, Columbia univenity. 1982). 78-8 1 .  

34 Telcon Bali and Haniman, 6 May 1962, FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 24. 720 fn, 2; Telcon Bal1 and McGeorge Bundy. 6 
May 1962. Ibid 72 1; Citation from the New York Times, I 1 May f 962. 



As illuminated by a particularly telling document, this second Laos crisis played havoc with 

orderly decisionmaking in official ~ a s h i n ~ t o n . ' ~  Sevenl Kennedy aides, including Rusk. Hmirnan and 

Bundy, still managed to distinguish solid evidence from rumour and assured the President that firm 

evidence of the participation of Chinese troops was unascertainable. A May 9 SNIE was more categorical: 

"we believe it unlikely that any [Chinese Communist troops] were present." The document even implied 

that Chinese Communist encouragement of the anack was not wholly unjustified, as the area was of "direct 

security interest to [the Chinese]." The INR capped the issue by concluding that Nam Tha was no prelude 

to a storm: Communist encroachment did not signa1 a Chinese decision to resort to full-fledged war in 

36 
Laos. 

Kennedy's intelligence experts did believe, however, that Nam Tha carried the risk of a 

degradation of the American deterrent: in the absence of resourcefùl American action. the Communists, 

including the Chinese, might well be tempted to continue their rnilitary probing. Troubled by the perceived 

need to communicate contrary messages to various audiences, the intelligence experts proposed that a 

series of limited rnilitary moves, including the dispatch of troops to Thailand, would perform the delicate 

balancing act. This remedy would demonstrate firmness to suspecting conservatives at home and watchful 

foes and friends abroad. Restrained enough to dishearten Phoumi, clear enough to deter the Cornmunists, it 

shotild also nudge both sides toward the conference table. Hilsman was further certain that Beijing would 

be content with the de-facto partition of Laos into zones of influence, and would "not be either provoked or 

Frightened into further escalation by United States military moves that were clearly limited so as not to 

J5 See PsIz "When Do 1 Have Time Ta ThinK* Passim. Even Hilsman. in his subsequent rebuke of Pelz's malysis. 
did not dispute this particular point. See: Roger Hilsman and Stephen E. PeIz, "When is a Document Not a 
Document - And Other Thoughts" Diplornatic Hisrory 3:3 (Summer 1979). 345-346. 

36 "The Situation in Laos," Rusk Testimony, Execurive Sessions, 13 ( 1 !?62), 649; Telcon Bal1 and McGeorge Sundy. 6 
May 1962, FRCIS 1961-63. Vol. 24. 731; memo HiIsman to Harriman, 9 May 1962, Ibid. 73 1-732; S N E  58-3-62, 
"Implications of the Fall of Nam nia," 9 May 1962, Ibid 726-729. The quotes are from pp. 727 md 729 
respectively. See also "The Current Military Situation and Outlook in Laos," 14 May 1962, Ibid 769; "Meeting 
with Congressiond Leaders," 15 May 1962, Ibid, 773. 



threaten their position in North Vietnam or Northem Laos but pointed toward defending the portion of 

Laos still held by the Royal Lao ~overnment."" 

Afler he had canvassed the specmm of opinion within the foreign policy community and found 

the plan enjoyed the support of al1 but a few "Never Again" advocates, Kennedy ordered its execution. The 

38 
aim of warding off the Chinese was ever present on his mind. At least according to Sorensen, Kennedy 

"made known to no one" the proportions of real derennination and bluff in this deci~ion.'~ At least in the 

short mn, the gamble paid off. No Communist power catled the bluff. On May 16, the Pathet Lao agreed to 

negotiate. On July 23, the Geneva Accord, neutnlizing Laos, was signed. 

Since the accord sanctioned the military status quo, as far as indigenous troops were concemed, it 

in fact represented the possibility of a tacit understanding between Beijing and Washington. 60th sides, it 

implied, might acquiesce in the actual partition of the country. Shreds of evidence suggest that a number of 

officinls in both capitals acknowledged this prospect and even, irnplicitly and for a short whiIe, accepted it. 

On the American side, traces of that attitude are especially detectable in the postures of Harriman. Hilsman, 

30 
and Ambassador to Laos Winthrop G. Brown. Rusk even instructed William H. Sullivan. UN adviser at 

FE and third-ranking member of the American delegation, to make an exception to the mle of ignoring 

Beijing's invitations to meet in Geneva. According to Sullivan, Rusk wished it to be a token of 

appreciation of "the CO-opentian Peking had shown in signing the Laos agreement." Probably surprised. 

4 1 
Chen Yi rose to the occasion, toasting US-Chinese Friendship over and over again. On another occasion, 

Chen Yi desctibed the agreement as "a major contribution to the world peace.'J' The apparently well- 

37 Pelz "When do 1 have Time to Think?," 22 1; SNIE 58-3-62.9 May 1962. FRUS 1961-63. Vol. 24, 727: Hilsman 
merno. 9 May 1962, Ibid, 732. The administration also sent the Seventh Fleet to the Gulf of Siam. For further deuils 
on the militan, measures chosen by the administration, see Hilsman, To Move a Nation, 142-1 50. 

38 Cf. Memcon Kennedy-Rusk, 13 May 1962, FRUS 1961-63. Vol. 24. 759. 

39 So~nsen, Kenneày, 646. ltalicized in the original. 

40 CE Hiisman merno, 9 May 1962, FRC'S 1961-63, Vol. 24. 73 1; Kern er al.. The Kenne- Crises. 48. 
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170. 
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infoned Souvanna Phouma, for one, insisted that the Chinese indeed welcomed the settlement as 

providing a buffer zone to fend off American power. The record appears to bear out his judgement as far as 

many ranking Chinese were concemed. even if Mao himself straddled the fence on the issue." 

Importantly, however, the progress on the Laos question did not generate a momentum for 

44 
transforming the mutually hostile atmosphere between Washington and Beijing. The sources of this 

stoppage readity meet the eye. First, the Laos negotiations constituted only one arena in which the 

spectacle of rnutual and abortive Sino-American overtures was played out. Previous chapters have 

chronicled and analyzed the wider dimension of that melancholic saga in detail."' Second, in contrast to the 

first quarter of 1961, most Amencan observers came to judge China as far more recalcitrant and 

untrustworthy than the Soviet Union. By 1962, they deemed Beijing both more accountable than Moscow 

for Communist activities on the ground, and an obstinate voice which hindered compromise at the 

46 
conference. Harriman and Rusk, who did-almost certainly separately-attempt to approach Chinese 

representatives in the summer of 196 1,  generally harboured this assumption too. For example, on Fetruary 

1962 Rusk agreed with a group of Senators that Beijing was "rnuch more aggressive" thm Moscow in 

47 
Laos. 

That last tendency constitutes the core cause for the failure to break the Sino-American ice, as far 

as responsibility may bi: assigned to the American side. This is not to argue that Washington wasted an 

opportunity for turning Laos into a point of departure for a rapprochement with Beijing. Whether the 

Chinese leadership at al1 aimed at a modus vivendi with the U.S. in Laos is highly questionable. In fact, the 

43 See Ibid., 273-5; memcon JFK-Souvanna Phouma 27 July 1962, FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 24,876. 

44 The delegates to the W m w  trilks instantly d i z e d  this. #83 Embtel Warsaw to DOS. 12 JuIy 1962. FRLIT 1961- 
63, Vol. 22, .Vortheart Asia (1 W6), 293. 
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1012616 t ,", box 14, KT Papen. The document's concluding recommendations appear in FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 22. 
162-67; Memo Executive Secretay of DOS Lucius D. Battle to Bundy, 15 September 196 1. FRUS 1961-63. Vol. 
24, 4 16. 

47 Memo of Conferencr with President Kennedy, 21 February 1962, FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 24, 629. Sse also Ibid., 403 
fn. 2: attachment to memo Lt. Commander Worth H. Bagley (Naval Aide to Maxwell D. TayIor) to Taylor. i2 
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recent trickle of evidence from the Chinese archives suggests that Mao not only was consistently against a 

moderate Iine in Southeast Asia but managed to dictate a more radical Southeast Asian policy by late 1962. 

This apparently inciuded an October 1963 pledge to sustain the PL cause in Laos more vigorously. 48 

American policy, at any rate, was hardly guided by the principle of giving this alternative a fair 

chance. Kennedy, Harriman and Hilsrnan considered neutralization an imperative born of necessity, a 

derivative of Phoumi's perceived unreliability and the relatively formidable military force the Communists 

marshalled. They also eyed the opportunity of defusing one point of confrontation with the Soviet Union. 

As Hilsman wrote Hamman in April 1962: "We [at the INR] believe that our most usehl diplornatic tarçet 

would be Moscow-on the prernise that agreement over Laos is essential to the edifice of tacit Amencan- 

Soviet understanding on other issues and area~.""~ 

China entered Washington's balance sheet of risks and deterrence, but was essentially absent from 

the range of opportunities. True, Harrirnan seems to have been tom in his predictions of China's behaviour. 

The notion that Laos was a testing ground for CO-existence with China may have briefly crossed his mind 

50 d u h g  the summer of 196 t and the spring of 1962. Possibly stili under the double impression of China's 

apparent restraint in the Nam Tha incident, and the defusing of the Taiwan straits crisis, in August 1963 he 

expected Beijing to adhere to the agreement.'' But the "crocodile" was genenlly at least as atT'eted by his 

perception of Chinese rigidity in Geneva. In mid-February 1962, for example, Harriman expressed his 

uncertainty about Soviet ability to "control the Chicoms at a time when their mutual relations are at a low 

48 For details, see MacFarquhar. The Coming offie  Caracl~vm. 270-281. 298.325: Chrn l i a  "China's Involvemcnt 
in the Vietnam Ws." China Quarterlv 42 (June 1995), 357-36 1 .  and p. [Wang Jiaxiang in former chapter and more 
detailed discussion belowf. 

49 Quoted in Hall, "The Laos Neutraiintion Agreement," 356. 

50 For examples of Hamiman's volatile China postures during these periods, srr p... 

51 Memcon Harriman-Dobrynin, 1 August 1962, F R U  1961-63, Vol. 24. 884. Hilsman stnick a lrss categorid note. 
He surmised that Beijing would refrain fmm botfi pushing the PL into resuming hostiiities and prodding the PL to 
compIy with the withdra~val stipuhtions of the accords. Sec: rnemo Hilsman CO Hamman, 28 August 1962. Ibid 391 : 
"Laos-the troop withdrawal question," memo Hiisman to Harriman, 24 Srptembcr 1962, Ibid 898-899. 



ebb. Regardless of whether a political solution is reached, this remains a risk, particularly re infiltration via 

Laos into S[outh] ~ [ i e o i a m ] . " ~ ~  

The idea of tailoring Laos policy to the goal of crafiing a modus vivendi with China was more 

thoroughly and consistently foreign to Kennedy. In the immediate aftermath of the Geneva Conference, 

Kennedy revealed both the dearth of American intelligence with regard to Beijing's orientation in Laos, 

and his fixation with the image of a truculent China. In an illuminating exchange already quoted in chapter 

4, a puzzled President interrogated Souvanna Phouma about the reasons for the Communist side's 

agreement to the Geneva accords, since "Communism pushed outward whenever it could." Souvanna's 

explanation-that the PRC leaders cnved Laos as a buffer zone frorn SEATO but othenvise contemplated 

no aggressive designs on that country-elicited nothing but Kennedy's silence. 
5 3 

For a short while, the Geneva accords seemed practicable. This probably owed much, however, to 

the annual monsoon moratorium on fighting. Events soon dashed hopeful expectations. Within a year. the 

precarious coalition fabric established under the accords had once again dissolved into pro-American and 

pro-Viemamese factions occupying a partitioned country. The agreement still left the US with an 

advantage, since Washington now had the neutralist forces on its side. By late M a c h  1963, Captain Kong 

Le, the only miiitary chiefiain Fully loyal to Souvanna, had openly broken with the Pathet Lao. The 

spiralling tension culminated with the April 1 assassination of Foreign Minister Quinim Phoisena, a Pathet 

Lao sympathizer, by one of Kong's supporters, That same week, PL and North Viemarnese forces launched 

major anacks against Kong's units at the Plain of Jars. After considenbie vacillation. Souvanna asked the 

British and the Soviets to pressure Hanoi to halt the assautt. Despite Soviet claims that they were working 

54 
on behalf of a new cease-fire in Laos, Washington and London saw little evidence of it. 

52 Baglry to Taylor, 12 Fcbruary 1962, supra note 47:. See also -The Situation in 'ïhaitand." Harrimm Testimony, 
fierurive Sessions 14 ( 1962), 241. 

53 Memcon Kennedy-Souvanna Phouma, 27 July 1962, FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 24.876. 
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Washington's military and strategic-political blueprint for rnanaging the crisis was influenced by 

the China factor in familiar fashions. in late April 1963, the Kennedy administration once again found 

itself reaching for military threats to stabilize Laos. But the persistent division between State and the 

military on the nature of the ultimate military posture continued to plague the policy process. Somewhat 

simply stated, State officiais still "believe[d] that in order to convince North Vietnam and the Chicoms of 

the seriousness of US intentions wirhour running the danger of a npid escalation, it [was] essentiai that 

some U.S. ground forces, if only of a token nature, [were] introduced into Laos before an air or ground 

attack upon North Vietnam. Defense and the JCS maintain[ed] their position that no US forces should be 

introduced into Laos except in connection with a simuitaneous operation against North ~ietnam."~' As in 

the spring of 1961, Kennedy resented the advice of his rnilitary, And again, concern about Chinese 

retaliation served to noderate his position. He disapproved of the contingency plan of launching air strikes 

56 against North Vietnam, lest these "immediately involve the Chinese." 

Beyond the operational realrn, the administration's canvassing of the strategic horizons yielded 

the following conclusions: 

1 .  The primary responsibility for Communist aggression in Laos rested with Hanoi. Finding means 

of exercising influence on North Viemam was hence essential." 

2. Khrushchev couid not be reiied upon ro perform the task of keeping the Comrnunists in Laos in 

check. Especially after an abortive Haniman mission to Moscow, that point was not in dispute in 

the policymaking community. The question of the origins of Russian ineptitdde did spark a lively 

discussion. Forrestal suggested that the flighty Khrushchev, assigning Laos low priority in the first 

place, had tost patience with the Laos question altogether. Haniman, Hilsman and arnbassador to 

55 msmo Fortestal to Kennedy. 18 June 1963, FRC'S 1961-63. Vol. 24, 1022. For a scrutiny of Forrestal and his 
policyrnriking d e ,  see [p ... below.] 

56 "Operational Planning On Laos - Presidentid Meeting 19 June 1963," CIA mrmo, n.d., FRUS 1961-63. Vol. 24. 
1932. 

57 Amchment 2 to Surnmary Record of the 5 12th NSC Meeting, 10 A p d  1963, FRUS 1961 -63. Vol. 23. 983; "Tab 
&" attached to memo Forrestal to Kennedy, 14 lune 1963, Ibid, 1034. 



Laos Leonard S. Unger accepted Khruschev's exptanation that Moscow's lack of military 

presence in Laos, as well as her modest aid to North Vietnam, afforded the Kremlin but slight 

leverage on Comrnunist behaviour. Finally, most other Kremlinologists gave more weight to the 

idea that the deepening schism with Beijing cornpelled the Kremlin [and Khrushchev in 

particularj to manifestly uphold the revolutionary cause in Laos, so as to disprove Chinese charges 

of appeasement.'" 

Hanoi, white maintaining an independent position, had by the surnmer of 1963 tilted somewhat 

toward Beijing in the Sino-Soviet split, by virtue of both cultural and ideological a t ~ i n i t ~ . ' ~  

Especially to the producers of intelligence, the intelligence picture suggested that China was only 

marginally involved in Laotian affiirs in the southem and eastern parts of the country, and that 

Beijing seemed "content to let the North Vietnamese carry the bail in Laos, except in those border 

areas contiguous to Communist  hin na."* 

Taken in aggregate, these precepts logically pointed to an approach to China to keep the 

Vietnamese Communists under control. Yet, as in 1962, that alternative-which implied a non-zero sum 

garne with the Chinese in Laos-was apparently never conceived by Amerîcan planners. 

At the root of this lapse was the axiorn that Beijing was irrevocably bent on expansion. in the 

aitermath of the Himatayan war, that conviction permeated the Kennedy entourage more comprehensively 

than ever. Wimess Kennedy's allusions to the possibility of Laos tàiling "under the Chinese ~rb i t . "~ '  

58 Hall. **The Laos Nrutralization Agreement" 459; Memo CIA Directonte of Plans to McCone, n-d.. FRLS 1961-63. 
Vol. 24, 974: Memo for the Record, 30 April 1963. Ibid 1006; Memcon Kennedy-Unger. 18 M y  1963. Ibid. 1035; 
Memcon Rusk-Khrushchev, 9 Augun 1963, Ibid 1045; Merncon ffarriman-Dobrynin. 3 Septembrr 1963. Ibid 
1045 note 1. 

59 The Impact of the Sino-Soviet Dispute on North Vietnam and Its Policics." SNE 14-3-63.16 Junc 1963, FRLiS 
1 961-63. Vol. 3, Vietnam. January-Augusr 1 963 ( 1 99 1). 4 16422. 

"Situation in Laos," OC1 [Office of Current Inteliigence, CIA] memo, 29 March 1963. FRUS 1961-63. Vol. 24, 
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Cognizant that Beijing had not been found to actually pursue that objective, the intelligence community by 

mid-summer 1963, nevertheless propounded the axiom: "China has a Iarger stake in Southeast Asia thûn is 

indicated by its current activity in ~ a o s . " ~ ~  

A train of events in the summer of 1963 provide even a starker case in point for the propensity at 

the helm to presuppose a predatory Chinese orientation in Laos (and elsewhere); t h e  prevalence of a 

compatible, though modified, view within the intelligence community; and the resilience of a dissident, 

calmer appraisal of Chinese intentions, propagated principally by the INR. The instance also affords 

another glimpse of the interdependent relationship benveen the consumer and producer wings of the 

intelligence process. 

During that period, suspicions of Chinese complicity in the recent tiare-up in Laos proliferated 

within the executive branch, In late April, McNamara proposed to increme the rate of U-2 overfiights over 

North Vietnam and South China as a precautionary measure. McCone pointed out the heretofore 

disappointing operational benefit of the device, and the proposal was apparenrly ~ h e l v e d . ~ ~  nie 

intelligence comrnunity soon sounded a somewhat soothing note: 

Communist China's econornic dif'fïculties and the drastic reduction of Soviet CO- 

opention have lessened the relative eFfectiveness of Communist China's military 
establishment ... Peiping is unlikely knowingly to assume great risks. China's rnilitary 
force will probably not be used overtly except in defense of its own borders or to assert 
temtorial daims against India. Subversion and covert support of local revolutions will 
continue to be Peiping's mode of operation in Southeast Asia. 64 

By mid-My, faint signals of a possible gathering storrn emanated From Beijing. The progressing 

test-ban negotiations with the Soviet Union had provoked a torrent of Chinese blasts. Meanwhile, Delhi 

detected Chinese troop movements on the Himalaya front-but this time took pains to attach a 

62 SNlE 58-63. Tommunist Rmctions to US Actions Taken with Regard to Laos,*' 18 June 1963. f: =NIC 
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65 
noncomrnittal appraisal of China's intentions. These uncertain indicators were sufficient for Unger, 

Forrestal, Rusk, and Kennedy himself to begin toying syrnpathetically with the concept that the Chinese 

leadership was veering towards greater militancy both in Laos and on the lndian Himalayan frontier, 

principally in order to impale the Soviets upon a grave dilemma: either Iine up with Beijing (and lose 

66 
credibility with the West), or side with the West (and lend credence to Chinese charges of appeasernent). 

Within a few days, almost certainly prompted by the White House, the intelligence comrnunity 

assessed the viability of this hypothesis of imminent Beijing militancy. Nuanced. sometimes self- 

contradictory, the analysis modified the belligerency hypothesis - to a point. Obviously a compromise 

between diverse voices, the document also reveals the limited spectrum of opinion. Possibly. it a1so 

illustrates the understandable propensity of intelligence producers to conform CO the predispositions of 

consumers. 

The experts began their exposition by stating that "the leadership of Communist China resent the 

Soviet move toward détente at the very moment when Sino-Soviet quarrel has reached a new peak of 

vindictiveness." They discounted, however, the anticipation that PRC would act recklessly, on several 

counts: 

I .  "Over the past few years, in spite of their warlike oratory, [the Chinese] have followed a çenerally 

cautious policy." [This observation demonstnted that a "modente revisionist" approach still 

enjoyed a few champions even after the Hirnalayan war.) 

2. "China's leaders probably now consider that the deepening Sino-Soviet dispute has decreased the 

chances of Soviet support for any Chinese adventurism." 

3. "The Chinese have thus far shown rnarked respect for US power." 

65 Colombo. "Chinese Communist Perceptions." 198-20 1 : PREM 1 l/4867/307 16,2J and 28 July 1 963. PRO. 
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The estimate's authors did believe, however, that Ch inii' s leaders might find the neutralist-Rightist 

position in Laos so shaky, and the poiicy of the US so lacking in firmness, that pressing the PL to mise the 

level of military action in Laos would yield considerable gains without encountering effective mititary 

67 
opposition from Laotian forces or incumng a great risk of US rebuttal. 

The only dissenters fram the fold were MR acting director George C. Denney, Jr., and Hilsman, 

appointed in April as Assistant Secretary of State for FE. Stressing the lack of evidence that Beijing was 

embarking on a policy of increased militancy, they reasoned that Beijing respected American power 

enough to refrsiin from prodding the PL too energetically. That minority stance presaged the celebrated 

Hilsman speech of Decernber 1 963.68 

To their credit, the movers and shakers paid a nod to the SNIE and scaled down their expectations 

of a major and imminent Chinese military thrust. To be sure, the vision of a "Korerin-type" Chinese 

69 
surprise attack still haunted Rusk. But generally, in the words of Undersecretary of Defense Gilpatric, 

"president Kennedy had held [the July 31 NSC Meeting] to consider the implications of recent 

international incidents, such as the shootings in Korea, a possible Chinese Communist build-up on the 

border of India, and the uncenain uvce in Laos ... at the moment the consensus was that, although the 

situation was threatening. no major rnoves are f~ re seen . "~~  

Yet, this re-evduation of Beijing's short rerm intentions did not puncture the embnce at the apex 

of power of a doorns day vision of the Chinese peril in the long run. Few pronounced this theme more 

forcefully than the president. in his August 1 press conference, Kennedy did not categorically predict a 

67 "Possibilitirs of Greater Militancy by the Chinese Communists," S N E  1 3 4 6 3 . 3  1 July 1963, f: "NSC bleetings. 
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stepping up of Chinese involvement in Laos: "The potentiality is there for a mm for the worse. I don't 

ihink we can make a judgement as to what events will bnng us."'l In another passage, however, he 

revealed the m e  colours of his China orientation: 

1 would regard that combination, if it is still in existence in the 1970s, of weak countries 
around [China], 700 million people, a Stalinist intemal regime, and nuclear powers [sicj, 
and s govemment determined on war as a means of bringing about its ultimate success, 
as potentially a more dangerous situation than any we faced since the end of the second 
world war, because the Russians pursued in most cases their ambitions with some 
caution. 

72 

The concluding pages of this chapter show that on the eve of his assassination, Kennedy may have 

pondered a shifi toward a less confiontationttl public stance toward Beijing, probably with the deteriorating 

Southeast Asian situation in mind. If this was indeed in the cards, the motion was probably doomed from 

the start. Beijing's regionaf policies had already turned more radical, not least because of Washington's 

hitherto militant line. 

Ill. 

The Vietnam war has spawned a vimial cottage industry of books and comrnentary, much of it 

iouching upon Kennedy's responsibility for America's growing involvement in the conflict. In historian 

Robert J .  McMahon's words, "[mlost historians agree that Kennedy's decisions brought incremental, but 

not drarnatic, escalation and that he lefi his successors with stronger, but still limited, ties to South 

Vietnam. They differ on almon d l  other critical questions."73 The China faftor bean appreciûbly upon 

several such debated issues, including the forces that most influenced US. escalation in Viemm, the roots 

of the lurnbering nature of the Vietnam policy process under Kennedy, the degree to which Kennedy's 

Kennedy Prm Conference, August 1, 1963, PPP 1963,6 14. 
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approach was marked by indecision or purposefulness. and the assertion that toward his final days in 

office, Kennedy privately veered toward disengagement fiorn that country. 

Before one explores the China element in the making of Vietnam policy, a caveat is in order. The 

incremental fastening of the cornmitment knot under Kennedy was most probably misguided. Yet, to pin 

exclusive responsibility for escalation on the United States distorts the record. The trickie of information 

corning from the Chinese archives reaffirms the conventional wisdom that escalation begets escaiation. In 

the spring of 1962, Mao conclusively overruled the alternative of extending an olive bnnch in Southeast 

Asia in order to facilitate economic rehabilitation at home. He was apparently motivated chiefly by the 

desire to reassert his personal dominance and launch a more radical agenda at home and abroad. But the 

74 
augmented American presence in Viemam tigured in his calculations as well. Hence, the familiar pattern 

of mutual worst-case rissumptions drew Chinese as well as American leaders deeper into the Vietnam 

quagm ire. 

Concerns about China played a major role in US decisionmaking during the Vietnam war. Most 

New Frontiersmen otten overestimated the danger China posed to U.S. interests. These feus of the 

influence of the revolutionary doctrines of Mao Zedong probably encounged the United States to invoIve 

itself more deeply in Vietnam than leaders othenvise would bave considered worttiwhile. At the sarne tirne, 

oft?cials constantly tried to avoid provoking China into sending its own forces into the bar. the way it had 

done durhg the Korean war.'' It appean that Kennedy especially regarded this a powerful considention 

against the dispatch of combat uoops to Vietnam. Moreover, it is not impossible ihat by November 1963, 

Kennedy indeed so despaired of the Vietnam enterprise as to contemplate some modus vivendi with 

74 MacFûrquhar. The Coning of the Caraclysm, ? i O - B  1. 368: Chrn Jian. Thina's Involvement." 362; Qimg Zhai, 
"Beijing and the Vietnam Conflict, 1964- 1965: New Chinese Evidence," Cold CVar Inrernarional Hisro. Projecr 
Bulletin 6-7 ( Winter 1995/1996), 234-235. 

75 Historian Robert Schulzinger has chanaerized the impact o f  China on Johnson's Vietnam policy in n a l y  identicai 
terms. T h e  Johnson Adminismtion, China, and the Vietnam War" (paper delivered at a workshop on Sino- 
American Relations, 1955-1971, sponsored by the Fairbank Ccnter, Harvard University and the International 
Strategic R e s m h  Center, Centnl Party School, Beijing, Chins October 28-30. 1996.). The continuity between the 
two Ûdrninimtions in this regard is suiking. 



Beijing. The unrelenthg stance he had publicly projected to that point. however, may well have foreclosed 

any possibility for fl exibility on Beijing's part. 

On the eve of Kennedy's entrance to the White House, several American Vietnam hands detected 

intensified Chinese involvement in the region. Arnbassador to Vietnam Elbridge Durbrow reported that 

China held more political clout on the Vietnamese scene then ever. Genenl Edward Lansdale, the 

Secretary of Defense's Deputy Assistant for Special Operations and recognized counterinsurgency expert, 

added that Beijing had upgnded its intelligence activity in Cambodia. If the United States did not extend 

military aid to Carnbodia, he exhorte& Sihanouk might turn to China, and then "[South Vietnam] would 

have a Chicom MAAG next d ~ o r . " ' ~  

Yet the prevalent image, within Kennedy's circle, of China as instigator of falling dominoes was 

grounded less in empirical evidence and more in an axiornatic assumption of Chinese inspiration, desire to 

dominate the region, and actual influence. A s  noted above, Kennedy early on instructed his advisers on 

counter-insurgency to digest Mao's tracts on guerrilla warfare. Ambassadot to Thailand Kenneth T. Young 

extolled the domino theory in a rnanner which captures its mythical quality for some Kennedy lieutenants. 

Bnnding Beijing the arch-enemy of the American cause in Asia, he stated: 

Southeast Asia is the critical bottleneck stopping Sino-Soviet ideotogical expansion -- 
territorial in Asia, ideological in the whole world. Southeast Asia is somewhat like the 
hub of a wheel; lose the hub and the wheei collapses. And Laos, plus South Vietnam, is 
the cotter-pin holding the hub. If we k t  Laos-South Vietnam go, the Vietcong and 
Chinese Communists will soon dorninate al1 of Southeast Asia, including Indonesia. The 
United States will be forced off the mainland of Asia, Australia will be ... actually flanked, 

77 
while lndia and Japan will be permanently separated. 

76 Durbrow to Sute, 27 lune 1960. FRUS 1958-1960, Vol. 1 ,  Vietnam ( 1986). 5 I 1: Memo tansdale to Lieutenant 
Gen, Lilel C. McGarr, 1 I August 1960. bid 529. 

77 "Deknsibility of Southeast Asia and United States Commiunents. "Memo Kenneth T. Young to Taylor. 27 Octobrr 
1 96 1. FRbS 1961-63, Vol. 23, (Southeart Asia Region) ( 1 995). 28. A num ber of Kennedy officiais came to regret 
the preponderance of the domino belizf. For instance, Charles Yost. Stevenson's LM deputy. dcplored it as lmding 
to gross underestimation of China's preoccupalion with domestic problems. Charles P. Yost, Hisfory and Memoryr 
A Staresman's Perceptions ofthe Twentierh C e n w  (New York: W. W. Norton. 1980). 150. 



Part and parcel of this domino credo was an obsession with prestige and reputation. That Hilsman 

shared this fixation with the credibitity of American power demonsbates how extensivefy it permeated the 

bureaucracy. Hilsman, as may be recalled, disputed Bowles' 1961 preoccupation with a Chinese 

L e b e m u m  thrust into Southeast Asia. Further, by spring 1962, he did not believe that China would accept 

any strings on its Vietnam operations as part of a food deal. Finally, he acknowledged the modest scope of 

Chinese meddling in Viemarnese affairs to date. Nevertheless, he calculated that it was Washington's 

78 
resolution which kept Beijing at bay, and thus charnpioned a vigorous stance as the key to deterrence. 

Whether the concem over a perceived Chinese propensity to dorninate Southeast Asia had a 

significant economic dimension is dificult to determine. On the one hand, during their frequent 

deliberations about Viemam policy, decision-makers rarely talked about the need to in tep te  Southeast 

Asia or the importance of Japanese economic revitalization. On the other hand. Kennedy wm aware of 

Indonesia's valuabte resources of tin, oil and nibber. In his recollections, at least, William Sullivan went so 

far as to contend that Kennedy and Rusk's decision to make a stand in Vietnam had derived largely from 

their fear of a Chinese-inspired Communist coup in lndonesia-which, they believed, risked a cutting-off 

of lapan's sea lanes to Middle Eastern oil. At any rate, as McMahon points out, the relative significance of 

the economic dimension cannot be deduced from "a simple accounting of the frequency with which [it is] 

mentioned during po ticy debates." Its importance may have been so universally em bnced by elites within 

79 
the public and public sectors that it need not have been articulated. 

Somewhat paradoxically, another group of Kennedy deputies cited China's m ilitary rveaknc~ss as a 

rationale for a fonvard Vietnam posture. First and foremost of this group was Rostow. That immurable 

78 "Proposed U.S. Food Offer to Communist China," Mrmo HiIsman ta Rusk 26 May 1962, F: "Food for China 6/63 
7/62 and undated," Box 15. JCT Papers: "Possible solutions for mainland China's food policics," iNR Research 
memo RSB-28, 13 November 196 1, f: "Food For China 196 1," Ibid; "Intensitkd U.S. Support of India: Soviet 
Chinrsc and Pakistani Responses," memo Hitsman to Rusk, 20 November 1962, f: "Sino-Indian Border Clash 
1962," box 1 .  RH Papers; Hilsman's advocacy of a vigomus sr id  dso tlowed natunlly corn his being a principal 
architect of the Strategic Hmlet Program. See Gary Hess, "Kennedy's Vietnam Options and Decisions," in David 
L. Anderson, cd.. Shadow on the White ffotlse: Presidents and the Vietnam Wor (Lawrence, Km.: University 
Press of Kansas. 1993), 65. 

79 McMahon. "US-Vietnamese Relations" 327; Wmer, Buck Fire. 100: Timothy P. Maga "The New Frontier v. 
Guidrd Democncy: JFK, Sukarno. and Indonesia, 196 1-1963." Presidentiul Srudies Quarrerly 20 ( Winter 1990). 
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Vietnam hawk has never budged fat From the view that the Vietnam conflict hm been about "the balance of 

power in al1 of ~sia.'" Assigned Southeast Asia on the White House staf'f, the theorkt of modernization 

brought to his role confident presuppositions about the nature of insurgency and unquestioning belief in the 

American capacity to counter it. These, as he later admitted, coloured his policy prescriptions. As historian 

Marylin B. Young puts it, his paradigm saw insursencies mainly as a funetion of ouiside interference - as 

"the toxic by-product of the disruptive process of modernization, in the course of which a small band of 

ruthless outside agitators were abte to exploit the poverty and confusion of a passive population through 

propaganda and intimidation in order to seize state power on behalf of ~ommunisrn."~' Accordingly, both 

his assessrnent and remedy centred on conditions extemal to South Vietnam. He ""placed an exceedingly 

high priority on closing off the infiltration mils fiom North Vietnam to South Vietnam, notably the mils 

through ~ a o s " ' ~  - and focused on China's disposition as well. During the second half of 196 1. Rostow 

sought repeatedly to win Kennedy to the idea that China's economic woes afforded the United States much 

leeway in Vietnam: 

[For the PRC] to go to war would be a suicidal act ... there is no evidence that [China's 
leaders] are in a suicidal mood,.,.Under present circumstances, I believe that Communist 
China would be in a mood to postpone its advance into Southeast Asia even at the 
expense of what they would regard as a ternporary stabilization of the Free World's 
position in South Vietnam so long as we did not cross the 17' parallel with forces on the 
pound and threaten to liberate north Vietnam. Then-but only then- do I believe they 
would go to war with us. 83 

Articulated on the heels of Rostow's fact-finding mission to Vietnam (with General Taylor), this 

argument obviously informed his proposai to deploy a small U.S. combat unit. an 8,000 - man "logistic 

a0 W. W. Rostow, Vietnam ruid Asia," Diplornatic Hisrory 2O:3 (Summer 1996), 467. See also Rostow OH, LBJL. 

81 Marylin B. Young, The Vietnam Wars 1945-1990 (New York: Harper-Collins, 1 WO), 77: Walt W .  Rostow, The 
DiJiion of Power: an fisay in Recent History (New York: MacMillan, 1 Wî), 282-284. For his depiction OC 
Communists as "çcavengers of the modernization process," see Rosfow speech at the U.S. Amy Special Warfare 
School, Fort Bmgg North Carolinri, 28 June 196 1 ,  DSB 45 (7 August 196 1 ): 234-237. 

82 Rastuw, The D@uion of Power, 285. 

83 Merno Rostow to JFK, 12 November 196 1, FRUS 1961-63. Vol. 1,579. See also: Mcmo Rostow to Kennedy. 14 
luly 196 1, Ibid 2 16; Rostow, The Difl i ion of Power, 287. [and refer to other detitils in Famine chapterl. 



task force7* for the stated purpose of repairing massive damage caused by the flooding in the Mekong 

Delta. Its real purpose, however, was to demonstrate US resolve and to facilitate a direct military role 

shoutd that be necessary. The proposal forced the first hi@-level debate ovet Vietnam in the Kennedy 

White House, which reached its climax in mid-November 196 1. 
84 

Unperturbed by Kennedy's dodging of such a conspicuous mi l i tq  option, Rostow's thinking 

evolved dong the same path.8s By May 1962 - while certain that the Chinese in principal still harboured 

the twin ambitions of dominating Southeast Asia and leading the Asian Cornmunist movement - he 

conciuded that domestic ptoblems were demoralizing Beijing enough to acquiesce in a food deal. This 

trade-off would entai1 increased American signalling to Ho Chi Minh that use of the Laotian corridor to 

infiltrate South Vietnam was utterly unacceptable. That conviction bolstered Rostow's certitude of ultimate 

victory. Washington, he urged, could pursue the policy of denying the region to "the communists over the 

86 indefinite future" with "inner confidence." True, by that point Rostow w a  at the Policy Planning 

Council-and a step removed from the routine monitoring of Vietnam policy. His ideas, however. were 

87 
kept on the agenda of the Vietnam Task Force by the Force's Deputy Director, Wood. 

But not al1 voices were so bellicose. Peaking in mid-1962, a cross-current of opinion held the 

neutralization of Vietniun to be a legitimate minimum objective. Within this camp, unsurprisingly, China 

concerns were centrai to the arguments of Galbraith and Bowtes in particuiar. The ambassador to india had 

qualms about the relevance of the domino tenet in the "space age." Moreover, extremely distnistful of 

Diem, he preferred a neuaalized Vietnam to a "limping American satellite." To his mind, finally, China's 

84 Hess. "Kennedy's Vietnam Options and Decisions," 72; "A Plan for Cincpac to Prepiie in the Next Two Werks," 
Merno Rostow to Taylor, FRUS Vietnam ( l ) ,  38 t -2. Newman and Whiting suggest that Kennedy's objection to 
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economic predicament rendered her more amenable to a diplornatic solution, while the deepening Sino- 

Soviet quarrel ptoduced a similar result in Moscow. 
88 

Like Galbraith, Bowles considered Diem's political base too weak to hold promise for a clcar-cut 

victory. Unlike him, h'i~. devoted Asianist continued to deem China the deus ex machina of Communist 

aggression in the region, even afier his Lebensrmm preoccupation had waned. Korean ghosts obviously 

underlay his promotion of "the development of viable, neutral, and independent nations on the Southeast 

Asian mainland, able to defend themselves ... thereby forcing the Chinese either to forgo aggression or to 

attack overtiy in a manner which can be met by the U.S. with world-wide support." By July 1962, Bowles' 

certainty that Washington stood to gain From a "food for peace" initiative had risen to the point of  

disseminating the idea of a high-ranking and highly visible American overture in both presidential and 

foreign circles. 89 

July and August of 1962 were as auspicious as ever during the Kennedy y e m  for the neutralist 

cause. the foreign crises and conflicts which plagued the administration from the start had temporarily 

abated. The defusing of the Straits crisis combined with the trios setttement to suggest the possibiIity of 

some relaxation in the Sino-Amencan arena as well. But the neutralists fought an uphill battle nevertheless. 

In large part, this was simply because their forces "had al1 the non-power in the [State] department," as 

Y 0 
Abraham Chayes, State Department Legal Adviser and one of their numbers refiected long afterwards. 

Anxieties about the international and dornestic repercussions of a more moderate China stance pervaded 

much of the more substantive case against neutralization: 
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1. One side to the argument was articulated by Michael V. Forrestal. Forrestal had joined the 

National Security Council Staff on lanuary 1962. Wall Street lawyer and son of James V. 

Forrestal, Truman's ill-fated Secretary of Defense, hc was drafted to handle Southeast Asia, in lieu 

of Rostow, and to Iiaise with Harriman. Tellingly for Kennedy's modus operandi, Forrestal later 

recalled that his utter lack of expertise in Asian affairs had not discredited him, as Kennedy sought 

a fresh and unbiased eye. Young and energetic Forrestal soon found common ground, both 

personally and substantively, with Harriman, Hilsman, and Thomson. He also eamed a measure of 

access to Kennedy, although the President, as had previously been the case with Komer, never 

divulged an Asian policy chart to the White House aide he appointed to monitor the region.?' To 

wit, Forrestal was attracted to the innovative tenor of Bowles' mid-1962 China position. In the 

long run, "when the security situation shows definite signs of improving in South Viet-Nam," he 

did not deem even a negotiated settIement a heretical idea. Yet, at that juncture. the notion stnick 

him as prernature. Toughness on Vietnam, he explained to Bundy, provides "counter-balance in 

the public mind to a more flexible policy in Laos ... it also avoids misleading the Chinese and Viet 

Minh into thinking that we rnight be preparing to disengage fiorn the area.lV9' 

2. A characteristically blunt Haniman headed off Bowles' plan more decisively. He dismissed it 

principally on the grounds that the Chinese and North Viemamese could not be tnisted to comply 

with a tooth iess neutraiization agreement. ïhis stance dominated his outlook despite an apparent 

cognitive dissonance - the awareness within State that China had neither "moved into South 

Vietnam," nor enjoyed easy entry routes into that 

91 Forresta1 OH, JFKL; Thomson and HiIsman OH. LBJL; Hilsrnan. To :Clove a !Vation. 6.57; John Pmdos. Krepers of 
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3. In the face of the Sino-lndian war, the meagre prospects of neutralization declined further, The 

intelligence community, to be sure. in the main continued through mid-1963 to point out that 

Communist poticy and action in South Vietnam "appears to be almost wholly dictated by Hanoi 

[rather than by ~ e i j i n ~ ] . " ~  Yet in the minds of most Kennedy hands, this realization took second 

place to the absolute certainty that Beijing was inexorably wedded to a quest for victory in the 

region. Rostow's November 1962 China policy paper, that clarion cal1 for applying unrelenting 

pressure on Beijing, was clear and f m k  in elucidating this therne: "it is a moot point whether 

Peiping is directly responsible for Communist insurgency efforts in Southeast Asia ... the force of 

circumstances, if nothing else, deeply engages Communist China's prestige, and perhaps even its 

confidence, in these efforts. A Communist triumph in South Vietnam, for example. will almost 

certainly do much to revive the dimmed hopes of the Chinese leadership and elite."" Explicitly 

grounded in preconceptions nther than empirical data, this pnsm easily produced the deduction 

that it was in the American interest "to prevent the Chicoms from achieving a quasi-permanent 

position of power in Southeast ~sia.'" 

4. Still more profoiindiy injurious to Bowles' neutnlization bid was the fim belief, in Kennedy's 

entourage, in the winnability of the war, or nther, in the doctrine that the problems of Vietnam 

lent themxlves to an American solution." Hasty and peculiar analogies from the China scene 

worked to bolster these convictions. That a usually contemplative Rusk fell, in this context, victim 

to unsound reasoning illustrates the scope of the phenornenon. Rusk was not a voice for 

introducing American combat troops. Yei, rejecting neutralization outright, he still held that a 

staunch American cornmitment to Diem, short of such escalation, could secure ultirnate victory. 

His China experience served as a reference point for both sides of this argument. On the one hand, 
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Rusk, true to his World War 2 experience and sensitive to strong Vietnamese nationalist 

sentiment, wamed thar sending in combat troops would tum the Vietnamese against the United 

States. On the other hand, he revived the ever-present spectre of "Who Lost China" by suggesting 

that the American despairing of Chiang had contributed significantly to the CCP's victory. 

Curiously shunning his own sympathy for Marshall's disgust with Chiang in the late 1940s. he 

drew a parallel between Diem and Chiang and proposed to uphold ~ i e m . ~ ~  

Forsaken by rnost of its champions and scorned by opponents, the idea of some compromise with 

China over Vietnam had nearly vanished corn the policy discourse by late 1963. The only vocal heresy 

came from Senator Mike Mansfield (D-Montana), rnajority leader and a long-time supporter of Diem. 

Mansfield had grown increasingly disillusioned with Diem in 1963. Part of Mansfield's uneasiness rested 

also on his concems about provoking Chinese intervention into the war. As 1962 gave way to 1963, he 

emphasized the Chinese capacity for escalation and questioned probingly whether it was at d l  in the 

American interest to maintain "a quasi-permanent position of power in the Asian mainland?" His anxiety 

and doubts grew more poignant with time. By December 1963, the vision of American forces immersed in 

a bloodletting search for victory "throughout Southeast Asia, and finally throughout China itself' haunted 

Mansfield. Instead of hetiding for this kind of war, with inestimable costs in terms of morale, Mansfield 

favoured a truce in Vietnam leading to a peace throughout Southeast Asia. He favoured a neutralized 

Vietnam and a Southeast Asia less dependent on U.S. aid and support, less under U.S. control, not cut off 

fiom China, but not under Chinese domination either. Kennedy knew of Mansfield's misgivings: in 

99 
August, the infiuential senator took his case to the President. 
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IV. 

For al1 the Iast decade's voluminous declassification of germane documentation, Kennedy's 

Vietnam conduct has remained a highly elusive and contentious temin. Often emotionalty charged, the 

disparate verdicts have depicted him as a persistent Cold Warrior who was blinded principally by false 

confidence that he had understood the nature of Viemarnese insurgency; a schemer highly instrumental in 

establishing the ill-fated noms of "adhocracy," superficiality and duplicity; and a well-meaning victim of 

deception by the Top Brass in Washington, who matured in office into a "closet" champion of 

disengagement, while playing a Janus-faced game for the perceived sake of domestic political survival as 

the 1964 elections appmached.lOO Not aspiring to tackle the Kennedy enigrna in its totality. the following 

section reviews some key elements to contend that China policy considefations have shaped Kennedy's 

behaviour to a greatet extent than hitherto recognized. 

Evidence is solid that in November 196 1, pitted against many of his advisers, Kennedy vetoed the 

plan to send regular combat troops to South Vietnam. His arguments seemingly derived principaliy from a 

perception that the Arnerican public and the Congress would not support such a move. The comments he 

made at the seminal November 15 National Security Council meeting betny even a creeping doubt about 

the very winnability of the war. Korea, the president stated, had been a case of Wear aggression." But "the 

conflict in Vietnam is more obscure and less flagrant." He could "even make a rather strong case against 

intervening in an area 10,000 miles away against 16,000 guerrillas with a native army of 200,000, where 

millions have been spent for years with no success."lO' 
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To a degree hitheno underrated in the literature, however, Kennedy was also propelled by concern 

about Chinese retaliation. The line of questioning he pursued during the November 15 meeting reveals how 

central were "Korean ghosts" to his approach. It also shows that Rostow's argument about a reduced 

Chinese threat to the region did not register with the President. Kennedy pointedly inquired about China's 

capabi lities for, and disposition towards, intervention in Vietnam. The double-edged expert opinion he 

received couId not have fully assuaged his anxieties. Robert Arnory, CIA Deputy Director for Intelligence, 

stressed the inridequacy of Chinesc railway lines in the region. Dulles, however, gave the assessrnent a 

worst-case slant, warning against the assurnption that "Chinese setbacks" and the Sino-Soviet split prcclude 

a Sino-Soviet capability and willingness to engage jointly any foe. 'O2 Kennedy might have also been 

influenced by the projection of George C. McGhee that the introduction of combat troops could well lead 

to pressures to attack North Vietnam and from there "into a widening conflict which might be hard to 

teminate short of an all-out war with [Beijing]" - a forecast essentially seconded, though in milder tenns, 

1 O3 
by the intelligence community at large. 

Acknowledgement of Kennedy's deep-seated aversion to committing combat troops to Vietnam 

should not obscure the fact that the alternatives Kennedy did pursue made the reversai of intervention more 

dif'ficult. ï h e  rnuch enlarged advisory component, sanctioned by Kennedy, contributed appreciably to the 

1 O4 
Americanization of the war. One should also bear in mind that Kennedy turned away afler h e  had faced 

the full measure of his doubts in the mid-November NSC deliberation. lnstead of pondering the 

hndamental question of whether the US should become involved in Vietnam at all, the President deferred 

hard choices and steered the discussion back to what should be done in Vietnam next. îhe basic issues 

were destined never to be approached squarely and fùlly by the top tier during the Kennedy tenure. The 

102 "Notw on the NSC Meeting, Novembrr 15, 196 1 ." supra noie 10 1,607. See also: "Notes on a Meeting. the White 
House. Washington, November 1 1, 196 1, 12: 10 p.m.." memo Lemniuer. n-d.. FRL5 1961-63. Vol. 1.578. 

103 McGhee cited in Newman, JFK and Vietnam. 14 1; "Chinese Communist CapabiIitirs and Intentions in the Far 
East" SNIE 13-3-6 1.30 November 196 1, FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 22, 173. McGhce wris then moving from the 
position of Chairmmhip of State's Policy Planning Council to Under Secretmy of State for Political Affairs. 

104 The number o f  militmy advisers incrrased during Kennedy's trnure from approximately 700 to approximately 
16,700. The President ailowcd a number of the advisers to participate in battle. Cf. Bassett and Pela "The Failed 
Sesirch for Victory," 225. 



movers and shakers did not re-examine systematically the corc assurnption upon which U S  involvement 

had been based, namely, that the preservation of a non-comrnunist South Vietnam was vital to American 

global interests. The result was a haphazard policy, a mucius operandi conducive to the perpetuation of 

involvement, since the executive branch and the burgeoning Vietnam pol icy bureaucracy perceived their 

1 os personal, organizationat, and national prestige as increasingly tied with the South Vietnamese cause. 

As mentioned above, 1962 saw the rise (and fall) of the neutralist camp in Washington. Bowles, 

for one, promoted an American overture as a vehicle of either rnoving toward a workable regional solution, 

or exposing Chinese duplicity, Whether Kennedy was receptive to this idea is dificult to ascertain. He 

seems to have contemplated the possibility briefly. In rnid-year, he authorired Harriman, then wrapping up 

the Laos settlement, to talk privately with the North Vietnarnese Delegation in Geneva. The meeting was a 

total disaster since the chief North Vietnamese delegate refused to acknowledge Hanoi's role in South 

Vietnam. The disappointed Harriman concluded it was an exercise in futility: the Vietnam problem was 

1 O6 
intractable to diplornatic endeavours. No indication exists that Kennedy pursued the matter further. 

Certain that conservatives would seize upon any withdrawal in Vietnam to haras the Administration; 

concerned test the move would undermine the credibility of Amencan commitments elsewhere; swayed not 

only by the military but by key civilian figures, such as Rusk, toward a rejection of neutralization: and. 

fÏnaIly, believing that the military side of the CI campaign showed progress, the President apparently had 

little incentive to walk into what appeared to be a blind diplornatic alley. 1 O 7  

Indeed, even the historians who deeply doubt Kennedy's commitment to the war concede that the 

President was trapped by the illusion of success between the summer of 1962 and the following spring. 1 O8 

105 McMahon, "US-Vietnamese Relations." 327; Newman, JFK and Vietnam, 138-9: Young, The Vietnam /Vars. 8 1 : 
McNamnn, In Retrospect: the Tragedy and Lessons of Vietnam (New York: Times Books, 1995). 4 1. 

106 Giglio, The Presidency. 246; Sullivan, Obbligato. 1 75- 1 78; Rudy Abramson, Spanning the Century: The L@ of 
IY. Averell Harriman, 1891-1986. (New York: W .  Morrow, 1992). 605-6; Memo Haniman to Rusk. 30 July 1962, f: 
"Bowles, Chester," box 438, WAH Papers. 

107 BassetûQPelz, T h e  Failed S a c h  for Victory," 237,240: Memcon Rusk-Macmihn, 24 lune 1962, FRUS 1961- 
63. Vol. 22, 277. 

108 Cf. Newman, JFK and Vietnam. 457. 



Newman asserts that a major shifl occurred at that juncture, as the illusion lost its hold over the President. 

Spinning, at great length, a tale of suspense and intrigue, Newman depicts a Janus-faced and manipulative 

President. Privately, Kennedy grew suspicious about the battlefield reports he received, and rnay have been 

on the verge of giving up entirely on the notion of winning. Consequently, Kennedy reconciled himself to 

pulling the US out of the war and to the unpopularity he was sure this decision woufd bring. Always the 

consummate politician, however , he felt that the bulk of the withdnwal could not take place before the 

election without spwking another Joe McCarthy-style red scare that might dash his chance for re-election. 

1 O9 
He therefore projected an image to the conservatives that did not reflect his tnie views on the war, 

A full-fledged assessrnent of Newman's thesis transcends the confines of this study. A cursory 

appraisal suggests it ments meticulous attention. The field of liberals testifLing that Kennedy had privately 

indicated a propensity to contemplate a reverse course on Vietnam afier 1964 is impressive. It includes 

Kenneth O' Donnell, Kennedy's appointments secretary; Senators Mansfield and Wayne Morse; Michael 

Fomstal; and Kennedy friend and journalist Charles ~anlett. ' I o  Evidence that Kennedy h d  been to sorne 

degree sceptical about the war's prospects as early as 1961 somewhat undermines the assertion that 

Kennedy's revelations to the liberals merely represented either musings bom of the frustrations of dealing 

with Diem or a device to mute the growing criticism Ievelled frorn libenl quarters against the deepening 

I I I  
Vietnam cornmitment. The Iack of either corroborative or contemponry evidence to substantiate the 

liberals' recoIlections also does not invalidate their claim. Sensitive to the politicaI dynamite enveIoped in 

the issue, Kennedy might have been careful to neither commit himself on record, nor to disclose his 

intentions to conservative ears. For similar reasons, the liberals' claims also withstands the observation that 

Kennedy's "closest national security advisers were the very men whose advice ... Johnson followed when he 

109 Newman, JFK and Vietnam. 455-456; Kaufman, "John F. Kennedy as World Leader." 465. 

1 10 Newman, JFK and Vietnam 422427; Charles Bartlett, -Pottrait of a Friend," in Kenneth W. ïhomson, cd. The 
Kennedy Presidency: Seventeen Intimate Perspectives of John F. Kennec& ( Lanham. 'Md: University Press of 
America 1985), 1 6. 

1 1 1 For an alternative view see Robert Schulinger. "It's Easy to Win a War on Paprr: The United States and Vietnam. 
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decided to commit US combat forces in the spring of 1965.*'112 AAer d l .  if Kennedy indeed schemed to 

pull out of Vietnam, he could have gained little from confiding this to such a hawkish band as Rusk, 

McNamara, Bundy, Taylor and Rostow. 

To conclude this point, one may endorse the judgement historian Gary Hess offers on Kennedy's 

private stance toward the end of his tenure. The President "lacked a sense of directi0n.A seems that as the 

intractability of the problems of Vietnam became more evident, Kennedy was thinking on two levels: the 

commitment to South Vieaiam was still in tepl  to US national security, but the price of upholding it 

113 
seemed less controllable." 

If Kennedy was, behind the scenes, preparing the ground for eventual disengagement, he 

concealed his hand only too well: no such inclination trickled down the bureaucncy. A September 1963 

episode furnishes a brutal case in point. Rumours flew that Diem's sinister brother, Nhu, was looking to 

make a deal with North Vietnam for a truce in the war, a complete removal of US presence and a neutralist 

I IJ 
South Vietnam. The rurnour stimulated Washington's final break with the Diem regime. The dnmatic 

"Buddhist crisis" of 1963 illustrates another feature of the Kennedy record: the President seems to have 

commanded but partial control over his own Vietnam policy. Witness the constant rows between the pro- 

Diemist General Paul Harkins, head of the military Assistance Command in South Vietnam, and 

ambassador to Vietnam Henry Cabot Lodge, or the slaying of the Diem brothers, probably not sanctioned 

by Kennedy but facilitated by White House insistence on keeping instructions to the plotters fuzzy in order 

115 
to maintain a "plausible denial" of Lodge's involvement. 

Unlike the private sphere, there was nothing unambigious about Kennedy's public posture on 

Vietnam, at least until the last weeks of his life. Kennedy repeatedly reiterated his commitment to the 

1 12 McMahon. "US-Vietnamese Relations," 327. 

1 13 Hess, "Kennedy's Vietnam Options and Decisions," 83. For a similar view, see Michael H. Hunt. Crises in US. 
Foreign Policy (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1996). 304. 

114 Schulzinger, "It's Easy to Win a War on Paper," 189; Young, The Vietnam Wars, 96-7. 
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defence of South Vieinam, ofien pointing a finger at Beijing as the cuIprit epicenter of revolution in the 

region. The most resounding instance occurred as late as September 9, 1963. On that date, newsrnan David 

Brinkley asked the President if he doubted the domino theory. Kennedy's ringing answer certainly 

confonned to the conservative ethos: 

No, 1 believe it, 1 believe it. 1 think the struggle is close enough. China is so large, looms 
so high just beyond the fiontiers that if South Vietnam went, it would not only give them 
an improved geographic position for a guemlla attack on Malaya, but would also give 
the impression chat the wave of the f h r e  in Southeast Asia was China and the 

116 
Communists. So 1 believe it ... we should stay. 

As Newman concedes, there seems little use in pondering whether this afftrmation of the domino 

theory was feigned. Kennedy may have been partly expressing his genuine belief and panly calculating 

with an eye to warding off future conservative criticism.'17 At any rate. Beijing could not but note the 

crusading tenor of this and similar proclamations. 

Newman extends his intriguing theme further. He posits that Kennedy departed from the hidden- 

hand mould in November 1963. A sudden tumaround of reporting from the battlefield caused him to bring 

his public stance more into line with his private intentions. As "the CIA joined the State Department in 

decrying the state of the battlefield ... it had become crystal clear to Kennedy, by this time, that the 

banlefield would not hold until the following surnmer. it was surely this unwelcome fact that forced him to 

[rnodifj~] his public stance on the ~ a r . " " ~  To prove his case, Newman cites Kennedy's disclosure of the 

need to re-examine the very commitrnent to Vietnam, to both Forrestal and Wayne Morse; and Kennedy's 

public listing, for the first time, as the primary American objective in Vietnam "to bring Amencans 

home." ' l9 

[ 16 Kennedy interview with David Brinkley, 9 Sçptember 1963. PPP 1963,658-9. 

1 17 Newman. JFK and Vietnam. 387. 

1 1% lbid.. 425. 

1 19 lbid.. 427. 



Relying merely on circumstantial evidence, Newman's assertion does more to highlight the 

enigma around Kennedy's posture than resolve it. Still, another conjectural exercise, although fraught with 

information gaps, lends a little more credence to his theory. Arguably, during the last weeks of his life, 

Kennedy presented a more amiable face to Beijing, partly as a means of probing the possibility of some 

modus vivendi in Vietnam. 

At his last news conference, Kennedy was asked about the prequisities or conditions for 

resumption of some son: of trade with China. His answer rnerits a quotation in full: 

We are not planning to trade with Red China in view of the policy that Red China 
pursues. When the Red Chinese indicate a desire to live at peace with the United States, 
with other countries around it, then quite obviously the United States would reappmise its 
policies. We are not wedded to a policy of hostility with Red China. It seems to me Red 
China's policies are what create the tension not only between Red China and India, 
benveen Red China and her immediate neighbours to the south, and even between Red 

120 China and other Cornmunist countries. 

Assuming that the President was speaking intently rather chan impromptu, one may safely surmise 

that propaganda considerations triggered this remark, at least in part. Kennedy's China watchers, including 

the "revisionist"-inclined, never ceased to value the objective of transferring the onus for Sino-Amencan 

mutual hostility to the Communist chinese.12' Kennedy might have also been prompted by the charges of 

Amencan agression Wang Bingnan had made in Wanaw the day before.I2' 

Quite possibly, however, this proclamation of policy was propelled by substantive concerns as 

well. Roger Hilsman has since argued that it bears out Kennedy's affirmation of the conditional 

"containment without isolation" line then promoted by a group of State advisers, including hirnself - a line 

that later found ultimate expression in Hilsman's 13 December speech in San Francisco. The ascendance of 

f20 Kennedy News Conference, 14 November 1963. PPP 1963.845-846. 

121 Cf. "Guidelines of United States Policy Toward China," Drift Paper Lindsey Grant and Edwud Ricc 15 
November 1963. f: "Guidelines," box 15, ICT Papers. 

122 Cabot-Wang talks, 13 November 1963, FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 22,405-6. 



the "containment without isolation" school, and the mornentuous issue of Hilsman's interpretation w i l  l bc 

appraised in chapter 8. 
123 

It takes but a small leap from the evidence ro presurne Kennedy made the rernark also with an eye 

to Vietnam. True, allusions by "conditional containment without isolation" champions to Kennedy's 

relatively conciliatory attitude cannot be deerned conclusive. Obviously, they are disposed to portray the 

President they revered as supportive of the exploratory line they had advocated on both Vietnam and 

china.Iz4 Other pieces of collateral evidence are less open to dispute. The war must have had a grip on 

Kennedy's mind: the Diem brothers had been executed but a fortnight earlier. Moreover, since the spring. 

French observers had joined Kennedy's intelligence experts in detecting an appreciable rise of Chinese 

125 influence over Hanoi. Maurice Couve De Murville, the French foreign minister, minced no words in 

bringing the message home to the President on October 7. He explained that many of the newer ministers 

in Ho Chi Minh's cabinet belonged to a pro-Chinese faction. In the French experience, he insisted, it was 

necessary to reach mosc of the major agreements on Viemam with the chinese.''' This advice might have 

fallen on receptive ears. 

I n  sum, given the elusive record, the riddle of Kennedy's Vietnam posture may never lend itself to 

definitive historical analysis. At the risk of stretching the limited documentary base close to the breaking 

123 Cf. Hilsman. To Move a Nation. 347-8: Hilsman OH, LBJL: Cabot-Wang talks, 1 1 Septembcr 1963. FRUS 1961- 
63. Vol. 22, 392; FE-OtKce of Asian Communist Affairs mcmo. 8 October 1963. Ibid., 397-399; merno Hilsman to 
Rusk, 27 October 1963, Ibid.,. Vol. 22, 4034; and chapter 8. [p .... J The term "conditional 'containment without 
isolation' to characterize the Hilsman line is borrowed from Rosernrvy FOOL "Rcdefïnitions: The Domrstic Context 
and Amerka's China policy in the 1960s." (Dmft of a paper delivered at the conference on US-China Relations in 
the 1960s. Beijing, 28-30 October, 1996.) 
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point, one may still conclude that it is not impossible that during his last press conference, Kennedy strove 

to prepare his audience for gradua1 and "honourable" disengagernent from Vietnam, and was gingerly 

looking to sound out Beijing on the prospects of such an eventuality. 

If Kennedy was, by November, indeed probing the possibility of compromise in Southeast Asia, 

his endeavours were almost certainly doomed from the start. The pattern of non-synchronized conciliatory 

feelers, so often plaguing Sino- American relations during the Kennedy years, recurred. China's leaders 

were by then firrnly set on a confrontational course in Vietnam. 

Recent studies, tapping Chinese sources, suggest that the radicalization of China's Vietnam policy 

pre-dated Kennedy's last press conference by some 17 months. Through mid- 1962, the Beijing leadership 

on balance had neither hindered no; encouraged Hanoi's efforts to "liberate" the south by military means. 

As mentioned above, in June 1962 Wang Jiaxiang, head of the Communist Party's international Liaison 

Department, argued that China should not be involved in another Korean-style confrontation with the 

United States in Vietnam. He proposed to defuse tensions in its international environment, Vietnam 

included, in order to facilitate economic recovery at home. Mao vetoed the proposa1 vehemently, 

127 
derogatively dubbing it "revisionist." He soon gained the upper hand. 

A multitude of profound domestic and international causes underlay Mao's embrace of a more 

aggressive strategy toward the escalating Vietnam conflict. In 1960, following the disastrous "Great Leap 

Forward" he had orchestrated, Mao retreated to the "second line," as other leaders, such as Liu Shaoqi and 

Deng Xiaoping, adopted more pragmatic dornestic policies designed for economic recovery. Mao, 

however, would give up neither his revolutionary vision nor his position as China's paramount leader. In 

the wake of the fmt signs of economic recovery, at the Tenth Plenum of the CCP in the autumn of 1962, 

the devout ideologue admonished his colleagues to "Never Forget the CIass Struggle." But a few months 

127 CE Chen Jim, "China's Involvement," 362; Qiang Zhai. "Beijing and the Vietnam Conflict" 364-5: 
MacFarquhar, The Coming of the Cataclysm. 270-281,298,325. [Rcfet here io previous mentions of the cpisodes in 
previous chapters J. 



elapsed before the "Great Helmsrnen" emerged From political seclusion CO launch a nation-wide "Socialist 

Education" movement. Mao, then, both genuinely endorsed a radicalized Vietnam line and ernployed it to 

prevail over what he regarded as "revisionist" tendencies within the CCP. 128 

The more forward policy inspired by Mao was also closeiy reiated to the deteriorating relationship 

between China and the Soviet Union. As the sptit between the two Communist giants surfaced in 1962, 

Mao led the way in believing that increased devotion to the revolutionary cause in Vietnam was crucial to 

both guarantee Hanoi's support of Beijing and to present the Chinese nther than the Russian brand as the 

bastion of "mie ~ornmunis rn ." '~~  

There can be M e  doubt, however, that the Vietnam posture projected by Washington contributed 

to the escaiation on Beijing's part. The Sino-American dynamic assumed a pattern quite reminiscent of the 

Eisenhower years. Kennedy may have entertained misgivings about the Vietnam cornmitment. Carefuily 

concealed, however, these hardly served to define the parameters of the Sino-American game over 

Vietnam. Instead, Beijing was understandably prone to accept the public manifestations of American 

inflexibility at face value. 

As seen fiom Beijing, Washington provided ample reasons to believe that a menacing escalation 

was afoot. The evidence accumulated before June 1962, and did not recede afterwards. The Kennedy 

tearn's very visible preoccupation with counter-insurgency; its expanded military budget requests and 

pronunciation of the "flexible response" doctrine; the augmentation of the advisoy component in Vietnam; 

the Strategic Hamlet program; Washington's quite obvious cornplicity in the toppling of Diem; and, 

finally, the Arnerican rejection, in August of 1963, of Charles De Gaulle's offer to mediate al1 aroused the 

wrath of Beijing's spokesmen and mouthpieces. Their predictable charges occasionaily rose to the pitch of 

portraying these American measures as comparable to Gennan and Japanese auocitirs during World War 

128 Chcn Jian, "China's Involvement," 361-362; John W. Garver, "Little Chance," Diplornatic Hisioty 21: 1 (Winter 
1997). 87: MiicFarqhuar. The Coming of the Cataclysm. 1 1-348. 
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d 3 0  Kennedy's repeated affirmations of the domino theory, and such staternents on his part that "The 

13 1 
spearhead of aggression had been blunted in South Vietnam" did nothing to change the picture. 

There was probably more than pretence to Beijing's clamour. The regime's rnilitary strategists 

were apparently genuinely concerned. Rather extreme estimates of Washington's reg ional intentions 

surfaced regularly during conferences with North Vietnamese counterparts. One representative instance 

took place in the surnmer of 1962, when a high-ranking Vietnamese delegation visited Beijing. The 

Vietnarnese emphasized the possibility that with the escalation of rnilitary conflicts in the South, the United 

States might use air and/or land forces to attack the North. The Chinese were very rnuch alarmed by this 

assessrnent and offered to equip 230 battaIions for the Viemamese. 
132 

In retrospect, the Chinese estimate of Ametican bellicosity was inflated. The prevalent view in 

Washington precluded extending the war to North Vietnam, precisely because Kennedy, and even Rostow, 

realired that Beijing might regard this a carus belfi. 133 Kennedy, also, prevailed over his more combative 

advisers and decided against the introduction of combat troops to Vietnam, partly for the very sarne remon. 

These insights escaped Beijing's grasp. The record is silent on this matter, but i t  seems integral to 

Kennedy's outlook that his understanding of the imperatives of both maintaining deterrence and securing 

his home base precluded educating the Chinese on the shadings in the American position, at least until 

November 1963. At any rate, the resuits boded il1 for Kennedy's legacy. The relatively conciliatory public 

approach the indecisive President made on the eve of his death, if indeed meant as a signal to Beijing, 

promised too Iittle, and came too Iate. Running in contradiction to the genenl thrust of the administration's 

public policy on Vietnam, and voiced in the context of trade rather than Vietnam policy, the utterance 

130 For a detajled discussion peppr~d with illustrations see Colombo, "Chinese Communist Perceptions of h e  
Foreign Policy of John F. Kennedy," 3 1 1-344. 
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could not possibly have swayed Beijing away frorn the escalatory spiral. The United States and China 

thereby embarked on a collision course. I t  fell to Johnson to reap the whirlwind. 



7. From Puuled Prudence to Bold 
Experimentation: Playing the Triangular Strategic 
Game 

At this point in the account, it is usehl to shift the lenses to an omnipresent aspect of the cornplex 

China policy mosaic-the Kennedy administration's handling of the Sino-Soviet split. Such a focus is 

irnperative. Many previous explanations of post - World War 2 US relations with China, by policymakers 

and historians alike, have given pnmacy to the conditioning influence of the stmtegic aiangle.' Moreover. 

the preceding chapters demonstnte that the President, if not al1 his lieutenants, indeed dwelled on China 

policy primarily within the strategic triangle and nuclear contexts. 

The indispensable point of departure for any scrutiny of this dimension is Gordon Chang's 

volume, Friendr and ~nemies.2 This widely acclaimed and seminal study has the signal vinue of 

highlighting definitively the considenble extent to which U.S. ofXcials during the 1950s and 1960s. 

Republicm and Democrat alike, identified China ris a growing danger to global and regional stability. 

Chang has also conclusively demonstrated that the idea of a tacit alignment with Moscow to contain 

Beijing enjoyed some currency in official Washington as early as the Iate 1950s. More specificalIy, he 

offers a balanced judgement on the American contribution to the rupture in the Communist world. He 

maintains that one shoutd acknowledge Washington's substantial role, but ''to credit the [American 

pressure-wedge] policy with breaking the Sino-Soviet alliance would be to oventate the case.'' As realized 

- 

1 The litesanire in this explanatory mode hns been rich and varied. The most famous articulation in this vein came 
probabIy from Henry Kissinger's pen. White House Years, 2nd ed. (Boston: Little, Brown, 1979), esp. 684-698. 
Some more reccnt examples include Jonathan D. Pollack, "China and the Global Strategic Balancc" in Hamy 
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by many contemporary China watchers, inside and outside governrnent, the breach owed rnuch to such 

factors as traditional Sino-Russian rivalry, munial racial prejudice and nationalistic fervour, discrepancies 

of both economic composition and ideological orientation, and the personality incompatibility of Mao and 

~hn i shchev .~  

Tapping recent archiva1 disclosures, this chapter elabontes on aspects Chang explored less fully. 

5 Why did China corne to replace the Soviet Union in America's pantheon of intractable enemies? What 

was the precise spectrum of opinion on both the endurance of the split and the prospects of manipulating it 

to Washington's advantage, and how did the balance of opinion evolve over time? How successful were 

the various American intelligence organs in deciphering the Sino-Soviet puzzle? How salient was the 

intelligence input to policy decisions? And, finally, how, and to what extent, did perceived dornestic 

factors. such as  public opinion trends, enter the calculations of the Kennedy team? 

Answers to such questions provide valuable complements to the insights contained in earIier 

6 
studies-work that charted important ground without full access to important sources. On one hand, for 

example, this chapter generally corroborates both historian Nancy Tucker's assertion that "during the 

Kennedy Years, Americans had been slow to accept the reality of the rift," and Chang's conclusion that 

Washington tilted in Moxow's direction in the dispute.' On the other hand, it now seems clear that such 

broad generalizations ment significant qualifications and nuances. 

The Kennedy people came to power already quite cognizant of the divisive forces splitting the 

Communist world. They were also disposed to regard Moscow as less menacing, not so much because of a 

4 This by no means presumcs to exhaust the list of rhe factors behind the split. For an m l y  and still persuasive 
account. see Donald S. Zagoria, The Sindoviet  Conflict. / 956-1 961 (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press. 
1962). 

5 The author is indebted to historian Robert I. McMahon for pointing out the nctd to pursue this question further. 
McMahon letter to author, 24 March 1995. 

6 For critiques of Frienrtr and Enemies, sec Nancy B. Tuckcr, "No Cornmon Ground" Diplomaric Hisroty 16:2 
(199 1 ): 3 19-324; James C. Thomson, "Whose Side Were They On?," New York Times Book Review. 29 July 1990. 
The nuclear aspect of the issue at hand is explored separateiy, in the foilowing chapter. 

7 Nancy B. Tucker, Thmis, Opportunities, and Frustrations," in Tucker and Warren 1. Cohen, zds. Lyndon Johnson 
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flagrant racial b i s  as a consequence of both the Korean cxperience and the more radical posture 

(domesticülly and on the international scene) Beijing had been adopting since 1958. As well, Kennedy's 

intelligence advisers were quite abreast of both the roots and manifestations of the exacerbating Sino- 

Soviet controversy . 

Initially, however, the administration assumed a gingerly public approach toward the split, and 

stopped short of energetically seeking an alignment with Moscow (a few probes designed to arrest China's 

nuclear progress notwithstanding). That reticence was chiefly due to lingenng uncertainty, encompassing 

al1 quarters of govemment, about the scope and endurance of Sino-Soviet friction. 

At 1961's end, indicators of the deepening rifi combined with the Thanksgiving Day reshuffle to 

increase the influence of those American watchers who pronounced the split profound. The spring and 

summer were also the high phase of "China revisionism," both "visionary" and "modest." A three-way, 

head-on debate evolved between the "visionary" protagonists of a "carrot and stick" scheme, hard-nosed 

champions of a "pressure-wedge" strategy, and "modest nvisionists" who found the notion of American 

manipulation of the split aitogether futile, or even unavoidably il]-fated. 

The Himalayan war and the Cuban missile crisis proved watershed events. As filtered through 

Washington, they were highly instrumental in rallying enthusiasm for the second approach. The 

administration was now certain about the perpetuation of the split; more uniformly tending to cast Beijing 

in the role of the primary international devil; quite inclined to amibe the split to Washington's credit; 

probably not above magnifiing the Chinese menace to allow some domestic leeway to foster a working 

relationship with Moscow; and anxious, in various degrees, to enlist Moscow in the endeavour to check 

China's nuclear development. Deserting the former prudent line, it thus sided with Moscow in word and 

deed. Only during late 1963 did the idea of keeping the door ajar to borh Communist courts regain some 

currency. 



II. 
As Chapter 2 suggests, the Kennedy team came to power already quite disposed to consider 

Communist China a more bellicose and unmanageable international actor than the Soviet Union, The new 

administration was also ready to ponder, if onIy intermittently and in the abstract at thk stage, the 

possibility of inciting Moscow to join han& against the Chinese menace. In large measure, this collective 

"state of minci" was attributable to the Korean war experience and the radical policies Beijing had assurned 

8 
between 1958 and 1960, as seen from Washington. 

The first half of 1961 wimessed a perpetuation of this trend to distinguish between a "fanatical" 

Beijing and a more "civillized" Moscow. Arnong its prominent champions were not only Kennedy and 

9 
Rusk. but such confined "Asianists" as Bowles and Stevenson. Many a Kennedy aide went a step further 

and toyed with the notion of "exploiting"'o Sino-Soviet differences and the image of a "Soviet Union 

I I  courting the US as a possible ally against a dangerously expanding China." Nor did this proclivity remain 

totally abstmct. Largely due to the upper echelon's urge to flnd a way to halt China's nuclear development, 

concrete, if cautious, policy measures were undertaken. The probe into the feasibility of recognizing Outer 

Mongolia and Kennedy's portnyal of Beijing as more belliçerent than Moscow at the Vienna surnmit bath 

originated chiefly in the objective of signallinç to the Kremlin Washington's Ieaning towards Moscow in 

the Sino-Soviet controversy. 12 

--- - - - 

8 For details. sre Ch. 2, pp. [...] 

9 Cf. Chang, Frienàs and Enetnies, 2 18-2 19: Rusk BBC interview, "United States Foreign Policy in a Period of 
Change." 6 March 196 1, DSB $4.27 Mach 196 1,440. [Set: also Ch. 3 above, especially pp. ( r r k r  to -fanatical 
stage" in chapter 3, and other appropriate pages. 1. 

1 O Memo Komer to Bundy, 'Timing of a Basic Policy Review," 4 April 196 1, f: "Komer. 41 l/6 1-41 1616 1 .'* NSF: 
M&M. box 32 1, JFKL. 

1 1 Edward Rice, (S/P 61 159), "US policy toward China," 26 October 196 1, f: "SP-61159: US poIicy towards China 
10/26/6 1 ," box 14, JCT Papers. Rice actudly dismissed that image as a dangerous mirage which overlooked the 
basic Sino-Soviet unity of purpose, namely, what he pcrceived to be Moscow's continued commitment to apanding 
the boundaries of the Communist "bfoc." 

12 For a tiitler discussion on these motions and their multipte sources, see Chapter 3, [pp ...] The closing chapter d d s  
with the nuclsu dimension at length. 



To be sure, by mid- 196 1, the Hong Kong Consulate, Rostow, Hilsman, and even Rusk did not rule 

out the alternative interpretation-of a Chinese leadership privately debating the merits of a more 

accommodationist line. Senator Fulbright, for example, questioned the prernise that China constituted a 

more reprehensible international maverick than the Soviet Union, And yet, this cross-cunent was soon 

submerged by the dominant image of an irrevocably predatory China. 
13 

The roots of this approach were manifold and varied. During the Eisenhower days, blatant racial 

assumptions figured significantly in the tendency to distinguish between an allegedly calculating and 

cornprehensible "Bear" and a supposedly highly emotionril and inscrutable " ~ n ~ o n . " ' ~  With the possible 

and crucial exception of the president himself, the Kennedy team's orientation seems to have been 

somewhat less shaped by cntde racial bias thm its predecessor. Flagrant exclamations of racial fear, 

mistrust and disdain intruded less Frequently into Camelot's policy discussions. True, racial prejudice may 

have been so universally embraced by the foreign policy elite that it need not have been articulated. Still, 

the relative rarity of racial innuendoes in the incoming team's discourse jibes with the comparatively 

"clean" record of such tigures as Rusk and Stevenson on this score.15 Moreover, in contmt to the 

Eisenhower era, some mernbers of the Kennedy team actually realized that a shrill American tone might 

16 sound laden with racial overtones to a sensitive Chinese audience. 

This argument should not be canied to excess, however. Several influential figures make notable 

exceptions to the rule. One was Air Force General Curtis E. LeMay, whose trigger-happy attitude toward 

Beijing betokened disdain.'' Another was Admiral Hany D. Felt, whose sarne attitude tainted his 

13 #668 Congente1 Hong Kong to DOS. 2 1 December 196 1. f: "Food For China 1961." box 15, JCT Papers; Fulbright 
remarks, "Relations with China (Mark-Up)," 14 July 196 1 ,  fiecurive Sessions 132 ( 196 1 ), 389: and Chapter 3. 
[PP... 1 

14 Sre Chmg, Friendr and Enemies. 170- 174, [and Ch. 1.  pp .... j 
15 [Refer to Ch. 2 for detailsj. 

16 See Rice, W.S.  Poiicy Towards Chin*" 26 October 196 1, note 1 1: #6 17 Confe Harrimsui to DOS. 12 
September 1961, FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 24, Laos Crisir (1994). 410. and compare with Chang's rendition of the 
offensive remarks John Foster DulIes probably inadvertently relayed to the Chinese Nationalist ambasador, 
Wçllignton Koo, in 195 1. Chmg, Friends and Enemies. 172. 

17 For illustrations, see [refer to previous chaptersl. 



18 
judgement in the eyes of both CIA analysts and Hamman. Also illuminating is Kennedy's conduct. As 

noted in chapter 2, by 1960 the president's China outlook had become sophisticated enough to allow 

acknowledgement of the degree to which his joining the Republican pack on the "who lost China" charge 

in 1949 had originated in ignorance and bias. Thereafter, he evidently made an effort to purge his policy of 

19 
the anti-Asian dimension, Regarding Japan especially, he registered a near-success. In the China policy 

sphere, however, the impact of dogmatism lingered, suggesting a residual miai  drive. Kennedy's 

immunity to the image of a prudent Chinese leadership, propounded by Rostow through October 1962; his 

evoking "yellow perii" imagery when describing the threat China posed to Southeast Asia; and his acute 

dread of a nuclear Beijing: ail add up to a problematic case. As will be demonstrated in the concluding 

chapter, however, the possibility remains that he did come to endorse a less alwmist view of the Chinese 

adversary by the end of his tenure. 
20 

Moreover, the top echelon of the administration did rather comprehensiveiy evince subtler fonns 

of racial prejudice. Most Kennedy officiais shared, from the outset, the widely accepted and ncially tinged 

convention that Beijing's rulers were eaily wiiling to absorb a massive loss of Chinese lives in a nuclear 

war. For example, during the December 196 1 debate on Chinese representation at the General Assembly, 

Stevenson cited a speech Tito had delivered in 1958, in which the Yugoslav leader had quoted Chinese 

movers and shakers as saying, "with apparent complacency, that 'in any possible war..,there would still be 

300 million [Chinese people] leftJ1 Another manifestation was the correlated sense that the Cornrnunist 

Chinese solider was capable of exhibiting inhuman battle resilience, partiy because of his intrinsic qualities 

and partly because of the leadership's alleged low regard for human life. Rusk, for one, espoused this view 

- - -  - - 

18 "Wrekend ~ a d i n g  4/20/62.20 April 1962, " f: "general. f /62-6/62." NSF:M&M, box 3 18. JFKL; Hamld P. Ford. 
Estimarive Intelligence: The Purposes and Problem o/;Vational Intelligence Grimating ( Lanham. Md: University 
Press of Amen- 1993), 90. 

f 9  [Rrfer ta Ch. 51. 

20 pefer to Rostow in previous chapters and the discussion in Irist chapterj 

31 "United Nations Rules Out Change in Rcpresentation of China," Stevenson Siamnent in picnary, 1 Decrmber 
196 1. DSB 46, 15 Januûry 1962, 1 10. For a fulIcr examination of this issue, see concluding chapter. p... J 



most strongly.22 Also instructive is the fact that the Arnerican policyrnaking community tended. during 

1961 especially, to both take the strident Chinese rhetoric at face value and overlook or under-estimate 

such expressions of relative Chinese pragmatisrn as the reversal of the Great Leap Forward. This arguabfy 

resulted fiorn a blend of inadequate intelligence a d  basic assumptions about the nature of the Chinese. 
23 

The combative posture assumed by Beijing also undeniably facilitated its casting by Washington 

in the role of the international pariah, in lieu of the Soviet Union. As noted above, the Beijing mlers ran a 

vitriolic campaign against the Kennedy administration throughout 1961, while at the s m e  tirne obliquely 

denigrating their Soviet counterparts as Rightist revisionists. This worked to reafirm the Kennedy circle's 

preconceptions about a truculent CCP-and to equip Washington with a ready justification for its 

adherence to the status quo, 
24 

The strategic balance, as viewed from Washington, accentuated this trend. From the 

administration's vantage point, dismay regarding the nuclear progress of an irresponsi ble China contrasted 

with hopeful signs vis-à-vis the Soviet Union. During the presidential cmpaign, D ~ ~ O C M ~ S  propagnted the 

charge of a "missile gap" in Moscow's favour. Soon afier taking office, Kennedy and his principal aides 

learned that rnost of the intelligence comrnunity apart tkom the Air Force doubted the existence of a wide 

"gap." By mid- 1961, the matter was settled. Reports From a prime agent high in the Soviet bureaucracy 

jibed neatly witb what appeared in U-2 and CORONR imagery. The new administration realized that the 

United States octually held an enormous lead in the capacity to deliver nuclear weapons at intercontinental 

range, and in a second strike no less than in a first. Kennedy notified the Soviets of his new knowledge, 

taking pains to keep the notification in low key. He became "modestly hopeful that the Soviets would 

. . - . - - - - . -  . 

22 Cf. "NATO. C m 0  and SEATO," Rusk twtimony, 15 May 1962. Exrcutive Sessiom 14 ( 1962). 462. This senst. 
dmost certainly acquired by Rusk during his stint in China. achieved permanence in his mind during the K o m  
war. See Foot. The Practice of Power (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1995). 1-16-7: and Ch. 2 above, pp [ ] 

23 [Reîiir to Ch. 41. 

24 [Refer to Ch. 31. 



perceive how Far behind they were, calculate how much it would cost them to catch up, and condude that 

their best interests would be served by arms-control arrangements that ... bnked the nuclear arms mce."25 

Ill. 
Yet, despite this proctivity, during 1961 the administration generally refiained from playing the 

stmtegic triangular pame. One major source of this prudence was genuine perplexity as to the depth and 

permanence of the Sino-Soviet discord and the feasibility of predicating American policy on the 

assumption of its endurance. The quandary encompassed both the intelligence and decision-making wings 

During 196 1,  the intelligence community registered an ambivalent record conceming the split. On 

the one hand, it scored a success at charting the deepening rupture, certaidy in comparison to detecting 

events within China. On the other hand, the community shied away from ascribing permanence to the rift. 

The happy combination of a dedicated Sino-Soviet task force within the CIA and Iively consumer 

interest in the subject evidently helped to produce a handsome yield as far as charting the split's evolution 

was concerned.26 Intelligence reports were well appraimd of milestones in the Communist powers' 

estrangement. The altercation between Khrushchev and his Chinese hosts in October 1959; the eruption of 

open ideologicd crossfire initiated by Beijing in April 1960; and the duel at the Rumanian Party Congress 

in late June of that year were ail quickly detected. Most significantly, the inteIligence community duly and 

punctuaily amplified the mid-1960 departure of Soviet technicians. The most incisive report of the period, 

the CIA Task Force's "The Sino-Soviet Dispute and its significance," demonstrated further acurnen in 

25 In facf Washington seriously misjudged the prevalent psyche in the Kremlin. Moscow's inferior position was 
intolerable to Khrushchev and his colleagues. This feeling tjgured in Khmshchev's decision to deploy medium- 
mgr: missiles to Cubs See Ernest R. May and Philip D. Zelikow. eds.. The Kennedy Tapes: Inside the White 
House During the Cuban Mksife Crisis (Cambridge. Mm.: The Belknap Press, 1997). 668.674.690. This 
pangraph dnws heavily on Ibid., 32-33. The quotation is €rom p.33. CORONA is the code name of the effort to put 
up a satellite that would mke pictures of the Soviet Union from space. The effort suffered 13 successive hilures. In 
the summet of 1961 it finally scored the first of what would be an cxmordinary series of successes. Ibid., 32. 

76 The Sino-Soviet task force was established in the mid-1950s at the instigation of Ray C h e ,  who headed the force 
rnergetically until his departure for Taipei in 1958. C h e  OH Interview. 21 March 1983, LBJL. For Kennedy's 
w i y  detenination to follow the issue closeiy, cf. Memo Charles Bohlrn to Bundy. "Sino-Soviet Dispute." 16 
Frbruary 1961, f: "Subjects: Sino-Soviet Dispute," POF, box 106, JFKL. 



believing that "the problem of nuclear weapons for China is one of the most divisive issues in Sino-Soviet 

relations" although the evidence is "too fngmentary to support this judgement wit h con fidence. ,27 

Moreover, intelligence reports cogently identified some of the most fundamental sources of Sino- 

Soviet discord, inciuding the long history of dissonant Russian-Chinese relations, Stalin's reluctance to 

assist the CCP through 1949. the weight of nationalistic fervour on both sides, the personality clash 

between Mao and Khrushchev, and, as noted above, the row over nuclear "partnership." Further, the 

Chinese daim to ideological purity was correctly appnised as presenting a double-barre1 and 

unprecedented challenge to both the legitimacy of the present Soviet leadership. and Russian primacy 

within the Cornmunist "bloc." Intelligence officers realized that this Chinese unwillingness to toe the 

Soviet line and aspiration to genuine partnership was more than Khrushchev could stomech. It constituted, 

they reasoned, a chief impediment to veritable, even-handed compromise. Finally, the very first reports on 

the subject Kennedy received already attributed the "present crisis in the alliance" basicaliy to the 

difference, dating back to the advent of the Sputnik in 1957, as to "the correct strategy to be pursued in the 

World Communist ~ t r u ~ ~ i e . ' * ~ ~  niese reports rerninded consurnen that Mao, celebnting the alleged 

prevalence of the "East Wind" over the "West Wind," resented the doctrine of peaceful coexistence 

preached and executed by Khrushchev. As filtered through Washington, the helmsman inspired the 

Chinese leadership, rather, to debate the scenwio of peaceful transition to socialisrn and chant the 

inevitability of war. The Sino-Soviet Task Force, in particular, keenly asserted that Khruschev's newly- 

- - - - - 

z7 CIA. Sino-Soviet Task Force. "'Ihe Sino-Soviet Dispute and lis Significance," 1 April 196 1. in Paul Kesaris. cd., 
CD Research Reports: China, l9-/6-1976 (Frederick, Md.. 1982, Microfilm)., p. 6, fn. Other intelligence escimates 
of the pcriod dso svince a capacity to detect sorne of these landmark events. Se: NIE 100-3-60, "Sino-Soviet 
Relations," 9 August 1960, f: 'NIE'S Conceming the Soviet Union," box 8, RG 263, NA; NIE 11-3-60. "Main 
Trends in Soviet Capabilities and Policies," 1 December 1960, f: "NIES Concerning Soviet Mi1it;try Power. 1950- 
1984." box 2, RG 263, NA; Office of Current Intelligence Information Report, "Report on a Chinrse Communist 
Document Presented to the Conference of Cornmunist Parties." 19 January 196 1, in Kamk CIA Researclt Reports: 
memo Sherman Kent - Office of National Estimates (ONE) to Allen Dulles. T h e  Situation in Mainland China". 27 
July 1961, f: China General 7/29/6 1-713 1/6 1, NSF:CO. box 22,J W. 

28 ''Main Trends in Soviet Capabilities and Policies," 1 December 1960. supra note 27. 



found "hard-line" on wars of National Liberation was principally a product of the split and was designed to 

avoid being outflanked on the Le fi by the Chinese. 
29 

Despite collecting such compelfing indicators of the controversy's depth, the intelligence officers 

were slow to declare the Sino-Soviet link irreparable. They held that mutual Sino-Soviet awmness of the 

heavy darnage to both the national interest and the communist cause, which a substantial impairment of the 

Sino-Soviet alliance would inflict, lent cohesive glue to the relationship. The standard forecast accordingly 

predicted neither a fundamental reconciliation of differences, nor an open break, but rather ebbing and 

flowing discord. Even "The Sino-Soviet Dispute and I t s  Significance," while daring to argue that only a 

sea change in China's out look could usher in meaningful reconciliation, ultimately reiterated the 

conventional and cautious prediction. 30 

fntelligencc experts on Sino-Soviet relations also generaily stood clear from deriving policy 

implications from their obseruations. Detached in tone, the few ventures in this direction usually visualized 

triangular politics and a Soviet-Western community of interest as a long rem rather than an imminent 

prospect. 3 1 

Why were the analysts so reluctant to follow their cogent recognition of fundamental strains in the 

Sino-Soviet a1Iiance through to the logical conclusion of stating the breach durable? First, cognitive inenia 

probably took its toll. Defining the breach a flxture required one to bid final fareweil to the tonering but 

stilI not defunct perception of a Communist "monolith" as well as to the premise of rigid bipolarity. One 

may surmise that this old, dichotomie outlook, however menacing, canied the comfort of simplicity and 

39 T h e  Sino-Soviet Dispute and Its Significance." 1 April 1961. supra note 27. To be sure. the paper also probingly 
noted the dispuity between Beijing's brlligerent hetoric and its mare modente line in pnctice. This insight could 
not have left much impression on the reader, however, as it was submerged by the geneml tone which depicted 
China as the quintessentid radical actor. 

30 In addition to the inteiligence estirnates cited in fn. 27. cf. NIE 10-61, "Authority and Control in the Cornmunist 
Movement" 10 August 196 1, FRUS 1961 -1 963, VOL 22, esp. 1 17; SNIE 13-2-6 1 ,  "Communist China in 197 1 ,* 28 
September 1961, Ibid., q. 140. 

3 1 Cf. "Authority and Control in the Communist Movement," 10 August 196 1, Ibid., 1 17. 



familiarity. While exciting, the new and more fiuid conceptuaIizations of basic international structures 

rnust have appeared fraught with uncertainties to administration olficials. 

Second, institutional noms were evidently at fault. Eager to preserve prestige and credibility with 

consumers, both institutional and personal, intelIigence officers in the U.S. and elsewhere have habitually 

faced the temptation of hedging their conclusions and predictions. Straddling the issues offered a 

respectable safety valve against the charge of failing to anticipate subsequent developments. As one 

seasoned practitioner crudely put it, the "Continuation of Present Trends Formula" usually affords the 

average analyst a way to survive the arnbient bureaucratic culture that is intelligence. 32 

More specifically, the reports of the Oftice of National Estimates were somewhat sterilized by the 

perspective of its othenvise highly competent director, Sherman Kent. This OSS vetetan and Yale History 

professor was the quintessential champion of the orthodox theory of intelligence. Two maxims underlay 

this docmne. The first held that the intelligence professional should not advocate a combined assessrnent of 

foreign circumstances and US. policy options, as the latter are the province of politicians. The second 

guidance instructed against mingling in policy circles, lest intelligence work become politicized. namely. 

skewed to influence policy outcornes or vindicate policy choices. As one CIA practitioner and historian 

phmed it, "[qhere was merit in such caution, but O\NE officers overdid it."33 The result was an 

intelligence product which often did not address the impact of the Arnerican position on the question at 

34 hand, and at any rate took liale cognizance of U.S. policy alternatives to the one actually in effect. 

32 Charles D. Cremms. "Basic Psychology for Intelligence Andysts." in H. Bradford Westertield., ed.. lnside the 
CIA S Private World: DeclassiJed Arricles/rom the Agency 's Interna1 Journal (New Haven: Yde Universi'. Press. 
1995). 234. 

33 Harold P. Ford Errimative Intelligence: The Purposes and Problems of Narional lnrelligence Esrimcrting, rev. cd. 
(Lanhm, Maryland: University Press of America, 1993), 98. For discussions of the phenomcnon of policy-drivcn 
intelligence. Cf. Jennifer Sims, "What is intelligence? Information for Decision-Makers,- in Roy Godson. Emest R. 
May. and Gary Schmitt, eds., US. Intelligence at the Crossruach: Agendas for Reform (Washington, D.C.: 
Bnssey's, 1995). esp. 5-1 1; Michnel tlandel. "The Politics of InteIligence." Intelligence und Intrrnationul Securiiy 
2 (October 1987): 5-46. 

34 For appn ids  of Kent and his intelligence doctrine, sec Rhodri Jeffeys-Jones, The CIA and American Democracy 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989),58-9; [Insen here book on Sherman Kent. Ron - 1 had the handsome 
collection of articles dedicated to Kent in rny possession, and misplaced it Do you have an incling of its 
bibliognphicai details?l. One iconoclast who emerged to question Kent's conventional wisdom was Thomas L. 
Hughes, Deputy Director (until April 1963) and then Director of the iNR. Hughes came to doubt thrit intelligence 



One may safely sumise that the gap between penetnting analysis and prudish prediction also 

represented a compromise between two groupings within the intelligence comrnunity-those "who had 

previously fclt that the Sino-Soviet relationship was foundering," and those who had "previously 

discounted the intensity of the dispute," as explicitly defined by the authors of "Sino-Soviet dispute and its 

significance." Testimonies of partisan insiders and the documentary record alike establish that the officers 

of OWE, the Oflice for Sino-Soviet Affairs at DOD, and particularly the CIA's Task Force al1 promoted 

the view that the split was both ml and durabk3' Their chief disputanu were Dnna Durand, heûd of the 

Soviet Division in the CIA's Directorate of Plans, and the legendary James JCSUS Angleton, Angleton, 

Chief of Counter-Intelligence as of  1954 and a dominant figure, did not accept the Sino-Soviet split as 

genuine. Relying partly on the reports of KGB defector Anatoly Golitsyn (later exposed as a possible 

double-agent), Angteton believed the split to be a careful scenario set up by the Soviets to lead America to 

relax its vigilance. He fiercely debated CIA's estimators on bis score well into the 1960s." While 

probably less influential than was once believed, he still apparently rnanapd to infuse a measure of doubt 

into community reporting on the split's prospects. 3 7 

This iack of consensus as to the nature of bloc divisions extended to a l  other corners of 

government. Since the CIA had fallen into some disrepute with policymaken consequent to the Bay of Pigs 

fiasco, this should probably be attributed less to the direct impact of intelligence reports and more to the 

could ever stand outside of and above the policy friiy, and propose that proximity to policymaktrs might actually 
enhance the timeliness and relrvance of intrlligencc. See: Thomas L. Hughes. The Fute of Fucts in a CYorld of Men 
(New York: Forcign Policy Association, 1976); Hughes. "The Power to Speak and the Power to Listen." in Thomas 
M. Franck and Edward Weisband. eds.. Srcrecy and Foreign Policy (New York : Oxford University Press. 1974), 
1 3 3  1 : l-ims Hayman. "Intelligcnce/Policy Relationships," in Alfred C. Maurer, Marion D. Tunstall. and James M. 
Keagle. eds.. intelligence: Policy and Process (Boulder, CO: Westview Press. 1985). 3 18. 

35 S e  Ray S. Cline. Secrets. Spies and Scholars (Washington, D.C.: Acropolis B o o k  1976), 175; Ford. Estimarive 
lntelligrnce. 93; Thomas W .  Wolfe OH, JFKL. Air Force Colone1 Wolfe served as Director for Sino-Soviet Affairs. 
DOD ( 196 1-62), 

36 William E. Colby, Honorable Men: M y  Life in the CIA (New York: Simon and Schuster. 1978), 244; Robin W. 
Winks. CIoak and Gown: Scholars in the Secret War (New York: Williiun Morrow. 1 W), 4 17-4 19; John Rmelagh. 
The .4gency: The Rise and Fall of the C1.4 (New York: Simon and Schuster. f 986). 504-5562 The Golitsyn saga 
lrft a cloud over the CIA's counterintelligence disciplina. Cf. Richards J. Heuer, Ir.. "Nosenko: Five Paths to 
Judgement." in Westefielcî, ed.. lnside C h  's Private World. 379-4 14. 

37 Angleton's career and penonality h s  been the subject of an anirnaied debate. For a ment  and rather positive 
reappraid. sce William Wood, uAngIeton's World: Lessons for U.S. Counterinielligence," in Godson. May. and 
Schmitt rds. US intelligence at the Crossroadr, 1 28- 138. 



individual proclivitia of c~nsurners .~~ The wide specbum of opinion strikes the eye, with the lines of 

division cutting across both organizational boundaries and basic China policy orientations. Such veteran 

Soviet han& as ambassador to Moscow Llewellyn E. Thomson and Special Assistant to the Secretary of 

State Charles E. Bohlen paralleled the "Sino-Soviet Dispute and Its Significance" in thcir well-informed 

and defi deciphefing of the Sino-Soviet punie. They even walked the extra mile, branding, as eariy as 

39 
February 1961, the controversy not fully resolvable. Edward Rice, by conhast, as late as October 

suggested that the Western camp was more elementally fragmented than its Communist counterpart. The 

JCS were similady inclined. Most reminiscent of Angleton's approach was the ascendant Paul Nitze of the 

ISA. In June, he disclosed to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee that he was unclear whether the split 

was genuine or a sharn, a "one-two punch on [the Soviet and Chinese]  ide."^' 

Both the President and Rusk were tom between these contradictory impulses. That Rusk was of 

two minds will be shown below. However willing Kennedy was to solicit Khrushchev's views on China at 

the Vienna sumrnit, he still doubted that the Sino-Soviet strains had exacerbated to the point of  affecting 

the international scene extensively. He questioned whether the West "would have enough time to wait ... for 

any quvrel between the Comrnunist t-ivais to becorne serious.**"l At this stage, uncertainty about the splir 

indeed permeated al1 the levels of the administration. 

38 The Bay of Pigs, 'plausibly dcniable" neither for the United States nor for the Presidmt mvked the beginning of 
the end of White House-CIA harmony. McCone's dcft anticipation of Soviet installation of Soviet missiles in Cuba 
only partially amendcd the situation. Cf. Carl M. Bnuer. "John F. Kennedy - the Endurance of Inspirational 
Leadership," in Fred 1. Greenstein. ed., Leadership in fhe Modern Presidency (Cambridge, Mm.; Harvard 
University Press, 1 988), 130- 1 ; Jrfferey s-Jones, The CIA and American Democracy. 122- 1 28. 1 3 6-7. 

39 L. Thomson tcstimony, 13 Frbruay 196 1, Executiw Sessions 13: 1 ( 196 1 ), 137, 147. 159: Embtel L. Thomson to 
DOS. 27 May 1961, FRUS 1961-1963. Volume 14, Berlin Crlsis. 1961-1962 (1994). 76-7: "Sina-Soviet Dispute* 
Memo Bohlen to Bundy, 16 February 1961, mpra note 26. 

40 Paul Nitze testimony before the Subcommittee on Americm Republics Affairs of the Senatr Foreign Relations 
Committee, 8 June 1961, Exccutive Sessions 13:2 (1961), 74; RicemUS policy toward China," supra note 11; memo 
JCS io hicNamam, 23 Match 196 1, FRUS 1961-1 963. Vol. 7, Arms Control and Disarmament ( 1995). 22-23. 

41 Merncon JFK-De Gaulle, 3 1 May 196 1, FRUS 1961-63, Vol. 24,220. 



IV. 
A major feature of the administration's position through mid- 1962 was, in Chang's words, the 

conscious decision to "adopt a circumscribed attitude in public toward the troubles in the Communist world 

and make no oven efforts to exploit the dls.s.'A2 In one representative comment. for instance. Kennedy said 

43 
it was not "useful ... to attempt io rissess" the significmce to the West of Sino-Soviet strains. 

In part, tactical considerations prompted that decision. Policy form ulators aptly observed that 

conspicuous meddling in the intra-Cornmunist controversy ran the twin risks of triggering a Sino-Soviet 

duel for the badge of ideological purity, and inciting the Comrnunist giants to patch up their differences. in 

fact, the State Department asserted that Chinese pressure had already caused Khrushchev to become more 

militant. 44 

But, as Chang notes, the gingerly approach projected by the administration was apparently not just 

for public ~ o n s u r n ~ t i o n . ~ ~  It reflected the sense, most prevalent at State, that information on the subject 

46 
was still too spotty to furnish a solid base for policy deliberation. Most irnportantly, it actually betokened 

Washington's authentic bewildement and difficulty in adjusting to an altered international systern. In 

Rostow's simple but pnemting words, "no one [knew] what to do" about the b'Moscow-Pekinp  lit."'^ 

Rusk personified this multi-faceted policy strand. Over the years, a number of "China revisionists" 

within the department have faulted the secretary for a rigid and single-minded refusal to acknowledge the 

reality of the split. Gaibraith recalled, with a typical touch of sarcasm: "[wlhen. with the passage of time, 

the [Sino-Soviet] rifts began to appear ... Rusk was unperturbed. He rnerely adjusted the facts to his faith. 

42 Chang, Friendi and Enemies, 22 1. 

43 Kennedy Press Conference, 8 November 196 1. PPP. 705. 

44 Mrmcon Kennedy-Macmillan. 6 April 1961, FRUS 1961-1963. Vol. 14.4 1; Rusk circular Tclegnm to Embassy in 
France, 8 April 1961, FRUS 1961-1963. Vol. 13, Western Europe und Canada (1994). 1038-t039. 

45 Chang Frienah and Enemies. 22 1-223. 
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Were the Communist States divideci, [Rusk] insisted, it was only over how best to destroy the free 

~orld.".'~ The record calls for a corrective to this pomayal. The enigmatic statesrnan was frequently less 

dogrnatic than his critics ailow. 

In public, me, he tended to downplay the dispute and present it as revolving around the means to 

49 
the common end of Communist world domination. But there was more to these remarks than met the 

genenl public eye. At lest  in part, they represented a calculated effort to minimize the prospects of Sino- 

Soviet reconciliation. That Rusk largely orchestrated, and best articulated, this endeavour is c h m .  Wiîness 

his explicit explanation to the Senate Foreign Relations Cornmittee on January 1962: 

At the prescnt time, we are inclined to be somewhat carefui about any official statements 
we make on the fa-reaching nature of the split because we do not wish to put pressures 
on Moscow and Peiping to go to extraordinary lcngths to heal the break. So we are at the 

50 
present time in a position of somewhat watchful waiting on the matter. 

Indecision rather than inflexibility marked that veteran observer's private conceptualization of 

Sino-Soviet relations. One should recaIl that the late 1950s saw Rusk already alert to the emerging strains 

5 1 
in the Sino-Soviet alliance, but unable to reach a verdict on their seriousness. Painfully aware of both the 

paucity of pertinent information5' and the mornentous policy implications involved. Rusk kept exhibiting 

this pattern through late 1962. Apparently never deeming the Sino-Soviet controversy a hoax, he quite 

regularly altemated between judging it a "famiiy qumel" and a "fiindamentai" breach of a more permanent 

48 John K. Galbraith. A Li/e in Our Times (Boston: Houghton Mimin, 1981). 404. J .  C. Thomson chargcd Rusk for 
much the same flaws. Set: Thomson, "On the   ma king o f  U.S. China Policy. 1961-1969: A Study in Bureaucrritic 
Politics." China Quarrerly 50 (ApriYJune 1972). 227. 

49 Cf. "SecreUuy Rusk Interviewed on 'Today' Show," 22 January 1962 DSB 46. 12 January 1962.241; "Winning a 
Worldwidc Victory for Freedom" Rusk address. 13 August 1962, DSB 47.3 September 1962.333. 

50 Rusk "Briefing on the World Situation," 15 January 1962, Executive Sessions 14 ( I962), 68. For Rusk's leading 
role in the shaping of this posture, see also: "Guidelines for CO-ordinated information policy re the Sino-Soviet 
Dispute." SIP Dr& 16 May 1962, f: "Counuies - Communist China - Sino-Soviet Disputa U.S Overt Attitude, 
5/62," box 7, RH Pipers. 

5 prfer rwder to Ch. 21. 

52 Cf. "Diplocnatic Recognition of Outer Mongolia," Memo Rusk to Kennedy. 23 May 196 1 ,  FRUS 1961-1963. Vol. 
22 417. 



5 3 
nature. His musing about the possibility that the souring relations with the northern neighbour might help 

trigger disintegration on the mainland shows him sornewhat tilting toward the latter interpretation, as early 

54 
as Jmuary 1962. 

As 1962 progressed, perplexity in the wake of Sino-Soviet fissures gradually gave way to the 

"second phase" in the administration's handling of the matter. Lasting through the Himalayan war, that 

period was characterized by some greater conviction that the wedge in the Communist world was real and 

substantive, This, in turn, spurred a head-on, three-way debate between the protagonists of a "carrot and 

stick" scheme, a "pressure-wedge" strategy, and those who found the notion of American manipulation of 

the split altogether futile, or even unavoidabty ill-fated. 

As documented in Chapter 4 above, the bureaucntic reshume at the end of 1961 gave impetus to 

a China policy reasse~srnenc.~~ The Sino-Soviet policy sphere was no exception. Against the backdrop of 

conspicuous Sino-Soviet acrimony, a number of China-watching organs crossed the Rubicon to proclaim 

the fissures essentially unbridgeable. 

Rostow's new base. the Policy Planning Council, led the way. A December 19. 196 1 dnfl. 

prepared by Mose L. Harvey. signalled the transition to the "second phase.'**6 The drafi declared that the 

Sino-Soviet conflict had reached a "critical stage," that the basic issue was one of supremacy within the 

Communist camp (and Moscow's infallibility), and that its ultimate source lay not in the ideological realm 

53 Rwk cmployed both lhese ternis during his "briefing on discussions in Gcnevs" 29 March 1962. Erecutive 
Sessions Vol. 14 (1 962), p.342. For Rusk's expression of the first judgement see Rusk testimony, 6 July 196 1 .  
Executive Sessions 13:2 ( 1961), 36 1.  For elucidations of the second, see: W m n  1. Cohen, Dean Rusk (Totawa NJ: 
Cooper Square, 1980). 168; FRUS 1961-1963. Vol. 22, 175, fn. 5; RusknBriefing on the World Situation." 15 
January 1962, supra note 50,66-7. 
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but in a clash of national interests, The Communist adversaries conceived of the dispute in zero-sum terms: 

[each side] has "moved steadily toward a no-holds-barred trial of mength .... Acrimony, bitterness, 

backbiting, distortion, hostility, al1 have corne to mark the attitudes and conduct of both." The Council 

consequently deemed the rifi likely to continue, perhaps until there wris a "decisive break" in the world 

Communist movernent. On China policy generally, the paper communicated a rather reassuring message. It 

argued that Moscow had badgered the Chinese into explaining that they do not favour actions designed to 

precipitate wu,  and had given Beijing clear waming that an adventurous course would not enjoy 

Moscow's support. The paper thus predicted that Beijing, despite its belliçerency, would avoid embarking 

on any adventures that would involve a direct threat to US interests and positions. 
57 

Tabled for discussion at the Department's Policy Planning Meeting of January 2, the paper created 

quite a stir. James Thomson may be overstating the case in arguing that the meeting affected the "belated 

percolation of [the reiility of Sino-Soviet nvalry] to the upper reaches of  tat te."'^ As noted above, Rusk, 

for one, had been contemplating the issue long before. The occasion was a landmark one, however. Rusk 

termed the PPS paper a highly important document. As Foot pu6 it, the discussants made "serious 

attempts ... to categorize the nature of the rifi, and, in a way that was more explicit than in the past, to m e s s  

what the breach rneant for ... US policies."59 Two clusters of opinion ernerged. Seconding Bohlen's 

portraya1 of the quarrel as between the Russian "Mensheviks" and the Chinese "Bolsheviks," Rusk tended. 

at this juncture, toward the ostracizing of Beijing. Rostow, on the other hand, proposed that the split bred 

factionaIism within the Chinese niling circle, presumed it would probably become crucial in the event of 

Mao's death, and broached the alternative of giving the less belligerently inclined "a vision of the 

possibility of better relations with us if they calm down."60 

57 S/P paper, "The Sino-Soviet Confl ict and US Policy," 19 Decembrr 196 1, E "Sino-Soviet Conflict and U.S Policy, 
A p d  30, 1962, S/P paper," box 14, JCT Papen. See also: FRLS 1961-1963, Vol. 22. 176 fn. 2. 

Thomson, "On the Making" 227. 

59 Foot The Pracrice of Power, 176. 

60 fhomson to Harriman. 12 Iûnuary 196 1, supra note 54, 176-1 79. The quote is from p. 1 78. 



The tenet that the Sino-Soviet rift had reached the point of no return was indeed focal to Rostow's 

61. 
"quid pro quo" thesis. As early as November 1961, Rostow accentuated this factor in a ringing-and 

ultimately futile-plea to the President: 

I belicve it possible that, despite Chicorn verbal toughntss, [the Chinese leaders] are in 
such trouble at home and in such an impossible position with respect to Moscow that they 
may be seeking a limited accommodation with the West ... the evidence isn't ood enough. 
But if l'm right, this may be the hinge on which your administration will tum. %2 

In the ensuing months, Rostow 's sel f-assurance and "can-do" philosophy characteristical ly swept 

away these traces of doubt. By Febniary, Rostow asserted that the domestic political obstacles to lifting the 

China trade ban-such as Chinese Nationalist protestations and China Lobby pressure-could be 

overcome, provided that the Chinese authorities would commit themselves to a "change in attitude and 

63 
conduct." Most of those he discussed this with believed othewise. 

l t  was not long before Rostow presented the contours of a grand design to Rusk. Ifs underlying 

premise was that "there is no longer much chance of a fundamental resolution of [Sino-Soviet1 differences. 

In [the PPS] view, the chances that such a split can be avoided in 1962 are no better than even." Positive 

that Amcrican planning should be predicated on this assumption, this epitorne of "New Frontier" boldness 

visualized a "cmot and stick" approach toward bath the Soviet Union and China. Indeed, Rostow and his 

64 
CO-believers seriously impl ied the feasibility of irnproving relations with both disputants. 

Rostow recommended: (a) psychological exploitation of the dispute through the dissemination of 

information concerning its developrnent; (b) a judicious increase in oficial U.S. attention to the dispute: ( c )  

negotiations with the Soviet Union with the objective of finding and capitalizing on areas of overlapping 

61 For a detailed analysis of the thesis, its sources and its fate, set: [Chapter 41. 

62 Rostow to Kennedy, "A memo for the thanksgiving wecksnd," 22 Novmber 196 1 .  f: "China Grnrnl 1 1/1/6 1- 
1 1/26/61." NSF:CO, Box 22, JFKL. 

63 Memo Rostow, Thursday, Febmary 20 Planning Group Meeting at 12 Noon." 16 February 1962, f: "China 
General 1 /62-3/62," Ibid. 

64 This somewhat modifies Gordon Chang's assertion that the Kennedy (and Johnson} administration ncver 
contemplated such a possibility seriously . Chmg, Friendr and Enernies, 252. 



interest; (d) decliirations and concrete rnilitary measures to make it clear to the Chinese Communists that 

aggressive communist actions would be countered resolutely and effectively; (e) efforts to open new lines 

of Communication to Communist China and to offer it opporhmities, possibly including grain sales, "to 

secure benefits fi-orn better relations with us in exchange for modifications in its behaviour:" and (f) 

65 
consideration of the desirability of seeking Chinese participation in disarmament negotiations. 

Word of the "Rostow papers" leaked to the press. Catching State's eye, the New York HeraId 

Tribune perceptively speculated that Rostow advocated the course of pointing up the split as one facet of a 

mon flexible China policy.66 A spirited public debate about the merit of extending food relief to China 

67 
ensued, 1 ts details need not be recited here, as Chapter 4 recounts them at length. 

Inside government, Rusk approved portions of recommendations (a) and (b). Hesitating on the 

68 
other recornmendations, he energetically canvassed official opinion on both Rostow's "quid pro quo" 

ideas and the prognosis for Sino-Soviet relations. The affirmative response he received on the first score 

from Harriman, for instance, may have converted Rusk to the covert, and relatively conciliatory, initiative 

69 
promoted by State. The wide spectrum of feedback to Rusk's second query revealed that official 

Washington was not yet agreed on the notion of a pending Sino-Soviet break that was susceptible to 

American exploitation: 

1. Rostow's anticipation of an imminent "break" (defined as abrogation of Party-to-Party relations) was 

obviously made in consuttation with leading CIA analysts. The burden of CIA's concurrent reports was 

that China's leaders had demonstrated a determination to stand firm even in the face of considenble 

65 P~per Rostow to Rusk, "U.S. Policy Re the Sino-Soviet Conflict," 2 A p d  1962, as sumrnarized in FRL'S 1961- 
1763. Vol. 22 , 207-8. Rostow linked his appraisal of the split with the "carrot and stick" appnisal most 
unambiguously in his covering mtmo. f: "Sino-Soviet Contlict and U.S. Policy," box 14. JCT Papers. Neither did 
Rusk bulk from staiing the split irreversible in public. See: Rostow Address, "American Stntegy on the World 
Scenc." 15 March 1962, DSB 46.16 April 1962-63 1 .  

66 State's Public Opinion Studies StafF- "Special Report on American Opinion," 18 September 1962. f: "Gznenl 7/63 
12/62." box 15, KT Papers. 
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pressure exerted by Moscow. Sino-Soviet relations, they asserted, were in a critical phase just short of 

an acknowledged and definitive split. Adroitly discerning the ideological, nationalistic, and personality 

guises of the evolving conflict, a typical report concluded that "If there is no change in the leadership of 

either party before mid-1963, we think that a Sino-Soviet break [by that time] ... is more likely than 

not."" James Thomson and Bowles, both well-versed in Donald Zagoria's comprehensive observations 

of the split and its causes, shared that opinion." Roger Hilsman embraced the view as well. The 

noticeable easing of tensions in the spring of 1962, demonstrable in the muting of polemics and the 

conclusion of a trade agreement on April20, he interpreted as more ostensible than profound. He was 

certain that reIations with the United States constituted one of the most basic bones of Sino-Soviet 

contention, and that short of a clear-cut Amencan-Nationalist Chinese offensive, the Soviets would 

refrain h m  rendering military assistance to their fonnal Chinese allies." 

2. Several proponents of the "modest revisionist" outiook, such as Marshall Green, agreed that Sino- 

Soviet reconciliation was not in the cards-but took sharp issue with Rostow in asserting that the split 

defied American manipulation. They found a strange bedfellow in no less a staunch Republican 

conservative than Richard Nixon, who thought that "the United States could no more encourage a split 

between Red China and Russia than fly without ~ i n ~ s . " ' ~  

3. A num ber of prominent Foreign Service "Russian experts," respected in the administration's higher 

counsels and known to regard the spiit as genuine, deemed Rostow's prognosis too optimistic. Most 

extreme of this lot was George Kennan. The contemplative schoIar/diplomat had sought to impress 

70 CIA paper. "Prospects for The Sino-Soviet Relationship," 20 Febmuy 1962. f: "Prospects for the Sino-Soviet 
rclationship," box 15, JCT Papers. For a paper of similar import. set NIE 1 1-5-62. "Political Dcvelopments in the 
USSR and the Communist World," 2 1 February 1962. FRUS 1961-1 963. Vol. 5 [Complete pages]. The gist of this 
NIE is relayed in editorid note, FRCS 1961-1963, Vol. 2 2 .  207-8. 
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upon the candidate Kennedy the expediency of siding with what he perceived to be an opportunistic 

and yet sensible Khrushchev against a zealously dogrnatic Chinese leadenhip." By Ianuary 1962. he 

was still confident that the Communist giants could not possibly overcome their divisions." Rumours 

then circulating in Belgrade about an imminent thaw benireen Moscow and Beijing rnay have nudged 

the ambassador toward a reappraisal, while the arguments he promoted al1 typically fell within the 

"Realist," cost-effect framework. To his mind, Khrushchev's frustration over establishing 'peacefbl 

coexistence' with the West combined with the sobenng Chinese experience with the Great Leap 

Fonvard to inflict a greater modesty of aspirations on both parties. The compelling imperative of sharp, 

military bipolarity, he asserted, would tùrther induce the antagonists to "repress their differences and 

c a n y  on."7b A more equivocal note was struck by Charles Bohlen and Llewellyn Thomson. They 

detected a recent desire, on the antagonists' part, to agree to disagree; pointed out the possibility that 

Khrushchev was seeking to disarm his Kremlin rivafs through temporary accommodations to Chinese 

policy; and yet, believed that any such easement of tensions would be short-lived, due to the 

fundamental nature of the sources of friction. On the advisability of an American gambit on the 

triangular chessboard, they parted Company somewhat. Bohlen preferred Washington to remain on the 

sidel ines. Thomson, conversely, considered extending American tnde as bait to the Chinese, if Moscow 

went to the length of severing al1 ûade with ~ e i j i n g ~  

- - -  - -  - - - -  

74 SK Ch. 2 above. During the Kennedy en, Kcnnan apparently never budged Irom regarding the concurrent Chinese 
lcadcrship as so imbued with hoved of US and so "pathologically consumed with prestige" as to nprescnt "in the 
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howcver, derm possible ;in evolutionary improverncnt with time. Srr Kennan, "A Fresh Look At Our China 
Pal icy ," The .Vew York Times .Claga=ine, 22 November 1964. 1 4 t - 1 42. 
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4. Al1 the while, spokesmen for the familiar "pressure-wedge" logic rose to dispute Rostow's "Carrot and 

Stick" rationale. Foy Kohler-another "Russian Expert," now Assistant Secretary of State for European 

Affairs and soon to replace Llewellyn Thomson at the Moscow Embassy-argued that the Soviet Union 

might welcome American help in alleviating China's food crisis because that would remove "an 

important source of fiction in Sino-Soviet re~ations."'~ In academia, Columbia University political 

scientist Zbigniew Brzezinski likewise recommended continuing to ostracize Beijing so as to place 

funher strains on ~ o s c o w . ~  Employing his journalistic podium, Joseph Alsop propounded his 

"descending spiral" theory to place the issue further in the public l i m e ~ i ~ h t . ~  

As documented in Chapter 4, a few ranking oficials, from the milirary especialty, went the extra 

mile down that last path to second Chiang Kai Shek's contention that graduated moves to recapture the 

mainland ran no great risks of massive Soviet intervention. Kennedy, Rusk, and most at State, including 

Rostow, resolutely discarded that view, however, and lost no opportunity to cornmunicate this point 

forcefully to the îïre-breathing Generalissimo. This appnisal was central to the decision to employ both the 

British and the Warsaw channel io defiate the third Straits crisis. 

Beyond this near-consensus to basically decline Chiang's war cries, however, the administration 

during the "Second Stage" faiied to chart a concerted approach to the Sino-Soviet question. To be sure, the 

stimulating PPS paper of December 1961 produced sorne broader gnsp of the origins of the dispute- 

ground the CIA had essentialiy already covered in 196 1. Further, intensive reflection brought Kennedy and 

rnost of his lieutenants to the bnnk of acknowledging the split's endurance. But vivid debates over both the 

"tirnetable" for a "break" and the implications for United States policy handicapped consistency and 

coordination. These debates not only splintered Washington, but split the minds of not a few ranking 

78 Cited in Chang, Frienak and Enernies, 225. 
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officiais. Witness Kennan's above-mentioned volatility on the prospects of a "break," or the various about- 

8 I 
faces of both Rusk and Harriman on the food relief issue. 

Kennedy and Rusk evidently felt further constrained by the eruption of a sometimes excited 

public controversy over the Sino-Soviet rift, its permanence and policy consequences for the United States. 

The spectre of the approaching mid-ten Congressional elections obviously rendered them al i the more 

sensitive to the domestic arena. Attesting to that affect are the divergence between the "fiexible" covert and 

more "hawkish" overt initiatives on food relief in the spring, and Kennedy's obvious effort to blur any 

difference between the policies of himself and his predecessor during the Third Strait Crisis. 

Yet another complicating factor was the administration's puzzlement about Khrushchev. During 

1962, a second round of friction over Berlin consumcd much of Kennedy's attention. That vexing issue 

also accentuated his doubts as f a  as coilaborating with Moscow was concemed. "We are not convinced," 

he confessed to Congressional leaders in February, "that the Soviets themseives are sure of what course of 

action they are going to follow [with regard to Berlin] .... We just don't kn~w." '~ 

Disunited from within, fearful of losing crucial political ground at home, and quite aware of 

information gaps, the administration embarked on a zigzag course-nodding once in the direction of 

ROS~OW'S "carrot and stick" scheme, the next time toward the "pressure-wedge" instinct, and almost always 

working to keep a relatively low profile concerning the split. 

VI. 

It took the convergence of the Himalayan war and the Cuban Missile Crisis to bring the 

irreversibility of the split fu1Iy home to Washington. To the Amencan rnind, both official and popular, 

these events also worked to reaffirm the distinction between an inherently bellicose Beijing and a more 

81 See Ch. 4 above [pp...]. On Rusic. compare for instance: Thomson memo. 12 January 1962, supra note 47; drdt 
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manageabIe Moscow. Not until the summer of 1963 did the idea of fostering a modente Chinese 

leadership faction regain some currency. Prompted by strategic as well as domestic calculations, 

administration offïcials more clearly than ever fell on the Soviet side and plunged into the strategic 

triangular game. The following section analyses each of these developments in turn. 

The Sino-lndian border war served to widen the breach in the Communist world. Unconsulted 

about the initiation of hostilities, the Kremlin was loath to find itself forced to make a choice between a 

formal Communist alIy and a fnendly and important neuüalist actor. The Chinese, for their part, trumpeted 

the Soviet straddling as yet another betnyal of both Communist camaraderie and cau~e . '~  The 

simultaneous crisis in Cuba lent a particularly sharp edge to the trend. Mutual recriminations reached a new 

level. Not only did the Chinese levy both the charges of "adventurism" and "capitulationism" against the 

Kremlin, but they sought to garner the favour of a Castro firious with what he regarded as a Soviet breach 

84 
of faith. The Soviets retorted by tagging the Chinese reckless. 

The administration's antennas were quick to discem and appreciate the trend. Partly tapping 

covert sources, the CIA and INR caught a çlimpse of Moscow's acute discornfort in the wake of the border 

war. The Kremlin, h e y  reasoned, was so eager to bring the fighting to a halt as to secretly welcome a 

85 
modest amount of Western military aid to India, if this would prod Beijing to the negotiating table. 

The intensification of polemics in the afiermath of the "13 days" was even more conspicuous to 

86 
the American eye, as a new round of thinly-veiled mutual abuses broke in the open in mid-November. 
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Covert information pointed in the same direction. McCone informed Kennedy of an intercepted Chinese 

note "to the Cuban ambassadot in Peiping implying that the U.S.S.R. was an untrustworthy ally. In 

particular [the Chinese] said that since 1959 Moscow had refused to give China technical information 

concerning production of nuclenr arm~."~' 

The message of British envoy Malcolm MacDonald, held in high regard in Washington, 

seemingly seated the issue for rnost observers of the split. He was under the distinct impression that Beijing 

genuinely defied the Soviet Union and was resolved to assume a "fiercely independent attitude."88 

The dramatic events in the Himalayas and the Caribbean affected Washington's stance in another 

way. They consolidated the perceptional distinction between a hopelessly renegade Chinese leadership and 

a more civilized ~ r e r n l i n . ~ ~  As noted above, while some ranking advisen did recognire the limired nature 

of China's thrust, the border episode dealt a heavy blow to the notion of a China prudent in pnctice. One 

90 
important convert was Rostow, who now becarne a voice for an adamant "pressure-wedge" stntegy. 

As for the close brush with disaster in Cuba, several key survivors of that incredible experience, 

including Rusk and Llewellyn Thomson, later recalled that they came away with the conclusion that 

Khrushchev had been driven by the pressures of the Chinese in collusion with his enemies in the 

 reml lin.^' Turning to Soviet-American relations, true, the initiation of crisis marked a low point in 

Khrushchev's credibiiity with Kennedy. Recent revelations confirrn that "it was the fact that Khrushchev 

lied to Kennedy and med to surprise him [regardhg the deployment of the missiles] that made the missile 

deployments such an excruçiating test of Kennedy's rnettle and the eredibility of the United  tat tes."^^ Yet, 

somewhat paradoxically, the shared glimpse into the nuclear abyss, and the mutual retreat from the biink, 
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88 #287 Congen Singapore to DOS, 13 November 1963. FRUS 1961-1 963, Vol. 22.324. 

89 This impact of the Ociober events has been wideIy recognized in the litemture. Cf.: Cohen. Dean Ru& 170: FOOL 
The Pructice of Power. 98. 

90 See Ch. 5 above, [pp. ] 

91 Cohen, Dean Rusk. 170. 

92 May & Zrlikow. e h . ,  The Kennedy Tapes, 667. 



rendered the national security establishments in both countries more eager than ever to prevent direct 

clashes between the superpowers. One result of this climate was the opening of a hot-line to back up the 

contidential ~ h a n n e l . ~ ~  The experience 11so r e s to~d  a measure of mutual trust between the respective 

movers and shakers-an asset Mao enjoyed, of course, with neither the Soviet chaimm nor the American 

president. In characteristic fashion, Khrushchev soon moved to bluntly capitalize on that gap. "Our fnends 

are trying to convince us," he wrote to Kennedy in Decernber, "that imperialisrn cannot be trusted, that is 

that you cannot be t r ~ s t e d . " ~ ~  His own trustworthiness the Soviet leader clearly ventured to enhance by 

word and deed. On the very heels of the crisis, the Soviet media reiterated the horrors of nuclear w u ,  

reafirmed Moscow's cornmitment to peaceful coexistence, and reproached Beijing for an allegediy 

irresponsible attitude on that score. In January 1963, as well, Khrushchev began wdking away from his 

confkontational, and failed, Berlin policy, by simply declaring victory. A major roadblock to easing Soviet- 

Arnerican tensions had thus been r e r n o ~ e d . ~ ~  As the prospects for improved relations loorned. Chinese 

fears of encirclement were predictably heightened. This led to an even more strident rhetorical posture on 

their part, Consequently, the inevitability of war and the degree of desired belligerency vis-a-vis the US 

becarne al1 the more central and conspicuous docîrinal points of contention between the PRC and the 

US SR.^^ 

On the American side, ri few voices still branded the Soviet mellowing as bait, and the spfit a 

sham. Most of those vociferously propagating that farniliar theme were "China bloc" stalwarts, and the 

97 
ever-hawkish General LeMay. That position found a subtler champion in McCone. During the important 

93 Ibid., 663; Zubok, "The Soviet Challenge." 16 1. 
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July 1963 NSC meeting which attempted to gauge Chinese intentions, he somewhat eliptically dubbed 

Soviet-Chinese di fferences "very great" but not "deep e n o ~ g h . " ~ ~  He obviously bel ieved that United States 

99 
policies should not be predicated on the premise of an enduring split. 

The DCl's stock with consumers had been on the rise ever since he had anticipated the Soviet 

deployment of missiles in Cuba. Moreover, he gave primacy to intelligence production over covert action, 

and was habitually involved in the cirafting of Intelligence ~s t i rna te s . ' ~  In this case, however, McCone 

failed to prevail even in his own house. Ray Cline, long-time believer in the reality of the split and now 

McCone's Deputy Director for Intelligence, won the day. "Sino-Soviet Relations at a New Crisis," a 

widely circulated CIA memo of January 1963, departed from the previous practice of dwelling at length on 

the question of what constitutes a "break." "For most pnctical purposes," Cline curtly stated in his 

forwarding rnemo, "a split has already occurred."lol The CIA paper itself highlighted the contribution of 

the October 1962 events to the intensification of the rifi. Noting the new openness with which each side 

treated the possibility of a forma1 rupture, the document cited Chinese accusations of a Soviet "Munich" at 

Cuba, and Soviet allusions to the imperative of toning down verbal attacks on the West in the wake of the 

deterionting relations with China. Cline, indeed, singled out for the policymakers' attention the grim 

possibility of the "emergence of a separate [and more militant] Asian Communist Bloc" under the 

leadership of China. This concern, shared by the British embassy in Beijing, evidently underscored for 

1 02 
Cline the advisability of aligning with Moscow. 

-- - - - -  - -  - 
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At this very juncture, the extent of the Communist feud surfaced more strongly than ever at the 

Sixth Congress of the East German Communist Party in East Berlin. The balance of opinion in officia1 

Washington shifted decisively in Cline's favour. At State, Harriman and Hilsman pointed out publicly the 

role of the October events in exacerbating the split. Further, HÛniman more bluntiy than ever contrasted 

Beijing's alleged aggression in lndia with Soviet "shying away from nuclear conflict as proved in the case 

of ~ u b a . " ' ~ ~  By April, he even permitted hirnself a veiled punch st the "ght-wing Cold Warrion. by 

stating that the image of a monolithic international Communist bloc has always been more of myth than a 

1 O5 reflection of reality.lW Deerning especially salient Beijing's attempts to rnake inroads wiih Castro. by 

1 O6 
the end of 1962 he was absolutely clear that the split was a fixture. To be sure, one principal caveat still 

held. The veteran diplomat expounded the dominant view that Moscow would not acquiesce in an 

Arnerican-Nationalist Chinesc anempt to dislodge Comrnunist rulc in china.''' Predictably. that point of 

this assessrnent was made to the Nationalist Chinese in crystal-clear tenns: "The time when major action 

against the mainland can be taken without danger of Soviet intervention is not here and rnay never arrive," 

t O8 
Bundy lectured an uneasy Chiang Ching-kuo in September. 

In a related development, the idea of fostering a moderate Chinese leadership faction was 

temporarily shelved by even such a staunch "moderate revisionist" as Allen Whiting. The vituperative 

Chinese response to the Kennedy administration's support for India illustrated for him the unlikelihood of 

103 Hilsrnrui Address, "The Sino-Soviet Dispute." 8 November 1962. DSB 47.26 November 1962. 807-8: "State 
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Sino-American accomrnodntion in the next sevenl years.109 Sullivan's cornments, fonvarded to a doubtful 

British officer, seem to capture the prevalent mood in the State Department: 

I personally would feel that there is a large quotient of missionary zeal, nugmented by 
xenophobia (perhaps understandably) which enters into the decisions and actions of the 
Chinese Communist hierarchy. 1 do not challenge the catalogue of caution which you cite 
to demonsû-ate that their actions have been less reckless than their words. At the same 

110 
time, I think it not altogether safe to place to much comfort in these facts. 

These views and sentiments of Cline, Harriman, and Sullivan were undoubtedly embraced by 

Rusk and Kennedy, Cline, Bundy and Hilsman joined hands in securing the senior officiais' attention to the 

exchange of blows between Moscow and Beijing in the afierrnath of the fall 1962 events. They highlighted 

not only the ideological crossfire over "peaceful coexistence," but Beijing's unprecedented, and public, 

suggestions that Moscow unjustly occupied Ch inex territoq. " ' By the spring, the advisen were already 

preaching to the converted. Kennedy and Rusk apparentiy interpreted their own experience with 

Khrushchev d u h g  the trying fail months as conclusive proof that Khrushchev, occupying the more 

modente wing in the Communist world, had despaired of levelling with the Chinese. The split, they 

concluded , was a fait accompli. Kennedy communicated this judgement to the NSC as early as January 

1963. ln fact, Kennedy's certainty about the dunbility of the split had by then matured to the point of 

reviving his hopes for Soviet agreement to a nuclear test ban-which he prized chiefly as an instrument to 

contain China's nuclear progress. "' 

- - - -- - -. . - 
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This new willingness to experiment more boldly in stntegic tnangular politics spilled over to the 

public realm. To be sure, the former practice of treating the issue gingerly in public did not entirely 

disappear. Kennedy, for exarnple, refùsed in Novernber 1963 to stake public policy on the split on the 

grounds that whether that development was harmfùl or helpful to the United States rernained to be seen, 

and defined the split "tactical" in his last State of the Union message."' However, these cornrnents. as 

Hilsman pointed out later, appiirently did not represent Kennedy's real views, but his own anempt at 

vintage Eisenhower, "hiddm-hanci" dcception."' it fell to the orchestrator of established policy line to 

publicly signal the advent of a novel and more forthright tack. On December 10, 1962, Rusk struck a 

balance between "tinkering [with the Sino-Soviet rift] ... as though we were playing with toys" and 

excessive passivity-"retreat[ing] behind the business that 'well, we ought not to [work to widen the rifi] 

anyhow.""' Kennedy, eeminiy, shed any qualms whaisoever when it came to portraying Beijing's rulers 

as more recklessly combative than Khnishchev and his colleagues. His December 17, 1962 remarks 

convey a most explicit preference for Moscow: 

We would be f a  wone off-the world would be-if the Chinese dominated the 
Communist movernent, because they believe in war as the means of bringing about the 
Communist world. Mr. Khrushchev's means are destruction, but he believes that peaceful 
coexistence and support of these wars of liberation ... will bring about our defeat. The 
Chinese Communists believe that by constantly hitting, and if war cornes, a nuclear third 
world war, they cm survive it anyway with 750 million people. So we are better off with 
the Khnishchev vie" than we are with the Chinese Communist view. quite o b v i o ~ s l ~ . " ~  

f 13 [Find Source in PPP for sute of the Union; Eariier occasion - Kennedy Press Conference. 10 Novrrnber 1962. 
p.837. 
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Why this shift to bolder triangular thinking and to a manifest pro-Soviet line?"' Multiple sources 

deserve attention. As documented above, uppermost among the upper echelon's motives was the 

crystalized belief in the endurance of the split. This f m e  of mind, previousiy latent, became the 

established convention at the White House and Foggy Bottom in the wake of the events of the fall of 1962. 

The outpouring of increasingly open Sino-Soviet invective figured in the process. The intelligence 

community's projection of a doomed Sino-Soviet bond, md its continual. careful cataloguing of landmarks 

in the deterionting relationship, bon significantly on consumen.'" Wimess. for instance. the proximity of 

"Sino-Soviet Relations at a New Crisis" (14 January 1963) and Kennedy's revived hopes for a Test Ban 

(22 Janua~y)."~ Kennedy confidants within the Democntic Party also left an imprint, it seems. Prominent 

among these was Senate Majority Leader Mike Mansfield (D-MO), who impressed upon the president 

Moscow's search for common ground with Washington against ~e i j in~ . ' "  Compounding this tenet was the 

exacerbated image of China as an irredeemable pariah actor, posing a viscenl threat to the United States- 

an image essentially no major figure, inside or outside goverment, rose to dispute until the summer of 

1963. Equipped with these perceptional lenses, Kennedy and his lieutenants obviously felt that since 

neither Sino-Soviet reconciliation nor Sino-American rapprochement were at al1 in the cards, it was safe to 

bring the administration's public stance into line with its private, pro-Soviet proclivity. 

ï he  new boldness abo seemingly reflected a mesure of self-satisfaction concerning the roIe 

Washington had allegedly played in the making of the Sino-Soviet split. The epitorne of this sentiment was 

McGeorge Bundy. The full story of Kennedy's relationship with his patrician Special Assistant for 

1 17 The change in public policy is manifest not only in Kennedy 's afonmentioned remarks but in concurrent Hilsrnan 
and Haniman cornments cited in Footnote 102. 

1 18 Samples of intelligence and diplornatic reports of such impon coming Rusk and Kennedy's way are Icgion. Sm: 
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China" 1 May 1963, FRUS 1961-1 963, Vol. 22, 366; MR intelligence note Hughes to Ru& 'Peiping Zero= in on 
Khrushchev, Surfaces New Details on Dispute with Moscow," 6 September 1963, f: "Sino-Soviet Dispute," box 
504, tiarriman piqers; MO4 congen Hongkong to DOS, 30 September 1963, f: "Pol. Affairs + Rd., DipIomûtic + 
Consular Representation," box 3858, RG 59, NA. 

1 l9 See the references cited in footnotes 102 and 112. 
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National Security Affairs is yet to be told.'" The basic nppor< the two obtained is, however, a point of 

consensus among historians, one which this study reafinns as far as the China policy sphere is 

c~nce rned . ' ~  Bundy performed vital lunctions on the Kennedy team. He was the gatekeeper of information 

flowing Kennedy's way. May and Zelikow probably best capture the essence of his role at the deliberritions 

phase. Matching Kennedy in quickness of mind and taste for irony, the lucid Bundy was "the clarifier - the 

penon who frarne[d] in precise langunge the issue that the President rnust decide."12' 

When Bundy surnrnarised, then, a July 1963 CIA report for the President in the nearly boastful 

phrase: "[The Sino-Soviet split] was largely our accomplishment ... we can benefit frorn it," he was 

pronouncing a notion apparently quite widely in vogue in officiai Washington. He evidently expected 

Kennedy to agne. IZ4 

Almost certainly, the public illumination of the Chinese threat was prompted also by the 

Democratic conceptualization of the domestic poIitical calculus. To be sure, the China Lobby wielded 

much less influence in the halls of power than in years past. Bail and Fulbright, for instance, judged it in 

serious decline, much less of a factor to be reckoned with on the decisionmaking scene. Consequently, 

shapen of policy could dismiss as irrelevant the charges that the split was ri hoax by the likes of Senator 

~ u n d t .  '" 

A much more intn'cate interplay evoIved between general public opinion trends and the poficy 

course the administration adopted. On one level, the transparent, "selective accommodation" of Moscow, 

121 For some partial accounts, see: LM. Destler. "The Rise of  thc National Security Assistant. 196 1 - 198 I ." in Charles 
W. Krgiey, Jr.. Eugene R. Wittkopf, eds., Perspectives on American Foreign Poiicy (New York: St. Martin's Press, 
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(or put another way, "discriminate h~stility.")'~~ mirrored the trending of public opinion. Political scientist 

Leonard Kusnitz and historian Warren Cohen have already shown that genenl ly, during 196 1 - 1963, the 

American populace grew less fearful of the Soviet Union but far more anxious lest the PRC would spark 

World War III. It was sometime in late 1962 that Beijing replaced Moscow as Washington's paramount foe 

in the public mind. To illustrate, a May 1962 poil found that Americans regarded the Soviet Union, in 

cornparison to China, more committed to Communism (44.14)- most likety to resort to force in expanding 

(39-30) and most likely to cause a major war (31-20). The reverse appeared in a Gallup Poll of March 

1963: a 47 to 34 percent plurality of the American pubiic considered China to be a greater threat to world 

peace than the Soviet Union. By April 1964, another Gallup poll revealed that the margin hsd risen to 

almost 2 to 1. Less rigorous surveys pmduced similar results.'*' The Kennedy period also saw a marked 

change in how the China threat was viewed. In 1961, it was hardfy conceived by the general public in 

racial terms. Conversely, by 1963 nearly a fifth of sampled interviewees talked of the threat in terrns of a 

racial struggle. The surveyors aptly concluded that the shift "seem[ed] clearly tied to the Sino-Soviet break 

which ha[d] sharpened the image of the East and West against each other.""?ndeed, oficial Washington's 

attitudes evolved much as did those of most other Americans. 

On another level, the evidence suggests that Kennedy and his Company were not above fostering 

an anti-PRC sentiment for perceived domestic gains. The scope for rnanipulative opporrunities in that 

direction seemingly presented itself to the administration already in t 96 1. Rusk and Fulbright found '?he 

Chinese bogie" useful in their efforts to fend off cuts in the administration's foreign aid bill.'" The same 
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year, conversely, sow no appreciable public pressure on Kennedy to ease tension with Moscow, except for 

the syndicated columnist Walter Lippmann, and the St. Louis Disputch. Improving relations with the Soviet 

Union became an issue for joumalists only when the administration took the initiati~e.'~%istorian Nancy 

Tucker and political scient ist Leonard Kusnitz promote the hypothesis that "during ... the post-Cuban missile 

crisis Kennedy years, the government perceived utility in creating an image of a fearsome, irrational China. 

Focusing on the importance of public opinion and interest groups in the making of U.S. foreign policy, [they] 

both note the advantages such perceptions had for explaining efforts to improve relations with the Soviets. 

Washington's vigilance on the China front satisfied much of the emotional xenophobia abroad in the land, 

allowing Washington freedom to seek working relations with [what Washington perceived to bel a more 

stable and conmuaive leadership in ~ o s e o w . " ~ ~ '  Given the scheming nature of such a stmtagem, one would 

be hard-pressed to find conclusive traces of it in the documentary record. Shreds of oblique evidence, 

however, do exist to enhance the plausibility of the Tucker-Kusnitz hypothesis. According to one mid-level 

State officer, the idea of magnifjhg the dimension of the Chinese enemy for domestic consumption appealed 

to rnovers and shakers as earirly as mid- 1962. True, at that stage it was perceived as instrumental not so much in 

the Sino-Soviet context as in the Southeast Asian one. As that paper candidly (and reprovingly) States, the 

discussion of the Domino Theory was related as much to the perceived psychology of the American voter as 

to the counoies of Southeast ~sia."' 

Another root cause, of a more profound nature, of the Administration's manifest plunging into the 

triançular strategic game as 1963 dawned was the anxiety over China's nuclear progress and the desire to 

contain it-an objective most chenshed by Kennedy hirnself. That key issue complex merits the detailed 

attention of the closing chapter. 
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8. Fork in the Road: Between a Surgical Strike and a 
Conditional "Containment Without Isolation" 

In the nuclear sphere, the United States and China conducted a particularly hapless dialogue of the 

deaf. President Eisenhower's brandishing of the nuclear sword evidently contributed materially to the 

Chinese decision to acquire a nuclear cripability. Although less given to nuclear coercion, his successor, 

manifesting similar racial bias, also proved al1 tao willing to accept at face value Mao's detiance of the 

imperative to tread cautiously in the wake of "mutual assured destruction." In fact, Kennedy's obsession 

with Beijing's nucIear strides blinded him for most of 1963 to the perspectives of the other actors in the 

strategic mangle. As lames Thomson noted, Kennedy "had no understanding of Mao Zedong's fear of 

nuclear blackrnail by the two superpowen."' As well, he overestimated Khrushchev's readiness to panake 

in rneasures to force China's hand on the nuclear issue. Kennedy's extreme alarm about a nuclear China 

has proven misguided on still other counts. Although understandable, it was probably not justified. Far 

from slowing down the Chinese, furtherrnore, it only sewed to ctoud the administration's relations with 

France and Germany. 

Indeed, a group of China policy revisionists ernbraced a calmer view of the nuclear threat China 

posed. That assessrnent was fiindamental to their advocacy of "conditional containment without 

isolation"-a perspective which substituted a pure zero-sum conceptualization of Sino-American relations 

for a long-term, unequal tutelage of second-echelon Chinese leaders. Whether Kennedy was won over to 

that perspective on the eve of his assassination remains an intriguing and perptexing riddle. 

frequent 

Beijing's decision to develop its nuclear arsenal owed much to the Eisenhower administration's 

resort to nuclear coercion. Chinese sources suggest that Washington's heavy-handed brandishing 

1 James C. Thomson. "Whose Side Were They On?" New York Times Book Review, 29 luiy 1990. 



of the nuclear club during the first straits crisis, especially, spurred Beijing's determination to develop an 

independent nuclear capability2 Beijing's sensitivity to questions of national esteem lent this process a 

particular edge, as the nuclear hints emanating from Washington invoked painful images msociated with 

the humiliations of China's pst.  "If we are not to be bullied in the present-day world," Mao stressed in 

1956. "we cannot do without the [atomic] bomb."' 

Appraised from a broader perspective, this episode illustrates the potential for bIow-back inherent 

in the exercise of brinkmanship within a relationship viewed by the adversaries in rigid zero-sum tenns. in 

such a relationship, blatant brinkmanship often only reinforces the other side's "worst-case" 

preconceptions, thus touching off a spiral of escalation. 

The Kennedy administration was seemingly somewhat less prone to nuclear coercion in the 

Chinese context than had been its predecessor. McNamm at least-unlike the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 

including Chairman Lyman L. Lemnitzer-resolutely mled out, during the third stnits crisis, the usage of 

tactical nuclear weapons to defend the offshore islands." This remat fiom the nuclear bnnk was not 

advertised to the Chinese, however. At any ntc, even clearer dernonstrations of American restnint would 

probably have not diverted Mao and his coileagues, by that late stage, frorn the objective of obtaining 

nuc lear sel f-su fficiency. 

To be sure, the Chinese drive to achieve seif-suficiency stemmed also frorn the persistentiy 

cautious approach to nuclear CO-operation exhibited by ~oscow.'  As China's relations wirh the Soviet 

Union deteriorated in the late !%Os, al1 phases of the Chinese nuclear weapons effort took on new 

urgencya6 In fact, the circumstances of the formal Soviet rescinding of nuckar coopention. in mid-1959, 

2 For delailcd d y s a  of the issue. see above. Ch. I .  pp. [ 1; Rosemary FOOL The Practice of Power (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1995)- 167- 173; John W. Lewis and Xue Litai. China Buil& the Bomb (Smford: Stmford 
University Press, 1988). 38-9. 

3 Mao Zedong, "On the Ten Major Relationships," 25 April 1956. Selected Worh  of Mao Zedong, Vol. 5 (Beijing. 
t 977). 288. 

4 Memo McNamara to Kennedy. 25 lune 1961, FRUS 1961-1963. Vol. 22,280. 

5 Foot The Praciice ofPower, 174; Lewis and Xue. China Buiirls the Bomb, 160. 

6 Lewis and Xue, China Buildr the Bomb. 160. 



go a long way toward explaining why Beijing later expressed such abhorrence of US-Soviet ms control 

deliberations, especially those relating to a nuclem weapons test ban. Moscow explicitly linked the 

cessation of nuclear aid to the negotiations on a test ban then under way in Geneva. The Chinese reçarded 

that linkage as a sly pretext. They viewed the cessation as Khrushchev's presentation gifl to Eisenhower on 

the eve of the much-trumpeted summit meeting in ~ash in~ ton . '  

In short, to a considerable degree, Beijing embarked on the costly road to nuclear self-sufficiency 

as a means of asserting its national autonomy and an act of defiance against the hegemony of both 

superpowers in that sphere. As will be shown below, this very Io&, in reverse, contributed from the very 

inception of the New Frontier to a certain convergence of Washington's and Moscow's concems about 

Beijing's nuclear potential. 

I 1. 
On the face of it, the intelligence community scored a resounding success at anticipating the fÏrst 

Chinese nuclear detonation. Predicting the timing of the drtonation fairly accurately, intelligence reports 

consistently alerted consumen to the probability of the occurrence four years brfore the event.vn 

subsequent years, DCI McCone, in particulsu, derived much pride from what he drerned a solid 

information base and a timely and accurate warning" 

In the rnid 1980s, reformers in the Directorate of Intelligence, CIA, passed a rnuch harsher verdict 

on the Community's performance in this instance. Writing in the CIA's intemal journal, they concluded 

7 Ibid., 64-5. 

8 Cf. iVlE 13-2-60, "The Chinese Communist Atomic Encrgy Program," 13 Deccmbcr 1960, The U.S. Intelligence 
Cornmztnity: Organization, Operafions, and Management (Alexandria, Virginia: Chadîvyck-Hmley. l990), 
microtilm: Stiite's Bureau of Intelligence and Research (MR) Report 8 100.20. "Sino-Soviet Athirs," January 1961. 
f: "iNR Report 8 100.20." box 14, ICï Papers; memcon Rusk et al.. "Laos," 29 Apd 196 1 .  F R W  /961-/963, C'ol. 
24, Laos Crisis (1994). 154; ICS to McNaman. ICSM-425-6 1, -A Stmtegic Analysis of the Impact of the 
Acquisition by Communist China of a Nuctear Capability," 26 lune 1961, FRUS 1961-1 963, Vol. 22. .Vorthrast 
Asiu ( 1996). 84-5; DCI briefing, "Chinese iJI4 Representation," 18 December 1961. t': "China Generai 12 1616 1 - 
123 116 1 ," NSF:CO, box 22, JFKL (The paper's conclusions appm in FRUS 1961- 196.3. Vol. 21. 162- 167); Memo 
LeMay to McNiimara, JCSM 34343,29 Apnl 1963, FRUS 1961-1963, vol. 7. ilrms Controf and Disarmament 
( 1995). 689. 

9 McCone OH interview. LBIL, 19 August 1970, p. 19. 



that "[C]ommunity estimates of early 1962 and mid-1963 relating to the Chinese nuclew program 

represented a comedy of erron, resulting in an intelligence suc~ess." '~ The reformen discerned a plethon 

of faults. information on the Chinese nuclear program was sparse, of uncertnin validity, and infiequent 

provenance in the early 1960s. Photographic inputs were particularly scarce. The community nevertheless 

proceeded to draw broad - and erroneous - conclusions fkom this tenuous data base. Exhibiting 

"preservation" (a tendency for judgements made in the earlier stages of the assessrnent), offtcers by mid- 

1963 clung to the earlier assumption that the "first nuclear device will probably use plutonium," identitled 

a plutonium reactor at Baotou, and believed the Chinese could achieve a plutonium-based device at any 

time. The Chinese test, on 16 October 1964, was based entirely on U-235, however, and took place in 

Lanzhou, not Baotou. Moreover, the community later detenined that the Baotou facility had functions 

other than plutonium production. The Mure to predict the production and use of U-235 the reformers 

traced not only to "preservation" and insufftcient information, but to a lack of appreciation for Chinese 

technical skills, innovativeness, and determination, in the absence of Soviet help. ' l  

Recent archival disclosures essentially validate the refonners' main charge. Washington was in 

fact rnisled &y the concept of a plutonium-based Chinese program.'2 Sevenl modifications cal1 for a milder 

judgement. however. First, the most authoritative study of China's nuclear prognrn suggests that the 

American prediction of a plutonium test was not entirefy mispiaced. Soviet plans and experience directed 

the Chinese toward a pIutonium bomb ris weIl as a uranium weapon, and, over tirne, the Chinese made 

rignificant investments in plutonium production and its subsequent chemical seParation." Second. most 

intelligence estimates took pains to cogently remind policy-makers that 5 to 10 y e m  would elapse before 

Beijing accomplished a credibte, 300-500 - mile range deIivery system. Opinions diverged markedly on 

10 Willis C. Armstrong, William Leonhart. William l. hilcCatTrey, and Herbert C. Rothcnberg, "The Hazards of 
Single-Outcome Forecasting," in H. Bardford Westertirld, cd., Inside CIA S Privare World (New Haven: Yale 
University Pr- 1995). 244. 

1 1 Armstrong et al., "The H d s  of Single-Outcome Forecasting." 244-246; NIE 13-2-60. The  Chinese Communist 
Atomic Energy Prognm." 13 Deccmber 1960, supra note 7; SNIE 13-2-63, "Communist China's Advanced 
Wapons Program," 24 July 1963, f: "National Intelligencr Estimates," box 4, NSF. LBJL. 

12 Cf. "Briefing on Current Foreign Policy Problems," Rusk tcstimony, 5 lune 1963. Executive Sessions 15 ( 1963). 
340. 

13 Lcw is md Xue, China Buildr the Bomb, 1 10. 



whether China coutd produce an operational ICBM system with nuclear warheads by 1971: the INR, 

Assistant Chief of Naval Operations (Intelligence), and the Director of Intelligence, Joint Staffs, al1 

estirnated an even later date rag for that occurrence." Third, Amencan officiais managed to partially offset 

the gaps in directly obtained information via persistent questioning of their Soviet opposites. Moscow, true, 

mostly refmined from divulging any operational details, but did evince its concern, and did indicate a 

tirnetable for the Chinese detonation which roughly corresponded to rea~ity. '~ Finally. contrary to his self- 

satisfied observations in retrospect, McCone was not blind at the time to the dearth of reliable infornation 

on this question. He was anything but timid in comrnunicating this problem to McGeorge Bundy, after 

which he pledged an intensified intelligence effort in this field: 

[AlIl facts upon which the estimate [on the Chinese nuclear program] was based were most 
uncertain; we knew very, very little about the Chinese praduction of uranium ... we knew 
nothing whatsoever about their reacton, we knew nothing about their chernical sepantion 
plants and, finally. their weapons developments. l6  

However graded, the intelligence Community's performance in this sphere lert an enduring impact 

on the rnaking of China policy. Its unanimous assessrnent that a Chinese detonation was in the offinç 

impressed upon policymakers the impentive of planning a response. 

111. 
The administration contemplated a number of mesures to forestaIl China's advances in the 

nuclear field. Those associated with the "Soviet card," widely recognized in the literature, will be reviewed 

below. Other schemes, revealed in recently declassified documents, deserve mention. too. An 

14 JCS to McNamm JCSM-425-61. "A Shtegic Analysis of the Impact of the Acquisition by Communist China of a 
Nuclear Capability," FRUS 1961-1 963, Vol. 22.84: SNIE 2 3-2-61. "Communist China in 197 1 ." 28 Septrmber 
196 1. t': "Communist China in 197 1 ." box 14, JCT Papers; NIE 13462, "Prospects for Communist China" 2 May 
1962. FRC'S 1961 -1 963, Vol. 22,222 fn. 1. 

15 Ser: Foot The Pracficr of Power. 178; Vladislav M. Zubok. "Unwnpping h e  Enigma: What was Behind the 
Soviet Challenge in the 1960sY in Diane B. Kunz, ed.. The Dijhmaq of the Crucial Decade (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1994). 179 fn. 65; Arthur Derin, "Briefing on US. Policy at the Gencva Test Ban 
Conferencc" 4 May 196 1. Execurive Sessions 13: 1,496-7. 

16 McCone memo for the record 1 1 January 1963, FRUS 1961-1963. Vol. 22. 339. The mesagr registered with the 
Presidrnt Cf. PREM 11/4586,30 Junr 1963. This quote also s u g g m  that dwpite the emphasis on plutonium, 
Washington did not completely discard the possibility of an uranium option. 



interdepartmental program to rninimize the psychological impact of a Chinese Commiinist nuclear 

detonation was initiated November 17, 1962. Titled "Prognm to Influence Opinion in the Non-Communist 

Countries of the Far East with Regard to a Chinese Communist Detonation," the plan was energetically 

prompted by both Harrirnan, Rostow and Rusk, who in late M y  1963 disseminated the finalized 

"educative" instructions to al1 the embassies in the region, The propaganda strategy, devised jointly by the 

USIA and DOD, sought to reassure Asian audiences through a blend of "soff" and "power" ingredients. It 

naturally pointed to the then progressing test-ban negotiations to advocate the feasibility and utility of 

disarmament efforts. It also bluntly asserted the decisive impact of the American deterrent. Beijing, the 

argument ran, was a Iong way off from an effective nuclear capabiIity, was aware of its great vulnerability 

to nuclear attack. and knew it could not undertake increased agressive actions with impunity." 

The composed appeannce of that propaganda scheme deceived. In fact, the vision of a nuclear 

China unsettled and alarmed rnany in the administration, That Kennedy was enormously worried about 

China's emergence as a nuclear power has been widely recognized in the litenture.'' shreds of evidence 

suggest, for instance, that McGhee broached in September 1961 the highly unorthodox idea of furthering 

India's atomic aspirations as a counterweight to the anticipated Chinese explosion. That notion was 

apparently immediately overruled, prompting a rare accord between Galbraith and Rusk. Galbraith would 

not venture beyond gentle probing into the Indian appraisal of the possible ramifications on Delhi's nuclear 

programs of the Chinese detonation. Evidently deeply troubled, Rusk insisted that McGhee's suggestion 

would fatally undercut the principled American position against nucleu proliferation. In his words, it 

would "start us down a jungle path tkom which 1 see no exit. Our problems with other countries and other 

17 GilpaVic to Harriman memo. 3 April 1963, Himiman to Gilpatric mrmo. 18 Junc 1963, Rusk Airgram CA- 715. 19 
July 1963. al1 in f: "Def 12-1 Chicorn." box 3717. Cenual Foreign Policy File 1963. RG 59. NA; Walt Rostow S/P 
Priper. "A U.S. Policy Toward Communist China" 15 November 1962. f: 'A US. Policy Toward Communist 
China," box 15, JCT Papers. 

18 Sei: Young, it;egotkzting wiih the Chinese Communists (New York: McGnw Hill. 1968), 253; Nancy S. Simon. 
-From the C h i n e  Civil War to the Shanghai Communiqud: Changing U.S. Perceptions of China as a Security 
Press" (Ph.D. dis.,  Johns Hopkins University, 1982), 225; Chmg, Frienrls and hernies (Stmford: Stanford 
University Press, 1990). Ch. 8; James Fetzer, "Clinging to Containrnenfw in Thomas G.  Paterson, ed.. Kennedy's 
Quest for fictory (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989), 179: Foot. The Practice of Power, 178; and [Ch. 3 
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continents could become quite unmmageable."19 Moven and shakers obviously saw no recourse but to 

turn to the "Soviet card" in handling the Chinese nuciear issue. 

IV. 
To recite the administration's playing of the "Soviet card" prior to 1963 is to tread frimiliar 

[beaten] paths. By mid- 196 1, his advisers were positive that Beijing's nuclear progress weighed heavily on 

the Soviets, too. As historian Rosernary Foot observes, "there had already been hints from Soviet 

statements, information Rom secretly monitored discussions, and a direct approach from the Soviet 

ambassador to Washington, d l  indicating [Moscow's] dismay over China's nuclear potential."" In 

particular, the intelligence picture suggested to Washington Khrushchev's anxiety over Beijing's apparent 

failure to appreciate the incalculable destructive potential of  nucleûr weaponry." Kennedy's cautious 

approach at the 1961 Vienna summit was the first concrete attempt to exploit this perceived Soviet- 

American coincidence of interest. But Khrushchev failed to make the required response. "probribly rnindfuf 

of giving firrther support to Chinese charges that Moscow had corne to value its rehtionship with 

Washington more highly than that with its Socialist ally."" Spotting a diminished Soviet interest in arms 

control negotiations,'f and still not uniformly convinced o f  the endurance of the Sino-Soviet split, 

Washington officiais subsequently mostly despaired of the "Soviet card" until late 1962. 

l 9  McGhee to Rusk mmo. 13 Septcmber 196 1. Rusk to Bûttle merno. 7 October 196 1, both in FRLS N 6 ! - f ! W  Vol. 
7. 194 fn. 1. Rusk might have been alluding to Fmce and Isnel whcn ~ f e m n g  to oher continents. For the 
Kennedy administntion's strong geneml cornmitment to non-prolifention, set George Quester. The Politics 01' 
.Vuclear Proliferati (Bdtimon, Md.: Johns Hopkins University Pms. 1973), 38; Douglas Little. '"A Fool's 
E m d s :  Arnrrica and the Middle East, 196 1 - 1969,'' in Kunz cd., Diplomacy of tire Crucial Decade, 288.290. 

20 Foot. procrice of Powcr. 178. Sec also: Anhur Dean. -Briefing on US. Policy ut the Geneva Test Bm Conference". 
4 May 196 1. Eremrive Sessions 13: 1,496-7. 

21 Cf. NIE 100-3-60, "Sino-Soviet Relations," 9 August 1960, f: "NE'S Concrrning the Soviet Union." box 8. RG 
263, NA; CM, Sino-Soviet Task Force, 'The Sino-Soviet Dispute md I f s  Significance." 1 April 1961. in CL4 
Research Reports: China, 1 !JAS-/ 976, ed. Paul Kesiiris (Frederick, Md.. 1 982), Microfilm. 

22 Foot The Practice cf Power, 180. The abortive Mongolian initiative. as well. owed much to the desire to solicit 
Sovict goodwill with respect to the nuclertr problem. Set: above, Ch, 3, [pp ...] 

23 CC Mcmcon Rusk-Gromyko, 25 September 1962, FRUS 1961-/963. VOL 7. 572-3. The trilateral d i m a m e n t  
meetings in Geneva collapsed altogether in January 1962. 



The terrain becomes far less clear in 1963. Gordon Chang argues that Kennedy was so haunted by 

the spectre of a nuclear China that he approached the Soviets with suggestions of a joint military svike 

against Chinese research and development facilities. or at least Soviet acquiescence in such a feat. 

Harriman, he maintains, delivered that message, on Kennedy's behalf, to Khrushchev during the Limited 

Test Ban Treaty (LTBT) negotiations held in Moscow in the summer of 1963." This vsertion has sparked 

a lively debate. Chang's contenders deem the evidence he marshalled too spotty and circumstantial to 

confirm his point. McGeorge Bundy, James Thomson, Roger Hilsrnan, and historian Nancy Tuckcr argue 

further that Chang mistakes speculation on, and contingency planning of, such a pre-emptive strike for 

action. To their minds, he misconstnied the typical Kennedy penchant for fostering a legion of alternate 

contingency plans, and more specifically, for thinking out loud nascent ideas with aides. Finally, Thomson 

concedes that the pre-emptive strike scenario was "tossed around" during a few "lunches" he attended, but 

adds that if nothing else, the absence of "plausible deniability" precluded the option for the ~resident." 

A final verdict on this controversy may very well prove a mission impossible-unless, perhaps, 

the Moscow archives eventually yield up some fùller evidence. Almost by definition, policymakers would 

tend to both keep a scheme as sensitive as a "pre-emptive strike" a closely guarded secret, and leave no 

paper trail behind. According to Chang, Kennedy indeed took extraordinary precautions to ensure complete 

secrecy in the communications beween Washington and Haniman during the LTBT deliberations. lust six 

top officiais outside the White House - Rusk, Ball, McNamara, L. Thomson, McCone, and William C. 

Foster, head of the Arms Control and Dismarnent Agency (ADC) - were permitted to read the 

comm~nications.'~ Such tight monitoring of the cable trafic points to the possibility that James Thomson 

and Roger Hilsrnan were simply lefi outside of the information loop. Another logical inference is that 

conclusive references to a "pre-emptive strike" in the wrirten record, whether affirmative or disproving, 

-- -- 

74 Gordon Chang, Friends and Enemies, Ch. 8. 
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rnay indeed be hard to find. Consequently, the interpretative stand one adopts on this issue revolves to an 

extraordinary degree on one's genenl rendition of both Kennedy's policymaking style and his China 

policies. 

These caveats borne in mind, recent archival revelations still permit a detailed reconsideration of 

the pre-emptive strike controversy. The record, as far as it goes: (1) expands on the sources of Kennedy's 

preoccupation with the Chinese bomb; (2) underlines his determination to take decisive action to impede 

the Chinese nuclear program; (3) manifests the considerable amount of staff work undertaken to examine 

the range of prospective Soviet-Arnerican cooperation; and (4) reveals Kennedy's excessive optimism. 

From January 1963 through the conclusion of the test-ban negotiations, regarding the odds of enlisting 

Soviet collaboration in such preventive action. One may surmise that a pre-emptive strike scenario 

probably reached a more advanced planning stage than either Thomson or Hilsman allow, but did not 

advance to the operational phase. It seems unlikely that Harriman ever directly presented the thought of a 

joint military action to his Soviet hosts. Rather, he made initial probes and tackled the topic indirectly, only 

to receive a flat and final Soviet refusal. 

As the "13 days" and the Himalayan war receded into the past, and 1962 gave way to 1963, 

Kennedy's attention turned again to the Chinese nuclear issue. The president minced no words in 

comrnunicating his preoccupation to ranking aides. The like-minded Bundy, for instance, advised John 

McCone that Kennedy deemed it "the most serious problem facing the world today." According to the 

National Security Adviser, nuclear weapons in the hands of Beijing, in Kennedy's eyes, arnounted to an 

intolerable upset of the world political scene. McCone came out of that meeting convinced that dong with 

Cuba. this problem was foremost in Kennedy's rnind." 

But how precisely did Kennedy de f i e  the Chinese nuclear menace, and why was he so anxious? 

There were sevenl components to Kennedy's alarm. Most conspicuous and obvious was his fear that 

- - - - -  - 

27 McCone memo for the record. January I 1.1963, FRUS 1961-1963. Vol. 27 339. Other oficids. Amcrican and 
British. were similarly advised. See: "Mr. Hilsman's Remarks at Director's Meeting." 22 January 1963. f.: "Hilsman 
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37 1/ 170698.27 Daembcr 1962. 



Chinese leaders were both too fanatical and too insensitive to the horrors of nuclear destruction to be 

trusted with even a limited nuclear capability. In private and public, he reitented this point time and again. 

On December 1 7, 1962, for instance, he stated pub licly that Beijing's "constantly hitting" leaders believed 

China could survive a nuclear third world war "anyway with 750 million people."n Always the 

consumrnate politician, he was probably fully aware that this genuine concern of his also stnick a 

responsive chord with the domestic e~ectorate.'~ Witness Kennedy's recurrent chanting of the refrain. 

during the turn of 1962, that a predatory and nuclearized PRC would pose a grave challenge to Asia, to 

American and global security, and hence to the then-incumbent president.30 

Other ingredients, more obscure from the public eye, probably contributed no less to Kennedy's 

agitation. First, partial evidence suggests that Kennedy, Taylor and McNarnm were so homified by the 

spectre of becoming "engaged with the hordes of China" as to regard conventional war of relatively little 

utility in a military confrontation with ~ e i j i n g ~ '  Conceivably. if Kennedy responded to that logic, he was 

apt to consider China's nucleu progress as placing unbearable limits on the American leeway. 

Second, interestingly, Kennedy could explain the essence of the Chinese challenge somewhat 

differently in private than in public. To British Prime minister Macmillan, he protèssed to be troubled by 

the Chinese test not because of its anticipated negligible effect on the military balance of power but 

because of profound "psychological" repercussions. The detonation, rather than creating a direct security 

problem for Washington, would endow Beijing with blackmail value to intimidate its Asian neighbours, 

and contribute to China's clout in both the underdeveloped and the Communist worlds. Kennedy further 

- 

28 PPP 1963.900. S e  also the documents çited in fns. 27 ruid 30. The recollections of Assistant Secret;irY of State for 
European Affairs William R. Tyler. most often cited in this context. are discussed below, on p...[ ] 

29 For the apparent interdrpendrncr of public opinion trends and China policyrnaking during this period, see 
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intimated his concern over the possible "great effect" of the detonation "in the United States," apparently 

disclosing his sense that the test would inflict such a blow to American prestige, as well as his own 

domestic standing, that the administration would feel compeiled to resume testing, even if a test-ban treaty 

would by then be nchieved.12 

Behind this "psychoIogicai" focus stood also a yet more intense, if oflen unspoken, Kennedy 

preoccupation. He seemed to believe that a Chinese test would so undemine Amencan credibility as to 

imperil Washington's effort at stemming the tide of nuclear proliferation. Other nuclear aspirants would be 

emboldened by the Chinese example, thereby placing a principal administration objective at risk. 

Kennedy's incessant visualization of a test-ban as a counterweight to China's nuclear strides denotes this 

line of t h ~ u ~ h t . ' ~  

With multiple concerns, Kennedy energetically harnessed the foreign policy apparatus to search 

for means to curtaii China's nuclear progress. His prodding affected the gamut of relevant governmental 

agencies, including the CIA, State, Defense and the JCS. He prompted McCone to intensiQ the intelligence 

effort. He instigated the setting of a nsw inter-departmental working group, instnictinç it to both devise 

longrange estimates of China's nuclear potential and ponder the suitable American response. The 

importance he attached to the issue Kennedy signalled by appointinç Harrirnan and McCone as group 

advisers. Ray C h e  of the CIA and Director of the Ofice of East Asian Affairs at State, Joseph A. Yager. 

chaired the group-a pairing purposefully designed to give the proceedings institutional equilibrium as 

well as a balance between more hawkish and somewhat less hawkish voices on China policies." 

32 PREM 1115586 30 Junr 1963, PRO. Kennedy uscd the terrn "psychologicitl" himself. Harrirnm viewed the nature 
of the Chinixe threat in much the same tenns. See Uamrnan testimony, 29 July 1963. E~ecutive Sessions 15 (1963), 
49 1. 

33 Cf. "Mr. Hilsman's Rernarks ût Dinctor's Meeting," 22 Smuary 1963. supra note 27: Glenn Seaborg Diary. 8 
Februiuy 1963, FRUS 1961- 1963. Vol. 7.645; Glenn T. Seaborg, Kennedy, K h h c h e v .  und the Test Bun 
(Berkeley, Calif.: University of laiifornia Press, 198 1 ), 18 1. 

34 McCone merno for the record. 1 1 Sanuary 1963. supra note 16; Tekon Bundy/ffaniman. 16 lanuary 1963. f: 
"Bundy, McGeorge," box 439, WAH Pnpets. sumrnarired dso in Editotial Note. FRUS 1961-1 963. Vol- 22,339- 
340. Bundy srrved as Kennedy's point-man in dl thesc endmvours, i l l m t i n g  the hannony between Kennedy and 
his National Saurity Adviser in gened, rrnd on the Chincse nuclear question in particular. 



On top of completing the groundwork for the above-rnentioned propaganda cmpaign, the 

intensi fied planning effort conc luded that Beij hg's econornic sel f-sufficiency rendered her relatively 

immune to an embargo. The DOD officers who conducted that study agreed, with dismay, that even an 

effective embargo on foodstuffs, petroleum and industry, with Moscow on board, while crippling Beijing's 

rnilitary rnight, would not thwart the Chinese nuclear program." Other devices had to be contemplated. 

From Jsuiuary 1963 onwards, Kennedy's rnind focused on the utility of both a test ban-and, 

apparently, rnilitary options. The LTBT story has been well told by Glenn Seaborg and McGeorge Bundy. 

Only its China dimension merits review here." The China factor was central to Kennedy's rekindled 

interest in a ban as 1963 began. His judgernent that the ban was attainable stemmed to a large degree from 

his  newly found conviction that the Sino-Soviet spiit was afuit crcco~n~li.'~ More important, the purpose of 

vanquishing the Chinese nuclear threat constituted the principal driving force behind his quest for a test 

ban. In his view, only for this prized objective was  it worthwhile to both take the likely risk of some Soviet 

cheating and endure the anticipated skimishes with ~on~ress ."  

Precisety how Kennedy thought the test ban would accomplish the desired goal rernains a 

puzzling mystery even after the latest round of deciassification. That a ban would elicit Chinese rejection, 

and thereby supposedly "expose" Chinese recalcitmce, had been clear to Ainericiin planners long before 

the resumption of test-ban negotiations." How else the ban could be effectively instrumental in slowing 

down Beijing was a riddle to no less a central figure than McCone, who posed the question direcrly to the 

president as late as June 1963. Kennedy only ducked the query by stating the need to discuss the issue 

- -- - - - - - - . . . . 
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funher with the ~ritish.'%und~ and Seaborg expressed, in retrospect, the same bewildement as to why 

Kennedy deemed the ban so instrumental in meeting the Chinese challenge." 

One is tempted to surmise that in the Chinese contcxt, Kennedy valued the test ban chiefly as a 

double- barre1 vehicle toward the desired goal. As a powerful sym bol of Soviet-American collaboration. it 

could intimidate Beijing into desisting. Alternately, it could serve io win both domestic and world public 

opinion to the notion of drastic actions against Beijing's nuclear facilities - and, at the same tirne, secure 

Soviet acceptance of such a feat. To be sure, there is no direct evidence to show that Kennedy had already 

developed, by early 1963, such an intricate grand design. But new archival revelations of the advice 

Harriman gave at that point suggest that Kennedy started to chart n path along such lines. 

As mentioned above, Harriman had endeared himself to Kennedy by his success on Laos and his 

sporadic attacks on the permanent bureaucracy and demand for "young blood." Kennedy, however, had 

kept Harriman at arm's length from the Soviet Union before the Missile Crisis, probably because he was 

chary of soliciting advice from someone known to be relatively close to Khrushchev. Atter earning his 

spears in the Caribbean. the situation changed, and Haniman gained access to the president's ear in Soviet 

a ffain." The veteran statesman was regarded as an accomplished "practical Kremlinologistt~-as much so 

as anyone in government. Harriman's words, hence, probably carried weight with the president when, in a 

January 33 Ietter, he applauded Kennedy's placing of the Chinese nuctear problem "so hi& on [the] 

priority list. "He also conveyed his impression that[what the Kremlin had in rnind was that with [a 

Nuclear Test Ban Agreement], together [Washington and Moscow] could compei China to stop nuclear 

development. threatening to take out the facilities if ne~essary.~' 
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These words point to the possibility that military action had, as Chang argues, been discussed at 

the top levels of the administration for months before the Moxow LTBT negotiationsM -- but more as an 

exercise in blunt coercive diplomacy than a realistic and operational policy alternative. Other references to 

a rnilitary action are more ambiguous, including presidential ruminations with advisers and even foreign 

leaders. William Foster recalled that Kennedy had voiced the idea of a pre-emptive strike to be launched by 

an anonymous airplane, American or Soviet. The president went even to the length of stanling the 

Portuguese Minister of Foreign Affairs, Alberto Nogueira, with the staternent that "the day [was] fast 

approaching [when] the West [would] have to decide whether to use the atomic bomb on China so as to 

prevent the Chinese fiom making atomic weapons." Nogueira repeated this phrase, to make sure that he 

understood Kennedy correctly. Kennedy assured him that he had and suggested that Noguein would not 

quote itSd5 Kennedy may have bern merely inviting discussion or airing wishful thoughts, as James 

Thomson and Hilsman hold. Foster and Seaborg, no less qualified interpreters of Kennedy's h m e  of mind 

on this matter, think othenvise. They believe the president seriously contemplated an aerial ~u ike . ' ~  

Whatever Kennedy's actual intentions, the record strongly suçgests that the govemrnental 

machinery was quite extensively engaged in a consideration of the pre-emptive strike option. One familiar 

illustration is inclusion of references to contingency plans for "radical steps" against China in the briefing 

book prepared for Harriman's trip to ~ o x o w . "  Less remarked on are other indicative signs. First, in 

September 1963, the CIA completed a cornprehensive survey of Xinjiang's weather conditions, including a 

section titled "weather and air-ground opentions." The survey was ostensibly executed as part of a routine 

coverage of global weather conditions. Yet the timing, so adjacent to LTBT nepotiations, invites suspicions 

44 Chang, Friends und Enemies, 244. 
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of White House interest in the pre-emptive ~ o n t i n ~ e n c ~ . ~ ~ e c o n d .  the script of a Soviet pre-emptive strike 

was explicitly tabled by McCone during a 30 July discussion with the Joint Chiefs. To be sure. McCone, 

evidently smariing frorn Khrushchev's adamant refusal to share any thoughts on China with iiarriman just 

a few days before, dismissed the eventuality as unlike~~.~%ird. historian Shane Maddock unearthed a 

telling paper written at the close of President Johnson's first year. That paper, genented for luid reviewed 

by Undersecretary of Defense Roswell Gilpatrick's Committee on Nuclear Proliferation, concluded that 

"consideration of direct action against Chinese nuclear facilities ... may be warranted." The various causes 

the cornmittee advanced to justiQ this conclusion much resernbled the above mentioned sources of 

Kennedy's anxiety about the Chinese menace. The detailed and explicit paper not only points to protracted 

governmental deliberations on the issue during the Kennedy and Johnson adm inistntions, but proposes that 

Gilpatrick, a ranking figure in the defence establishment, was receptive to the pre-emptive idea -- during 

the early Johnson period, and most probably a year beforehand, when Beijing had yet to detonate its first 

bomb and circwnstances for militnry action must have seemed more a u ~ ~ i c i o u s . ~ ~  

In short, although pre-emptive action may have appealed to some movers and shakers in January 

1963 more as a cunning diplomatic device than a workable prospect, plans seemingly went beyond mere 

thnughtsfi The record is naturally rather silent on whether operational schemes wen actually prepared. 

The Gilpatrick paper. at leost, implies that contingencies such as the air dropping of sabotage tearns 

received setious analysis in rnid-1964. but not before." The threshold of operational planning was 

apparently not crossed during the Kennedy tenure.') 

48 National Intelligence Survey. "Communist China - Weather and Clirnate.- September 1963, in ClA Rrsearch 
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Excessive optimisrn about Soviet receptivity on Kennedy's part evidently contributed to the 

contemplation of radical steps. Many ranking aides were more doubtful. Llewellyn Thomson ventured the 

opinion thnt it was almost impossible to prod Khnishchev into ûny serious discussion of ~ h i n a . ~  The Joint 

Chiefs of Staff estimated that the Soviets could not be expected to accept overt military action to obtain 

Chinese adherence to a ban, even if they might CO-operate in non-violent and indirect mesures toward that 

end.55 ~ v e n  Harrirnan altered his assessment on this point. The confidence he had expressed in January 

about Soviet responsiveness gradually waned. ln late April, he ran into a brick wall in an attempt to elicit 

Khrushchev's views on Beijing's nuclear strides. The Soviet leader biuntly challenged Hamman to mise 

the matter directly with ~ e i j i n ~ . "  Harriman remained convinced that the China problem haunted 

Khrushchev, but, probably mindful of that sorry experience, advised Kennedy on the eve of the Moscow 

negotiations that the Russians might refuse to discuss the matter at ail." 
* 

Kennedy, Bundy, and Rostow were unperturbed by these warnings. In June, Bundy agreed with 

Foster that "The Russians may insist to the Chinese that they desist from their nuclear weapons 

deve~o~men t s . ' ~  Displaying the hawkish posture he had assurned since the autumn of 1962, Rostow 

showered some more ringing phrases upon the president: "We have both a national interest and a duty to 

history in conducting the Haniman probe."59 Kennedy needed no prodding. To be sure. he was not blind to 

the fact that the Sino-Soviet split had severely undercut Moscow's capacity to apply effective pressure on 

Beijing: in June, the president mentioned to German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer that Khrushchev had no 

way to bring the Chinese into a test ban.M Yet he was still determined to bmach the subject of restraining 

the Chinese with Kfirushchev, and quite hopeful that the ice could be broken [a breakthrough could br 

- - - - - - 
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accomplished] d u h g  the LTBT n~~otiations.~' In fact. Kennedy was so obsessed by the Chinese question 

as ta equip Harriman with a bargaining chip, instnicting the envoy that should it prove profitable "in terrns 

of the China problem or otherwise," he might hint that the U S  was open to putting the brakes on the 

Multilatenl Force (MLF), although "in no event should ... Harriman give ruiy specific assurances on the 

MLF?? 

Several elements in the policy landscape that emerged in the spring of 1963 scemed promising to 

Kennedy and his CO-believers, Since the traumatic crises in the Himalayas and the Caribbean, Moscow had 

been signalling that avoiding a position where another power might involve the Soviet Union in a nuclear 

war was a transcendent policy objective." Furthemore. the spring saw further deterioration in Sino-Soviet 

relations. More vociferous than ever, the doctrinal feud centered largely around both the desirability and 

the feasibility of "peacefùl coexistence," and survivability aAer a nuclear confrontation."< Even as the intra- 

Communist splintering gathered pace, Khrushchev accepted Kennedy's and Macmillan's proposais for the 

initiation of tripartite test-ban negotiations, and responded in kind to Kennedy's conciliatory "Americrin 

University" speech. Somr American watchers in the Moscow ernbassy and within the intelligence 

community rigreed with Kennedy that Khrushchev was so utterly exasperated with Beijing as to try for 

some mamage of convenience with ~ashin~ton."  

As the LTBT sessions in Moscow began with much public fanfare, official Washington noted yet 

another gfriring manifestation of Sino-Soviet discord, in the form of the conspicuously low-key and 

-- - - - - - - - - - -- - 
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ultimately abortive Sino-Soviet talks then undenvay in M O S C O W . ~  At this very juncture, the intelligence 

community nminded the president that a Chinese detonation could occur "at any tirne."' In al1 likelihood. 

it was this set of considerations which drove an alerted Kennedy, on July 15, to instruct Harriman to press 

the matter with Khnishchev, despite Harriman's failure to do so that same day.* His orders have since 

received much scholarly attention? but still deserve a lengthy quotation: 

... 1 continue to be prepared to work on [the] French if Soviets will work on [the] Chinese, and 
you should make this clear as occasion offers. 

1 remain convinced that Chinese problem is more serious than Khrushchev comments in first 
meeting suggest, and believe you should press question in private meeting with him. 1 agree 
that large stockpiles are characteristic of US and USSR only, but relatively srnaIl forces in 
hands of people like ChiComs could be very dangerous to us ail. Further believe even limited 
test ban cm and should be means to limit diffiision. 

You should try to elicit Khrushchev's view of means of limiting or preventing Chinese 
nuclear development and his willingness either to take Soviet action or to accept US action 
aimed in this dire~tion,'~ 

No less alarmed by the Chinese nuclear question, Harriman complied. The opportunity presented 

itself on July 26. Adopting a gingerly but persistent approach, the seasoned Soviet hand asked Khrushchev 

whether he was not concerned about the imminent Chinese detonation. Khrushchev "thought [the] Chinese 

were deveioping very slowly in this respect" and insisted "he was not concerned at all, even if the Chinese 

were [detonate] soon." Was Khrushchev sure, Hariman continued, that Chinese nuclear power would not 

"be directed against the Sov[iet]s one day." The Soviet helmsman still was utterty unresponsive. Tme, his 

consternation about the Chinese problem emerged between the lines: for a brief moment, he agreed with 

Harriman that Washington was correct in taking seriousIy Moscow's accusations regarding China's 

- - - - -  
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recklessness. But his effort to hide his concern and play down the Chinesc nuclear developrnent denoted a 

rejection of even a shadow of consideration for any Soviet-American coopention on this matter." 

Harrirnan was probably too experienced a diplomat to pursue the issue further up a dead alley. As historian 

Rosemary Foot concludes, it scems unlikely that Harriman ever directIy presented the thought of radical 

steps. such as a joint military action, to his Soviet h o s t ~ . ~  

Thus, Kennedy's hope for Soviet interest in sorne resolute joint action to check China's nuclear 

development was put to the test-and found misplaced. Interestingly, in mid-August Harriman still 

believed that Moscow was "anxious to bring maximum pressure on Communist china."" Othen, however, 

acknowledged that the stratagem of betting on Soviet support had been built on sand. "The Soviets," 

McCone advised the ICS on July 30. "recognized that the [LTBT] would not prevent China fiom ûttaining 

nuclcar weaponr and were unlikely to mount any pre-ernptive strike against its future nuclear ~ a ~ a b i l i t ~ . " ' ~  

Arguably, the dooms day picture of a world imperiiled by a nuclearized China Kennedy painted just two 

days later also spells recognition that the Soviet gambit had corne to naught." 

v. 
Signed in Moscow on August 5, The Lïl3T did serve to drive Moscow and Beijing further api~rt,'~ 

but failed to promote the craved objective of slowing down China's nucieat progress. Washington's 

insistence on a withdrawal clause, aithough chiefly aimed a securing ratification by the Senate, implied an 

awareness of that f a i ~ u r e . ~  

- --- - -- 
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The administration may have actually had little recourse but to play for the Soviets* favour. It 

possessed no direct leverage on Beijing except for nuclear brandishing-a course American movers and 

shakers must have known would graveIy impair the U.S. effort to pose as a responsible member of the 

select nuclear club, At any rate, Washington's conspicuous siding with Moscow against Beijing not only 

proved hollow in terms of the Chinese nuclear question, but was disagreeable to both Bonn and paris." 

Indeed, during the second half of 1963, the French aspect loomed troublesorneiy in the 

administration's China policy. Franco-Arnerican relations deterionted appreciably during the Kennedy 

years. lncompati ble personalities com bined w ith cIashing perceptions of the interest to produce an 

explosive brew. The American quest for primacy within NATO collided with De Gaulle's insistence on 

charting his own path." Two positions the Genernl endorsed. bearing directly on China policy, added fuel 

to the fire in late 1963. First, he proposed to mediate in Vietnam. Second, intent on obtaining an 

independent nuclear capability, he adamantly refused to join the LTBT. Both were anathema to 

Washington, largely because they were perceived as helpful to the Chinese cause. French mediation 

indicated, in the irdministration's view, not only Western disunity on tndo-China but the possibility of a 

Laos-type, neutnl solution, while French recalcitjartce on the LTBT deprived the West of the option of 

singling China out for her defance of the maty." With more emotion than foresight. a furious Kennedy 

carped that "Charles De Gaulle will be remembered for one thing only - his refusitl to take that treaty."" 

In fact, the Ofice of National Estimates was sufficiently impressed by the logic of a Sino-French 

condominium of interest on both counts, as well as by the increased tempo of Sino-French probes, as to 

predict the emergence o f  Sino-French co-operation, including in the nuclear field. Alerted enough to take 

withdrawal tiom the LTBT wzis not even suggcsted as an appropriate U.S. rosponse. For background on the 
withdrawal clause, see Beschloss, The Crisis fiars, 623: Seaborg, Kennedy, Khmshchev. und rite Test Ban. 245-7. 
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the issue up directly with their French counterparts, ranking officiais nevenheless seemingly agreed with 

O\NE's experts that such cooperation would remain limited. Bundy most probably spoke to the majority 

view when he dismissed Joseph Alsop's prophecy of a Sino-French alliance as illustrative of the 

journalist's propensity to harbour irnnginary "nighûnare" visions in the Chinese c ~ n t e x t . ~ ~  In short, the 

American obsession about the Chinese nuclear problem somewhat exacetbated Washington's European 

tangles, but stopped short of driving France fully outside of the Western camp. 

VI. 
Was Kennedy's obsession about the Chinese nuclear problem justified? Were Chinese leaders as 

oblivious of the horrors of nuclear dernolition and indifferent to massive loss of hurnan life as he believed 

them to be?u These questions de& a simple and clear-cut answer. The Chinesr leadership core, students of 

the issue agree, exliibited a complex attitude toward nuclear weapons. The sources of that attitude are still 

largely subject to conjecture, due to the fngmentary archivai base at hand. 

The posture Beijing assumed did entail some nuclear dare-devilling. Representative statements on 

the issue rvere ofien tinged with expressions of fatalism or at least acceptance of the fact that possibly, 

although not probably, huge numbers of Chinese, into the hundred of millions, could be killed in a nuclear 

war. Anitudes of defiance and ploys of psychotogical manipulation were conspicuous to the eye. Mao and 

his lieutenants, obsessed by the spectre of encirclement and wishing to pre-tmpt nuclear blackmail, were 

conceivably not averse to fostering, to a point, an image of indifference as means of promoting 

deterrence? Mao's words at the Moscow Conference of November 1957 exemplifi that approach: 
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[t is they and not we who want to fight; when a fight starts, atomic and hydrogen bombs 
will be dropped .... If the worst came to the worst and half of mankind died ... imperiaiism 
would be w e d  to the ground and the whole world would become socia~ist.~~ 

Further, one understands, if not tùlly endorses, the American dismissal of the disarmament 

counter-initiative launched by Zhou Enlai in late 1963 as a pure "propaganda fire-~racker."~~ Whether 

Zhou was actually hoping for anything but eliciting Washington's rejection cannot be detennined from the 

record. On 3 1 July, the Chinese government embarked on an initiative evidently designed to offset both the 

abortive Sino-Soviet ta1 ks, conc luded the day before, and the progressing LTBT negotiations. The package, 

circulated world-wide, called for the convening of a world conference with an eye to complete 

disarmament. A week elapsed before Wang Bingnan communicated to Ambassador Cabot, in Warsaw, a 

refined offec for the establishment of a nuclear free zone in Asia and the Pacific region, including the PRC, 

the Soviet Union, the United States, and Japan. Notably, Wang impressed upon Cabot that the Chinese 

would "never attempt to break out of their own bordersT'-and was even willing to acknowledge h i s  

çovernment's feelings of insecurity. As Wang put it, the United States should remove a nuclear threat to 

China which came from ail pans of the compass." Whether genuine conciliatory probes or vehicles of 

propûganda, the State Department overlooked these last elements in the Chinese position, and resolved to 

leave Zhou's initiative unanswered. Two major reasons figured in the decision. Foggy 8ottom believed the 

Chinese might be fishing for an outright U.S. rejection of their proposais that coutd be used to justiQ 

Beijing's own nuclear test. The State Department also deemed regional dismarnent arrangements 

unrealistic because there was M e  prospect that China's neighbours could reduce arms below present 

levels without endangering interna1 security needs? 
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More open to criticisrn are the administration's failure to gnsp Mao's fear of nuclear blackmail. 

and its omission of the fact that the Chinese leadership had not been in favour of taking too great a risk of 

atomic war. For instance, that Beijing azcused Moscow first of "adventurism" and only then of 

"capitulationism" in the afiermath of the Cuban Missile Crisis was largely lost on American o b s e ~ e n . ~ ~  

To be sure, a few of'fïcials did challenge the convention that Beijing was easily willing to absorb 

millions of casualties in a nuclear confrontati~n.~ George C. Denney of the INR advised Rusk in late July 

that Beijing's statements about its surviving a nuclear confrontation had nothing to do with a desire for war 

- and much with the conviction "very similar to that held by many in the West" that a resoiute posture 

constitutes the best puarantee agaimt the actual outbreak of nuclear war.'" Maxwell Taylor. by Far 

Denney's senior, also found "nothing that suggests that even the Chinese think they would gain by a 

nuclear war."" 

Denney's and Taylor's were voices in the wilderness, however. The convention enjoyed such a 

wide currency as to become a clichd of the political culture o f  the day.'" The president set the tone. 

According to the often cited recollection of William R. Tyler, assistant Secretary of State for European 

Affairs, Kennedy in lanuary 1963 believed that the Chinese leadership anached a "lower value" to human 

life and would be perfectiy prepared to sacrifice hundreds of millions of Chinese lives if this were 

nacessary to cany out its "aggressive and militant policies."M Secretary Rusk followed in his wake. 
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Ovemling Denney's opinion, he stressed publicly that the Chinese were so committed to the promotion of 

Communist world ambitions, as interpreted by themselves, as to risk a thennonuclear devastation of the 

Soviet Union, while "there is reason to believe that the Soviet people are more interested in irnproving their 

living standards than in Comrnunist world ambitions."" Rostow and Harriman both espoused a similar 

view. as did Walter Lippmann, that venerable. liberal, and oRen relatively dovish columnist.~ Even 

Hilsman, who, as wil1 be shown below, generally discounted the danger a nuclear China would pose to 

Arnefican security, propounded this somber waming: The leaders of Communist China care little or 

nothing for hurnan life. And, although up to now they have behaved more circumspectly than they advised 

Chairman Khmhchev to behave, they may venture reckless. even desperate, actions." 

This almost univenal proclivity of Arnerican watchers to stretch the limited evidence to the point 

of concluding that Chinese leaders were indifferent to massive loss of human life is telling. It betokens a 

ncially coloured image of the Chinese leadership as a breed which has no truck with the rnost profound 

tenets of human civility. Just how salient wm this racial factor is demonstrated by the fact that unlike 

London or Tokyo, off?cial Washington did not question the validity of Tito's citation of Mao to the effect 

that the Chinesc leadership regarded hurnan life cheaply, even though Tito, as Albania's foe, had a clear 

stake in tainting ~ e i j i n ~ . ~ '  

95 Rusk address. 10 September 1 963, DSB 49'30 September 1963,493. 

96 Rostow, The Difiion of Power. 29; Haniman remuks. 19 April 1963, DSB 48. 6 May 1963.694: "1s Priping 
Trying to Trigger World War III?" Dcnney ta Rusk. supra note 9 1. 

97 Hilsman address, "United States Policy in the Paciftc," 10 August 1963. DSB 49.9 September 1963.388 
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As 1963 progressed, the pervasiveness of the racial bias notwithstanding, a group of officiais 

embraced a calmer assessment of the tiueat China posed, both with regard to the nuclear dimension and in 

general. The MR championed that opinion most ardentiy. Denney, as noted above, observed that 

"[Mjmetaphors like 'paper tiger' ... are reflections of a Chinese communist literary, psychological, and 

political m o h  operandi which cannot be taken to indicate Peiping's acntal military strategy."lg Thomas 

Hughes, who replaced Hilsman as INR head in April, found neither the logic nor the evidence to support an 

anticipation of greater Chinese militnncy. He presented Rusk with a comprehensive-and quite compelling 

- case. The Chinese leaders, Hughes insisted, had generally followed a cautious military policy despite a 

fanatic facade, and were painfulIy cognizant of the weakening of the PLA as a consequence of economic 

setbacks. Moreover, their "loss of confidence in Soviet support, leading to their conjecture that the US may 

feel therefore Freer to react against Peiping, would be major factors inducing caution on their part." Finally, 

rather than dismissing Zhou Enlai's "peace offensive" as pure propaganda, Hughes believed it genuinely 

betokened a gingerly approach. lm 

With the possible exception of McCone, the intelligence community at large basically seconded 

that threat assessment, however much it was less tranquil than the INR about Chinese intentions in 

~iemarn."' ln the spring and more pointedly in November, intelligence experts impressed upon consumers 

that Beijing would tread cautiously even after the acquisition of a limited nuclear capability. Nearly 

unanimous that China would acquire an ICBM delivery capability only afier 1970, they further believed 

the Chinese would adhere to a "no-fust-use" doctrine and regard the nuclear instrument chiefly as a vehicle 

of detemng American escalation. The comrnunity did add that a nuclear China might be expected to 

99 "1s Priping Trying to Trigger Wodd War III?" Denney to Rusk, supra note n. 
100 [NR Research Memo RFE-70, Hughes to Rusk, "possibility of Greater Chinese Communist Militancy," 12 August 

1963. f: "China Genenlg63." box 15, ICT Papa.  

101 For the debate within the intelligence Comrnunity regarding Chinese intentions in Vietnam. see abovc Chap. 6 
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increase its efforts to achicve political hegemony in Asia through the indirect support of "wars of 

~ibention."'~' 

No China watcher voiced the calmer threat assessrnent more publicly than Hilsman. As shown 

above, the self-assured West Pointer had kept China on his agenda as INR Director, Once appointed 

Assistant Secretary for Far Eastern Affairs in April 1963, he took up the matter enthusiastically. In vintage 

crisp fnshion, he stated that "the facade of Communist China is bold and dangerous looking. The Chinese 

Communist leaders are addicted to reckless words" - but economic predicament and the Sino-Soviet schism 

combined to erode both Beijing's capacity and propensity for rnilitary adventures. Hilsman went on to 

sound an even more definitive note: "objectively analysed, the effects of a Chinese Communist nuclear 

explosion in the measunble finire would be psychologicaf nther than rnilitary. And the psychological 

results - outside China, at lest - would be ~ ~ e ~ l i ~ i b l e . " ' ~ ~  

The China policy review Hilsman spearheaded in the second half of 1963 was obviously informed 

by his equanimity about the Chinese threat. or more precisely by his sense that China's leaders tend to 

become pragmatic in the face of effective deterrence. '" nie history of the **Hilsman endeavour" h a  thus 

far been told largely by its champions.'05 Following a tnil blazed chiefly by historian Roxmary Foot, the 

remainder of this chapter takes comprehensive stock of the endeavour, seeking to place it within broad 

- - - - 
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contextual f r ameworb the  evolution of revisionist thinking, the direction of China policy on the eve of 

Kennedy's assassination. md the course of Sino-Amencan relations in ihe 1960s. '~  

The revisionist quest sprang in part fiom perceived incentives in the pcuticular policy environment 

of the time, The looming crisis in Vietnam most probably provided a strong stimulus. True, tbis topic was 

absent from the overt China agenda of the Hilsman group. Yet, against the backdrop of a French initiative, 

they almost certainly planned to deflect international criticism From Washington toward Beijing by 

manifesthg a China policy stance more attuned to allied opinion.'m Another ovemding ntionale ernergcd 

fiom the relative thaw in Arnerican-Soviet relations. As Hilsrnan explained to Stevenson: ''[tlhcte was a 

need to cIariS, the reasons for the apparent divergence between U.S. treatment of Moscow and U.S. 

treatment of Peiping. As the Soviets have begun to behave more responsibly, the U.S. has become more 

responsive to Soviet initiatives; but with Peiping continuing to hew to a bellicose Stalinist line, we have 

been unrespowive to the chinese."'" 

Rather than representing any innovations in revisionist thinking, each of these motives constituted 

a variation on an objective most China policy revisionists never ceased to value during the Kennedy 

ye-the transition to Communist china of the onus for Sino-Americm mutual hostility.lm Hilsman's 

case, in fact, reveals a certain cognitive dissonance which could be variously construed as spelling 

confusion - or intentional duplicity: despite espousing a view that Beijing's cautious behaviour belied its 

rhetorical bluster, he was not above pointing to Chinese ostensible belligerence to explain the Sino- 

American impasse. 

106 Se: Rosemary Foot, "Redeîïnitions: The Domestic Context and Amenca's China policy in the 1960s." ( D m  of a 
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The revisionist tide of 1963 echoed many of the concerns which had stirnulated former secand- 

echeion attempts at reassessment. More than a year rtfler Bowles had sounded these themcs, officers like 

Hilsman, Marshall Green and Rice continued to complain about the stagnant and reactive mould of China 

policymaking. The lack of forward planning, a problern that had bedevilled Komer in early 196 1, troubled 

them too. Further, nearIy hvo years after Harriman had undertaken mesures ro elevate the governmental 

infrastructure deating with China, they still felt that the allocation of attention, time and personnel fell far 

short of the task. They specifically lamented that the Chinese domestic scene remained a most neglected 

terrain."0 This catalogue of constant revisionist grievances graphically illushates the limited success of the 

revisionist cause under Kennedy, at lemt through mid- 1963, when the Hilsrnan project gathered steam. 

The devices Hilsman employed to spur bureaucmtic momentum for his endeavour were also 

familiar. He pleaded with Kennedy to keep an eye on Far Eastern poky,  China included. He augmented 

his staff with competent and like-rninded oficials, appointing Marshall Green, for example. ris his deputy 

in Septernber. He created two new offices within FE, for Regional Affairs and for Asian Communist 

Affairs (the latter an upgrade of the mainland China desk). Finally, Hilsman helped generate a review of 

China policy premises, objectives, and prescriptions, an effort which culminated in ht: important speech he 

delivered in San Francisco on December 13." ' 

Continuity marked also the range of specific initiatives lauriched by the Hilsman group. None of 

the initiatives were entirely new. In some instances group memben simpIy wiped the dust off a shelved 

1 10 FE paper. "FE-Olfice of Asian Communist Affain" n.d.. FRUS 1961-1963. Vol. 22.397-399: Merno Hilsmnn to 
Crockett of Organimion, "Gearing FE to do the Job Ahead" 9 October 1963, f: "Far East 518163-2125/64," box 5. 
RH Papers; memo Komcr to Bundy, Timing of a Basic Policy Review." I I ApriI 196 1. T: 'Komcr 4/ 116 1 -4/ 16/6 1 ," 
NSF: M&M. box 32 1,  IFKL; Robert Blum memo on his conversation with Marshall Green. 27 December 1963. f: 
"Genenl Correspondence," ROG. Volume C. , CFR. 

1 1 1 Thomson, "On the Making," 229: Letter Marshall Green to Hilsman, 16 M y  1963, f: "Far East 5/8/63-2/25/64," 
box 5. RH Papen: Hiismiui memo to JFK. 19 July 1963, E "Genenl, 7163-1 1/63," Index of Wsekend Papers, 
NSF:M&M. Box 3 18, JFKL; "Gearing FE to do the Job Ahrad" 9 October 1963. supro note 1 IO. 



probe. Such was the case of the proposa1 to recognize outer Mongolia reconsidered for much the same 

reasons as in 196 1 . ' l2 

In other policy areas, however, Hilsman and his associates did not balk from significantly 

developing incipient ideas and bringing hem to the fore of the revisionist agenda. Examples abound: 

1. Against the backdrop of Zhou Enlai's proposais for an Asian nuclear-free zone, revisionists 

moved from the vague recognition of the early Kennedy tenure that Beijing should partake in 

disarmament talks to a concrete consideration of bringing China into the Eighteen-Nation 

Disarmament Commission (ENDC) situated in Geneva. At least for the "immediate future," 

however, that option was rejected, possibly by higher authorities.'" 

2. Through late 1963, the Kennedy administration largely shunned the possibility of lifting the travel 

brin to China, the periodic prodding of the Chinese to exchange correspondents aside. The voice 

for change of Abba Schwartz, Head of the Bureau of Security and Consular Affairs as of 1962, 

faded as it n n  into a brick waII of silence higher up the bureaucncy ladder. The travel ban had 

never been popular in both the media and academia, however. In March. too, a new non- 

govemmental organization added its voice for at least an casing of the ban. The San Francisco- 

based Committee for a Review of Our China Policy, chaired jointly by Ex-Oregon Congressman 

Charles O. Porter and Ernest T. Nash, also hoped to encourage Sino-American trade in non- 

strategic goods. The low-membership Committee seems to have contributed to action on the travel 

front: the revisionists, troubled lest the stirring of public opinion by the Committee might actually 

produce a climate inimical to initiatives, admonished Porter to temper his vigilance-and pressed 

for nappraisal of the travel ban."' Hilsman ventured to convince Rusk thac the principle of 

- - 
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freedom and the need for better intelligence combined to warrant a libenlization of tnvel policy. 

He submitted that the measure required no ex-departmental clearance ruid would encounter little 

opposition From within or without govemment. Hilsman further urged the Secretary to approve 

the motion before the 1964 election campaign reached full crescendo. His mission seemingly 

failed, Probably because of Hamiman's opposition, Hilsman's memoranda apparently never 

reached Rusk. 

No evidence was found to suggest that prior to late 1963, any of the key Kennedy figures 

seriously pondered a modification of the regulations prohibiting mde with China. To that date, 

thcre emerged no policy debate even remotely comparable to the one that had developed dunng 

the early Eisenhower pre~idency."~ The food relief controveny. the only exception to this rule, 

never transcended the boundaries of the food issue. This is the reason why the topic has heretofore 

not been dealt with sepmteiy in this dissertation. The issue merits attention here, however, as the 

revisionist tide this time around did secure some high-level attention to the general trade problem. 

"Modest Revisionists" with an interest in, and a responsibility for, trade rnatters, like Rice. 

Reischauer, and Barnctt, had long advocated the removal of the "China differentialV-namely, the 

placing of China trade at a par as that with the Soviet  nio on.'" But it was only during their 1963 

policy reappraisal that these officiais ventured to intepte their desire for change into a major 

policy paper. They did so, to be sure, in gingerly fashion, proposing to accede to the reorientation 

of China mainland non-strategic trade and technical assistance fiom bloc to fiee world countries 

other than the US. and onlv "at the a~~rooriate tirne, removc the US embargo on sales to China 

1 15 Thomson. "On the Making," 23 1.233; ["StiIIborn" chapter. fn. 32.1; Milsman to Rusk, "Consideration of ( 1 )  
Resiriction on Tnvel of Amencan Citizens: and (2) Recognition of Mongolia" supra note 1 12. 
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insofar as it concems food grains.""%e revisionist hand was strengthened by accumulating 

evidence that adamant insistence on the China differential was becoming untenable. At home, The 

New York Times and Edwin P. Neiland, president of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, emerged as 

FE'S allies, strongly supporting trade relations with the People's Republic. Abroad, Tokyo's Ikeda 

govemment decided in August to permit the export of a vinylon plant to the PRC."~ On the trade 

Front, at least, the Hilsman group made some initial headway. The administration appeared to 

adjust to the inevitable and show minor signs of mellowing. During his last press conference, 

Kennedy lefl the door ajar to future modification of regulations-but only if Beijing mended its 

ways."O Further. once Tokyo agreed that in himre, purely private credit arrangements would be 

worked out in support of plant exports, Washington resigned itself to the Vinylon deal. Indeed, 

several British China hands came to believe that the an American dropping of the China 

differential was near.12' 

The Hilsman project not oniy revived and developed shelved initiatives. In nvo important 

respects. it veqed on representing a new phase in the evolution of the revisionist enterprise.'" First, 

evincing a measure of sophistication as well as some modesty, Hilsman more publicly than ever conceded 

Washington's contribution to Sino-American hostility. True, such a capacity for self-criticism had long 

marked the more refined moments of revisionist reflecti~n.'~ Yet, acknowledging American imperfection 

1 18 GrantlRice/MmhalI Green dnR paper. 18 November 1963. "Guidelines of United States Policy Towrird China' 
F: "Guidelines of United States Policy Toward China," box 15, ibid. 
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in public, even elliptically, well transcended admitting it behind closed doors. Given the long "who Iost 

Chinavi" shadow, speaking up required some courage. It also signalled rnoderation to a potentially 

perceptive Chinese eye: "...our involvement with China, while intense, was not wholly real," Hilsman 

observed, "It was fed by illusions as well as good will ... we were IittIe aware of the depth of fervour of 

Chinese nationalism in reaction to a sense of repeated humiliation at the hands of the  est.""' 

Second, the Hilsman project featured the first public pronunciation, in a major policy speech, of 

the objective of educating a presumably less doctrinaire "second echelon" in the Chinese leadership to the 

desinbility of pragmatism. Again, the concept itself was not new. Allen Whiting had as early as October 

1958 suspected the existence of strains in the Communist leadership as a consequence of the Great Leap 

~ o n v a r d . ' ~  Moreover, as demonstrated in Ch. 4 above, the notion of projecting flexibility and generosity 

as a means of strengthening the hand of a more moderate faction within the Chinese leadership appealed in 

the spring of 1962 to Hariman and other champions of offerinp food relief to ~ e i j i n ~ . ' "  But only in late 

1963 did the idea come fùlly into its own as a stated policy goal. First, the most elaborate think-piece 

authored by the Hilsman group dwelled on this point at some length. The paper recognized that 

Washington possessed but minuscule leverage on dornestic Chinese events, and concluded that any 

rnoderation in PRC hostility toward the US would come very gradually if at all. Grant, Rice. and Marshall 

Green explained, however, that the regime was "being subjected to exmordinarily strong pressures flowing 

frorn domestic economic failures and fiom the Sino-Soviet schism ... hence, exposure to Western ideas" 

[might enlighten upcorning Chinese leaders to the unreality of their world view] and "increase the 

evolutionary pressures within the systern."'" Hilsman, himself an emly proponent of the "second echelon" 

theory, resolved to advertize it to the world: 

- -. -- - - . - 
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[qhere is sorne evidence of evolutionary forces at work in mainland China ... the more 
sophisticated second echelon of leadership undoubtcdly knows that it was simple 
ignorance ... which led to many of the mistakes of 1958 .... As those ideas seep upward or as 
the present leaders retire, this awareness may eventuall profoundly erode the present 
simple view with which the leadership regards the world. ,?Y 

Hilsman may have been ill-advised to so publicly underline the existence of intra-leadership 

tensions in China. Such trumpeting was likely only to promote unity at the Chinese helm. Yet, both the 

self-critical attitude and the second-echelon theory evinced a capacity for discernrnent: afier all, several 

mnking Chinese leaders did corne to question Mao in the aflenath of the disastrous Great Leap 

~onvard.'" What nccounts for this certain acumen? Hilsman project members obviously drew from the 

lessons of previous "revisionist" drives. They also benefited from the accumulated experience of such 

figures as Rice and Green, not only as seasoned watchers of the Chinese scene, but as practitioners in the 

mine-field of domestic China policy-making.'30 The cohesive nature of the Hilsman group evidently helped 

as well. Previous mid-level attempts at a review of China pol icy under Kennedy had suffered from multiple 

agendas and fragmentary rn~na~ernent.'~' The situation irnproved in the case at hand. For reasons 

explained in previous chapters, after 1962 the principal champions of "visionary revisionism." Rostow and 

Bowles. dismounted the revisionist wagon."2 Those lefi on board, largely sharing a "modest revisionist" 

perspective, were essentially açreed on policy premises, remedies, and modalities. Basically on friendly 

terms personally, they could act in relative concert and promote a coherent agenda once Hilsman moved to 

launch and CO-ordinate the project. 

Acknowledgement of these reflned ingredients of the Hilsman Group's approach should not blind 

one to the heavy dose of what Hilsman termed "firmnes~."'~~ Fint, as noted obove, Hilsrnan and his 
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associates neither expected an affirmative Chinese response nor aimed at one. Rather, they planned on 

"exposing" the rigidity of the present leadership, targeting the "second echelon" only as a long-term 

prospect.t34 Second, mie to the propensities of such a champion of counter-insurgency and deterrence as 

Hilsman, "his" project contained a strong educative element. In typical terse and h n k  fashion, Hilsrnan 

himself cut right to this point, indicating that he "was opposed to any accommodation [with China] until 

some chmges occur in Chinese Communist attitudes toward the U S .  His approach [wasj to rnzike the 

Chinese accept the onus for their isolation and then to give thern time to get sick of bearing that onus.*'13* 

In sum, as Roscmary Foot has concluded, if one endorses the description of the cvolution of 

revisionist thinking in the 1960s as a movement towiird "containrnent without isolation" which culminated 

in the Senate Hehngs on US-China policy held in March 1966, then the Hilsman project comprised no 

less but also no more than an important mid-stage. That mid-stage, in Foot's words, "ernphasized the 

conditional aspects of the ["containment without isolation"] policy: China would have to leam to behave 

before it could be rewarded and thereby bccame less isolated, much as the Soviet Union had learned these 

lessons after the Cuban Missile   ri sis."'^^ 

VIII. 
It is a staple of conventionat wisdom that an assessrnent of a diplomatic initiative should take into 

consideration not only the intentions of its authors but, perhaps more irnportantly, the impact and 

consequences of the measure. Whatever the specific proportion of innovation and sophistication in the 

Hilsman project, it is essentiai to examine how it was received by key audiences-the Arnerican public, 

Rusk and Kennedy, and finalIy, the Chinese themselves. By way of initial conclusion, the exercise also 

serves to illuminate yet again some of the patterns and themes advanced in this dissertation. 

134 Hilsman. To Mme a Nation, 349-350. 

f 35 Hilsrnan lecture, 2 1 May 1964, ROM Vol. 48 (July 1963-June 1964) (F-J), CFR 

136 Rostrnary Foot, "Redefinitions," 6. The ph- "containrnent without isolation" was coined during the 1966 
harings by the noted scholar A. Doak Bmett. On the h d n g s  cf. Nancy B. Tucker. Threats, Opportunitirs, and 
Frustrations in East Asiii.'' in Warren 1. Cohen and idem, eds., Lyndon Johnson Confiants ihr World (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1 994), esp. 1 03-5; Paul M. Evans. John Fairbank and the American Underszonding of 
,tfodern China (New York: BlackwelI, l988), 25 1-255. 



As Foot, Hilsman, and others have recounted, "the press-including the more conservative joumals 

- widely approved of [Hilsman's December 131 staternent, and there was only a muted reaction in 

Congress despite the Cornmittee of One Million's attempts to sir up Congressional passions by sending a 

critique of the speech to every member of that body. For the New York Times, [in fact,] Hilsman's 

prescriptions w m  barely e n ~ u ~ h . " " ~  As James Thomson had optimistically recorded at the time, "we 

taiked dispassionately about China without having the roof fa11 in.""' This acceptance suggesu thnt at the 

end of the Kennedy tenure, the public-despite evincing a heightened threat perception of China- 

continued to be quite malleable to executive leadership on China policy, rnuch as had been the case in late 

196 1 and mid- 1962. 13' 

Were either Rusk or Kennedy disposed to assume that challenging task? The extrernely spotty 

record precludes a judgement call on this key question. Hence, the following observations, rather than 

argue a case, chart some possible lines of inquiry and outline alternative explanatory fnmeworks. 

Over the years, Hilsman and James Thomson, especially, have portmyed Rusk as an untlinching 

opponent to the Hilsman project. They believe that the December 13 speech could never have been given 

if it had been adequately and properly "cleared." From their vantage point, the speech passed inadvertently 

through the bureaucratie vening process, by force of fornitous circumstances. In particular, a harassed 

Secretary of State had time only to glance at the text and give the green light once he had been assured that 

the speech did not call for French recognition of ~ei j in~." '  Historian Nancy Tucker conversely depicts a 

Secretary far more amenable to the Hilsman line: "Whereas Rusk favored signals to Beijing that there 

would be roorn in the world community for a more CO-opentive, less dogrnatic, peaceable China, he 

- -  

137 Foot. Th Practice of Power. 99. See dso Hilsrnan To Mme a Narion. 355-357: Kusnitz Public Opinion and 
Foreign Policy, 108. 

138 Citrd in Tucker, *Threats, Opportunitirs, and Frustrations in East Asia" 102. 

139 See: [stillbom chapter. p...] and [famine chapter, p...l and [page in this chapter regarding heightened threat 
perception]. 

140 Thomson, -On the Making," 230- 1 ; Hilsman, To Move a Nation, 3 55: Hilsman OH, LBJL. 



rejected the French move [of offering diplomatic recognition to France in January 19641 because it would 

mislead a still -belligerent Beijing as to what sort of behaviour was intemationally acceptable.""l 

The body of cvidence tends some support to both views. At first glance, Hilsmûn and Thomson 

seem to have overstated their case. At loggerheads with Rusk while in office, and self-consciously holding 

a grudge against him afierwards, they evidently under-appreciated the complexities of Rusk's China 

outlook, and almost certainly knew linle of the relatively conciliatory probes Rusk had authorized in late 

196 1 and rnid- 1 962.'42 

Yet, the second half of 1962 and especially 1963 saw a swing of the Rusk pendulum toward the 

"pressure-wedge" pole. Apparently, the cataclysmic Hirnalayan and Cuban episodes helped trigger the 

shift. They served to touch off Rusk's deep-seated antagonism toward the CCP. Thcy also convinced Rusk 

that the Sino-Soviet rift would endure and was susceptible to profitable American Signs of 

the change surfaced strongly by July 1963, at the very juncture that Hilsrnan launched his project. Directly 

at odds with HiIsmm, Rusk stood ready to believe that Beijing wils veering towards greater militancy both 

in Laos and on the lndian Himalayan frontier, and was even haunted by the vision of a "Korean-type" 

1 44 
Chinese surprise attack. 

Unfortunately, the clues on Rusk's position become particularly scarce as one approaches the 

making of the Hilsrnan speech. The record offers no insights beyond the sense that Rusk played up the 

image of Chinese bellicosity in order to secure a French pledge to iivoid offering diplomatic recognition to 

Beijing. Until the surfacing of more documentation, one should do with scales of interpretation which tip 

slightly toward the Hilsman-Thomson view. 

141 Tucker. "Threats. Opportunities, and Fnrstntions," 102. 

142 [Rrfer back to illustrations of Rusk's "creativityw in 196 1 and 19621. Rusk was to reveal the somewhai more 
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If Rusk's China disposition at the turn of 1963 remains a mystery, Kennedy's proves a puzzle of 

an even higher ordtr. One major theme of this thesis has been that a heightened threat perception 

comprised a main determinant of Kennedy's China mind-set. That tenet, nurtured principally by an abiding 

obsession with China's nuclear potential, the image of China as the epicenter of su b-conventional, 

nvolutionary wwfare, and the belief tbat China was led by a dangerousty irresponsible l o ~  has to late 1963 

proven itself quite resistant to change. Witness Rostow's apparent failure to win either the president's ear 

or mind to the notion that Beijing's economic distress dictated prudence in foreign affairs-or Kennedy's 

insistence that Harriman mise the Chinese nuclear issue with Khrushchev during the LTBT negotiations. 

To focus on the nuclear aspect, Sorensen, that ultimate insider, takes issue with Hilsman in asserting that 

the president was never lulled by the fact that China would not become a full-fledged nuclear power for a 

decade or more.'45 ln short, there is considerable merit to the view, espoused for instance by historian 

James Feaer, chût Kennedy never departed from a conflictuai and zero-sum outlook on Sino-American 

re~ations."~ To illustrate the sound documentary base for the argument. suffice it to highlight apain the 

chilling speech Kennedy delivered as Iate as 1 August 1963. The emotiona1 words seem to reveal 

Kennedy's innemost self, beyond any attempt to merely pose as a determined anti-appeaser: 

1 would regard that combination, if it is still in existence in the 1970s of weak countries 
around [China], 700 million people. a Stalinist interna1 regirne, and nuclear powers, and a 
government deterrnined on war as a means of bringing about its uttirnate success, as 
potentially a more dangerous situation than any we faced since the end of the second world 
war. because the Russians punued in most cases their ambitions with sorne caution."' 

The case for the counter-argument is persuasive as well, however. Hilsmm has never flinched 

1.18 
fiom the assertion that "his" project enjoyed Kennedy's fiil1 and active backing. His claim receives 

support fiom Kennedy's confidante, Sorensen, as well as from the testimony of another associate in the 

145 Sorensen, The Kenne4 Legary (New York: Macmillan, 1969). 200, Hilsman irnplies that Kennedy wm assuaged 
by the nidimentary stati: of China's delivery synems. Hilsrnm letter to author. 7 May 1995. 

146 Fetzrr. "Clinging to Containment* esp. 197. 

147 Kennedy Press Conference, August 1, 1963. PPP I963,6 16. 

148 Hilsman, To Move, 347-8; Hilsman OH, LBJL; Hilsman letter to author. 7 May 1995. 



project, Michael Forrestal. Forrestal, who reported that Kennedy had privately indicated a propensity to 

contemplate a reverse course on Vietnam after 1964, also expressed his confidence that Kennedy had been 

preparing to launch a major departure on China policy. lames Thomson, farther removed from Kennedy in 

149 
terms of bureaucratie proxirnity and a Forrestal fkiend, agreed. 1 nterestingly, the notion that Kennedy 

would have changed course on China had he lived to win te-election with cornfortable margins appealed 

150 
also to a personage rnuch at odds with many a Hilsman associate-Rusk hirnself. 

Proponents of that hypothesis have habitually pointed out the relatively mild tenor of Kennedy's 

last public reference to China: 

We are not planning to trade with Red China in view of the policy that Red China pursues. 
When the Red Chinese indicate a desire to live at peace with the United States, with other 
counmes around it, then quite obviously the United States would reappraise its policies. We 
are not wedded to a policy of hostility with Red China. It seems to me Red China's policies 
are what create the tension not only between Red China and India, between Red China and 
her imrnediate neighbours to the south, and even between Red China and other Communist 

15 1 
counuies. 

?bis staternent indeed diverges markedly from the dooms day aura of Kennedy's August 1 

message, and reflects the "conditional containment without isolation" advocated by the Hilsman group - 
including the farniliar assignment of responsibility for the freeze in relations with Beijing to the Chinese. In 

itself, however, the statement falls short of lending powerful credence to the Hilsrnan rendition of 

Kennedy's approach, for it lraves unaddressed the retrsonr behind Kennedy's apparent shiR to a lrss 

confkontational stance. 

An attempt at devising a largely speculative, but plausible, explanatory fnmework casts possible 

new light on the statement and adds some credit to the Hilsman hypothesis. A Rusk Policy Planning 

Meeting, held October 15, mled out a pre-emptive counter-force strike by the U.S. A remark by NSC 

149 Thomson interview with author, 7 Dccernber 1994; Ipage in Vietnam chapter re Fomstal tmimony]; Sorensen, 
Kennedy (New York: Harper & Row, 1965). 665-6. 

150 Rusk OH. WWWWW, January 1986. 
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Executive Secretary Bromley Smith, suggesting chat Kennedy scaled down his involvement in the subject, 

I ZZ 
raises the possibility that the president was inclined in the same direction. Integrating these faint 

indications into Newman's rendition of Kennedy's Vietnam posture, one may reconstnict the trend of the 

president's thinking on China as follows: Srnarting from Khnischev's flat rebuff of M y  26, Kennedy 

realized that the Soviet leadership would not acquiesce in radical preventive action against China's nuclear 

facilities, He was also haunted by the rapidly deteriorating situation in Vietnam, and aware of China's 

increased involvement there.IS3 Consequently, ndiscovering a capacity to rethink the China orientation he 

had evinced in the I950s, Kennedy shelved pre-emptive designs and was moving towatd a "carrot" 

strategy. Namely, he was in the process of shifiing to the track of seeking to increase China's stake in 

peaceful coexistence. To extrapolate further, he (and Hilsman) moved one step away from a zero-sum 

conceptualization of Sino-American relations. The Hilsman (and Kennedy?) approach envisaged instead a 

forrn of unequa1 cohabitation in which the United States engages in a tutelage of the still cornmunistic but 

more pragrnatic upcoming Chinese leadership. 154 

The hypothesis undoubtedly rests on uncertain and problematic foundations. First, the 

documentary base is too thin to stake a case.I5' Second, the hypothesis postulates thst Kennedy departed in 

the auturnn of 1963 from the very guidelines which had hitherto govemed his China position throughout 

the presidency. Third, assigning a sudden capacity for growth involves the famitiar pitfall of raising 

- - - - -  

152 '*A Chinese Communia Nuclear Detonntion and Nucleor Capability." R U S ~  Policy Planning Meeting, FRLIS 1961- 
1963. Vol. 22, esp. 402; Mcmo Korncr to Bundy, 5 Novcmbcr 1963. Ibid., 404105 and 405. fnd. A Bromcly Smith 
note. attached to Komrr's memo. stats: "[China's nuclear detonationi is so fhr down the roed 1 doubt JFK should br 
given this this year." Komer's memo w u  probably not sent to Kennedy. Nonc more specitic or  conclusive 
information was found. 
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#229 Airgramme e m b q  Saigon to DOS, 3 1 October 1963. fi "Chicorn-USSR Pol. 2/1/63." box 3863. NA. 
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Kennedy to martyrdom and rnythical stature becnuse of his tragic end.ls6 Still. the argument seerns 

plausible and intriguing cnough to warrant lürther exploration in the future. 

Kennedy may or may not have been searching for a new China policy. Whatever the case, neither 

he nor the second-tier promoters of the "Hilsrnan project" need have worried lest Beijing would consider 

the Hilsman speech a springboard for bold rapprochement. Historian Rosemary Foot was assured by 

Chinese counterparts that the speech had been interpreted negatively in Beijing as further indication that 

the Kennedy administration favoured a "two-Chinas" policy-rather than a watershed event wh ich 

signalled a degree of accommodation with the PRC?' Sino-Arnerican relations during the Kennedy years 

ended on the same dissonant note that had marked them almost al1 along. 

156 On the last point cf. Burton M. Kaufman. "John F. Kennedy as World Leader: A Perspective on the Literature" 
Diplomatie Hisrory I 7:3 ( 1993). 448-9. 
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Summary and Conclusion 

Camelot's troubled encounter with Beijing proves instnictive in many ways. What follows 

recapitulates some principal themes, starting f rorn the pnmary policy shapers, expanding the vision to 

assess the administration's performance at large, and ending on an attempt to link an individual-level 

spotlight on Kennedy with a systtmic-level appnisal of the conflict management strategies he employed. 

In keeping with other recent studies, this dissertation profiles a Kennedy more cornplex and 

ambiguous thm either his hagiographers or his eariy critics have allowed. The president emerges as a man 

of many guises, whose disparate characteristics make for an unpredictable foreign policy penonality.' On 

the one hand, he cornes out as a short-sighted leader who oflen fell hostage to the Cold War and to the 

image of a uniformly predatory China. lnclined to obsession, he also slighted the obstacles to winning 

Asian (and by 1963, Soviet) support for an anti-Chinese crusade. At times, however, the president rose to 

the challenge of astute statescraft. Showing clearer vision, he became quite aware of Washington's finite 

capacity to shape events on the China Mainland to its liking. Possibly excepting a preventive strike against 

China's nuclear installations, he was also reluctant to run the risk of military confrontation with Beijing, 

overruling the advice of some of his more hawkish aides. Likewise, it is not impossible that on the eve of 

his assassination, he was converted to the notion of a China policy departure during his second term. 

Finally, regarding leadership style, a fragmentary and reactive pattern of policymaking pervaded both the 

conventional and the creative modes of his China conduct. 

The record strongly suggests that at least until his Iast rnonths in office, Kennedy held firm to a 

stock of instincts and preconceptions with regard to the China sphere. This was particularly the case with 

his view of the Chinese Communist regime as  repugnant, unitarily bent on expansion, and posing an 

unacceptable challenge to the international order and the noms which sustain it. The straits crisis of 

summer 1962 triggered a demonstration of just how blind Kennedy was to evidence at  odds with this 

1 This overview of the Kennedy literature d m v s  on Burton 1. ihufman, "John F. Kennedy as World Leader: A 
Perspective on the Litenture," Diplornatic Hktory 17:3 (1993). esp. 463,466,469. 



image. Even as the two sides moved to defuse the crisis, and as the notion that China's cautious behaviour 

belied its bluster gained more currency than ever within the administration, a puzzfed Kennedy wondered 

behind closed doors why Beijing accepted the Laos scttlement "since Communisrn t~ditionally pushed 

outward whenever it cou~d."~ 

Partly a consequent of belicf in the Domino theory, and partly a function of a latent racial bias, 

Kennedy's grim assessrnent of the Chinese threat was also infonned by twin and quite constant concerns - 
China's nuclear potential and her standing as both a source of inspiration and support for wars of national 

liberation. The first preoccupation almost certainly drove Kennedy to over-esîimate Moscow's willingness 

to partake, actively or passively, in strong rneasures to check China's nuclear strides. In similar vein, the 

second concern contributed to a certain wishful thinking on his part with regard to the feasibility of 

establishing an anti-Ch inese order in Asia and the Pacific. 

For Kennedy, another stimulus for projecting finnness was his perception of the China Lobby's 

potency and of a public soiidly adverse to changing the status quo concerning China. Given the narrow 

plunlity of Kennedy's election, the dificulties he experienced in prevailing over Congress, and the still 

vivid memory of Democratic trials and tribulations as a consequence of "who lost China" charges, one 

understands Kennedy's propensity to uead cautiously on account of perceived domestic constraints. To 

understand is not to accept, however. As Nancy Tucker and Leonard Kusnitz suggest, afier the Cuban 

Missile Crisis Kennedy probabiy was not above biaing the tn i l  of fostering an image of a fearsome, 

irrational China as a means of satisfj4ng the ernotional xenophobia abroad in the land and thus allowing 

Washington fieedom io seek working relations with what seerned to be a more stable and constructive 

leadership in ~ o s c o w . ~  Still more disconcerting is the evidence that more ofien than no5 the public was 

more malleable to presidential leadership than Kennedy assessed it to be.' 

2 Set: p. 207 above. 

3 set p. 3 17 above. 
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These domestic constraints. be they real or imagined, evidently propelled Kennedy to make a 

secret guarantee to Chiang Kai-shek to exercise the American veto pledge in the Security Council, should 

this prove essential to bar Communist China's admission to the United Nations. Not even John Foster 

Dulles. with al1 his fire and brimstone. proved willing to make such a comrnit~nent.~ 

With the possible exception of an anti-nuclear pre-emptive stnke, Kennedy usually did not alIow 

these combative impulses to govern his policy decisions, however. ln particular. his endeavour to keep the 

€ire-breathing Chiang at bay was even more u n m  biguous thm Eisenhower's. Several deeply ingrained 

convictions underlay this disposition. Much like most of his predecessors, Kennedy found the 

Kuomintang's clout in American politics objectionable. For example, on the very same day that he initiated 

the aforementioned veto pledge, the President wryly observed "that Adenauer, De Gaulle and Chiang Kai- 

shek seemed to want to opernte as maken of US. policy and not as allies."' 

Un like a num ber of military people, Kennedy also never toyed seriously with Chiang 's contention 

that coupled with the deepening Sino-Soviet rift, China's intemal dislocation presented a golden 

opportunity for returning to the mainland, During his tenure Kennedy proved mindful of how failures to 

g m p  the adversary's capabilities and intentions had figured in the outbreak of wiirs and international crises 

throughout this century. More specifically, even prior to 1960, Kennedy had recognized the paucity of  

solid information on Mainland conditions, and grew acutely cognizant of it while in power. Palpably aware 

as he was of this very factor's salience in the Bay of Pigs debacle, Kennedy joined other oficials in citing 

this as one of the reasons for adopting a circumspect approach to China's econornic predicarnent. Always 

careful to shore up his domestic fences, Kennedy was also not above seeking to tum the gaps in the 

Chinese intelligence picture to political advantage. Under his inspiration, American officiais consistently 

challenged their Kuomintang counterparts to produce solid intelligence to bear out the Chinese Nationalist 

theory that a spark would suffice to ignite a fire in the Chinese Communist hayrack.' 

5 Set pp. 142- 143 above. 

6 See p. 140 above. 
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Prodding the Nationalists aside, through early 1962 at least, the president importantly failed to 

translate these insights into a major initiative to improve intelligence coverage of Communist China. 

Understaffed, underfunded, and impeded by a flimsy bureaucntic infrastructure, the China intelligence 

field suffered neglect throughout 1961.kennedy shouiden a good portion of the blame. Movers and 

shakers have consistently played a much greater role throughout the intelligence process than is generally 

recognized; their ofbunspoken persona1 preferences help set the agenda for both co1Iection and analysis. 

This rnay have been particulariy mie under Kennedy. Promoting a multiple-counsei system, he depended 

on convcying a sense of purpose to synthesize the system into a collegial and functioning who~e.~  

Arguably, on the China intelligence front Kennedy convenely offered little guidance. Hence, diversity 

within the po Iicymaking commun ity bred disintegntion rather than constructive collaboration. 

The reasons behind this lapse remain enigmatic, partfy due to Kennedy's propensity to keep some 

of his closest aides at sea regarding the coordinates of his China But sevenl preliminary and 

complementary explanations suggest themselves. First, when the internat crisis in China peaked, other 

items, Iike the Berlin crisis, crowded Kennedy's desk, won his attention, and sapped executive energies. 

Second, the evidence corroborates McGeorge Bundy's remark that with the exception of such strategic 

considerations as China's nuclear potential or the state of Sino-Soviet relations, Chinese matters pet- se did 

not entice Kennedy's enthusiasrn. Kennedy's view of the domestic ciimate as restrictive evidently 

reinforced this disposition. Third, this tendency meshes with the observation of a number of Kennedy 

han& that the president was prone to postponing decisions on major issues where results would not be 

immediately apparent. " 

In fact, the intelligence lapse of 1961 fumishes but the clearest example of the Fngrnented and 

reactive nature of overall China policyrnaking under Kennedy. This phenomenon requires elucidation, al1 

8 Ray S. Cline, Secrets, Spies and Scholars: Blueprirtt of rhe Essential CL4 (Washington, D.C.: Acropolis Books. 
1 V6), 208. See also chapter 4 above. 

9 Alexander L. George, "Presidential Management Styles and Models," in Charles W. Kegley, Ir. And Eugene R 
Wittkopf, eds., Perspectives on American Foreign Policy (New York: St. Martin's Press. 1983). 476-7. 

10 Sre pp. 124 and 272 above. 
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the more so because it has recently surfaced ris a hallmark of Kennedy's modus operundi not only in the 

Chinese but in the ltalian context as well." 

The charge that China policy lacked coherence and planning had been a consistent theme with 

most revisionists between 1961 and 1963, notably Bowles and Marshall ~reen."  Yet it was Bowles 

himseff who quite cogently pointed out one reason for this. In a late 1963 letter to Hilsman, h e  lamented 

that "[the reactive style isj a buiIt-up liability of democracies in general, Le. the tendency to avoid forward 

planning because it is too controversial and leAs rnay cause embarrassment. As a result we react to events 

as they occur and then add al1 the reactions together and cal1 it policy which henceforth must be defended 

against al1 corners."" Moreover, according to one study, at least, this mode was not unique to the Kennedy 

era, but rather a standard feanire of American China policy from Truman through the "Nixon shock."" 

One still wonders what accounts for the New Frontier's deep fragmentation on China policy. One 

cluster of explanations stresses linkage politics. Believing their domestic standing precarious and obsessed 

with leaks, administration principals trod carefully and took extra pains to cornpartmentalize information. 

Witness the establishment of "eyes only" communication channels-with Beam in Warsaw in August 

196 1, with C h e  in Taipei Iater in the yenr, and with Hamman in July 1963.16 That procedure may well 

have faciiitated diplomatic negotiations, but only increased confusion outside the information loop. 

Another cIuster argues Kennedy's personal propensity to juggle contingencies and avoid choosing between 

policy alternatives. The protracted debates within the administration on Vietnam come to mind. A multi- 

12 Hinorian Leopoldo Nuti reponed his largely puailel findings on Kennedy's ltalian policy at a conkrencr on "The 
United States, the Fedeni Rrpublic of Germany, and 'Third A m '  - Americm-Geman Relations, 1955- 1968." 
(Bochum. Germany, May 1997). The discussion here bentfits from his insights. Sce alsa: Leopoldo Nuti. 
"L'administration Kennedy et sa Politique Italienne: un 'Test Case du Processus de Decision dans Iî Politique 
Etrangere des Em-Unis." Relations Inrernationales 84 (Hiver 1995), 485-500. 

13 Cf. Bowles Address, "Africa. Asia, and Berlin," 15 August 196 1. DSB 45, 18 Srpternber 196 1.486-7: Robert Blum 
memo on his conversation with Marshall Grem, 27 Decembcr 1963, F: "Gened Correspondencs'* ROG bblume C. 
CFR., and p. 121 above. 

14 Le~er Bowles to Roger Hilsrnui, 3 Scptember 1963, f: "Bowles, Chester," box 438, WAH Papen. 

15 Richard Moomeen and Morton Abnmowitz Remaking China Policy.- U.S--China Relations and Governmenr 
Decisionmaking (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 197 1 ), xyxvii 60. 
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layered bureaucratie cornpetition obviously figured as well. The year 196 1, in particular, saw due 1s 

between outside talent and veteran FSOs (Le. Galbraith and Alex Johnson) - as well as a contest for the 

president's ear between Europeanists such as Ball and Acheson and Asianists like Stevenson, Bowles and 

Rostow. State's malfùnction during that year added fuel to these fires - and contributed to the relative 

dernise of most of the said advisers." At fault was also what appean to be a structural flaw in the American 

form of govemment -- the lack of an effective way to transfer knowledge and experience from one 

administration to another. As McNamara cogently observed in retrospect, "in parliamentary systems, a new 

government's ministers have usuaIly served as opposition shadow rninisters for several years before they 

take office .... The meeting between the Eisenhower and Kennedy tearns was a poor substitute for such 

training."" A related contributing factor was the shaky transformation from Eisenhower's highly structured 

policymaking mechanisms to a more informal process heavily tilted toward the White House Staff. 

Consequently, jurisdictional boundaries were often blurred and ill-defined (Komer, for instance. presided 

over too vas< a p o p p h i c a l  "empire of ~arius.")'~ Finally, Kennedy's "ad-hoc" mechanisrn and his accent 

on brevity of expression, while a hedge against stifling conformity, lacked CO-ordination and control and 

emphasized current developments at the expense of planning.20 The task of assigning relative importance to 

these factors awaits future research. 

The remaining conclusions regarding Kennedy's style cover more familiar ground, and hence may 

be recounted more briefly. First, China policy provides a nnging case in point for Levering and Kern's 

assertion that contrary to conventional judgement and popular imagery, the President was more influenced 

17 David L. Dileo. Grorgr Bail. Viinnam, and the Rethinâing ofConrainmenr (Chape1 Hiil: University of North 
Carolina Press, 1991). 43. See also pages 1 f 7, 123-125 above. McGeorge Bundy, McNaman and Robert Kennedy 
were destined to enjoy greater nppon with Kennedy. Only when more ground is covrred on the general historicd 
role of these tigures can one anempt a considrred assessrnent of thcir respective China policy impact. 

18 Robert S. McNaman, In Retrospecf: The Tragedy and Lessons of Vietnam ( N w  York: Times Books, 1995), 35. 
Set: also p. 23 above. Kennedy and Eisenhower's personai prestige was apparently too engaged in the context of 
infinted campa@ rhetoric, to aflow an effective meeting of the mincis. The author wishes to thank Professor 
Pwessen for sharing these insights. 
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by press opinion than a rnanipulative charmer of it." Second. Kennedy tended to make some of his rnost 

important decisions "off the rec~rd ."~  Third, the related - and celebrated - Kennedy obsession with leaks 

was especially pronounced in the China sphere. According to Rusk, the President capped the seminal (and 

unrecorded) May 1961 tête-à-tête in the White House with this admonition: "What's more, Mr. Secretwy, I 

don't want to read in the Washington Posf and the New York Times that the State Department is thinking 

about a change in China policy."" 

Himself a champion of confidentiality in diplomatic affairs, Rusk irnplernented this word of 

caution to the letter. Recently decfassified documents corroborate Rusk's later inference that under 

conditions of unbreakable secrecy, he was at certain points willing to engage in "hidden-hand" diplomacy 

to test China's motives and airns. He insisted on either extending the feeler hirnself (as in Laos), or inform 

only his most trusted subordinates. 

On balance, Rusk seems indeed to have charted a more sophisticated and nuanced course than his 

revisionist critics have allowed. To be sure, his hostility toward the Chinese Communist leaders ran deep, 

not least because of the Korean war carnage. In lune 1962, for instance, he confessed to the British that the 

administration felt "much closer to the East Germans than to the Chinese ~ornmunists."" Nonetheless. 

Rusk, a fascinated and quite informed student of modem China, apparently came into power without a set 

agenda for China policy, and thereafier alternated between two divergent stntegies prevalent within the 

State Department. In the surnmers of both 1961 and 1962, he endorsed discrete probes in the hope of 

nurturing moderate forces in Beijing's ruling circle. Other times saw him in favour of the "pressure- 

wedge" Iogic, which prescribed the ostracizing of Beiijing as a means of deepening the Sino-Soviet rift. 

22 For instance, politicai scientia and Kennedy China hmd Allen S. Whiting recails one such phone conversation. in 
May 1962, brtween Kennedy and Haniman, Haniman argued that the record of turning a blind rye to China's 
damestic catastrophe might one doy haut the United States. This consideration apparently figund in Kennedy's 
decision to use the ambassadorial channel in Warsaw to inform the Chinese that the United States could reconsider 
its present policy iigainst selling food grains, if and when it became evident that Chinese Communist needs could 
not be met by purchases elsewhm. See chapter [4]. 

24 [Refer to appropriate place]. 



The Rusk pendulum titled most strongly in this latter direction after the Cuban Missile Crisis and the Sino- 

Indian War had for most of 1963 discredited, in official Washington, the notion that China's moderate 

actions belied its rhetorical bluster. Whether Rusk's humied clearance of the Hilsman speech of December 

1963 indicates his reverting to the more probing line is unverifiable from the record. 

Yet, ii vexing puzzle regarding the Rusk-Kennedy dynamic places the vaiidity of this analysis in 

doubt. Virtually atl previous renditions of Rusk's concept of proper secretary of stateship have stressed his 

detemination to project solid alignment between himself and the president in the public eye." Thus, it is 

quite inconceivable that Rusk executed or authorized the various probes into China's intentions without 

Kennedy's knowledge. In the absence of solid evidence, one may cautiously surmise that Kennedy and 

Rusk were tacitly agreed on presidential plausible deniability-namely, that Kennedy would tum a blind 

eye to Rusk's discreet approaches and deny any knowledge of them should the issue surface burn Rusk's 

fingers. 

How well were Kennedy and Rusk served by their intelligence experts? The intelligence 

community registered a patently uneven record on China. Any attempt at a balance sheet should 

ricknowledge the formidable barriers China presented as an intelligence tarçet. Suffîce it to recite the 

cryptic nature of the Chinese media, Chinese disinformation efforts. the depth of cultural and ideological 

estrangement, and the impossibility of deriving insights from direct Sino-American cornmuni~ation.'~ Yct. 

Washington's initial handling lefi much to be desired. Flimsy infrastructure coupled with weak executive 

guidance and cognitive closure to hamper intelligence work." The situation improved somewhût with time, 

with increased allocation of experienced personnel (and probably fun&), and as intelligence doctrine 

veered away fiorn Sherman Kent's orthodox mode toward a greater sensitivity to the influence of 

American behaviour on Chinese policy. 

~~~~~ 

25 Cf. Warren 1. Cohen, Dean Rus& (Totowa, N.J.: Cooper Square, 1980). 95-7. 

26 Srr especially pp. 161-162 above. For a gcnerai analysis of the formidable nature of this task, cf. Ernest R May. 
conclusion to idem.. rd., Knowing One S Enemies: Intelligence Assessrnent Be fore the Two World )Vars (Princeton. 
N.J: Princeton University Press, 1985)' a p .  530. 



Intelligence performance varied markedly across contexts. Chinese domestic affairs proved an 

especiafly slippery temin, despite some close calls on intra-Ieadership trends. Most glaring is the failure to 

appreciate the scope of China's domestic dislocation. As for the task of imputing Chinese intentions, 

experts groped in the dark, evincing many of the pitfalls associated with that difficult mission." Moments 

of clearer vision did exist, however, not least because of fiuitful collabontion with London. One 

conspicuous illustration is the sober advise producers offered regarding the lirnited scope of Beijing's 

Himalayan thnist in the aunrrnn of 1962. Moving to the strategic realm, China watchers scored iui 

inadvertent success at predicting the timing of the Chinese nuclear detonation. The most unblemished 

achievement came in monitoring the Sino-Soviet rifi, largely the product of a dedicated effort &y Ray 

Cline's Task Force. Even here, however, producers conforrned to the aanosphere at the apex of power 

and, until 1963, hesitated to declare the rift irreversible. 

The China intelligence theatre, too, featured a wide array of engaging actors, perceptive as well as 

opinionated. Ray Cline, especialIy, exhibited a fatehl arnaigam of these traits. On the one hand. he 

deserves much credit for sensitizing consumers to the undue neglect of the China intelligence scene and for 

timely and quite ôccurate coverage of Sino-Soviet trends. On the other, Cline allowed himself to becorne a 

KMT apologist as a consequencc of his stint in ~a i~e i . 'Y  As for the DCls, Allen Dulles was apparently too 

enamoured with clandestine operations, too engrossed in the gulf of recurring crises of 196 1, and too 

injured by the Bay of Pigs debacle CO put his mind to either the Chinese scene or the tottering China 

intelligence effort. it fell to McCone to affect some essential reforms. A strong "worst-case" bias, however, 

clouded McCone's judgement. Attentive to compelling evidence of the PLA's weakening, he was still 

inclineci. for example, to presume that the CCP was bent on attacking Taiwan during the third stnits crises. 

He also doubted the endurance of the Sino-Soviet rift well into 1963." 

28 For catalogues of the difficulties involved in imputing intentions. cf. Raymond L. Garthoff, 'On Estirnatinp and 
lmputing Intentions," International Security 2 (Winter 1978): 22-32: Richard K, Betts, "Analysis, War and 
Decision: Why intetligence Failures are inevitiible," World Politics 3 1 : 1 ( 1978): 96 1-988. 

29 See above, p. 166. 

30 Sce pp. 3 1 1-3 12 above. 



No such bias distorted the China outlook of Marshall Green, whose competent guidance helped 

the Hong Kong Consulate ourperfom any other Arnerican intelligence organ dunng the latter part of the 

Kennedy tenure." 

This calm appraisal of China's capabilities and intentions comprises the distinguishing feature of 

revisionist thinking during the Kennedy years. Ebbing and flowing in currency within revisionist circles, 

this attitude peaked in the summers of 1962 and again in the administration's closing months. Predicated 

on the premise of China's relative weakness vis-&vis the United States, it departed from the a l m i s t  line 

which had previously dominated much of American China policy, at les t  from the Korean war onwards. 

Beyond this unifying thread, one may discern three schools in the revisionist group, each evincing 

a markedly different tenor in its concept of Sino-American relations: 

1. Visionary Revisionism. Epitomized in purest form by Rostow, this stnnd had a rather expansive 

sense of China's susceptibility to American power and solution. A certain hubris permeated this 

approach. Rostow evidently believed the United States to be exceptionally endowed to export the 

gospel of econornic and social progress. This belief contributed ta what Nick Cullather has tenned 

(albeit in the Philippine context) Ilfusium of l f luen~e.~ '  Rosrow presumed, for example, that the 

Chinese Communists had been so demoralized as to shed their pride and acquiesce, as part of a 

food deal, in what amounted virtually to a P a  Americuna in the Far East in general and in 

Southeast Asia in particular.33 

2. "Containmenr wititout isolarion " (or temperate rwisionism). This strand found articulate 

spokesmen, for instance, in Allen Whiting, Edward Rice, James Thomson, John Gaibraith, and 

Edwin Reischauer. Far more than Rostow, these China enthusiasts were alert ta both the salience 

31 Sec pp. 161-162 above. 

32 See: Nick Cullather, llfusionr of Influence: The Political Economy of United States-Philippines Relations. 19-12- 
1960 (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1994); and McMahon, 'The Cold War in Asia" in Michael G. 
Hogan and Thomas G. Paterson, eds., Erpiuining the HLFtoty of American Foreign Relations (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 199 1 ), 534. This "arrogance of power" permeated Rostow's policy toward Asia as a 
whole. See pp. 54-58, 167; 

33 [Refer to appropriate pages]. 



of tierce nationalist pride in Chinese Cornmunist identity, and the pervasive image among Asian 

elites of the United States as domineering3* 

Arguably, the pertinent literature has thus far overlooked the degree to which this school of 

thought broke with established American practice. Historîan Ronald W. Pruessen and others have 

penuasively demonstrated that with al! the complexity of its China posture, the Eisenhower 

administration consistently fol lowed a zero-sum approach to Beijing, defying the People's 

Republic's quest for a place under the Sun. Albeit to a limited degree, Eisenhower and Dulles 

could empathize with Soviet concerns over Gerrnan unification, for example, and attempt to 

assuage Moscow's anxieties in this regard. They never evinced a comparable respect for China's 

concerns and interests. As Pruessen argues, over and again the formulators of policy sought to 

"create a regional system in which American advantages would be maximized and China's role 

and oppo~nit ies  would be drastically curtai~ed."~ 

Under Kennedy, this tradition was perpetuated by Rostow as well as by such hard-liners as Cline 

and ~ e ~ a ~ . ~ ~  The temperate revisionists charted an alternative course, mixing deterrence with 

non-confiontational modes of managing Sino-American relations. In frict, in its most sophisticated 

manifestations, this school of thought frivoured the very "beyond deterrence" strategies identified 

by political scientists Richard N. Lebow and Janice G. Stein, namely, "Rertssumce through 

reciprocity," "Reassurance through self-restraint;" and "Reassurance through the development of 

informal, even tacit, 'noms of c~rn~etition'."~' In other words, Edward Rice's seminal thinkpiece 

of October 26, 196 1, or Reischauer's comments on Rostow's drafi paper in the following autumn, 

conformed ctosely to the prescription for de-escalation proposed by Robert Jervis: "States should 

try to constnict a policy of deterrence which will not set off spirals of hostility if existing political 

33 [Refer to appropriate quotes.1 

35 Ronald W. Pruessen, "Pondcring the 'evil fact' in Asia: John Foster Dulles and China, 1953-1954" (A Paper 
prepared for the Annual Meeting of the Society of Historians of Amencan Foreign Relations, Annapolis. Maryland. 
June 19871, 16. [Sec aiso pp.] 

37 Richard N. Lebow and Janice G. Stein, -Beyond Deterrence," Journal o/Social Issues 43:4 (19871, q. 40-56. 



differences are in fact bridgeable; the policy should be designed to conciliate without running the 

risk that the other side, if it is aggressive, will be emboldened to attack. Such a policy requires the 

state to combine fimness, threats, and apparent willingness to fight with reassurances, promises, 

and a credible willingness to consider the other side's inter est^."^' 

3 .  "Condifional Contuinmeni withou 1 Isolation " (or Erlucaf ive Revisionism). The some w hat 

disjointed revisionist endeavour finally settled, in the summer of 1963, on a more coherent drive 

which borrowed from both modes. Advocating most of the specific remedies championed by the 

"temperate" school, the "HiIsrnan project" still contained a heavy dosage of an educative element. 

The notion that China would have to l e m  to behave before it could be rewarded and thereby 

become less isolated betokened the premise that Washington was entitled to set the noms and 

rules associated with the relationship. In short, the Hilsman project, nther than reflecting a 

concept of equitable Sino-American relationship, revealed a quest for primacy.39 

In the absence of conclusive proof as to Kennedy's China posture on the eve of assassination. just 

how ultimatety influential was the revisionist effort in terrns of shaping the administration's China policy 

cannot be determined at present. That the administration lefl a düal and contradictory legacy is hardly in 

doubt, however. 

On the one hand, the concept of a China policy departure gained oficial legitimacy during the 

Kennedy years. Detailed blueprints took firm hold within a segment of the foreign policy bureaucracy. The 

Johnson administration elaborated on these blueprints. It might have even buiIt upon them to embark on 

bolder and more innovative policies-had the Vietnam war not so sapped Washington's energies and 

38 Robert Jervis, "War a d  Misperception* Journal of lnterdisciplinary History 18:4 (Spring 1988). 686. letvis goes 
on to cogently note that 'rhc task is dificult and neither decisionmalcers nor academics have fully corne to grips 
with it." For analyses of the Rice and Reischauer papers, set: respectively [pp... J. 

39 Sce pp ...[ refer ta Hilsrnan project pages]. For a critique of this quest for hegemony or prirnacy in American foreip 
relations, sec qecially Stanley F. Hoffmann, Primacy or World Order (New York: McGnw-Hill. 1978). 



abilities, and had not the Chinese themselves plunged into the destructive Cultural ~evo lu t ion .~~  Moreover, 

the Kennedy years saw, in a few and isolated cases, the evolution of an incipient Sino-American capacity 

for reducing mutual tensions. For instance, an admixture of deterrence and tacit understandings proved 

conducive to a precarious dnw in Laos - an area, to be sure, Kennedy (and possibly the Chinese) deemed 

neither crucial nor suitable for a military showdown." The Taiwan Strait pmvided the scene for a more 

Ming exercise in conflict management. Unambiguous signalling through the Warsaw channel, serving to 

overcome a multitude of hitherto mutually misperceived signals, helped deflate the Third Straits Crisis. To 

date, no comparable crisis has ever recuned? To a degree. then, this study a f i r m s  James Thomson's 

assertion that the seeds of the "Nixon shock" were sown in the Kennedy ers.'> 

Examined from a shorter-range perspective, however, the Kennedy tenure only added fuel to the 

fire of Sino-Amencan confrontation. In particular, the Hilsman speech evidently impressed Mao and h is 

colleagues less than did the Test Ban Treaty, which accentuated the sense of encirclernent and 

vulnerability in Beijing's psyche. The clouds gathered most orninousIy in Vietnam. The perplexed 

president may or may not have been contemplating a pullout; at any case, China and the United States 

embarked on a collision course. It fell to Kennedy's successor to reap the whir~wind.~ 

Clearly, Kennedy bears some responsibility for the Sino-Amencan impasse. The president's 

double-edged anxiery about China's nuclear and guerrilla potential was coloured by national or racial 

stereotypes." Most important at least until the autumn of 1963, Kennedy penonified a decision-maker so 

obsessed with the objective of deterrence as to overlook the "security dilemma." Narnely, he failed to 

JO Sce: Nancy B. Tuckrr, "Threats, Opportunities, and Frusuations in East Asia" in W w e n  1. Cohen and Nancy B. 
Tucker, tds., Lyndon Johnson Confiants rhe IVorld. eds. (New York: Columbia University P m ,  1994). 104- 1 1 1: 
Rosemary Foot, The Pracrice of Power: US. Relations wirh China Since 1949 (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1993, 
263. 

41 Future research would do weIl io probe into China's Laos policics. 

42 [Refer to appropriate pages]. 

43 James C. Thomson. "On the Making of U.S. China Policy, 1961-1969: A Study in Bureriucntic Politics" China 
Quarrerly 50 (ApriVJune 1972), esp. 220-233. 
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appreciate the degree to which his deterrence policies acquired the nature of a self-fulfiliing mechanism, 

stoking apprehension and hostility on the Chinese side and thus contributing to an escalatory spiral.i6 

Evidently, Kennedy evaded but few of the pitfalls inherent in a spiral condition, if at alI. A 

preoccupation with credibility perrneated his China policy. Paying close attention to dramatic events and 

manifesting a "worst-case" bias, he overperceived Chinese hostility. For example, like many in 

Washington, he constmed the Himalayan war as proof of Beijing's belticosity, even though some officiais 

were not blind to both Delhi's provocations and the limited nature of Beijing's thrust." As well. less 

dramatic developments, such as the dismantling of the "Great Leap Foward," suggesting the possibility of 

a shifi away fiom ndicalism, largely escaped Kennedy's grasp.' Finally, Kennedy patently failed to 

empathize with Mao, that is, he tended to pay insufficient attention to constraints and pressures faced by 

the Chinese leadership, including those genented by Washington's own actions. To illustrate, he evinced 

linle understanding of Mao Zedong's fenr of nuclear blackmail by the two s ~ ~ e r ~ o w e r s . ~ '  

One feature of Kennedy's China record stands out as the most dysfunctional of d l .  Titroughout 

most of the thousand days, cognitive closure rendered him impervious to the image of a malleable China. 

T h i s  served to restrict the horizons of China policymaking. To a degree, too, it facilitated rin escalatory 

spiral, as the strident public posture of the administration frequently reflected Kennedy's view of a 

truculent China. 

It is too easy to fault Kennedy to excess, however, thus distorting the historical record. First, 

whether Kennedy was in the autumn of 1963 won over to the alternative image of China remains an open 

46 For elucidations of the spiral model. its rnerits and stioncomings. cf. Robert Jervis. Perception and ,Misperceprion 
in International Politics (Princeton. N.J.: Princeton University Press. 1 976). 58- 1 1 3 ;  idem. " War and 
Misperception" 685; Jervis, Lebow. and lanice G. Stein, eds., Psycholoyv and Deterrencr (Bziltimore: The Johns 
Hopkins University Press, I985), pcrssim 

47 This epiwdr illustrates what politicd scientist Nsd Lebow calls 'way in which murnptions about adversaries cm 
be confined tiiutologically." Lrbow, conclusion to Lebow et al.. Psychologv und Deterrence. 243. 

48 [Rcfer to pageil 
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question which rnerits the close attention of future res~arch.'~ Second. one should not lose sight of the 

broader canvass of history. In dealing with a spiral condition, Kennedy faired no worse than the rnajority of 

statesmen, American and otherwise. In particular, his was a pattern of behaviour most commonplace 

among post-World War Two American policyrnakers, the China sphere (at least through the Johnson years) 

definitely included." In fact. it may be the case that Eisenhower, and not Kennedy, carries the burden of 

missing a veritable opportunity for rapprochement with the Chinese Communists. As Chapter 2 shows. the 

recent research hawest suggests that frorn Bandung through the first half of 1956, the Chinese appear to 

have held hopes for rapprochement with their American archrival. Authorized by Mao in key party 

meetings," this trend matured into quite determined overtures. only to encounter no responsive chord in 

Washington. 

Indeed, the rnost profound reason for an even-handed verdict on Kennedy's responsibility for the 

perpcnirition of conflict stems From a focus on the Chinese side. Kennedy's firmness may have contributed 

to the endurance of confrontation, but it was almost certainIy not the root cause of it. A transformation of 

relations required receptivity to accommodation in Beijing as well as in Washington. Unfortunately, rnuch 

is still obscure about the dynamics of power within the Chinese Communist hierarchy. Some in Beijing did 

advocate the path of easing tensions with the United States. Beijing's extension of a few cautious feelers -- 
53 always at points incompatible with Washington's own feeble overtures regarding accommodation - so 

indicate. as does Wang Jiaxiang's lener of February 1962.Y But Mao and other key leaders, clearly holding 

the upper hand, adamantly rejected this option. In Iight of Mao's determination to embark on a radical 

course, at this early stage in the Kennedy tenure, it seems likely that even a subtle and sophisticated 

50 The rnilitary facet o f  China policymaking, as well, might rank an the agenda o f  future rrsrarch. once a criticai mass 
of pertinent documentation sees the light. 

51 Robert Jervis, "War and Misperception," esp. 699; idern, "Political Psychology - some Challenges and 
Opportunities," Political Yqchology l0:3 ( 1989). 488; Garthoff, "On Estirnating and Imputing Intentions." 22-3: 
Moorsteen and Abramow itz, Remaking China Polky, .xxii. 

52 He Di, "The M o n  Respected Enerny: Mao Zedong's Perception of the United States." China Quarteriy 137 ( M m h  
1994), 151. 

53 fRefer to appropriate pages. This confomis to the more general pattern in Sino-American relations identified by 
Nancy Tucker. "Thrwts. Opportunities, and Frustrations," 104. 
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combination of deterrence and assurance on Washington's part could not have diverted Mao, in particular, 

from punuing the confrontational line." 

In sum, although the precise salience of Kennedy's rigidity in Beijing's own intransigence loorns 

large on the agenda of future research, it seems that neither side was ready for a breakthrough. The 

opportunity to transforrn Sino-Arnerican relations apparently did not exist during the Kennedy yem.  

55 Sa: Roderick MnrFarquhzu, The Coming of the Cdtwal Revolution. Vol. 3. The Corning of the Catacfysm 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997). 270-281,298,325; Foot, The Practice of Power, 263; Alfted D. Wilhelm, 
Jr.. The Chinese ar rhe Negotiating Table: Sfyfe and Characteristics (Washington. D.C.: National Defencc 
University Press, 1994), 214-21 5. Political scientist Arthur Waldron maka much the same point - but far less 
persuasively, as hc has not consulted any of  the new documentation on the question. Sce Waldron, "From 
Nonexistent to Almost Normal: U.S.-China Relations in the 1960s." in Diane B. Kunz cd.. The D@omacy ofthe 
Cruc;af Decade (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994), q. 230; Nancy Bcmkopf Tucker. "Continuing 
Controvmies in the Liternture of US.-China Relations Since 1945," in Warren 1. Cohen. rd., Pucrfic Passage (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1996)' 242 fn. 85. 
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